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Über Raffael zu sprechen, könnte hier beinahe überflüssig scheinen. Er
gibt überall so viel, so Unvergessliches, so ungefragt und unmittelbar, dass
jeder, der seine Gemälde sieht, ohne Führer zurechtkommen und einen
dauernden Eindruck mitnehmen kann. Die folgenden Andeutungen sollen
auch nur die zum Teil versteckt liegenden Bedingungen dieses Eindruckes
klarmachen helfen.
Burckhardt, Cicerone, 

Manibus parentum, amicis et uxori carissimae
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Preface

A

  , explaining Raphael’s Galatea to schoolchildren
in Rome, I had an intuition. The intuition concerned the Latin poetry I
was schooled in as classicist, and the art of the Renaissance, which had since
adolescence inspired in me a strange mixture of admiration, fascination and
longing. I thought that by putting the two together, I might do something
useful, and, perhaps, also fathom the mystery in the process. In this book I
have set out to do so. It took a long time in preparation, which muddled along
erratically for a decade, and relatively short in the writing, which took the best
part of the last four years. I hardly dare pronounce it finished, although, for the
time being, I am done with it. So ein Buch ist nie fertig, a friend quoted to me
by way of consolation, and I will have to rest content with that.
The Renaissance appeared to me as a young man a time of hope, an epoch of
adventure and beauty. But I have come to it through the Classics, which I studied in the footsteps of my father and inspired by the fascination cast on them
by my teacher of Greek at the Amsterdam Barlaeusgymnasium, Rob de Jong,
whose learning and inimitable passion have been of the utmost importance to
me. The erudite mentors I had at this remarkable school made it clear to me
that the classics were not only an aim per se. They should be used, brought
to bear on our culture, since they contained the key to a tradition reaching to
the present - a present I was at that time celebrating by chanting pop-hymns
in the local Vondelpark, enveloped by a thick cloud of disreputable smoke. The
modern mysteries of pop culture, however, alternated with the study of historical art, music and literature, which often kept me up past the dawn. Those
early influences have led me to look at the Renaissance through the eyes of the
Classics, a perspective which lies at the core of this book. The passion for these
subjects inspired by my parents and teachers is one of the deepest debts that
I owe. And if I have attempted in this book to make the classics work, make
them explain things, I have done so also hoping partly to redeem that great
debt.
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David, sauvé des eaux, was the theme also of my training at the University of Amsterdam. For, initially, it was not so clear that I was cut out to be
a Dutch classicist, that remarkable species of precise and irreproachable men
and women who hardly ever make mistakes. Yet, persistently, I was instructed,
inspired and kept in the fold, by my professors Bremer, Leeman and Ruijgh,
and no less by Daan den Hengst and Marietje van Erp Taalman Kip. They, and
others, have taught me both multa and multum, and some are doing this still.
Many classicists at the University of Amsterdam have helped me tremendously
in various ways. Without the meticulousness, wit and learning of Daan den
Hengst this book would have been much poorer and much more vulnerable. In
his capacity of promotor he was the miglior fabbro in the philological workshop.
Also the friendship and boisterous optimism of Fik Meijer and the warmth and
support of Eric Moormann have been important. But the credit of the saving
goes to Jan Maarten Bremer, who, with characteristic gravity, informed me over
a fatherly offered cup of coffee at the local pub, that studying classics, which I
threatened to give up, was in fact just as easy or difficult as making love, in
which, too, technique was indispensable. He thus redeemed a lost soul with an
argument as audacious as it was winning. This was both a memorable and a
crucial moment, and I am deeply grateful for it.
Here, too, I must mention my sodales Joost Hazenbos, Marc Lauxtermann
and Hotze Mulder. Employing totally different means, they yet did the same
for me, showing their confidence, and thus keeping me going, as they have
been doing ever since. Lastly, Bram Kempers entered on the scene. Not only
has he become a loyal friend, he also has stimulated, informed, discussed and
inspired much of the contents of this book. He has offered constant advice on
both structural and editorial problems. Our discussions on Raphael and other
matters were frequent, constructive and salutatory. I have profited enormously
by them, and many correspondences in our work find their origin there. Most
importantly, by agreeing to serve as promotores, he and Daan den Hengst gave
me the support and confidence without which I could not have hoped to succeed. I thank them with all my heart for this confidence and all their help.
To mention all who have contributed to my work over the years would produce an enumeration somewhat pedantic. Yet some have been so extraordinarily generous, that they leave me no choice but to provide at least the shortlist.
My employers at that same Barlaeusgymnasium have supported me with remarkable broadmindedness and at considerable cost, and without its directors
Koen Kool and Geert Kapteijns and my colleagues, I could not have written
this. My editors at NRC-Handelsblad, Hubert Smeets and Sjoerd de Jong, have
given me opportunities to write which were indispensable. The Royal Dutch
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Institute at Rome has funded me, housed me and supported me with great
hospitality. NWO has given me a scholarship for a crucial year to finish my
research in Rome. Rosa Knorringa has read with me the manuscript and comforted my fits of despondency with calm affection and patience which defy customary praise. Jan de Ruijter has produced the book-version of this manuscript
by working on it days and nights for months, with a unique profusion of precision, tolerance and dedication, to which I cannot hope to do justice in these
few words. Rudolf Kerbosch has edited the images, Rolf Hermsen edited the
cover, Patrick Healy has gone over some chapters checking my use of the English language. Larger and smaller parts were faithfully read and annotated by
Dennis Duchhart, Hotze Mulder, Marc Lauxtermann and his wife Marjolijne,
pillars of friendship as they are. Arnold Heumakers discussed with me major
theoretical items with great insight, Edwin Rabbie gave astonishingly accurate
and witty readings, and Bert Treffers often accompanied me on visits to Roman sites with valuable contributions. Other major help or stimulus I obtained
from Susanna de Beer, Chris Heesakkers, Ton Hoenselaars, Jan de Jong, Allard
Schröder, Hans Smolenaars and Leen Spruit. And there have been my pupils
and students, who have contributed as much to my knowledge as I to theirs.
Many have become friends, like Rutger Allan, Sander Berghuis and Chris Buur.
The initial years of my Raphael-studies I shared with Janneke Louman, whose
constant affection and support in those years were a great gift which I cherish.
To acknowledge my debt to the dead is a sad but essential task. Writing
on pastoral, I fondly remembered the inspiration of Frank Tichelman. The
greatest debt I owe is to Wim van Lakwijk, not only for his love, learning and
companionship, but also for the library he bequeathed to me, which has made
this study possible perhaps more than anything else. A final salute is due to
Jan Pieter Guépin. He has taught me much, but what is more, has inspired this
study by his great knowledge of and enthusiasm for Neolatin poetry, and his
brilliant work on Janus Secundus.
My faltering days of youthful instruction are now finally past, as have been
for some time my Burckhardian and Romantic notions of the Renaissance. Yet,
the sense of mystery, and the vision of beauty have remained. These are, perhaps, not completely caused by historical misunderstandings, as I hope to have
shown in the book. At any rate, they have comforted me at the frequent times
when I despaired of accomplishing my self-imposed task. But this would not
have sufficed, if to the beauty of art had not been added that of love. I have
been loved and have loved in return both my parents. Although long gone, my
father is still with me, a sad yet witty shade. Central to my adult life, my mother
has not only reared me and taught me more than I can remember, but also ef-
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fectively funded a considerable part of this work, thus illustrating Lucretius’
statement, as moving as it is impassive, that nature does not allow anything
to be born nisi morte adiuta aliena. She would, perhaps, have frowned at what
she would have called ‘kapitaalvernietiging’, but also have enjoyed this moment
tremendously. As I envisage that joy, and even the frown, I mourn her loss.
I have enjoyed the love of many treasured friends, some already mentioned
above, and many others, but especially that of Victor Verhoeven. These loves
have made me what I am, and have thus contributed to this book, whatever its
worth – for I suppose that for me, strange though it may seem, even a work
of scholarship, and even if it is but a modest achievement, must grow out of
love. Hence, the deepest gratitude I owe to my wife Jacqueline. We have spent
unforgettable months in Italy for this book, which may be recognised between
the lines. Yet the many moments of despair proved to be a heavy burden. This
she has shouldered with bravery. Her radiant beauty, intelligence and sensitivity have been my inspiration throughout, and she, more than anyone else,
deserves the credit, if any is due, for the result.
To conclude, if indeed all the inadequacies of this book are mine, these
include the translations, unless otherwise indicated.
Amsterdam, Pentecost 
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Aeneas’ Example: A General Introduction
[T]ous ces raisonnements, tant rebattus depuis quelques
années, ne valent pas une scène de genie.
Voltaire, Oedipe, Préface

T

O PLUNGE in medias res has, in Antiquity, been thought the best introduction to a large theme. As a classicist, I may thus perhaps be forgiven the
wish to conform to this practice. Some guidelines in advance may yet be opportune, especially for those short on time. In the following, then, I will start
with an exemplum of great renown to illustrate the employment and importance of ekphrasis, interaction and typology in antique poetry, and thus clarify
my subtitle (§i). I will then briefly sketch, by way of status quaestionis, the way
modern scholarship often underestimates the practical poetics of Antiquity in
the analysis of Renaissance art, and thereby suggest an explanation for my title
(§ii). Proceeding to elucidate the application of these terms to the interpretation of Raphael’s Roman work, I will then point to the importance of social and
historical context, and comment on my method (§iii). I will conclude with an
explanation for my choice of Raphael as subject (§iv). Yet analysis, however
careful or sound, can, as Voltaire suggested, never balance a scene of genius.
Let us therefore start by looking at such a scene.

i. An Antique Ekphrasis
According to the optimists, in history the rude and undigested mass of
chaos is slowly forged into order. In its establishment, apart from the need
for divine assistance, art may guide us. Such is, in broad strokes, the opening
gambit of Virgil’s Aeneid. After the chaos of the tempest which initiates the plot,
Aeneas, saved but hopelessly driven off course at Carthage’s coast, eventually
arrives through his mother Venus’ aid in the inland city of Carthage, in search
of help. Enveloped by a protective cloud, he is allowed untroubled enjoyment
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of the magnificent sight unfolding before his eyes: a city under construction.
To build one is what he himself must do, as yet a mirage. But here, by analogy,
hope glimpses through disaster’s depression.
Central to construction, stands piety to the gods. The Carthaginians first
have built a temple to their patron goddess, Juno, resplendent with fresh decoration. Aeneas, with at his side his loyal Achates, takes his time to study it:
[. . . ] videt Iliacas ex ordine pugnas,
bellaque iam fama totum volgata per orbem,
Atridas, Priamumque, et saevum ambobus Achillem.
Constitit, et lacrimans, ‘Quis iam locus’ inquit ‘Achate,
quae regio in terris nostri non plena laboris?
En Priamus! Sunt hic etiam sua praemia laudi;
sunt lacrimae rerum et mentem mortalia tangunt.
Solve metus; feret haec aliquam tibi fama salutem.’
Sic ait, atque animum pictura pascit inani,
multa gemens, largoque umectat flumine voltum.
Namque videbat, uti bellantes Pergama circum
hac fugerent Graii, premeret Troiana iuventus [. . . ].
Se quoque principibus permixtum adgnovit Achivis,
Eoasque acies et nigri Memnonis arma.
Ducit Amazonidum lunatis agmina peltis
Penthesilea furens, mediisque in milibus ardet,
aurea subnectens exsertae cingula mammae,
bellatrix, audetque viris concurrere virgo.
Haec dum Dardanio Aeneae miranda videntur,
dum stupet, obtutuque haeret defixus in uno,
regina ad templum, forma pulcherrima Dido,
incessit magna iuvenum stipante caterva.
[. . . ] he sees the Trojan battles in succession, and those famous wars now
told around the world: here Atreus’ sons, there Priam, and fierce Achilles,
pitiless to both. Aeneas paused, and, weeping, said ‘What place, Achates,
what region in all the world is not filled with our sorrows? Look! Priam!
Even here honour has its due reward; even here tears fall for men’s lot,
and mortality touches the heart. Have no fear. This fame forebodes some
good for us.’ Thus he spoke and fed his thoughts on insubstantial painting,
deeply groaning, while a large flood of tears moistened his face. For he
saw how, warring around Troy, here the Greeks fled, and there the Trojan
youth pressed hard [. . . ] himself, too, he recognises fighting among the
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Greek princes, and the warriors from the East, and black Memnon’s arms.
Leading her band of Amazons with moon-shaped shields, Penthesileia
rages, a shining flame amidst a million, one breast left bare, and a golden
cincture fastened beneath, a woman-warrior who dares to come to blows
with men. While all these things deeply impress Trojan Aeneas, while
he is rapt and motionless, rooted in one intent gaze, the queen, Dido of
supreme beauty, strides forth, surrounded by a large troop of youths. 
Of the many intricate resonances of this famous passage, a few are of special importance to this study of the relevance of poetry for the art of the High Renaissance. The passage makes visible, by way of ekphrasis, or vivid description, an
antique work of art. In the lines bracketed in our quotation, many more scenes
from the Trojan War are evoked. In the Renaissance, we must remember, the
figural art of Antiquity had been all but lost. But what had been left intact, was
literature, exemplified by our passage. Already in the Quattrocento the learned
Leon Battista Alberti, in an often quoted passage, had advised painters to use
literature to revive art. A passage as the one quoted above was therefore of
exceptional interest to a Renaissance reader.
The procedure proposed by Alberti is often, rightly, invoked by modern
scholars to elucidate iconography. Literary sources have thus been sought and
found, interpretations sharpened. Yet it is one of my aims to demonstrate that,
when we leave it at that, we reduce what Renaissance artists tell us in their
evocations of antiquity to a single level: that of the image itself. We have, of
course, to ask ourselves what the image means, that is, what does the interaction
of the viewer with the image consists of. To be sure, this line of investigation has
been pursued with great success in the study of Renaissance art, especially in
John Shearman’s Only Connect, which was, let it be stated at the outset, a major
inspiration for the present study.  But, perhaps, one may go further. That is
what this book intends. It will do so by studying the way Renaissance viewers
reconstructed the function of art in Antiquity as a result of passages like the
one from the Aeneid quoted above, and modelled their own practice on it. Let
us look more closely at this passage in order to be more precise.
The quoted passage represents, rather than the loosely sketched scenes themselves, a model for viewing, or, more generally, interpretation. What it enacts
is what art can do, or rather, since the protagonist concerned, Aeneas, is of
the highest reputation, must do with the ideal viewer. Aeneas immediately


Verg. Aen. I. -; -. In the translation use has been made of some phrases
from Austin , ad loc.

It has, of course, been widely studied, recently by Putnam , -.

Shearman .
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recognises the tragic story of his native city, and thus realises its suffering is
rewarded by fame through art. That, to be sure, was one of the main traditional functions of poetry in Antiquity. This fame compensates for loss: the en
Priamus, followed by sunt sua praemia laudi with its emphatic present tense,
vividly illustrates that Priam is, in a sense, still there. That is his reward.
Priam, however, is not just a king to Aeneas: he is his king, loved, revered
and lost. In other words: the passage shows us a viewer confronting his own
history, both giving meaning to it and coming to terms with it. This is evident
from the direct sequel, the famous sunt lacrimae rerum et mentem mortalia
tangunt. These tears, we are explicitly told, fall from the cheeks of Aeneas. The
intended public, the Carthaginians, are as yet far to busy with their building activities to engage in detached contemplation. Yet Aeneas projects his emotions
on them, concluding that his grief is shared. That this last thought is justified in
the case of queen Dido, the plot will illustrate all too tragically. Thus a careful
reader would see confirmed here that in art the viewer’s history is reflected.
Virgil’s testimony to these principles of art would carry considerable weight
in the Renaissance. Virgil was the poet of the Renaissance, Christianus ante
Christum as he was deemed, superb artist, and prophet of Rome. Looking for
ways to make sense of art, a Renaissance reader would conclude on his authority that the ideal viewer is necessarily intimately connected with what he sees.
For the Carthaginians the depiction of Troy contained an invitation to identify
with the tragedy of a city lost, and the importance to hold dear the one to be
built anew. Just so, any reader could seek and find relevance, recognising in
those scenes different aspects of his own life along similar lines. Thus, he or
she would be both instructed and uplifted by the example of Troy, famed for its
power and wealth.
To Aeneas himself, the emotion is different. After desperate wanderings,
shipwreck and all concomitant horrors, the recognition of his own past, the
acknowledgement of its reality, gives peace, insight and courage, of which his
tears are the proof – for these are not wild tears, but calm ones. This moment
is the first of many in the epic which redress the emotinal balance of its main
character after trauma, and gives fresh courage.
Emphatically early in this process of restoration, art thus helps Aeneas find
himself. In fact, at the end of his perusal of the images on the temple, Aeneas
recognises himself in the fray. Briefly scanning through Memnon and the eastern army by way of ‘bridge’, he arrives at the Amazon Penthesileia, a woman
heroically braving men. At this point, suddenly, he is disturbed by the arrival
of queenly Dido, as beautiful and, surrounded by her male subjects, as powerful
as the figure he was looking at in art.
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Penthesileia died at the hands of Achilles before Troy. The moment his
spear pierced her heart, their eyes met for the first time, and in that tragic moment, so it was told, they instantly loved. Aeneas, too, will love Dido, the widow
surrounded by men, and kill her, if not by his own hands. Thus the image in
art fades into the lives of the protagonists in an almost cinematographic dissolve. What is important is that at the heart of this dissolve, lies an association.
Achilles is not Aeneas – the difference between the two heroes can hardly be
exaggerated. But even these deadly enemies may reflect each other. Thus, for
our Renaissance reader, the passage also shows that correspondences may be
associative, free, and thus generate frightful ironies – although in this case,
only the reader can see these as yet. That ambiguities gain a crucial role in the
interpretative process, is something which we will encounter time and again
in this book. Following the example of Aeneas or similar cases exemplified by
antique literature, Renaissance viewers and patrons would assume an intimate
relationship between the scenes depicted and themselves. On the other side,
the artists created mythological or theological ‘types’ for their patrons in the
world of art. As in the case of Aeneas, the links these created were ambiguous.
For the Renaissance reader would see the correspondence between Achilles
and Aeneas, or Penthesileia and Dido, as typological, similar to the correspondence between say, Jonas, or Moses, and Christ. Throughout this book, I will
stress the importance of this hermeneutical strategy for the Renaissance. This,
of course, has been done before, notably in the brilliant work of Edgar Wind.
My point will be the relevance of the procedure, not only for Christological
interpretations, but also for both the way poetry was read and art interpreted.
Virgil’s memorable phrase, animum pictura pascit inani, ‘he fed his thought
on insubstantial painting’, provides other leads too. The insubstantiality of
painting points to its reverse: for Aeneas, it is all too real and present. Aeneas
silent perusal of the images on the temple presents us someone rapt in contemplation, and almost reliving the scenes he witnesses as if he were once again
there. This, too, would be a model for our exemplary Renaissance reader/viewer.
The world of art, so Virgil told him, was almost a separate reality – almost, for,
as suggested, it is anchored to the viewer in many senses. Although the world
of the image lies on the other side of the great divide, yet to look well, to read
the image well, is to go over to that other world, visit it, and be instructed and
uplifted. In this connection, it is important to emphasise that the world of art
Virgil confronts us with, is not ‘autonomous’, as some critics have stated.  True



The term ‘autonomous’ is used for art e.g. by Jan Pieter Guépin in his many perceptive
publications on Renaissance poetics.
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autonomy of art is only gained in Romanticism.  In the Renaissance, like in
Virgil, the world of the images remains closely connected to the ‘real’ world of
the viewer, so closely, that the real game is played on the borderline. There, the
true tensions become visible. These tensions I will try to analyse in this book.
Aeneas’ emotional rapture before the representation of that of which he
was ‘great part’, was not created by Virgil ex nihilo. Like so much of his work,
it finds its precedent in Homer. In the eighth book of the Odyssey, Odysseus
finds himself in a similar situation, listening to the songs of Demodocus on the
subject of Troy. Odysseus weeps, and is famously compared to a wife of a fallen
husband, dragged off to captivity. The bard passes to lighter matters – which
nevertheless concern the epic hero closely as well. 
That scene, like its Vergilian counterpart, demonstrates the functions of
poetry and the response of its recipients.  The Homeric passage has been seen
as an implicit or text-immanent poetics, as indeed it is. The point I wish to
make in this connection is that this poetics is foremost practical, like the one in
the passage from the Aeneid under discussion. It can be deduced from the
‘live’ performance of art and its effects. A Renaissance intellectual, reading
the passage from the Aeneid, could see with his own eyes on the printed (or
manuscript) page how art ‘worked’, and it is my contention that he made use
of this example and similar ones. As a result, this way of ‘reading’ art, interpreting it, interacting with it is a major key to the ‘decoding’ of Renaissance
ways of giving significance to art. Hence I have not called my book Raphael’s
Poetics in abstract vein, referring to the philosophical theory about art in the
High Renaissance, although in fact I shall be constrained to address ‘theory’
quite often. It is the ‘code’ contained especially in Antique poetry, which will
be my main guideline. The essence of these practical poetics is contained in the
terms interaction, ‘typology’ and visibility.
The case for Homer’s implicit poetics was made in a famous article by Verdenius from . His analysis of its five main tenets, admirable though it
is, strangely overlooks the importance of a unique quality of ancient poetry,


As has been forcefully argued by Arnold Heumakers in Heusden .
Od. . -.

For an analysis, see Macleod , -.

A fundamental difference between Virgil and Homer in this respect, as noted by Putnam
, , is that Aeneas’ reactions are private, Odysseus’ public.

Although the reading of Homer gained currency in the period discussed in this book,
Homer was as yet not as actively received as the Latin canon.

Translated with introduction and updates by Lombardo . Verdenius’ article was a
rewrite of a conference paper of . The fine observations of Macleod do therefore not precede
his.
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subsequently noted by others: that of enargeia or evidentia, vividness. This,
of course, is the whole point of ekphrasis. Because the images seem to be ‘real’,
Aeneas is so captured by them. Vividness, magnificently exemplified by our
passage, is indeed one of the great attractions of ancient literature. It has notoriously misled Erich Auerbach to state that all of Homer was ‘foreground’,
because Homer ‘shows’ us everything in detail and ‘charms’ our senses.  Although Homeric scholarship has amply shown that this does not imply a single
perspective, or even the exclusion of ‘background’, the tactile, visible qualities of
ancient poetry, present from the first, are quite real. Their high tide, perhaps,
was reached in Hellenistic poetry, and we will study their reception in Latin
poetry in detail below. The point to make in advance is that this same quality is
so tremendously important for the Renaissance. It is, in fact, the main condition for Renaissance restoration, renovation and perfection by Christianity of
the ancient world, which seemed perfect but for this essential addition. For, as
noted above, detailed examples of antique figural art, especially on epic scale,
were scarce and fragmentary. Antique literature was designed to make visible
and palpable subjects and places removed in time and space for a public which
was considerably less capable than we are to move through space and time.
Poetry enabled a reader or listener, to be in Carthage, as the temple’s paintings
enabled Aeneas to be in Troy. In the Renaissance, this trick could be performed
once more. A Renaissance reader, equipped with the right decoding ‘grammar’,
could in his turn unlock ancient images to view.

ii. Status Quaestionis: Modern Scholarship
The careful and proficient reading of ancient texts was gefundenes Fressen
for the great scholars of the early and mid  th century, like Gombrich, Panofsky and Wind, all natives from the heartland of the noble Gymnasium, it is
true. Yet they were no literary scholars. This quality I as a classicist, with all
due modesty, hope to bring to the discussion.
In the Renaissance, art was conceived of as parallel to poetry, and the two
disciplines were thought of as complementary. The poetry produced by Renaissance poets and intellectuals themselves, usually discarded with the slightly
derogatory epithet ‘Neo-Latin’, were strictly based on the antique rules, as we
shall see. It is, once more, one of my aims to show how a more thorough un

See Kennedy , xiii.
In the first chapter of Mimesis (Auerbach ), a masterpiece notwithstanding. The case
against it is made by de Jong .
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derstanding of the literary tradition, both ancient and Renaissance, can help to
interpret art.
Two examples may illustrate where otherwise admirable Renaissance art
historians sometimes go astray in this respect. As said, one of the greatest
Renaissance scholars is John Shearman, who has done so much for Raphael
studies that he deserves a monument expressing lasting gratitude. Yet his swan
song, the edition of the Raphael documents, is maimed not only by errors in
text and translation by which he, as the meticulous scholar he was, would, I
fear, be embarrassed, but also at times by a misunderstanding of the rules of
rhetoric and poetics. In other words, Shearman was on to something, but he
lacked the necessary experience as a literary scholar to fully capitalise on his
intuitions.
Another scholar of great merit is Frommel. But Frommel, too, seems to
underrate the things poetry can tell. In his recent epitome of a life-long study of
the Villa Farnesina, he remarks: ‘Nel suo poema Egidio Gallo evoca gli incontri
in cui Chigi discuteva problemi filosofici con i suoi ospiti’.  Frommel refers to
a passage in the  th book of the Vera Libellus, which runs:
Non tamen hanc posuit mollis solatia uitae:
Nec quae materiam infando praeberet amori;
Verum si qua dies uarios moderata labores
Vlla datur tollitque aditum concessa Senatus,
Hic inter bene culta uirum sedet optimus ora:
Frugalesque dapes, frugalia pocula, Bacchi
Laetitiam apponens, puroque natantis in auro.
Hic tamen ad Cererem, Bacchumue, libidinis error
Nullus adest: nulla hic obscaena Theatra recludunt. [. . . ]
At potius surgunt docta in certamina patres:
Hinc Epicureae quisquam tenet ocia sectae:
Nec uult humanos animo Iouis esse labores.
Illinc Socraticae multi documenta tuentur
Saeuitiae [. . . ]
Ipse sed in tanto sedet Augustinus honoris
Conflictu: alternoque Deum regere omnia motu
Asserit.
Yet he [Agostino Chigi, owner of the Villa Farnesina] did not build this
[villa] as comfort, expressing decadent ways, neither to provide occasion



See our app. , and the notes to especially Chapter One.
Frommel , .
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for the love whose name may not be spoken - on the contrary. But if a day
perchance has settled the various obligations and gives him leave to omit
attendance at the senate, he, the best, will sit here amidst the shining faces
of men, and put before them frugal meals, frugal cups – the joy of Bacchus,
swimming in pure gold. Here, however, no fault of licence accompanies
Ceres or Bacchus, no obscenities are by the theatre disclosed [. . . ] Rather,
the senators rise to the occasion of learned dispute: on one side the leisure
of Epicure’s sect is defended, and it is held that human labours do not
concern Jove; on the other many defend the evidence of Socratic strictness
[. . . ] Agostino himself sits straight in such heavy storms of honour, and
claims as the truth an alternative view, that God rules everything by his
sway [. . . ]
Frommel’s phrase, that Gallo ‘evokes’ philosophical discussions held in the Villa
Farnesina implies that a passage from a poem is apt to be a reflection of reality.
In a sense this is true. But then, one needs the right ‘code’ to correctly decipher
what it says. A passage like this heavily leans on topoi from classical Latin
poetry. To judge the passage properly, the Epicurean colouring of Villa life
(familiar from the poetry of Statius), and the recurrent tendency in Latin literature to feel the need to excuse this Epicurean life which was seen to contradict
Roman gravitas and auctoritas, need to be taken into account. The same goes
for the celebration of liberal otium by devoting it to philosophical discussions,
set by Cicero and continued throughout Latin culture up to Macrobius. These
issues make the remark about the philosophical discussions a kind of shorthand for the type of life envisaged by the poet for the patron, and render it
unlikely that the passage refers to philosophical discussions tout court. In fact,
Frommel does not follow up on his lead in his discussion of the villa, which is
hardly philosophical, and rightly so. What the poet Gallo, praising his patron,
is suggesting by the invocation of philosophy, is that the villa and its owner are
prefigured in Antiquity, or wish to be seen in the light of classical precedents
from Statius and Cicero, among others. The semi-paradisiacal atmosphere of
the villa, so Gallo wishes to make clear, does not imply immorality. It implies
regal power, identification with Jupiter, good, classical taste, learning and culture, and it resolutely declines imputations of sloth, revelling, carousing, and
fornication.
In fact, in Frommel’s approach, Neo-Latin poetry devoted to a cherished
and canonical work of art, as is the Villa Farnesina, is purely subsidiary. Like
many art historians, Frommel uses Gallo’s poem as an instrument of Quellenforschung. we quite agree that Gallo’s poem confirms many prejudices about


Egidio Gallo, Vera Libellus, vss -, in Quinlan-McGrath .
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Neo-Latin poetry, being of rather feeble quality. Yet in general, Frommel’s attitude betrays a misunderstanding of the nature of the evidence and an underrating of the subtlety and hermeneutic value of Neo-Latin poetry. Frommel is
looking for ‘evidence’ in poetry, as if he were scanning an archive, and, as one
does having found something in an archive, takes it literally. My contention is
that the evidence is indeed there, but must be decoded.
It may be objected that it is unfair to tackle a great scholar on an apparent
detail. But the case does not stand alone. Often scholars of Renaissance art have
little affinity with the literary tradition. Yet this tradition is what generated the
art they study. It provided Renaissance artists not only with verbal images, but
also with the ‘grammar’ necessary to use them – present in the passage with
which we began this introduction. As suggested, modern approaches, to my
mind, may be taken a step further. Some tend to downplay the illusory aims of
Renaissance art. Alternatively, although rightly emphasizing the interaction
between illusion and reality, scholars still think in terms of historical discontinuity between these terms. My analysis, based on ancient and Neo-Latin poetics, on the other hand hopes to show that the world of art is continuous with
contemporary reality both historically and spatially. In both the poetry and the
visual art of Antiquity, past and present, illusion and reality could mingle freely
on the same plane. The final consequences of this view, familiar to classicists
who are aware of the ways of employing mythology in Latin poetry, are never
fully drawn in Renaissance studies, which, consciously or unconsciously, often
start from modern principles rather than from the ancient concepts familiar
and formative to Renaissance artists.
Hence this book. It is, as I would wish to stress emphatically, not written
to contradict, as classicists are regretfully fond of doing - let alone those in
whose debt all students of the Renaissance stand. My aim is to point the way to
another way of interpreting Renaissance poetry and art. Rather than bickering,
I myself should apologise in advance for the evident drawbacks of an avowed
inter-disciplinary approach. ‘Interdisciplinarity’ has often seemed to be, as a
great Dutch Latinist recently remarked, both fish and fowl to your friends, and
neither fish nor fowl to your enemies and rivals.  If so, I would be heading for
disaster. But I do feel some confidence that this is not necessarily right. It does,
of course, depend both on the merit of the effort and on whether your enemies
and rivals are good sports - that generous disposition which I hereby heartily
invoke.




See for instance Wohl .
Thus for instance Shearman , and more recently Schwartz .
Piet Schrijvers in a recent, yet unpublished, lecture on Henriette Boas.
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Undaunted, then, this book attempts elucidation of the grammar needed
to decode the meaning of Raphael’s images, and of the context of High Renaissance art. Far be it from me to deny the aesthetic value of the works discussed,
or the value of aesthetics in discussing them. I only hold context crucial for
understanding.

iii. Restoring Visibility, Interaction and Typology
Since this book studies High Renaissance art in Rome, especially of Raphael,
on the basis of poetical practice and the classical tradition, it engages its pictorial subject from a literary perspective. This method is legitimized both by the
contemporary prestige of ancient literature, and its visual quality, evidentia or
enargeia, enabling the production of ‘new’ images and indeed triggering them.
On the other hand the implications are clear: a departure, to a certain extent,
from both traditional exegesis of the ‘world behind the picture’, which concentrates on pictorial and/or iconographical analysis, and modern approaches
which are orientated towards the practice of painting, that is, the workshop.
This all, I wish to make clear, without denying the validity and relevance of
these lines of investigation. Rather, my interests are directed towards the culture of the elite under discussion in general, and on the role the reception of
Antiquity played in this culture.
Aspects of cultural history in general do also figure prominently in this
book. In the course of the investigation post-enlightenment, aesthetic conceptions about art will appear to sometimes still obscure our appreciation of
Raphael’s art, in some ways making it more sublime than it was meant to be,
in others making it less contingently ‘meaningful’ and more aesthetically autonomous. In this sense, the heritage of the Romantic art-theory, it is argued,
although allegedly repudiated, is still felt. On the other hand, it is shown how
contemporary appreciation of Raphael opened the way towards modern conceptions of art. Raphael, so it appears from funerary epigrams devoted to
him shortly after his death, was conceived of as the artistic creator par excellence, and thus as an exemplary, for godlike, man. His artistic products, it was
thought, could, in a sense, undo the Fall. Such extraordinary claims are usually dated by historians from the later Cinquecento onwards.  In truth, they
originate with Raphael, as we will show in Chapter One.
Yet these exalted claims for artist and art did not imply that Raphael’s art
was inaccessible. On the contrary, as I will show for instance discussing the
Stanza della Segnatura or the Sistine Madonna, it functioned as a medium.


Thus recently Bouwsma , .
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There is a crucial difference between Raphael’s Poetics and subsequent developments in art-theory. The latter implied a one-way traffic, artist and artefact revealing to us a hidden truth and show us how to live, and we, the recipients, only
receiving revelation, only taking in. Raphael’s poetics, on the other hand, were a
two-way system: the viewer/reader/listener had to ‘finish’ the work of art by active participation – a participation, moreover, which implied the crossing-over
of the viewer to the world of the picture, enraptured as Aeneas was before the
frescoes at Carthage.
The inner logic of the active participation of viewers in art was twofold:
firstly, patrons and public were of higher status in the Renaissance than artists;
they could not therefore be relegated to a purely passive and subjugated role;
secondly, in the early modern period, imagination played a crucial role in the
perception of art. An age without quick and objective means of visual and
audio-representation like the Renaissance, automatically tends to create this
representation by way of imagination (the ancient concept of fantasia), a fundamental necessity for human beings to escape the constraints of the every-day
world. Moderns, living in a world of ubiquitous visual and audio-representations due to the technological revolution, often underestimate the value of
imagination in escaping to other worlds, and of the role played by art therein.
In this other world that Renaissance art creates, no sharp demarcation exists between the visual arts and poetry: as all arts function as a medium, it is
their task to ‘get us there’, no matter what the means employed are. Although
much discussion was spent on questions of priority, i.e. which art could perform the trick best, and with the best illusion of reality, this discussion was foremost a learned game. This is the true nature of the paragone, the comparison
between the arts in the Renaissance. It leaves untouched the central goals of art,
among which figured prominently the visualization of transcendent worlds.
The source of this ‘poetics’, as the set of rules governing these transformations is to be termed, is Classical Antiquity. This explains my frequent excursions to ancient texts and monuments. In this context also must be seen my extensive attention to the commentary by Julius’ librarian, Tommaso Inghirami,
on Horace’s Ars Poetica, the subject of Chapter Two. The Hellenistic period,
both in its poetry and visual arts, already shows ample precedents in practice
and theory of Renaissance hermeneutics. But the main source for Raphael’s poetics is Augustan classicism. In this sense the Renaissance truly was a rebirth
of antique technique, a view now often discarded. The Christian and Medieval
traditions, however, are powerfully integrated in the ancient game, and used to
reinvigorate it – they are indeed of the essence. Renaissance artists solidly understood that Christianity was an ancient phenomenon, although they would
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have preferred to put it the other way round. In this respect, they were perhaps
better informed than many modern classicists, who have, in many cases, elided
the hermetic and symbolic element in their subject - an element that was so important for the development of Christianity -, and concentrated on pragmatic
and positivistic approaches.
When, in this book, I repeatedly stress the importance of prophecy in ancient literature, and point to its similarity to Christian exegesis, I do a thing still
unfashionable with classicists, who have successfully and with reason emancipated their trade from the clutches of Christianity. But many of them, perhaps, cling to the result somewhat too tenaciously, because they sometimes
overlook the similarities between phenomena which, after all, occurred in the
same period at the beginning of Christ’s era. As to the Renaissance, antique
claims to prophetic status, in Virgil for instance, were unsurprisingly deemed of
paramount importance. Therefore, prophetic strains are studied extensively in
Chapters Two and Three. The interplay between ancient prototypes and Christian interpretation becomes most evident in the study of the Goritz chapel in
the Sant’Agostino (Chapter Three).
Concentrating as I do on the three aspects of interactivity, typology and
ekphrasis, I am inevitably led to context.  Being part of the interactive game
of art, the function of spaces where works of art were committed, as well as
the function of the participants in the game and their personal history, receive
close attention (this is a task all the more pleasant since these participants, like
Julius II, Leo X and Agostino Chigi were very colourful figures indeed). Finally, analysis of Renaissance Latin poetry produced in the circles of Raphael’s
patrons proves to be essential for our purposes.
As to typology: in the creation of another world, the points of reference
with the existing one are essential, if the game is to be perceived as having real
significance. These points of reference are created by the typological model.
Typology is the term used in biblical exegesis for the correspondence of figures
and scenes of the Old Testament with the New. This model is not exclusively
Christian, however, since it was used by Virgil for instance, in his creation of
Aeneas as a ‘type’ of Virgil’s patron Augustus. A ‘type’, as we have seen, is not
identical with its counterpart. Thus ambiguities obtain a crucial role in the
interpretative process. The creation by Raphael and his advisors of mythological or theological ‘types’ for his patrons in the autonomous world of art,
gave many-sided significance to the works, but made them on the other hand

This explains my affinity with the work of Bram Kempers, who has also employed this
triad (Kempers ), referring to our frequent discussions, which help to explain many conformities between our work.
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uniquely suited for use by these same patrons. Typological analysis clears away
a number of vexed problems in the interpretation of, for instance, the Sala
di Galatea in the Villa Farnesina, the subject of Chapter Four, or the Stanza
della Segnatura in the Vatican in Chapter Two. As a case study, much attention
is paid to the Galatea in the Villa Farnesina, which is shown to be a turning
point in Raphael’s work, from an ‘interactive’ mode towards an ‘autonomous’
mode. The origin of this turning point, however, is shown to be iconographical, thereby suggesting that subsequent conclusions drawn from the Galatea’s
autonomy are for the most part based on a misunderstanding.
As the created ‘types’ in Raphael’s art are often of ancient extraction, especially in mythological context, and as poetry and painting are seen to be so
intimately linked in this art, ancient poetical description serves as the appropriate starting point of the analysis of visual representation. In visualisation of
ekphrasis the painter competed with the poet, and in describing as vividly and
as visually as possible, the poet could compete with the painter. The lost world
of Antiquity is thus brought to life, and patrons and courtiers are enabled, by
the work of their artists, to participate in a world deemed lost but now reborn,
rejuvenated and perfected by Christianity.

iv. Raphael
Why then Raphael? Interactivity, typology and ekphrasis may be studied
in other artists, or systematically. There are three answers to this question. The
first touches cultural history. Since Raphael’s Roman works are among the most
canonised of the Western tradition, they are extremely appropriate to illustrate
historical misunderstandings that have taken place subsequently. Instead of
the venerated, isolated icons Raphael’s works became in Classicism and Romanticism, these works appear from the material presented here to have been
exquisite pawns in an interactive game, heavily dependent on context.  Instead
of lonely peaks, they were part of a concerted effort by poets,patrons, musicians
and humanists to create a world studded with antique divinity and Christian
grace in a harmony which contrasted sharply with the filth and squalor that
was to be seen in the streets of Rome at the time of its creation.
The second answer is more practical: as I wish to study poetry in connection with art, Raphael is attractive because so much poetry can be connected
with him. Finally, I cannot deny a certain partiality for both the historical figure
and his work. Some may see this as a disadvantage. I can only hope that I have
not put them in the right.


See for this approach also Kempers  and -.
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When Cervantes made his Don fight windmills instead of giants, he satirized a way of seeing things in other things that had, in the early  th century, become absurd. The poetics of typology, ekphrasis and interaction had
imprinted itself all too drastically on the mind of the would-be knight of La
Mancha, and this was precisely what made him look so ridiculous in a world
that increasingly had its course dictated by the hard facts of life. In the world of
Cervantes, the poetics studied in this book became obsolete. This book, which
at the outset also may seem a Quixotic enterprise, proposes to show the things
Don Quixote, lost in a literal world, so devoutly wished to escape to.
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Chapter 

Nature’s Anxiety
Epigram and Biography as a Guide
to Raphael’s Achievement
Hast any philosophy in thee, shepherd?
Shakespeare,
As You Like It, .

.. Introduction: Dorothea’s Aporia
    of George Eliot’s Middlemarch (-), the young and
beautiful Dorothea Brooke, fatefully married to the old pedant Casaubon
and honeymooning in Rome, is meditating in the Vatican Galleries beside the
famous statue of ‘Ariadne’ in the appropriate elegiac mood. She is watched
by the long haired German painter Naumann, to whom she appears a perfect
blend of Antique beauty and Christian virtue. Immediately seized by an irresistible desire to have her sit for one of his Madonna’s, Naumann therefore
tries to persuade his friend Will Ladislaw, who is related to Dorothea, to solicit
her cooperation. When Ladislaw hesitates, Naumann insists: ‘If you were an
artist, you would think of [her] as antique form animated by Christian sentiment
- a sort of Christian Antigone - sensuous force controlled by spiritual passion.’
‘Yes’, Ladislaw replies, ‘and that your painting her was the chief outcome of her
existence - the divinity passing into higher completeness [...] I am amateurish
if you like: I do not think that all the universe is straining towards the obscure
significance of your pictures.’ ‘But it is, my dear! - so far as it is straining through
me, Adolf Naumann: that stands firm.’ 

I



Dorothea is called ‘the most perfect young Madonna I ever saw’, Eliot , . The
relation between model and painter had been thoroughly eroticised in the nineteenth century,
notably in the French tradition, which focussed on the myth of Raphael and his Fornarina, for
which cp. Lathers .

Eliot , Ch. XIX, p. .
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The passage, ironically dramatising the pretensions of Romanticism, suggests that artists who wish to infuse the world with their transcendent genius,
regardless of the consequences, are selfish, if not driven by ulterior motives. In
her novel, the writer George Eliot, on the contrary, is interested not in art, but
in life, and what one may do in it. There is, however, a hidden agent in this
tension, made so memorably palpable in the quoted scene. Looming behind
the surface is the presence of the painter Raphael.
To the Romantic imagination, Raphael’s art was indeed the infusion of Christian sentiment in antique splendour, peppered with a pinch of eroticism. Naumann, we may assume by the hints of Eliot, must be considered one of the
confraternity of German painters in Rome at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, called the Nazareni. The Nazarenes were, as zealous Christians, above
suspicion in religious matters. In artistic ones they were avowed Raphaelites,
who made brilliant pastiches of the Vatican Stanze, most notably in the Stanze
dei Nazareni. (ill. .) Naumann’s predilection for the subject of the Madonna,
too, points to Raphaelite overtones, as does the setting of the Vatican Museums.
Even Naumann’s physical appearance, with his long hair, and his character,
with its spontaneity, honesty and lust for life, resemble the historical reputation of the famous artist. Naumann, then, is a modern, romantic Raphael, and
Dorothea his would be Fornarina.
Yet Raphael figures in the same episode also in another sense. In Middlemarch the world of Will Ladislaw, to which Naumann belongs, is sharply contrasted with the bleak and barren soul of Mr. Casaubon. Where Ladislaw calls
Dorothea ‘a poem’ (..), Casaubon considers her a project. Casaubon in
his turn comes to speak of Raphael. ‘Should you like to go to the Farnesina?’, he
asks his young wife, who is tormented by inner struggle and weariness alike. ‘It
contains celebrated frescoes designed or painted by Raphael, which most persons
think it worth while to visit.’ Eliot makes sure the reader senses the derivativeness of Casaubon’s taste and its lack of spontaneity, culminating in his final judgement on the matter: ‘He is the painter who has been held to combine
the most complete grace of form with sublimity of expression. Such at least I
have gathered to be the opinion of conoscenti.’  Against Naumann’s Romantic


Emblematic for this theme is the figure of Teresa of Avila (see ‘Prelude’ and conclusion).
The dramatic date of Middlemarch is set around  (see Ch. XIX, p. ), when the
Nazerenes were in their zenith at Rome. That they are indeed Eliot’s reference is hinted at on
p. : [Romanticism] was fermenting still as a distinguishable vigorous enthusiasm in certain
long-haired German artists at Rome’. See for the Nazareni Gallwitz , -.

Devoted to cycles illustrating the Divina Commedia, the Orlando Furioso and the
Gerusalemme Liberata, in the Villa Massimo near the Lateran.

Eliot , .
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Raphael, is thus set up Casaubon’s Classicist Raphael, the arbiter of taste, the
touchstone of artistic education. Interestingly, both Romantics and Classicists
consider the painter sublime. This sublimity is coupled, by Casaubon to cold
‘grace’, and by Naumann to sensuous force, located for reasons of safety in religion in Classical Antiquity.
Through this opposition, the Rome in Middelmarch becomes the battlefield
of two conflicting interpretations of the work of Raphael, the normative, cold
perfection of out-dated Classicism, and the sentimental and selfish fusion of
Christianity and Antiquity of subsequent Romanticism. Thus the whole Roman episode from Middlemarch encodes  th century attitudes towards the
painter and his work. Dorothea herself, like Helen of Troy the stake of it all,
remains at a loss. In the discussions that follow she admits to a profound unease
with both extremes of lofty expressions about art. When she begins examining
frescoes or rare pictures in Rome, she sighs ‘the life goes out of them’. Later
she explains: ‘All this immense expense of art, that seems somehow to lie outside life and make it no better for the world, pains one’.  The reason Dorothea
cannot make contact with the world of art is that it is too exalted and unreal,
whether seen from the romantic or the classicist angle.  As Dorothea wants to
live, live a real life with real people, she is neither willing nor able to become
an aesthete, the solution to Dorothea’s dilemma chosen by many  th century
artists and connoisseurs. Eventually, she gets her way. Emerging triumphantly
from the brawl into practical life in the final pages of Middlemarch, Dorothea
may, for the reader who remembers her languishing beside the ‘Ariadne’ in
the Vatican many pages previous, appear another illustration of the demise of
Raphael’s supremacy in the arts. His position had already become precarious
by the redefinition of aesthetic appreciation by Burke, which separated the sublime from the beautiful, and brought in elemental force, roughness and primi

Especially Raphael’s presumed ‘natural’ genius connected him with the sublime.
Jenkyns , , and Nuttall, -, in their discussions of the episode stress the
force of the opposition between Antiquity and  th century life, without realising that the hidden agent of this confrontation is Raphael. Apart from Romantic and Classicist attitudes, the
nineteenth century also exploited the political potential of Raphael, for which see Rosenberg
-. Both Casaubon’s and Naumann’s ‘sublime’ must be approximated with the Longinean
idea, not with Burke’s redefinition, for which see below, and Hall , -.

A ‘third way’ of reaction to and communion with art in the  th century also is represented
in Middelmarch, by Mr. Brooke, the deluded antiquarian.

Eliot , ; .

One must add, too sensuous and catholic for the Protestant and repressed Dorothea:
thinking of the splendours of Renaissance and Baroque Rome, she is abhorred by the red drapery
of Saint Peters’ interior hung for Christmas ‘spreading itself everywhere like a disease of the
retina’ (Eliot , ).
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Nature’s Anxiety

tivism, sharply contrasting with Raphael’s exquisite balance. The coup de grâce
for the art Raphael had stood for was dealt by Modernism, with the setting up
of Duchamp’s pissoir as an easel-piece. By then the tender boy from Urbino
had ruled with iron hand for over three centuries, worshipped by Classicism
and Romanticism alike.
Leaving aside the grand vista’s of cultural history, let us consider more specifically the question why a sensitive and impressionable girl like Dorothea Brooke
could consider the tension between the universality of art’s claims and the cool
daylight of reality as an unbridgeable gap, consider, in short, art as inaccessible. As suggested, to gain a full answer to this question, we would have to enter
the scholarly minefield of the development of aesthetics from Renaissance into
Modernity, a temptation we will resist, being not sufficiently equipped for the
task, and in a hurry to get to our subject proper. We will single out only one
aspect of this complicated question, appropriate for our purpose.
One cause of fatigue with art in general lay in over-exposure. Already in
, Horace Walpole had sarcastically observed that ‘the taste for virtù has become universal; persons of all ranks and degrees set up for connoisseurs, and even
the lowest people tell familiarly of Hannibal Scratchi, Paul Varnish, and Raphael
Angelo.’ But the diffusion of ‘art’ to the general public, effectuated in the late
th century, not only lessened exclusiveness: it also changed its function. Severing the altarpiece from its ritual context and isolating it on a museum wall,
meant that art as an accessory to devotion was replaced by art as a stimulant
to aesthetic pleasure. This, in its turn, meant that the rules of the game of art
which the Renaissance had inherited from Antiquity, profoundly changed.
We have seen in the prologue that the world of art, in Antiquity, was structurally linked to the world of the viewer or reader. It primarily had the function
of conjuring up a fictional world which was in one way or another significant
and relevant to the reader or viewer. This is not to say that aesthetic considerations were absent, but that aesthetics were subsidiary, or at least of equal value
to communicative aspects. It is important to stress at the outset that the Renaissance, grafting itself on ancient poetics, shared this paradigm. Let us illustrate
our point by considering an example from Raphael’s paintings, the Garvagh
Madonna from the National Gallery, painted shortly after the artist’s arrival in
Rome around  – the sort of painting, in fact, Naumann planned to make of
Dorothea Brooke. Looking at the panel through the eyes of an aesthetic critic
like Walter Pater, we may think that the Euclidian quality of the work, its formal
and tonal balance, and thus its aesthetic, are all that is being said to us. (ill. .). 



Quoted by Abrams , .
[The Ansidei Madonna at first sight provides] ‘the pleasure one has in a proposition of
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But when we do so, we miss a number of important points.  In the first place,
balanced though the composition is, its balance is delicate, almost to the point
threatening to collapse - an aspect reinforced by the threatening colours of the
landscape in the background. The delicacy of composition is thus infused with
both dramatic tension and the narrative of the impending fate of the young
protagonists. In the second, the Virgin’s attitude, especially her hands, and the
position of the children and the emphasis on curving lines (the hide of the
Baptist, the carnation of the Passion) are strongly reminiscent of the Laocoon,
which was newly discovered at the time of painting and was most probably already installed in the Belvedere Cortile.  (ill. .) This ‘intertext’ is not only of
a paragonistic nature. It entails an iconographical connection, with the Trojan
priest vainly trying to protect his children, and dying in the effort in an attitude
reminiscent of the Passion. Even more poignantly, the quotation connects the
whole tableau of the Garvagh Madonna to the group of the Laocoon, thus establishing a typological parallel between the ‘foundation-sacrifice’ of Laocoon,
without which Rome would not have come into existence, and the sacrifice of
our Lord, without Whom we would not be able to enter paradise. Politically,
continuity between Troy, pagan Rome and Christian Rome is established, and
artistically between ancient art and its modern revival sponsored by Julius. It
would come as no surprise if the patron of the work were the pope himself,
even if no evidence survives. Finally, and most importantly, the formal quality
of the Garvagh Madonna is itself a theological statement, as we shall see in this
chapter.
But to resume our argument: a critic concentrated on the aesthetic quality
of the Garvagh Madonna (a quality both emphatically present and iconographically significant) would miss these connections, and thus a whole narrative.
Euclid’, Pater, quoted by Hall , . Raphael’s ‘quiet assurance’, however, is not enough for
Pater, who judges him eventually too eager to please.

As pointed out by Hall , who does not capitalise on the historical and political relevance of the Laocoon, and thus misses part of the point of his own acute observations. Hall’s
analysis of the Garvagh Madonna are part of a pertinent critique of the celebrated catalogue and
exhibition Raphael; From Urbino to Rome in the National Gallery in London in , which is
predominantly interested in formal matters, and thus forms a latter day revival of the aesthetic
Raphael, the iconographical mode being out of fashion. The catalogue, excellent though it is in
its own right, focuses excessively on artistic influence, without proper theoretical foundations for
this procedure. Problems concerning ‘influence’ in literature have been the subject of a debate
which could be exploited more profitably by art-historians than has been the case up to now:
see however Baxandall . For the literary debate, see Hinds  and Martindale , and
also below, Ch. ..

Nesselrath , - (with a reconstruction of the Trojan-Julian iconography of the Cortile), and below, ..
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Nature’s Anxiety

And this was what actually happened when art became separated from context
in the later  th century.
Thus, to the participant in a devotional (or even political) context, art in
the Renaissance had been a medium through which the world and aspirations
of the viewer were linked to the depicted world. The conductor through which
this link was established was a typological model grafted on Biblical exegesis,
by which an image or narrative could, symbolically, be made significant to the
present. As this typological model increasingly gave way from the late  th
century onwards to a logical, spatial, chronological model, influenced by the
developing exact sciences, the world of art became more and more isolated,
eventually resulting in the celebrated autonomy of art, familiar from theorists
of the late  th century onwards. This autonomy certainly was one of the reasons for the revulsion of Dorothea Brooke.
To be sure, in the late  th century, the trick to communicate with Renaissance art was still practised by those who, contrary to the admirers of Hannibal
Scratchi, knew what they were talking about. Joshua Reynolds characterised
his experiences before Raphael’s Transfiguration, then still in the San Pietro in
Montorio, as follows: ‘When I have stood looking at that picture from figure to
figure, the eagerness, the spirit, the close unaffected attention of each figure to the
principal action, my thoughts have carried me away, that I have forgot myself;
and for that time might be looked upon as an enthusiastic madman; for I could
really fancy the whole action was passing before my eyes.’  Although not immersed in ritual and expressly there for the purpose of Raphael’s masterpiece,
Reynolds still did, one might say, what the picture demanded of him, and was
in that sense true to Raphael’s intentions, as we will see in this chapter.  For
Reynolds seems to himself to take part in the action, a sensation so strange,
that he compares himself to an enthusiastic madman. In the age of Enlightenment, such a loss of rational control might indeed seem peculiar. It was hardly
so in the Renaissance itself. It was, in fact, exactly the right thing to do. In


The expansion of the art-market to (pre) mass-culture created the need of an autonomous ‘level of enjoyment’ of a public confronted by art-works not specifically created for
them, and thus, in our terms, typologically and thematically unrelated to it. To look at a
Madonna in a chapel and ask: ‘What is it for?’, the answer must be: to illustrate (we would add:
to make alive and present as present) an article of faith. When looking at the same Madonna
in a museum and asking the same question, the answer becomes: To be contemplated, admired
and enjoyed. See Abrams .

See Heusden , Kempers , Abrams  and Kristeller .

Disraeli , .

He considered it Raphael’s genius that the painter was able, by his technical mastery, to
draw the spectator into an ideal world, thereby enabling him to ‘live’ in sacred company and
‘experience’ the depicted virtue. See his quoted remarks in Williamson , .
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the High Renaissance, art was a medium to a world where viewers, listeners
and readers could easily slip in and out, and where they were thoroughly at
home. Reynolds was a connoisseur, thoroughly familiar with the game of art,
and could do without hints and clarifications. To others less fortunate, the birth
of aesthetic autonomy might result in bland aporia. An important role in this is
performed by the disappearance of textual, more specifically poetical, context.
Dorothea’s impasse was caused by her incapacity to ‘communicate’ with the
depicted world. This means, more precisely, that the pictures didn’t ‘speak’ to
her. It is not only the metaphorical language, the grammar of viewing so to
speak, she lacked. In the Renaissance itself, images would have been accompanied by texts, explanatory ones added as inscriptions, or verses recited or read
in their context or even presence. Poetical discourse, ever present in Renaissance religious and court life, provided clues to interpretation, similar to the
way epigrams had done to sculpture in Antiquity.  As we have seen, epigrams
could perform a hermeneutic task, that is, act as an exemplum for the act of interpretation. The plain fact is that this poetical context had become unavailable
to the late nineteenth century viewer, because it was, contrary to the paintings
themselves, considered obsolete.
The disappearance of Renaissance poetry as a complement of Renaissance
art in the course of the later  th century runs parallel to the severing of the old
masters from their local and ritual context we have already mentioned. Local
displacement would mute poetical voices which surrounded images in their
original context as epigraphs or inscriptions, thus aestheticising the images by
smothering their natural voice. Eloquence in the traditional sense, in fact, was
to be discarded. The rhetorical nature of many a Latin inscription or epigram
was increasingly distasteful to late eighteenth and subsequent connoisseurs.
Attitudes towards Renaissance Latin poetry in the late  th century were not
yet exclusively hostile, but were to become so, slowly but inevitably.  For one
thing, the triumph of nationalism favoured the vernaculars and isolated Latin.
Hostile tendencies were furthermore reinforced by notions of ‘originality’ from
the Sturm und Drang period onwards. The cult of the unpolished, fickle and
dangerous sublime was at odds with the veneer of Renaissance poetry. Its sampling nature was considered derivative and thus unfit for artistic genius. In
short, the mimetic poetics of Renaissance Classicism were opposed to those of
Romanticism, with its artist who would shine like a lamp, instead of reflecting
like a mirror.


See below, ..
A poet like André Chénier, for instance, still leans heavily on the Renaissance tradition,
Latin and Greek. Especially in the Netherlands, Neo-Latin poets thrived until well into the  th
century.
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Nature’s Anxiety

These developments have been analysed elsewhere extensively.  They are
not the subject of our study. But it is important, at the outset, to stress the
relevance for the understanding of Renaissance art of the hermeneutic gap
which arose from the late eighteenth century onwards. To reconstruct the way
a Raphael ‘worked’, that is, the thing Dorothea Brooke was unable to do, this
gap must be covered. Many scholars have tried to do so since the early  th
century, although a prejudice against poetical sources can still be sensed in
some art historical circles, at the root of which lie both the waning of Latinity
and the emancipation of the art historical discipline through the development
of aesthetic autonomy.
As it is our purpose to look at Raphael through the eyes of his contemporaries, to see what his art meant to them, and how it functioned, it seems a
promising idea to inspect the clues they have left us through poetry.  We have
seen how epigrams often functioned in Antiquity as a guide to viewing and
signifying. This poetic tradition had heartily been revived by the generation of
Neo-Latin poets prior to Raphael’s death. Consequently, in the High Renaissance once more a major means to connect images to the world of the viewer,
and thus generate significance, was the epigram. Of these, an unusual number
exist on the subject of Raphael’s death. Let us survey these texts as a guide to
the painter’s achievement and see how contemporaries assessed and read his
work. To this end we must allow ourselves to be taken back to Rome, on Good
Friday .

.. Rome in Mourning
Rome may be quite chilly in late March. Whether or not this was the case
in , the papal painter and director of the fabbrica caught a sudden, sharp
fever that lasted eight days. On April  th , around  pm, Raphael of Urbino
died. This sudden death appears to have been a traumatic experience for his
entourage. That much may be gleaned from observations from within the papal
court, like Marcantonio Michiel’s, who remarked that the news was received


See for instance, Waquet .
In particular the ‘iconological’ method, now sadly out of fashion, made extensive use of
poetic material as evident from the works of scholars like Panofsky, Wind and Shearman.

For methodological objections against the procedure of attempting to reconstruct intentionality and original audience response, see Martindale , and for a defence Bate ,
preface.
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‘con universal dolore de tutti et maximamente de li docti.’  One of those docti
was Leo X, whose ismisurato dolore may well have been added to by serious political problems. Still, Leo’s personal grief probably was genuine. Leo had called
upon the painter at his death bed several times.  The pope’s genial character
was quite compatible with that of the painter. According to Vasari as well, Leo
held Raphael very dear indeed, and wept bitterly at his death.  The highest
representative on earth of the celestial spheres, at least according to Roman
orthodoxy, apparently was at a loss without his angel. 
The dying Raphael was, at , still in the vigour of manhood. Yet the tragic
loss of a charming man does not sufficiently account for the intensity of the
professions of grief. An artist was primarily a courtier, wore livery, and could
be treated as we treat mechanical utensils, simply to be replaced when broken
down. Even if the sophistication of a civilised renaissance court would do without such rudeness, the manifestation of affection is remarkable: Pandolfo Pico’s
grandissima et universale mestitia, Alfonso Paolucci’s gran’ perdita are only two
voices in a choral elegy of grief. Raphael, so it seems, had at this point in time
become almost irreplaceable.
For one without blue blood, and a layman, the resonance of this success is
by itself sufficient cause for wonder. Raphael had been educated in the menial
art of painting, if educated by an intelligent father at an intellectual court.  Yet
from these modest beginnings his artistic success eventually brought him the
unprecedented honour of the offer of marriage to a noblewoman, and, when
fate had interfered, burial in the Pantheon at considerable cost.  He had in
fact amassed a fortune. This expansion is firstly to be seen in locality. After
his education near the sophisticated court of Urbino, his horizon swiftly broadened, as he travelled from his native and sweet Urbino to Città di Castello, on to
Florence, Siena and Perugia, and finally to Rome. With the sight of changing

‘With universal grief, especially from the learned’, quoted from a letter to Marsilio by
Golzio , . See also Michiel’s diary, Shearman , - (/), for a different phrasing.

Shearman , .

Vasari , IV..

See for the importance of Raphael to Leo also below . () and . ().

See for instance Shearman , , .

For the common, low opinion of painting as an arte mecanica e poco conveniente a gentiluomo, see Castiglione, Cortegiano I.xlix (=Missier , ).

Raphael’s ‘betrothed’ Marietta, mentioned already in the letter to his uncle from ,
probably was the daughter of the ‘shadowy brother’ of cardinal Bibbiena, and therefore parented to a great nobleman, see Shearman , - with references. Vasari ,  suggests
that Raphael may have been expecting to be saved by the bell from this marriage, which was
apparently unwelcome, in the form of a red hat offered him by Leo (and vouchsafing celibacy).

Estimated by Marcantonio Michiel, Shearman , .
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Nature’s Anxiety

campanili and travelling habits came exposure to different styles and genres.
Raphael imbibed what he saw and internalised whom he met with formidable
agility. Eventually he had not only created a highly personal style of painting
built on the shoulders of his giant peers and predecessors. He had also moved
on from painting to architecture and antiquarian scholarship.
Surveying contemporary testimonies, we do indeed get the impression that
Raphael’s achievements were much more impressive than just a painter’s. To be
sure, they included architecture, scholarship, the social graces and commercial
success, as we will see in this chapter. But it is not only the extension of the
painter to the uomo universale, that is, an extension in scale, which catches the
eye. Contemporary testimony attributes something magical to Raphael. To
determine more precisely what this magical quality was, and how it is to be
explained, let us look at a monument that hitherto has got somewhat less attention than I think it deserves, Raphael’s grave.  We will thus have an opportunity to test the hypothesis of our last section, the importance of poetry and
epigraphic material for an assessment of the value contemporaries attached to
art and hence its significance to them.
Raphael’s grave in the Pantheon has become something of a tourist attraction, especially since it was laid open and restored in , in a gesture typical
both of Catholicism and Romanticism. Until that time, the wooden coffin had
been hidden behind the original altar, which had usually been covered with
votive offerings. This coffin was now located, with considerable effort, and the
bones were transported into a lead case which was inserted in the rare  st century sarcophagus, donated by the pope at the time, Gregory XVI, and visible
up to this day. Quatremère de Quincy relates in his Raphael biography how
this afforded the painters of the Accademia di San Luca the opportunity for
a curious ritual: on the name-day of their patron saint they touched the divine painter’s skull with their stylus, apparently to be thus magnetised by the
magical powers of the great painter.  This magic, although characteristic for
the period, was perhaps also suggested by the texts that had been inscribed in


Excellent work has been done by Buddensieg  and Ost , but both have little to
say about epigraphy and poetry. Santayana  devotes a short and unilluminating article to the
distich. Shearman omits both translation and interpretation of the inscription (by which I mean
the first part of the text printed above), and is somewhat disappointing on the distich. It would,
however, be ungenerous, indeed lacking in respect, not to note here what a treasure Shearman’s
edition of the Raphael documents is for the researcher. The first draft of this chapter was written
without it. After consultation, not only has the bulk doubled in size, but many errors have been
corrected and new approaches and ideas found. The student of Raphael remains deeply indebted
to Shearman.

It was again restored in the early  th century by Muñoz, see below note .

Quatremère, quoted by Westfehling , .
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stout capitals at the time Raphael had died near or on the altar. The history
of the inscription is tortuous, but it is evident from Vasari’s Vita that it had
been inscribed early on. Vasari confidently ascribes it to Pietro Bembo, the
letterato and subsequent cardinal, and close friend to Raphael.  Let us analyse
closely what it has to say to us.
DOM
RAPHAELI.SANCTIO.IOANN.F.VRBINAT
PICTORI.EMINENTISS.VETERUMQ. AEMULO
CVIVS.SPIRANTEIS PROPE.IMAGINES.SI
CONTEMPLERE.NATVRAE.ATQUE.ARTIS.FOEDUS
FACILE.INSPEXERIS
IULII.II. ET. LEONIS.X. PONTT. MAXX.PICTVRAE
ET ARCHITECT. OPERIBUS. GLORIAM.AVXIT
.V.A. XXXVII. INTEGER. INTEGROS
QVO. DIE. NATVS. EST. EO. ESSE. DESIIT
VIII. ID. APRIL.MD.XX
ILLE.HIC.EST.RAPHAEL.TIMUIT.QVO.SOSPITE.VINCI
RERUM.MAGNA.PARENS.ET.MORIENTE.MORI. 
Unsurprisingly, criticism has usually concentrated on the brilliant distich


For the history of the inscription, see Golzio , -, Buddensieg , Bartels ,
- (with the additional inscription commemorating the relocation of the grave in ) and
Shearman , -. The original monument consisted of an altar supporting Lorenzetto’s
Madonna: the wooden coffin containing Raphael’s bones was hidden behind it. Muñoz’ restoration in the beginning of the th century produced the present situation. For th century
antics with Raphael’s skull, see Lathers, . It has been convincingly suggested that the inscription was originally placed central under Lorenzetto’s Madonna (by Pinza, see Shearman
, ), first on the intonaco of the masonry enclosing the wooden coffin with Raphael’s
body, a situation which would reflect the stipulations of the burial-contract of Johannes Goritz
in the Sant’Agostino (for which see below, Chapter ), later on the arch supporting Lorenzetto’s
Madonna, and finally removed by the virtuosi for safe keeping in their sala, whence it was
brought back in . Visconti () states the Raphael inscription was removed from the grave
in  and replaced by an inaccurate copy, with spirantes imagines instead of spiranteis imagineis, a rather odd suggestion which is shown to be inaccurate by Shearman , . Muñoz
thought the inscription removed in  was the one installed by Maratta in . Golzio, however (, ) thinks it originally was placed adjacent to the aediculum but in a higher position
than after the restoration of . The inscription is quoted in Vasari’s Vita, and emphatically
attributed to Pietro Bembo. Whatever its original position, it must be considered authentic.

A number of Vatican MSS ascribe it to Tebaldeo (see Shearman , ).

Latin text from Shearman , : ‘All must die: To Raffaello Sanzio, son of Giovanni,
from Urbino, most excellent painter and rival of the ancients; if you look closely at his almost
breathing images, you will easily recognise the alliance [therein] between nature and art; he
expanded the glory of the popes Julius II and Leo X with works of painting and architecture,
[and] lived without blemish  full years; on the day he was born, on that day he ceased to be,
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Nature’s Anxiety

which closes the inscription. Common sense, however, instructs us to read
the text as a whole. This is especially useful since it brings out an important
ambiguity central to the understanding of the impact of Raphael’s work: the
multiple meanings of natura.
After the initial proper nomenclature, the inscription immediately emphasises the fact that the deceased was a painter (pictori eminentissimo). A close
reading of the inscription, however, shows that this was far from all: it states, in
paraphrase, that his major achievement was the emulation of Antiquity through
an alliance between art and nature, evident from autopsy of his ‘almost breathing images’. The phrasing of these last words is interesting. It varies a famous
passage in the Aeneid: excudent alii spirantia mollius aera / (credo equidem),
uiuos ducent de marmore uultus, which formulates the cultural precedence of
the Greeks over the Romans. If we take the reference to be conscious (as
I think we must, considering the fame of the original and the erudition of
the author, be it Bembo or Tebaldeo), a hidden suggestion materialises for
the reader to whom Virgil’s lines resound, namely that Raphael rivalled the
Greeks, thereby surpassing the culture of Augustan Rome, a culture essential
to the pontificate of Julius and Leo.  Raphael would then have accomplished
the extraordinary feat to have ‘completed’ Roman culture by the addition of
what Virgil had judged it lacked.
Then follows a phrase deceptively simple: in Raphael’s work ‘the alliance
between nature and art’ is evident. As we have been reading an inscription on
a pictor eminentissimus, an artist that is, a reader familiar with antique artistic theory in rhetoric and poetics - and the humanist and curial friends of
Raphael were such readers - would at first sight interpret these terms in their
poetical-rhetorical sense: natura referring to ingenium or natural artistic sensitivity, and ars to technique. We are then meant to understand that in Raphael’s
 days before the Ides of April ; here [lies] famous Raphael: with him unscathed, the great
parent of things feared to be vanquished; when he died, to die.’

aemulo can be taken attributive with pictori, but, especially in the light of what follows,
better substantively as ‘one who emulated antiquity’ (that is, not only in painting).

Aen.VI.-: ‘Others [i.e. than the Romans] will sculpt more softly breathing bronzes,
I am convinced, and trace living faces from marble’. The echo is taken over in the epitaph of the
finder of the Laocoon, Felice de Fredis, in the S.M. d’Aracoeli, where the ancient statue is called
fere respirans simulacrum (see Bartels , I.).

That the reference is conscious is corroborated by the fact that the anonymous poem in
Vasari’s Vita employs it as well to illustrate Raphael’s unique quality: ‘Pingant sola alii referantque
coloribus ora; / Caeciliae os Raphael atque animum explicuit.’ For the importance of Augustan
culture see, e.g. Kempers , and below Chapter .

The opposition is commonplace in antique theory, but most influentially stipulated in
Horace’s AP - (‘Natura fieret laudabile carmen an arte / quaesitum est’) and Cicero, e.g. pro
Archia poeta, . (‘atque sic a summis hominibus eruditissimisque accepimus ceterarum rerum
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work technique and creativity blended in perfect harmony, a harmony implicit
in the term foedus, which not only has a political reference but denotes personal
and emotional alliances (such as marriage) as well. Both the artist’s ars and ingenium/natura were duly praised in other tributes to him.  But the interesting
connection here, is that the distinction between ars and natura is one of the key
concepts of Horace’s Ars Poetica, where the balance between the two is posited
as the fundamental characteristic of the perfect poet.  The Ars Poetica, we
must remember, was the locus classicus for the ut pictura poesis equation, so
crucial for the emancipation of painting in the Renaissance. By transferring
the perfect blend of ars and natura to the painter Raphael, he is positively associated with the realm of poetry, a realm of elevated status, far outreaching that
of the menial draughtsman. Moreover, within the first lines of the inscription, a
connection is established between on the one hand Virgil and Horace, the two
prime poets of imperial Rome, and on the other the painter Raphael. When
we give full force to these intertextual allusions, then, Raphael is being raised
to the status of the most venerated of artists, historical or modern, within five
lines of the inscription.
This, however, is not the way the inscription is usually read. For arriving
at the final distich, the reader is directed to quite another meaning of natura:
there it apparently denotes Mother Nature, in the phrase rerum magna parens.
Accordingly ars is, of course, often used in the Latin of this period in the sense
of ‘art’, that is not the skill of the painter itself, but the product of this skill.
These significances suggest as a more natural meaning for the phrase foedus
studia et doctrina et praeceptis et arte constare, poetam natura ipsa valere et mentis viribus
excitari et quasi divino quodam spiritu inflari’) and a number of passages from the rhetorical
treatises (e.g. de orat. I.-: ‘nam et animi atque ingeni celeres quidam motus esse debent qui
et ad excogitandum acuti et ad explicandum ornandumque sint uberes et ad memoriam firmi
atque diuturni; et si quis est, qui haec putet arte accipi posse - quod falsum est; praeclare enim
res se habeat, si haec accendi aut commoveri arte possint; inseri quidem et donari ab arte non
possunt; omnia sunt enim illa dona naturae, - quid de illis dicam quae certe cum ipso homine
nascuntur, linguae solutio, vocis sonus, latera, vires, conformatio quaedam et figura totius oris
et corporis?’). For the Renaissance reception see Roskill , -, with references.

This interpretation of the foedus artis atque naturae returns in Vasari , , where
the case of Raphael causes Vasari to draw the following moral: ‘Aggiugnerò ancor questo, che
doverebbe ciascuno contentarsi di fare volentieri quelle cose alle quali si sente da naturale instinto inclinato, e non volere por mano, per gareggiare, a quello che non gli vien dato dalla
natura, per non faticare invano e spesso con vergogna e danno’.

See below, Chapter , for the importance of this observation. The Ingirami/Parrhasio
treatise there discussed tends to stress ars, polemising with Ficino, the champion of nature=
ingenium, connected by furor poeticus with the divine, without which in his eyes no poetry can
achieve anything (Ficino’s argument is, however, used by Inghirami/Parrhasio almost verbatim
in another context, s.v.‘si vis me flere’, p.  of the Neapolitan edition).
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Nature’s Anxiety

naturae atque artis the ‘alliance between nature and art’. How, then, are we to
see Raphael: as the perfect embodiment of talent and skill, or as the artist who
recreated Mother Nature in his art?
This contradiction is as essential as it is, in fact, only apparent. For to give
in to our urge to choose between these interpretations would, I think, expose
us to anachronism. ‘Nature’ for contemporary readers of the inscription meant,
not the rough and threatening matter of the  th century sublime, nor the field
of exploration for exact science, but Creation in which God was immanent. 
Of this divine creation everyone took part, including the painter himself. His
natura thus coincided with the nature ‘that surrounds us’ through its origin in
God. This idea was hardly novel in the Renaissance. It is already formulated
by Dante in the Commedia. Answering a plea for elucidation of the wayfarer,
Virgil explains to Dante in the  th Canto of the Inferno why usury displeases
God, concluding that it perverts nature. But the run-up to this conclusion is
interesting for us:
"Filosofia", mi disse, "a chi la ’ntende,
nota, non pure in una sola parte,
come natura lo suo corso prende
dal divino ’ntelletto e da sua arte;
e se tu ben la tua Fisica note,
tu troverai, non dopo molte carte,
che l’arte vostra quella, quanto pote,
segue, come ’l maestro fa ’l discente;
sì che vostr’arte a Dio quasi è nepote.
Philosophy, he said, for who understands it, points out not in one place
only, how nature takes her course from the divine Intellect and from Its
art; and if you note well your Physics, after only a few pages you will find
that your art follows her as far as it can, like the pupil his master; so that
your art is as it were the grandchild of God. 
With art, of course, Dante here means human industry. But as the arts in our
sense of the term were decidedly a part of human industry, they too, according
to Dante (and Scholasticism) should follow their mistress Nature.  Abusing
this divine mistress, anyone sins grievously. But when, as in the case of Raphael,
the divine nature of the artist reflects by (re)creation the works of God in his art,


For a summary of Renaissance use of natura, see Wilson .
Inf. xi, -.

See also De Mon. I,iii,: Deus aeternus arte sua, quae natura est; and II, ii, : quicquid est
in rebus inferioribus bonum [. . . ] per prius ab artifice Deo sit et secundario a cello, quod organum
est artis divinae, quam communiter naturam appellant (both quoted by Singleton ad loc.)
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it is functioning at the height of its powers. Thus both interpretations of natura
make sense: that Raphael had a (‘divine’) nature harmoniously balanced with
his (man-made) artistry and that ‘Mother Nature’ was coupled to Art by him,
for the Renaissance reader amounted to the same thing. In Raphael, therefore,
the famous distinction between natura naturata, Nature as it appears to us, and
natura naturans, the active force of nature which rules the universe and creates,
is effaced in effortless balance.
The concrete application of these thoughts to the creative arts specifically
(instead of to human industry in general) may be traced to Ficino. To the Florentine philosopher, godlike man is, like God, a creator, expressing through
the music of the soul the mind of God.  Let us try to explain this cryptic
statement. Ficino posited man’s position in the Great Chain of being as intermediate between the inanimate and the Divine Mind. This was nothing new.
But the fact that he made man, contrary to inanimate nature, free to act in this
position was new. Man became thus privileged, and this privilege becomes
manifest in man’s power to create. As man’s soul longed for God, he could
realise this longing through the creation of a path to God. Artistic creation is
a reflection of this procedure. The connection between theology and art was
made tangible by Ficino through the figure of Orpheus, poet, priest, prophet
and lover, who was constantly invoked by the philosopher. Ficino, an accomplished musician, indeed was called, and called himself, another Orpheus. 
The important thing for us here is the contrast with Antiquity: there Orpheus
as ‘the poet’ was considered a ‘visionary’ too, but the emphasis was on what
he wrought, his poem, and what that poetry could achieve: order, harmony,
wisdom, civilisation. By contrast, in the Renaissance a transcendent value is
attributed, not only or even primarily to the created, but to the creating as a
reflection of the activity of God: man, according to Ficino, ‘is a great miracle, a creature fit to be worshipped and honoured, for in naturam dei transit
quasi ipse sit deus [. . . ] [deus] ex utraque natura [hominem] composuit, divina
atque mortali, et sic compositum est per voluntatem dei hominem constitutum
esse meliorem deis’. As we shall see below in more detail (when considering
the distich), this is a substantial part of the praise of Raphael. It is, teasingly and


See for this distinction Bialostocki .
See Warden , -, for Ficino’s art theory, and Tigerstedt, , , for the origins
of these concepts in the Hermetic writings.

See Warden : examples come not only from the philosopher himself, but from his
patron Lorenzo (Altercazione), Poliziano and Naldo Nardi. Ficino played with a lyre emblazoned
with a picture of Orpheus (Warden , , adducing several references).

‘He crosses over to the nature of God, as though he were himself a god . . . God composed
him out of two natures, divine and mortal, and thus it was arranged through the will of God that
the constitution of man was superior even to that of the gods’, Warden ,  (his translation).
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Nature’s Anxiety

elegantly, alluded to by a poem composed already during Raphael’s lifetime by
Girolamo Borgia, one of the humanists of the Roman Academy (we will meet
him again as a follower of Agostino Chigi): 
Pictorem, Raphael, inter celebremque poetam
regnavit socio foedere semper amor:
in tabulis hic ora refert viventia vatis,
vivere pictorem versibus ille facit.
Quin pictura vivens socia vice muta poesis,
At pictura loquens ipsa poesis erit.
Tu, domine, vultus age cum sis alter Apelles
Eripe mortali condicione meos:
ipse ego Maeonio cantu tua nomina morsu
eripiam et tacita temporis invidia:
hoc opifex rerum statuit quo tempore primo
ipse hominem effigiem iussit habere suam.
Between famous painters and poets,  Raphael, there has always reigned
the love of common bond. The one produces the living face of the poet, the
other makes the painter live in verse. Yes, living painting, when the tables
are turned, is mute poetry, and poetry itself will be a speaking painting.
Well then, my respected friend, since you are another Apelles, come and
rescue my features from the mortal condition, and I, in Homeric lay, will
save your name from the bite and silent envy of time. This the creator of
all things ordained, at that time when first He ordered that man should
have his own image.
When God made man in his own image, he implied his creative abilities, which
in turn could bestow immortality both on man the artist and his subject – the
better when both the artist and his subject are artists, such is Borgia’s little joke.
According to Ficino and Pico, who adapted Hermetic sources partly transmitted through Augustine, man as an artifex is a deus in terris, who makes

I have edited the text from Shearman - (-/). Both this text and its translation
must be considered somewhat of an embarrassment to the admirers (to which I myself belong)
of this scholar.

Punctuation must of course be added to Shearman’s text, who has overlooked the vocative and has come up with the nonsensical ‘Raphael has ruled between the painter and the celebrated poet, always an affection through a friendly alliance’.

Better, I think, than the MS’ vigens.

Or: mea. The MS has the impossible meae.

The MS’ homini cannot be correct.

I take celebrem to refer to both nouns: the heading of the epigram, ad Raphaelem Urbinatum pictorem nobilissimum, suggests as much.
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‘breathing’ images. With awe Ficino established that humanae artes fabricant
per se ipsas quaecumque fabricat ipsa natura: quasi non servi simus naturae sed
aemuli. Of course, these faculties were prominent only in the chosen vessels
of God, in Ficino’s eyes the philosophers who had turned to the vita contemplativa. The origins of this line of thinking are Neoplatonic:  the One, already
in Plotinus, creates, and creates Itself. By the resemblance to its Creator the
created desires reunion with its origin. In Christian theology, the ‘icon’ of this
parcours, in part through the mediation of pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite,
became Christ.
The inscription in the Pantheon, interestingly, now claims the same artistic
prominence for the ‘painter’ Raphael, and thus presents him as an earthly reflection or variant of this Neoplatonic principle. Thus, the word ‘pictor’ gains
cosmic resonances, and should be read with care.  The alliance between nature and art, read in connection with Ficinian ‘art-theory’, would make Raphael
an exemplary man, godlike man, because he played his most perfect part most
perfectly, so to speak: perfect in both the way he created (balancing ars and
natura) and in what he created (namely natura by virtue of his ars). 
To return to our inscription: to check the foedus naturae et artis, the reader

‘Sicut pater ac dominus ut sui similes essent deos fecit aeternos, ita humanitas deos suos
ex sui vultus similitudine figuraret [. . . ] statuas animatas sensu et spiritu plenas’, (De Vita .,
quoted by Warden , ) cf. Aug. De Civitate Dei, . .

‘Human arts produce of themselves whatever nature produces: as if we we were not nature’s slaves but her rivals’, quoted by Warden , . Here is a major departure from Platonic
art theory with its ban on mimesis. By creating, man creates himself, according to Ficino. The
creative impulse in man not only capacitates him to exert control over his life, it is also reflected
in his artistry. The man who lets resonate the music of the soul, that is, the Divine harmony, and
who reveals exemplifies the central Orphic mystery: the symbolic representation of unity in
diversity. As ‘Orpheus’, Ficino tempers the impulses of emotion, civilises the world by bringing
the soul closer to God. Consequently, we humans live in a work of art, that is, God’s work of art,
made tangible by theologians, artists and philosophers like Ficino.

For a parallel, see the Inghirami/Parrhasio commentary on the Ars Poetica, r v: ‘Neque
enim nisi undecumque perfecti illius adytis admittuntur. garruli, gloriosi, putiduli non iniuria
ablegantur, ne in tam sancta sacra perrumpant atque illotis manibus divina attrectent, neque
ipsum sacrarium refractis [v] pudoris ac reverentiae postibus quasi canes, muscae, pedes, pulicesque, temere irrumpant’ and below. For a Ficinean parallel see Kristeller ,  (‘the highest
experience [...] can be attained [...] by a few priviliged persons’).

As has been shown by Tigerstedt .

This dependence of the inscription’s conceit on Ficino’s ‘art-theory’, by the way, makes it
tempting to ascribe the inscription to Bembo, as Vasari did, for the Neoplatonic strain is strong
throughout his work. For the attribution to Bembo or Tebaldeo, to whom the closing epigram
is attributed by various sources, see Shearman ,  and - (/ and /).

For Orpheus as a bearer of these ideas, see Warden . The importance contemporaries
attached to the artist (figured as Orpheus) in the well ordered universe is illustrated already by
the use of the myth in the Camera degli Sposi in Mantova by Mantegna.
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Nature’s Anxiety

is recommended to look at the painter’s ‘almost breathing’ images. The image
the addressee would see while reading these lines was Lorenzetto’s Virgin with
Child. The model for this statue, an antique Venus, was selected by Raphael
himself, the modern execution left to Lorenzetto, probably with express instructions as to the design. The potential (si contemplere. . . inspexeris) accentuates that this statue is not Raphael’s own work, for which the reader must
turn elsewhere – an autograph work on the grave would have been inadmissible
impertinence. And yet there is a connection. Vasari mentions that Raphael
expressly wanted his grave-chapel to be a restoration of a tabernacle of the Pantheon. It would be natural for a contemporary reader to assume that Raphael
had played an important part in this restoration, for the mapping of ancient
Rome had been one of his prime activities in his last years. Thus the sculpture,
indeed the whole tabernacle, is subtly implicated, in particular by the closing
distich, as we shall see. In this sense, the whole Pantheon, with its symbolism of cosmos, nature and wholeness, attests to the successes of Raphael, and
indeed to the restoration of ancient glory which was the major aim of Raphael
and his patrons.
This broadening of the horizon of reference in the inscription is confirmed
by the sequel: in the second part of the inscription architecture duly follows
as an integral part of Raphael’s achievement. Moreover the explicit mentioning of two famous popes and the painter’s contribution to their glory, hints at
Raphael’s success as a courtier. In sum, a contemporary viewer would read the
inscription honouring the deceased as having a much wider significance than
the grave of a painter.

For the selection of the model see the passage from Vasari quoted below note , and
Buddensieg .

The subjunctive contemplere must be potential, thus pointing at the absence of a suitable
example of the foedus artis et naturae. But the connection with the statue would, I think, be
natural. For the history and interpretation of Lorenzetto’s sculpture, see Buddensieg . In
other epitaphs, Raphael is often mentioned as a sculptor, to the dismay of critics like Perini and
Shearman. The explanation is not primarily that Raphael designed sculpture (which he did), but
that the design of whatever he designed made him an artist, and thus a sculptor too.

‘Ordinò poi che de le sue facultà in Santa Maria Rotonda si restaurasse un tabernacolo di
quegli antichi di pietre nuove et uno altare si facesse con una statua di Nostra Donna di marmo,
la quale per sua sepoltura e riposo dopo la morte s’elesse’ (Vasari , IV.-). I take the
subject of ‘s’elesse’ to be Raphael himself (contrary to e.g. the translation of Hinds in the Dent
edition, IV. ).

From Shearman , / and /, and more in detail from / it appears
that Raphael had been preoccupied with his funerary chapel. It would be natural that these preoccupations included the formal design as well, apart from financial matters. Funerary chapels
were subjected to close scrutiny in the Renaissance, teste Julius II (and see for an instance in this
book the chapter on Johannes Goritz). The significant fact is that Raphael had become a patron.

The argument is not needlessly to be pressed: in most obituary notices (collected in
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Before the closing distich, the inscription now devotes a striking amount
of space (carving is a time-consuming and expensive activity) to Raphael’s age
and time of death. The use of the word integer for the painter, at face value,
points to his physical well-being, and thus to the unexpectedness and swiftness
of death. But as the parallel from Horace (integer vitae, C. I. .) shows, the
concept may very well be moral as well, and point to purity of life and character.
Such interpretation is especially tempting since it is coupled with the integros
annos Raphael had lived, specified by the statement that he was born on the
same day as whereon he died. A true prodigy might indeed reveal itself by
cyclic dimensions. Raphael keeps good company, in this respect as in others:
Plato, Shakespeare and Petrarch also died on their birthdays, and Petrarch’s
Laura was first seen by the poet and died on April  th . Only the truly great,
such is the suggestion, harmoniously round off their earthly stay. To be sure,
to point to these coincidences posterity tends to stretch historical truth and
the accuracy of tradition may be doubted, as in the case of Shakespeare and
Petrarch. It may have been the day before perhaps, or after.  But the point
is that the integer integros, because it probably manipulates chronology, thus
stresses all the more the wholeness of the painter: he was whole, lived whole
and made whole. The phrase is strikingly fitting for someone who requested to
be buried in the Pantheon. Moreover, coupled to the fact that the day Raphael
died was Good Friday, the day of the Passion of Christ, this suggestion opened
the way to a striking parallel which has often been noticed, and to which we
will presently turn. But first we must look more closely to the epigram which
closes the inscription, usually ascribed to Pietro Bembo. 

Shearman , /-) Raphael is called pictor and his art pictura, the significant exceptions
being Michiel and Pandolfo Pico (Shearman , /,,,). My point is that pictura, in
the case of Raphael, is to be considered prima inter pares.

Plato: Ficino de amore, prooemium (Ficino celebrated the day). The parallel with Petrarch’s Laura is given much weight by Shearman, - and . Raphael’s knowledge of this
coincidence, if such it is, is corroborated by an echo from Petrarch’s Trionfo della Morte concerning the dying day of Laura in Raphael’s autograph draft for a sonnet, Sh. /, III. I am
not completely convinced of the relevance of this parallel. Shearman also passes by in silence
the ‘holistic’ reverberances, tentatively explored by Rubin , -.

Petrarch died a few hours before his birthday, Shakespeare’s exact birthday is unknown,
but comes quite close. For Raphael, evidence conflicts: see Shearman , -, Golzio ,
-. Of the two alternatives, March  and April , the second is the most popular. According
to Oberhuber, loc.cit., the age of  also has cosmic implications (the moon has returned two
times to her original position in  years). Van Gogh, Mozart and Byron are said by him (p.)
to have relevantly shared Raphael’s fate in dying at  (with many others, he adds!). Mozart was
in fact . The date of birth could well have been April  th , see Shearman , .

Though a case may be made for Tebaldeo, see Shearman , .
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Nature’s Anxiety

Although that epigram has to this day defied consistent interpretation,  its
fame is enormous. One of the reasons is that it is now sculpted on Gregory’s
sarcophagus, prominent in the tableau of window shop-dresser Muñoz and
highlighting the personality cult which drives tourists to venerate as they do
elsewhere in Rome. But Raphael expressly wanted his grave to be an altar with
the sarcophagus hidden safely behind its shell, and shunned a personal cult,
giving us to understand that all laudatory terms lavished upon him already
during his lifetime, were but metaphorical.  The addition of the epigram to the
sarcophagus, moreover, disrupts the continuity with the inscription, to which
it was originally attached. As the text stands, however, the epigram must be a
poetical pendant and resumé of the inscription.
We have already suggested that it alludes to natura in a sense different from
the inscription above. As this contradiction was only apparent, we may now
proceed to argue that in fact, the epigram comments on the ambiguity noted
above in the phrase foedus naturae atque artis. Let us see how. ‘Here [lies]
famous Raphael: with him unscathed, the great parent of things feared to be vanquished; when he died, to die’.
At first sight, the idea seems commonplace. Raphael was so great a painter
that he did not merely imitate life, but actually improved it. But what does it
mean to better nature? This is made clear in a letter from Raphael to his friend
Castiglione, in reply to compliments of the latter on the Galatea fresco in the
Villa Farnesina:
Della Galatea mi terrei un gran maestro, se vi fossero la metà delle
tante cose che V[ostra] S[ignoria] mi scrive; ma nelle sue parole riconosco l’amore che mi porta; et e le dico che per dipingere una bella,
mi bisogneria veder più belle, con questa conditione, che V[ostra] S[ignoria]
si trovasse meco a far scelta del meglio. Ma, essendo carestia e de’
buoni giudicii e di belle donne, io mi servo di certa Iddea che mi viene
nella mente. Se questa ha in sé alcuna eccellenza d’arte io non so; ben
m’affatico di averla.
As for the Galatea, I would hold myself a great master indeed, if only
half of the great compliments your Lordship writes to me were really true.
But I recognise in your words the love you bear me; and I tell you that


Shearman , : ‘The precise meaning of the imputed fear of Mother Nature is still

elusive’.


Thus Buddensieg . See also Ost , for the early development of personality cult
in Classicism.

The letter’s authenticity has been suspected. For discussion and vindication of its authenticity, see app. .
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to paint one beautiful woman, I would have to see several beauties, on
this condition: that your Lordship would stand by my side to make choice
of the best. But, since both good judgements and beautiful women are
scarce, I make use of a certain Idea that comes to my mind. If this has in
it any excellence of art, I do not know. But I take great pains to have it. 
The letter is intimately connected with Bembo’s epigram, for it points to the
exact content of Nature’s fears. The creation of beauty by selection was a procedure already advocated by Cicero and Quintilian commenting on the methods of the famous painter Zeuxis, who organised a parade of all Crotonian
women for the selection of different aspects of his portrait of Helen of Troy. 
The anecdote efficiently illustrates an eclectic literary procedure.  Raphael, we
have already suggested, was a master at the method of selecting and digesting
influences from different sources. But then, attractive though this method
would be, the letter suggests it is inexpedient because of lack of material and
guidance. Hence another procedure is alluded to, this one too attested in Cicero. In the Orator (.) Cicero states that nec vero ille artifex cum faceret Iovis
formam aut Minervae, contemplabatur aliquem e quo similitudinem duceret, sed
ipsius in mente insidebat species pulchritudinis eximia quaedam, quam intuens
in eaque defixus ad illius similitudinem artem et manum dirigebat.  This line of
reasoning was developed by antique Platonism.  The link between the type of
mimesis exemplified by the passage from the Orator and the crucial importance
attributed to art by Florentine Platonism is provided by Plotinus. In Enneads


For the full text, with commentary and discussion, see app. .
Cic. De Inv. ii, ; the story is used as an exemplum to defend eclecticism in rhetoric.
Reference to it can already be found in Alberti, de pictura . (‘therefore excellent parts should
all be selected from the most beautiful bodies’). See also Panofsky , for the common-place
status of the story, Barkan , and below, chapter ., section Polyphemus’ Song.

As Bembo was an avowed ‘purist’ (see his correspondence with Gianfrancesco Pico, discussed e.g. by Rowland, , -), this would be an argument against his authorship of the
epigram.

The exposition and catalogue of the National Gallery in London, Chapman , well
illustrates this phenomenon in formal respect.

‘Surely that famous craftsman (i.e. Phidias), when he created the forms of Jove or Minerva, did not consider a specific model to derive the likeness from, but in this self same Phidias’
mind resided an extraordinary ‘form’ of beauty: looking at that, and concentrating on it, he
directed his hand and art to its likeness’. For earlier reception of the idea see the letter of Manuel
Chrysoloras, quoted by Baxandall  , f. For contemporary reception of the passage, see
the letter of Gianfrancesco Pico to Bembo (), ‘itaque cum nostro in animo Idea quaedam et
tamquam radix insit, cuius vi [. . . ] animamur, et tamquam ducimur manu’ (quoted by Gombrich
, n (with muddled text), and discussed by Camesasca , .

The idea is also derived from Plato’s theory of mania, for which see below, and Murray
, -.
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Nature’s Anxiety

., Plotinus discusses how the Beauty of the Divine Intellect may be revealed
to contemplation. He compares two blocks of stone, one untouched by art,
the other minutely wrought by a craftsman’s hands into a statue of a Grace or
Muse or an idealistic rendering of man, and concludes that the latter derives
its beauty not from the stone but from art. The Beauty the artist transposes on
his material, however, is diminished. Yet, the arts should not be underrated
on the ground of their imitative nature: they derive their imitation from the
Reason-Principles from which Nature itself derives, conceive of beauty idependently and add where nature is lacking: ‘Thus Phidias wrought the Zeus
upon no model among things of sense but by apprehending what form Zeus
must take if he chose to become manifest to sight.’ 
To return to Cicero’s Orator: the above quoted passage emphatically returns in literary polemic contemporary to Raphael, and has been identified as
the source of Raphael’s certa Iddea.  G. Francesco Pico, nephew of the more
famous philosopher, in his tract de imitatione against Pietro Bembo, echoes
it in his argument against Bembo’s narrow view of imitation.  While Bembo
wants to limit imitation to Cicero in prose and Virgil in poetry, Pico proposes a
broader view, inciting the artist to have recourse to his natural ‘idea’ of beauty,
Platonically conceived: all ‘beauties’, after all, reflect the Platonic idea of beauty.
Eclecticism, advocated by Pico, thus becomes a form of purism, for the point
of departure is the pure idea.
The echo, then, of Cicero’s species quaedam in ‘certa Iddea’, evident as it is,


Transl. S. MacKenna. The whole passage runs:
Κειµένων τοίνυν ἀλλήλων ἐγγύς, ἔστω δέ, εἰ βούλει, δύο λίϑων ἐν ὄγϰῳ, του̃ µὲν ἀρρυϑµίστου
ϰαὶ τέχνης ἀµοίρου, του̃ δὲ ἤδη τέχνῃ ϰεϰρατηµένου εἰς ἄγαλµα ϑεου̃ ἢ ϰαί τινος ἀνϑρώπου, ϑεου̃
µὲν Χάριτος ἤ τινος Μούσης, ἀνϑρώπου δὲ µή τινος, ἀλλ’ ὃν ἐϰ πάντων ϰαλω̃ν πεποίηϰεν ἡ τέχνη,
ϕανείη µὲν ἂν ὁ ὑπὸ τη̃ς τέχνης γεγενηµένος εἰς εἴδους ϰάλλος ϰαλὸς οὐ παρὰ τὸ εἶναι λίϑος—ἦν
γὰρ ἂν ϰαὶ ὁ ἕτερος ὁµοίως ϰαλός—ἀλλὰ παρὰ του̃ εἴδους, ὃ ἐνη̃ϰεν ἡ τέχνη. Του̃το µὲν τοίνυν τὸ
εἶδος οὐϰ εἶχεν ἡ ὕλη, ἀλλ’ ἦν ἐν τῷ ἐννοήσαντι ϰαὶ πρὶν ἐλϑει̃ν εἰς τὸν λίϑον ἦν δ’ ἐν τῷ δηµιουργῷ
οὐ ϰαϑόσον ὀϕϑαλµοὶ ἢ χει̃ρες ἦσαν αὐτῷ, ἀλλ’ ὅτι µετει̃χε τη̃ς τέχνης. ῏Ην ἄρα ἐν τῇ τέχνῃ τὸ
ϰάλλος του̃το ἄµεινον πολλῷ οὐ γὰρ ἐϰει̃νο ἦλϑεν εἰς τὸν λίϑον τὸ ἐν τῇ τέχνῃ, ἀλλ’ ἐϰει̃νο µὲν
µένει, ἄλλο δὲ ἀπ’ ἐϰείνης ἔλαττον ἐϰείνου ϰαὶ οὐδὲ του̃το ἔµεινε ϰαϑαρὸν ἐν αὐτῷ, οὐδὲ οἷον
ἐβούλετο, ἀλλ’ ὅσον εἶξεν ὁ λίϑος τῇ τέχνῃ. Εἰ δ’ ἡ τέχνη ὅ ἐστι ϰαὶ ἔχει τοιου̃το ποιει̃—ϰαλὸν
δὲ ποιει̃ ϰατὰ λόγον οὗ ποιει̃—µειζόνως ϰαὶ ἀληϑεστέρως ϰαλή ἐστι τὸ ϰάλλος ἔχουσα τὸ τέχνης
µει̃ζον µέντοι ϰαὶ ϰάλλιον, ἢ ὅσον ἐστὶν ἐν τῷ ἔξω. ... Εἰ δέ τις τὰς τέχνας ἀτιµάζει, ὅτι µιµούµεναι
τὴν ϕύσιν ποιου̃σι, πρω̃τον µὲν ϕατέον ϰαὶ τὰς ϕύσεις µιµει̃σϑαι ἄλλα. ῎Επειτα δει̃ εἰδέναι, ὡς οὐχ
ἁπλω̃ς τὸ ὁρώµενον µιµου̃νται, ἀλλ’ ἀνατρέχουσιν ἐπὶ τοὺς λόγους, ἐξ ὧν ἡ ϕύσις. Εἶτα ϰαὶ ὅτι
πολλὰ παρ’ αὑτω̃ν ποιου̃σι ϰαὶ προστιϑέασι δέ, ὅτῳ τι ἐλλείπει, ὡς ἔχουσαι τὸ ϰάλλος. ᾽Επεὶ ϰαὶ
ὁ Φειδίας τὸν ∆ία πρὸς οὐδὲν αἰσϑητὸν ποιήσας, ἀλλὰ λαβὼν οἷος ἂν γένοιτο, εἰ ἡµι̃ν ὁ Ζεὺς δι’
ὀµµάτων ἐϑέλοι ϕανη̃ναι.
Cp. also Proclus, ., Diehl (quoted by Lieberg , , who discusses the whole topic).

Camesasca , .

For the passage, see n above.
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may have been influenced by Pico’s reading of the passage.  If so, the suggestion may be that Raphael can have it both ways: by sampling (that is: eclectically collecting different beauties and exhibiting his divine creativity by joining
these together into a new, perfect whole),  and by having direct recourse to divine abstractions (that is: creating beauty independently, by developing figures
intuitively from ‘the Reason-Principles from which Nature itself derives’, and
approximating them to this idea).
The connection of these sources with contemporary painting is also attested by one of Raphael’s most important peers and models, Leonardo. In his
posthumously published Trattato della pittura, probably prompted by Florentine Neo-Platonism rather than the antique sources themselves, Leonardo had
remarked: ‘as the painter is Lord of all sorts of people and all things [. . . ] he is
Lord and God; and in fact, whatever exists in the universe in essence, presence or
imagination, this he has first in his mind and then in his hands.  The upshot is
not so much that art always falls short of the abstract idea from which it is deduced. The emphasis, I think, is on the implication that, contemplating a work
of art, we are brought into contact through this work with the immaterial world
of ideas by means of our fantasia. Art is thus a medium for us to enter higher
spheres, and, we must remember, this is exactly the function it was supposed
to have in the ritual context of a chapel.  Indeed, Raphael’s art performed this
function admirably.
With this twist given to human creativity, a philosophical and theological
depth absent in classical Antiquity is accorded to the activity of the artist: he
becomes a poeta, or in this case, pictor creator.  Whoever in artistic creation
selects and samples, or alternatively has direct recourse to Platonic ‘forms’ in
the unique and inimitable way a Leonardo or a Raphael did, actually improves
nature: by creating, as a mortal god, a better nature in his work, which reflects
the harmony of God. This indeed gives Nature cause for anxiety. But then,
with the sigh of relief audible in timuit, her fears may be allayed: for the god

The Greek term is in fact used by Cicero in the direct sequel, Or. .
An example would be the cortège of the Galatea, consisting of archaeological quotations.

The example would be the head of the Galatea, or the many Madonna’s, carefully developed after drawings.

Trattato della pittura, from Ludwig , no.  (cp. also no. ): ‘come il pittore è
Signore d’ogni sorte di gente e di tutte le cose [. . . ] è signore (varia lectio: ‘creatore’!) e Dio [. . . ]
e in effetto, ciò, ch’è nell’universo per essential, presentia, o immaginazione, esso lo ha primo
nella mente e poi nelle mani.’ (quoted by Lieberg ).

See above, on the Garvagh Madonna, and below, Sistine Madonna, Chapter .

For the absence of creatio ex nihilo in antique theory, see Sperduti , Tigerstedt 
and Kristeller . For the presence of this concept in ancient poetical practice, see Lieberg
.
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Nature’s Anxiety

like status Raphael seemed to attain by this capacity, is effectively annulled by
his death, common to all mortals (echoing the DOM, heading the inscription,
and the emphasis on his day of death). This, however, is not the end of story.
For, now Raphael is dead, Nature has lost a paragon. Knowing that his art can
now not be produced anymore, it is thus the poorer and mourns. As she has
been ‘created’ by Raphael time and again in his pictures, this after the painter’s
death becoming impossible, she is at his death afraid to ‘die’ too. And then,
triumphantly, the poets changes gear, to reach top-speed: for this fear too will
prove immaterial: the paintings and the painted world outlast the painter, and
the concomitant immortality is the point of the fine volta of the epigram. 
First, Nature feared she would be vanquished because Raphael’s images seemed
to breathe (echoing spirantes from the inscription), and because he created an
ideal nature, more ‘natural’ than the world we see around us, because closer to
God. But this fear was ungrounded, because the painter was mortal after all.
Then, Nature feared she would die, but that anxiety too may be soothed, for the
works of Raphael are immortal. This, in poetical, riddling phrasing which befits the pagan mysteries of the Renaissance, is the intricate nature of the foedus
naturae atque artis.
We may now profitably return to the ambiguity in the phrase rerum magna
parens, adumbrated above. The natura or ingenium of the artist is here definitely replaced by Mother Nature. But who precisely is this great parent of
things? A first reference may be recognised to Nature or Earth, a use precedented by Pliny and Virgil, and duly mentioned by the commentators.  But I
think it is useful to keep in mind the original setting of the grave, surmounted
by Lorenzetto’s Madonna with Child. (ill. .; .) We have already seen that
this statue is a reworking of an ancient Venus, now in the corridor adjacent


A fine parallel is in the epigram by Faustino Buturini, Shearman , /: Aemulus
Urbinas hac pictor in urna est / quae finxit facies exanimum hunc animant (emphasis mine).

Note the respectful timuit instead of metuit, known from variants, and adopted in the
parallel distich for Leonardo, Laudis Apellaeae metuit sua sidera fulgor / sospite me vinci, me
moriente mori (quoted by Shearman, ). Where in the latter the play is evidently on vinci=
Vinci, the conceit in Raphael’s epitaph is triumphantly broadened so as to suggest that it fits
the latter better. The most apt parallel is Manilius: nec non, cum patrias Phaethon temptavit
habenas, / arserunt gentes timuit que incendia caelum / fugeruntque novas ardentia sidera flammas / atque uno metuit condi natura sepulcro, with, however, metuit instead of timuit (although
the OLD s.v. ‘timeo, with inf.pass.’ lists this passage). I think the Manilius-passage was at the
back of Bembo’s mind, and he combined it with the Myron-tradition (for which, see below).
Note also the lofty sospite, culled from e.g. Aeneis VIII. (for other parallels, see Shearman,
).

Shearman is at a loss, see note  above.

Plin.Hist.Nat. .  (not mentioned by Shearman , ) and Verg., G., .. See
also Ovid, Met. I. and Seneca, Phaedra, .
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to the Cortile della Pigna in the Vatican. In this connection, we may think,
when reading rerum magna parens, of arguably the most magnificent ode in
Latin literature, on Venus in the prooemium of Lucretius’ De rerum natura, the
title of which already directs our associations. There, Venus in her guise as
genetrix or creatrix is apostrophised first as Aeneadum genetrix, and then as
alma Venus. The mother of the Romans is seen in the sequel to magisterially animate and thus immortalise nature through the gift of Love, the driving
force of the world. When the epigram is seen in connection with a statue
that represents the Madonna in the guise of Venus as a creator, the rivalry that
Raphael engaged in, and indeed the fears of ‘Nature’ become more clear: both
create, but Raphael was mortal. The rerum magna parens is thus represented
in the statue, aptly provided with a child. This child is, of course, Eros. The
Love Venus bears is thus assimilated to the Love the Virgin bore in the form
of Christ: the goddess is identified with the Virgin, mother of Christ, dotary of
the church Santa Maria della Rotonda, which had been a temple, the Pantheon,
dedicated to what Renaissance viewers perhaps most naturally interpreted as
the ‘all godly’.
The way Raphael envisaged the Pantheon, not only as the apogee of ancient
architecture, but also as the ideal place to be reintegrated into the cosmic order,
and thus as the perfect last resting-place, is reflected by its extensive quotation
in the architecture he devised for the burial chapel of his friend and patron
Agostino Chigi. In fact, Raphael has built for Chigi a new Pantheon in the form


De Rerum Natura .-. Genetrix represents the element parens in the epitaph, and rerum
is triggered by the title of the work. Venus’ natural home is in Rome (see also the poem of Egidio
Gallo on the Farnesina, chapter ), and the association between Venus and Rome (on which Virgil’s Aeneid hinges) is made explicit in Niccolò d’Arco’s epitaph on Raphael: Pictor eram, nomen
Raphael, mi patria cultum / Vrbinum, alma parens Roma fuit tumulus (Shearman, /), with
the Lucretian alma parens. This guise of the goddess is, of course, wholly dissimilar from the
erotic Venus or Aphrodite Pandemos.

Lucretius is thus Christianised, in accordance with the harmonising tendencies of prisca
theologia. The  th century would denounce him as a dangerous heretic.

I have been as yet unable to fully develop this idea. It would seem, especially in connection with the Chigi chapel in de Santa Maria del Popolo, that Raphael interpreted the oculus
of the Pantheon as the One, that is God or Logos, and the gods assembled beneath the cosmic
dome, exemplifying the universe, as emanations from this unity of god (for a Stoic provenance
of this thought, see Seznec ; they may also be seen as Neoplatonic ‘hypostaseis’). This interpretation would rest upon Cassius Dio .. ( προσαγορεύεται [i.e. as Pantheon] δὲ οὕτω
τάχα µὲν ὅτι πολλω̃ν ϑεω̃ν εἰϰόνας ἐν τοι̃ς ἀγάλµασι, τῷ τε του̃ Ἄρεως ϰαὶ τῷ τη̃ς Ἀϕροδίτης,
ἔλαβεν, ὡς δὲ ἐγὼ νοµίζω, ὅτι ϑολοειδὲς ὂν τῷ οὐρανῷ προσέοιϰεν, ), a text available at least
since the early Quattrocento. A Renaissance parallel may be seen in the oculus of the Stanza
della Segnatura. The idea was, I think, already present in Mantegna’s Camera degli Sposi of
- in Mantova. Modern scholarship considers the original oculus to be a reflection of the
earlier building, which was a temenos open to the sky.
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Nature’s Anxiety

of the Chigi-chapel in the Santa Maria del Popolo. There as well the Virgin is
the intercessor for the deceased to be once reintegrated in the great cosmic
scheme, through her example in the original altarpiece, being the Assumption. There as well, the oculus represents the One, who is logos, God and
nature, with the planets and their concomitant deities visualised as hypostases
which determined the life of those they dominated by way of their horoscope. 
Interestingly, in the Chigi-chapel, too, much emphasis is laid on the process
of creation: the fields beneath the drum are decorated with a cycle of the beginning of Genesis, stressing the creative act, which eventually resulted in our
temporal world. This world is represented by the Seasons below these fields in
the spandrels. God in the oculus too, may be interpreted as shown in the act of
creation. The mystery performed on the altar in the chapel below, illustrated
and made tangible by the altarpiece and the statues in the niches, represent the
return of the soul to God, the prime example of which is the career of the Virgin,
whose Assumption was to be represented by the altarpiece. The Chigi-chapel
not only illustrates the cosmic scheme of Neoplatonic Christianity in the High
Renaissance. It also, by being the grave of Raphael’s great friend of congenial
character, illustrates the way Raphael himself envisaged his own grave in the
real Pantheon. We must remember that a ruin was, in the eyes of Raphael and
his contemporaries, inferior to a new-made building. Thus, the new Pantheon
in the Santa Maria reflected the superior status of Raphael’s patron in comparison with the painter himself. (ill. .) But the grand scheme was similar: in it
creation is the most godly act of man, and, thus it is suggested, not only the
artist Raphael, but also his patron were joined to God by creativity. 
To return to the statue: both the Christian Virgin and the pagan Venus had
been celebrated by Raphael in his work, which was universally characterised
as venustus, full of grace. Raphael , in honouring the Virgin with his images,
had depicted and thus created grace and love: the figure standing above his
grave might very well fear she would ‘die’ with his death. If the rerum magna
parens may be identified with the Virgin as the type of Venus, and was, as is
suggested, Raphael’s deliberate choice, the epigram in concise form restates the
significance of the grave, illustrating the Christian piety of the artist who had


For the iconography of the Chigi Chapel, see Weil-Garris Brandt . The presence of
God in the oculus, directing the course of events like a major conductor, is suggestive for the
way Raphael interpreted the Pantheon, and thus his own grave there: via the intercession of the
Virgin his soul would be welcomed to exit the temple and join God.

For the idea that the seven niches in the Pantheon were devoted to the planetary gods,
see Richardson , -.

A propos the Chigi-chapel, it is interesting to note the contrast with the equally, or even
more famous Cerasi-chapel nearby, where the stress is on stupendous paintings, not on ideas
and the act of creation, as in the Chigi-chapel.
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honoured the Virgin by immortalizing her image and making it seem to breath.
Raphael’s grave tells us that the artist knew perfectly well that the Virgin and
Child, subject of so much of his work, in the final analysis had ‘created’ him and
his work instead of the other way round, that he only executed the commands
of his godlike and god-given nature. That he did this so well is deftly and playfully explained by the epigram. The ‘circuit’ of love produced by Raphael’s
graciously returning of the gift of divine nature, is perfectly Ficinian.
The sources of the epigram’s conceit have rightly been seen in the series
of epigrams from the  th book of the Anthologia Palatina on Myron’s cow. 
The idea that the artist gives birth (instead of just produces) is present in the
anonymous , and worked out in series of games played with the statue of the
cow which does all things a living cow would.  Especially interesting are two
epigrams by Julianus Hyparchus,  and , for they show how the polarity
of natura and ars was already played out in late Antiquity in the analysis of art:
᾽Εν βοῒ τᾷδ’ ἐµάχοντο Φύσις ϰαὶ πότνια Τέχνα·
ἀµϕοτέραις δὲ Μύρων ἶσον ὄπασσε γέρας·
δερϰοµένοις µὲν γὰρ Φύσιος ϰράτος ἥρπασε Τέχνα·
αὐτὰρ ἐϕαπτοµένοις ἡ Φύσις ἐστὶ ϕύσις.
In this cow Nature and powerful (or: divine) art rivalled: to both Myron
bestowed an equal prize: to those who look, Art took away the force of
nature, but to those who touch Nature stays Nature. 
Indeed, our analysis of the distich for Raphael is corroborated by another contribution of the ‘Egyptian’ Julianus, :
Τλη̃ϑι, Μύρων· τέχνη σε βιάζεται· ἄπνοον ἔργον.
ἐϰ ϕύσεως τέχνη, οὐ γὰρ ϕύσιν εὕρετο τέχνη.
Bear it, Myron, Art has the better of you, and your work is breathless.
From Nature comes Art, for Art did not invent Nature.
The author Julianus was a Christian, and in the  th century AD already plays
the same game that is played in the Pantheon: the artist is part of Divine Nature itself, and his creations come short of those of the rerum magna parens.
It would, however, be wrong to judge the distich on Raphael derivative in the


For another opinion, see Santayana .
- and -. See Shearman  for reference to Wanscher .

The conceit is apparently Hellenistic: see Erinna (GP ), Antipater (GP ) and Nossis
(GP -) for examples, in the first two of which Prometheus as life-giver is invoked as a mythological parallel.

, varied by : Πόρτιν τήνδε Μύρωνος ἰδὼν τάχα του̃το βοήσεις· / ῍Η ϕύσις ἄπνοός
ἐστιν, ἢ ἔµπνοος ἔπλετο τέχνη.
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Nature’s Anxiety

light of these parallels. For not only is the phrasing memorable to the highest
degree, the game with nature and art that the epigrams play is also taken a
considerable step further in its brilliant handling.
Vasari, speaking of Raphael’s grave, explicitly mentions the restorative nature of the project. We will shortly consider more in detail the great project
of planning and mapping ancient Rome in which Raphael was engaged in his
last years, and because of the unfinished nature of which his death all the more
seemed a tragic loss. As the Virgin and Child alias Venus Genetrix was closely
associated with the city and the glory of Rome, it is not impossible that both
epigram and monument allude to this aspect as well: the city of Rome too was
being reconstructed by Raphael, feared to be outdone, and mourned its own
demise. The archetype of Roman glory was the Pantheon, a fitting tomb for
the man who had made the city’s virtual existence so dependent upon him.
In  Raphael’s grave was restored by Maratta, who added a bust to the
ensemble. This addition, and the transference of the inscription, is enormously important: it made the niche from a living and venerated altar to the
Virgin into a personal monument. This was, as we have suggested, far from
the intentions of the deceased and his inheritors. The altar with statue was to
be an exemplum, an ‘instance’ of the achievement of the painter, epitomising
the sum of his activity and embedding it in the truth about human life. In the
final analysis, Raphael’s eclecticism was originally presented as an instance of
the divine Nature, immanent in all of us, and thus as natural as Nature herself.
In the aftermath, things began to shift. Vasari already implied that there was a
shortcut in the arduous track of imitating nature: if you study and select past
masters that have studied and selected nature, you may save yourself a lot of
trouble. These great masters were so good, that one cannot hope to do any
better – this indeed would be presumptuous in a society dominated by hierarchy and rules such as the later  th and th centuries. This is the theory that
emerges as Classicism in the  th century, elaborated and diffused by Poussin
and Bellori. It also is what gives classicism its characteristic sterile and hierarchic flavour of blind and uncreative imitation.
This ‘shortcut’, to be sure, can be traced already during Raphael’s lifetime:
in the correspondence between Bembo and the nephew of the famous Pico,
Gianfrancesco Pico della Mirandola.  The issue there is purism in literature.
In fact, as we shall see, Raphael held a curious middle ground between purism


A number of epigrams treat this theme extensively, see e.g. Shearman /, /.
See also note above (Roma fuit tumulus).

Buddensieg , .

Thus also Dolce and Lomazzo, see Lee , -.

Written in  and published in . Bembo searches for the idea of eloquence in his
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and eclecticism: on the one hand he sought, and found, many examples of
beauty to follow and integrate, from various antique sources to the influence
of modern masters like Leonardo and Michelangelo. On the other, he strictly
separated the decadent style of Late Antiquity from the ‘golden’ style of the
High Empire.
But what is most important here, is that in the case of Raphael the procedure
of selection was considered by his contemporaries a non plus ultra of creativity,
which can only be compared to the creativity of God. This comparison has, as
so much in the High Renaissance, a typological bent. God and Christ remain
hors concours. But Classicism took the typological metaphor literally, and, under the influence of the emerging theory of genius, subtracted the divine artist
from the category of mortals, placed him on a pedestal for veneration and made
him the artist-God who can never be emulated. This was what neither Raphael,
nor his eulogists intended.
Poetry devoted to Raphael thus gives us major clues for interpretation, allowing us to fathom not only the resonance of his success, but even the position
of art and artist in contemporary intellectual history. In the following, we will
look at other poems concerning Raphael, and his death in particular. As suggested above, they contain a striking parallel, that between Raphael and Christ.
Let us inquire into the origin of this parallel.

.. The Artist as Healer
At Raphael’s death, it had been repeatedly observed that the elements concurred with human mourning. The Mantuan envoy Pandolfo Pico della Mirandola reported Raphael’s death to Isabella d’Este the following day as follows:
Di questa morte li cieli hanno voluto mostrare uno de li signi che mostrono
su la morte del Christo quando lapides scis[s]si sunt: così il palazzo del
Papa si è aperto de sorte ch’el minazza ruina.
Of this death the Heavens wanted to show one of the signs they showed
at the death of Christ, when the rocks were cleft; thus the Pope’s palace
cracked in such a way that it threatened to collapse. 
Isabella answered that she was deeply grieved at the death of Raphael, uomo
digno de immortalità, per essere exornatore de la gloria divina.  Whatever
own soul but fails to find it, and thus turns to the writers who have followed the ‘ideal’ eloquence
best. See Guépin , -. For the relevant passages see Ulivi , -.

Shearman , /.

Shearman /. Isabella will have noticed also that the lapis of her correspondent
pointed to the Greek petrè, the rock Peter, upon which Christ would build his Church: thus
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causal connection may have existed, such a passage illustrates the cosmic importance that immediate contemporaries attached to Raphael’s death.  The
reference here is to Matthew, , describing the prodigies at the death of Christ:
And behold, the veil of the temple was rent in two from the top to the bottom; and
the earth did quake; and the rocks were rent.  Raphael dying, in short, was like
Christ dying. Christ bequeathed to the world the possibility of Paradise and
the promise of immortality. Raphael too had made things possible. In this
section we will investigate what exactly. Our findings will make more plausible
the sheer magic attributed to our artist by his contemporaries.
The activities of Raphael’s last years had centred increasingly on archaeological themes. Raphael had never wholly abandoned painting. But his inspection of the state of the ancient ruins in papal Rome, his attempted taxonomy
of ancient styles and (architectural) orders, and his recreation of ancient ‘total’
art in the Vatican Logge, decisively point to interests beyond the province of the
painter, and encroach on that of the intellectual, the theorist, and the cultural
historian. The docti indeed had reasons for despondency.
Versatility, of course, was to be expected of a courtier of the intellectual Leo
X, and it reflected the high standards of Raphael’s friends, poets and magnates
alike. Men like Baldassare Castiglione, Tommaso Inghirami, Pietro Bembo,
Bernardo Bibbiena and Agostino Chigi all had fervent archaeological and antiquarian interests. All saw in Antiquity a paradise lost, that could be regained
by their efforts. Their confraternitas actually has changed the world. For it
conceived and realised in art and poetry a cultural language wherein sacred
and profane, past, present and future, words and images, politics and culture
could meet and interact freely. The central importance of art for human life it
posited, has greatly and beneficially influenced our culture.
As often with fundamental cultural changes, this one too was of little consequence politically: the sack of Rome in  and the victorious Reformation
in the ascendant economical and political powers of North-West Europe eventually dwarfed the Rome of the High Renaissance as a political factor. But its
culture remained the standard of the West until modernism.  Naturally those
the rock of Saint Peter, the Vatican, was literally shaken by the death of its prime propagandist
Raphael.

The cracks, apparently in Bramante’s cordonata, were very real, having appeared on
April  st , although attributed by prosaic Paris de Grassis to the construction of staircases rather
than disaster, see Shearman , .

For similar prodigies accompanying the death of Lorenzo de’ Medici, see Godman, ,
with antique parallels.

It may indeed be thought that the lack of political success of the movement wherein
Julius II and Leo X took part side by side with the greatest of Renaissance intellectuals, poets
and artists, has been one of the causes of this influence. For because of the political fiasco the
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directly involved in Renaissance Rome at the time, lacked this hindsight. But
what they saw around them was a culture that could confidently claim to be intellectually superior, and the true inheritor of ancient grandeur. Especially the
project of planning and mapping ancient Rome, to be able better to restore it to
its former greatness under the sway of a reborn papacy, inspired an atmosphere
of great expectations, a feeling that the world had not seen anything yet.
To all this splendour, fate brutally intruded. It first took away Raphael, designer and technician of the virtual world which was the wonder of the world;
then, a few days later, its banker and foreign minister Agostino Chigi; and
shortly after, its head of state, Leo himself. Finally, after a prolonged death-struggle involving futile reform and colossal blunders, Rome’s pride was made
to bow deeply at the Sack of Rome. This great reversal, setting in at Raphael’s
death, may have influenced the way the artist and his work were remembered.
In the second decade of the  th century, uncertainty was already creeping in,
as rumours of reformation slowly spread. Especially with hindsight, the fragile
figure of Raphael could increasingly gain tragic overtones in the period successive to his death. What we can see, following the comments on the painter, is
a shift of emphasis, from birth, reconstruction and healing, to destruction and
death.
This is illustrated by a poem only recently rediscovered, composed during
Raphael’s lifetime by his friend Tebaldeo, on the death of the painter’s fiancée
Marietta Bibbiena:
Hic Marietta tegor, quam limina cari mariti
iam iam in ingressuram, sustulit atra dies.
Flamma rogi taedas, t[h]alamum hic mihi dura dedere
Saxa, viro peperi tristitiam et lacrimas.
Sed quem ego non potui, faciet pictura parentem:
huius non pingit dextera sed genuit.
Here lie I, Marietta, whom the dark day has taken away about to cross
my husband’s coveted threshold; the flame of burial has given me nuptial
torches, this hard stone a bridal chamber; I bore my man sadness and
tears. But whom I could not make parent, painting will: his hand does
not paint but gave birth.
cultural language was perhaps less dangerous to be associated with, and easier, because harmless,
to be exported and assimilated.

The poem was found and published by Perini -,  and corresponds with Shearman
, /. Cf. also Ausonius, epigr. .: ‘nec factam ... genitam’.
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As suggested above, an exact parallel (especially for the ending) is contained
in an epigram from the Palatine Anthology.  Whether or not Raphael had
already painted Marietta’s portrait,  the emphasis here is on the giving of life,
and thereby on the bestowing of immortality. Instead of the girl having given
the painter a child, the painter’s portrait of his beloved has given her immortality. This gift is highly praised, without reservation. When the painter died,
however, this theme is given a twist.
Immediately after Raphael’s death, poetry which celebrated the artist started
to circulate. The contributors to this poetical contest were not the least: we
will encounter Tebaldeo, Bembo, Castiglione, Lascaris, Calcagnini, Giraldi and
Capodiferro, all humanists of repute. Their contributions illustrate both admiration and emulation. For poetry, such was the commonplace, immortalises,
and, thus it is suggested, does this even better than painting. The theme of the
Marietta poem is taken up in this sense by Ariosto:
Huc oculos - non longa mora est - huc verte; meretur
te, quamvis properes, sistere qui iacet hic:
cuius picta manu te plurima forsan imago
iocunda valuit sistere saepe mora.
Hoc, Urbine, tuum decus; hoc tua, Roma, voluptas;
hoc, Pictura, tuus marmore splendor inest.
Marmor habet iuvenem exanimum, qui marmora quique
illita parietibus vivere signa facit.
Os oculosque movere, pedes proferre, manusque
tendere; tantum non posse deditque loqui:
quod dum qui faciat meditatur, opusque perenne
reddat, monstra Deae talia morte vetant.
Hospes, abi, monitus mediocria quaerere, quando
stare diu summis invida fata negant.
Turn your eyes hither, it will not take long, hither, no matter your haste,
for he who lies here deserves that you pause: many a painted image of
his hand, perhaps, has made it worth your while to linger in joy. In this
marble, Urbino, your glory resides, in this, Rome, your delight, in this,
Painting, your splendour; yet marble it is which contains the dead youth,

IX.: Ἁ βου̃ς ἁ τίϰτουσ’ ἀπὸ γαστέρος ἔπλασε τὰν βου̃ν·/ἁ δὲ Μύρωνος χεὶρ οὐ πλάσεν,
ἀλλ’ ἔτεϰεν.

The matter is discussed by Perini -, and Shearman , . I would think the
perfect genuit suggests the painting already existed.

The phrasing of the elegant poem is somewhat reminiscent of the fate of Psyche in
Apuleius’ novel. Would there be a hint that the frescoes of Psyche in the Sala di Psiche in the
Farnesina contained the likeness of Marietta?
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who made marble and frescoes on walls live, who made them move face
and eyes, stretch their legs, hold out their arms; only the faculty of speech
he was unable to give them: for when he pondered how to do that, and
make his work eternal, the Fates forbade such a feat by death. Stranger,
depart instructed to look for modest achievements, as jealous Fate denies
us the right to stay long at the top.
The poet Ariosto was, we must remember, engaged in explicit rivalry with
the painters who were his colleague-courtiers in Ferrara, and one of his most
famous punch-lines in this battle, the tag mercè degli scrittori in the Furioso,
implied that the painters (of which he honourably mentions Raphael) needed
their poets. For poets it were who had conserved the fame of ancient painters,
whose works had disappeared, and would be forgotten but for the words devoted to them. If, on the other hand, painting would learn to speak, the
primacy of poetry would be annulled, and the game of the poets would be up.
Hence Ariosto’s conceit in his compliment to Raphael: the painter attempted
to do the unthinkable, to cross the border between life and death, matter and
spirit, in short the divine order of things, and was snatched away by death,
exemplifying the lesson that one cannot attempt too much without sacrifice.
In a sense, the shock Raphael’s death brought to people like Leo and Isabella
d’Este is related to this sentiment: the uncanny perfection they had perceived
in Raphael’s works now brought home to them that perfection is not for mortals
to achieve. As suggested above, this shock was perhaps all the more effective
because critical circumstances in politics and religion made leaders aware of
the precariousness of their position. A possible intertext for the last lines of
Ariosto’s poem may cast further light on this matter. It is from the first book of
Lucan’s Pharsalia, where the poet analyses the causes of civil war at Rome: invida fatorum series summis que negatum / stare diu nimio que graves sub pondere
lapsus / nec se Roma ferens. The echoes of invida fata in combination with
stare summis point to probable relevance of the passage.  If so, the terrible
calamity of the Roman Revolution reverberates in Ariosto’s assessment of the
death of Raphael. We do not know the date of Ariosto’s contribution, but as will
be more fully argued below, it is probably not long after April . As we will


Text in Shearman , /. He mistranslates qui in : it is not relative but interrogative adverb.

Orlando Furioso, .-

For the idea, see also the remark of Pliny, quoted below, note .

‘The jealous chain of the Fates, the right refused to stay long at the top, deep falling off
pressed by weight too heavy, and Rome incapable of carrying herself ’, Lucan, Phars. I.-.

Invida fata is also used in relevant sense in Statius, Thebais X.-: invida fata piis et
fors ingentibus ausis / rara comes. Stare summis is unique in poetry.
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see in other poems, the idea that the ϕϑόνος ϑε ω̃ν was at hand made optimistic
humanist’s hearts shiver. There had been something magical about the painter,
to be sure. But there evidently was something uncanny about his death also. 
Explicitly dead matter, the marble monument, is contrasted with the gift
of life Raphael could bestow on this self same matter in art. This opposition
between life and death, and the role of go-between art could play between
the poles of this opposition, is central to the understanding of the impact of
Raphael’s work. We have seen that Pandolfo Pico implicitly compared Raphael
to Christ. Tebaldeo, who had written about Raphael’s gift of life to Marietta,
put the matter quite succinctly:
Quid mirum, si qua Christus tu luce peristi?
Naturae ille deus, tu deus artis eras.
No wonder you died on the day Christ died: He was the God of nature,
you of art.
Taken at face value, Tebaldeo has imitated the epigram of Julianus Hyparchus,
quoted above. In the light of our previous discussion, the content of this epigram is less surprising than the fact that commentators have been mystified by
it, even if the bold juxtaposition of Christus tu is striking. This juxtaposition is
echoed by deus tu in the pentameter, separated by an extraordinarily effective
caesura, which is then startingly followed by another deus. The emphasis on the
contrast between mortal and god could hardly be more elegant. But the idea of
the godlike poet-artist was no novelty. As we have seen, it had been initiated by
Ficino, and had been present in the notes of Leonardo da Vinci. It was ardently
taken over at the papal court of Julius and Leo. In an amusing oration on the
power of poetry, the humanist Siculus, not without some irony, uses these concepts to claim for poetry a unique status: [the ancients] ‘decided that a poet was
none other than [. . . ] in short, a sort of God. For he leaves all human concerns
behind and heads for higher places, placing himself between God and man [. . . ]
in his fiction he seems to create out of nothing.  The logical step was to extend

The suggestion by Shearman , , of a parallel with the melancholy epigram by
Propertius (I.) is hardly to the point.

Shearman , /. Although this epigram can be safely ascribed to Tebaldeo, the
matter is complicated by the fact that it is coupled in at least two MSS to the epigram in the Pantheon usually ascribed to Bembo (mainly on the authority of Vasari), and in these MSS ascribed
to Tebaldeo. Were both by him? As Shearman remarks, Bembo was famed for his funerary
epigrams, and evidence pointing to the attribution of ille hic to Tebaldeo remains inconclusive.
See Shearman .

The oration (Siculus ) has to my knowledge not yet received scholarly comment.
It is bound with the Inghirami-Parrhasio commentary (see appendix) in the same volume in
the copy of the Biblioteca Nazionale in Rome. The passage runs: ‘proinde non alium esse po-
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this theme to the painter who had created life in his art in a stupendous way,
and shown that painting was a real rival for poetry in establishing a link between human and divine. Parallels could be thought of: in Plato’s Symposium
a similar role had been accorded to Socrates as incarnated Eros. Figures like
Prometheus, Orpheus or Asclepius could be invoked, and were. But the most
perfect parallel was, of course, Christ. What else was the thing Raphael had
done in his art, crossing the borders between human and divine, life and death,
other than a reflection of the life of Christ? What else was Raphael’s ‘finishing’
of the debris of ancient remains into an harmonious, completed form, other
than a reflection of the fulfilment of the promises of the Covenant by Christ?
Like Raphael, Christ had given us Grace. Like Raphael, Christ had been raised
and educated amidst pastoral surroundings. And finally, like Raphael, Christ
had died on Good Friday.
These ideas gained force and authority by ancient precedent, phrases like
the Ciceronian divinus homo in dicendo for example, echoed by Vasari’s il divino
Raffaello da Urbino. But perhaps most important was the Florentine revival
and interpretation of the famous passage from the Phaedrus, where the truly
inspired poet is ranked third in the four forms of divine µαία, besides prophetic
madness from Apollo, ritual madness from Dionysus, and erotic madness from
Aphrodite:
τρίτη δὲ ἀπὸ Μουςω̃ν ϰατοϰωχή τε ϰαὶ µανία, λαβου̃σα ἁπαλὴν ϰαὶ
ἄβατον ψυχήν, ἐγείρουσα ϰαὶ ἐϰβαϰχεύουσα ϰατά τε ᾠδὰς ϰαὶ ϰατὰ τὴν
ἄλλην ποίησιν, µυρία τω̃ν παλαιω̃ν ἔργα ϰοσµου̃σα τοὺς ἐπιγιγνοµένους
παιδεύει· ὃς δ’ ἂν ἄνευ µανίας Μουςω̃ν ἐπὶ ποιητιϰὰς ϑύρας ἀϕίϰηται,
πεισϑεὶς ὡς ἄρα ἐϰ τέχνης ἱϰανὸς ποιητὴς ἐσόµενος, ἀτελὴς αὐτός τε ϰαὶ
ἡ ποίησις ὑπὸ τη̃ς τω̃ν µαινοµένων ἡ του̃ σωϕρονου̃ντος ἠϕανίσϑη.
The third type of possession and madness comes from the Muses: taking
a tender and untrodden soul it rouses and excites it to Bacchic frenzy
especially in lyric poetry, and by glorifying the countless deeds of the past
etam quam virum bonum & sapientem pr[incip]emque sapientiae & ducem statuebant, immo
deum alterum. Quippe qui omni humanitate relicta altiora petit seque inter deum hominemque
medium praestat. [poeta deus alter] facit hic ex materia quicquid facit deus: ex nihilo creat. at
poetica & si non omnino ex nihilo aliquid praestet tamen afflatus divino furore ea ipsa eleganti
carmine fingit; ut grandia quaedam et penitus admiranda suis figmentis pene ex nihilo producere videatur. Nulli scriptores aut magnitudine eloquentiae aut divinitate sapientiae poeticis
aliquo inquam tempore pares fuere. Qui suis virtutibus lucem mortalibus peperunt omnibus.
Mortalesque omnes venerati sunt poetas divinis honoribus persecuti.’

See further below. Vasari , IV. and V.. This epithet is, of course, also applied
to Michelangelo. It was already used in Marsuppini’s epitaph for Brunelleschi (‘divino ingenio’,
, quoted at the end of Vasari’s Vita of the Florentine).
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Nature’s Anxiety
it educates the coming generations. He who knocks on the door of poetry
without the madness of the Muses, thinking he will be a capable poet because of his art, will come to nothing, just as the poetry of the sober is
eclipsed by that of the possessed.

This passage was glossed by Cristoforo Landino in the opening paragraphs of
the third book of his Camaldulenses Disputationes, printed around . Introducing his interpretation of Virgil, he considers it his duty to come to the rescue
of poetry, which was deemed by some a pack of lies. It is not, says Landino,
quite the contrary. Aristotle, an authority second only to Plato, identified
poets and theologians in the old days. What more can one wish? 
And indeed, if we look more closely at what poetry in fact is, we can
easily see that is not one of the arts our parents called liberal because
they were superior to the others [. . . ], but a thing almost divine, because, embracing all things, but itself constrained by metre, progressing
through rhythm and distinguished by all sorts of flashes and flowers,
adorns whatever men have done, whatever they know, whatever they
have contemplated in wonderful fictions and translates these things in
other forms so that, when [these forms] seem to narrate something else
far inferior and more lowly, or when they may be believed to be playfully spinning yarns to entertain the ears of the otiose, they in fact reveal
the most elevated truths hidden in the fount of divinity itself. Once
the listener finally realises his most delightful ‘mistake’, he arrives not
only at the highest knowledge of natural things, but is also imbued by
a wonderful feeling of pleasure because of the fictive character. Who
rather than Plato would I believe as an authority to the fact that poetry
is divine rather than human? He says in the Ion that poetry is not transmitted through human art, but creeps into our minds through divine
frenzy. In the dialogue entitled the Phaedrus, when he has analysed
the three other forms of divine frenzy, he gives, I think, the following
sense to the fourth, which he wishes to call the ‘poetic’. For he tells
us that our minds, when they sojourn in the celestial regions, partake


Plato Phaedrus a.
‘Qui quidem si quid poetae sint, si quam eorum origo vetusta appareat secum reputent,
si quam magna, quam varia doctrina plurimi in eo artificio floruerint considerent, cognoscent
profecto id quod gravissimorum philosophorum iudicio comprobatum videmus: nullum esse
scriptorum genus, qui aut magnitudine eloquentiae aut divinitate sapientiae poetis pares fuerint’
(Camald. Disp. III.).

ibidem: ‘Qua quidem re Aristotelem, virum excellenti ingenio et doctrina post Platonem
omnino singulari, motum crediderim, ut eosdem priscis temporibus theologos poetasque fuisse
affirmet’.
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of both that harmony which resides in the eternal mind of God, and
the harmony which is produced by the movements of the heavens; but
when our minds, weighed down by desire for mortal things and therefore descended finally to the lower world, are embodied, then, thwarted
by earthly members and mortal limbs, they can hardly hear with their
ears [the celestial origin of] those sounds which are produced by human means: sounds which, although they are far removed from heavenly harmony, nonetheless lead us to a silent remembrance of celestial
sounds, because they are a sort of representation or image of divine harmony, and human sounds thus inflame us with an ardent desire to fly
back to our former dwelling-place, so as to thoroughly be cognisant of
the true music itself, of which this [earthly] music is an adumbration. In
the meanwhile, however, as far as it is allowed to us by the aggravating
prison of our body, we strive to imitate heavenly music with that of our
own [. . . ]; imitating divine harmony with a more authoritative judgement [i.e. than the judgement of a musician], [‘poets’] express deep and
intimate significances of the mind in elegant song and, fired by divine
frenzy, they often produce in elevated spirit wonderful things [. . . ]; 
hence they do not so much flatter our ears, as caress our minds with
sweet nectar and divine ambrosia. These are therefore divine bards and
sacred priests of the Muses, and Ennius is perfectly right to call them
sancti.


Here Landino copies a passage from Ficino’s Theologia Platonica XIII, for which see
Chapter  below.

Camald. Disp. III.: ‘Et profecto si poesis ipsa quid sit diligentius intueamur, facile erit
nosse non esse illam unam ex iis artibus, quas nostri maiores, quoniam reliquis excellentiores
sunt, liberales appellarunt [. . . ], sed est res quaedam divinior, quae universas illas complectens,
certis quibusdam numeris astricta, certis quibusdam pedibus progrediens variisque luminibus
ac floribus distincta, quaecunque homines egerint, quaecunque norint, quaecunque contemplati fuerint, ea miris figmentis exornet atque in alias quasdam species traducat, ut, cum aliud
quippiam multo inferius multoque humilius narrare videantur aut cum meras fabellas ad cessantium aures oblectandas ludere credantur, tum maxime excelsa quaedam et in ipso divinitatis fonte recondita promant. Quo quidem gratissimo errore tandem animadverso, auditor
non solum in summam rerum cognitionem devenit, sed mira etiam voluptate ex figmento perfunditur. Quam quidem rem divinam potius quam humanam esse, cui potius quam Platoni
crediderim? Ille enim in Ione dicit poesim non arte humana tradi, sed divino furore nostras
mentes irrepere. In eo autem qui Phaedrus inscribitur, cum tria alia divini furoris genera explicasset, quartum furorem, quem poeticum esse vult, huiuscemodi, ni fallor, sententia exprimit.
Refert enim dum in caelestibus sedibus versarentur animi nostri, et eius harmoniae, quae in
aeterna Dei mente consistit, et eius quae caelorum motibus conficitur, illos participes fuisse;
verum, cum deinde mortalium rerum cupiditate degravati proptereaque ad inferiora iam devoluti corporibus inclusi sint, tunc terrenis artubus ac moribundis membris impeditos, vix eos
concentus, qui humano artificio comparantur, auribus percipere posse: qui, etsi a caelesti har-
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Nature’s Anxiety

The fact that Landino calls the furor poeticus the fourth instead of the third
frenzy, as Plato did, makes it probable that he was not drawing on the original
Platonic text, but on an intermediary source, probably Ficino, to whose thought
the passage is repeatedly indebted, and to whom Landino was closely attached.
As we have seen, Ficino stressed the importance of ‘poetry’ (by which he meant
art in general) for man. Accordingly, Landino makes the best come last. The
importance of the passage for us lies in the statement of the divinity of the poet
on the ground of his ability to express harmony. This harmony is a reflection of
God, and its perception can bring the listener closer to God. Whoever is able to
express God’s harmony, is thus like God. When we see Raphael compared to a
god, this capacity is the connotation of the simile. But another, very important,
inference can be drawn from this argument. In the sequel to the above quoted
passage, Landino asks why only poets claim the title of poet (echoing a passage
from the Symposium), rather than all ‘makers’.  In the years subsequent to the
Disputationes Camaldulenses the remarkable achievement of men like Raphael
had made people wonder why indeed, and conclude that the painter who could
show divine harmony deserved this title as well. In this sense, then, Raphael
was considered a poet by his contemporaries, divine as all poets are.
A charming visual parallel to the idea of the painter as a divine artist, consists of Dosso Dossi’s Jove painting the world in Vienna (ill. .), where the
homely god leisurely paints butterflies, assisted by Mercury, who hushes Eloquentia. The fact that Jupiter is painting butterflies, the icon of psyche or
monia longe absint, nihilominus, quoniam veluti simulacra quaedam ac imagines illius sunt,
nos in tacitam quandam caelestium recordationem inducunt ac ardentissima cupiditate ad antiquam patriam revolandi inflamant, ut veram ipsam musicam, cuius haec adumbrata imago sit,
pernoscamus. Interim vero, quoad per molestissimum corporis carcerem nobis licet, hac nostra
illam imitari contendimus [. . . ] graviori quodam iudicio divinam harmoniam imitati, profundos
intimosque mentis sensus eleganti carmine exprimunt atque, divino furore concitati, res saepe
adeo mirabiles [. . . ] grandi spiritu proferunt [. . . ] ; quapropter non solum auribus adulantur, sed
suavi nectare et divina ambrosia mentes demulcent. Hi igitur divini vates sunt et sacri Musarum
sacerdotes, hi iure optimo “sancti” ab Ennio appellantur.’ The passage is heavily dependent upon
Cicero, Pro Archia, especially : ‘Atque sic a summis hominibus eruditissimisque accepimus,
ceterarum rerum studia et doctrina et praeceptis et arte constare: poetam natura ipsa valere, et
mentis viribus excitari, et quasi divino quodam spiritu inflari. Qua re suo iure noster ille Ennius
sanctos appellat poetas, quod quasi deorum aliquo dono atque munere commendati nobis esse
videantur.’

Symp.  b-c. See also below, Chapt. , .

Or Virtus: see Woods-Marsden ,ff, and Ciamitti , . The divine status is,
of course, not exclusively held by Raphael. Michelangelo, indeed, was often called divine. And
even the lesser god Sansovino is, in the Coryciana often explicitly called a divine artifex. An
interesting case is I, : ‘Numina Corytii pietas deduxit Olympo/ Fecit Sansovinus, non faciebat
opus’, where the perfect tense is surely an allusion to the tense of the signature on Michelangelo’s
Pietà (being the modest imperfect ‘faciebat’, ‘was in the process of making’ without the claim that
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the soul, implies that he is diverting himself by doing what every artist does,
namely dipingere sè, for the soul is the essential part of God. In the light of
what we have discussed above, it is tempting to assume that this Jupiter is a
self-portrait of Dossi.
To return to the passage from the Phaedrus: contact with the divine is described by Plato as the prerogative of a tender and ‘untrodden’ soul, and connected with priesthood, ritual, and love. In humanist circles at the papal court
this passage would have been joyfully greeted as the confirmation of prestigious
prophecy. That same papal court was the centre of priesthood, ritual and art
– art which, as we shall see, depicted Grace, and thus Love. The tender and
untrodden soul of Raphael could be a perfect vehicle for contact between human and divine. These qualities are therefore duly emphasised in the painter.
The tender and untrodden soul of Raphael, moreover, stood in sharp contrast
to the terrible and awesome Michelangelo. This contrast is significant, and we
must pursue it a little further.
That a christological connection was seen in the life of Raphael is betrayed
by contemporary sources that incorrectly state his age at death as .  We have
also already mentioned the use contemporaries of Raphael made of Raphael’s
surname Santi with its associations and his death on venerdì Santo. But the
painter’s first name, too, was thought significant. Raphael’s first name, Vasari
states, was auspicially derived from the archangel Raphael, who was known as
the healing angel, his name to be translated as ‘God has healed’, and patron
of doctors, apothecaries, travellers and vagabonds. It is this aspect of healing
which has dominated the interpretation of the painter’s life and work. There is,
here, a profound irony that was most probably felt by contemporaries, and almost certainly by the artists themselves: Michelangelo, too, was named after an
archangel – emphatically so, because the fuller ‘Michelangelo’ was consciously
preferred by his parents to the more common ‘Michele’.  The profile of the
archangel Michael was diametrically opposed to that of the tender Raphael:
while the latter was considered kind, the former was inexorable, inaccessible,
a stern judge at the Last Judgement. It is difficult to resist the thought that the
such a work could ever be finished, which would have been the suggestion of fecit; the signature,
however, was added according to Condivi when Michelangelo overheard foreigners discussing
the sculpture attributing it to someone else, and thus not wholly modest), attesting to the divine
perfection of Sansovino’s Saint Anne as compared to Michelangelo’s statue. See also Goffen ,
 ff and below, Ch.  and appendix .

This has been suggested before, by Klauner .

For instance in the letter by Pandolfo Pico della Mirandola, quoted; see also the Italian poem by Tebaldeo (Shearman /), the letter of the Venetian ambassador Lippomano
(/) and Marcantonio Michiel (/).

Koomen , .
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Nature’s Anxiety

two great rivals consciously adapted their profiles to these characteristics, not
only, perhaps, in their personal lives, but in their works. The terrible majesty
of Michelangelo’s work as opposed to the social and graceful art of Raphael, in
other words, may have been predicated upon the fate that was considered by
the artists to reside in their names. Compensating for differences, on the other
hand, they must have felt, too, their common ground: both were archangels,
that is, messengers commuting between earthly and divine, and producing pictures of the other world to guide their public.  In Raphael, as said, this guidance took on the aspect of healing, grace and tenderness.
Small Raphael, the artist who would ‘heal’ art, had grace written all over
him. A wet-nurse, for instance, was out of the question. Contrary to Michelangelo, who imbibed country manners with his wet-nurse’s milk, Raphael was to
be nursed by his mother herself, like a Madonna with Child, in the pastoral
surroundings of idyllic Urbino. Hence, the small genius was educated by his
father Giovanni the artisan, reflecting the iconographical tradition of Joseph
educating his Divine Son in the carpenter’s workshop.  It is interesting to note
in this connection that some thought Raphael physically resembled Christ: indeed there is a certain resemblance between the last self-portrait in the Louvre
and the vera effigies he used for his Christ-type in the tapestry cartoons.  One



The angelic nature of ‘art’ was also glossed in the eyes of Renaissance interpreters by the
picture of Socrates in the Symposium.

‘Per il che natogli questo figliuolo con buono augurio, al battesimo gli pose nome
Rafaello’ (Vasari , IV.). The archangel’s healing powers are exemplified by the story of
Tobit.

‘E subito nato lo destinò alla pittura ringraziandone molto Idio, né vole mandarlo a
baglia, ma che la madre propria lo alattassi continovamente’ (ibidem).

‘Crescendo fu ammaestrato da loro, che altro che quello non avevano, con tutti que’
buoni et ottimi costumi che fu possibile; e cominciando Giovanni a farlo esercitare nella pittura
e vedendo quello spirito volto a far le cose tutte secondo il desiderio suo, non gli lasciava metter
punto di tempo in mezzo né attendere ad altra cosa nessuna, acciò che più agevolmente e più
tosto venissi nell’arte di quella maniera che egli desiderava. Aveva fatto Giovanni in Urbino molte
opere di sua mano e per tutto lo stato di quel duca, e facevasi aiutare da Rafaello, il quale, ancor
che fanciulletto, lo faceva il più et il meglio che e’ sapeva.’ (ibidem) The theme of Christ helping in
Joseph’s workshop was especially popular in Italy from the ’s onwards. Contrary to earlier
consensus, which relegated the child to Perugino in a very early stage, it is now agreed that
Raphael was primarily educated by his father, even taking over his workshop after the latter’s
death in  (see Chapman , -).

Thus Shearman , , who also quotes Lomazzo: ‘sua faccia, la qual si rassomigliava
a quell ache tutti eccelenti pittori rappresentavono nel Nostro Signore’. Dürer’s Christological
self-portrait may also be associated with this. Dürer’s contact with and admiration for Raphael
are attested by correspondence, the exchange of gifts, and an ornament from Raphael’s inheritance in Dürer’s possession (Shearman , -; ; )
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may perhaps think of the head of Christ in the Trasfigurazione as well, of which
Vasari stated it was the last thing Raphael ever did. 
The Raphael-Christ comparison also is connected with the miracle workers who were so important to Late Antique civilisation and the early Christians. The most spectacular evidence of the ‘divinity’ of these divine men, like
Apollonius of Tyana or the apostle Peter, was their capacity of miraculous healing. When Raphael claimed to restore antique art to its pristine glory, and heal
the human figure in his art so that it was assimilated to divine harmony and
perfection, such associations lay ready at hand for humanists imbued by the
typological model.
The association between Raphael and Christ eventually found its way into
Vasari’s prooemium: possessori di tante rare doti [...] sian non uomini semplicemente, ma, se è lecito dire, dèi mortali.  Vasari also had historiographical
reasons for the association with Christ. The great scheme of things in art for
Vasari, had a typological relation with other great schemes. The trinity of the
terza maniera, Leonardo, Raphael and Michelangelo, had not come into this
world unannounced. Like Christ, it had been preceded by a precursor (Adam
= Giotto) and lawgivers (Moses = Masaccio, Brunelleschi, Donatello). 
In short, there were a host of reasons why Raphael, creator of perfect figures and an Edenic world, might aptly be compared to the Son who reopens
the gates of Paradise, or, indeed, to God the father himself. To this there is a
fascinating authorial statement of the painter himself, to be found in an unusual place: in the stucco decoration of Raphael’s magnificent Loggia for Leo,
praised by as disparate authorities in time as Castiglione and Burckhardt as
the most beautiful space in the world. (ill. .; .) In the first bay of what is
commonly called ‘Leo’s Bible’ on the ground of the fresco cycle of the Old Testament and the four crucial scenes of the New, God is seen at creation, depicted
in evident rivalry with Michelangelo’s version of some three years previously in
the Sistine Chapel. As has often been observed, the frescoes on the vault have
tended to monopolise the attention of critics, who consequently have missed
out on the gorgeous total-effect intended by the artist.  Part and parcel of this
effect are the stuccoes, which were only now possible to produce, thanks to the


‘Il quale pare che tanto si ristrignesse insieme con la virtù sua, per mostrare lo sforzo
et il valor dell’arte nel volto di Cristo, che finitolo, come ultima cosa che a ffare avesse, non
toccò più pennelli, sopragiugnendoli la morte’ (Vasari , IV.), which if connected with
the Christ-Raphael comparison, becomes a very remarkable text indeed.

‘the owners of so many rare gifts are not simply human beings, but, if one may be so
bold as to use that phrase, mortal gods’. Vasari , IV,.

The validity of such a scheme was corroborated by the compatibility of it with a scheme
of Pliny: Apollodorus-Zeuxis. See Baxandall , .

See Davidson 
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reinvention of the recipe for ancient stucco by Giovanni da Udine.  In this
living, inter-active manuscript, both the view of Rome afforded through the
colonnade and the myriads of details from nature and culture throughout time
contained in sculpture and fresco underneath the vaults, serve as a gloss to the
sacred story on high. Quotations and allusions to the pagan traditions serve
to show the underlying unity of God’s plan, and the fact that these quotations
‘support’ the vaults illustrate the hierarchy envisaged.
The first and thus emphatically significant of these glosses, the one that appears to the viewer directly on entering the Loggia from the papal apartments,
is situated on the second pilaster of the outside. There, underneath the creative activities of the Holy Father in the vault, four panels represent their pendants in the arts: the peltast-shield illustrating the artist designing his work, the
tondo the workshop assistant preparing material, the rectangle the workshop
in happy unanimity creating what appears to be the Loggia itself, and finally
the mandorla presenting Fama who trumpets the fame of the work. Thus the
activity of God is mirrored in the activity of the artist and his workshop, the
unanimity of which reflects divine harmony. Looking at this touching series, it
is indeed small wonder that artists were called divine in the Renaissance, and
that the social and friendly Raphael could obtain pride of place among them.
In fact, he seems to have considered this himself.
In a significant way, the idea of creation in our period is assimilated to the
idea of healing. The creatio ex nihilo of God had been re-enacted by his Son
in the act of redemption, which had healed mankind. The activities of patrons
and artists in Renaissance Rome concerning the restoration of ancient glory in
Christian, and thus finally completed and true guise, were similar to this, as we
shall see below, and also in the next chapter.
The possibilities of Raphael the healing arch-angel are explored by an elegant contribution of Baldassare Castiglione to the series of funerary epigrams
on Raphael. The author of Il Cortegiano recognised in the artist the seed of
the perfection advocated so devoutly in his major treatise.  Like other panegyrists, he blamed the ϕϑόνος ϑεω̃ν for Raphael’s death, divine envy of that
same perfection. Similar to the god of medicine, Aesculapius, who was brought
down to Hades as a reward for the invention of healing, Raphael had to pay a
dear price for his service to mankind:
Quod lacerum corpus medica sanaverit arte
Hippolytum Stygiis et revocarit aquis,
ad Stygias ipse est raptus Epidaurius undas:



See Dacos , -.
Raphael’s portrait of the author is the compliment which is returned by this poem.
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sic pretium vitae mors fuit artifici.
Tu quoque, dum toto laniatam corpore Romam
componis miro, Raphael, ingenio,
atque urbis lacerum ferro, igni, annisque cadaver
ad vitam antiquum iam revocasque decus,
movisti superum invidiam; indignataque mors est
te dudum exstinctis reddere posse animam,
et, quod longa dies paulatim aboleverat, hoc te
mortali spreta lege parare iterum.
Sic, miser, heu! prima cadis intercepte iuventa,
deberi et morti nostraque nosque mones.
Because he healed our broken bodies with the art of medicine, and recalled Hippolytus from the Stygian waters, the god of Epidaurus himself
was dragged to the waves of the Styx: thus the price for life was death for
the maker [of life]. You too, Raphael, have moved the jealousy of the gods,
while restoring Rome, her whole corpse dilapidated, with your miraculous
art, and recalling to life and pristine glory the remains of a city maimed
by arms, fire and age; death’s indignation was aroused by your gift of
returning to life what had long been extinct, and of renewing once more,
disdaining the way of all flesh, what the long days of time had slowly taken
away. Thus you lie, alas, miserably taken away in the prime of life, and
bring home to us: we owe ourselves and all that is ours to death. 
After all, he truly was one of us, is Castiglione’s final courtesy, echoing the comment of Isabella d’Este and the distich of Bembo. If Raphael, our almost divine
guide to another world, must die, so must we all. Raphael was, as we shall see,
apparently an agreeable person. The pathos of the miser iuvenis derives its force
from that common knowledge, and is loosely linked to the Christ-comparison
we have already encountered: the Christ of the high-Renaissance was foremost
a man-God. This is already introduced in the opening lines, with the equation of the artist Raphael and the artifex god Aesculapius, famed for martyrdom
for the sake of humanity, incurred by the invention of healing against sickness.
The obvious resonance is that like Rome itself, art was sick until Raphael came
to heal it, playing on the healing powers of the archangel whose name was conventionally glossed as medicina dei.  Even more strongly, Raphael’s recreation


Carm. Quinq. p. , de morte Raphaelis pictoris = Shearman , /, with variants.
See Steinberg , -.

See also Polydorus Vergilius, de inventoribus rerum II (=Shearman , -/): ‘non
silebo tamen de conterraneo meo, qui nobis [. . . ] picturam velut de integro in praesentia restituit
[. . . ] is est Raphael cognomine Sanctus, unde eius quoque metiri posses et mores et vitam.’ The
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of Antiquity’s ideal human figure is like the cure for an illness. And possibly
too, Raphael’s art has healing powers: it makes us more complete than we were
before seeing it and experiencing it: his visualisation of the world of Ancients
and God(s) was like a medicine to our souls, like Aesculapius’ medicine to our
bodies. Once more, under the surface, we sense the parallel with Christ. 
Before the Fall, man was perfect. Banished from Paradise, illness, labour and
the terror of death came upon him. The perfect art of Antiquity is to be compared with Edenic man, and the restorer of this art with Christ, who opens
the gates of Paradise – se fosse lecito dirlo, Vasari would add.  As the epigram
proceeds to the topical praise of the artist as one who creates things that seem
to be alive, the parallel with Tebaldeo and Bembo is confirmed. Comparing
the painter to the god Aesculapius, once more the point is brought home that
Raphael was godlike because he had been able to undo time. This in its turn is
closely linked to Christ, who could be said to have done the same for us by His
suffering. No wonder Raphael suffered too. The interesting twist here is the
suggestion that the new life Raphael has created has lived before: it is renewed
by Raphael’s recreation of Antiquity – once more to be compared with Christ
who made whole again life which already existed in maimed form. That this
recreation took on forms more literal than merely the perfecting of ancient style
and proportions, and ended up in a visual reconstruction of the ancient city as
it had been, is certainly an important part of the epigram’s content: we will
return to this in a separate section later on. But, as the poem is a tribute to the
artist Raphael as a whole, and his intimate friend Castiglione would naturally
try to conjure up in this tribute the sum of the artist’s being – similar to the
way Dante’s portraits in the Divina Commedia are rounded, complete portraits
notwithstanding their seemingly realistic and contingent detail - Castiglione’s
conceit, though directly referring to the reconstruction of Rome, must be interpreted more broadly also: standing typologically, as pars pro toto, for the artist’s
whole oeuvre. In this sense, in fact, it might be said to return a compliment,
the compliment which consisted of Raphael’s portrait of the count now in the
connection is echoed in the later  th century by Lomazzo (Shearman , ): ‘sì come l’alto
Medico divino / co’l fiel di pesce fu cagion di dare / luce a Tobia, così venne a purgare / con l’arte
gl’occhi nostri quel d’Urbino’.

It is interesting to note that in the light of the epigrams surveyed in this chapter, we get
the impression of a Christ presented as a primus inter pares.

Vasari’s caution is typical of counter-reformational sensitivities.

Once more in Vasari: [l’arte di Raffaello era] non pittura ma cose vive, perchè trema
la carne etc. (Rubin , ,n.). For the topos of death because the painter gave life, see
also Evangelista Fausto Maddaleni de Capodiferro: ‘Dum multis vitam pictura traderet Umber,/
Mors ait, heu mortis nil modo iura valent! / Dixit et immani transegit pectora telo: / O quantum
vitae substulit una dies!” Shearman , / (first part, for the second see below).
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(ill. .) The extraordinary intimacy of this portrait has been well described
and rightly connected with the famous elegy which Castiglione wrote in veste
of his wife – a magnificent evocation of the way a portrait really could speak. 
The perfect balance, the subdued colorito - rich not gaudy - the powerful kindness of the sitter, and the conversation-like viewpoint, all make Castiglione an
incarnation of the sprezzatura he recommends in the Cortegiano as ‘a certain
grace which makes him appealing at first sight to those who meet him, as the
touchstone of all his behaviour’. Work and man fuse in this portrait in a way
similar to the portrait of Raphael in Castiglione’s poem: a contemporary wittily
observed that who saw the portrait need not read the work.
The friendship and compatibilité d’humeur between the writer and the painter,
to which we will return, enabled Raphael to catch the Platonic essence of Castiglione, as intimate as if they were speaking together. Although the painting
enacts this intimacy in posture and viewpoint, it is to my mind much more than
a ‘keepsake’ for personal use. It is a sylloge of his work and being, which in
its turn represents a cosmic, god-given order. This, too, is what funeral poetry
tries to accomplish for the painter.
But to return to our epigram, it concludes with a slight surprise in its volta,
the epigram proper: contrary to expectation, namely that ‘if a god had to die,
we may not be surprised that the godlike artist died as well for a similar boon’,
we are presented with a slightly different nuance, namely that Raphael was,
after all, like ourselves mortal and subject to death. This emphasis on Raphael’s
being mortal and one of us is conspicuous in the corpus of epigrams. It can be
connected with the myth which was accruing around his personality and would
find its zenith in the treatment of Vasari. In this myth Raphael is presented as
the perfect human being, both in his social behaviour and in his functioning
as an artist, because he creates a new, or regenerated Edenic world. Instead of
using the comparison which elucidates this perfection, that is the comparison
to ‘divine’ figures like Christ, Orpheus, or in this case, Asclepius, as a climax
and prelude to apotheosis, Castiglione takes another direction, as the phrasing
of the final couplet shows, for it contains a rendering of Horace’s famous debemur morti nos nostraque. The Horatian passage from which these words are
taken, is one of the more complex in the Ars Poetica.  Horace discusses the
balance of tradition and renewal in poetic diction, and compares words which
become obsolete and new ones which may take their place to the leaves which






By Shearman , -.
Il Cortegiano I. .
Thus Shearman .
AP. .
See the discussions of Brink  and Rudd  ad loc.
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fall from the trees in autumn (a comparison in itself richly fraught with literary
background). Language is man’s handiwork, he suggests, and as we ourselves
and all that is ours (nos nostraque) are mortal, so language is. Horace then
lists some proud achievements of man interfering with nature, and concludes
that all such endeavours are vain: mortalia facta peribunt,/nedum sermonum
stet honos et gratia vivax./multa renascentur quae iam cecidere cadentque/quae
nunc sunt in honore vocabula, si volet usus.  It seems clear that Horace’s coupling of man’s mortality to the process of artistic decline and renewal is at the
heart of Castiglione’s interpretation of Raphael. Castiglione is not, like Ariosto,
engaged in the paragone anymore, rivalling as a poet with the famous painter.
He sees Raphael’s death as meaningful to himself, and considers his friend as a
peer, grieves at his loss, and realises that this is the fate of all.
As we will argue in detail below, it is probable that Castiglione’s epigram was
written together with the bulk of funerary epigrams on Raphael, in the months
following the death of the painter. Its sombre tenor, which declines transcendent optimism, has a prophetic touch: in the years subsequent to Raphael’s
death, High-Renaissance culture would collapse, culminating in the sack of
Rome in , only two years prior to Castiglione’s own death in distant Toledo.
Already in the early twenties, so it seems, the Count foresaw that the thing
which Renaissance Rome tried to accomplish was doomed, for the sheer hybris
of its pretensions: creating a heaven on earth.

.. The Price of Love
Side by side with theological and ritual experts, such as Tommaso Inghirami or Paris de Grassis, the tender and untrodden soul of the artist Raphael,
so it was seen, interpreted the divine mysteries of the Vatican, the enigmatic
nature of which could be legitimised by the scheme of the four Platonic furores.
Indeed, the fourth, erotic frenzy was written all over Raphael. In consonance
with the passage from the Phaedrus, Raphael’s being no stranger to the madness
of Eros only strengthened his claim to semi-divine status. 
The ‘God of Art’ from Tebaldeo’s epigram apparently was a very charming man. To be sure, sweetness of temper in someone called Raffaello Santi,
might be expected to warrant a saintly reputation, even in spite of an alleged


AP -: ‘man’s handiwork will perish, let alone that the honour and evergreen grace
of language may stand. Many things will be reborn which have already fallen, and words which
are now prestigious will fall if usage demands it.’

Raphael is thus to be included among the numbers of the so-called homines erotici like
Pietro Bembo, Pietro Aretino and Francesco Molza. The counter-Reformation put an end to the
legitimacy of this way of life. See for Raphael and Eros further below.
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overindulgence in matters erotical. All of these elements, the saintly, the charming and the erotic, derive their enormous historical diffusion from the canonical status of the Vita of Vasari, who mentions them very prominently throughout his text. Vasari’s opening qualifications of Raphael read like those of Tom
Jones or Fabrizio del Dongo, paragons of sincerity in the literary canon:
non meno eccellente, che grazioso [...] dalla natura dotato di tutta quella
modestia e bontà che suole alcuna volta vedersi in coloro che più degl’
altri hanno a una certa umanità di natura gentile aggiunto un ornamento bellissimo d’una graziata affabilità, che sempre suol mostrarsi
dolce e piacevole con ogni sorte di persone.
[...] remarkable, graceful, endowed by nature with that modesty and
goodness that is sometimes to be seen in those that more than others couple to a gentle and humane nature the splendid ornament of gracious affability, that always shows itself sweet and agreeable in contact with every
sort of person.
Such a person, we suspect, may easily fall into the snares of love. As a matter
of fact, love caused Raphael’s death, as Vasari has it:
Raffaello, attendendo intanto a’ suoi amori così di nascosto, continuò
fuor di modo i piaceri amorosi; onde avenne ch’ una volta fra l’altre
disordinò più del solito: per che tornato a casa con una grandissima
febbre [...] finì il corso della sua vita.
Meanwhile Raphael, pursuing his amours secretly, continued to enjoy the
bounties of love excessively; thus it happened that one time he made love
more immoderately than usual; for when he returned home with a high
fever [...] he finished the course of his life. 
We will shortly encounter a poem that has been thought to corroborate this
diagnosis, by Janus Lascaris. Others have thought of melancholy, various infections, or even over-work as possible causes of death.  Fact is, that Ariosto’s
hint at the convergence of graceful painting, charm and love (Roma, tua voluptas), if such it be, does not stand on its own. Raphael’s piaceri amorosi play
a prominent part in the biographical tradition, exemplified by the phrase fù


Vasari , ; Although the behaviour of (proto)romantic heroes like Tom Jones or
Fabrizio del Dongo is often forced by contemporary etiquette to be non-conformist, by contrast their natural and unforced modesty and honesty are the points at issue for their respective
authors.

Vasari , -

Shearman , , for various theses.
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Raffaello persona molto amorosa et affezionata alle donne.  After this remark,
Vasari continues with the famous story of how neither Leo nor the great banker
Agostino Chigi himself, succeeded in making Raphael work for them, because
he was too much in love – leading to various expedients, from the abduction of
the girl to her eventual installation in the very rooms that Raphael had to decorate. Whatever the historical accuracy of this, the plain insistence of this
tradition must give us pause. Anecdote, whatever its factual accuracy, hides
deeper significance and codifies common knowledge in narrative form.  Indeed, the concealment of meaning under mythological and allegorical cover
was a central preoccupation of the Renaissance. Let us, then, pursue the erotic
connection.
The central term adopted by Vasari and others to characterise Raphael is
grazia. This term is translated from Latin gratia, the concept known in ancient
Greek as χάρις , the usual modern interpretation of which is charm. Grazia
would, of course, primarily be associated with Christian Grace by contemporaries. In fact various emphases in Raphael’s biography, as we have seen, point
to this connection: after having described the painter’s saintly character, he
focuses on his birth on Venerdì Santo, and thus establishes a cosmic resonance
between character, name, birthday and the gift of Grace by Christ, which was
effectuated exactly on this day.
In the Renaissance, Christian connotation is always fused with Antique.
The ancient concept of gratia, as was quite well known to Renaissance humanists, was much broader than just charm: indeed, it covered a whole range of
phenomena, being what the Germans so aptly call a Wortfeld. Gratia or χάρις was used in antiquity to denote any act of kindness bestowed on another
person, as well as the feeling of gratitude that was the result of such acts. The
general atmosphere that surrounded kindness and subsequent gratitude was
one of happiness and beauty, the way things ought to be in life: hence the secondary meaning charm, beauty. The concept is thus primarily a denotation of
social ability, the right way to treat your fellow human beings, by being kind to
them and receiving gratitude in return.


‘Raphael was extremely amorous, and affectionate towards women’; Vasari , .
Cugnoni , .

See Rowland , -.

These are the ground rules of New Historicism, the theoretical basis of which is elucidated in Gallagher , introduction. For Renaissance Rome the method has been applied
with interesting result by Zapperi .

The emphasis is established through the repetition of the adjective: ‘Nacque [. . . ] Raffaello [. . . ] in Venerdì Santo a hore tre di notte, d’un Giavanni de’ Santi’ (Shearman , ,
emphasis mine).
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It does not take an expert eye to see that Raphael’s main representational
aim is gracefulness and balance, in composition and in the figures themselves.
His endless striving, attested by the many drawings that illustrate the compositional process, was to achieve beauty which seemed unstudied, displaying
sprezzatura, and harmoniously integrated in its surroundings.  The ancient
term for such harmonious beauty is gratia. Vasari in his biography, as we shall
see shortly, has more or less depicted Raphael as a human incarnation of the
concept of gratia. Apart from the commonplace ogni pittore dipinge sè, he had
a number of antique precedents for this tournure.
One consisted of Pliny’s description of the ancient painter Apelles, which
is informed by the same association of painted beauty with honest behaviour:
praecipua eius in arte venustas fuit [...] omnibus [sc. aliis pictoribus]
conlaudatis deesse illam suam venerem dicebat, quam Graeci charita
vocant [...] hac sola sibi neminem parem [concluding at the end of the
paragraph] fuit autem non minoris simplicitatis quam artis.
Most in his art was charm [...] although he praised the works of all other
painters, he used to say that this charm of his, which the Greeks call charis
[...] in that respect only he thought himself second to none [...] for he was
honest no less than brilliant.
Associations contained within the term gratia seem here to determine both the
work and the man. This they would do once more in the life of Raphael, called
by many, among whom Vasari, ‘alter Apelles’. Not only could the term gratia
serve to describe social agility and agreeable behaviour. It could also be used in
the context of the life of love. For the goddesses of Grace, the Charites, were the
attendants of Aphrodite, and closely associated with love.  This connection
is made clear by an epigram of Janus Lascaris on Raphael’s death:

ση̃ς, ῾Ραϕαη̃λε, χερὸς ϑηεύµενος Ἀµϕιγυήεις ()
ἔργα, ϑεω̃ν µορϕάς, εἰϰόνας ἡµερίων,
‘οὐϰ ἄτερ Ἀϕρογενου̃ς Χάριτός τ’—εἶπεν—τάδε ποιει̃ς·
ὥς σε δ’ ἐµὴ γαµετὴ ϰαὶ Χάρις αὐτοµολει̃.
οὐ µέντοι δεσµούς, οὐ δίϰτυά γ’ ἀνέρι τεύξω,


See the loving descriptions of this process by Gombrich .
Plin. Nat. Hist. XXXV, -.

A similar transposition or metonomy of characteristics from the work to the life seems
to be operative in the life of Fra Angelico.
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οὔτε γέλων µαϰάρεσσ’, οὐ µερόπεσσι τιϑ ω̃.
πυ̃ρ δ’ ὀλοὸν δάψει σε τὸ συγγενές, ὄϕρ’ ἀπόλοιο,
Κύπρις δ’ αὖ παρ’ ἐµοὶ ϰαὶ Χάρις αὖϑι µένοι’.
εἶπ’· ὠϰει̃α δὲ ϑεω̃ν ϕϑονερὴ τίσις. αἶψα δὲ ϰαυ̃σος
εἰσϕρήσας ψυχὴν ςω̃ν λίασ’ ἐϰ ῥεϑέων.
λω̃στε ζωογράϕων, σὸν δ’ αὖ ϰλέος οὐϰ ἂν ὄλοιτο,
οὔτ’ ἐρατη̃ς σοϕίης, οὔτ’ ἀγανοϕροσύνης.
When lame Hephaestus looked on the works, Raphael, of your hands, the
shapes of gods and the images of men, he said ‘you do this not without the
help of frothborn Aphrodite: my wife and her Grace are eloping with you!
But let me forge no chains or nets this time - for you, a mortal! - or give
the blessed gods and sharp-looking mortals reason for laughter! My native
fire will tear you apart, that you may die, and the goddess from Cyprus
and Grace remain with me!’ Thus he spoke. Swift is the wrathful revenge
of the gods: quickly a fever took hold of you and dropped the breath of life
from you limbs. But your immortal fame, wonderful painter, cannot die,
neither of your lovely craft nor of your sweet temper. 

The epigram is contemporary to the other funerary epigrams on Raphael, and
shares the topos of the ϕϑόνος ϑεω̃ν with them. The concetto is that Hephaestus, jealous of the metaphorical or metonymical presence of Venus and
the Graces in Raphael’s living works, will not punish the mortal painter as he
did the God Ares by the mere humiliation of ensnaring him in a net with his
adulterous wife, but by using his natural weapon, fire, thus causing Raphael
to die through fever. The abduction of Venus and Grace by Raphael is of course
metaphorical, describing as a real event a characteristic of his work: the depic
Text from A. Meschini, Giano Laskaris Epigrammi greci [Studi Bizantini e Neogreci .
Padua: Università di Padova. Istituto di studi Bizantini e Neogreci, ], . See also Shearman,
/, providing inaccurate Greek (automelei instead of automolei, Karis instead of Charis)
and a muddled translation (by E. Samaltanou) of  (‘images of gods having the appearance of
men’),  (hoos se must be ‘to you’ as automoleoo always has a preposition, instead of Samaltanou’s
cripple ‘in spite of the fact’ which disregards de), - (‘the flame of your creative imagination
which had entered your soul has left your body’, instead of which kausos must be ‘sharp fever’,
psuchèn is not (sole) object of eisfrèsas but of lias(e), or at least apo koinou. Concerning liase:
the parallel with Il. . suggests the meaning ‘dropped’ (the passage is about the dropping of
a dying bird’s wings), aptly for the psuchè, which could be visualised as a butterfly. Furthermore
the potential of ouk an oloito is rendered as a wish (‘may .. never perish’).

Lascaris died in .

Homer, Odyssey, , -, where the embarrassment of the goddess of love and her
macho lover causes the gods, gathered by cuckold Hephaestus to come and see, their famous
Homeric laughter, played upon by Lascaris in v. .
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tion of beauty and grace as if they were real and alive – we will see when considering Vasari’s treatment of Raphael how easily such a strategy could be misunderstood. Because his figures were so lovely, his fame will be a fame of love,
grace and charm. This procedure, very common to all poetry of the period,
of ‘mythologizing’ metaphors and characteristics and making them ‘happen’
in an autonomous world of poetry, where no bounds of logic or contingency
constrain them, results in an apt compliment to a painter who made the impression on most contemporaries of being a gentle, charming man. The poem
possibly gave Vasari the idea of diagnosing Raphael’s cause of death as amatory
excess. That diagnosis is, to all probability, an example of the ‘literalising’
tendencies of the culture of the Counter-Reformation. Raphael died of a fever,
of which the poem mythologically tries to make sense.  Modern scholarship
has the tendency to search for the true facts behind the metaphor, understandably. But it remains a metaphor.
Lascaris thus composed a ‘pagan’ variant on the game other epigrams we
have already studied played with gratia in its Christian significance, leading
(among other factors) even to the comparison of Raphael with Christ. This,
surely, was not to associate the painter with the pagan gods rather than with
the Christian One. It has been suggested that Raphael included a portrait of
Lascaris in his design for the tapestry of Saint Paul preaching at Athens, in the
bearded figure standing behind Tommaso Inghirami (or Leo himself).  (ill.
.) If so, the humanist may, in the poem, have returned the compliment, turning it around: Raphael had made the Greek Lascaris an intimate auditor of the
apostle, Lascaris now makes the Roman Raphael an intimate companion of
Aphrodite. Instead of exploring pagan associations, I think we rather must
think of the Neoplatonic atmosphere in which the poem was composed and


Instead of the other way round, as Shearman suggests, in which case the epigram provides evidence for the cause of death mentioned by Vasari. As I think it probable that Vasari had
seen a sylloge of funerary epigrams on Raphael (from which he culled his quoted texts), he must
have known the poem (although, of course, his Greek may have been insufficient to peruse it).

Other evidence only hints at fever tout court (see Shearman , -). Shearman’s
repeated suggestion that Vulcan may stand for ‘alchemy’ ( and ad loc.) is, I think, somewhat
gratuitous: if the paragone would be about alchemy, eratè sofiè and aganofrosynè would hardly
be the triumphant outcome of the epigram’s volta.

In the epigram, as in its predecessors in the Greek and Latin tradition, qualities
of Raphael’s art can ‘happen’: gratia, being apart from ‘grace’ also one of the attendants of
Aphrodite, may become the literal companion of Raphael in the virtual world of poetry – a world
where the impossible becomes possible, and, to quote a famous parallel, Astolfo may travel to
the moon in search of the wits of Orlando, where it is properly to be found with all other things
that are lost and ‘have gone to the moon’, in Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso.

Shearman , - and , . For the identification of the corpulent figure as
Inghirami, see Kuenzle .
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Nature’s Anxiety

to which the tapestry of Saint Paul refers, as it was this scene which inspired
Dionysius the Areopagite to Christianise Neoplatonism.  In this atmosphere,
the epigram points to two connections: Raphael’s furor poeticus and the Orphic
overtones in the description of his martyrdom.
Of the fact that poets are seized by divine frenzy, as argued by Plato in the
Ion and the Phaedrus, Ficino in his Platonic Theology adduces as pertinent
signs:
primum, quod artes singulas singuli homines sine deo longo vix tempore assequuntur [. . . ] Secundum, quod multa furentes canunt et illa
quidem mirabilia, quae paulo post defervescente furore ipsimet non
satis intellegunt, quasi non ipsi pronuntiaverint, sed deus per eos ceu
tubas clamaverit [. . . ] nullus umquam [. . . ], licet diligentissimus et in
omnibus artibus eruditus, excelluit in poesi, nisi ad haec accesserit ferventior illa animi concitatio.
In the first place that individual persons without God have only after a
long time, and then with difficulty, attained proficiency in the individual
arts [. . . ] Furthermore, because many sing in a state of frenzy, and sing
wonderful songs, which they can not understand properly shortly after,
when the frenzy has subsided, as if they did not pronounce from themselves, but God shouted through them as through a trumpet [. . . ] No one,
however diligent and erudite in all arts, ever excelled in poetry if not this
excessive fervour of the brain is added to it. 
The passage concerns poetry, but, as we have seen when considering Ficino’s
statements on the arts above, visual art was considered a variant of poetry, not
only by him but generally. The quotation cites poets who were in some respects inept, but succeeded by the saving Grace of divine inspiration, and although this is hardly the way Raphael was viewed, the underlying ideas, the
train of thought and the terminology are quite relevant to the Lascaris epigram. The central thesis is: without God, no art. God manifests himself in
frenzy, which boils (as we can deduce from the phrase defervescente furore),
and through this God speaks to us. This frenzy is an excessive (ferventior) state
of mind. The metaphor of boiling, to which the term furor is cognate, may be


Lascaris had long served the Medici as collector and editor of Greek manuscripts.
Theologica Platonica, XIII., de poetis. See also below, p. .

See the above quoted poem by Aleandro, and the remarks of Inghirami-Parrhasio on
the subject below, ch. .
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visualised as a fever. When Lascaris makes Raphael companion to Aphrodite
and Charis, he shows the painter’s divine inspiration and cognisance of Grace.
In Ficinean terms, the painter is ‘with God’, and hence inspired by the furor
poeticus, the first of four levels of frenzy which according to Ficino brought the
soul to God. The alliance thus produced, through the jealousy of Hephaestus,
causes Raphael to be taken away by another fire, τὸ συγγενές of the Firegod,
which produces a heat which cannot be borne by humans. It is tempting to
assimilate this final fever with the erotic frenzy, which was supposed to unite
the soul with God, and was the most noble according to Ficino. And this is, in
the poem, what happens. For the unbearable fire kills Raphael, but in this way
unites him with God.
Marsilio Ficino had made ‘pagan’, Socratic Eros the cornerstone of his philosophical system, as the essential link between man and God. Surely the extraordinary powers of the painter to show the transcendent world, pagan or Christian, made him an ‘erotic’ person, similarly to Orpheus who too had been thus
interpreted, and the fact that the medium through which he showed that world
was graceful painting, depicting the harmony of God, only strengthened this
idea. Like the mythical poet, the painter too became a ‘civiliser’, and teacher of
the most essential mysteries of life, mysteries which had been adumbrated in
the ancient traditions, and were now finally revealed in their true and perfect
Christian form. And like the mythical poet Orpheus and the Son of God Christ
before him, this cost him his life.

.. The Pleasures of Archaeology
Baldassarre Castiglione’s funerary epigram alluded to the restoration of the
‘lacerated corpse of Rome’. As we have seen, this could be interpreted in the
general sense that Raphael’s whole oeuvre was a recreation of pagan and Christian antiquity: the city of Rome, thus interpreted, might stand for ancient art
in general, and the ideal world which that art depicted. But the mentioning
of the Urbis lacerum ferro, igni, annisque cadaver also had a very specific ref

The locus classicus is Aeneid IV, where Dido’s erotic furor is repeatedly compared to a
fever (caeco carpitur igni, est molles flamma medullas) in what has been called ‘the nosology of
love’.

Of the four levels of divine fervour, after the poetic, the sacerdotal and the prophetic,
the erotic was the last and most important (see Warden , . An interesting parallel for
creative ‘fever’, with culinary metaphor and all, is ascribed by Trelawny to Shelley: ‘When my
brain gets heated with thought, it soon boils, and throws off images and words faster than I can
skim them off. In the morning, when cooled down, out of the rude sketch as you justly call it, I
shall attempt a drawing’ (quoted by Bartlett , ).
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erence: Raphael’s activities in the wake of his appointment as director of the
fabbrica di San Pietro in . Although the evidence for the exact nature of
the activities implied by this function is not as satisfying as might be wished, a
number of facts can be ascertained. Raphael, as the principal architect, was to
oversee the use of building materials for the reconstruction of Saint Peter’s, and
authorize their use. The job was prestigious and responsible, and marks papal
acknowledgment of the artist’s emancipation from painter to major advisor.
Responsibility meant staying au courant and, if possible, ahead of things. It is
tempting to connect Vasari’s famous assertion that Raphael employed foreign
correspondents on architectural and antiquarian matters, even in the Ottoman
sultan’s lair, with the exercise of this function.  Using material for Saint Peter’s
implied that historically important fragments and blocks, for instance those
containing epigraphs, were judiciously to be assessed and used, which meant
that style and importance had to be classified. The ensuing intimate contact
with the fragments in which Rome’s former greatness lay dormant, must have
made Raphael all the more conscious of what had been the essence of his activities since his arrival in Rome: reconstructing ancient grandeur. To this effort,
the depredations of Rome’s ruins which had been, if not bon ton, then certainly
usance for centuries, were a flagrant impediment.
In this respect Raphael’s efforts were the culmination of preoccupations
which had started in Petrarch’s day, and were repeated throughout the early
Renaissance, for instance by Enea Silvio Piccolomini in his famous epigram de
Roma:
Oblectat me, Roma, tuas spectare ruinas
ex cuius lapsu gloria prisca patet.
Sed tuus populus muris defossa vetustis
Calcis in obsequium marmora dura coquit
Impia ter centum si sic gens egeris annos
Nullum hic indicium nobilitatis erit.
I rejoice at the sight of your ruins, Rome, whose fall indicates your former
glory; but this people of yours burns the spoils of your ancient walls in the
oven to hard lime: oh people thrice impious! If you continue for [only] a
hundred years, no trace of nobility will be left here! 
Praefectus marmorum et lapidum omnium, de facto since April  st , confirmed by
the Breve of August  st (Shearman , /).

Vasari , IV, .

For Petrarch’s attitude to Roman ruins, see Mommsen , and Grammacini .

Perosa , -. I have translated ter with impia because the trithemimeris caesura
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But even later, as pope Pius II, the scribe and scholar from Siena had not been
able to stop destruction. Piety indeed was wanted towards the mother of Christianity. Romans themselves tend to shrug their shoulders when it comes to a
bit of sacrifice for anything at all, then as now. Foreigners, on the other hand,
tend to be more serious. Raphael’s care for the ossa del corpo senza carne of
the city brought realisation to a devout wish uttered by humanists for two centuries. As we have seen, his piety towards the lacerated body of Rome was
even expressed in his last wishes: the ‘restoration’ of a niche in the Pantheon
containing his grave, crowned by the image of the ancient goddess of Love,
recreated as the mother of the Christian God, an exact quotation of antique
sculpture given new sense in the context of prisca theologia.
This care took a specific turn in the second half of the second decade. Its
classic reflection is a letter directed to Leo on the state of Rome and its ruins,
the way to interpret them, and an attempt to subsume all this in an illustrated
reconstruction of the outward appearance of the ancient city, written together
with Castiglione himself. This project, to which we will return, was never finished, and hardly any or perhaps none at all of the drawings connected with it
have come down to us. But the impression the project made was immense:
Tot proceres Romam, tam longa extruxerat aetas
totque hostes et tot saecula diruerant;
nunc Romam in Roma quaerit reperitque Raphael:
quaerere magni hominis: sed reperire dei est.
So many heroes and so many years had built Rome! So many enemies
and ages had destroyed it! Now Raphael is seeking Rome in Rome, and
finds it: to seek is of the great, to find of God. 
Thus the erudite Celio Calcagnini, Ferrarese ambassador and meticulous scholar,
during the last years of Raphael’s life.  The apotheosis of the artist was, like
that of the emperors, prepared already during his lifetime. Also before Raphael’s
death, Girolamo Leandro had written, after enumerating ancient artists famous
in their proper domain of sculpture, painting and architecture:
quin maiora etiam cepisti mente Raphael
quae superent veterum splendida facta virum:
separates it from centum, and the three centuries which would result from its natural combination with centum do not make sense.

The term used by Raphael and Castiglione in the letter to Leo (Shearman , /),
for which see below in detail.

Shearman ,-/.

For Calcagnini’s erudition, see Shearman , , and also below.
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eruis e tenebris priscae vestigia Romae
qualis erat laetis florida temporibus
[. . . ]
quae sua materies operi, et dimensio cuique
quam coeli partem singula prospicerent;
nullus tam similem effinxit, dum Roma maneret
quam tu tecta solo dum iacet illa facis.
Quis, rogo, te docuit, formas tellure sepultas
Exprimere et nostris subdere luminibus?
Metiri et longo loca subterranea tractu
Nec super extructas contemerare domos?
Ingenii divina tui vis, aucta Leonis
Numine, nimirum hoc nobile prodit opus,
Ut quia pontifices cunctos Leo vicit, haberet
Te sibi cui nossent saecula nulla parem. 
Even more spectacular plans you have devised, Raphael, so as to supersede the magnificent deeds of the ancients! You uproot from the shadows
the traces of earlier Rome, the way it was when flowering in happy days
[. . . ] what material each work was made of, the dimension of each, to
which part of the sky they looked out. Nobody has made Rome so like
itself when Rome still stood, as you do now that it lies covered with earth.
Who, so I ask, has taught you to portray forms buried underground and
give them to our eyes to see? And to measure subterranean places over
[such] a long stretch, without disturbing the houses built above? The divine power of your genius, augmented as it is by the divine power of Leo,
must have produced this noble work, so that Leo, since he triumphed over
all pontiffs, has you with him, to whom no ages know an equal. 

We have already remarked upon the enormous importance of Raphael as the
‘producer’ of a virtual world to Leo. We are now in a position to become more
specific. Raphael was engaged in a project which was to make the ancient city
visible. This was a logical sequel of his earlier, painterly work, which could be,
and was, seen as a ‘reconstruction’ almost amounting to a ‘creation’. Now, in
the service of Leo, patron of a new Golden Age, old Rome was to surface from


An emendation of the MS’ ‘vinctos’, thanks to Edwin Rabbie.
Emendation of the crux of th MS te sibi cui nosset saecula nulla parent, once more by
dr. Rabbie. One could also emend te sibi cui nosset saecula nulla parem to which [habitura esse]
would have to be supplied, my own guess, but ‘nossent’ yields better sense. In Scarcia’s nossent
saecula nulla parem [esse] (quoted by Shearman , ) the [esse] seems unnecessary.

Shearman , /.
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the dust most literally. The famous letter written in collaboration with Castiglione and usually dated in , is intimately connected with this project. 
Raphael and Castiglione were on intimate footing, and had a remarkable compabilité d’humeur. The letter describes and analyses the state of Rome, and in
doing so gives justification of method and purpose. To begin with the last:
Raphael-Castiglione deplore the state in which the city now is, vedendo quasi
un cadavero di quella nobil patria, che è stata regina del mondo, così miseramente lacerato. We recognise the preoccupations of Pius II, and even the
exact wording of Castiglione’s epigram. A healing angel and darling, pious boy
comes in handy where reconstruction is concerned, we may add. And Raphael
is pious: ‘Onde, se ad ognuno è debita la pietate verso li parenti e la patria, tengomi obligato de esponer le piccolo force mie, acciò che più che si pò duri l’imagine
e quasi l’umbra di quella, che si pò dir la patria universale di tutti e Cristiani. 
People were beginning to think that she was immortal, exempt from death.
But Time is invidious, and its gnawing teeth (edace lima e venenato morso) 
have teamed up with the barbarians, and left only la machina del tutto, ma



Shearman , /, with extensive discussion of date and authorship. The letter
may have been drafted, as Penny-Jones (Jones , -) suggest, as a preface to the anticipated
published project of drawings and maps. An enormous scholarly debate has issued from this
‘letter to Leo’ (see the bibliography to Shearman , /), concentrating on the relation of
the three known versions, their date and the authorship. The obvious conclusion is, so it seems
to me, that the letter was a collaboration of Raphael and Castiglione, the latter concentrating
on the writing, the former on the research. Shearman’s insistent efforts to have us believe that
Castiglione wrote in veste di Raffaello are not so much misguided as one-sided: one should add
that Raphael researched in veste di Castiglione. It is no secret that ‘joint efforts’ were rather rule
than exception in the production of the visual arts. It is perhaps less commonly granted that
the same went for literary composition (a splendid, documented, example has surfaced in the
papers of the three brothers Secundus, Dutch humanists and poets, see Guépin ). A parallel
may be seen in the treatise on poetry by Inghirami-Parrhasio, for which, see appendix . This
last most probably came about through the redaction and completion of unfinished drafts of
Inghirami by Parrhasio. Likewise, the possibility that Castiglione finished what Raphael had
begun (even perhaps after the latter’s death), cannot, I think, be ruled out. However that may
be, sole authorship is not a convenient category when considering the ‘Letter to Leo’. In fact, the
above quoted epigram of Castiglione emphatically points to this collaboration, and graciously
allows the main responsibility for the activities described in the letter to Raphael.

Text from Shearman  (I take the first version printed by him),  (R): ‘seeing like
a corpse of this noble home country, which once was queen of the world, thus pitifully lacerated’.

Ibidem (v): ‘Therefore, if piety towards parents and motherland is the duty of all, I
consider myself obliged to spend whatever little powers I have so that the image and almost the
shadow of her, whom may be called the universal homeland of all Christians (?), may last as
long as may be’.

The source is Ovid’s tempus edax rerum (Met.XV.) also used in the above quoted
epigram by Borgia.
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senza ornamenti e, per dir così, l’ossa del corpo senza carne.  How many pontiffs have shamelessly ravaged its treasures! One is tempted to say that all of
Rome, beautiful as it is, is built from the lime of ancient ruins.’ Thus the team
Raphael-Castiglione, quite accurately – modern scholarship has confirmed that
no single new brick was produced at Rome until the  th century.
What interests us here is the remarkable coincidence of poetry on Raphael,
before and after his death, and the content of the letter. The spirit both convey is
one of pious resurrection. We thus have (semi) authorial corroboration for the
aims of Raphael’s art and other efforts. Not that he was the only, or even the first
to do this. We have already seen the complaint of Pius II. Another, later, splendid parallel can be adduced from the frescoes on the walls of the Sistine Chapel
illustrating the Rebellion of Dathan, Korah and Abiron by Botticelli, and the
Transference of the Keys facing it by Perugino. (ill. .) Where the Arch of
Constantine (and the Septizonium) in the background of the Botticelli fresco,
as part of the Moses-cycle, is left unfinished, similar arches reappear, now doubled and triumphantly finished, in the Christ-cycle, a development underlined
by the inscriptions. What Raphael did, was to try and synthesise and systematise earlier efforts, and finish the job on a grand scale, in a plan of Rome, about
the specific contours of which speculation here is unnecessary.  The plain
fact is that Raphael was asked to draw ancient Rome: essendomi adonque comandato da Vostra Santitate ch’io pongha in dissegno Roma antiqua, per quanto
conoscere si pò da quello che oggi si vede, con gli edificii che di sè dimostrano tal
reliquie, che per vero argomento si possono infallibilmente ridurre nel termine
proprio come stavano, facendo quelli membri che sono in tutto ruinati, né si veggono punto, correspondenti a quelli che restano in piedi, e se veggono, ho usato
ogni diligentia. We must assume that maps and elevation drawings were part
of the project. But as said before, not enough has come down to us to be able
to accurately assess the precise nature of the projected end-product.
In the sequel of the letter meticulous account of scientific method is given.
In this respect too, Raphael can be seen to synthesise and systematise the numerous earlier efforts. And where no one as yet had met with comprehen

Shearman ,  (V): ‘the skeleton of the city as a whole, without ornaments and,
so to say, the bones of the body without flesh’.

Raphael-Castiglione suggest as much in r.

For an analysis, see Stinger, , -, with the texts.

For fervent discussions, see Weiss , Jones , Di Teodoro , Shearman .

Shearman ,  (R): ‘as Your Holiness has requested that I put into drawing ancient
Rome, as far as it is possible to know her from what you see to day, with the edifices that show
of themselves such remains as to enable one truly to deduce from them without fail how they
were, using the parts which are completed ruined and are now invisible, to correspond to the
ones which are extant and can be seen, I have employed all possible diligence . . . ’.
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sive results, Raphael was on the way to success, if not death had taken him. 
Patterns in Raphael’s career are constant. On the one hand the capacity for
absorption and synthesis; on the other diligence without prejudice, leading to
unforeseen consequences. For the results of Raphael’s research on the state of
Rome, as he obediently set out to perform what was in effect a part of Leonine propaganda (Leo honoured Rome as a pious parent and ‘finished’ her as a
Christian ruler), eventually would help to undermine the typological paradigm
which was the essence of the papacies of Julius and Leo.
Blood is thicker than water for the artist Raphael. He thus tends to analyse style, better to be able to imitate the style deemed most worthy of imitation. Now, in this analysis he starts to develop a historical method. To be
sure, historical philological method had, with spectacular result, been applied
to documents consisting of language, by Valla in his demasqué of the Donation of Constantine. Raphael-Castiglione now start doing something similar with visual material. The letter distinguishes three stylistic periods: the
‘classical’ period up to the sack of Rome in ; the ‘Gothic’ period from then
on up till a hundred years after the ‘reign of the Goths’ (which I take to refer
to the influence of German emperors, and thus must stretch, if it includes the
cento anni dippoi, up to the end of the  th century); and the last from thence
up till the present of the letter. Modern buildings are new, and this alone
makes them notable (although they are not as good as the ancient buildings),
Gothic ones are deficient. In the ancient ones, and this is an important point,
Raphael-Castiglione recognise the developments of Late Antiquity. Here the
Arch of Constantine serves as a particularly illuminating example. Instead
of taking it at face value, as an ancient building (like Botticelli had done on
the wall of the Sistine chapel), its constituent parts are now, for the first time,
closely analysed. Raphael-Castiglione distinguish precisely between the various constituent parts of architecture and sculptural decoration, Antonine and
Constantinian, and conclude that in the crisis of Late Antiquity architecture
held out the longest with respect to quality: the spolia from the Antonine mon

See for the history of the attempts Weiss .
For Valla, see below, Chapter , section ..

Shearman ,  (first version r).

‘E benché le lettere, la scultura, la pittura e quasi tutte l’altre arti fossero lungamente
ite in declinazione, e peggiorando fin al tempo degli ultimi imperatori, pure l’architettura si
osservava e manteneva con buona ragione, ed edificavasi con la medesima che li primi. E questa
fu tra l’altre arti l’ultima che si perdé. Il che si può conoscere da molte cose, e tra l’altre da
l’arco di Costantino, il componimento del quale è bello e ben fatto in tutto quello che appartiene
all’architettura, ma le sculture del medesimo arco sono sciocchissime, senza arte o bontate alcuna. Ma quelle che vi sono delle spoglie di Traiano e d’Antonino Pio, sono eccellentissime e di
perfetta maniera’, v-r.
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uments are excellentissime e di perfetta manera, the Constantinian parts are
sciocchissime. (ill. .) This is all the more striking, as Constantine was a key
figure to the papacy. The modern reader will perhaps frown, remembering that divergence in style need not imply technical incapacity, and that Late
Antique style was triggered more by Kunstwollen than by Kunstkönnen. But
Raphael was not an art-historian: he was engaged in the development of a reborn classical style, as we will see in the next chapter, and as such his judgement
is to be valued. And the fact that Raphael-Castiglione are possibly the first to
notice and analyse the problems of this monument remains striking. The stupendous balance and silent gravity of Raphael’s Roman works illustrates the
attention he brought to bear on the Antonine panels of the arch of Constantine.
Connected as well with the project was Raphael’s involvement in Fabio
Calvo’s translation of Vitruvius, of which the postscript reads: Fine del libro
di Vitruvio [. . . ] da messer Fabio Calvo ravenate, in Roma in casa di Raffaello
di Giovan Sancte da Urbino, et a sua instantia.  Autograph rubrication, corrections, and commentary by Raphael on this translation, both in the text and
margin, are extant in a Munich MS of the translation, possibly a compositor’s
copy for the printed edition. These notes, by the way, show that Raphael possessed ‘professionally serviceable Latin’, and that the translation was not made
at his request to supply a deficiency.  They also prove that Raphael had read
the general introduction to Vitruvius’ manual, wherein the ancient architect
followed in the footsteps of Cicero. Cicero had claimed for the orator a central importance, as the cornerstone of Roman civilisation.  Vitruvius transposed these claims to suit the architect, and in the first paragraphs of his treatise presents his profession as an all-round intellectual pursuit, firmly anchored
in the inseparable unity of theory and the practical application which was so
tremendously important in the Roman tradition. Reading the first paragraphs
of Vitruvius, one senses how much Raphael could recognise in the claims of the


The role of Constantine, less visible in Julius’ pontificate comes to the fore in that of Leo
(teste the Vatican Sala). Botticelli had had no scruples in depicting the Arch of Constantine as
a ‘preliminary’ phase in the history of the church in the Sistine fresco, it must be conceded.

One of the few surviving drawings of an antique monument is such a panel, see Jones
, n. It may be that a drawing of one of the horses at Monte Cavallo, carefully noting
the breaks in the stone, was meant as an elevation drawing and part of the project (illustrated in
Jones , , ill. ).

Shearman , /. Vitruvius is repeatedly honourably mentioned in the letter as
well.

Shearman , .

Shearman’s phrasing, , .

Notably in De Oratore.
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ancient architect. Vitruvius asserts that architecture (and we must remember
that Raphael was employed as an architect) consists of the careful balance between ratiocinatio and fabrica, theory and handiwork. This last term, of course,
was still used in the Renaissance, in fact for Raphael’s job at Saint Peter’s. But
without theory, Vitruvius asserts, the architect is nothing. And, he adds, this
theory comprises an almost universal knowledge.  Interestingly, Vitruvius
words on general erudition are copied almost verbatim in the treatise on poetry
by Tommaso Inghirami and Aulo Parrhasio, another joint effort by the way, to
suit the erudition of the poet. The coincidence illustrates Roman universalism
in the High Renaissance, by the confluence of both disciplines and cultural
traditions. To Raphael and his contemporaries, the architect, the poet and the
painter were essentially doing the same thing: restoring Rome and renovating
it by Christianity, so that it would be ‘finished’.
We may safely assume Raphael considered the activities to which the letter
to Leo attests as Vitruvian ratiocinatio. Not that handiwork was neglected. We
have a charming picture of Raphael at work with his friends from the preface
of Andrea Fulvio’s Antiquitates Urbis per Andream Fulvium Antiquarium Ro.
nuperrime editae, published in , and possibly dependent on the classifying
efforts of Raphael which he had left unfinished at his death. ‘I have taken the
trouble to rescue the ruins of the City and support them with the monuments of
literature [. . . ] I explored and observed the old topography following the ancient
regions, which Raphael from Urbino (whom I wish to mention honourably) only a
few days before he died drew on my indications with his stylus; no talent, however,
suffices to restore the city or express the outward appearance it formerly had. 
Fulvio may here be claiming more than in fact he did. He certainly, in these last
words, reflects the funerary poetry we have studied. What may be deduced, is
that he and Raphael went on exploration tours of the ruins.
That Raphael had help with these efforts, and sought help, was only natural. For this ability to delegate, share, direct and if necessary be subordinate,
he would be duly praised by Giovio and Vasari. The enormous capabilities of
Raphael in the field of both fabrica and ratiocinatio, added to the social graces


De Architect. I.: ‘itaque eum etiam ingeniosum oportet esse et ad disciplinam docilem;
neque enim ingenium sine disciplina aut disciplina sine ingenio perfectum artificem potest efficere. et ut litteratus sit, peritus graphidos, eruditus geometria, historias complures noverit,
philosophos diligenter audierit, musicam scierit, medicinae non sit ignarus, responsa iurisconsultorum noverit, astrologiam caelique rationes cognitas habeat.’

‘Ruinas Urbis [. . . ] ab interitu vendicare ac litterarum monumentis resarcire operam
dedi, [. . . ] priscaque loca tum per regiones explorans observavi, quas Raphael Urbinas (quem
honoris causa nomino) paucis ante diebus quam e vita decederet (me indicante) penicillo finxerat; tametsi nullum ingenium ad attollendam Urbem satis est, nec eius faciem qualis ante fuerit
exprimendam’, Golzio ,  ( Shearman , /, omits the last, significant line).
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Nature’s Anxiety

which enabled him to broaden his scope and refine and ameliorate his products, amounted to a unique confluence of talent which was seen to succeed
where generations before him had failed.
The project brought high hopes of a consummation longed for by generations. When the artist suddenly died, reactions were predictable. It is not surprising that a number of epitaphs concentrate on the reconstruction program,
and to conclude the sections on the epigrams we will have a look at them.
Celio Calcagnini, whom we have already met (and will meet again) divides
Raphael’s merits into four categories:
Quodcumque aut rarum est aut certe nobile terris
divino Urbinas hauserat ingenio:
ille manu vivos duxit de marmore vultus,
spirabat tabulis ora animata suis;
ille deum templa alta et magno digna Leone
condidit et priscis invidiosa deis;
Ille decus faciemque antiquam redderet unus,
si modo fata sinant, maxima Roma, tibi.
Cum vero haec atque his longe maiora Raphael
volveret, et votis terra maligna foret:
“noster erit”, dixere dei. Nunc spectat ab aethre
quidquid habent terrae, sidera quidquid habent.
Surely, whatever is rare and noble on earth the Urbinate had absorbed
in his divine art: his hand drew living faces from marble, he breathed
countenances to life on his panels; he designed temples for the [Christian]
Gods, lofty, worthy of great Leo and objects of envy to former gods; if
only the fates would concede, he, uniquely, would [have] returned to you
your glory and outward appearance, magnificent Rome. But when he was
planning this and things even much greater, and while the earth resisted
his wishes, the gods said: ‘he will be ours’. Now he gazes from his cloud
on whatever the earth and the stars possess. 
The ending echoes Cicero’s somnium Scipionis, that most powerful image of the
triumph of virtue and concomitant comfort for the bereaved. Peace, peace, he
is not dead is the mood: Raphael now has more important things to do, such


Text, with different punctuation, from Shearman , /, who once more produces a muddled translation: certe nobile taken together as ‘of refined distinction’; ora animata
as nominative (where of course it must be neuter plural), with animata predicative proleptic;
foret as indicative.
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as comparison of earthly and celestial life at close quarters.  The deceased is
thus associated with a Roman hero who had made possible the fulfilment of the
destiny of Rome, Scipio Africanus.  Although the poem contains no specific
allusion to the question if Raphael has seen this cloud before, I strongly suspect
the assumption is he had. In the later Quattrocento, Cristoforo Landino had as
we have seen suggested where poets came from: von Dort.
The qualities which entitle Raphael to this elevated status in life and death
are sculpture, painting, architecture and archaeology. Sculpture has caused bewilderment, for no reason at all. We know Raphael designed sculpture and
worked closely with Lorenzetto. That he (probably) did not take the chisel personally to hand would not be of major importance in the Renaissance, where
design was the supreme virtue. With painting and architecture as obvious
sequels (note the crescendo: architecture is of a higher status), the climax comes
with ‘returned to you your glory and outward appearance, magnificent Rome’. 
The reference to the archaeological activities connected with the letter and the
project is deemed the most prestigious and Raphael’s major feat, a fact corroborated by a letter probably pre-dating Raphael’s death by this same Calcagnini,
to which we shall turn presently. Nor is Calcagnini the only one who sees
it thus. Evangelista Maddaleni de’ Capodiferro, whom we will meet again in
the entourage of Agostino Chigi, twice had a go at a Raphael epigram.  The
second reads:
Infoelix patria et nimium crudelibus iris


I am unsure about the precise meaning of votis terra maligna foret (Shearman’s mistranslation is not wholly incomprehensible, as he wishes to construct an opposition between
the earth’s obstruction to Raphael’s immortality and his adoption by the gods; alas, it is not in
the Latin): has Raphael incurred human envy, or has the material he worked in, earthly as it
was, thwarted his ambitions?

The image in Chaucer also, where Troilus looks down on poor striving humanity from
his cloud (Troilus & Cryseide, last stanza).

Shearman  and Perini -, ad loc., are troubled. But see Bartalini  and Jones
.

The parallel with Virgil’s vivos ducent de marmore vultus (Aeneid VIII.) corroborates
our hypothesis that Raphael was thought to have gone one up in comparison with the ancient
Romans, who had had to be content with regere imperio populos and leave the arts to others.

The imperfect subjunctive redderet (instead of pluperfect) is slightly irregular, but classical parallels exist.

For this letter (Shearman , -/) see below in detail.

See also Giraldi (Shearman , /): ‘cum tot diruta Roma iam per annos / per te
surgeret, altiusque ferret / Urbinas caput, insulasque nobis / circos cernere [. . . ] invidit Libitina
[. . . ]’. Another example is the prolix poem of Francesco Maria Molza in Italian (Shearman ,
/), which falls outside the corpus of epigrams being too long, and in Italian.

For the first one see note .
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Nature’s Anxiety
pressa deum, et semper Roma renata neci,
non sat cladis erat Gothorum arsisse tumultu,
et toties ferrum perque tulisse faces?
Reddebat te ipsam tibi, tot regionibus Umber
dimensis, portis, moenibus atque viis.
Templa, theatra, arcus, thermae, amphitheatra manebant,
et tua si magni quid positura tulit:
haec cum illo interiere. Cadis, miserandaque rursus
in cinerem, in nihilum patria rursus abis.
Omnia qui secum traxit quo carmine dignus?
Umber in hoc tumulo, Romaque iuncta iacet.
Doomed native soil, crushed by the cruel wrath of the gods, Rome, always
reborn to die again, did it not suffice to have burnt in the Goths’ tumultuous storm, and to have suffered so often swords and flames? The Umbrian was rendering you to yourself, when he measured so many regions,
gates, walls and streets. Temples, theatres, arches, baths and amphitheatres remained, and whatever your site bore that was great: they now
have perished with him. [Thus] you fall, and once more turn to ashes,
to nothing, pitiful motherland. What song deserves he who snatched all
with him? The Umbrian lies in this grave, and with him lies Rome. 

Where the first epigrams we have considered pointed to a transcendent meaning of Raphael’s life, and made him immortal because he had created life which
will stay (Bembo, Tebaldeo, Ariosto), here a pessimistic turn is given to the
theme: Raphael is dead and thus Rome dies (and all seems lost). It is tempting to interpret vss - as a reflection of the state of the archaeological project:
Raphael had done topographical research, but the great work on the major
monuments was still to be done: that was what Raphael took with him in
his grave, and therefore his death was such a terrible blow. The same tournure

Text with edited punctuation from Shearman , /. Once more his translation
is inadequate: reborn in death instead of the dativus finalis I would prefer, positura mistranslated
as ‘whatever you set down’ (it means ‘site’), manebant as ‘survived’, where I think the point is
‘awaited to be measured’ (but cf. the parallel from Lucretius VI.  omnia denique sancta deum
delubra replerat / corporibus mors exanimis onerataque passim / cuncta cadaveribus caelestum
templa manebant, where the effects of the plague are described). The MS has a variant for vs :
‘amphitheatra; arcus et sub lumina (could it be ‘sublimia’, as is suggested by Daan den Hengst?)
templa cadebant’, which I think corroborates my interpretation.

This is not necessarily contradicted by the statement of Fulvio that Raphael made drawings (see p.  and note ): indeed the phrasing (prisca loca per regiones) seems to corroborate
it.
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can be found in Niccolò d’Arco’s epigram (alma parens Roma fuit tumulus): 
whatever Raphael could have done, fate had not permitted its completion.
Are we to ascribe the difference in tone between these two types of poems
(transcendent-Christological versus pessimistic-final) to a shift in attitude towards the achievements of High Renaissance culture, a shift we will see again in
the Coryciana of chapter ? The subsequent deaths of Raphael, Agostino Chigi,
and Leo, the dismal pontificate of Adrian, and the blunders of Clement could
be, and were, construed as bad signs. As the Reformation gained momentum
in the years subsequent to Raphael’s death, slowly but surely a grim picture was
emerging of the pretensions of papal politics and patronage, to which epigrams
attest such as the one by Capodiferro or Castiglione with its elegiac tone.
Since absolute dates are absent, it is hard to tell. I do think, however, that the
sheer mass of funerary epigrams we have studied so far, allows one inescapable
conclusion: Raphael’s grave developed rapidly into a ‘talking shrine’, comparable to the columna of Johannes Goritz in the Sant’Agostino, or Pasquino nearby.
Epigrams were attached to Raphael’s grave, similar to the way epigrams were
attached to Goritz’s altar dedicated to Saint Anne.  The quality, depth and wit
of these contributions, as well as the status and indeed variety of the contributors (the literary scholar Bembo, the philologist Lascaris, the poet Ariosto, the
courtier Castiglione, the antiquarian Calcagnini stand out) show the remarkable impression the man Raphael and his achievement made on his contemporaries. Raphael seemed to have done the trick: to give life, and in doing so to
illustrate that Christianity contained perfection of past prophecies.

.. Art and the Man
There are times when people are under the impression that they are at the
centre of the universe, the place to which all energies converge, to which all
paths, and all time have led. Bob Dylan, scrounging his next meal in New York
City in the early sixties of the last century, thought as much.  The Paris of le


Quoted in note .
Shearman , : ‘it may be that they (i.e. the two epigrams by Niccolò d’Arco) were
(in fact or fictionally) affixed contingently to Raphael’s tomb’) is looking in the right direction
but fails to see the parallel with the Coryciana and Pasquino, and does not draw the conclusion
that all funerary epigrams were meant to be attached, and probably were. We may include all the
Latin epigrams, the Greek one by Lascaris; the sonnet of Tebaldeo, being addressed explicitly to
Castiglione (Shearman /), falls outside our scope, as does the prolixity of Molza’s poem.

‘New York is the capital of the universe’, Chronicles, vol. , New York, .
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Nature’s Anxiety

roi soleil, the Athens of Pericles and Florence under Lorenzo come to mind. 
Rome, in this respect as in others, has been extraordinarily fortunate, to experience such euphoria at least twice. We have the testimony of Virgil, Horace
and many others for the unusual flowering of culture in the reign of Augustus.
Again in the second decade of the sixteenth century, sources point to an atmosphere hard to describe, but intensely felt. Celio Calcagnini, whom we have
met, and certainly no fool, wrote to his German friend Jacob Ziegler somewhere shortly before :
Vide amicorum optime, quo loco sit fortuna mea, cui neque certare
neque licet quiescere. Illud tamen omnium est laborum operae precium, quod in hac luce hominum, in hac mundi specula vivo, et clarissimorum hominum consuetudine licet uti. Cave enim usquam putes tam
uberem ingeniorum proventum, tantam studiorum frugem esse quam
Romae. Multi vero sunt quorum familiaritate ita oblector, ut nihil mihi
tota vita fortunatius aut sperem, aut optem.
Look, my dear friend, in what place my fortune resides, a place in which
I can neither resist nor rest. But what makes all my exertions worth their
while is this: that I live in this light of men, in this observatory of the
world, and may enjoy the friendship of the most famous. If you think
that any place may harbour such a rich fount of genius, such harvest of
studies, beware! Many there are, whose intimacy I so treasure, that I can
hope nor wish for anything more happy in my life. 
To be sure, Rome has always been an inspiring setting, even in the deepest of
crises. Yet to understand the spirit of happiness, of privilege, of energy which
Calcagini and his friends experienced, is to glimpse at something memorable
- and see a world of which Raphael seemed the icon. Indeed, when Calcagnini
starts to enumerate his fellows in felicity, the list ends with the painter: after speaking of Aleandro (whose poem on Raphael we have studied), Egidio
da Viterbo (whom we are to meet in chapter ), and Fabio Calvo, the Vitruvian fellow-traveller fed and nursed in his fragile old age by the painter in
his own house (hunc alit et quasi educat vir praedives et pontifici gratissimus
Raphael Urbinas), Calcagnini comes to Raphael, iuvenis summae bonitatis sed
admirabilis ingenii (‘a youth of perfect goodness but admirable talent’), two
qualities which apparently demand the adversative conjunction - unsurprisingly, in the snake-pit of curial Rome. Reading Calcagini’s characteristic of
Raphael, we sense that hagiography is in the making:

According to the judgement of Voltaire, Le Grand Siècle de Louis XIV, preface, the high
tides of Western civilisation.

Shearman , -/.
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Hic magnis excellit virtutibus, facile pictorum omnium princeps, seu in
theorien seu praxin inspicias. Architectus vero tantae industriae, ut ea
inveniat ac perficiat quae sollertissima ingenia fieri posse desperarunt.
Praetermitto Vitruvium, quem non enarrat solum, sed certissimis rationibus aut defendit aut accusat, tam lepide ut omnis livor absit ab accusatione. Nunc vero opus mirabile ac posteritati incredibile exsequitur
[. . . ], ipsam plane Urbem in antiquam faciem et amplitudinem ac symmetriam instauratam magna parte ostendit [. . . ],  ita Leonem Pontificem, ita omnes Quirites in admirationem erexit, ut quasi caelitus demissum numen ad aeternam Urbem in pristinam maiestatem reparandam omnes homines suspiciant. Quare tantum abest ut cristas erigat,
ut multo magis se omnibus obvium et familiarem ultro reddat, nullius
admonitionem aut colloquium refugiens, utpote quo nullus libentius
sua commenta in dubium ac disputationem vocari gaudeat, docerique
ac docere vitae praemium putet.
This man excels in notable virtues, being easily the paragon of all painters,
whether one looks at theory or practice. As an architect he is diligent to
the degree that he both discovers and realises, where the most intelligent of
scholars despaired of their capacity. I will not speak of Vitruvius, whom he
not only interprets, but with the surest of arguments defends or criticises,
so charmingly that all jealousy is absent from his criticism. Now he is
engaged in an effort admirable and [no doubt] wondrous in the eyes of
posterity [. . . ]: the City itself, for the major part, he lucidly reproduces
in its former aspect, grandeur and symmetry [. . . ], [and] has inspired in
pope Leo and all Romans an admiration so great, that everyone looks
up to him as if he were a divinity descended from the sky to restore the
ancient city to its former majesty. Instead of stalking like a pelican because
of this, he rather makes himself available and is friendly towards all of
his own accord, never shrinking from anyone’s advice or conversation,


The intervening words, sketching the archaeological project (‘nam et montibus altissimis et fundamentis profundissimis excavatis, reque ad scriptorum veterum descriptionem
ac rationem revocata’), seem to me to corroborate my hypothesis of the state of work ventured
above: research and topography were done, the actual drawing and reconstruction (on paper)
was yet to come.

Juvenal has the colloquialism ‘quid apertius? et tamen illi / surgebant cristae’ ( IV.) for
inordinate pride. The continuation of Calcagnini’s sentence seems to demand this significance,
although no parallel is extant for it with cristas as object. The alternative would be to interpret
‘he is so far from putting the crowning glory on his project (or even: ‘from restoring the monuments to their utmost summit’, as crista is used in archaeological sense in Vitruvius), that he is
continually busy putting in with te demands of others, which would suit our interpretation of
the progress of the project, but less the Latin context.
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Nature’s Anxiety
since no one rejoices more readily than he when his interpretations are
called in doubt or discussion, and he considers both to teach and to learn
the prize of life.

To Calcagnini, then, to be in Rome at this time was marvellous, and the icon of
this marvel was the affable Raphael. Other sources as well illustrate the availability of the painter. Bembo has a letter to Bibbiena suggesting their intimacy,
and one sketching the joviality of a summer outing at the Villa Adriana to
which the painter contributes. Aretino follows suit in his comedy La Talanta:
‘[Raffaello], con l’affabilità del quale tenni strettissima conversazione [...] che era
gentile di maniere, nobile di presenza e bello di spirito’.  Also, the affectionate
portraits of his friends, the double portraits in the Galleria Doria and the Louvre, as well as the Castiglione, Inghirami and Bibbiena portraits undoubtedly
(to my mind at least) speak the language of friendship.
Contemporary sources thus emphasize Raphael’s social grace. Paolo Giovio,
having arrived in Rome in  destined for humanistic fame, knew Raphael
personally and wrote his short Vita of the painter soon after the latter’s death,
around -. It is characteristically clear, and perhaps somewhat more level-headed than the assessment of Calcagnini:
Tertium in pictura locum Raphael Urbinas mira docilis ingenii suavitate atque sollertia adeptus est. Is multa familiaritate potentium, quam
omnibus humanitatis officiis comparavit, non minus quam nobilitate
operum inclaruit adeo, ut numquam illi occasio illustris defuerit ostentandae artis.
Raphael obtained the third place in painting by the marvellous sweetness
and cleverness of his docile talent/character. By the close friendship with
those in power, obtained by the many proofs of his affection, no less than
by the superior quality of his works, he became so famous that he never
lacked opportunity for showing his remarkable abilities. 
The last words form a marked contrast with Giovio’s description of the sullen
Michelangelo, who had considerable trouble in obtaining the recognition he
coveted. Raphael, on the other hand, was amiable (suavitas), pliable (docilis)
and clever (sollertia). The immediate connection with his familiaritas potentium suggests that Giovio thought this set of social skills procured Raphael the


Shearman , -/.
Shearman , - and -.

IV, xxi (Pinchera , ): ‘Raphael, with whose affability I ardently used to converse
[. . . ], who was gentle of manner, noble of presence and beautiful of spirit.’

Text from Golzio ,  ff.
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opportunities to obtain patronage. Giovio’s emphasis is on social behaviour towards superiors rather than on innate character, although the overlap between
these two is present in the word ingenium, which can be used for both artistic
and personal qualities.
This ambiguity is important. In the historical tradition concerning Raphael
his sweetness of character has played a central role. It is indeed his innate character, and especially his sweetness, combined with the naiveté of the natural
genius, that has caused the remarkable continuity in his cultural fate through
the ages: already a hero for the classicists of the  th century for theoretical reasons, he could through his innocence be adapted to be a hero for the otherwise
quite un-classicistic Sturm und Drang and subsequent Romanticism as well. As
the ingenuous genius, lover and most natural hero, he consequently appears
in the works of Tieck and Wackenroder, and notably in Ardinghello, oder die
glückseligen Inseln by Wilhelm Heinze of . This supposed naive sweetness
made it necessary for the pre-Raphaelites to include our artist after all in their
canon, and therefore to literally split up Raphael, and mark the division line between true art (non-classicistic) and perverse art (classicistic) between young
Raphael, who was good because sweet and ingenuous, and mature Raphael,
who had been spoilt by Rome - a remarkable and unwarranted caesura. 
This appropriation of Raphael’s character by the Romantics has caused the
mythologies concerning paintings like La Fornarina and the Madonna della
Sedia, whose echoes still resound in the spiegazioni of the guides.  In this
respect Raphael too belongs to the typical hero-cult of Romanticism. Like
Shakespeare, Mozart en Rembrandt, Raphael exemplified the triumph of art
side by side with a martyrdom incited by his natural inclinations. Goethe, having heard the young Mozart perform in Frankfurt, remembered in his old age
how the composer shared with Raphael and Shakespeare the ‘unreachable’ in
art. He thought of their genius, to be sure - but also of their innocence,
and naturalness. We naturally want to know if the ascription of these qualities to the historical figure Raffaello Sanzio rests on solid fact, and may be
inclined, weighing the testimony of Calcagnini and Giovio, to think at least
that Raphael was socially agile, friendly, curious, well mannered. But an angel


Although the painter’s arrival in Rome marked his departure from more intimate to
more monumental subjects, it is, of course, European cultural history which made Raphael
unsavoury to the pre-Raphaelites, not the painter himself, who remained remarkably constant
throughout his career. See for this the National Gallery catalogue, Chapman .

For a description of the mythology concerning these paintings, see Gombrich , ff
and Nitti , ff.

Eckermann in: Goethe, Gedenkausgabe ( vols, -) vol., , -, quoted by
Gay , .
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of innocence? People as successful as Raphael most seldom are naïve. Comparing the epigrams to the biographical tradition, we are struck by the fact that
this aspect, the sweetness of Raphael’s character, is so prominent, whereas it
is virtually absent in the poetry. This prominence is especially evident in
Raphael’s treatment by Vasari, to which we will now turn.
Vasari, elsewhere in his work, is always interested in poetry devoted to his
subjects. It is not different in the Raphael-vita. He quotes the Bembo epitaph,
the poem by Castiglione, and an anonymous contribution on the Santa Cecilia
altarpiece from Bologna, which once more attests the currency of the association between Virgil’s praise of Greek art and Raphael: pingant sola alii referantque coloribus ora / Caeciliae os Raphael atque animum explicuit.  Poetry,
to be sure, not only indexed the reputation of both artist and art, but had the
capacity to increase the fame of art, as Pliny had noted dryly.  Vasari concurs,
paraphrasing the anonymous epigram: ‘While we may term other works paintings, those of Raphael are living things; the flesh palpitates, the breath comes
and goes, every organ lives, life pulsates everywhere, and so this picture [the
Santa Cecilia] added considerably to his reputation. Thus many verses were
written in his honour in the vulgar and Latin tongue; I will quote the following only, not to make my story too long’, after which the epigram follows. 
Now, especially since these remarks are immediately followed by the quoted
poem coupled to the suggestion he could quote more, it is tempting to think
that Vasari had a sylloge of Raphael poems on his desk.  This hypothesis will
allow us some further speculation on the genesis of the Vita, which in its turn
was enormously influential.
The typology of the ‘living’ art is drawn directly from the epigrams we have
studied (which in their turn drew on antique precedent). Such praise, of course,
is topical, and is indeed duly reiterated in the case of other artists.  The as
It may lurk behind Ariosto’s ‘Roma, tua voluptas’, and is only explicitly mentioned by
Lascaris’ aganophrosynè.

‘Let others just paint and represent faces in colours: Raphael represented the face and
the soul of Cecilia’. Vasari , IV, .

HN ., on Myron’s cow: ‘bucula maxime nobilitavit, celebratis versibus laudata
quando alieno plerique ingenio magis quam suo commendantur.’

Translation Hinds, from Vasari , IV.: ‘E nel vero che l’altre pitture, pitture nominare si possono, ma quelle di Raffaello cose vive, perché trema la carne, vedesi lo spirito, battono
i sensi alle figure sue e vivacità viva vi si scorge; per il che questo li diede, oltra le lodi che aveva,
più nome assai. Laonde furono però fatti a suo onore molti versi e latini e vulgari’.

That such a sylloge existed is natural. Many contemporary MSS in the Vatican Library
are compilations of epigrams, and eloquently attest to the widespread habit of collecting poems
from diverse sources. Moreover, the edition of the Coryciana may serve as a parallel.

The epitaph for Giulio Romano is an amplification of the Raphael-topoi: VIDEBAT
IVPPITER CORPORA SCVLPTA PICTAQVE / SPIRARE, ET AEDES MORTALIVM AEQ-
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pects Vasari appropriates from the poetic tradition are instructive. In the introduction to the Fourth Part Raphael is singled out as the most perfect artist
of his time, because:
studiando le fatiche de’ maestri vecchi e quelle de’ moderni, prese da
tutti il meglio, e fattone raccolta, arricchì l’arte della pittura di quella
intera perfezzione che ebbero anticamente le figure d’Apelle e di Zeusi[.]
studying the efforts of both ancient and modern masters, selecting from
all the best; and having assembled these elements, he enriched the art of
painting with the complete perfection which was possessed in Antiquity
by the figures of Apelles and Zeuxis. 
In fact, we have here a rephrasing in prose of the topos of the epigrams of Bembo and others, but with a twist: Bembo’s rerum magna parens is substituted by
ancient and modern masters, introducing the short cut which we have already
mentioned. Vasari continues:
Laonde la natura restò vinta dai suoi colori; e l’invenzione era in lui
sì facile e propria quanto può giudicare chi vede le storie sue, le quali
sono simili alli scritti, mostrandoci in quelle i siti simili e gli edificii,
così come nelle genti nostrali e strane le cere e gli abiti secondo che egli
ha voluto;
Hence nature remained vanquished by his colours; and his invention was
easy and decorous in a degree evident to those who see his [pictorial] narratives, which are similar to written ones, and in which he shows us the
same sites and buildings, even as in native and foreign lands the complexions and dress, just as he wished.
Once more, Bembo’s inscription (‘quanto si può giudicare chi vede le storie’)
and epigram (‘natura vinta’) come to mind (Vasari seems to have missed the
implications and the finesse of timuit). The storie are glossed most interestingly:
they are compared to writings and praised for evidentia or enargeia, similarly
to contemporary interpretation of the narrative of poetry. 
VARIER COELO/ IVLII VIRTVTE ROMANI. TVNC IRATVS, /CONCILIO DIVORVM OMNIVM VOCATO, /ILLVM E TERRIS SVSTVLIT, QVOD PATI NEQVIRET /VINCI AVT AEQVARI AB HOMINE TERRIGENA. / ROMANVS MORIENS SECVM TRES IVLIVS ARTEIS
/ ABSTVLIT [HAVD MIRVM]: QVATTVOR VNVS ERAT (Vasari , V, ).

Vasari , IV,.

Ibidem.

There is a possibility that the phrase simili alli scritti refers to the letter to Leo and the
archaeological project, but I find the sequel (especially cere e abiti) unsuited for this interpretation.
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In the commentary to Horace’s Ars Poetica to which we will return in the
next chapter, narrative (historia) is said to ‘describe places, tell of usages’, a
phrasing which to my mind comes close to explaining Vasari’s rather odd ‘sites
and buildings, even as in native and foreign countries complexions and dress’. 
Thus, one of the main claims to fame for Raphael, is his ability to rival poets
(and, for that matter, prose writers, for prose was thought of as poetry without
metre) in the vividness of his description. And our conclusion must be that
Vasari uses both poetry and poetic theory to assess Raphael’s greatness.
Other themes from the poetry we have reviewed recur as well. The topos of
painting as mute poetry, for instance, returns in the phrase ‘non si può scrivere
le minuzie delle cose di questo artefice, ché invero ogni cosa nel suo silenzio par
che favelli’, suggesting a richness of narrative incapable of being translated back
into text, echoing, among others, the epigram of Ariosto and that of Girolamo
Borgia. Furthermore, the conceit that Rome, or art died with Raphael is to
be found, amplified, in the final flourishes of Vasari’s narrative: ‘ben poteva la
pittura, quando questo nobile artifice morì, morire anche ella, ché quando egli
gli occhi chiuse, ella quasi cieca rimase’. 
Apart from the quotation of poetry, the probable presence of a poetic sylloge on Raphael is exemplified by the importance of two themes: the comparison with Christ, and the theme of gratia. In the treatment of these, an
interesting phenomenon can be traced.
We have already seen that Vasari’s terminology (‘il divino Raffaello’ and ‘dèi
mortali’) attests to the Christ-Raphael comparison. Also the Bildungsroman in
the beginning with Urbino as altera Betlehem, the analysis of the nomenclature,
and the stupendous feats of the young painter point to its importance for the
biographer. It is thus tempting to connect the episodes concerning the Transfiguration and their heavy overtones of pathos with this thematic field as well.
Vasari states, firstly, that the perfection of Raphael’s art appears most splendidly
in the Transfiguration, concluding that ‘il quale pare che tanto si restrignesse
insieme con la virtù sua per mostrare lo sforzo et il valor dell’arte nel volto di
Cristo, che finitolo, come ultima cosa che a fare avesse, non toccò più pennelli,
sopragiugnendoli la morte’. The first thing he did was being born as someone
similar to Christ, the last thing to paint him perfectly, and die on Good Friday.
As the ‘type’ of Christ discarded his mortal coil, he became united with his


Martyranus , v. This is not to say Vasari consulted the AP-commentary, for the
thought is commonplace.

Vasari , IV. ; An example as this illustrates that Vasari thought of both painting
and text as a stimulus to the imagination.

Vasari , IV. -.

Vasari , IV. 
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creator, but seemed in this moment also to converge with Him, at which point
the meaning of his art became evident to the beholders. For immediately after
his death ‘gli misero alla morte, al capo nella sala ove lavorava, la tavola della
Trasfigurazione che aveva finita per il cardinale de’ Medici: la quale opera, nel
vedere il corpo morto e quella viva, faceva scoppiare l’anima di dolore a ognuno
che quivi guardava’. The dead Raphael thus was coupled to the living Christ,
accompanied by display of grief equalled by and reminiscent of the Lament of
Christ, while his art, exemplified by the Transfiguration, is made into an icon
of the immortality with which it is associated in the poetic tradition.
This kind of emphasis and dramatisation of events is surely due to the poetic
tradition, even if the facts gave Vasari reason for his description (for which we
have no other evidence) are correct. Yet the apotheosis of the painter serves a
different purpose in Vasari. Instead of the artist as an exemplar for the divine
nature of man, he wants his Raphael to be very, very special, so as to claim a
spot for artists of note at the hierarchical courts of the Counter Reformation.
Where Raphael’s funerary poets had pointed to Raphael the ‘guide’ to the other
world, assimilating his role to that attributed to Socrates in the Symposium,
Vasari has changed emphasis, and substituted Raphael the God of painters.
Especially Grace is emphatically worked into the biography by Vasari. The
opening sentences of the vita stress it as the most conspicuous characteristic
of the painter, and yarns are spun around his amorous disposition, as we have
seen above: he is even said to have been so sweet that animals were extraordinarily fond of him. Once more, gratia makes a symbolic final appearance,
as Raphael’s cause of death. We have already suggested that there is no real
cause for the diagnosis. Hence, it must be derived from the poem of Lascaris. Thus here too, we see the biographer shaping and foregrounding, turning
into historical occurrences scenes derived from the poetry on his desk, ‘biographising’ metaphorical statements from poems, exemplifying the more literal approach of the Counter Reformation towards art and life in comparison
to the metonymical world view of the High Renaissance. In poetry composed
at Raphael’s death, ‘Raphael’ is represented as a poetic symbol pertaining to the
poetic world, in the depiction of which he excelled. This poetic world was in
its turn assimilated to Neoplatonic ideas of creation. Of these ideas, ‘Raphael’
could be seen as the allegory. But to the practical biographer, living in a world
of stress, this proved somewhat too metaphysical. Consequently, he took a look
at a real man, operating in real circumstances, and yet used the poetic sources
when they were useful to him.



Vasari , IV. 
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This difference in nuance is evident in the way Vasari interprets gratia. Instead of the transcendent overtones we have traced in the poetry, we get grace
in a most literal, and most useful sense. The Grace of the work becomes the
grace of the man. There is a reason for this.
Raphael’s natural grace is, from the outset, contrasted by Vasari with the
pazzia and salvatichezza of other artists, which have subsequently become proverbial of the artistic temperament in Romanticism.  These artists include the
other prophets of the triumphant terza maniera, Leonardo and Michelangelo.
It has recently been stressed how essential Vasari’s interpretation of Raphael’s
position between these two giants of art actually was: the methods and applications of Michelangelo and Leonardo, Vasari concluded, were by their very
nature inimitable, because too extreme.  Raphael, on the other hand, had the
word imitatio written all over him: in the formation of his own style he had absorbed with enviable dexterity not only the methods and styles of his teachers,
Fra Bartolommeo, Perugino and his own father, but the lessons and examples
of those other two teachers of paramount importance, Nature and Antiquity,
as we have seen in the quotation above.  Moreover, his tested ability to collaborate with an immense workshop, and his social and professional ease with
his patrons enabled him not only to delegate, as modern management terms
it, but also to learn from many sources and adapt himself to all circumstances:
hence Vasari’s stress on Raphael being accommodato:
E certo fra le sue doti singulari ne scorgo una di tal valore che in me
stesso stupisco, che il cielo gli diede forza di poter mostrare ne l’arte
nostra uno effetto sì contrario alle complessioni di noi pittori: questo è
che naturalmente gli artefici nostri [...] lavorando ne l’opere in compagnia di Raffaello stavano uniti e di concordia tale che tutti i mali umori
nel veder lui si amorzavano.
And certainly I see among his singular gifts one that astonishes me, namely
that the Heavens gave him the power to be able to show in our art a manner that is so contrary to the temperament of us painters: being that our


‘Madness’ and ‘wildness’, Vasari , IV. . Madness is of course not solely a derogatory term: it refers to the mania that Plato assigns to the inspired artist. ‘Wildness’ is his rendering of the Latin feritas.

By Rubin , ff, and Hubert Locher, forthcoming (his lecture on the
Raphael-conference in the Biblioteca Hertziana, Rome, ). Vasari contrasts Raphael’s docility with Perugino’s unability to learn, thus accentuating the separation between seconda and
terza maniera.

So already Berenson, , : ‘Ever ready to learn, Raphael passed from influence to
influence. At whose feet did he not sit?’ (quoted by Chapman , note ). See also Crowe and
Cavalcaselle -, -.
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craftsmen naturally [...] working in the company of Raphael, were united
and unanimous in such a way that all bad humour disappeared when
they saw him.
Raphael could adapt his decoration of the Stanze to a constrained architectural
setting, turning handicap into triumph; and he could change a plan according to his patrons’ wishes, seemingly without getting angry, as Michelangelo
often did, and without effort. The contrast is aptly illustrated by an anecdote,
first told by Lomazzo, of the solitary Michelangelo encountering Raphael with
his happy team of collaborators and remarking: ‘You walk with a big following, like a general’, to which Raphael replied: ‘And you, you go alone, like the
executioner’. Accordingly, the collaborative aspect and the adaptability to
circumstances were aspects of his work in the Vatican which contemporaries
never ceased to admire. More importantly, these abilities made his success as an entrepreneur, thus providing Vasari with an ideal exemplum of how
an artist should function. This absorbing artist could be imitated by artists
to come, Vasari’s implied audience, unlike the unfathomable Michelangelo or
Leonardo. How important the exemplary value of Raphael was to Vasari in
this respect, is shown by the fact that in his narrative he suppressed the quarrels between Michelangelo and Sebastiano del Piombo on the one hand and
Raphael on the other, attested by Sebastiano’s correspondence: any mention of
disharmony would have spoilt the picture. 
When comparing the biographical tradition to the evidence of contemporary poetry, we remark a shift of focus: ‘character’ gains importance,  but
other elements are played down. Interesting in this respect is the conspicuous
absence of reference in Vasari to the archaeological project, a grave (and telling)
omission, so it would seem.
The reason, I think, is twofold. On the one hand Vasari, writing with the
express intention to reserve the ultimate praise for his compatriot Michelangelo, may have wanted to keep something up his sleeve in this respect. He
therefore downplays Raphael’s architectural and theoretical achievements, and
highlights the painter Raphael, in fact the faculty that was, even in his own


Vasari , IV. .
Lomazzo , .

Vasari , IV, , with praise for his solutions for spatial and environmental problems
in de Stanza d’Eliodoro.

See H. Locher, op.cit. in note . The other half of Vasari’s implied public, the patrons,
could see by the same example how pleasant it could be to have such artists in their entourage.

See Rubin , .

This leads to the remarkable but inevitable conclusion that character was not an interesting subject for Renaissance epideictic poetry.
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words, less prominent in Michelangelo.  On the other, more importantly, culture had suffered a sea change in the years subsequent to Raphael’s death. The
major project, of typological fulfilment of ancient Rome in papal Rome, was
increasingly becoming more dubious during the development of Reformation
and Counter-Reformation, and history as a sequence of events culminating
in the triumph of Christianity over subdued paganism, instead of a continuous interplay of mirrored images, gained ground (ironically, as we have seen,
Raphael himself played a part in this development). The icon for this sea change
is Tommaso Laureti’s fresco The Triumph of the Cross added to the ceiling of the
Sala di Costantino in the s, depicting the crucified Christ crushing the pagan variant of the psychopompos that Christ, too, was: Mercurius.  (ill. .)
Classical culture is shattered by the triumphant Cross, illustrating the march
of history (and its victims) - whereas in High Renaissance typological culture
that past was integrated into the present. To Vasari already, so it seems to me,
the archaeological project contained less interest, because, to him, it was just
archaeology, and nothing else – in marked contrast with Raphael’s patrons,
contemporaries, and the painter himself who thought of it as a transcendent
activity.
To dispute Vasari’s veracity has lately become commonplace. Veracity, to
be sure, is not the issue here. We must read Vasari through specific lenses
and filters, the most important of which is the realisation that Vasari wrote
exemplary history. Biography is, in ancient literary typology as well as in the
Renaissance, a subspecies of history. The primary aim of history and biography is to be useful by means of moral exempla, rather than to be historically
correct. Tacitus’ Annales are a handbook for the Roman aristocracy, describing
how to survive tyrants without losing one’s self-respect, and so is the biography
of his father-in-law Agricola. The secondary aim of the genre is patriotism. All
honourable conduct serves the dignitas of the Roman state as exemplified by
the Senate. These aims, reiterated throughout the prefaces of Sallust, Livy and
Tacitus, were well known in the Renaissance. They were adopted in the works
of Quattrocento historiographers, and Vasari naturally followed suit.
The relevance of these premises for Vasari’s treatment of Raphael is considerable. As for patriotism: the way Raphael needs to be firmly rooted by Vasari
in the Florentine tradition of disegno, as opposed to the Venetian colorito which
gets relatively short shrift in the Vite, leads him to downplay Raphael’s undeni

On the whole it seems to me that at the time of Raphael’s death, his fame superseded
that of Michelangelo. To this fame the Christological parallels and the portentous moment – the
end of High Renaissance Rome – when he died contributed to the highest degree. Michelangelo
became more important as a figure in the subsequent period.

For another interpretation, see Hall , .
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able bravura in the medium of oil paint and his sometimes almost Flemish
palette. Biographically speaking much stress is laid on the Florentine connection, to show that Raphael received his most important influences from
there. His Roman triumphs can thus be claimed for Vasari’s Florentine cultural imperialism, to use an anachronistic phrase. 
Vasari thus created the Raphael he wanted: the artist that could be imitated; in art the creator of grace and in life its social counterpart, the perfect
courtier; for the most important part educated in Florence, and the culmination of tendencies that were dormant in Trecento and Quattrocento Florentine
art and only fully realised in him. In a fundamental sense, Vasari’s Raphael is a
literary figure, put together out of elements from the literary tradition with the
help, of course, of first hand information.
The historical misunderstanding that has ensued, is that the biographical
elements in the Vita, which were still seen by Raphael’s contemporaries at least
as having a typological relation with the work and the world that work created,
have been taken literally, just as th century positivism tried to reconstruct
the biography of Shakespeare, his fair friend and the dark lady, or of Ovid’s
Corinna, and so on. Leonardo’s ogni pittore dipinge sè, metaphorically applied
by Vasari, has subsequently been taken literally. The emphasis on biography
and character, central issues in the nineteenth century, created a person out of
a metaphor. As for the historical Raphael, his surviving letters, being for the
most part devoted to pedestrian matters, provide little personal details, and
reveal, if anything, a keen sense for business. This is not to say that Raphael
wasn’t a nice guy: to all appearance he was.  But the innocent angel, image of
Christ may well be a serious distortion.  As suggested, people as successful
as Raphael seldom are naïve. To survive the competition in Rome (and elsewhere) and emerge with a fortune takes something else than innocence. Hence,
this interpretation must be attributed to Vasari’s coupling of the poetic simile
between Raphael and Christ with testimonia such as Calcagnini’s describing
his civility, the latter seeming to corroborate and provide a practical appliance
of the former. The resulting cocktail was then projected by Vasari on the
painter’s life. That such an attitude was common in the early Cinquecento, is
evident from the much discussed topic that ogni pittore dipinge sè. It is bluntly


Rubin  probes the facts, ff.
For humanist patriotism, see Baron  and Baxandall .

An important testimony to this is Calcagnini, quoted above.

This tradition is still at work in Oberhuber , -. For a tentative revision (to which
this chapter owes inspiration), see Chastel .

Calcagini too, in the text quoted at the beginning of this section, performs this coupling
of good manners with the Christ-comparison.
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stated by the commentary on Horace’s Ars Poetica, to which we turn in the
next chapter, by the Vatican librarian Inghirami and the philologist Parrhasio
from the second and third decades of the Cinquecento: Pictores plerunque et
statuarii quo habitu corporis sunt, ipsis operibus cognoscuntur. 
The humanist method of analysing character is cognate with, and most
probably influenced by, the way Dante presents his characters in the Commedia
in afterlife: as the sum of their being, every seemingly individual characteristic
a symbol for the total effect a person was thought by the author to have had
in the ephemeral world. This ‘realism’ is symbolic, or figural, as Auerbach has
argued. But what is less commonly realised, is that humanist discourse on
the character of the artist is heavily dependent on the ancient epigrammatical
tradition. Ancient epigrams on poets, for instance, usually identify the work
with the man. An early example (if authentic) is the epigram ascribed to Plato
himself in the late antique vita of the philosopher by Olympiodorus:
Αἱ Χάριτες τέµενός τι λαβει̃ν ὅπερ οὐχὶ πεσει̃ται
ζηλου̃σαι, ψυχὴν ηὗρον Ἀριστοϕάνους.
The Graces, eagerly looking for an imperishable sanctuary, found the soul
of Aristophanes.
The soul of the comic poet is reflected by his work, which, gracious as it is,
is a fitting and everlasting memorial to the Graces, because it is more lasting
than the living person who wrote it. Plato, in the Symposium, had extolled the
virtues of spiritual children over living ones, and thus theorised the topos ars
longa vita brevis.
Epigrams on poets since the Hellenistic period consequently project the
characteristics of the work on the poet: Archilochus’ biting sarcasm thus gave
rise to the biographical anecdote of the suicide of persons targeted in his poetry, Lycambes and his daughters, an anecdote for which there is not a shred
of evidence. In fact, it is highly probable that it came into existence as a ‘biographisation’ of topics of the poetry. The same phenomenon is, for instance,
to be discerned in poetry devoted to the iambic poet Hipponax, or the amatory
Anacreon. Thus, since Antiquity, it had been normal to identify the artist
with his work, which was, after all, the immortal part. The disseminator of this
Greek tradition in the Renaissance must be identified as Angelo Poliziano, who


Martyranus , r (the physical appearance of most painters and sculptors can be
recognised from their works themselves).

Auerbach , -.

Olympiod.vit.Plat. p. , Hermann = Plato xiv in page .

See AP .=GP (Hipponax); .=GP, Pl. = GP (Anacreon). For the development, Lefkowiz , Momigliano  and Klooster  (forthcoming).
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already in - began to study the Anthologia Planudea with an eye on the
lives and works of Greek poets, and a biographical aim.  The great exception
to this reinvented tradition, in the oeuvre of Vasari, is not the Raphael-vita. It is
the Michelangelo biography, which is uniquely detailed, full of personal observation, polemics and reference. But then, Vasari personally knew Michelangelo, and was rivalling, at least in the second edition, with the biography of
Condivi. This makes it thoroughly modern.
Raphael’s life, then, was to be an exemplum for the accommodato artist. It
contained an interpretation of the man, but, conform to ancient biographical
and poetical tradition, on the basis of his work, of which it contained descriptions which form the bulk of the narrative.
Vasari expressly wrote a history without illustrations, notwithstanding the
woodcut portraits that head all chapters. Though it would have taken some
courage and effort, works could have been illustrated by engravings, a rapidly
developing genre, in particular, let it be remarked in passing, thanks to the efforts of the Raphael workshop. But the fact that Vasari declined to do so would
have seemed quite appropriate in the eyes of contemporaries. The humanist
writer, as we shall see, was one who wrote pictures to be visualized by the reader,
using the method of ekphrasis, the rhetorical topos that had become so very
important in Renaissance humanism.  By the time Vasari wrote, ekphrastic
poetry and prose had become ubiquitous. Thus the fact that Raphael’s work
dominates the life in such a high degree  , and indeed not only in Raphael’s
life but throughout the Vite, is the simple result of Vasari’s wish to show these
works through the medium of text, and play the humanist to the artists he describes. Raphael’s painted poetry was recreated by Vasari’s ekphrastic prose.
The essential consequence of this method is that the work, in this biography,
becomes the life.
This importance of ekphrasis in the Renaissance is to be explained by the
need to actually ‘see’ the lost world of Antiquity – we have seen in the preceding pages that for the major part Raphael’s fame rested on this ability, especially during his last years. In a certain sense, Vasari downplays this aspect of
Raphael, for reasons discussed above. To these reasons we may perhaps add
that Vasari, as an aspiring humanist, wanted to keep the brilliant painter securely in his place. The poetic eulogies suggested, on the contrary, that the
miraculous thing about Raphael had been, that he had transcended this place
in a most spectacular way. The most eloquent testimony to this is a picture by




Godman , , with n.
See Baxandall .
This is insufficiently understood by Rubin , .
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the painter himself, to be precise his self-portraiton the Parnassus fresco in the
Stanza della Segnatura, to which we will return in the next chapter.

.. Back to the Future
Comparison of the funerary epigrams on Raphael to Vasari’s Vita suggests
that the latter was hardly created ex nihilo. These epigrams form more than a
poetical counterpoint to Vasari’s Vita: they are its precedent and, in the transposition of pictorial quality to biographical fact, its guiding principle. But
the comparison also shows that the emphasis is changing. The metaphorical,
mythological element becomes less recognisable in Vasari, because narrated
in prose and dressed up as biography. The canonical status of the Vite, and
the subsequent events in cultural history of which we have spoken above, have
underscored this tendency. Thus a literal interpretation (Raphael, the graceful
character) has replaced the magician inspired by furor poeticus to reveal the
mysteries of the transcendent world we have encountered in the poetry.
To fully grasp the importance attached to Raphael by his contemporaries it
is necessary to keep in mind the typological model. All patrons, humanists and
artists in the Renaissance thought in typological terms, not in the linear ones
familiar to us. All things could be all other things, had even been and would be
all other things, until the day that would put an end to all worldliness, the Last
Judgment. Less than as a linear development, they saw history as a web, a continuous correspondence of connections, precursors and fulfilments, like those
between the Old and the New Testament, or between Augustus and Aeneas in
the Aeneid. Thus Plato could become an Attic Moses, Socrates St. Paul in ecstasy to the scandal of the literal-minded.  This allegorical world picture had
evolved since Late Antiquity: but the emphatic inclusion of all things classical
by Ficino in his Theologia Platonica was different from the tradition of the Middle Ages. Indeed the main motive for the development of this so-called prisca
theologia is the harmonisation of Christian and Classical culture, a harmonisation that had become necessary because of socio-economic developments in
Italy from the th century onwards, where antiquity had been developed as a
civic and political ‘type’ for newly won or would be political independence. 
The typological system is metaphorical. A Renaissance Platonist had no
difficulty in seeing the essential difference between mythos and logos, that is between creative, inconclusive but lively and instructive comparisons and paral

See for instance Allen , Seznec  and Wind ; more recently Rowland .
Contrary to Baron, who situates ‘civic humanism’ at the beginning of the th century.
For an adjustment, see Skinner, conveniently summarised by Thomas , .
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lels on the one hand, and historical or logical truth on the other – both domains
into which Raphael ventured, as we have seen. But the point is that poetry and
art, to such a beholder, remain firmly embedded in the first category. As can
be seen in the history of the reception of Raphael, classicism began to forget
this, kept and even added to the heroic stature for the painter, but, by and by,
discarded the typological model, which, because it is a model that establishes
connections, is firmly linked to the world of the viewer. This development is
reflected by a change in artistic theory, from ‘construction-model’, which is intended to help the artist create better art, to ‘contemplation-model’, in which
an isolated perceiver confronts an isolated work, autonomous and an end in
itself. It is with the separation of art and context that we began this chapter.
We are now perhaps in a better position to see how Raphael has been given
short shrift by this separation.
The ruins of antiquity which were deplored as an exemplum of moral sloth
and an incitement to new élan by Pius II in the epigram de Roma quoted above,
were triumphantly restored by a host of scholars, patrons and artists, of whom
Raphael was one of the most successful. The spirit is captured by an epigram of
unknown provenance, registered by Angelo Colocci in his personal anthology
preserved in the Vatican library, and a pendant to the epigram by Pius II quoted
above:
de marmoribus inventis in foro
Haec de tam multis veterum fragmenta ruinis
Mille annos putri quae iacuere solo
Aere tuo ac studio, Farnesi, in luminis oras
Eruta de sacra sunt monumenta via.
Qui facis ut repetant Capitolia ad alta triumphi;
Dum minuit curas cura nepotis avo,
Hinc memori saxo grati posuere Quirites
Quod Roma est meritis iam rediviva tuis.
Marbles found on the Forum Romanum: These fragments from the many
ruins of the ancients, monuments that lay a thousand years in dirty soil,
are unearthed from the Via Sacra by your zeal and expense, Farnese, to
the coasts of light. You make that triumphs once more ascend the high
Capitol, as long as the care of the descendant lessens the cares of the par

See for the phenomenon Abrams , especially pp ff (‘Art-as-Such: The Sociology
of Modern Aesthetics’), with an excellent analysis. The locus classicus is Kant’s aesthetic theory,
which postulates that the art-object is contemplated für sich selbst, independent of external ends
of utility or morality, and final.
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ent. Therefore the grateful Romans have placed commemorative inscription, because Rome relives by your merits. 

This spirit eventually has undergone a sea change in Romanticism, a change
which may still affect our perception of Renaissance poetics. The Romantics
saw ruins as icons of Death in Life, instead of the icons of redemption and
fulfilment Raphael and his contemporaries saw. To bring home this contrast, it
is instructive to look at a memorable example. The melancholy triumph over
time and history, now finally dead, is neatly encoded in Shelley’s Ozymandias
of Egypt, and forms a striking contrast with Renaissance pronouncements on
ruins, and Raphael’s efforts:
I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. Near them on the sand
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown
And wrinkled lip and sneer of cold command
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal these words appear:
‘My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings:
Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!’
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.
Unlike Raphael, Shelley subverts, even defies political power, which cannot
hold out against time. Unlike Raphael, and his poets, Shelley questions the
perpetuity of art, and life. And unlike Raphael, Shelley’s nature is threatening, though sublime, and imperturbably acts as the great leveller. The contrast,
then, could hardly be starker.
We do well to remember this when assessing the works in the chapters
which follow. The influence of Classicism and the Romantic art theory is still
operative, and makes it easy to distort Renaissance poetics.  Ruins and Antiq

Vat.Lat. , r.
A recent analysis, Heffernan , -, makes too much of the triumph of the speaker
and by implication the poet. Interestingly, the text which triggered the poem seems to have been
a description of Dio Cassius.

The inheritance of that theory is the religion of Art. This religion caused the public look
at Renaissance art in particular with an outlook on the one hand too sublime and transcendent,
on the other separated from context, because the functional aspect, the users’ manual as it were,
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uity in the Renaissance were not meant for bemusement, bewilderment and the
feeling of personal triumph over time, but for reconstruction, rebuilding and
perfection under the aegis of the true God. Although the melancholy temperament is far from absent in this period, speaking for instance softly but clearly
from the works of Sannazaro, the central preoccupations in Rome in Raphael’s
time remained not so much mortality and memento mori, as recreating the
world of antique Rome which had all but disappeared. And since the picture of
the ancient city that Raphael and Castiglione tried to draw in their letter to Leo
was so terribly hard to obtain, because so much had been lost, recourse had to
be taken to text, which had been preserved.
The ekphrastic poetics that realize this shift from words and ruins to a complete re-experience are thus fundamentally different from Romantic poetics:
the latter, aiming at the contrast between the here and now on the one hand,
and the irretrievable past on the other, presupposes a one way traffic: artist and
artefact reveal to us hidden truth and show us how to live. We, the recipients,
may receive revelation by stepping into the world of art. But if we do, we lose
all contact with our own, pedestrian world. Renaissance poetics, on the other
hand, is a two-way system: the viewer/reader/listener must ‘finish’ the work of
art by active participation. The work of art is a medium, between the viewer and
the world it depicts, but the essential point is that both worlds are thoroughly
linked by typological correspondences. Art may, and is indeed supposed to
transport its public to another world (let’s say the ‘autonomous’ world of poetry,
or pastoral, or myth). The perpetrator of these miraculous transformations, if
he is as good as Raphael, may indeed be deemed similar to a god. But the link
between the world of art and the world of the patrons remains essential, for
it serves the latter as an expression of their nature and strivings, and it is they
who do the planning and paying. Thus, there is an inner logic in this active
participation: patrons and public were of higher status in the Renaissance than
artists; they therefore could not be relegated to a purely passive and subsidiary
role.
had receded into the background. The religion of Art made artists and artefacts saints and icons
to be venerated by the profanum vulgus because of their immanent revelatory power. Art has
thus been put on a pedestal, and enclosed in the shrines we now call musea. This Religion still
reigns, although its authority has lately been challenged. Contemporary avant garde still tends
to consider itself as a lamp instead of a mirror, to use the famous formula of M.H. Abrams, The
Mirror and the Lamp.

We may add that an age without quick and objective means of representation, as the
world of the Renaissance was, will automatically tend to create this representation by way of
imagination, or fantasia. The modern age of ubiquitous visual and auditive representation due
to the technological revolution, tends to underestimate the value of imagination in escaping to
other worlds, and of the role played by art therein, because we are filled to saturation by images.
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It is the study of contemporary poetry which has enabled us, in the past
pages, to place Raphael in the intellectual history of his time, and thus to point
to historical ironies in the reception of the work and the life of this artist. Let
us now turn to practice. How does one realise this creation of another world
in art? In the next three chapters specific works of high repute by Raphael in
Rome will be subjected to our scrutiny, using contemporary poetry as parallel
and integral part of the total effect.
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Chapter 

Rule without End
Inghirami’s Program for the Poet Raphael
in the Stanza della Segnatura
Inertissimi homines quorum omnis vis virtusque
in lingua sita est.
Tommaso Inghirami,
Panaegyricus in memoriam
divi Thomae, v.

.. Introduction: An Actor Becomes Producer
 I was a remarkable man. At sixteen, in , he was already turning to triumph his noble family’s low tide of fortune by gaining
entrance to the highest circles at Rome, and, instead of tight and nervous, was
free and easy about it. This, at least, was the case when he performed the role
of Seneca’s tragic heroine Phaedra – the emblem of vindictive Eros - in the

F



For Inghirami, see Galettius , Benedetti , Gaugier , - and Kempers ,
-. Inghirami’s early years are not well documented. His forced stay in Florence from his
third year suggests, combined with the Platonism evident in his Roman work, a connection to
Florentine Platonism. His move to Rome brought him under the protection of the della Rovere
and connections with Pomponio Leto’s Roman Academy are attested (Gaugier , ). After
his break-through on the stage his humanist career flourished, oratory and diplomatic activities
ensued in the nineties, to critical appraisal. Named canon of the Lateran by Alexander VI in
, he continued service under Julius with prestigious assignments, mainly oratorical. The
function of preposito of the Vatican library followed, combined with that of canon of Saint Peter’s.
Inghirami’s prominence in intellectual, diplomatic and ecclesiastical matters suggests a function
comparable to the Augustan Maecenas. A road-accident (for which, see below ) impaired his
health permanently. He delivered the funeral oration of Julius and died himself three years later,
in .
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Rule without End

palazzo of cardinal Riario. When part of the provisional stage in the cortile
collapsed in the middle of the performance, Inghirami, expert on love (albeit
Platonic), dauntlessly started improvising Latin senarii which could only be
distinguished from vintage Seneca by connoisseurs - until the mishap had been
adjusted and he resumed the text, apparently seamlessly. The sobriquet, Fedra,
remained, Tommaso (his real name) having proven himself worthy of the Roman Academy and the concomitant classical nick-name – with possible double
entendre because, as rumour had it, he shared its members’ propensity to the
Greek principles in the flesh.
Theatrical preoccupations stayed with Fedra till the end. His finest hour
may well have been the production of the Capitoline banquet of September
, celebrating the conferment of Roman citizenship to Giuliano de’ Medici,
nephew to the newly chosen Leo X. An improvised wooden theatre accommodated diners as well as three thousand spectators, who watched scenery
painted by Peruzzi as the backdrop for Plautus’ Pseudolus, which formed the
centre-piece of a three-day festa.  Players and diners thus became part of the
great stage of Rome, in a coup de théâtre worthy of Shakespeare’s Midsummer
Night’s Dream. The efforts of the impresario were indispensable for the illusion, as Aurelius Serenus attests in his Theatrum Capitolium Magnifico Iuliano
Institutum, printed by Mazochi in :
Texit historias Phaedrus longo ordine vates
[. . . ] quem fecisse puto maius pictoribus ipsis
artis opus; nam dux belli plus laudis habebit
militibus: liceat verum si iure fateri.


His old palazzo in the Campo de’ Fiori, not the palace that was later called the Cancelleria,
which had not yet been completed. The show was perhaps directed by Pomponio Leto; see
however Bober , .

For the anecdote, see Erasmus, ep. , in Allen -, vol., . See also Kuenzle
, . Mario Maffei in a letter to Sadoleto says of Inghirami quem retinent vinctum pulchri
retinacula Pici. Kuenzle strongly denies Inghirami’s homosexuality (op.cit., -), in particular on the ground that Beroaldo jr. mentions Inghirami as one of the admirers and probable
customers of the notorious Imperia, for which see Kurzel-Runtscheiner , . Liaisons with
courtesans and interest in boys, however, have been seen to be compatible (cp. also the career
of the painter Sodoma).

The choice of the play may haven been stimulated by Cicero’s remark (Cato, ) that it had
been especially dear to the author, as well as the fact that it had been the star part of Roscius, the
actor defended by Cicero (the part apparently was played by Inghirami’s friend the humanist
Blosio Palladio). Its Athenian setting would have blended beautifully with the Capitol, navel
of the new Athens, and its comic relief of love triumphant thanks to the astute slave (who is
rewarded with a jug of wine) may have created fine ironies for the acting humanists, being often
of relatively humble extraction.
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Phaedrus the poet wove the long series of stories [. . . ], whom I consider to
have created a work of art superior to that of the painters: for the general
will earn more praise than his soldiers, if one may speak frankly. 
The text shows the importance of the humanist as dramatist, and well illustrates
the overall control he practised over artists subordinated to him. It will therefore be useful to inquire into Fedra’s tastes and background when considering
the poetics of the High Renaissance. For the festivities on the Capitol Hill were
not the only ones Inghirami devised and organised. It has persuasively been
suggested that the design of the program of Raphael’s most famous work in
the Vatican, the Stanza della Segnatura, was his.  In this chapter we will look
further into the relation of Inghirami’s and Raphael’s work at the Vatican, and
see that the frescoes devised by Inghirami for Raphael were to be considered
as a form of poetic prophecy. In this, they closely conform to the reputation of
the painter we have discussed in the last chapter.
Fluent Latin combined with literary expertise and improvisational talent
eminently suited the future librarian, arbiter elegantiae and impresario of Julius
II. The tragedies of Seneca, however, do not return in Inghirami’s attested career: they were, perhaps, too sombre for the dawn of Julius’ and Leo’s golden
age, their philosophy of crisis and panic too bleak and darkened by tyranny
for a papal court with an open and dynamic profile.  More congenial for a
humanist entrusted with cultural propaganda were politically more optimistic
auctores, like Cicero, Virgil and Horace. All the more so perhaps, because they
analysed – and demonstrated - the way one might persuade a public. And this
was what the papacy needed, poised as it was between high spirits and utter
despondency. High spirits were caused by the fact that Julius and his staff were
convinced they knew what history added up to: papal Rome. There the amalgam could be forged between the spiritual and the temporal that could save the
world and make it more beautiful. This broad vision of the papacy, they argued,
not only transcended the pedestrian pursuits of all too many former occupants
of the throne of Saint Peter. It made their world, so riven by campanilismo and


Quoted by Kuenzle , .
The suggestion was first made by Klaczko , ff, and taken up by Kuenzle ,
especially ff. It has been adopted by the trustworthy Jones , and has been extensively
argued by Ingrid Rowland in Rowland , - (rightly suggesting that much of the intellectual background of the programme can be traced in the works of Egidio da Viterbo as well),
Kempers -, -, and Gaugier , -. Other suggested candidates for the programme
have been the painter himself, Pope Julius, Battista Casali (by O’Malley) and Egidio da Viterbo
(by Pfeiffer).

Reception of Seneca and Tacitus as authors of ‘crisis-philosophy’ would only gain momentum in the hierarchical Counter Reformation.
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Rule without End

the rival claims of territorial, historical and theological traditions, coherent and
logical, simplex et unum. The despondency, on the other hand, was the result
of the fact that hardly anyone agreed with their vision. Therefore, apart from
the clattering of arms, powers of persuasion were needed.
Rhetoric and poetry, the pope and his staff realised, could do wonders for
the transmission of a cultural idea. The political, propagandistic dimension of
humanism, practised in sundry local centres all over the Italian peninsula in
the Quattrocento, could gain new impetus at Rome, because it was its natural
home: Cicero’s universalism and Virgil’s and Horace’s vision of Empire, culture
and history had at its centre Roma aeterna. From the closing decades of the
th century onwards, classical Latin poetry, as we have seen, was coming into
its own in this process, and came to transcend its previous status of a humanist
game (which it had been for authors like Campano in the previous generation).
We will, then, investigate the importance of classical rhetoric and poetry for
the papal project in general, and the Stanza della Segnatura in particular. (ill.
.) Tommaso Inghirami and Raphael have a crucial part to play in this respect.
To judge their efforts properly, however, we must first have a look at their patron, Julius II, and his position as leader of the church.

.. Julius’ Dreams of the World-game
In Renaissance Rome, it takes three to tango. We have already met the
humanist engaged in verbal and pictorial propaganda, the sociable, receptive
Tommaso Inghirami. We have also seen how the painter employed, Raphael,
was considered by contemporaries as charming, cooperative and easy-going.
It is not surprising these two were congenial. The third person involved, the
patron, does perhaps not fit in so easily, for tradition describes him as harsh,
irascible and headstrong. If the conjunction of these three has arguably worked
a miracle in the Vatican frescoes, this may well have put a strain on the tolerance, and the agility of both humanist and painter. Still, much was at stake
for Julius. As suggested, his political position was precarious. Let us enquire a
bit deeper into this position, to be able better to separate the different levels of
significance operating in the Stanza della Segnatura, stylistic, intellectual and
political. For in the intersection lies the knot. Raphael’s frescoes have attained
unique canonicity as art, and as a statement of intellectual and cultural coherence. The politics that gave rise to them, on the other hand, have until recently
almost faded from sight. What was their relevance?


Kempers -, and  has done much to redress the balance.
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Julius has been described as an ‘exceptional man, born for pomp and war,
a protector of the arts and military commander, [with] the soul of a founder of
empires, but not cast in the mould of the leader of the church whose aim was
to be universal’. This characterization is somewhat paradoxical. The point is
not, of course, that a soldier can’t be a patron, for all great Renaissance princes
were both patrons and soldiers. But the reproach of deficiency as the leader of
a universal church is indeed more or less commonplace in the literature, where
the incompatibility of sweeping secularism with religious rule is emphasised.
As Julius was such a tremendous success as a Renaissance prince, it is then
assumed, this same success damns him as a pope.
To be sure, the contemporary scandal of Julius’ belligerence, dried out by
Erasmus and others, stimulates this line of thought.  To the professional observer, there was indeed no mystery about Julius’ ambitions, neatly summarised
in the formulation of Venetian ambassador Domenigo Trivixan: ‘il papa vol
esser il dominus et maestro del jocho del mondo’.  Are we, then, to conclude
that the world was Julius’ oyster, but that he used the wrong fork?
It is certainly true that the development of the national monarchies in combination with the religious transformation caused by the Reformation, soon
made papal policy as conceived by Julius difficult to maintain. On the other
hand, it has recently been argued that the fusion of temporal and spiritual
rule which the papacy realised in the wake of Julius’ efforts has in fact been
the model for European absolutism.  While Julius’ plans in practice came to
nought, they laid the basis for future developments of great moment.  It is
important, too, to realise that papal responsibility primarily concerned the defence of the graves of Peter and Paul. In the execution of this task a manner of
deport cognate to that of Jesus Christ himself, energetically cleansing the temple from the dregs, was wholly appropriate.  Popes were executive managers,
their task the stimulus of the right kind of worship. The theologians, on the
other hand, stood behind them, seeing to it that things proceeded legally, and
seeing to this appropriately in the back-room.
However practical papal objectives were, they had to be buttressed by legitimacy. Legitimacy of papal secular rule had always been a problem, and, thanks


R. Aubenas in Potter , .
See Kempers , -, and .

Sommario de la relation di Domenigo Trivixan, quoted by Ranke , .

For the process of integration of temporal and spiritual rule in the early modern papacy, see Prodi , suggesting that the success of this integration from the later Cinquecento
onwards became the model of European absolutism.

Gilbert , especially -.

O’Malley , .
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Rule without End

to Julius’ aggressive secular pursuits, was increasingly developing into a burning issue. The more people found courage and energy to question accepted
practices in religious management, the more the papacy needed a visible illustration of its reality. This questioning had gained impetus in the course of the
Quattrocento, as the popes, returned from Avignon, realized that they could
not do without a secular state, indeed not without arms. Early in the century,
at the Council of Basel, a papal orator had remarked that “beforehand, I was
of the opinion that it would be a good thing to separate spiritual and secular
power. Now have I learned, that virtue without power is ridiculous, that the Roman Pontiff is only a valet to kings and princes without the heritage of church
lands”.
The development of the secular states, especially the Empire and France,
forced the papacy to have recourse to worldly power. Threats to convoke a
Council were ever present as papal authority was still unstable after Avignon.
Moreover, the participation in Italian politics of the popes necessitated them
to take dynastic measures that increasingly belied their status of celibacy. The
wisest man of Italy, Lorenzo de’ Medici, gently rebuked Innocent VIII in the
eighties of the Quattrocento for playing the game of Italian politics somewhat
too half-heartedly: “Others have not waited as long as you did, nor were modest
and moderate as you in wanting to be pope. You are now excused before God
and men, nay, one could even criticise this honourable conduct and ascribe
it to other interests. I think I ought to remind you that no man is immortal,
and that a pope is as important as he wishes to be. He can not make his office
hereditary, but only can call his own the offices, honours and graces he confers
upon his family and friends.”
Answering these challenges, playing the game of politics while at the same
time performing religious duties, the papacy was extremely vulnerable to criticism, as Valla had shown with his denunciation of the Donation of Constantine, to which we will turn shortly. The fairy-tales for the illiterate which had
traditionally been employed by the papacy, and to which, Valla showed, the
Donation belonged, were insufficient arms for a papacy surrounded by intelligent and learned men.
Consequently, a new, more sophisticated legitimacy was sought in the cultural and political tradition of Rome. We have already encountered this strategy in the first chapter in the typological relation suggested by Botticelli’s and
Perugino’s facing frescoes in the Sistine Chapel, playing with the Arch of Con



Kempers -, -.
Orator at the Council of Basel, quoted by Ranke , .
Quoted by Ranke , .
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stantine. (ill. .) Continuity of rule was underlined in the original disposition
of the chapel by the opposition of the Birth of Christ to the finding of Moses
on the altar-wall, frescoes by Perugino that were later removed to make space
for Michelangelo’s ‘Last Judgement’. Topping it all was a line-up of Popes, to
connect past with present. Thus, in the Sistine Chapel, the papacy made its
case.
The problem with typological correspondences was, that they were abstract
and hard to visualise, and could thus seem inconclusive to outsiders. What was
needed was a way to make visible the past in the present more convincingly. The
emergence of a ‘rhetorical’ theology, intent on evidentia in both the literal and
figural sense, has been connected with this need.  Indeed, criticism of late  th
century sermons, which were still of scholastic bent, stated that such sermons
were either too abstract or too naïve. Both gravitas and lucidity were called for.
Classical rhetoric provided these desiderata. That the source of this new wave
was classical Antiquity, and especially the universalising Roman Cicero, was
cash on the nail.
To persuade, therefore, recourse was sought in rhetoric. To make ‘darkness’
visible, papal orators increasingly called upon their listeners to ‘see’ the things
they described, constantly referring to intueri, aspicere, ante oculos ponere. To
perform this function, words needed to be helped a little bit, by images. Hence
the major importance of the visual arts in the Julian program: the ‘seeing’ of
the connections between history and sundry traditions was to be done both by
the physical and mental eye, correctly stimulated by the words of orators and
poets, or the marvellous visions of painters and sculptors. Trying to conjure
up mental images and concrete examples, papal orators could readily use the
visualizing characteristics of ancient literary art.  What was as yet invisible
could thus gain credibility – for Rome was hardly the show-place of the earth.
Virtual papal authority, then, could be made real by words and images.
To be able to produce clarity in the representation of Rome and its mission, visual or verbal composition characterised by emphatic stylistic balance
and harmony, could become an argument in the cause: balance and harmony
proved the justness of the Roman curial case, because all things fitted so gloriously together, the whole was such an inevitable unum, like the idea of God
himself.
The magic words thus were synthesis, unity, balance. These words have
indeed been used for the Julian program for centuries, but their application


O’Malley , .
For a host of examples of the visualizing tendency in papal oratory see below, and
O’Malley , -.
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has increasingly centred on the art it produced, thus severing this art from
its source. Small wonder, since the political message, which was the original
core, could already seem outdated a few decades after the pontiff ’s death. In
the course of the Cinquecento, the political initiative moved northwards, and,
to serve its new masters, the cultural paradigm shifted towards a more literal,
more polarizing, more ‘historical’ way of thinking, outdating, as suggested, Julian holism. What remained was art. But the point is that what we now see
as the aesthetic quality of Raphael’s art in the Stanza, its beauty, harmony and
movement in stance, is on a fundamental level connected to theology, while
theology for Julius was on a fundamental level connected with politics.
The hordes of tourists that stampede Julius’ adyton nowadays in search of
the art of Raphael, in fact look at the would-be triumph of Julius. They thus
reflect the change we have considered in chapter one, from the metaphorical to the literal. Literally, the frescoes are art. But it was their metaphorical
content that mattered to contemporaries. For in a fundamental sense, the art
sponsored by Julius was philosophy and theology visible. This was the mistake
nineteenth-century critics like Burckhardt, Symonds or Ruskin made, when
they stated that the contribution of the Renaissance to every aspect of civilisation, and especially to art was as impressive as can be, save for philosophy
and theology, which got short shrift because the Renaissance men were too
practical and individual. They did not see that the art was the theology, and
they did not see this because they saw art as a reflection of reality.
But for Julius and his entourage, on the contrary, aesthetic quality was transcendent and metaphorical. Its metaphorical content, moreover, was an essential part of the message. That message was that all cultural traditions considered
important at the time, the Antique, the Jewish, the Egyptian, the Hermetic and,
naturally, the Christian, were consonant and contained revelatory power. Contradictions were only apparent. The creation of uniformity from opposites, or
concordia discors, supported the Roman claim to primacy: for all religion, philosophy, poetry and justice – that is to say all pillars of civilisation, converged
in Christian Rome, quod erat demonstrandum. 
As suggested, this claim was hardly new in Rome: in the late Republic,
Cicero had postulated Rome’s absorbing, synthetic powers, her capability to
transform theory to practical application, as the fundament of Rome’s universal power in his rhetorical an philosophical treatises. Virgil, imperial poet, had


For instance Symonds , -.
An illustration, among many, of this tendency can be found in Ficino’s interpretation of
Plato’s Symposium (de amore) treating all interlocutors of the dialogue as if they were saying the
same thing, incorporating different forms of Socratic wisdom, where in fact the oppositions in
the Platonic text are fundamental.
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done the same in the Aeneid, the epic which triumphantly synthesised an extraordinary number of literary, cultural and political traditions. Augustan art
had also borrowed freely from both the formal language of classical Athens
and Hellenistic royal art. Roman universalism had subsequently been clothed
in Christian garb and transformed in the process by the Fathers of the church,
notably Augustine. It was now to be revived by Julius. The scholastics, it was
whispered, were almost illiterate, when it came to style: Nunc vero, qui eam
scientiam [i.e. theologiam] profitentur, pudendum est quam parum persciant
litterarum!, as Leonardo Bruni had exclaimed in de litteris studendis. 

.. A Nightmare Becomes a Vision: Valla and the Triumph of Style
Julius’ aggressive policies were not the only cause for opposition to papal
secular rule. There seemed to be, since the mid  th century, something rotten
in the state of Rome. This thing was the so-called ‘Donation of Constantine’.
The exposure of this document as a forgery by Lorenzo Valla, plays a curious
but instructive part in the mentality of the Roman Curia at the beginning of
the th century. On a number of levels, it helps us to understand both form
and meaning of the Stanza della Segnatura. Let us, by way of excursus, briefly
look into the problems concerning it.
One of the most spectacular revisions of the principate of Augustus, to
which we shall shortly turn, is the coupling of the functions of head of state,
princeps, and that of pontifex maximus, which had been separate in the Republic. It is this combination which was the focus of attention when the popes
became once more active in Italian politics after their return from Avignon.
The pendulum of power had been wavering for more than a millennium. After
the introduction of Christianity as state religion at Rome in the Fourth Century
AD, the functions of princeps and pontifex which had been united in the person
of the Emperor, once more were separated. In the process, imperial authority
over the church was firmly established.  Constantinople became Urbs regiae,
Rome the would-be Urbs ecclesiae, for rivalry between the two cities was continuous. Dispute over primacy kept cropping up: as early as the late fifth century the bishop of Rome, Gelasius, wrote to the emperor Anastasius: ‘There are
two powers which for the most part control this world, the sacred authority of


Bruni .
Though not when kings ruled at Rome.

As shown graphically by the adventus ritual, with the emperor heading the procession
on his grey and the patriarch of Constaninople following on an ass, like Christ into Jerusalem,
for which see Mathews , -.
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priests and the might of kings. Of these two the office of the priests is the greater
in as much as they must give account even for kings to the Lord at the divine
judgement [. . . ] You must know therefore that you are dependent upon their
decisions and they will not submit to your will.’  When this holy wish proved
difficult to enforce, a powerful secret weapon in the battle for supremacy between secular and religious authorities was devised, most probably around :
the forged Donation of Constantine, stating that the emperor Constantine had
ceded secular power to pope Sylvester as a reward for curing him of leprosy.
The need for the forgery points to the vulnerability of the papacy operating in
secular matters in a chaotic Italy.  On the other hand, it exemplifies a new
papal profile, which has been termed papal-presidential.  This profile eventually led to the foundation of the Papal States, and led to the bitter Investiture
Struggle which divided Italy in the High Middle Ages, and of which the traces
could still be seen in Julius’ days. In this profile regnum was subordinate to
sacerdotium, but nonetheless an integral part of it. The power over both Rome
and omnes Italiae seu occidentalium regionum provincias, loca et civitates ceded
by the Donation to the pope reinstated the antique combination of priesthood
and regnum, but with a difference: instead of reinstating priesthood as a function of the emperor, it stated regnum as a privilege of the pope.  Secular power,
being secondary, could of course be delegated from Pope to secular rulers. But
who makes, can unmake: hence the ceaseless shuffle of imperial coronations
and excommunications from Charlemagne onwards.
The importance of the ‘Donation’ for both papal profile and papal policy is
made clear by the famous cycle in the Cappella di San Silvestro, illustrating the
Donation of Constantine. It was commissioned by Stefano Conti, vicarius Urbis
under Innocent IV, cardinal-priest and titularis of Santa Maria in Trastevere, in
. At that time Frederick II, stupor mundi according to admirers, Antichrist
according to the curia, had invaded the Papal States and approached the Aurelian walls in his conflict with Innocent IV. The pope had consequently fled


Quoted by Llewellyn , .
The provenance of the forgery is disputed: although Frankish origin has been suggested,
it is usually assumed that the document was forged in the later eighth century in Rome. See
LdM, s.v. ‘Konstantinische Schenkung’.

Llewellyn , .

Constitutum Constantini,  (Coleman ): ‘Unde ut non pontificalis apex vilescat, sed
magis amplius quam terreni imperii dignitas et gloriae potentia decoretur, ecce tam palatium
nostrum, ut praelatum est, quamque Romae urbis et omnes Italias seu occidentalium regionum
provincias, loca et civitates saepefato beatissimo pontifici, patri nostro Silvestrio, universali papae, contradentes atque relinquentes eius vel successorum ipsius pontificum potestati et ditioni
firma imperiali censura per hanc nostram divalem sacram et pragmaticum constitutum decernimus disponenda atque iuri sanctae Romanae ecclesiae concedimus permanenda’.
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to the protection of the French king, Saint Louis, where, safe and subsidised
in Lyon, he convoked a general council to depose Frederick. His deputy in
Rome, Conti, took up residence in the fortified Quattro Coronati, which was
safer than the vulnerable Lateran. 
The frescoes in the chapel date from the period of negotiations between
agents of Frederick and the curia, and clearly refer to the positions of the opponents as envisaged by the papal party. It is probable that the chapel was used
as an audience-chamber, for restoration in  brought to light tubes of lead
in the southern wall of the chapel, apparently used for eaves-dropping on the
waiting imperial legates when they discussed tactics beforehand. 
Meanwhile, the legates were confronted by a forceful illustration of the status of the absent pope on the walls of the chapel, where images imprint on
the viewer the ‘aetion’ of papal supremacy. (ill. ., .) The first two frescoes
sketch the emperor’s illness and the epiphany of Peter and Paul, to be identified by their iconography canonised at Rome.  Imperial splendour, it appears,
is useless without health and happiness. Parallel to this, the helplessness of a
pope without a Donation is illustrated by the next two episodes, an embassy to
a hermit-cave at Monte Soratte, where Sylvester has been forced to take shelter
against persecutions. Audition granted, Constantine recognises Rome’s patron saints as the ones he had seen in his dream (they are, of course, in custody
of, and thus presented by Sylvester). With his dignitaries in attendance in Phrygian attire, the emperor submits to the cure of shaman Sylvester by baptism in
the fount allegedly donated by Constantine to the Lateran baptistery.  Finally
Constantine donates to the pope the tiara, symbol of worldly power and only
to be worn outside the church, the papal parasol, and the grey, while the holy
father is seated literally pontifically on the same throne which was so unhappily
occupied by Constantine in the first episode. The emperor graciously holds the
reins of the grey, following a habit that was most famous for its brutal breach



The fortifications date from , when Gregory VII defended himself against Henry IV
with the aid of plundering Normans.

Sources on the function are not extant. For the hypothesis of the audience-chamber, see
Leupen , . The restoration was performed and published by Muñoz .

The first stresses the typological parallel with Herod who ordered the massacre of the
innocents, while Constantine, similarly advised to cure himself by drinking the blood of children, refrains from this course by the intercession of Peter and Paul in his dream. The wailing
mothers (accompanied by one father) and their children, by the way, illustrate how difficult it is
to depict as a unity an organic group in one balanced composition.

Once more biblical typology is invoked by the reference, through the star-like tree on
Soratte, to Epiphany, with the Magi coming from the east to pay homage.

In fact a later addition.
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Rule without End

by Frederick Barbarossa, grandfather of Frederick II, to whom the cycle was
directed.
The cycle of Constantine and Sylvester thus ‘proves’ to its public that what
contemporaries actually could see in the papal present in the form of ritual
and processions, had in fact a historical source, and moreover signified the
pope’s secular power: his peculiar headdress, the grey, the authenticity and
value of the actually unauthentic baptismal font in the Baptistery at the Lateran. It stresses the pope’s unique link to the Roman pillars of Christianity,
Peter and Paul, in his capacity to identify them and his ‘ownership’ of their
images. Finally, it celebrates the predominance of pope over emperor by his
capacity to heal the latter, and suggests a model of behaviour according to this
hierarchy for both parties. The method adopted to create these meanings and
link past and present is that of typology. This is important to keep in mind until
we come to consider the Stanza della Segnatura.
In the mid  th century, the style of the frescoes in the Cappella San Silvestro
would have seemed hopelessly outdated. That the contents were so as well, was
perhaps less clear. Not so to Lorenzo Valla, who undertook the scrupulous
demonstration of the un-authenticity of the Donation as a document.  The
circumstances which gave rise to his famous denunciation are interesting. 
Valla came from an established curial family, but failed to succeed his uncle in
the latter’s prestigious job as papal secretary, notwithstanding, or perhaps because of, his portentous humanistic talents. There followed an Odyssey around
Italy, teaching, writing and researching, which culminated in the service at Alfonso’s court in Naples. As Alfonso was engaged in a territorial dispute with
the pope, inspiration was drawn from this by Valla for an outright attack on
the secular pretensions of the papacy. The motivation of this attack was perhaps spretae iniuria formae as much as loyalty to his Neapolitan master: Valla’s
superior intellect had been slighted by the Curia, and he desired revenge. In
fact, with the election of a new pope, sympathetic to humanists, Valla at last
was admitted to the curial adyton, first as scriptor and eventually as secretarius.
He had thus fulfilled his stoutest ambitions. It is tempting to think that his
denunciation of the Donation had considerably helped him achieving this.
As interesting as the circumstances which gave rise to the De falso credita
et ementita Constantini donatione declamatio, as it was called, are the means
by which the humanist demolished papal legitimacy. Instead of Aristotelian
and scholastic logic, Valla uses rhetoric, philology and command of historical


The first to denounce the Donation was Cusanus in . In the same period and independent from Valla the English clerical Pecock attacked the Donation as well, using a completely
different method, for which see Levine .

See Levine  and Poel .
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detail – in short, the arrows on the bows of the aspiring humanist. Arguing
first the inherent implausibility of the Donation, then reviewing the historical
evidence, his major flourish consists of linguistic arguments in a philological
reading of the text, which appears to be of doubtful Latinity. A conclusion of
legal and moral arguments rounds off the discussion.
Valla’s extraordinary knowledge of Latin thus enabled him to expose linguistic anachronism in a way highly embarrassing for the papacy. The tools
of the humanist, grammar, eloquence, historical knowledge and style, proved
to be dangerous weapons. It was, we submit, the insight of Julius more than
anyone else, to realise that the papacy could literally be outlawed without help
of people like Valla, and decide to call them under their banners. The cultural
heritage of Antiquity, so dear to the humanists, was to be appropriated by the
papacy lest it would eventually destroy it. This partly explains the origins of the
syncretic and synthetic program we have discussed above. Only a few decades
later, the historical intellectuals who were any humanist’s idols, peers and rivals,
were to surface triumphantly on the walls of the Stanza della Segnatura as the
pillars of the papacy, as intimate with, as they were essential to the leader of the
Church.
Neque aliquem sua dignitas ab increpationibus tutum reddit quae Petrum
non reddidit, Valla had remarked. The point was well taken: not the office
itself and its dignity, but the concordance of all thought and knowledge were
henceforth to proclaim the inevitability of the Roman Church and its head.
Command of historical evidence – and the capability of distorting it – was indispensable for the papal project.
Historical evidence was brought to bear by Valla on what was fundamentally a linguistic argument. Valla used his command of the precise original
meaning of words to determine their connotations and denotations.  Thus the
traditional terrain of the humanist, the ancillary ars grammatica developed into
a historical discipline. Curials could but applaud this development. It afforded
them access to the innermost trappings of power.
To bring home the point, there was Valla’s brilliant rhetoric. The Declamatio is a set-piece of rhetorical flourish, using all its devices and tricks with
relish. If, as has been suggested, the direct impact of Valla’s attack was scant,
the indirect consequences are immense.  For, as we have seen, eloquence and
style rapidly developed in the later Quattrocento into essential preoccupations
at Rome. Models for both were readily at hand in antique literature and po

‘No secular position can grant anyone immunity from criticism, if such a position did
not grant Peter himself immunity’, Valla, in Coleman , .

Garin , , on Valla’s activity in general (especially the Grammatica and Elegantiae).

Levine .
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Rule without End

etry. Of crucial importance was Cicero’s speech in defence of the Greek poet
Archias, discovered by Petrarch in Liège in  and immediately hand-copied
in what he discovered to his dismay to be the only ink available in this civitas
barbarica, yellow. Apart from top-heavy eloquence, the speech contained invaluable arguments in defence of literature and culture in general, and poetry
in particular. One of these runs as follows:
Nam nisi multorum praeceptis multisque litteris mihi ab adulescentia suasissem, nihil esse in vita magno opere expetendum nisi laudem
atque honestatem, in ea autem persequenda omnis cruciatus corporis,
omnia pericula mortis atque exsili parvi esse ducenda, numquam me
pro salute vestra in tot ac tantas dimicationes atque in hos profligatorum hominum cotidianos impetus obiecissem. Sed pleni omnes sunt
libri, plenae sapientium voces, plena exemplorum vetustas: quae iacerent in tenebris omnia, nisi litterarum lumen accederet. Quam multas nobis imagines–non solum ad intuendum, verum etiam ad imitandum–fortissimorum virorum expressas scriptores et Graeci et Latini
reliquerunt? Quas ego mihi semper in administranda re publica proponens animum et mentem meam ipsa cogitatione hominum excellentium conformabam.
For if I had not convinced myself from boyhood on the authority of the
precepts and books of many that nothing in life is as worthy to pursue as
fame and integrity, and that in this pursuit all physical torture, all mortal danger and even banishment are to be judged of minor importance,
I would never have exposed myself for your welfare to as many and as
great struggles and daily attacks of execrate criminals. But all books, all
pronouncements of the wise, all of antiquity is full of examples,  which
would but hide in darkness, if not the light of literature would touch them.
How many fine, concrete images – not only to look at, but also to imitate
– of supremely virtuous men have not the Greek and Latin writers left
us? Setting those before my eyes in the administration of the state, I have
formed my determination and mentality even through thinking of these
excellent men.

Petr. Ep. Sen. XV  (quoted by Vretska, ). It is uncertain but very probable that
Petrarch himself copied the speech.

Pace the Vretska’s (who supply [pleni] eorum quae summa sunt) I take exemplorum to go
with all three forms of plenus. On the other hand, in Cic. Dom. , vetustas exemplorum is used
in the sense exempla antiqua, which would corroborate their interpretation. See also Menge I,
, Sz. b.

Pro Arch. Poet. .
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This vindication of literature became central to humanism, a term which derives a considerable number of overtones from especially this speech.  The
finder of the pro Archia, Petrarch, already put it to good use: it enabled him
to devise a pictorial program for Francesco da Carrara in Padova, who was of
humble birth. This program consisted of the depiction of viri illustres, to which
Petrarch himself supplied the textbook, that is, his de viris illustribus, thereby
updating a genre which was to become popular in the secular decoration of
the Quattrocento, that of the Uomini Famosi.  Francesco was one of the many
early Renaissance upstart rulers extolled by Burckhardt for their daring individuality (and half-heartedly reprehended for their immorality). The poet laureate maintained in the preface to the de viris illustribus dedicated to Francesco
that not the noble lineage by which the patron was connected to heroic past,
but the examples to be imitated counted.  Literature, then, and the ability
to interpret and thus to imitate its examples, would from then on become an
emerging force. Cicero’s intuendum as a phase prior to imitation, may well have
played a role in the decision not just to write about famous men, but to have
them depicted as well. To the virtuous use of imagines maiorum that had been
so prominent a feature of the Roman house, Sallust also had adduced weighty
testimony.
These developments concerned secular patronage. But it was only a matter
of time that they were to be connected with the idea of Rome, and hence with
the Church. In this process, Lorenzo Valla once more plays a significant role. In
the prefaces to the Elegantiae, Valla repeatedly considers the importance of the
Latin language for culture in general. Latin is, he states, the collateral for the
glorious and beneficial influence of Rome, the empire of which has vanished,
but language has remained:
[sermonem Latinum] omni nectare suaviorem, omni serico splendidiorem, omni auro gemmaque pretiosiorem putaverunt, et quasi deum
quendam e caelo demissum apud se retinuerunt. Magnum ergo Latini
sermonis sacramentum est, magnum profecto numen quod apud pere

See especially par. -, with their assimilation of intellectual culture to pietas.
The update consisted in the stress on Antiquity, by-passing intermediate historical figures. The genre is characterised by the use of tituli, classification into  times  heroes (from Antiquity, Old Testament, Christianity), and exemplifying  historical stages (the Flood, Abraham,
David, Babylonian Captivity, Christ and Last Judgement). See the article of Luisa Scalabroni,
‘Masolino a Montegiordano: un ciclo perduto di “Uomini Illustri”’, in: Cavallaro , -.

Grammacini , -.

Sall. Iug. .: ‘Nam saepe ego audivi Q. Maximum, P. Scipionem, praeterea civitatis
nostrae praeclaros viros solitos ita dicere, cum maiorum imagines intuerentur, vehementissime
sibi animum ad virtutem accendi.’
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Rule without End
grinos, apud barbaros, apud hostes, sancta et religiose per tot saecula
custoditur.
Sweeter than any nectar, more splendid than any silk, more precious than
any gold or gem, the Latin language was zealously kept by them [i.e. the
inhabitants of the Roman Empire subsequently emancipated] like some
god descended from heaven. Great therefore is the sanctity of the Latin
language, great without doubt its divine power, which is guarded by foreigners, by barbarians, by enemies piously and religiously through all
these centuries.

Rome, in other words, is only present in language, but if considered this way,
it still rules the world:
amisimus Romam, amisimus regnum [. . . ] verum tamen per hunc splendidiorem dominatum in magna adhuc orbis parte regnamus: nostra
Gallia, nostra Hispania, Germania, Pannonia, Dalmatia, Illyricum, multaeque aliae nationes.
We have lost Rome and empire [. . . ] but yet we rule in quite a considerable
part of the world through this more noble domination: ours is Gaul, ours
Spain, Germany, Pannonia, Dalmatia, Illyria and many other nations. 
Where Latin writers thus are of crucial importance, it is an act of impiety to
leave them unattended. Hence the hunt for manuscripts, and the zeal for correct Latin usage and accurate texts, practiced by Valla and defended by him
throughout the prefaces to the Elegantiae.  Hence, it all came down to style, a
style to be guarded and honoured, but above all to be practiced and revived, as
Valla did with verve. As we shall see, this element of the classical style, is of an
importance that transcends the borders of art-history, and drives well into the
heart of politics, religion and culture. For both the living presence of classical
authors, and their harmonious classical style are represented by the frescoes of
Raphael in the Stanza della Segnatura.
Side by side with Latin authors, ancient and modern, on these walls also
Greeks are represented. Yet the common denomination ‘School of Athens’,


Garin , . For the apud of the last sentence, cf. OLD ‘apud’, .
Garin , . Note the use of nostra, ‘Roman’, cp. nostri homines, ‘the Romans’, frequent in Cicero and Caesar.

This tournure may very well be dependent on the pro Archia as well, stressing as the latter
does the piety of the speaker towards the poet in danger, and vulnerable culture. For this piety
applied to the philological cares of early humanists cp. also Poggio’s letter to Guarino from Constans: ‘[Quintilianus] videbatur manus tendere, implorare Quiritum fidem, ut se ab iniquo iudicio tuerentur, postulare et indigne ferre quod, qui quondam sua ope, sua eloquentia, multorum
salutem conservasset, nunc neque patronum quempiam inveniret, quem misereret fortunarum
suarum, neque qui suae consuleret saluti aut ad iniustum rapi supplicium prohiberet’.
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which was coined by Bellori in the  th century, should not mislead us. (ill.
.) The fresco underneath the cognitio causarum tondo does not represent
Athens, or even any one specific place:  it shows us men of all ages and localities, orientated towards the altar and virtual apse of the Disputa on the wall
in front of them, on the other side of the room, and mustered and gathered
around the central mystery of Christianity, the secular offices of which were
performed in the room. Neither does the Parnassus indicate the specific location of the poetic mountain in Greece, as we shall see.
The representation of famous men in audience-chambers was common in
the Renaissance. Raphael himself will have been familiar with a famous example, the Collegio del Cambio in Perugia, decorated by Perugino around the
turn of the century - even if he is no longer commonly assumed to have collaborated in the execution. (ill. .) This hall has a number of features in common
with the Stanza, in particular the superimposition of personifications with tituli above uomini famosi, the inclusion of Perugino’s proud self-portrait, and the
grotesques on the ceiling. It was used, like other halls featuring famous men
and women, for representative purposes, the images legitimising procedures
that went on inside. When comparing the Cambio, or the related Borgia apartments in the Vatican, decorated for Alexander VI by Pinturicchio, with the
Stanza, similarities between the three projects are evident.  (ill. .) Yet the innovations of Raphael are striking. Firstly, the placement of the personifications
with their legenda to the abstract ceiling, enhancing the illusion of the main
frescoes, which are no longer deformed by large tabulae with text, and may
speak, rather eloquently, for themselves. Secondly, the uniform landscape setting of Perugino’s frescoes, which rather seems to depersonalise the figures set
in front of them, is replaced by highly individual settings by Raphael. Thirdly,


Thus Kempers . The misconception is widespread, and lies at the heart of the interpretations of Gaugier  and many others.

The famous oration by Casali, wherein he apostrophises Athenian wisdom and culture
(edited by O’Malley ), and which has often been connected to the fresco of the ‘School of
Athens’, is to my mind not to be taken too literally: it refers to the general idea that the culture of
Antiquity has been transported to Rome, and specifically couples the feast of the Circumcision
with the ancient philosophical tradition, which had its natural home in Athens, whence the
emphasis on this city in the speech.

See note  above and  below. The importance of the uomini famosi tradition for the
Stanza has been well pointed out by Gombrich .

Also, Pinturicchio’s decorations of the Borgia apartments on the floor below the Stanza
shares some features with the Collegio del Cambio. The Pinturicchio connection with the Cambio
is discussed by Roettgen , II, , strangely without mentioning the Stanza in this connection.

The use of personifications, ‘glossed’ by single historical characters (Perugino), or groups
of ‘devotees’ (Pinturicchio).
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and most famously, Raphael has made his groups interact with both each other
and the viewer in spectacular ways. He makes them come alive, articulates and
joins separate groups gently and unobtrusively towards a single whole which
is yet made out of diverse, individual parts. This formal virtuosity contrasts
sharply and triumphantly with the stiff line-ups of Perugino or Pinturicchio. 
Concluding these all too summary remarks, we may recognise in Raphael’s
frescoes the living presence of authorities who were thought to be in some
way connected with Christian revelation and the office and function of the
papacy. Among them figure prominently the authors, thinkers and scientists
from Greece and Rome, who are sometimes represented as being incarnated in
modern counterparts. The ancient authors are thus redeemed from darkness
by the piety of patron and painter to attest to the legitimacy and glory of the
new age.
By the efforts of humanists like Valla the Latin language had been shown to
be the vehicle for the continuity of Roman culture, and the exempla encoded
in this language could once more be recognised to contain the kernel of virtue
to be imitated. The above quoted passage from the pro Archia, which also helps
to explain Machiavelli’s ‘conversations’ with ancient authors he so famously described in his letter to Francesco Vettori,  stimulated the summoning up of the
living presence of ancient authors. This, so it could be construed, was an act of
piety towards the penates of Rome, because it heralded the fame of the language
and culture of the eternal city, and trumpeted the fame of its most renowned
sons. But, especially in theological context, it also suggested the prophetic
nature of the many antique assertions of Roman universal power. Like the
prophets and sibyls, canonical authors of Antiquity could become prophets of
Christian Rome. Lastly, through the typological model traditionally employed
by the Curia, the ancient precursors could become types of modern pendants.
That modern artists were indeed considered ‘types’ of ancient famous men,
or rather vice versa, is attested eloquently by the Coryciana, to be studied in
our next chapter. But it can also plainly be seen on the walls of the Stanza della
Segnatura. Vasari already suggested that the figure of Euclides on the School of
Athens was graced by the features of Bramante. Many other figures on Raphael’s
frescoes have been identified as portraits of contemporaries, most famously the
‘Heraclitus’ as Michelangelo. (ill. .) We will consider a few other examples


Thus already Gombrich . See also Kempers  and Chapman . Part of this
process of integration is the inclusion of two self-portraits within the pictured space, for which
see below .

I have connected these conversations also with the anaphora of forms of tu in the preface
of Livy, explicitly calling upon the interaction of the reader, in Rijser .

For the aspect of piety, see note  above.
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below. The point here is the logic of this procedure. The method of confronting
historical figures had weighty classical precedent. The main source for ancient
biography was Plutarch’s Lives. These had been structured as comparisons between famous Greeks and Romans, who were represented as mirroring or reflecting another. The full title of the work was BIOI ΠAPAΛΛHΛOI, ‘parallel
lives’.
The figures represented in the Stanza, considered as the living presences of
the intellectual tradition, recovered, after emaciation through a prolonged stay
in the prison of oblivion, the health and well-being that had been eloquently
demanded by Poggio and Valla in the preceding generation. Not only that:
they were also represented as ‘present’ on another level, namely in their living ‘types’ at Julius’ court. Thus the practice of representing members of the
patron’s household, including the artists themselves in assistenza, to be found
in the Florentine tradition, and applied in the Sistine Chapel, gains an extra
dimension, and the game of ‘virtual reality’ which is played by figural art is
extended subtly and intricately.
In this light also should be seen the splendid tricks of illusionism played by
Raphael in the Stanza. The many figures pointing out or reaching out, leaning over parapets etc. are intended to connect the pictorial space with the
real space, not just for fun, but with an essential message: the virtual figures
are ‘here’, ‘now’, to be conversed with, to challenge and question. They moreover belong to the papacy, and are in harmony with its interests, and they are
brought back to the most literal life by an act of piety by Roman Julius, descendant of pius Aeneas. To this theme we will return below, for it is perhaps the
most crucial of this famous room. But our discussion of this section already
shows that while Lorenzo Valla had demolished the main traditional legitimisation of the papacy with the declamation on the Donation, it is the visionary
insight of Julius into contemporary culture which enabled him to use these
same strategies of Valla in defence of the papacy, and in a sense throw them
back in the humanist’s face, but, with a vengeance. Valla, as the philologist he
was, had extolled the virtues of history.  Notably, history is missing in the
Stanza, a discipline less than apt for the conjuring tricks with time and space
that were performed in this room.

The famous examples of the Ghirlandaio cycle in Santa Maria Novella or the portraits in
Gozzoli’s Medici-chapel are two among many.

These observations are not intended as a challenge to compute charts with correspondences, as has often been vainly attempted. Metaphor and allusion are of the essence here. No
correspondence is exact, and neither are all figures intended in a typological way consistently.

In the preface to the Gesta Ferdinandi Regis, cp. Poel , -. See also Grafton ,
-.
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.. Ancient Precedents
The typological model, developed for the use of the analysis of Scripture,
has been profitably and reasonably applied to Virgil’s Aeneid, which was, after
all, roughly contemporary to the New Testament. Aeneas was indeed represented by Virgil as the type of Augustus, first princeps of universal Rome, in
the eyes of his contemporaries. They, so it seemed to Renaissance interpreters,
had but seen through a glass, darkly. The ultimate Christian Truth had not then
be revealed to them. And yet Virgil had foreseen the future, as was evident from
more than the Fourth Eclogue alone. He had moreover done this in a style of
supreme quality. Virgil was one of Valla’s heroes, and is the key Latin author of
our period. He had, it is true, been important before. But in the Vatican, as we
shall see, he could be used more appropriately than, for instance, by Dante.
Of all classical precedents, especially the Augustan project was politically
extremely opportune for Julius. Augustus had used culture to legitimise power.
The rule of the princeps Augustus had come after a prolonged struggle for power
in the Roman aristocracy. Controversy now was to be settled. Augustus used
both monumental projects and the poetry of Virgil and Horace and the prose
of Livy to show that his power had been written in the stars, indeed formed the
inevitable culmination of Rome’s history from the outset, instead of being the
outcome of a dirty war.
The Aeneid, written in the third decade before Christ, has its dramatic date
in the mythical period following the Trojan War, traditionally dated in  BC.
The epic’s patron, Augustus, like many Hellenistic princes whom he emulated,
wanted to be glorified in verse, after he had emerged victorious from the civil
wars of the first century. Many poets declined the dubious honour ‘to tread on
smouldering ashes’, as the wounds inflicted on the vanquished were still fresh. 
Who accepted the challenge would have to resolve the dilemma that a Roman
epic in this stage would have to perform two functions at the same time: the
representation and effectuation of consensus after the disasters of civil war on
the one hand, and the traditional panegyric of a ruler who had victimised those
whose heirs were living and vengeful, on the other.
Virgil, as supreme poet and wily intertextualist already acknowledged by
all, and eventually unable to work out a satisfactory recusatio, set to work almost force majeure, but with characteristic elegance and ambiguity. Both traits
are apparent in the substitution of Augustus as the epic’s hero by Aeneas,Rome’s


The profound understanding of Virgil in the Renaissance is due to the fact that Christian
humanists shared the typological model with the Roman poet.

So Horace, Periculosae plenum opus aleae / tractas et incedis per ignes / suppositos cineri
doloso, to Asinius Pollio, Od. .. ff.
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and Augustus’ founding father. By this stratagem, the poet could refer to his
patron without directly stating when, and to which aspects of his rule, while the
reader, too, could recognise the princeps if he wanted to, selecting aspects ad
libitum. The Aeneid thus relates to Augustus’ political present as a metaphor or
comparison. This strategy of indirect approach caused a fundamental ambiguity in the poem, which may very well be one of the main reasons for its canonical status: every generation of readers could emphasise and recognise aspects
apt for their purposes, which seemed new and alive and made the poem look
written just for them. This same phenomenon, by the way, is to be observed
in the Stanza, which for comparable reasons remains deliberately vague, and
has consequently be appropriated by as strange bed-fellows as Classicism and
Romanticism.
From the first words of the Aeneid onwards, the poem stresses its fusion
of precedents by poetry (cano), not only of Iliad (arma) and Odyssey (virum),
thus aspiring to the Homeric status of ‘Bible’ to the Romans as Homer had been
to the Greeks. It suggested, by the application of mythological and dynastic
connections between the mythical past and the Augustan present, that history
had purpose and inner logic. Mythological Apollo stoutly supports the Trojans
in the poem. A real temple arose, embedded in Augustus’ abode and towering
above it, on the Palatine in Virgil’s present.  Venus is Aeneas’ mother in the
poem. Augustus’ gens Julia proudly boasted the same pedigree, parading the
dynastic connection with the superb statue of the Venus genetrix. We may safely
assume that among the reasons for pope Julius’ nomenclature the Virgilian tribute to the gens Julia is prominent, considering the way the embeddedness of his
reign in history is paraded in exactly the same way in the Stanza as Virgil had
done in his poem.
By such means the epic insinuates that the pax Augusta was divinely ordained. Long and tortuous paths had led the Romans to rulership of the world.
Before Virgil had given them decent pedigree, they had at times been laughed at
as cavemen descending from a lupa, which meant more than a she-wolf alone. 
Virgil now presented their history as having been measured out by the gods,
under whose auspices they culminated in a new Golden Age, inaugurated by
The Exalted One, Son of both Venus (through Aeneas the Trojan) and Mars

In a more general sense, Julian ‘divine rule’ is thus via the path of Rome indirectly derived from Hellenistic precedents. Significant parallels can be seen in Ptolemaic Alexandria and
Attalid Pergamon, for instance, where priestly, kingly, cultural and political functions were architectonically entwined: royal palace, temples, altars, library and Mouseion, monuments. See
e.g. Green , -.

Kempers  has argued that also pope Julius I is relevant in this respect.

Balsdon , .
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(through Romulus). These stars again play an important role in the Roman
High Renaissance. In ‘Julian history’ as conceived by the Stanza, their importance is illustrated by the horoscope of Julius’ accession on the ‘Urania’. (ill. .)
The impending Golden Age could dawn any moment. 
The typological connection between Aeneas and Augustus made the pretensions of the upstart princeps both credible and respectable by locating their
origin in history most ancient. At the same time he realised an integration of
Rome in Greek religion and mythology which she so ardently desired. Lastly,
with the prophetic Virgil Rome acquired a poet that could compete with Homer,
supreme poet of the Greeks.
It was by way of Fulgentius’ Vergiliana continentia (apart from the enormously influential comments and interpretations in Macrobius and Servius)
that the teleological and allegorical interpretation entered on its Medieval career. Already Boccaccio in his Genealogiae deorum, with characteristic practicality, had, from four strands of meaning of the Aeneid, selected as the most
important the exaltation of Augustus and Rome. 
Clear references to Augustus in the Stanza are contained in the grisaille
underneath the Parnasso with its intervention of Augustus rescuing the Sacred
Text from the flames prepared by Varius and Tucca, and, of course, the inclusion of the Mantovano on the poetic mountain itself, closest of all ancient authors to the god and his train. An even more prominent inclusion of Augustus
in the Stanza has been suggested for the episode on the left panel of the Justitia
wall, if indeed it may be believed that the bearded emperor could be identified
as Augustus by Julius’ contemporaries.  There is, too, the little panel on the


For the Julian Golden Age, Ch., with literature.
Gen.deor. XIV, ,  – .

The grisailles are usually considered as executed somewhat later but original, see Jones
, and Hoogewerff . If the Stanza contained books, as many believe, they must have been
added after their removal.

The fresco was apparently painted by Lorenzo Lotto (Nesselrath ). The idea that
not Justinian but Augustus is depicted is brought forward by Kempers . Augustus let grow
his beard after the disaster of Varus (Suet. Aug. .), and Julius did the same in dire straits (see
ill. . and his portrait in the guise of Gregory IX on the same wall, right-hand side, ill. .). Yet
a bearded iconography is unusual, although Kempers has unearthed evidence, which, however,
would perhaps have been hard to identify by viewers (since Augustus is twice represented beardless in the Stanze itself, on the ceiling, for which see Wind -, and the grisaille underneath
the Parnassus). There is another Roman hero who was both in image and in text represented as
bearded, and who was both important on his own account and in the Augustan reception of his
rule: King Numa, the lawgiver ( I owe this suggestion to Paul Meyboom; see also EAA V, ff s.v.
‘Numa’). The diadem (in the fresco in the Stanza replaced by a wreath) is also standard outillage
of Numa. Numa was important in curial circles (see below, Ch., where Goritz is repeatedly
identified with him), on account of his legislation and his mystical communications with the
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ceiling, with Victoria crowning Augustus.  Yet it is not so much the Aeneid
that is evocated in the Stanza itself. The most important link to Augustus, and
Virgil, lies in the connection of the Stanza with the Belvedere visible through its
west window, the discussion of which will form the conclusion of this chapter.
For the moment, apart from these references, we must focus on the undeniable Augustan spirit in the conception of Julius’ papacy and patronage. Similarities abound: like Augustus, Julius aimed at emerging triumphantly from a
long period of political and military uncertainty. Like Augustus he wished to
see himself celebrated in art. The artist who took up the challenge needed to
combine the creation of consensus and harmony with unobtrusive and unoffending panegyric of a prince who had many enemies: in Augustus’ case after
civil war, in Julius’ case in a divided Italy threatened by foreign intervention.
This role was performed by harmonious, angelic artists, soft and shy Virgil on
the one, and graceful and amorous Raphael on the other hand.  Their methods may be described as harmonising, polyphonic, fundamentally ambiguous
in content, but clear and supreme in style and disposition. 
Parallels between the Augustan cultural réveil and Julius’ cultural propaganda thus abound, and, considering the active reception of Augustan culture,
must have been perceived as such. Both Julius’ profile of the armed leader
of the church and the explicit reference to imperial legislative functions in the
Stanza itself, show that the pontiff considered himself the true heir to the glory
and grandeur of Rome. The creation of imperial Rome, as was evident from
the sources, had been the work of Augustus.
This demarcates a shift of emphasis in Renaissance reception of Antiquity.
Parallels with Roman power had, in the Trecento and Quattrocento, been sought
and found by various Italian authorities, who had set themselves up as heirs
to Roman greatness. Julius saw the unique opportunity in the realisation
that only Rome could be the true heir to Rome. That the work of Valla on
nymph Egeria. As the proverbial lawgiver and image of Justice, Numa is, I think, an attractive
identification of this figure, and in the context of the Augustan atmosphere of the room (Numa
was important to Augustus and Virgil as well), at any rate more attractive than Justinian, the
identification of whom rests solely on the allusion in the tondo on the ceiling to iustitia in suo
cuique tribuendo cernitur, the tag from Justinian’s corpus iuris civilis, quoted there, it is to be
noted, from Cicero (de fin. . ).

See Wind -.

For the characteristics of Virgil, see the Vita Donati, for Raphael above, ch..

The metaphor of polyphony for Virgil’s narrative technique has become commonplace
(cp. for instance the title of Hardie’s Further Voices in the Aeneid).

To name but one example: Bembo’s proposition of Virgil as the only model for ‘correct’
Latin poetry. See also Kempers .

Notably the communi of Northern Italy, Venice and the Florentine Republic.
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the Donation helped him to reach this conclusion, is a profound irony. But it
remains one of Julius’ greatest feats to see that painted illusionism was a powerful medium to smooth out the paradoxes of his reign, more powerful, perhaps,
than Neo-Latin epic, patronage of which by Julius seems not as insistent as that
of Raphael.
To conclude this section, let us for a moment return to the Cappella di San
Silvestro discussed above, to take stock of some important points we have tried
to bring to the fore. The comparison of iconography and style of this chapel to
the Stanza della Segnatura may at first have seemed arbitrary to the reader. But
the enormous differences between the two cycles, and their underlying similarity, sharply put into perspective what Julius, Inghirami and Raphael sought to
achieve. In the first place the relative absence of the Donation of Constantine
from Julian propaganda – for as such we must, of course, interpret the decorations of the papal apartments. The Donation had been outlawed by Valla,
and was supplanted by a roll-call of figures who could indeed, in humanist eyes,
represent the legitimacy of Roman universal rule. For in the Stanza, too, historical precedent is bolstered to ‘prove’ the legitimacy of papal aspirations. The
crucial difference is that this legitimacy has now become at the same time more
abstract, independent of tangible incidents, and more concrete, in realism – a
realism which we are sternly warned to interpret not literally, but as a figural
and rhetorical realism. The intellectual heroes assembled on the walls of the
Stanza are the up-dated versions of the uomini famosi who graced the walls
of so many representative halls in the Quattrocento.  (ill. .) But, in contrast
with other known examples, these men now are represented as actually present,
and working harmoniously together in papal service.
It is inevitable at this point to briefly turn to the vexed question of the function of the Stanza, the central room in the papal apartments and the first to be
decorated by Julius. Most scholars consider it Julius’ library, although the evidence for this is inconclusive. The presence of uomini famosi of the realm
of the spirit, as the various authors depicted in the room may be described,
per se does not warrant identification as a library: uomini famosi indeed were
usually depicted in representative spaces, although famous authors did figure
in libraries. On the other hand, important figures on Raphael’s frescoes never
wrote books at all (Socrates), or wrote books which were no longer extant (Sap

Its inclusion in the Sala di Constantino postdates the reign of Leo (see for discussion
below), and it is (if indeed present) only hinted at in the Stanza d’Eliodoro.

For Renaissance examples see Roetggen, s.v. Saluzzo, Sala del Giglio and, of course, the
Collegio del Cambio.

For a brief discussion, see below f.

Representative spaces: the Great Hall in Saluzzo, the Sala dei Gigli in the Florentine
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pho). And yet, so it has become evident, literature had become of the greatest
importance to Julian legitimacy. As a provisional position, therefore, we may
posit on the ground of our argument so far that as props for Julian propaganda,
books may well have been present in the room. They, as we have seen, formed
the new legitimacy, the reign of culture and Latin that was reinvigorated and
coupled to secular power by Julius. The real question is, whether these books
were present literally or virtually, that is, by the depiction of their authors, or in
actual copies as well. This last may have been the case, but should not mislead us
in categorising the room as a library, a term which is misleading in the context
of the papal apartments in the Vatican. The room functioned in all probability
as an ‘oval office’, and the books it contained illustrated and explained the papal
office performed in the room rather than formed its primary asset. 
But to return to the Cappella di San Silvestro: we have seen how its content
might seem to be hopelessly outdated at the time the Stanza was decorated.
Their method of persuasion, however, pointing to typological correspondence
and argumentatio a fortiori on the ground of precedent, is quite similar. The
point of paramount importance to be gained from the comparison, then, is the
importance of style for the Stanza. For while, in the relation between the two
cycles, the method of generating significance is similar, nothing could be more
discontinuous than their style. This style has been seen as the consummate
achievement of Raphael. It is our contention that it is a conscious visual evocation of classical literature, in particular Ciceronian rhetoric and Vergilian epic.
The link that is created between classical literature and visual art in the Stanza
is most probably the specific contribution of the humanist concerned with its
program. To explore it further, we must return to Fedra Inghirami.

.. The Relevance of Poetry
Inghirami was considered by his contemporaries not only as an energetic,
but also particularly as a practical man – as an orator ought to be.  Since his
fame rests on oratory, let us consider his literary efforts and preoccupations in
this genre first.
Palazzo Vecchio, and the Collegio del Cambio in Perugia. Famous authors in libraries: the
library of Federigo da Montefeltro in the Palazzo Ducale in Urbino.

The term is Kempers’, see Kempers ,  and . Other famous libraries, like
Federigo’s in Urbino, were also rather offices than actual reading rooms, for which see Thornton
, -, -.

Cp. his characterisation in the beginning of Sadoleto’s dialogue Phaedrus, Sadoleto .
See also Douglas , .
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Inghirami’s speeches, consonant with the status of their author as a Ciceronian, were of well-tempered length,  carefully structured, full of historical example and a fortiori logic, and self-conscious like their prototype. Reading Inghirami’s imitations of Cicero, one is struck by the preoccupation of the orator
and his public with form. Formal correctness and the attempt to create living Latinity are the things which Inghirami tried to achieve above all, whereas
substance and argument relatively get short shrift. The content of Inghirami’s
speeches is conventional, and has little surprise in store for the reader.  The
weight of style – that of the full, balanced Ciceronian period – was apparently
for contemporaries quite enough on its own to suggest the auctoritas, dignitas
and honor that were to be bestowed on papal ritual.
That literary form could be seen as compatible with religious content, sounds
strange to modern ears. But we must remember how strong was the tendency
in the Renaissance to effectively see one thing in another. The papal court, for
instance, was visualized as a reflection of the heavenly court by Manetti already
in the times of Nicholas V:
Quod si videres aut celebrantem Romanum pontificem aut divina audientem, fatereris profecto non esse ordinem, non esse splendorem ac
magnificentiam, nisi apud Romanum praesulem [. . . ] profecto instar
caelestis hierarchiae diceres Romanam curiam, ubi omnia ordinata, omnia ex praescripto statutoque modo disposita [. . . ]
But if you would see the Roman pontiff celebrating or attending mass, you
[would] indeed confess that order, splendour, and magnificence exist but
with the Roman leader [. . . ] you would indeed say that the Roman curia
is like the celestial hierarchy, where everything is ordained, everything
arranged in a prescribed and codified way [. . . ]. 
Heavenly hierarchy, already in mid Quattrocento, is described as literally reflected by the disposition of the curials at mass. In Julian times, Paris de Grassis,
papal master of ceremony, concurred, explaining that the papal chapel should
be interpreted both literally and metaphorically (ut sic spiritualiter materialiterque ecclesia comprehendatur).  The papal chapel represented the heavenly
throne, but the word referred also to the place where it was held and the actions


In contrast to the prolix Egidio da Viterbo, who was less attuned to the moods and response of his public than the socially sensitive Inghirami. See O’Malley , -.

See his for a modern reader slightly disappointing funeral oration for Julius II. Epideictic
oratory, however, traditionally has problems with inventio.

Quoted by O’Malley , n from Manetti, Vita Nicolai V. For the concept, compare
also the formulation current in wills at the time ‘animam suam commendavit [. . . ] omnibus
sanctis curiae supernaturalis’ (thus the will of the courtesan Imperia, Gnoli , ).

Quoted by Koehler ,  with note.
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it entailed. The etymological enthusiasm of de Grassis neatly shows how words
and things mingled in Renaissance Rome – as they had done in imperial Latin
poetry.
The parallel between Manetti and De Grassis once more points to both continuity and the crucial distinction between the Julian program and its immediate past: that between substance and style.  Neither the use of typology nor
the idea of prisca theologia – both were factors of tremendous importance for
Julian patronage - were new. But the integration of the ideal of political and
historical harmony under papal rule with the classical style is new. In other
words: classical precedent is canvassed for the papal project not only by referring to content, but by imitating its style. What could be more balanced than
the symmetry of a Ciceronian period? What, other than harmony, was the
single roll-call of Horace’s Ars poetica?
Literary and artistic style had, since the innovations of the early Trecento by
Giotto, Dante and Petrarch, become increasingly important. The development
has often been illustrated by comparing the role Virgil played for Dante to the
relationship of Petrarch with canonical classical authors.  To Dante Virgil is a
guide to an ulterior goal to which Virgil himself is unable to follow. Classical
antiquity, embodied in Virgil, is subordinated to the moral and political vision
of the poet, intellectual and politician Dante. This development is taken further by Petrarch, for whom, as we have seen in the case of the de viris illustribus,
the study of the classics implied a personal responsibility: studying the classics,
we may develop our individual greatness and worthiness. We must follow the
exempla contained in antique texts irrespective of the larger cultural context,
indeed we must do so to escape the limitations of our cultural context. And
yet, for Petrarch too, the emphasis was still on the content of the classics. The
significant shift in this attitude is to be found in Valla, who strongly focussed
on the dignity of the language itself, its form and style. And it is this shift which
was brought to completion in the Roman High Renaissance, where style, formerly an addition to content (albeit an important one), became the core of the
message. The stupendous success of this ‘turn’ is perhaps best illustrated by the


Scholarly consensus postulated until quite recently a sharp break between the patronage
of Alexander VI in the Borgia apartments and Julius’ Stanze, e.g. Focillon , : ‘Non vi
è contrasto più netto di quello che si avverte passando dagli appartementi Borgia alle Stanze
di Giulio: è come misurare la distanza tra due epoche e tra due politiche’. In reaction recent
scholarship has argued the continuity of thought between late Quattrocento papal humanism
and the Julian project, exemplified by shared concerns for typology and prisca theologia, e.g.
Rowland , attested eloquently by her choice of dust-cover: Pinturicchio’s Disputation of
Saint Catherine in the Borgia apartments.

So Whitfield , .
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fact that the style of Raphael has survived, where the political aspirations have
come to nought.
The reflections of Divine hierarchy in papal ceremony we have seen illustrated above were, if metaphorical, considered all too real. From thence, it was
but a short step to see divine reflections in harmonious language as well. Cicero’s stately subordination of clauses, his delicate balance of tricola could, in
this frame of mind, be seen as reflecting Divine balance. That Cicero’s literary,
philosophical and cultural position implied a Roman and Latin universalism
was to pay down on the nail: it only strengthened Renaissance’s Rome’s identification with him and thus broadened the scope of curial classicism.  Thus
the style of Cicero’s rhetorical prose could be put to good use, in the restoration
and completion of antique culture in Christian Rome.
But poetry was perhaps even more useful in this context. Even if it had
hardly been a matter of indifference previously, its prestige had risen considerably in the later Quattrocento. Perhaps the most important development was


Cf. O’ Malley in Wind , xlv: ‘Sermons preached during mass, meant to be winning and decorous, in accord with the revival of classical rhetoric, were themselves regarded as
‘ornaments’ of the chapel.’

For the origins of the thought of the divine nature of poetry in Antiquity, see Sperduti,
, , with the loci classici especially, the Homeric Hymn to Hermes (especially -),
and Hesiod, Theog. -. The process of transmission is codified by myth, first between the
gods themselves (i.e. from Hermes to Apollo, HH IV), then from gods to intermediary creatures
(i.e. from Pallas to Marsyas), then from gods to men (by way of the Muses, Hesiod, Theog. ff).
Furthermore, the transmission of the divine gift to mortals is usually represented in genealogical terms: early poets are the children of the gods (Pl. Rep. AB) and the canonical trio of
early poets, Orpheus, Musaeus and Linus, are consequently seen as teachers and theologians
(Aristophanes, Ran. -, Plato, Prot. D, Rep. ce, Ion, b). For the consecutive interconnections between poetry, music, magic and mysteries, see Guthrie , ff. The antique
voice best heard in the Renaissance in this respect was that of the Plato from the Phaedrus (not
the censuring voice of the Republic), for which, see Ficino, epitome ad Platonis Gorgiam, Opera,
: ‘Quapropter Plato humanorum medicus animorum nos a sophistis quidem omnino, ab
oratoribus quoque atque poetis quodammodo procul abducit, profecto sophistas et undique
et omnes exterminat, poetas autem neque omnes, sed illos qui vel turpia de diis fingunt vel
perturbationibus animos acrius imitantur et referent, neque undique, sed ex urbe, id est, ex
iuvenum ignorantum turba, qui in perturbationibus admodum sunt proclives, et allegoricum
poetarum non penetrant sensum’. (cf. Plato, Rep. d). The Christian appropriation of Platonic
poetic theology ultimately dates back to Jerome (see Curtius , ). It led to a learned dispute
between Albertino Mussato and Fra Giovannino da Mantova already in the early  th century,
Mussato defending the divine origin of poetry and the identification of philosophy, theology and
poetry, and Fra Giovannino denying the poets Christian revelation. As Curtius (ff) shows,
Giovannino does not attack poetry as such, but subordinates it in a Thomastic scheme of sciences to theology, because poetry minimum continet veritatis as opposed to the most truthful of
sciences, theology. The long standing debate is evident from poetic treatises from Petrarch (ad
fam. X, ) Boccaccio (e.g. Vita di Dante, c. ) onwards throughout the Quattrocento (Salutati
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the Florentine revival and interpretation of the famous passage from the Phaedrus, which we have studied in the last chapter. The upshot of these thoughts
was, as we have seen, that Raphael was considered a poet. Indeed, Landino
asks in the sequel of the passage we quoted at length in the last chapter why
only poets can claim the title of poet (echoing a passage from the Symposium),
instead of all ‘makers’. In the years subsequent to the Disputationes Camaldulenses the remarkable achievement of Renaissance painters had made men
wonder why indeed, and conclude that the painter must be granted this title
as well. Painting came to be known in this period in Venice as poesia because
it amounted to the same thing: showing, by enargeia or evidentia the timeless, golden and ideal world of pastoral, so close to Paradise. Concordantly,
from the ample corpus of funerary poetry devoted to the prestigious painter
Raphael, it surfaces that this artist was considered by his contemporaries to be
divine, precisely on the ground of his status as a maker.  The art produced
by a painter of his quality not only showed he created like a god, but also that
this divine nature enabled him to ‘see’ scenes from another world, be it the lost
world of Antiquity or the transcendent scenes of Christianity. Showing these
scenes and their concomitant perfection of proportion and beauty in his works,
he enabled those who contemplated them to visualise and enjoy them as if they
participated in the transcendent world of religion to which all earthly matters
were but a preparation. The presence of this world in art, tangible and close,
made life all the more agreeable.
Thus Horace’s ut pictura poesis gained a very concrete significance, intimately familiar to Tommaso Inghirami, the pope’s librarian, and Raphael’s humanist advisor on the Stanza della Segnatura. For Inghirami, orator, impresario, prominent curial, and friend of Raphael, was closely associated with poetry too in the eyes of contemporaries.  Not only was his reputation based
upon the performance of Seneca’s verses. In the Vatican library a notebook is
and Landino’s Disputationes Camaldulenses, for which see below, but also didactic treatises such
as Bruni ), which defend poetry from the attacks of falsehood and immorality: their major
argument in the debate is precisely the divine origin of poetry. Thomist opposition is represented
by Petrus Damiani and Savonarola. The sequel is well described by Godman , -.

Symp. b-c.

Raphael, of course, is not unique in this respect: other artists are praised conformingly
(Leonardo, Michelangelo, but also an in our eyes lesser artist like the sculptor Andrea Sansovino,
and Raphael’s pupil Giulio Romano).

This is not always properly stressed. See Colocci’s ‘Hesterno, Leo, luce cum perisset / Orator gravis et gravis poeta’, quoted by Kuentzle ,  (the masculine gender of lux is unusual,
but attested in Plautus). Tommaso was even granted the title poeta laureatus by Maximilian
(DBI, ). Of his poetry a selection is included in BAV Vat.Lat. , a transcription of the
codex containing Inghirami’s works in Volterra.
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preserved containing a sophisticated treatise on poetry with a commentary on
Horace’s Ars Poetica, which is traditionally ascribed to him.  Although this
text is in fact a co-production of Inghirami and the learned humanist Giano
Parrhasio, Inghirami’s share in it is as prominent as it is incontestable.
Such a commentary made sense. In the first place, interest in Augustan
literature in general is evident in the Vatican in this period. Moreover, since
the analyses of Cristoforo Landino of , the critical tradition inherited from
late Antiquity consisting of the glosses by Acron and Porphyrius had continually been revised and updated, for example by Badius Ascensius () and
Pomponio Gaurico (), scholarly activity which testifies to an ongoing critical debate.
This debate was hardly limited to Horace’s epistolary poetic treatise. It concerned the very nature and value of poetry.  At Florence, especially Angelo
Poliziano had done much to render more practical the ethereal furor poeticus
of the Platonists, and bring poetics down from the heaven of mysticism into
the orbit of the philological and antiquarian interest of the humanist. Not least
by Poliziano’s own efforts, Latin poetry itself was in these years emancipating
from mere sampling of extant phrases to integrated imitation and an independent means of communication, free of technical embarrassments. Horace’s text
emphatically pictures poetry in just this way. Horace places the poet securely
in a social context, and stresses the importance of the poet for civilisation. Furthermore, Horace’s minute analysis of dramatic form and consistency suits well
the Renaissance’s obsessive preoccupation with illusion and transformation.
Horace’s interest in decorum, style and harmony also was congenial to contemporary trends. Lastly, the marked parallel between painting and poetry in


Vat.Lat. . It was originally brought to my attention by Bram Kempers, who has
later himself written a paragraph on it (Kempers , n). It has not received the scholarly attention it deserves. No one yet, to my knowledge, has noticed that the text of Vat.Lat.
 is faithfully reproduced by a treatise of Aulo Giano Parrhasio, printed posthumously twice,
in  by Bernardino Martirano and again in  in Naples. Parrhasio and Inghirami were
close friends, the latter having sent for the former to lecture in the Vatican in . Parrhasio
honourably mentions an unfinished treatise of Inghirami on the Ars Poetica in his oratio ante
praelectionem (printed by Matthaeus ) and we must conclude that he finished it, whence it
was erroneously published under his name by his literary heirs. For the problems concerning
this note-book, from which are quoted significant portions with translation and commentary
below, see app. . For the present it is sufficient to note that an important portion of it must be
considered Inghirami’s on stylistic and intrinsic grounds. It must have been on his desk in the
last years of his life, but may, of course, have been started earlier, left unfinished either because
Inghirami had some scholarly nuts to crack that demanded further attention, or because he used
it in his lectures and was thus continually revising it.

See for the tradition Weinberg , -.

See for the Florentine debate Godman , -.
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the first part of the Ars Poetica admirably fitted the attempted fusion of word
and image into a dramatic whole in the Renaissance, suggesting analytical and
theoretical parallels and legitimations for this practice.
Inghirami’s interest thus was firmly embedded in both contemporary critical issues and the practical needs of a humanist at the Vatican. Horace’s unquestioned authority legitimised the imitation of ancient art, and his experience
and acumen as a critic could bolster the practice of modern art at the Papal
court. Moreover, harmony was written all over the Ars Poetica, and harmony
and the style it enticed could show the necessary connections between past and
present in a persuasive way. This, in its turn, could solve the major problem the
papacy had to cope with: legitimacy. Julius’ rule was controversial, and legitimacy could only be extracted from a past represented in the most palpable
way. Horace’s poetic creed of integration of form and substance, projected on
the Julian program of beauty and truth, could thus lend credibility to political
ideas of a cosmopolitan, harmonising, a-temporal, and holistic nature.

.. Twin Sisters
The opening of Inghirami’s treatise follows the line of Landino and Ficino
as updated by Pico and Poliziano, emphasising as it does the divine nature of
poetry, its claim to wisdom, but also its political, educational and civilising
value:
Poetica & oratoria sunt sorores germanae & precepta sunt communia. 
Poeticam caelo ortam, et a diis hominibus datam, vatum oracula
dixerunt. Ille furor, quo vates agitati maiora mortalibus concipiunt,
et ante ullam de ea artem, consumatissimi poetae inventis  testantur.
Primi illi non homines sed heroes divinis tantum rebus narrandis sunt
usi. Defluxit dein paulum ad mortale genus, ut ab ea potissimum sapientiae initia auspicarentur. Hanc itaque primum admirantes  gentes
suspiciebant, ab hac efferi animi tractabantur, paulatimque in mansuetiorem cultum redigibantur. Quippe quos mens illa divino correpta


As I consider the essay which opens the treatise as Inghirami’s, I abstain from crediting
co-author Parrhasio when discussing the introductory essay which heads the commentary. In
subsequent notes the abbreviations used are V. = Vat.Lat. , V=corrector of Vat.Lat. , P.
= Martyranus  (the Naples edition of Parrhasio’s treatise).

om. P.

a: P.; V.: ab

dixerunt add. P.

V: inventis; inventi: P.

V: admiratae
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Rule without End
furore, organum se diis immortalibus praestans, quo vellet duceret, moveret
[&] impelleret. Hinc primum dispersi in moenia homines congregati, dissidentes conciliati, moribus legibusque coniuncti. Contenderunt
autem ad hanc ipsam sane multi, parique studio viam assectarunt,
vix unus alterve ad metam pervenere, caeteri intra spatia remansere.
Neque enim nisi undecumque perfecti illius aditis admittuntur. Garruli, gloriosi, putiduli non iniuria ablegantur, ne in tam sancta sacra
perrumpant atque illotis manibus divina attrectent, neque ipsum sacrarium refractis [v] pudoris ac reverentiae postibus quasi canes, muscae,
pedes, pulicesque, temere irrumpant. Unde merito eodem cum Musis
acceptus templo, Hercules Musagetes, qui monstra abigat, quem canes
fugiant: ad quem muscae non introeant.
Poetics and rhetoric are twin sisters and share their precepts.  That the
art of poetry came into existence in heaven, and was given by the gods
to men, profound utterances of poets have declared.  It is that rapture,
agitated by which seers conceive of things above mortal measure; and of
which, before any theory about it existed, the most consummate poets


&: add. P.
V: ipsamque

The epigraph, which is omitted by P. It recurs in Vossius, De artis poeticae natura ac
constitutione from , cap.: quia oratoria & Poetice germanae sunt sorores (I owe the reference
to Edwin Rabbie). The epigram may have been added later (see also app. ). It is an instructive
irony that Ruskin called poetry and painting the ‘sister arts’ (in Modern Painters). Ruskin, like
any Romantic, would have abhorred the present coupling, suggesting as it does that poetry is primarily directed towards its public, which it attempts to persuade, while the poets himself is ‘just’
a skilled craftsman. The Renaissance coupling of poetry and rhetoric already informs Landino’s
treatment of the AP from  (cp. Weinberg , ) The thought, however, is commonplace
in antique rhetorical theory. It is already implicit in Gorgias’ Encomium Helenae (DK  B ,
-, [poetry is] logon echonta metron, which implicates that poetry and rhetoric are both subdivisions of logos; see also Finkelberg , ). The point of the identification of poetics as the
twin sister of rhetoric is that only genre of expression differs, while the communicative process is
similar. For the probably incorrect identification of the hand as Tommaso Inghirami’s, see app.
. The heading of the treatise by this statement, however, does bring the commentary into the
orbit of Inghirami, whose fame was foremost that of a brilliant orator, and who had composed
a short treatise on rhetoric of which the present text apparently was to be a companion volume.
The emphatic connection between rhetoric and poetry illustrates the Renaissance tendency to
consider the arts (both verbal and visual) primarily as a means of persuasion (cf. Ch. , ).
Conversely, it conveniently (for Tommaso at least) implies that, in the light of the theory of the
divine origin and nature of poetry, rhetoric is just as (divinely) inspired and sanctioned as poetry
is, from which it is indeed deduced. The divine origin of poetry thus can be argued to have been
a means to legitimise the use of rhetoric (and painting) at the papal court.

Cf. Cic. De consulatu suo . (= Div. .-): ‘multaque per terras vates oracla furenti
/ pectore fundebant tristis minitantia casus, / atque ea, quae lapsu tandem cecidere vetusto; /
haec fore perpetuis signis clarisque frequentans / ipse deum genitor caelo terrisque canebat.’
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give witness in their inventions. Those first, I should not say men, but
heroes used this art only in order to tell of things divine. The art then
flowed down somewhat to the mortal race, so that the beginnings of wisdom could be inferred especially from poetry. 
Thus, at first, the people looked up in adoration to this art:  through
her their wild emotions were handled, and were slowly forced to sweeter
habits. For the poetic mind, seized by divine madness and letting itself be
used as an instrument for the immortal gods, led, moved and impelled
[men] where it listed. Whence for the first time men [formerly] dispersed were assembled in cities, those who were at odds reconciled and
conjoined by customs and laws.
Now, quite many pursued the path to that same art, and followed its
course with equal zeal, but hardly one or two made it to the finish: the
others perished in the racecourse. For only those who are in all respects
perfected, are admitted in the inner shrine of poetry. The garrulous, the
wind-bags, the malodorous are refused quite rightly, lest they boisterously
attain admission to such holy sanctuary and with unclean hands defile
divinity, and brutally [v] intrude like dogs, flies, lice and fleas,  after
having broken the doors of shame and reverence. Rightly therefore Hercules Musagetes is admitted in the same temple with the Muses, to drive
off monsters, he whom dogs fly and flies cannot approach. 


The variant of V., inventis, is to be preferred.
Poetry has thus primacy over the arts, because it is the first form of communication
between gods and men. It is also moral from the outset, communicating divine wisdom. Interestingly, in Sadoleto’s dialogue on philosophy (Sadoleto ), Inghirami is made to say that
wisdom is foremost a practical matter, and that philosophers who arrogantly claim the term for
their own calling, wilfully misrepresent the truth, which would be that wisdom is the result of
common sense based on the vita activa.

V corrects admirantes to admiratae, apparently to avoid the repetition of ‘-ntes’.

The thought, applied to rhetoric, is central to Cicero’s De Oratore. Cf. also Landino,
Camald. Disp. III.: ‘his [i.e. poetis] solum divinitus concessum est, ut carmine modo iocunde
suaviterque labenti, modo graviter alteque surgenti, modo vehementi impetu ruenti, modo in
sedati amnis morem fluenti, nonnunquam copiose exundanti, nonnunquam breviter atque compresse progredienti, quocunque velint auditorem rapiant’. Here V., which omits & between
moveret and impelleret, seems better Ciceronian Latin with the asyndetic tricolon.

Cf. AP -: ‘Siluestris homines sacer interpresque deorum / caedibus et uictu foedo
deterruit Orpheus, / dictus ob hoc lenire tigris rabidosque leones; / dictus et Amphion, Thebanae
conditor urbis, / saxa mouere sono testudinis et prece blanda / ducere quo uellet. Fuit haec
sapientia quondam, / publica priuatis secernere, sacra profanis, / concubitu prohibere uago, dare
iura maritis, / oppida moliri, leges incidere ligno.’ Horace ascribes a civilising force to poetry in
these lines, assimilating it to in Roman eyes worthy political pursuits.

The sequence from Plaut. Curc. , with pedes for pediculi.

The cult-title ‘Mousagetas’ is normally applied to Apollo (e.g. Pind. Frg.; Plato
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Rule without End

The first statement of treatise contains an echo of Cicero’s lost poem, de consulatu suo, preserved in the de divinatione.  There, the muse Urania speaks
to the effect that the startling events of Cicero’s consulate were written in the
stars, and ordained by ipse deum genitor. If Inghirami was indeed the inventor of the program of the Stanza della Segnatura, it is tempting to connect his
reminiscence of this passage with the image of this same Muse conjuring up
the horoscope of Julius’ accession, on the ceiling between the Parnassus and
the ‘School of Athens’.
More generally, with an eye on Raphael’s frescoes in the Stanza, we may
say that these claims point to the importance of the Parnassus as the prime
source of all intellectual activity. Below we shall argue in more detail that indeed this fresco had pride of place in the room. But the claims for poetry by
Inghirami’s treatise also apply to the role the papacy intended to play in the
world: grounded in spiritual leadership, it wished to impose divine order on
the temporal world as a minister of divinity. This whole conception had its
precedent in Augustan culture, of which the Ars Poetica is an exponent. Augustus, too, had pushed poetry to the fore as a political instrument, reviving
ancient conceptions of poetry as the pivot of civilised society, in marked contrast with the Alexandrinian credentials of the poetae novi of the generation
before Augustus. In doing so, he had in fact taken up the line inaugurated by
Cicero in the pro Archia. This Augustan strategy, it is my conviction, was
recognised and acknowledged by the humanists around Julius, and put into
practice in the Stanza.
Elevated though the status of poetry inspired by poetic furor was thought
to be, this did by no means imply that poetic utterances were mere ramblings.
Poetic structure, formal harmony, consistency and decorum, the virtues of
good poetry described by Horace in the Ars Poetica were, if partly caused by
god-given talent (ingenium), mainly created by ars, technique. Order, in other
words, could be created, in an act which reflected the creation of order by God.
Leg.c); as epithet of Heracles it is attested in IG .* (most probably unknown in the Renaissance) and Orph.H.., the probable source, transmitted by Ficino’s translation, which,
although left unpublished (cf. Warden , n), could have been known to Inghirami
through his Florentine training. Neoplatonic Orphism is present in the treatise from the outset.
A temple to Hercules as a musical figure was known to have existed in Rome, as its plan had
been preserved on fragments from the forma Urbis. See Nauta . Consonantly, Hercules
appeared in the company of Daedalus, Orpheus, Euclid and Pythagoras in Luca della Robbia’s
reliefs on the Campanile of the Florentine Duomo of .

See .above.

The identification as Urania has been disputed (most recently by Gaugier). I think this
echo confirms it.

Pro Arch. .
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The creative process conducive to order is therefore extensively analysed in the
commentary. Horatian classicism is eventually summarised under five headings:
primum ne quid contrarium meditetur, ne discrepet inventio, ne totius
operis convenientia desideretur. Secundo vetat non suis locis poni multa
et spectata: vagari longius a materia prohibet, nec admittit quicquid
superfluum est flosculosque omnes mendicatos excludit.Tertio dicendi
figuras ita negat sectandas ut in contraria vitia decidamus. Quarto quom
nil tam conveniens poetae sit quam variatio, nimiam fabulis [r] indulgentiam, nimiam eloquentiam, studium ineptumque ornatum damnat
ut superfluum. Ultimo summae summarum subductionem nullam
fieri taxat. Ordiri scire sane multos ingeniose, narrare eleganter, scribere
decenter, variare constanter, sed ea in re falli quod nullum dicendi modum
inveniant, nullam extremam manum imponere norint, nec ut iuncta
simul perfectum reddant corpus efficere. Erit ergo boni poetae ante
omnia ideam futuri operis sibi statuere: et quod periti faciunt architecti,
brevi quasi tabella totius imaginem ante oculos praeponere ut prima ultimis media utrisque, omnia omnibus respondeant. Et quom inventio
potissimas sibi in poetica partes vendicat principio circa illa versatur.
. The poet must not plan contrary things, the invention must be consistent, the harmony of the whole work must not be sought for in vain; .
Horace prohibits to misplace long descriptions even if they are spectacular; he forbids to stray too far from the subject, and does not allow the
superfluous and excludes all purple passages which beg for attention; .
figures of speech must be used only so that they do not produce the opposite effect; . although nothing befits a poet more than creativity [variety], he condemns over-indulgence in fantasy, eloquence, and misdirected
embellishment as superfluous. . Horace judges that no single element
may predominate over the sum total. Of course, many poets know how to
make a fine exordium, to narrate elegantly, to describe fittingly, to vary
constantly, but they fail in this point that they do not synthesize their style,
do not find the right way to finish their work, nor how to succeed in making the parts linked together into a perfect whole. The quality of the good
poet will therefore be to design for himself the idea, the abstraction of the
work he is going to make: and to do what experienced architects do, to put
before the eyes a blue-print of the end-product, as it were on a sketch, so
that first things concur with last, middle with both, and everything with


et: P, V.
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Rule without End
everything. And as invention demands first place for itself in poetry, he
is occupied with that in the beginning. 

This whole conception of poetry, it seems to me, is eerily kindred to the art of
Raphael in the Stanza. Inghirami’s first point is the harmony and consistency
in planning and overall structure of the whole work. As to Raphael’s art, the
desideratum of unity seems to be the thing Raphael strove most of all to attain in
the Stanza, the success of which was perhaps his main claim to fame. This unity
is meticulously sought from the first stages of planning onwards, a process we
can follow closely by way of the artist’s drawings, a considerable number of
which show a remarkable emphasis on dispositio.  (ill. .) This emphasis
is even more evident when we compare these drawings to the extant ones by
Raphael’s peer Michelangelo for the contemporary ceiling of the Sistine Chapel,
which on the whole are more directed towards motifs and attitudes.  The sum
total of Raphael’s efforts has been acknowledged by virtually all critics to be of
an organic wholeness, which inspires even a feeling of awe to those who enter
the Stanza for the first time.
The second point touches Fremdkörper, visualised as the intrusion of set-pieces which are dear to the author, but nevertheless interfere with unity (the
passages to which the modern adage ‘kill your darlings’ may be said to obtain).
Horace’s purpureus pannus, usually mistranslated as ‘purple passage’, is already
a pictorial metaphor. This metaphor returns in Inghirami’s flosculos. It is
again relevant for pictorial style: the flowers that beg for attention are to be
identified with splendid but irrelevant detail, such as was famously banned by
Michelangelo in his condemnation of the effeminate Flemish, and by extension
but to a lesser degree Venetian art.  With Raphael, employment of detail is
not so much absent (as in Michelangelo, who shunned landscape and contingent detail to the utmost degree), as subtle and significant, that is, embedded
in iconography – in fact corresponding to the precept here formulated by Inghirami. For a flosculus in a most literal sense we may, for instance, think of the
dandelion clock in the Santa Caterina in London and the Baglioni-altarpiece in


cf. Cic. Fin. .: ‘Respondent extrema primis media utrisque, omnia omnibus’.
Vat.Lat. , v-r.

See Chapman , cat. , ,  , and fig. . See also Winner , with his
discussion of the planning of the Disputa.

Consonantly, it has often been conceded that especially in disposition, the first narrative
scenes (and the narrative scenes are the ones most aptly to be compared to poetry) Michelangelo
painted, at the entrance side, show deficiencies. For the drawings, see Chapman , -.

AP -.

Francisco d’Olanda, quoted by Huizinga , III, -.
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Rome. (ill. .; .) The bitter herb, of course, is not decorative, but firmly
embedded in the narrative of martyrdom, symbolising the grief of the Passion
and its sublimation to ethereal bliss. Examples could be multiplied, not in the
art of Raphael alone, of course. The important point to note, however, is that
if we assume for the art of Raphael a poetics concordant with, and indeed dependant upon the High Renaissance interpretation of the Ars Poetica, details
must always be relevant. Thus the scaffolding in the left background of the
Disputa, or the solid stone base at the right, must be significant, in this case for
the parallel between Julian building projects and the ‘virtual’ status of the apse
in the fresco, to which these projects supply a home in the most literal sense.
The third point concerns figurae dicendi. It is apparently based on AP ,
in uitium ducit culpae fuga, si caret arte.  Since Horace discusses in the latter passage not the figurae but the genera dicendi, the humble, medium and
grave style-registers, we must assume our author to have these last in mind. In
stylistic registers, he states, the Aristotelian ‘golden’ middle is to be observed.
Once more we may recognise in this interpretation of Horace Raphael’s superb
consistency in the deport of his figures, his avoidance of sudden changes of
style, his exquisite intuition for a common yet diverse atmosphere. This last
brings us to Inghirami’s fourth point, which elaborates on the second.
Considering the amount of space devoted to the last point, we may assume
it was the most important to the author. And especially this point is closely
connected with the arts in content and metaphor. Variety, it states, is a good
thing, but must be carefully dosed, lest the right measure is lost and the final
finish disturbed. The metaphor used for this last is taken from the art of painting (Pliny uses it for Apelles). Then, the aim of good poetry is represented as
producing a corpus, consisting of iuncta, for the illustration of which process,
the designer is explicitly invoked. When we look again at the sketches for the
Disputa, we see that Raphael’s whole process of composition is centred on the
problem how to connect separate groups. To this end a pivotal figure is developed and ‘turned’ so as to create unity. As to the idea, Raphael, writing to
Castiglione, used the same term. In both passages, I think, idea in the sense
of ‘design’, is assimilated to the Platonic ‘form’, also called idea. In its unity
Raphael’s art, like the poetry envisaged by Inghirami, resembles the virtues of
a Platonic idea. Its creator, like God, designs the idea beforehand and creates
consequently a harmonious, decorous whole. Reading this shortlist, we are
constantly reminded of the visual arts in a way that suggests that these were
emphatically present in the mind of the author.



Details in Chapman , fgs. , .
Cf. also Hor. Sat. ..: ‘dum vitant stulti vitia in contrario currunt’.
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Rule without End

Tommaso Inghirami’s devotion to language and literature, I propose, whether
in the context of rhetoric or that of poetry, was intimately connected with art.
It was so, because in his and his patron’s view, the papal project should show the
unity of history. It is important to realise that the stylistic criteria of wholeness,
unity and balance he found in Horace’s Ars Poetica, were to a certain degree
projected, or appropriated. For the unity of ancient literature, indeed of ancient
visual art, is unified not quite in the same, holistic, way as the commentary
suggests, as is illustrated by the text of the Ars Poetica itself.  Unity in ancient
poetics is an extremely complicated affair. A modern study has proposed the
default expectation in Antiquity of a ‘centrifugal’ unity, rather than the ‘centripetal’ model we ourselves apparently cherish, most of all, it is to be added,
thanks to the Renaissance interpretation of Antique art we are here studying. 
Inghirami, then, projected on classical culture the ideas we have studied
in the first chapter, especially creatio as the planned and completely coherent
act of God, reflected in coherent and, when considered correctly, absolutely
single creation, and specifically reflected in the power of man to create. Thus
Inghirami found what he sought for.
I must perhaps emphasise that I am not suggesting that the above quoted
text is all about painting. What I do suggest is that it is applicable to painting,
indeed that Raphael’s endeavours in the years the commentary was produced
reflect them. Other passages are relevant as well.
The discussion on natura and ars, for instance, which we have encountered
in our previous chapter in the context of funeral poetry on Raphael, is treated
by Inghirami as follows:
Quom itaque tam difficilis res poetica sit, quaeri solet an ulla possit
arte constare, cum [v] poetae non fiant sed nascantur, priusque po
Criticism of the Ars Poetica for lack of unity in classicist circles abounds, for which see
Antonibon ,  (from which the following examples are taken). Especially the dispositio was
found wanting. This, of course, is explained by the fact that classicist theory itself was obsessed
with dispositio and rules. Critics thus searched for rigid schemes and logic. With Horace, they
were at the wrong address (and with Aristotle, for other reasons, as well). Scaliger, acrimonious
as often, paraphrased the treatise de arte sine arte tradita. Vossius was more mild, but still nec
admodum accurata est eius dispositio. According to Barthius, Horace is frigidus artifex (but cf.
Housman, Manil. I, praef., on Barthius himself: ‘to read  tall columns of close print by
a third-rate scholar is no proper occupation for mortals.’), Robortello complains that Horace,
hominem doctissimum de hac re tam confuse loquutum [esse]. Eventually, Boileau would give
the text a rewrite, thus furnishing something more suitable, to the contentment of Voltaire: L’Art
poétique de Boileau est supérieur à celui d’Horace. La méthode est certaińnement une beauté dans
un poème didactique: Horace n’en a point.

See Heath , -.

res om. P.
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etarum optimus apparuerit Homerus, quam ulli essent artis scriptores,
nec possit esse ars quae non cognitis penitusque perspectis rebus ab
opinionis arbitrio seiunctis contineatur, nihilque tam fallax, tam dubium, tam incertum sit quam iudicii facilitatisque condere praecepta,
ingenii animique motus ad excogitandum acutos, et uberes ad enarrandum comprehendere. Certe illud apparet aut nullam de ea artem esse
aut humana mente non posse comprehendi: sed haec mutuis iuvantur
auxiliis, nec prodest ingenii beneficio praestare nisi praeceptis id est
probatissimorum observationibus fulciatur. Sola ars nihil pingue nihil
grande nihil praestat copiosum. Sed veluti amentandi ars vires iuvat sic
scribendi ratio naturam adiuvat. Solum ingenium nihil cogitat ratione,
et quodam quasi classico instructum, molitur grandia. Quae desperata
demum assequendi facultate deserit ad [r] eaque quae ad rem non sunt
defertur. Non iacula non hastas, non pila, sed quaecumque forte ad
manum venerint temere iaculatur. Nam qui nasci dicunt poetam sane
artem non excludunt, neque cuique dubium est scientiarum omnium
principia ab ipsa natura traxisse originem. Atque hoc ut fatemur  , sic
illud asserimus, nisi ad naturam ratio quaedam confirmatioque doctrinae accesserit, raro solet praeclarum aliquod ac singulare existere.
Nam omnia natura largiri non solet, cuius etiam quae bona sunt, doctrina fieri possunt meliora. Sint licet qui naturae habitu prope divino,
ipsi sibi viam fecerint, pauci tantum sunt quos aequus amavit Iuppiter.
Nos artem amplectamur, nitamur illa  , naturaeque nostrae quandam
adiiciamus doctrinae confirmationem, unde optimi evadamus. Neque
enim poetica eiusmodi ars est quae perspecta scientia certisque terminis comprehendatur, sed quaedam praeceptionum exercitatarum constructio, quae peritorum hominum usu servata, animadversa, notata
sit, quae natura, doctrina, usuque constet, [v] cuius omnis finis ad
bene vivendum, rationibus, exemplisque invitare, mores affectionesque
docere, res gerendas cum iucunditate praecipere, quae denique ex historia dispositioneque constet et fabulis. Historia describit loca, mores
refert, consuetudines edocet. Dispositio vim adhibet  et nervum, ut
omnia ante oculos ponantur. Fabulae delectant, in admirationem trahunt,







P.: sarcula
P.: scitamur
P.:V.: doctrina
V., P.: illi
P.: habet
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Rule without End
et praesertim si de incognitis referantur. [...] Nam poetriam M. Tullius in ea oratione quae est pro M. Caelio rem fictam appellat.
Seeing that poetry, therefore, is such a complicated matter, it is commonly
asked whether it can be adequately described by any theory, since on the
one hand poets are not made but born,  and the best of poets, Homer,
appeared before there were any theoreticians, and on the other no theory
can exist that is not based on known and thoroughly analysed matters
that stand apart from arbitrary opinion. Nothing, to be sure, is more slippery, dubious, uncertain, than the formulation of precepts for taste and
fluency, the comprehension of the movements of creativity and mind,
so sharp in invention, so copious in description!
This at least is certain, that either there is no complete theory about poetry,
or, if there was, that it could not be grasped by the human mind.  But
these things [i.e. both the poetical gift and the art] mutually support each
other, and it is useless to excel in the great gift of talent, if it is not supported by precepts, that is, observations of those who are held to be the
best. [On the other hand] art alone can not achieve anything that is rich,
magnificent, full. But even as the art of taking aim improves our physical
strength, so the theory of writing improves our natural talent.  Talent
alone does not think of anything in a theoretical way, and achieves great
things [only] if it is strengthened as with a trumpet: when it despairs of
reaching these, it finally gives them up and it is driven off to things that are
beside the point: it throws no javelins, no spears, no arrows, but throws at
random whatever happens to come at hand. For those who say that poets
are born do certainly not exclude art. Neither has anyone any doubts that
the principles of all that is known are drawn from nature herself. But just
as we grant that, we assert this: unless some rational reflection, some fortification by theory comes to the aid of nature, rarely anything glorious and
unique is created. For nature does not usually grant everything at once;
and what she gives can be bettered by learning. There are, of course, those
who, by a comport almost divine, have made their way all by themselves:


V.: incognita
Horace AP ff, and Inghirami-Parrhasio’s comment (P.r/v) vetus est verbum, nasci
poetam, quasi nullo egeat artis adminiculo.

For the combination of iudicium and facilitas, see Quint. ..

For the discussion, see AP  ff.

AP .

Cf. Iulius Victor, Ars Rhetorica, LLA ., and Cic. De Orat. ..

The use of amento is culled from Cicero, e.g. De orat. ., where amentatae hastae are
a metaphor for apta et parata argumenta. See also Brutus , the only classical occurrences.
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but they are only a few, whom ‘Jupiter loved and favoured’.  We embrace
art, let us be buttressed by it, and let us add to our nature some sort of
fortification of learning, whence we will emerge as the best possible. For
poetry is not an art which consists of proven knowledge and a precise delineation, but a structure of well-tried precepts, which has been conserved,
noticed and codified by the practice of experienced men; that consists of
natural talent, theory and practice; all the goal of which is to invite to
the just life by reasoning and examples, to teach manners and emotions,
to lay down rules for public life in an agreeable way; an art that, to sum
up, consists of narrative, disposition and fiction: the narrative describes
places, tells of characters, teaches habits; the disposition gives impact and
power, so that everything is put before our eyes. The fictive delights us,
draws us to admiration, and especially if it deals with things unknown.
[. . . ] For fiction is declared by Cicero in his oration for Caelius to be ‘a
poetess’.
The problem of theory within a subject that is so evidently divine and transcendent had been broached by Ficino. It is instructive to quote what he has to say
on the subject in his Theologia Platonica, XIII. (de poetis):
[of the fact that poets are seized by divine frenzy, as shown by Plato
in the Ion and the Phaedrus, the philosopher adduces three pertinent
signs:] primum, quod artes singulas singuli homines sine deo longo vix
tempore assequuntur, legitimi vero poetae, quales fuisse vult Orpheum,
Homerum, Hesiodum, Pindarum, omnium artium suis operibus certa
quaedam indicia et argumenta inseruerunt. Secundum, quod multa
furentes canunt et illa quidem mirabilia, quae paulo post defervescente
furore ipsimet non satis intellegunt, quasi non ipsi pronuntiaverint, sed
deus per eos ceu tubas clamaverit. Tertium quod non prudentissimi
quique et ab ineunte aetate eruditissimi optimi evasere poetae, verum
insani potius aliqui, qualem fuisse constat Homerum et Lucretium, aut
rudiores [. . . ] Addit ineptissimos quosdam homines a Musis ideo corripi, quia divina providentia declarare vult hominum generi non hominum
inventa esse praeclara poemata, sed caelestia munera. [. . . ] quod nullus


Verg. Aen. VI..
Cael. -: ‘o magnam vim veritatis, quae contra hominum ingenia, calliditatem, sollertiam contraque fictas omnium insidias facile se per se ipsa defendat! velut haec tota fabella veteris et plurimarum fabularum poetriae quam est sine argumento, quam nullum invenire exitum
potest! quid enim?’ The word poetriae seems to have been misunderstood as meaning ‘poetry’.
The remark is added by both V. and P. after an intervening sentence (bracketed in our quotation)
about the extant sources on poetics, and I think it must be transposed
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Rule without End
umquam, licet diligentissimus et in omnibus artibus eruditus, excelluit
in poesi, nisi ad haec accesserit ferventior illa animi concitatio [. . . ].
First, without God individual men, even after a long time, can scarcely
acquire the individual arts, the legitimate poets, however, such as Plato
held Orpheus, Homer, Hesiod and Pindar to be, inserted into their works
certain particular signs and subject matters of all the arts. Second, poets
in a frenzy sing of many things, and marvellous ones at that, which a little later, when their frenzy has abated, they themselves do not sufficiently
understand: it is as if they had not pronounced the words themselves but
rather God had spoken loudly through them as through trumpets. Third,
not men of great prudence and those most learned from their youth have
turned out to be the best poets. Rather, some of the poets were mad, as
was certainly the case with Homer and Lucretius. Others were uneducated [. . . ] [Plato] adds that certain wholly unskilled men are enraptured by the Muses precisely because divine providence wishes to declare
to mankind that splendid poems are not men’s inventions but the gifts of
heaven [. . . ] [and] that no man, however diligent and learned in all the
arts, ever excelled in poetry, unless to these accomplishments was added
that quickening fervor of the soul. 

The above quoted passage from Inghirami’s commentary engages in implicit
controversy with Ficino: where the latter stresses the furor divinus as the conditio sine qua non, our treatise does not so much deny its importance, as state
that without technique it is useless. In this, he exemplifies a tendency initiated
by Poliziano, consisting of a rationalistic rather than mystic approach to poetry
and an attention to the fictive element in poetry and its possibilities for application. This is not without importance. For Inghirami and his friends in the
Vatican, art and literature were foremost seen as practical tools in the transmission of the profile of the papacy, which in its turn was backed by theology. The
practical humanist hammered down this lesson, a lesson all the more telling
because the word for technique, ars, could be understood to refer to ‘art’ as
well. This was, so it appears, one of the reasons for the prominence of art in
papal propaganda. In it, the artist who after his death was praised foremost for
the foedus artis atque naturae which was attributed to him, may very well have
been inspired by the lessons of his mentor Inghirami. In fact, the emphasis on
this foedus in the epigrams on Raphael, instead of on natura alone, is distinctly
reminiscent of our quotation.




XIII. (de poetis), transl. Hankins, with adaptations.
Godman , -.
Admittedly, it could also have been drawn directly from Poliziano.
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After the above quoted list of five items, the commentary proper on Horace’s text begins with remarks on the famous comparison of poetry to painting
by Horace. On the persuasiveness of fiction, Inghirami comments as follows:
maximam imprimis curam exigit fictio, in qua tria servari necesse est,
ut aut qualia fuerint aut sint, aut qualia dicuntur et existimantur, aut
qualia esse expediat referantur. Est et suus conveniens  labor adhibendus ut quae in natura cadunt fingantur: illius ordo non perturbetur; nec
rationalia cum ratione carentibus coniungantur, nec contraria copulentur, nec ab artis absint rectitudine; omnia eodem tendant: omnia ab iisdem proficiscantur: partes magnitudine, natura, qualitate conveniant.
Si Achilles iracundus, inexorabilis, exlex describitur, facile a bello abstinebit, Graecorum omnium precibus non flectetur, sua in bello munia
non praestabit, monstrum erit si Patrocli morte non agitabitur, ni
Hectoris cadaver [r] circa moenia raptabit, ni ad Patrocli sepulchrum
Troianos mactabit. Erit contrarium si Tiresias suam deploraverit caecitatem quia sapiens; si Polyphemus arietis fortunam non laudabit quia
caecus. Nec vicio carebit rursus poema si pius Aeneas cum de spe tutandae patriae deciderit, non patrem, uxorem, filium meditabitur, non
sacra suscipiet Penates<ve> custodiet, si ulla frangetur tempestate: si
clavo fixus cupidinis a Didonis sinu avelli non poterit, si denique parere
rogatus negaverit. Ne ergo inter se pugnantia licentiosi poetae efficiant,
sed venustate et proprio decoro conformata describant.
In the first place, the way we invent exacts extreme care, and we must
be mindful of three things in it: that we tell of things which either could
have been or could be, or are said or thought to be, or such as may be
expedient. Due and fitting pains should be taken that we invent what is
compatible with nature, the order of which may not be disturbed. Rational things ought not be conjoined with irrational, contrary things may
not be coupled: they must not be severed from the direction that art gives
them; all things must head the same way, all things depart from the same
fountainhead: the parts must be concordant in magnitude, naturalness,
substance. If Achilles is described as irascible, inexorable, outside the law,
if he will easily abstain from fighting, not be moved by the pleas of all the
Greeks and refuse to contribute his part in war. He will be a ‘monster’ if he
is not deeply moved by the death of Patroclus, if he will not drag Hector’s
corpse around the walls of Troy, if he will not immolate Trojans on Patro



V., P.: conveniensve
V. and P. both print a full stop.
V., P.: et
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Rule without End
clus’ grave. It will be inconsistent if Tiresias will deplore his blindness,
because he is wise; if Polyphemus will not applaud the good fortune of
his ram, because he is blind. And it would be a blemish on the poem if
the pious Aeneas, when he must give up hope to save his fatherland, will
not think of his father, his wife, his son; if he will not take with him the
sacred paraphernalia, will not guard the Penates, if he will be broken by
any storm. If, slave to desire’s torture, he cannot be torn away from Dido’s
bosom, and, in short, does not obey when he is asked to. Poets must not
abuse their liberty to create inconsistencies, but must describe that which
has been formed by harmony and proper consistency.

Notably, the emphatic ‘natural’ quality of fiction is seen (by Horace and Inghirami) as a rhetorical strategy, that is, to make the fiction persuasive. Subsequent Classicism took quid decet, or to prepon as a moral quality.  The present
passage illustrates that High Renaissance ‘theory’, following antiquity, did not.
The commentary, as a manual for insiders, is interested especially in means
to present persuasive fiction. In this context should also be seen its epigraph,
claiming that poetry and rhetoric are sisters. The examples adduced bear this
out: behaviour of mythological characters must be natural to be convincing. If
they are portrayed convincingly, they can be used, we would add, as typological
illustrations to the message intended to get across.
It is interesting that Inghirami by selecting the facets of the portrayal of Aeneas in Virgil the way he does, shows his understanding of the poem: although
Aeneas in a crucial moment forgets Creusa, his thoughts are very much on her;
although the first time the reader meets him he is very intimidated indeed by
the storm, he is not broken by it and that is exactly the point; though he is sorely
tempted by his love for Dido, he eventually does not yield to it. Thus his piety is
borne out by the text, and is, in that sense, decorous. This intimate familiarity
with the Aeneid and the stress on Aeneas’ piety, were both very important to
the program of the Stanza in connection with the Villa Belvedere which could
be seen from one of its windows, as we will argue below.


Horace’s text (AP -) suggests that Achilles must be psychologically consistent,
which demands that he will react with as much passion to Agamemnon’s outrage as to Patroclus’
death. Thus Achilles will be a ‘monster’ in the sense of the hybrid described in the beginning
of the AP, if his character is not consistently maintained by the poet. Achilles would also be a
‘monster’ in the sense of someone inhuman if he were unmoved by the death of his friend, but
this seems secondary: the emphasis is on the persuasion of the audience by consistent depiction. I have deleted the ‘et’ of P. and V. For a famous case of similar displaced et in the (late)
Cinquecento, see Panofsky .

The erroneous transcription in V. of prepon as praepositionem immediately preceding
our quote proves that V. is a copy by a scribe. See further app. .
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To conclude our glosses, Inghirami’s use of venustas is extremely interesting: it shows that he interprets the term not as ‘grace’ in a restricted sense, but
as ‘harmony’. The whole discussion (cf. Achilles or Polyphemus for example)
has nothing to do with ‘charm’ but with proprium decorum, ‘consistency’, ‘inner
logic’. The use of the word attests to a preference for venustas as a stylistic
goal, and I am tempted to think of Raphael here, whose venustas was proverbial
and topically opposed to the terribilità of Michelangelo. Consistency is associated by the commentator with charm, thus exemplifying the Platonic assimilation of the good and the beautiful, and illustrating that in the high Renaissance
style consistency and beauty were seen as facets of the same ideal form. The
juxtaposition of the words venustas and decorum furthermore corroborates our
hypothesis from the first chapter, that the term usually employed to describe
the work of Raphael, venustas, is seen to cover more than mere beauty alone:
the consistency of the structure, the harmony of the composition are the real
‘charm’ of art.
One of the most instructive passages from the commentary comes in the
lemma pictoribus atque poetis from vs. :
Pictoribus atque poetis. Proverbium de poetarum licentia, quibus impune videtur licere ut suo fingant omnia arbitratu. Sed longe secus est:
neque enim libera datur potestas, verum circumscripti quidam fingendi
ambitus conceduntur et praesertim in fingendo, in quo magna est ratio
adhibenda: fabulae enim si aurium mulcendarum tantum gratia fingantur, et nihil subsit bonae frugis vel saltem  ad communem vitam
merito eliminantur. Illae [r] quae in sapientiae sacrario excogitatae
sunt, ad quandam virtutum speciem hominis alliciunt intellectum. Sed
hae aut argumento ficto sunt et per mendacia totus ordo contexitur aut
veri fundantur soliditate, quod per ficta  quaedam et composita proferantur: in illis nihil magnum nihil arcanum. Haec  omnem continent philosophiam. Verum et ips[a]e in aliam scissae discretionem
dividuntur: aut enim narratio per turpia et indigna nominibus ac monstro similia componitur: quod ipsum fieri vetat Plato. Aut sacrarum
rerum notio honestis tecta verbis et decoris vestita rebus enuntiatur.
Quod fecit Orpheus, qui suorum dogmatum misteria fabularum in
I do not think the commentator wishes to make the point that ‘beauty’ when depicted/described, should be propria venustas, a beauty fitting to the personage, because he has
not chosen examples that illustrate beauty.

V.: salutem

P.: perfecta.

V.: proferant.

P.: eae.
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Rule without End
texit involucris, et poetico velamento dissimulavit. Ad cuius exemplar Pythagoras suam ipse finxit formavitque philosophiam. Neque
enim natura nudam se apertamque aequo animo ostendi patitur, ne a
vulgo indignis manibus attractetur: sed enigmatum nodis et figurarum
velamentis gaudet operiri, ut a solis tractetur [v] sapientibus: hinc
Pythagoras quibusdam praeceptis philosophiae velavit. Hinc Aegiptii
pro templis sphinges apponebant. Hinc Numenio  philosopho, quod
Eleusina sacra interpretando vulgaverat, somnia prodiderunt Eleusinas deas prosedas in Lupanariis prostare poscinummias. Eae ergo sunt
fabulae altissimis plenae mysteriis, rerum secretarum contemplationem
totiusque naturae cognitionem complectentes. In his se poeta exerceat:
huiusmodi socraticis agatur furoribus[;] quicquid ausurus sit hinc hauriat: quicquid finxerit hinc deducatur, nec sua temere immisceat, ne
serpentes avibus iungat.
Pictoribus atque poetis. A proverb about the license of poets,  who appear to be allowed to invent everything according to their own inclination. But in fact it is quite different: for they are not allowed free choice,
but prescribed bounds of invention are conceded to them, and especially
in fiction, where rigid rational control is to be administered. For if stories are invented solely to flatter the ears, and there is no substratum of
wholesome moral principles or at least some common usefulness, they are
rightly discarded. Those [on the other hand] which have been pondered in
the sanctuary of wisdom, allure the intellect of men to some appearance
of virtue. But these are either with a fictive plot (when the story [order] is
woven out of lies), or are founded on the solidity of truth which they bring
to light through fictive and constructed elements.  In the first category
there is nothing truly great or secret. The second contains the whole of
philosophy. But stories themselves too can be divided into two other categories: for either the narration is composed by means of lurid things, not
worthy of being mentioned and similar to a monster (which Plato explicitly forbids); or the notion of sacred things, covered up by honest words
and clothed with decorous things, is disclosed. This Orpheus did, [who]
interwove the mysteries of his doctrine with the veils of fables and hid
them in poetic cover. To his example Pythagoras modelled and formed


V. and P.: Numerio
V.; P.: interpretanda

cf. Erasmus, Adagia III .: liberi poetae et pictores.

The variant in P. may be translated ‘because perfect and harmonious things are brought
to light.’. I think (but am still in doubt) that V. is to be preferred.

Quoted verbatim from Pico’s oration on the dignity of man, Bausi , §, p. :
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his own philosophy. For indeed [the true] nature [of things] does not
suffer herself to be shown naked and free to be seen, lest she be touched
with unworthy hands by the rabble: she delights to be covered by knots
of riddles and veils of metaphors, so as to be treated by the wise alone.
Hence Pythagoras veiled her in certain precepts of philosophy; hence the
Egyptians placed sphinxes before their temples;  hence dreams revealed
to the philosopher Numenius, who had made public the Eleusinian mysteries by interpreting them, that the goddesses of Eleusis were prostituted
in brothels as whores who asked for money.  These [i.e. stories that
hide Truth behind a veil of fable] are stories full of the deepest mysteries,
which embrace the contemplation of secret things and the knowledge of
the whole of nature. Let the poet exert himself in these: let him be agitated
by Socratic ravings of this kind; whatever he ventures, let it be drained
‘sed (qui erat veterum mos theologorum) ita Orpheus suorum dogmatum mysteria fabularum
intexit involucris et poetico velamento dissimulavit’. See for further comment Wind , 
with n.

Also from Pico’s Oration, Bausi , §, where the formulation is more clear:
‘[Pythagoras held the orphic theology as an example] ad quam ipse suam fingeret formaretque
philosophiam.’

Adapted from Pico Commento, III,  (Mirandola ): ‘Fu opinione degli antiqui
teologi non si dovere temeramente publicare le cose divine e e’ secreti misterii, se non quanto di
sopra n’era permesso; [. . . ] Scienzia per certo divina e degna di non participare se non con pochi,
grandissimo fundamento della fede nostra, el desiderio solo del quale mi mosse all’assiduo studio della ebraica e caldaica lingua, sanza le quali alla cognizione di quella pervenire è al tutto
impossibile. Quanto fussi el medesimo stilo da’ Pitagorici osservato si vede per la epistola di
Liside ad Ipparco, nè per altra ragione gli Egizii in tutti e’ loro templi aveano sculpte le Sfinge, se
non per dichiarare doversi le cose divine, quando pure si scrivano, sotto enigmatici velamenti e
poetica dissimulazione coprire, come el Poeta nostro nella presente canzona avere fatto secondo
le forze nostre avemo dichiarato, e dagli altri poeti latini e greci nel libro della nostra poetica
teologia dichiareremo.’ Cp. Wind , ff with other examples.

Both V. and P. have ‘Numerio’. The reference must be to the Platonist and Pythagorean
Numenius from Apameia, living in the  nd century A.D., as Daan den Hengst suggests. The commentary’s text is adapted from Macrobius, Comm...: ‘Numenio denique inter philosophos
occultorum curiosiori offensam numinum, quod Eleusinia sacra interpretando vulgaverit, somnia prodiderunt, viso sibi ipsas Eleusinias deas habitu meretricio ante apertum lupanar videre
prostantes, admirantique et causas non convenientis numinibus turpitudinis consulenti respondisse iratas ab ipso se de adyto pudicitiae suae vi abstractas et passim adeuntibus prostitutas.’ (I owe the reference to Allard Schröder). Inghirami’s elision of Macrobius’ ‘offensam’
does not make for clarity. Numenius must have been a welcome source to curial humanists:
he was an early proponent of prisca theologia, believing in the transmission of original Wisdom
through different traditions (Brahmans, Jews, Magi and Egyptians) to Pythagoras and Plato, and
its subsequent dispersal. His was the famous tag ‘Who else is Plato, but Moses speaking Attic?’.
See DNP, . -, and Allen , , .

See once more Pico’s Oration: ‘Agamur, patres, agamur Socraticis furoribus’ (Bausi ,
§, p.).
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Rule without End
from this; whatever he invents, let it be brought from this source; [but] let
him not mix the elements of his fiction at random, lest serpents be joined
to birds.

It is hardly fortuitous that especially this lemma is headed pictoribus atque poetis. For these twin terms in Horace’s trigger an argument as important for
painting as for poetry of our period. Poetic licence, Horace had said, is to be
severely restricted, intending solely to repudiate incongruities on a formal or,
at most, thematic level: the first rule (which supersedes all others) is unity. 
But what the author of the commentary here states is quite something else, evidently of paramount importance to him because there is no real basis for it on
Horace’s text: he reads the precept allegorice, heavily leaning on Florentine po
The last words refer, apart from the coupling of incompatible creatures in AP , also
to the mixed creature with which Horace’s text begins. In its repudiation, both the ancient text
and the renaissance commentary ignore Roman decorative wall-painting, which abounded in
fantasy creatures (Horace’s patron Augustus had many in his house on the Palatine). The Renaissance imitated the fourth style of Nero’s Domus Aurea enthusiastically, and Raphael made
it one of the special assets of his workshop, culminating in the wayward fantasies of the Vatican
Logge. Why does this come neither to Horace’s nor to Inghirami’s mind? As for Horace: he was
not alone: Vitruvius was as critical of the thing (..), which was apparently considered somewhat vulgar in certain circles. On the other hand, frescoes of a fantastical nature did exist, also
in very prestigious homes (the ancient ‘Villa Farnesina’, for example) and in the Domus Aurea
itself, (although in the less prominent rooms, which were, however, the only ones known in the
Renaissance). Horace, therefore, is simply talking of narrative art, and not decorative art, which
he considers different genre altogether. He thinks of the central panel, which is so prominent in
the late second and third styles, only, and not of its decorative surrounding. This is reflected in
the decoration of the Stanze, too, in the frames of which composite creatures occur. But even
in antique major panels mixed creatures were to be found (cp. the famous panel from Ercolano
with Chiron and Achilles now in the Museo Nazionale in Naples): but centaurs, tritons, the
Minotaur, the Sphinx etc., legitimised by tradition, are not what Horace means either. Rather,
he exemplifies an anomaly and says: that will not do. Fiction, according to Horace, must be
legitimised by tradition, must be understandable and consistent, and this mixed creature is not.
As for Inghirami: on the last points he would have probably agreed. This is perhaps corroborated
by the fact that grotesque decoration is indeed banned to the periphery in the years he operated
as arbiter elegantiae in the Vatican, teste the Stanze, for example. It is only after his death, that
these decorations are integrated to ‘total art’ in the Logge, where, however, there is a quantitative
increase of grotesques, but never a qualitative breach of classical decorum. The final words of
our quotation (‘lest serpents be joined to birds’) seems a bit awkward: Inghirami thinks Horace
meant by joining tigers and lambs, snakes and birds (AP ) that the allegorical, philosophical
and mystic meaning must conform to the poetic, literal meaning. Interestingly, a characteristic
of the Golden Age (according to both Virgil and Isaiah, for which see Ch. ) is just this happy
mixture of natural enemies in the same pastoral meadow.

For a pendant in the visual arts for the poetical unity envisaged by Horace, one could
think of the art of the ara pacis augustae, where splendidly handled detail (for instance in the
small creatures which inhabit the floral band) is superseded by a grand formal and iconographical unity.
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etic theory in Pico. The fiction must not only be consistent and harmonious,
as for Horace, it must also cover, encode and reflect secrets unfit for ill use, so
that only the wise may decode these, lest they be defiled, an idea that is prominent in Plato and the Hermetic tradition, and was revived by Pico and others. This poetical principle was transposed to the visual arts, on the ground
that painting is mute poetry, arts which are indeed on the author’s mind, as is
attested by the Sphinxes, and of course the heading of the lemma.
Here, then, we have a very suggestive hint as to the way the arts in the Vatican were to be interpreted, that is, if our assumption of the author as Inghirami
is correct. To Inghirami, ‘great’ and ‘secret’ are almost synonymous. Hence,
‘difficulty’ in iconography was considered a virtue.  Complexity was of the
essence, since the ritual of the Church, its central mystery of the transsubstantiation, was a matter neither easy to explain nor to comprehend. Consequently
the way intended by the inventor of the program to read the iconography of the
Stanza, must be to try and find the mysteries that adumbrated by the images.
The mysterious transformations of Christ in Mass, and the likewise mysterious participation of the believer in His body and Divinity, had already by
the Florentine Platonists been likened to ancient mystery-rites, of which the
most famous was that of Eleusis, which aptly surfaces in the above quoted passage. These ancient rites were either by typology or through prisca theologia,
the sharing of revealed wisdom of other than Christian traditions, connected to
the Christian mystery. Abuse, however, was easy in matters as subtle as these.
The fact that Horace’s discussion of poetic ‘licence’, strictly formal, triggers
remarks by Inghirami on metaphorical content and underlying Truth, thereby
showing what the commentator thought of as essential. Thus the correct ‘translation’ of Christian mystery into other terms, be they poetical or pictorial, is
projected onto the analysis of literature by Horace, likening Horace’s anomalies which fail to carry conviction to a profanation of mystery, an abuse of the
function of art. Art should, according to Inghirami, reflect a mystery, and thus
explain, or rather make probable and convincing, the inexplicable.
This attitude is thoroughly Platonist, corresponding as it does with Plato’s
use and legitimisation of myth. Underlying it, too, is Platonic imitatio: the


See our notes , , ,  above.
The prime example remains Plato’s use of myth.

See for my argument app.  (even if the author were Parrhasio, his comments were
almost certainly influenced by Inghirami). The lemma is an illustration of the main thesis in
Edgar Wind’s Pagan Mysteries. To those modern critics who repudiate iconography à la Edgar
Wind, it should give pause.

Within a decade, the wind would change in this respect, teste the remarks of Clement
VII, in Chapter .

V., v; P., r.
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Rule without End

propelling thought must be good to yield good art. Then, the ensuing artistic
product can be neither ‘bad’ nor disharmonious, which is the formal pendant
of ‘bad’. We see, however, in the example of the Sphinxes that the precept to
make ‘good’ or ‘beautiful’ art as opposed to ordo contextus per mendacia, is not
literal but figural: the underlying ‘goodness’ is essential, but may be veiled by
‘rough’ symbols, even by a ‘composite’ creature, if this creature is corroborated
by tradition.
But there is more to be culled from this passage. A number of phrases
connect it directly to the frescoes in the Stanza della Segnatura. I will pursue
three of them of particular interest: the enigmatum nodi, the formation of the
philosophy of Pythagoras, and the call to the poet to let himself be driven by
Socratici furores.
The first item is quite straightforward: it can be recognised in the famous
knot-motif on the altar of the Disputa, in which the name Julius is interwoven. (ill. .) The altar is not, of course, surrounded by poets, but by theologians and churchmen: Inghirami’s argument in the commentary is not restricted to poetry, but concerned with truth in general (showing in the process
that he thought poetry to be an ideal vehicle for truth). This granted, there
can hardly be found more eloquent testimony to the assertions made above.
We may recognise in it the claim of an ordo contextus per veritatem (contrary
to the mendacia), for Julius is literally woven through the fabric of the central Christian mystery. This mystery is translated to mankind by the Church,
but, as the fervent discussion on the fresco illustrates, a mystery it remains,
a mystery moreover reflecting in a Platonic way the Truth depicted above it:
as a less perfect but nonetheless corresponding mirror image of the revealed
hemicircle of the upper register. Only the wise may handle it. The knot-motif is
quite expressive: knots are complex, but may be loosened, and knots signify the
coming together of various strands. Both thoughts are relevant to the Vatican
in the days of Julius.
The second phrase allows us, perhaps, a conjecture. Inghirami states that
Quod [i.e. sacrarum rerum notio tegere honestis verbis] fecit Orpheus qui suorum dogmatum misteria fabularum intexit involucris, et poetico velamento dissimulavit. Ad cuius exemplar Pythagoras suam ipse finxit formavitque philosophiam.
I am tempted to recognise this process in the figure on the left side, lower register, of the ‘School of Athens’. He is traditionally identified as Pythagoras, on


The same logic is pursued by Inghirami in his lemma on vanae species, analysing dreams
(V. r-v, P. r). For Quattrocento attitudes towards integumentum, or covering, see Wind ,
and Godman , ff.

Kempers - and Rowland  have shown that the knot-motif can be connected
to the theories of Egidio da Viterbo as well.
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the ground of the tablet in front of him which he apparently copies or uses
for reference. The tablet shows the mathematical basis of so-called flageolets,
and therefore refers to the Pythagorean ‘harmony of the spheres’. It remains
strange to have Pythagoras copy from his own work. All the more so, since
Vasari identified the group with the ‘Pythagoras’ as the evangelists, and the figure himself as Matthew, an interpretation corroborated by a print by Agostino
Veneziano from  which displays the same identification (since someone
from the workshop identified the figure as an evangelist).  Vasari’s idea, and
his concomitant interpretation of the fresco as ‘philosophy and astrology being reconciled by the theologians’, may, of course, be accurate even without the
group on the lower left representing the evangelists, for ancient philosophers
were often called theologians. But I think the identification of Matthew may
very well be correct. The whole point of the Stanza is the harmony and unity of
traditions which were not yet considered as separate as they would be subsequently. What seems to me to be encoded in this scene is the process described
by the phrase of Inghirami, although not the persons involved: Orpheus veiled
the mysteries of his wisdom in fables, Pythagoras then based his own philosophy on them. Likewise, in the fresco, Matthew is basing his own philosophy on
the riddles of Pythagoras, encoded in an enigma which, when turned upside
down, reflects the architectural setting of the ‘School of Athens’. Considering
the many and important borrowings and quotations in the passage we quoted
from the work of Pico (for which see our notes above), a passage so evidently
of major importance to the Stanza, I think that a recent suggestion that the
angelic youth clad in white behind the ‘evangelists’ is intended as a likeness of
Pico della Mirandola, deserves serious consideration.  Especially Pico’s efforts for the reconciliation of Plato and Aristotle are relevant in this respect. 
But also more generally, the entire ‘theory’ behind the Stanza is based on a
fusion of Pico’s Platonism brought down to earth by its fusion with Inghirami’s
interpretation of Horatian (and Vergilian) classicism.
Our last example of the relevance for the Stanza of the pictoribus atque poetis lemma of Inghirami’s commentary concerns the phrase [poeta] Socraticis
agatur furoribus: the poet must let himself be driven by Socratic ‘madness’, that
is, if he wants to reveal Truth, such is the implicit assumption of our commentary. Exactly this process is made visible in the Stanza della Segnatura, in the


Vasari’s interpretation has therefore been strenuously defended by Kempers, and I think
he is right, in e.g. Kempers - and Kempers . Communis opinio assumes that Vasari’s
‘mistake’ was grounded on his using Agostino’s print.

Gaugier , -, interpreting the group however, as Pythagoras c.s. I am less convinced by her identification of the same figure elsewhere in the fresco.

Replacing the usual identification with Federigo Gonzaga.
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narrative image which connects the Parnassus with the Disputa, the ‘Flaying of
Marsyas’. (ill. .; .; .)
This was suggested, without recourse to the commentary, long ago by Edgar
Wind. Our passage now allows us to corroborate and refine his interpretation. The Socratici furores mentioned by the commentary are at first sight
to be connected with the passage from the Phaedrus we have discussed above,
on the four types of divine mania. Our commentary leans heavily on Pico’s
Oratio pro dignitate hominis, where the furores are explicitly coupled to the
Phaedrus, and referred to in the plural.  Wind, trying to read the significance of Raphael’s Marsyas, turned to the frequent passages in Pico referring
to Socratic furor, and was able to establish another, more concrete reference.
In his letter to Ermolao Barbaro, Pico had illustrated the philosopher’s ecstatic
ascent to Truth with the image of Silenorum nostri Alcibiadis: ‘when you go to
the philosophers, you must withdraw from the senses, you must return into
yourself (redeas ad te ipsum) [. . . ] you must acquire the ears of the Tyanean, 
with which, because he was no longer in his body, he heard not the terrestrial
Marsyas but the heavenly Apollo, who on his divine lyre, with ineffable modes,
tuned the melodies of the spheres.’ 
The combination of the phrase Silenorum nostri Alcibiadis with Marsyas
points to the final speech, of Alcibiades, in the Symposium. There, Socrates is
compared to a satyr, and even explicitly with the mythological Marsyas, punished for the hybris of pretending to rival Apollo in music (in Marsyas’ case, on
the ecstatic and intoxicating double-hobo) by being flayed alive by the god. 
Plato’s comparison is brilliant. Many aspects of it are prefigured in other passages in the Symposium, thus giving unity to Plato’s masterpiece in this last, daring image. But the most important element of the comparison was implied
rather than spelled out by Plato: Marsyas’ gruesome end, a mythological
martyrdom which hangs like a dark cloud on the seemingly hilarious simile.


Wind , -.
Pico Oratio, -.

Apollonius of Tyana in Philostratus Vita Apollonii Tyanei v. xl.

Quoted from Wind , .

Symp. a-d.

Wind only notes ‘his ruthless pursuit of bewildering questions was but the disguise of
an inward clarity’, apt for the disciple of Apollo in search of the ‘Gnoothi seauton’ (). Yet there
is more: Socrates’ ‘charm’ over his interlocutors, corresponding with the intoxicating instrument
of Marsyas; his physical appearance, similar to a satyr; his eroticism; his ‘savage’ habits, unshod,
spending the night in the open, hardened by nature; his irony, corresponding to the lascivious
satyrs; his drinking habits, apt in the train of Dionysus; his ‘satyric’ literary genre of the dialogue,
standing between tragedy and comedy as the ending of the Symposium shows.

And remained also unnoticed by Wind.
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For, like Marsyas, Socrates would himself be martyred, as the latter himself
describes in the Apology, for his unflinching quest for truth, playing on the
‘instrument’ he, like Marsyas invented the double hobo, had invented, namely
the Socratic dialogue. Socrates’ voluntary death at the hands of the Athenian
state is clearly envisaged by himself in the Apology as a purification and release, realised through the shedding of transitory exterior to expose the beauty
and wholeness of the interior soul, a tragic, Dionysiac rite de passage. In the
Symposium, the comparison of Socrates to Marsyas suggests that the gruesome
fate of the rugged satyr is an icon for this purification through death, a death
wholesome not only to himself but to his disciples as well, enabling them as
it did to pursue the life of philosophy in his footsteps.  Marsyas, the ‘type’
of Socrates, was also the ‘type’ of Christ, as indeed Socrates was thought to
be. Pico’s above quoted allusion is therefore a combination with the description of philosophic ecstasy in the Diotima-speech of Socrates with the image
of Socrates as Marsyas in the speech of Alcibiades.  Pico’s work was on the
writing desk of Inghirami, when he wrote the commentary, but also, it is my
contention, when he designed the programme of the Stanza. The result is the
image of Marsyas.
Now Wind proceeded to connect, without further comment, the presence
of Marsyas in the spandrel between the Parnassus and the Disputa with the
figure of Dante, present in both corners of the latter frescoes underneath the
Marsyas. Dante had invoked Marsyas in Paradiso I. -:
O buono Appollo, a l’ultimo lavoro
fammi del tuo valor sì fatto vaso,
come dimandi a dar l’amato alloro.
Infino a qui l’un giogo di Parnaso
assai mi fu; ma or con amendue
m’è uopo intrar ne l’aringo rimaso.
Entra nel petto mio, e spira tue
sì come quando Marsïa traesti
de la vagina de le membra sue.
O good Apollo, for this last labor make me such a vessel of your worth
as you require for granting your beloved laurel. Thus far the one peak of
Parnassus has sufficed me, but now I have need of both, as I enter the


See for this, more extensively, Rijser 
The method of bringing into line pronouncements of all speakers in the dialogue because the all contain Platonic truth is common and also to be found in Ficino’s de amore.
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Rule without End
arena that remains. Enter into my breast and breathe there as when you
drew Marsyas from the sheath of his limbs. 

Dante’s presence on both the frescoes below the Marsyas enacts this text: as
poet, one peak of the Parnassus, the one dedicated to the Muses was sufficient.
But as revealer of Christian truth, the other, that of Apollo, the god of revelation
and type of Christ, would have to be, and was indeed added.  Moreover, as
Dante did not know the Symposium, and both Pico and Inghirami knew that
this was so, the upshot was, that the Florentine poet had sensed the truth without completely knowing it: he had guessed the appropriateness of Marsyas in
Platonic philosophy. He had prophesied truth, as poets do when they ‘let themselves be driven by Socratic madness’. Lastly, the image of Marsyas encoded the
figural relationship of pagan myth with Christian Truth, assimilating the agony
of the poet to the suffering of Christ, which, after all, also was the enactment of
the moment of Truth. This kind of Christological connection between art and
religion we have studied in the first chapter. The pre-eminent example of it was
Raphael.
The titulus of the female figure presiding over the Parnassus is numine afflatur, once again wholly in line with the lemma we are discussing. (ill. .) It
has a precedent in a passage from the pro Archia,  but the main reference is
to the Cumaean sibyl in Virgil:
[. . . ] non uultus, non color unus,
non comptae mansere comae; sed pectus anhelum,
et rabie fera corda tument, maiorque uideri
nec mortale sonans, adflata est numine quando
iam propiore dei.
[The sibyl’s] expression, even her colour changed, her hair suddenly turned
dishevelled; her breast swelled with gasping, her wild heart with fury, and
she seemed more large to behold; hardly uttering mortal sounds, as the
breath of the god touched her when he came near. 


Translation from Singleton .
In the common interpretation of the two peaks the first is dedicated to the Muses, the
second to Apollo himself (see e.g. Vandelli , ad loc.). Another interpretation was current in
the Renaissance, that is, one peak Apollo’s the other Dionysus’ (cp. Badius Ascensius , ad
Ecl. : ‘Parnassus [cuius] vertex alter Baccho, alter Phoebo sacer est’), and was relevant in this
connection as well, as the mystery-rite to which Marsyas refers is Dionysiac.

: ‘Atque sic a summis hominibus eruditissimisque accepimus, ceterarum rerum studia
et doctrina et praeceptis et arte constare: poetam natura ipsa valere, et mentis viribus excitari,
et quasi divino quodam spiritu inflari.’

Aen. VI. -.
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The sibyl’s ecstasy is figured in Marsyas as well, as is evident from the painful
struggle she has to submit to in order to prophecy:
At Phoebi nondum patiens immanis in antro
bacchatur uates, magnum si pectore possit
excussisse deum; tanto magis ille fatigat
os rabidum, fera corda domans, fingitque premendo.
Scarce bridled yet by Phoebus’ hand divine, ecstatic swept along, and
vainly stove to fling its potent master from her breast; but he more strongly
plied his rein and curb upon her frenzied lips, and soon subdued her spirit
fierce, and swayed her at his will.
The two frescoes connected by the Marsyas are dominated by their presiding
deities, Apollo and Christ, in a similar way, both graphically and hierarchically.
The presiding deities ‘tame’ the relative disorder beneath them, of the mortal,
historical figures in their ‘service’, striving towards the Truth. Since Apollo and
Christ are to be identified, the serene plight of the satyr is intended to gloss
the contact between human and divine also on the Christian level, as Dante
had already suggested. The pagan icon prefigures and explains Christian mystery: the painful road to the Truth. God imparts this truth to mortals through
media, which are interpreted and monopolised by the papal court, led by the
Pontifex in person. Such is the message of the Stanza. The medium may be
theology, in the Disputa, or poetry, in the Parnassus; it may be philosophy in
the ‘School’ or the division of Justice, prefigured by the justness and the rule of
law of the Roman Empire, in the Iustitia: Julius shows here that all these virtues
are virtually present at his court, in the centre of his private apartment.
To return to Horace: his plea in the Ars Poetica is for formal balance as a
means of persuasion. Whether the ancient poet and his patron went as far as
to assimilate formal balance with the unity of history, culture and civilisation
that was so important to the Augustan ‘program’, remains conjectural. But I do
think the papal propaganda committee, to which Inghirami and Raphael belonged, recognised in the balanced poetry of Horace and Virgil their own preoccupation with the ‘harmonisation’ of history. Persuasive presence of prestigious figures of the past, fitted in a harmonious ‘composition’, could appropriate
these figures of great authority to the present papal project by suggesting that
they, without knowing completely the Truth the Vatican claimed to incorporate, had nevertheless adumbrated it and thus were fore-runners of the papal
present. In fact, their virtual presence recognises this, as when the sage poet in


Ibidem -, transl. Th. C. Williams.
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the lower right register of the Parnassus points to the goings-on in the room in
recognition of prophecy fulfilled.

.. Literature Becomes Art
The commentary’s remark about the design of the idea preceding execution is reminiscent of Raphael’s famous letter to Castiglione, stating the artist’s
habit of forming una certa idea before starting to work.  Horace himself
begins his letter to the Pisones with the comparison of poetry to painting.
Inghirami-Parrhasio concur, and duly remark, in a passage preceding the last
lemma discussed, that the poet is only a speaking painter and the painter a
mute poet:
Bene poeticam picturae comparat: quom poeta nihil aliud sit quam
pictor loquens, et pictor mutus poeta. Uterque oras, regiones, formas,
species, pugnas, acies, remigium, hominum ferarumque motus effingit, unde pictorum poetarumque portenta quae de inferis traduntur
fingunturque vocat Cicero. Uterque pingit sed poeta felicius: cuius colores tempore non senescunt, non tempestatibus obterantur, non vi ulla
delentur, sed aetate, tamquam igni aurei, redduntur preciosiores.
Rightly he compares [the art of] poetry with painting: for a poet is nothing
but a speaking painter, and a painter a mute poet. Both create countries,
regions, forms, semblances, fights, battle-lines, rowing, the movements of
men and beasts. Therefore Cicero calls the things that are reported and
invented about the Nether world, the figments of painters and poets. 
Both paint, but the poet more successfully: for his colours do not grow old
with time, are not worn by bad weather, are not destroyed by whatever
force, but are made more precious by time, like gold coins by fire. 
This commonplace acquires a specific meaning in the context of the Stanza,
important to our purposes. For it envisages the possibility to extend the idea to
mirror the harmonious unity of God by formal stylistic harmony from literary
form to art, all the more so, because the all important idea in contemporary
curial circles was visibility. To clarify this, we briefly return to Tommaso’s oratory.


For the letter, see app. .
Cf. Cic. Tusc. ., ‘aut quid negotii est haec poetarum et pictorum portenta convincere’,
and ND .

P. v-r, V. v.
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In his first major oration, Panegyricus in memoriam Divi Thomae Aquinatis
of , Inghirami praises Thomas Aquinas for his supremacy in philosophy
and theology. As we may by now expect, the orator significantly adds stylistic
virtue to philosophical and theological: Thomas’ style too deserves the highest
regard, and can be compared to the ancients – a highly unusual (and controversial) addition in the discussion of the Scholastic Saint.  Once more, Inghirami
seems to be connecting form with substance. Furthermore, continuing the Ciceronian strain, Aquinas is set out for the combination of the contemplative
life (which nobody would deny) and the active life, which would more naturally be associated with the tireless efforts of Renaissance humanists than with
the abstruseness of the scholastic intellectual Aquinas. As so often, humanism
appropriates the past, and not only the classical past. Inghirami casts Aquinas
as a peer, claims him for the present.
One of the most remarkable themes of the Panegyricus is the pointed reference to art, and in its wake, visibility.  Important anniversaries in the calendar
of the Church, Inghirami states in his prooemium aimed at justifying his speech
on the great doctor, must be celebrated yearly,
eam praecipue ob causam ut eorum memoria veluti pictura egregia sed
vetustate evanescens novis quasi coloribus annua laudatione renovaretur. [...] spectamus etenim potius quae fiunt in vita communi quam
quae finguntur aut optantur, ut solent pictores qui novos discipulos
praestantissimis propositis imaginibus potius quam arte erudire contendunt, vel quia plus oculis quam auribus credunt, vel quia longum
est iter per precepta, breve autem et efficax per exempla.
Specifically for the reason that their memory like an excellent painting
that is worn by age, be renewed as it were by fresh colours by yearly praise.
[This is great stimulant to virtue, because one can see a practical case
of virtuous life; those who preach that wisdom is to be attained which
no one has ever attained yet, do hardly inspire their hearers] Indeed, we
prefer to look at the reality of this our life, rather than at fiction or utopia,
like painters who strive to educate new pupils by putting before them the
most excellent images rather than the rules of the art, either because they
put more credence in the eyes than the ears, or because the road to knowledge by precepts is long, but by examples short and efficient. 


For the importance of Thomas Aquinas in the High Renaissance Vatican see O’ Malley
in Wind , xlviii-l.

Gaugier ,  with notes.

As noted by O’Malley  and Gaugier .

Inghirami, Panegyricus in memoriam Divi Thomae Aquinatis = Inghirami , r-v.
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The comparison to art, apparently, is a matter of course to Inghirami – as it
was to Cicero. But, more than a mere classical echo, it is illustrative of a
dire need: the need for enargeia. The directness and efficiency of art had traditionally been used to overcome the illiteracy of the vulgus profanum. It now
became the means of showing the reality of the claims of Rome, and the world
it represented. Papal rhetoric, poetry and painting aimed, first of all, to show.
Old fashioned, Thomistic and theoretical preaching was increasingly judged
too abstract – and this is one of the reasons for the rigorous up-date Aquinas
is treated to by Inghirami. Its metaphysical subjects were to be supplanted
by concrete historical examples: facta, opera, gesta. Like divine harmony itself,
the emanations and concrete examples of the Christian system were to be made
visible to be persuasive in a world that was rapidly becoming more secular.
Ciceronian rhetoric had the habit of citing historical example. If Cicero’s ancient public would ‘see’ Cato the Censor, would ‘hear’ him speak, it would more
readily be persuaded to follow the course advertised by Cicero. Thus ancient
rhetorical practice had developed ekphrasis and prosopopoeia as means to bring
those examples to life and put them before the eyes of the listener. What was
more natural, now that the papacy was reviving ancient form and content and
the need arose to be as concrete as possible, than to follow these precepts and
show history and precedents, instead of conjuring with words in abstracto, to
paint word pictures or, for that matter, real pictures which not only illustrated
the words, but made all words superfluous?  Inghirami demonstrated this
approach time and again. The oration on the death of Christ Inghirami held
Note how extremely important this statement is if connected with a space like the Stanza della
Segnatura! Indeed, it follows hard upon that ‘mihi provincia demandata fuerit, ut de illius vitae
integritate deque rerum omnium tam humanarum quam divinarum scientia paene incredibili
apud vos verba faciam’ (v), echoing the epigraphs of the Stanza. Indeed, when one reads this
text, which dates from around , and visualises the stylistic development of Raphael some
 years afterwards, after arriving in Rome, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that Inghirami’s
ideas of visualisation and enargeia played a major role in them, a more important one, in fact,
than the appropriations from Leonardo or Michelangelo of which the recent catalogue of the
Raphael-show in the National Gallery makes much ado. The countless figures who point to the
space of the viewer in the Stanza, and involve the viewer in the images, are evidently closely
connected to what Inghirami says in his oration on Saint Thomas.

E.g. De rep. ..

See O’Malley , .

O’ Malley illustrates this tendency by contrasting a scholastic sermon on the Ascension,
explaining and proving the after-life philosophically, and an epideictic humanist sermon on
the same occasion, painting ‘with all the colour their vocabulary could muster’, Christ’s entry
into Heaven as a triumphus in all details (O’ Malley , ). The capacity of Raphael in the
Stanza to make words superfluous is aptly illustrated by the absence of epigraphs, which were
still prominently displayed in comparable cycles like the Collegio del Cambio in Perugia, as we
have seen.
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early in Julius’ reign, on Good Friday, April , , is a case in point. Christ’s
death is transformed to a forensic cause celèbre by the imitation of Cicero. The
classical orator knew how important it was to put the crime in question before
the eyes of the listeners to persuade them, to make his case their case and stress
their shared interests. Inghirami follows suit:
Dirum facinus, et post homines natos ne apud penitissimos quidem
barbaros extra omnem humanitatem positos auditum [. . . ] ad te defero,
Pater beatissime.
A horrendous crime, and one unheard of even among barbarians posted
on the utmost outskirts of civilisation since the birth of mankind, I bring
before you, most Holy Father.
The orator ‘brings before’ Julius most concretely (so much so that one tends to
forget that it all happened  years ago).  He plays upon the shared humanity of his hearers (and, by implication, of Christ) by the statement that even the
most derelict dogs would refrain from such horrors (and thus we all, a fortiori),
to create the Ciceronian consensus. And, in a peroration worthy in pathos of
his exemplar, makes the crucifix on the altar of the Sistine Chapel live and do
the work for him (as one might expect from the living Christ):
En, dispessas habet manus ut te excipiat; en, caput deflexit, ut osculum
porrigat. [. . . ] Plura ne dicam lacrymae me impediunt.
See, He holds his hands outstretched to embrace you! See, he inclines his
head to kiss you! Tears prevent me from saying more. 
The aim of the orator is to make concrete, to even make Christ live and respond
in the fantasia of the listeners, as the repeated en emphasises. The pope is, aptly,
presented as especially close to Christ, who is resurrected by the magic of the
orator, wielding his powers of creating a virtual world. Yet the passage shows
the importance and the function of art, if such a crucifix is to be termed, for
the public at large. The ‘art’ is a prop used for persuasion and enargeia, like the
weeping children unwillingly dragged on to the rostra by Cicero to illustrate his
case. This last passage from Inghirami’s speech seems indeed culled from the
store of Cicero as well. Especially the close of the Pro Milone comes to mind,
with its repeated anaphora of Milo’s unperturbed state (nec vero haec, iudices,
ut ego nunc, flens, sed hoc eodem loquitur voltu quo videtis; ) and the tears
preventing Cicero to continue (sed finis sit; neque enim prae lacrimis iam loqui




Rosa , 
As Ingrid Rowland remarks, , .
Rosa , .
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possum; ). No matter that Cicero’s speech as published was never held,
while the spoken version was dismally unsuccessful.  Milo’s ‘tragic’ suffering
suited Inghirami even better than his acquittal would have done. For Cicero’s
sketch of his plight may have served, in the harmonising mind of the papal
orator, as a spur for inventio when composing an oration on Christ, who had,
as Milo according to Cicero, sacrificed all for the good of the commonwealth.
Critical contemporary minds may have thought it objectionable to have
Christ’s suffering dressed up in words taken from the defence of a murderer,
however eloquent they were. No wonder that jejune observers objected that
tempora rebus non congruunt, that classical exempla were ancient history, and
had nothing to do with the Christian life, as Apollo had nothing to do with
Christ. Such observers, Inghirami and the curia argued, entirely missed the
point: for history was typologically connected, all roads leading to Rome. We
have encountered the force of the typological model time and again in this
study. It could appropriate past figures of great authority to the present papal
project by suggesting that these figures, without knowing completely the Truth
the Vatican pretended to incorporate, had nevertheless adumbrated it and thus
were fore-runners of the papal present, without, of course, actually having said
so – something that would have been very difficult to prove indeed.
The function of exempla in ancient rhetoric had been to prove the expediency of a proposed course. The painted exempla in the Stanza function in
a similar way. The more lively they were represented, the more pressing their
case seemed to be. This pictorial realism runs parallel to the efforts for clarity,
vividness and enargeia in papal oratory. Yet, like in earlier stylistic revolutions
towards realism, for instance in the case of Giotto, realism is a means to persuade. In fact, Raphael’s marvellous illusions in the Stanze were a direct and
concrete answer to jejune objections, showing with the utmost force of virtual
reality what the papacy was, whence it was derived, what authority it had.
The need to visualize made images as suited to papal aims as literature, or,
depending on the public, even more, as appeared in the extensive use made of
images in the propaganda war with would-be reformers up north.  At the
heart of things, at Rome, the literary heritage which was so enthusiastically appropriated needed the visual pendant of a superior harmonious pictorial style


Passages like Pro Cael.  (vidi enim, vidi etc.) provide more distant echoes.
Milo, dining on rougets in exile in Marseille, upon reading the published version, remarked he would never have had the privilege to enjoy their supreme quality if Cicero had
performed as well as he had written (Cassius Dio . ).

So Erasmus, Ciceronianus, or, e.g., the imagery adversary of Bruni in de litteris studendis.

Cf. the illustrations in the propaganda war with empire and France, and their analysis
in Kempers -.
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and disposition. We have seen that the papal court was considered a reflection
of the heavenly Court. Of such a parallel the Disputa may be seen as an illustration. The hemispheric divine order in the virtual apse is reflected formally, but
less perfectly, by the hemisphere formed by the human endeavours to capture
the essence of the transubstantiation – a pictorial counterpart of the relation of
Platonic forms to their emanations.  (ill. .)
On other levels as well, visual order may be compared to literary disposition. In the concatenation of the figures themselves, consisting of units of
three or four people artfully juxtaposed, may even be recognised the elegant
groupings of the Ciceronian period, with its structured balance, never completely symmetrical, but always almost so, answering the expectations of the
reader always with a slight variation so as to avoid tedium, and hiding its art
in the supreme demonstration of it.  As the numerous preparatory drawings
show, Raphael’s whole effort was directed towards the unification of such units
by answering or connecting gestures.  (ill. .)
Even beyond the formal level Ciceronian rhetoric provides an apt parallel
for Raphael’s image. The subject matter of the lower level of the Disputa is
the ordered debate, sensitive to both authoritative hierarchy and freedom of
speech, which had been so dear to Cicero and his beloved Republic. It would
not be so strange if Julius, holding audience in the Stanza, would associate the
Disputa with the Roman senate.
Thus in many respects, formal and substantial, antique texts reverberate
in the Disputa. As an explanation for the ubiquitous presence of books in
Raphael’s frescoes in the room, we perhaps need not necessarily think that it
functioned as Julius’ library: they could have had many other meanings and
functions. This matter will occupy us more extensively below. For now, let us
conclude that a fresco like the Disputa may, on a number of levels, very well be
seen as ‘pictured’ Plato and Cicero.
To be sure, stylistic tendencies of the late Quattrocento and the early Cinquecento, were already pointing the way towards harmony, as did tendencies
in philosophy. Raphael, following in the tracks of Leonardo and Fra Bartolommeo, had diligently been working towards pictorial unity and balance in his
series of Florentine altarpieces. The Vatican Stanze formed a culmination: the

Higher up still in the hierarchy are the full circles that contained the personifications
on the ceiling . The significant text here, also using the example of a circle, is Plato’s  th Letter,
-.

That is, if we may take a step further a line of thought that was explored by Michael
Baxandall. For his analysis of the relation between literary period-structure and visual disposition, see Baxandall , -.

For the drawings and an analysis in this sense, see Gombrich .
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Rule without End

problem set to the painter was extended from the representation of harmony in
the relatively compact group of the Madonna and Child with attendants, to the
harmonious grouping of large crowds. Yet various strands of the Renaissance
suddenly fitted together perfectly in the Rome of Julius.
Of course, to point at the harmonious style of Raphael is commonplace.
The chapter-heading of the High Renaissance in Gombrich’s Story of Art, Harmony Attained, is illustrative. My point is that this harmony is foremost the
reflection of a theological and political attitude, grafted on the stylistic ideals
of ancient literature: Raphael’s style expressed theological and political stances
through the precepts found in ancient literary theory and practice. Historically,
both Julius’ theological and political ideals would soon be transformed beyond
recognition by the effects of the Reformation. But its triumphant expression,
Raphael’s style, remained, to dominate the cultural history of Europe.
Inghirami and Raphael worked closely together on the planning of the first
two Stanze. The room which was decorated first, the Stanza della Segnatura,
may be seen as the epitome of above-mentioned tendencies. Its delicate balance, stylistic harmony and wondrous consistency have been praised endlessly,
so that Raphael’s historical triumph has dwarfed his artistic contemporaries to
such an extent that Pinturicchio’s decoration of the Borgia apartments, produced hardly a decade before the Stanza della Segnatura, now looks definitely
primitive in comparison. The same goes for the decoration by Peruzzi of the
apse of the Sant’Onofrio hardly a stone’s throw from the Vatican and completed
in the same decade as the Stanza. Even more illustrative is the humorous ex voto
commissioned by Inghirami himself for the Lateran to commemorate a road
accident which nearly caused his death. (ill. .)
The primitive perspective, the narratio continua (clumsy when judged from
the standard of later classicism), the lack of balance and central composition,
all stand in marked contrast to the work Inghirami was planning in collaboration with Raphael and Julius in the Vatican in the very year of the accident.
As the canon of the Lateran rides out on the left (ironically echoed by the relief of Titus’ triumphus in the arch), he is over-concentrated on his book and
almost crushed by a cart drawn by oxen (to the dismay of the drivers), still
clutching his text (apparently sacred, considering the outcome). The incident
is shown on the right of the picture, immediately below the intervening Christ
(advised by Peter and Paul), depicted in the guise of the Acheiropoieton from
the Sancta Sanctorum, the most holy relic Inghirami was supposed as a canon
of the Lateran to guard. (ill. .)
Stylistically this is light-years away from the Stanze. This stylistic difference
may partly be attributed to the genus in which an ex voto on the one, and a fresco
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in the Vatican in the other hand were supposed to conform: humile for the ex
voto, grande for the fresco’s: in fact the ex voto serves as an epigram, while the
Stanza serves as an epic. But it points also to the critical difference the Vatican
fresco’s display with contemporary artistic productions. This difference is in
balance, harmony, consistency and illusionism.
Harmony and unity attained by illusionism were a conscious expression of
the claims of Julius’ papacy, not an aim an sich. It is to Raphael’s penetrating
understanding of Julius’ aims that we owe the triumph of Renaissance art, the
ultimate expression of dissonant harmony, concordia discors, of Antique, Jewish, Hermetic and Christian tradition. The power to synthesize these, establish
order and unity, buttressed the Roman claim to be the pillar of civilisation.
Parallel to Raphael’s efforts, in these same years Josquin des Prés achieved a
unity of style and content in his musical settings for the liturgies of the Sistine
Chapel, which would profoundly change the history of music.
The wisdom of the Stanza della Segnatura is a difficult matter, and doubtlessly
will remain so. Its ambiguity was intentional, and interpretation, which pins
down significance, thus remains precarious. My sole aim in this chapter is to
show that the poetical principles that form the core of this book, considerably
help to explain both form and function of this room. For the room enacts,
Platonically, the descent from abstract to concrete so devoutly wished by the
papal court. It does so employing both typology and interaction, to create a
living image in classical style. This pictorial style, represented as a recreation
of Antiquity, but in fact a specific interpretation of it, has come to stand in its
turn at the cradle of modern art. This cardinal and crucial position tends to
obscure the fact that, for Inghirami and Raphael, style was part of the message
they were supposed to convey: that of the universal power of mind, that is
God, that is Unity, Truth and Goodness, represented on earth by Julius II, who
stimulated the efforts of his employees not just because he liked beautiful art,
poetry and oratory. More importantly, their beauty was a metaphor for the
harmony between the great traditions he strove as a pope to assemble under
his rule, to prove that he was the right Man in the right Place.


I have no pretension to solve the many riddles that remain after, in recent years, an
unusual amount of contributions to the scholarly debate has cleared the way for a more comprehensive understanding, many of which have been mentioned in the notes above. I especially
admire the contributions of Shearman, Winner, Nesselrath, Verdon (in Hall), Kempers, and
Most. I have not seen all the literature concerned, which would be a task almost impossible
to accomplish. The forthcoming publication (to which I have not had access) of Wind’s papers
concerning the Stanza, it is to be expected, will add much.
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.. Prophecy Fulfilled
The Stanza della Segnatura is generally considered in recent literature to
be Julius’ library. This has important consequences for interpretation. For one
thing, it downplays the political content of the decoration.  There are other
objections to this assumption. But even if books were indeed kept in the
room, these must surely have functioned as props with legitimising force rather
than essentials. Julius’ judicial activities, represented on the wall of ‘Justice’, are
most probably a continuation of the activities performed in the room, which
must also have functioned as an audience chamber.  It was the ‘living’ presence of the writers of famous books, rather than the works themselves, which
was to impress visitors.
This presence was provided for by Raphael’s frescoes, representing Justice,
Philosophy, Theology and Poetry. Underneath it all, rhetoric, poetics’ twin sister, plays an important, yet not explicitly acknowledged part. Thus in many
aspects, formal and substantial, antique texts reverberate in the Stanza. The
ubiquitous presence of books in Raphael’s frescoes in this room, perhaps need
not necessarily imply that it functioned as Julius’ library. Poetry, as we have
seen, was about much more than just texts in books.
In conclusion to this chapter, let us once more turn to this discipline. The
importance of poetry for the iconography of the Stanza is reflected by the
prominent position of the poets’ mountain in the room. In fact, it could be
argued that the Parnassus has pride of place here, if not from a theological point
of view, then, most literally, from the point of view of the patron. It moreover
contains an important authorial pronouncement of the painter Raphael.
To begin with the first: the window which it frames looks out to the apple
of Julius’ eye, his Villa Belvedere. The pattern of the neo-cosmatesque floor
indicates that Julius, when seated on his throne, faced the Parnassus. (ill. .)
Looking in this direction, Julius would see some spectacular historical connections coming as it were to life. The Vatican Hill, in Antiquity, had been
sacred to Apollo, god of prophecy, poetry, music and justice.  Its etymology,


For which see Kempers -.
The most tenacious opponent of the theory is Bram Kempers. I sympathise with his
arguments (laid down in Kempers  and ).

In which case the designation ‘Segnatura’, usually considered spurious, is after all correct
(see Kempers ). The continuity of the iconography of uomini famosi with other rooms with
this function (e.g. the Collegio del Cambio, the cycle in Saluzzo, and the Sala dei Gigli) suggests
as much.

Thus already Stinger , -.
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most importantly, was derived from vaticinium, prophecy.  And indeed, what
magnificent prophecy the Vatican hill contained!
Raphael’s Parnassus thus typologically connects the god and his train on
the mount of poetry with the villa visible through the window below it:  they
are one and the same thing in different guises, the new Apollonian Hill triumphantly restored – and perfected - by Christianity. Moreover, the suggestion is that the villa fell auspiciously under Apollo’s augury, in a way remarkably
similar to what Augustus had wanted to suggest to his Romans by building a
temple to Apollo in his own house.
The choice of Apollo as presiding deity made even more sense, connected
in yet another way to poetry as prophecy. In the villa of the Belvedere, Julius
had assembled a collection of antique sculpture, the sanctity of which was well
underlined by the inscription at its entrance of the Vergilian motto procul este
profani, from the  th book of the Aeneid, the book most of all prophetic of
empire. The line is spoken by the Cumaean sibyl, on the verge of her introduction of Aeneas to the nether world, the importance of which passage
we have already seen above. Julius’ collection consisted in the first place of
the late classical statue of the so-called ‘Apollo Belvedere’ by Leochares: the
ancient god was thus piously restored to his domain by Julius – parallel to the
way Aeneas had given the Trojan Penates a new home in Italy.  Pius Aeneas,
in the Middle Ages represented as the allegory of sainte Yglise, became pious
Julius. (ill. .)
The Apollo Belvedere was flanked by a number of statues connected with the
founding of Rome: the Laocoon, illustrating the sacrifice without which Rome
would never have come to be. It has recently been pointed out that on the Parnassus, Raphael has given Homer the traits of Laocoon’s head, thus emphasising
continuity between the fresco and the Belvedere.  (ill. .) Homer, too, we

Cf. Gell. ..,‘et agrum Vaticanum et eiusdem agri deum praesidem appellatum acceperimus a vaticiniis, quae vi atque instinctu eius dei in eo agro fieri solita essent’.

In this way poetry is also, by Julius’ presence on his throne (which was reflected by the
fresco behind him), coupled to Justice, another Apollonian domain.

See Meyboom .

I follow the excellent analysis of Julius’ collection, Nesselrath , especially pp -,
illustrating how the conception of its program changed as the collection accrued from a ‘Plinian’
to a ‘Vergilian’ theme.

The lines are quoted in Macrobius’ Saturnalia in the context of a discussion on sacrum,
sanctity, and the functions of the pontifex.

Court poet Capodiferro in his ‘Laudes Iulii II Pont.Max.’ (BAV Vat.Lat. ) calls Julius’
statues ‘marmoreos Lares’ (v), and stresses the Apollonian connection by having Apollo as
speaker (‘ille ego sum, Iuli, Iulae gentis Apollo’), as quoted by Nesselrath .

See Nesselrath, , .

Moormann , - with plates a-b.
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may conclude, predicted Rome without knowing it, writing as he did about
Troy, and suffered the agony of prophecy. The proximity of Homer/Laocoon to
Apollo mirrors the status of the statue as Julius’ favourite. When we remember
that the Laocoon was seen at the time as a pre-figuration of Christ, we once
more realise to what extent the iconography of the Stanza attempts to fit all
things gloriously together.
Continuing Julius’ sculpture-collection in the Belvedere, there was a Venus
as the mother of Aeneas (and of Augustus’ gens Julia, homonymous with the
pope’s assumed name), the Cleopatra Augustus had famously vanquished
(she reverberated in the Aeneid’s Dido),  the Tiber which hospitably had taken
care of Romulus and Remus, and Hercules who had made the place where
Rome later was to arise safe from crime by the slaying of Cacus, as narrated
in Aeneid VIII. (ill..) The idea of such a gallery containing Roman heroes,
was to be found in the sources (extant in the Renaissance) on the monumental
complex surrounding Augustus’ Temple of Mars Ultor: in the exedrae of the
cortile enclosing this temple, Augustus had placed Roman heroes prefiguring
his rule.
All of these statues illustrated the road to power of Rome and the divine
protection the fate of the city had enjoyed from Antiquity onwards. This track,
set out by Virgil at the instigation of Augustus, was now continued through to
the promised faith of Christianity, of which Julius was the (would be) leader.
All of these statues were moreover connected with the Aeneid, the prime poem
of Rome which told of Aeneas’ flight from Troy and the securing of a base on
Roman soil, a base to be brought to full maturity by Augustus. It had been
Augustus who ordered Virgil to write the Aeneid (an episode illustrated by the
grisaille below the Parnassus’ right window), the epic poem which was the Bible
for all thought of historically based, divinely willed and all-encompassing empire. This empire was to have at its centre Rome, and now, it was suggested by
this disposition of data, under Julius it was to gain perfection. Thus Raphael’s
fresco and its pendant, the sculptures in the cortile of the Belvedere villa, were
meant to typologically prove Julius’. Virgil had written poetry, and he had been
employed by Dante (prominently present on the Parnassus as well as on the
Disputa) to point the way to Christian empire. Since Apollo was in the eyes

Not only the connection with Julius Caesar, but the fate of the gens Julia also is thus
appropriated by Julius (see also Nesselrath , n).

An erroneous identification of a statue actually representing a sleeping Ariadne.

It was later joined by the famous Nile, as symbol for universal rule, see Nesselrath ,
 and note .

Richardson  lists the sources (ad loc.‘Forum Augusti’), among which Suetonius
Aug. , -; ., Ovid Fasti .- are the most important.
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of Renaissance humanists a typological pendant to Christ, this connection was
even further strengthened. The Vatican Hill was now occupied by the priest
who envisaged his rule as having been foretold by history, and this history was
that of Rome, and Rome alone, not Florence or Paris. The god who had foreseen
it all had been, in the days of old, called Apollo. Now men realised that actually
it had been Christ all along, under another name imperfectly recognised. To
illustrate this completion, the new dimension the world took from the insights
thus gained, a new poet, and a new poem was necessary, to make this whole
connected universe visible, and simple to understand. In short: as Augustus
had had his Virgil, Julius was to have his poet.
As we have suggested, Raphael, after his death, was honoured as a poet par
excellence. The reason for this was that he had shown this broken world in a
state of completeness again, and in doing so, had exemplified his godlike nature
and link to divinity, as the poets of old were wont to do, indeed were said to have
done by Tommaso Inghirami. Thus the painter had in his work prophesised
the life to come, the new Golden Age which Julius insisted was dawning in his
reign. In this respect he was similar to both prophets and sibyls of pagan antiquity and the Old Testament, subjects with which he showed notable affinity. 
As Virgil had ‘seen’ the truth of history culminating in Augustus, Raphael was
a vates too, and was praised as a visionary in his epitaphs. Everyone, moreover,
knew from the Phaedrus that poet, prophet, priest and lover were divine, and
from the Ars Poetica that painting was like poetry.
To all this an eloquent testimony may be provided. It has been suggested,
and I think rightly, that Raphael included his self-portrait on the Parnassus,
next to Virgil, a companion-piece to the self-portrait between the philosophers (for which a similar argument may be drafted) on the wall of ‘Philosophy’. (ill. .) The painter’s would-be inclusion in the company of famous
poets on the poetic mountain has caused perplexity, particularly because the
few surviving pages of drafts for poetry by him have been judged of embarrassingly poor quality – not without reason. We are now in a position to see how
naive is the idea to connect Raphael’s presence on the Parnassus with his surviving literary efforts. Of course Raphael, depicting himself in the company


Like Michelangelo, for similar reasons. Vasari called Raphael’s ‘Sibyls’ in the Santa Maria
dell’Anima his best work, and his ‘Isaiah’ in the Sant’Agostino was celebrated, as we shall see in
the next Chapter.

E.g. Gaugier , . For the self-portraits see Chapman , cat.no. -.

Thus Gaugier , . Raphael’s sketches for poems are extant on preparatory drawings made for the Disputa (ill. .). Splendid though these leaves are, especially the one with the
figure leaning over the parapet now in Montpellier, whose physical presence is almost endowed
with speech by the concomitant words (which, however, being efforts at Petrarchan lyric, bear
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of Homer, Virgil and Dante, closest to prophetic Apollo (the resident deity of
the Vatican Hill), does not claim to have written magnificent, visionary epics,
let alone drafts for sonnets. What he does claim, on the contrary, is to have
painted the pictorial parallels to Dante’s and Virgil’s masterpieces, a claim devoid of pride nor reason. For the fusion of past and present in a typological
review of the history of man is what the Stanza pretended to be. To foresee
the great future, was what, in the eyes of the Vatican, Virgil, Dante and Homer
had done. In their footsteps Raphael now followed, realising the equation ut
pictura poesis, which was so dear to his supervisor Inghirami, in a most spectacular way, and topping it all by the establishment of the final, triumphant
connection. His visionary capacity, connecting past and present, metaphysics
and reality, religion and life, was the one that was praised by the poets after the
painter’s death: this was the quality of the true poet, who was at the same time
visionary and prophet. His ego nec metas rerum nec tempora pono; imperium
sine fine dedi, Virgil had had Jupiter say in the Aeneid of the future of the Romans. What the supreme poet of imperial Rome had prophesied, Raphael
showed to finally have come true.
All this and more, we may surmise, was thought out by Tommaso Inghirami, who thus proved himself to be a sort of poet, a maker, himself, and
this leads us to expect his presence on the Parnassus. But then, the practical
philosopher Inghirami better suited another place. Consequently in the Stanza
his portrait is not to be found on, but just next to the poetic mountain, in the
fresco underneath Philosophy. (ill. .) There, leisurely writing, unperturbed
and as profoundly at ease as he was when performing in Seneca’s Phaedra at
the outset of his career, he has been identified with Epicurus.  It might just
as well be Horace, who was rather renowned for his ‘philosophical’ poetry, his
Satires and Letters than for his lyric, and who there describes himself, perfectly
aptly, as waiting to entertain his friend Albius (perhaps the poet Tibullus):
me pinguem et nitidum bene curata cute vises,
cum ridere voles Epicuri de grege porcum.
Be sure to come and see me, fat, shining and well groomed, when you
want to smile at a swine from the herd of Epicurus. 
no relation to the subject), the poetry has not attracted general admiration. The fact, however,
that all extant poetical attempts are connected with drawings for the Stanza, together with the
self-portrait on the Parnassus, perhaps attest to an interest shared with his advisor.

Aen. I.-.

Gaugier , . The Platonic Phaedrus as a candidate is possible (as he was an aspiring orator), but unlikely (as Phaedrus was uncommonly beautiful).

Ep. I..-.
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Raphael’s other portrait of Inghirami is even more explicit as to the relevance
of poetry. In it, he may be seen caught in the act.  (ill. .) The corpulent
librarian is portrayed in characteristic pose: commencing a poem, rather than
a treatise or speech, for he is apparently looking for divine assistance, like the
poets of old calling upon their Muses.  To be sure, a stray eye like that of Fedra would hardly have been reason for pride in an environment obsessed with
ideal beauty. Yet the painter par excellence of this beauty, Raphael, instead
of hiding it like Piero della Francesca had done with the blind eye of Federico
da Montefeltro, emphatically shows it, thus turning physical impediment into
spiritual triumph. Neither painter nor sitter was embarrassed. For Fedra’s eye
connects him with ancient seers, vates, who were so often blind, but compensated with a more far-reaching, inner sight, which in its turn was connected
with the gods. The Augustan poets of Rome, so close to the heart of Inghirami,
had reinvented the vates-concept to cover its dual function of seer and poet
once more. One is reminded of the first words from his treatise on poetry
and commentary on Horace’s Ars Poetica: poeticam caelo ortam. It took a poet
to know one.

q



The leaves of the notebook open before him even match the manuscript containing the
commentary on Horace. But as the latter is a copy the resemblance is fortuitous.

There may be an ironical comment on this in the similarity of Inghirami’s gaze to that of
the titular saints in the altarpieces for Caterina and Cecilia, also imploring heavenly assistance.

The same goes for the librarian’s corpulence (which was very real, teste Colocci’s epigram in BAV Vat.Lat. , r, In corpulentum Phaedrum, whereas his Platonic namesake was
physically charming). The seemingly uncomplimentary portrayal of obesity may have been influenced by Hellenistic portrayal of corpulent poets as a (complimentary) sign of tryphè (see
Zanker , -, with the statue of Posidippus).

See Brink ,  (with literature).
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Chapter 

Let No One Without Poem Enter
The Coryciana, Raphael and the Roman Intellectual Context
Ut denique[nostra aetas] summae pietati summam
elegantiam copulaverit.
Egidio de Viterbo

.. Introduction: A Perfect Day
   can be hazardous. The ecclesiastical career of Giovanni Battista Capranica in the flowering of the Quattrocento is a case in
point. As sacerdos Academiae Romanae he was a prominent member of the Roman Academy of Pomponio Leto. A great success in Rome, he was appointed
bishop of Fermo by Sixtus IV. On arriving in his new diocese Capranica presumably delivered himself of the same bons mots he was used to in the Roman Academy, where scholars could take a (classical) hint, or put into practise the vita iners, the life of leisure familiar from the Roman and Neo-Latin
elegists. Whatever the exact reason, Roman sprezzatura met with ill response
in the barren cultural climate of the Marche, and seized by an indignant crowd,
Capranica was thrown out of the window. Thus brille in Rome ended in ignoble
defenestration among the rustics.
Even in the familiar surroundings of the Roman Curia, the life of Renaissance intellectuals could be perilous. Pope Paul II incarcerated overnight a
considerable part of his curial staff on alarming accusations. That most of the
members of this staff were also members of the Roman Academy did not exactly help them. Seen through the eyes of later reformers like Luther, there
was indeed something indecorous in curials celebrating the birthday of ancient Rome, visiting catacombs and sullying them with graffiti, reading erotic

B



The story is told in D’Amico , .
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

poetry and adopting pseudonyms from the ancient world, even if dining on
frugal fare.
One might be tempted to see such incidents as examples of antagonism
between the lords of the Roman Church and the candid paganism of all too
many a humanist. But it is not as simple as that. Cardinals like Bessarion,
Bembo, Bibbiena and countless others were themselves humanists of note. So
were popes like Pius II, Sixtus IV and Leo X. For these illustrious princes of the
church, consistency was not obligatory: they might act on the spur of humanist
interests, and at the same time take strenuous action to defend the Christian life
they were supposed to uphold and propagate. The famous humanist Enea Silvio
Piccolomini, who had composed the erotic romance de duobus amoribus in his
youth (besides many fine amatory elegies and epigrams in impeccable Latin), 
judged it expedient, after his election as Pius II, to sue Sigismondo Malatesta
for the flagrant paganism of his Tempio Malatestiano, even taking the trouble
of condemning him in absentia to hell while still alive.  Yet the patronage that
such intellectually gifted popes exercised over ‘pagan’ humanism and the arts
was extensive. Sixtus IV - his legacy of unabashed nepotism aside - endowed
the eternal city with the best that culture had to offer in his time, established the
Vatican archives, re-founded the Vatican Library, and (with the foundation of
the Sistine choir) gave an impulse to church music as important to the history
of music as the building and decoration of the Sistine Chapel are for the history
of art. Indeed, for such projects, humanists were indispensable. Renaissance
princes, secular or ecclesiastic, needed the intellectual phalanx of humanists
to furnish the trappings of power by providing precedent, legitimisation and
profile as much as they needed artists to shape their ideas.
The cohabitation of classicising humanist culture and Christian religion in
the Vatican thus created an area of tension in constant need of resolution. In
this chapter, we will look at ways this resolution was sought and realised: in
companionship, relaxation, poetry and art. For the study of this subject, we will
have as an ideal central figure an important curial official, Johannes Goritz from
Luxembourg. As it happens Goritz is celebrated by a remarkable collection
of poems known as the Coryciana, ‘poems dedicated to Corycius’ (the Latin
version of his name), printed in  and assembled throughout the previous
decade. Goritz dedicated an altar to Saint Anne in the church of Sant’Agostino


Bober , -, defending her heroes from sacrilege, with a fine illustration.
His fascinating memoir, the commentarii, dates from the days of his pontificate.

Godwin , , with note. This same Tempio Malatestiano was the last resting place of
the Platonist humanist Plethon, who was buried beside Agostino di Duccio’s sibyls and prophets
– thereby providing an interesting parallel to the grave of Johannes Goritz which is the focus of
this chapter.
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in the Campus Martius, which was to contain his tomb. This altar was lavishly
decorated with a sculpted group by Andrea Sansovino which earned considerable fame. Above it was painted Raphael’s famous fresco of the prophet Isaiah. And finally, around it hung, like leaves from a tree, poems contributed
by Goritz’s entourage at the annual feast of Saint Anne. Of these poems the
Coryciana are a sylloge.
The Coryciana provide us with a unique opportunity to hear humanists
talk to each other, and to hear them say things about their pursuits. Central to
them are religion and art – for it is the living presence of the gods that most
astonishes the poets, and this presence is caused by the mimetic quality of the
art. Moreover, the majority of poems are votive or epideictic epigrams, the
genre-conventions of which, as we have seen, encoded the act of interpretation. Following these conventions, the poems thus enable us to see how contemporaries interpreted art. It must, however, be immediately conceded that
the overwhelming majority of attention is fixed not on Raphael’s fresco but on
Sansovino’s sculpture. This is mainly because it was the cult-statue, but there
are other reasons, to which we will return.
The collection, which has only recently become readily available to scholars
by the edition of the late Jozef IJsewijn, is preceded by an introductory letter to
Goritz by its editor, Blosio Palladio.  Part of this letter will do excellent service
to introduce us to the man and his entourage.  Goritz, so it appears, was a
popular figure, and this had a lot to do with his garden parties. In Antiquity
Virgil, Blosio states, praised the homonymous gardener Corycius from Tarentum in his  th Georgic, and rightly this praise should be extended to his modern
namesake Goritz, who also had a famous (sculpture) garden, near the Forum
of Trajan:
Quod si P. Vergilius in tua aut tu in illius tempora incidisses, habuisset
ille quidem quid de te praeter hortense studium concineret. Praedicasset in homine natione externo Romanum ingenium, urbanam dexteritatem, litteraria studia, litteratorum commercia, festivam urbanitatem, extemporariam dicendi facultatem, Antiquitatis et marmorum
vetustorum amorem; tum vero rigidam in iustitia et supplicibus libellis, quibus iam sub sex Pontificibus praesides, severitatem, atque istam
tuam caniciem corpusque teres et vividum, istamque tunicam tenuem
atque expeditam in frugi homine et ab omni ambitione semoto, cum


The poems, which had been given as gifts, were Goritz ‘property’. He apparently hesitated
to publish them, but was eventually convinced by Blosio. For Goritz’s misgivings, see app. .

The regretfully scanty remaining biographical data of Goritz are assembled by IJsewijn
, -.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter
nitens alioqui vestiarium tibi sit, praedicasset. An vero ille illum tuum
sollennem diem tacere potuisset, quo tu Annae Christi aviae sacrum
tanto cultu et honore, ad tuas primum statuas stato sacrificio, inde ad
hortos pingui et lauto epulo atque adeo omnibus bonis omnibus doctis indicto concelebras? Nam eo bonorum atque eruditorum virorum
ea cohors coit ac diem celebrat ut in tuis hortis medias Athenas emporiumque doctrinarum possis videri illo die includere, et Musas de
Helicone et Parnasso deductas in Tarpeium et Quirinalem tuis hortis
imminentes transferre. Ubi alius ad arbores citrias, alius ad hortenses
parietes, alius ad puteos aut signa, quae illic plurima sunt et speciosa,
omnia antiqui operis et gloriae plena, hac illac temere et varie carmina
affigunt, tuas statuas, tuam pietatem liberalitatemque eius diei tam in
deos quam in homines tantam uno ore concelebrant. Denique nullum
in orbe terrarum (ausim hoc dicere) concilium aut convivium est illo
tuo illius diei nobilius atque illustrius, quum praeeuntibus mane sacrificiis et re divina, post vergente vespera, selecta doctissimorum turba
et quasi flores litterarum in hortos tuos coacervantur.
But if Virgil were transported to your times – or you to his – he would
have ample subject matter for song apart from your love for your garden.
He would applaud the Roman character of a man of foreign extraction,
the sophisticated agility, the literary studies, the commerce with writers,
the festive urbanity, the ability for improvised speech, the love for antiquity and old marbles; but he would also have praised the unimpeachable
strictness in the administration of justice and management of petitions,
over which you preside already under six pontiffs, and that grey head of
yours and rounded yet lively body, this elegant cloak, fit for a man of frugal
habit and no ambition, though you have a shining wardrobe elsewhere.
And indeed, could he have remained silent about that solemn feast, dedicated to Saint Anne, the grandmother of Christ, which you celebrate so
opulently and honourably, first after mass at your altar with the chapel,
then in your garden with a rich and happy meal to which all decent and
cultured men are invited? For thither this cohort of fine and learned men
assembles and celebrates this day, so that you may be seen to include on
this day in your garden the centre of Athens and the marketplace of learning; and to transfer the Muses brought from the Helicon and Parnassus
to the Tarpeian rock and the Quirinal which hover above your gardens.
There they affix sundry poems everywhere a l’impromptu, some on the
citrus trees, others on the walls enclosing the garden, or on the well, or on
the ancient remains which lie scattered numerously and of high quality,
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all full of ancient craftsmanship and glory; these poems celebrate as it
were from one mouth your chapel, your piety and this day’s enormous
liberality both to gods and to men. In short, I dare say no assembly or
party in the world can compete with this day of yours in nobility and
lustre, when after the performance of sacrifice and mass in the morning,
later, when evening falls, a select company of the very learned and as it
were the flowers of literature are heaped up in your gardens. 
One is reminded of the pastoral habit of making the woods resound with poetry
– resonare Amaryllida - by incising or affixing poetry to the bark of the trees
or simply singing to receptive nature.  Goritz’s garden, so it seems, is thus assimilated to the pastoral world. The Edenic quality of an actually experienced
pastoral can be paralleled by other contemporary Roman projects, and is an
important feature of High Renaissance Rome. Virgil himself, the humanists
knew, coupled pastoral characters to living contemporaries.  Blosio concurs.
We will return to the garden parties in due course. For now, it will suffice to
have an idea of this chapter’s protagonist, and the ritual by which he became
famous. The coloured pictures to go with this description and to be kept in
mind, are the images of the School of Athens and the Parnassus in the Vatican Stanza. It is indeed the aim of this chapter to connect Goritz’s gatherings,
the Coryciana and the art the Luxembourger commissioned both with each
other and with contemporary concerns.  There is, of course, also a Raphael
involved, who contributed one of his most balanced works to the column in
the Sant’Agostino. Before we consider the Goritz-chapel itself, however, let us
look more closely at those who visited it: the humanists.

.. Trouble in Paradise
The central humanist contribution to the classicizing culture of the Renaissance was philological and methodical.  Humanist method was developed to


IJsewijn , .
See Theocritus, Virgil, followed by Sannazaro, Ariosto and Shakespeare As You Like It.
The poems themselves inform us repeatedly that not only Goritz’s garden was strewn with anthologies, but the pier with his altar in the Sant’Agostino as well. See below, and IJsewijn ,
.

See below ..

The Coryciana have been called a ‘barometer of contemporary taste’ (Bonito , ).

For a recent summary of Italian humanist culture, see Holmes . The standard work,
D’Amico  is still indispensable. Important material also in O’Malley  and his recent
summary of humanist theology, O’Malley . For older, but still noteworthy contributions,
see Symonds  and Burckhardt .
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reconstruct the antique past of Italy in text and image, thus to revive its political power. This reconstruction was, at first, mainly conjectural. Texts of
ancient authors were lost, deficient or misunderstood. Material remains of ancient Rome were hardly visible, either because they had been reused as spolia
in medieval structures, or because they lay abandoned in, what was called in
Rome, the disabitato, the waste land. Goats, we must remember, pastured on
the Capitol and the Colosseum, cows on the Forum Romanum. The city itself, the former caput mundi, lacked prestige since the Babylonian captivity of
the papacy in Avignon in the fourteenth century, and the concomitant emergence of a new, dynamic culture in Northern Italy as a counterweight to papal
supremacy. Ancient topography was as confused as papal policy, and identification of places and functions of buildings still proved an arduous task. The
enormous enterprise of such a reconstruction, in more than one sense starting
from scratch, naturally called for heroes, but those who relied more on brains
than on muscles - scholarly giants. Yet, bright though they were, they were in
a position of dependence, and the giants often had to beg for a job. 
To further a humanist career – or an ecclesiastical one, for that matter, for
the two were logical complements - one needed, apart from intellect, some
money and patronage. A typical humanist character therefore had to balance
intellectual conceit, social grace and mercantile efficiency.  The congregation
of such mavericks undeniably formed a meritocracy, for intellect provided the

The brilliant Lorenzo Valla, who came from an established Roman curial family, had
great difficulty working his way into the Vatican, as we have seen (see D’Amico , , Poel
, -).

See, for instance, Rowland , ff.

Scholarly culture has become more sociable and international in the past decades. A
change of focus in the study of humanism reflects this change of attitude towards scholarship
itself. The scholar Roberto Weiss, for instance, describing humanism in  (Weiss ), emphasised the importance of figures like Poggio and Valla, whose profile was congenial to the
scholarly culture wherein he himself lived: of erudite scholars, often mnemotechnic prodigies
and brilliant philologists working in seclusion. Being brilliant, Weiss argues, people like Valla
and Poggio were alone, often misunderstood, often aggressively defensive. But their phenomenal erudition, and their sturdy perseverance set the standard for the philological, archaeological
and historical method that was to be the basis of the modern world. In recent appreciations
attention has shifted from the isolated geniuses Weiss had highlighted to more sociable and
communal humanists, like Pomponio Leto, Colocci and Inghirami in the Renaissance Roman
scene, and with them to their intellectual communities – figures considered by Weiss of marginal
importance. This shift of attention was inaugurated by John d’Amico’s fundamental study Renaissance Humanism in Papal Rome (), taken up by Ingrid Rowland in The Culture of the
High Renaissance (), and has culminated recently in the praise of Roman universal Ciceronianism by Gaugier . Modern scholarship thus ‘appropriates’ Renaissance Roman ‘Academic’
life, admiring elements congenial to modern ‘inter-disciplinarity’ and ‘internationalising’. See
also on Poliziano and Valla, Godman , n.
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possibility of a career without the benefit of blue blood. As intellect is naturally allied to pride, humanist centres were also fiercely competitive and consequently a web of intrigue.
Demarcating the arena of this competition, humanists tended to organize
themselves in groups, which they called sodalitates or academiae, after the antique precedents of late-Republican Rome and Plato’s Academy. Using the word
‘Academy’, so familiar now, in a Renaissance context, we need to emphasise two
points in particular. In the first place Academia was still a term unconnected
with the idea of a University. It had not yet become institutionalised, and, by
consequence, everything connected with it had an informal character. Secondly, the product humanists were supposed to furnish in Rome was correct
Latin: their job was to produce documents and jurisprudence.  Hence any
additional learning was useful but not core business. Learning, knowledge and
philosophy acquired the status of pastime, as it had been in ancient Rome: Cicero had Cato say ‘that he never was as busy as when he had nothing to do’.  This
connection between otium and intellectual pursuits abounds in Classical Latin
authors. Romans were supposed to be men of action, but Cicero in particular wanted the best of both worlds, and be respected as an intellectual as well,
although being an intellectual had a definitely Greek and therefore somewhat
unsavoury flavour. Thus poetry and philosophy are often described as nugae
(chickenfeed) to be played with in spare time, and eminently suited for public
holidays, or at symposia, convivia in Latin, the banquets of the civilised, where
the useful and the pleasant could be combined, in antique Roman style.
For the humanists themselves, as individual students of correct Latin and
thus of Antiquity, the classical world was of paramount importance. Therefore
the profile the ancients had developed for a cultured life came in very handy
indeed. This was a profile of seclusion, exemplified by Plato’s Academy, of otium
cum dignitate, exemplified by cultured Romans in their villa life, and conviviality, exemplified by the sodalities of the likes of Catullus. If Catullus’ partying and Plato’s mystic bonding would, to the sober-minded observer, not seem
quite the same thing, this need not necessarily cause disturbance. For in this
arena, humanists were themselves supreme masters, and possible contradictions could thus be effaced by the scholars themselves. Indeed, the effacing of

Philosophical speculation so characteristic of Florentine ‘Academical’ life is also less
prominent in Rome (typically, in Sadoleto’s dialogue Phaedrus (Sadoleto ) the curial
top-official Inghirami is made the advocate of practical philosophy, to be of use in a practical
life).

Numquam se minus otiosum esse quam cum otiosus, Cicero, De Off., III,. See also, e.g.
Seneca, Ep. , and, for an admirable analysis of Cicero’s attitude to otium cum dignitate, Vretska
, -.
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contradictions, both within the classical tradition itself and between the classical and the Christian world became an important objective.
Cooperation and association between humanists were, of course, not invented in Rome. In Florence, Ficino’s ‘Academy’ already functioned in the sixties of the  th century, preferring metaphysics to politics, as the Medici would
gladly have it. Politics, to be sure, could bring out nasty paradoxes.  The ideal
vehicle for metaphysics, as a Platonist would know, was a dinner party. Marsilio Ficino, Platonic philosopher and commentator of the Symposium, concurred, writing to Bembo (the father of the Roman cardinal): ‘The convivium
is rest from labours, release from cares and nourishment of genius; it is the
demonstration of love and splendour, the food of good will, the seasoning of
friendship, the leavening of grace and the solace of life’. 
In Naples in the same period the newly arrived Aragonese dynasty sponsored intellectuals as well – the famous denunciation of the Donation of Constantine by Valla as a forgery was produced in this context.  Scholarly activity
in Naples, too, thus had political connections, as the Kingdom of Naples tried
to push its way up in the Italian political arena. Concordantly, an Academy
sprung up under the auspices of Antonio Beccadelli il Panormita, succeeded
by Giovanni Pontano, providing the new dynasty with classical precedent and
authority.
In Rome, the situation was similar, though different. Humanism in Rome
first and foremost meant Latinity tout court, the expertise in the language. Latinists gathered round the Curia, as they were needed there to produce documents. As in Florence and Naples, from the fifties of the  th century onwards,
there came into being a more or less informal Roman Academy under the direction of Pomponio Leto. A bastard of the famous Sanseverino family, Leto
left his native Southern Italy for lack of opportunity to try his luck in Rome,

For the misnomer ‘Platonic’ in this connection, see Hankins , especially -. Ficino’s private gymnasium was loosely connected to the ‘studio’, and was similar to the ‘schools’
of Giorgio Antonio Vespucci or Ugolino Verino.

Civic humanism had gradually become too democratic for Medici-taste. The ground for
Florentine metaphysics was prepared by Salutati and his disciple Poggio, who realised in  in
the house of Alamanno Rinuccini what might be construed as an attempt to revive the Platonic
Academy, which had been closed by Justinian in . See, however, Hankins .

Quoted by Bober , . See also Hankins , the closing quote from ‘de amore’,
with the social functions of Socrates (=Ficino). And see Godman , -, on problematic
relation between Ficino and Lorenzo.

See Ch.  for an extensive discussion.

For other centres of humanist activity, like Ferrara, Urbino, Mantova, Padova and Milan,
similar conditions obtain. See Weiss  and, for a summary, Holmes  and Tuck . On
the Neapolitan Academy, see Bentley , - and Symonds , -.

See D’Amico ,  and ff.
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a pattern that recurs time and again in the Roman scene and accounts for its
international and syncretic character.  Leto, however, did not, as was normal
practice with Roman humanists, seek a career in the Curia. He first studied and
then taught Latin literature and history, eventually rising to a professorship at
the University of Rome. Leto’s gatherings therefore were primarily didactic
and the Roman Academy remained formally unconnected to the papal court.
In this lay the difference between the Roman Academy and the humanists in
court-service in Florence and Naples.
Other Roman intellectuals, however, usually did have jobs in the Curia, and
these curials joined in convivial sodalitia: writing Latin documents and texts
in the Curia was work, composing Neo-Latin poetry in pastoral surroundings
and discussing culture over dinner, leisure. In the circles of Pomponio Leto,
neither gluttony nor dipsomania were bon ton: frugality was the highest good. 
Here too, Cicero provided support. In De senectute, he put in the mouth of
old Cato a nice differentiation between the Greek symposium and his Roman,
ancestral convivium, ‘because it implies a communion of life, which is a better
designation than that of the Greeks who call it sometimes a ‘drinking together’
[symposium], sometimes an eating together [syndeipnon], thus exalting what is
least valuable in such associations’. 
Pomponio Leto took his classical studies seriously, or rather, literally: he appears to have tried actually to re-enact the Roman past. Not only did he assume
a classical name, which was common humanist practice, gathered friends and
colleagues in informal meetings to discuss classical subjects on the Quirinal hill
eating garlic or roamed the ruins, book in hand, this too not without precedent. More than this, he suited the action to the word, tending his garden


Eventually, having become a celebrity, Pomponio struck back at his relatives with the
celebrated brevitas of the epistolary reply to a petition: ‘Pomponius Laetus cognatis et propinquis
suis salutem. Quod petitis fieri non potest. Valete.’ Most humanists were ‘wandering scholars’,
but Rome was special to them as locus memoriae rather than locality.

The University of Rome had been founded in , and was moved by Eugenius IV to
the Palazzo della Sapienza, where it remained until .

See the remarks of Pomponio’s friend Platina, in Milham , -: cepam et allium
mecum devoret Pomponius meus.

Quoted by Bober , . Especially the Epicurean tradition on frugality was important too, in ancient as well as Renaissance Rome. As to Renaissance precedent for Pomponio’s
attitude: Leon Battista Alberti had written his Intercenales as a reflection of cultured talk over
dinner. In the literature, also Landino, Pontano and Poggio are mentioned as ‘sodalists’. See
Schlüter , -.

Typical humanist activity can be gleaned from the words addressed by Sannazaro to his
teacher Lucio Crasso in his first elegy: ‘You the fertile fields of rocky Petrine hold [. . . ] and
gaze upon the nymphs of Sinuessa (i.e. the ruins near Monte Dragone) [..] survey the ancient
ports [. . . ] and wander along with a pleasant diligence while you examine the monuments of
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on the Quirinal following the precepts of Cato, Varro, and Columella, ancient
agricultural experts, the last of which, in imperial times, had decided to write
the tenth book of his De Agricultura in hexameters on the inspiration of the
mysterious Corycius of the fourth Georgic. Ancient Rome’s virtues, these (and
other) sources showed, had been founded on agricultural sturdiness. Renaissance intellectuals concurred and took to their sickles, their thoughts nonetheless bent on matters antiquarian, archaeological and philological. Leto’s day
began before dawn with the preparation of a homely pesto and bread, a recipe,
if needed, provided by the (pseudo)Vergilian Moretum. Dressed in the pallium he walked to the University, followed by a throng of admiring students.
Lectures frequently lasted from morning until dark. As a dictator perpetuus of
the lettered sodality, he crowned poets in the evening, with homely cabbage
leaves instead of Petrarch’s pretentious laurel.  Then, instead of post-prandial
slumbers, ancient comedy of Plautus and Terence. The sodalists called themselves mimi, not only acting in plays, but their whole existence an enactment
of Roman pre-lapsarian virtue.
This was all very fine, as long as popes cooperated. The position of curials in
the second part of the Quattrocento, however, was subject to pontifical whim,
a fact which may help to explain the tendency to private association under the
heading of ‘Academies’. Cooperation even altogether ceased when a financial
conflict broke out between Paul II and the academician who was his abbreviator, Platina, later papal librarian.  Paul cut off Platina’s income, and Platina
started using his rhetorical skills to intimidate the pope with the dismal perspective of a council. Humanists in the Curia, such was Platina’s bottom line,
made the pope: they therefore could unmake him. In , Paul threw Platina
and other members of the Roman Academy into the dungeon of Castel Sant’
Angelo, started to reform the Curia, and put an interdict on Pomponio’s Academy, the suspected breeding ground of subversion.  The great classical past
was thrown back into Pomponio’s face, who apparently imitated Platonic pederasty as ardently as he did all other things classical. To the charge of sodomy
the Latian way’ (El.I,, -). Fieldwork seems to have been pre-eminent. See for this also, e.g.,
Ariosto, Satires VII, -, with a vivid recollection of learned excursions in Rome.

See J.B. Trapp, ‘The Poet Laureate: Rome, Renovatio et Translatio Imperii’, in Rome in
the Renaissance: the City and the Myth, Binghamton, , -, quoted by Bober , .
For Pomponio Leto’s routine, see ibidem and Symonds , -.

See Symonds , .

For the function and the story, see D’Amico , -.

It is not clear what happened exactly. Most probably political factors played an impotant
role. Interestingly, Paul didn’t name the Academy as such in his indictment, only using the
term ‘learned people, youths and secretaries’, another indication of the informal status of the
Academicians. See Beer, forthcoming.
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were added Republicanism, irreligion, neopaganism and heresy. We are now
back on the tracks of the defenestrated Capranica. Paul II smelt something
fishy about these intellectuals.

.. Deipnosophistae
When the cabal subsided because the new pope Sixtus IV, who was a humanist himself, rehabilitated the jailed academicians and even appointed Platina
papal librarian (teste the magnificent fresco of Melozzo in the Vatican), the
Roman Academy was careful to avoid further troubles. (ill. .) It changed its
profile to a religious sodalitas under the patronage of the Saints Victor, Fortunatus and Genesius. The choice of these patrons may cause surprise, for they
are somewhat obscure. The explanation may be found in hidden correspondences with pagan Antiquity. Victor and Fortunatus refer to the notorious
personifications of Victoria and Fortuna, honoured by an altar in the Roman
Senate in Antiquity. Genesius was an actor martyred by Diocletian. This might
be thought the most important act of his life. But the academicians perhaps
thought otherwise: Genesius had instituted the celebrations of Rome’s birthday
on the th of April, coinciding with the ancient fertility festival of the Palilia. 
Thus obscure saints figure as a pretext, or rather as a legitimisation, for the
revival of Antiquity. Pagan ritual, it was believed, was typologically related to
Christian fulfilment. The relation between the two traditions could be brought
out by symbolism. The precedent for this procedure could already be found in
Antiquity itself. In the introduction to Macrobius’ Saturnalia, the description
of late antique intellectualism at leisure, devoted mainly to the explication of
Virgil, illustrates this:
Nos vero, ut et honorem sacris feriis haberemus et vitaremus tamen
torporem feriandi atque otium in negotium utile verteremus, convenimus diem totum doctis fabulis velut ex symbola conferendis daturi.
Nam si per sacra solennia rivos deducere religio nulla prohibebit [...]
cur non honor religionis putetur dicare sacris diebus sacrum studium
litterarum ?
We, on the contrary, in order to honour a public holiday, avoid its boredom and turn leisure into useful activity, convene to devote the whole
day to sampling learned stories from the personal contributions of each
participant: for if no religion forbids to canalize streams on sacred days



For the story, see D’Amico , -, with literature.
See Bober , .
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[. . . ] why should it not be considered an honour to religion to dedicate
sacred days to the sacred study of literature? 

Such precedent, in its turn derived from Plato and Cicero, as we shall see, suited
humanist sprezzatura fine.
The papal approval of Sixtus IV in the seventies of the  th century of such
blending of pagan and Christian elements was, of course, not mere courtesy
to his humanist friends. As his program for the wall decoration of the Sistine
Chapel subtly shows, Sixtus and his humanist advisors thought of the papacy as
a continuation of the Roman Empire, now perfected by the Christian faith. 
This idea was not new, and had been entertained by the Medieval papacy, as
we have seen. But applications now expanded dramatically. In particular the
study of Virgil’s Aeneid offered the pope and his staff a typological parallel for
Christian history with ancient history: as the Old Testament was fulfilled by the
New, so the Roman power of Antiquity was perfected in the theocracy of the
papacy. The Aeneid had suggested the coming of a Golden Age under Augustus.
The papacy now started appropriating this idea. The buried world of Antiquity,
nowhere better visible than in the ruins of Rome, would be recreated in perfected form by this papacy and to attain this end, humanists were indispensable.
Hence antiquarian activities, archaeology and philology evolved from leisurely
pursuits to theological activities, because they helped unearth and perfect the
Christian truth latent in pagan Antiquity. Papal theocracy was to be universal
and cosmopolitan, using the cosmopolitan and sacred language of Latin, and
attracting intellectuals and knowledge from all quarters, as it spread to all quarters. Besides Virgil, the champion in this connection was Cicero, who was the
canonic author for the universal claims of Latin rhetoric and the self-appointed
spokesman for the studia humanitatis as its basis.
The tendency towards Ciceronian universalism, already developed in the
so-called Florentine civic humanism of Leonardo Bruni in the early Quattrocento, was appropriated by the Roman scene especially under Julius II en Leo
X, but with an obvious down-playing of the political, because republican, sentiment. In Florence, civic humanism had been succeeded by the philosophical
syncretism exemplified by Ficino in his Theologica Platonica, which was essentially a-political. This syncretic theology, too, was made to work for the Roman


Macrobius Sat. ..-
For humanist conviviality in general, see Jeanneret .

This is evident from the use of Roman triumphal architecture in the, typologically related, fresco’s of Moses saving Aaron from the rebellion of Dathan, Korah and Abiron (Botticelli), and, facing it on the Christological wall, the transmission of the keys to Saint Peter (Perugino). See for a discussion Stinger, : -.

See Godman , -, and Baron .
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Church. So-called prisca theologia helped to integrate Christianity with the
great vogue all over Italy, indeed all over Europe: the classical past, its language,
ideas and images. The emphasis in the Roman High Renaissance, however, was
rather on rhetoric than on philosophy, rather on persuasion than on analysis,
in consonance with the practical element so important in the ancient Roman
tradition. All this pointed to the Latin language, sole relic of a world all but
lost. As a result the humanists cultivated with unleashed vigour not only classical poetry and rhetoric, but began to produce Neo-Latin imitations that could
for the first time aspire to perfection. Ancient topography was re-established,
places and names found, to recreate Rome, the only place where the resurrection of Antiquity could properly happen. The Academies thus began to gain
legitimacy, and with that, autonomy, as they were becoming indispensable in
the new universal effort. That Cicero could seem boisterous and somewhat
deficient in constancy, as already Petrarch had noted in consternation, did not
give particular offence: many of his Renaissance followers were opportunists
and windbags, as critics observed in Florence. 
It was a welcome irony for Renaissance humanists, who were often of modest extraction, that by appropriating a Roman profile of a liberal otium, they
associated themselves with aristocrats like Cicero. The fact that Cicero was a
homo novus made him seem all the more compatible to men who saw themselves as aspiring to the highest ranks in their trade through their (intellectual)
virtues. At any rate, the Roman parallel made them feel equal to great Romans
of the past - at leisure, that is. Reliving and re-enacting the Roman past thus
could bring them respectability they otherwise lacked. The Roman precedent,
where men of action toyed with literature and philosophy in otium, assimilated
the (often) poor and (almost always) ambitious humanists with the fabulously
rich aristocrats from Antiquity. That is why Lorenzo de’ Medici told Poggio
Bracciolini, when he visited the latter’s sculpture garden (one of the first of its
kind, and later imitated by Lorenzo himself) that Poggio apparently aspired to
nobility, by exhibiting portraits of the ancients rather than his own ancestors. 
The gaiety associated with Renaissance life is thus not hedonism tout court,
but structured on the revival of ancient literary topoi with a purpose. In a lec

Ad Fam. --.
See Godman ,  and .

The locus classicus for this sentiment is the famous letter of Machiavelli to Francesco
Vettori (--), describing his nightly changing into the panni curiali, to converse with the
ancient Romans (Inglese , -).

Higher up the luxury ladder the idea was taken up as well, as Cosimo de’ Medici’s ‘yesterday I came to Careggi not to cultivate my fields, but my soul’ (for which see below Ch. )
attests.

Quoted from Poggio’s de nobilitate in Coffin , , with note.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

ture on Catullus at the University of Rome in  Pierio Valeriano, digressing
on friendship, is delighted to give some examples and enumerates some learned
societies. It proves once more that humanist activity, itself the basis of sober
modern scholarship and academic life, was rooted in friendship and dinner
parties:
Nulla enim commercia maiorem conciliant amicitiae coniunctionem
quam convictus, quam simul ali, et enutriri, unde sodales et sodalitium,
pro amicorum eorum collegio qui saepe simul cenitant. Cuiusmodi Romae habetis Sadoletum, Gyberticum, Corytianum, Colotiacum, Melineum,
Cursiacum, Blosianum et alia.
No form of association produces a greater bond of friendship than dining
together, than being nourished and fed together - whence the terms ‘close
friends’ and ‘fellowship’ [sodalitium] for a gathering of those friends who
often dine together. You know this sort of fellowship at Rome, the clubs of
Sadoleto, Giberti, Goritz, Colocci, Melino, Cursio, Blosio, and the rest. 
Mentioned as sodalicia here are circles, like those of Colocci and Goritz, which
are otherwise denominated as ‘Academies’. Clearly Valeriano puts on a par
friends and scholars, as the passage forms a digression on the use of the word
sodalis in Catullus , concerning the theft of a napkin at dinner - a poem too
silly to be true. The meetings could be used mainly for three things: networking, display and update of knowledge, and cosy seclusion, away not only
from masters and employers but even from the bustle, and the dangers, of daily
life. This last aspect contained the most important Antique precedent for the
humanists. The use of the word Academy can not but be associated with the
great philosopher.
At first sight, this seems remarkable. Plato’s Academy differed as much from
modern institutions as it did from the Renaissance Academies. Plato used his
disillusionment and fatigue from political commitment and travel as a stimulus: to create other politicians who would do better than he had done in Sicily.
That was what the original Academy was for. Plato secluded himself, and his


Valeriano, playing with the etymology from alo, in Vat.Lat. , f.r-v., quoted by
Gaiser ,  (her translation). See also Ficino on friendship, in Bober .

[Catullus’ aristocratic convivial companion Marrucinus Asinius steals Catullus’ expensive napkin, a sentimental gift from a friend, over dinner] ‘qua re aut hendecasyllabos trecentos
/ expecta aut mihi linteum remitte,/quod me non movet aestimatione,/ verumst mnemosynum
mei sodalis’. Catullus, Carmen , -. For respectable politicians engaged in napkin-fights
see also the following intriguing testimonium: ‘Scipio Africanus et Laelius feruntur tam fuisse
familiares et amici Lucilio, ut quodam tempore Laelio circum lectos triclinii fugienti Lucilius superveniens cum obtorta mappa quasi feriturus sequeretur’, from the scholia on Hor. Sat. II..
(Schol. Cruqu., quoted by Vretska , ).
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pupils, in what might be called an open cloister, engraving on the entrance
‘Let no one without mathematics enter’.  Changing society, in contrast, was
out of the question in the Roman revival, which was bent on harmonisation
rather than subversion. But other elements were more suitable: Plato’s emphasis on common meals (sussitia), for instance, with stimulating intellectual talk,
frugal health-food and little wine, in fact similar to the immortal gathering
portrayed in Plato’s Symposium. Such proceedings concurred with Roman
sodalitia, and if the Romans drank more wine than Plato thought salutary, this
only added to the mirth. As the Symposium treated of Divine Love, where could
be the problem? Dinner and drinks could be seen as a disguise for the bread
and wine so important in Christian ritual. They became, in Renaissance Rome,
the locus for initiation in the mysteries of the universe.
More importantly, the grove where Plato’s Academy was founded was sacred to the Muses, the constant companions of our humanists.  Moreover, the
pastoral surroundings of the ruins of ancient Rome, where flocks were quietly
grazing, rang a bell in Renaissance ears, which sounded like Plato’s Academy.
And lastly, an anecdote circulated and was known to humanists via Simplicius: that Plato had organised a public lecture in the Academic grove entitled
On the Good; the curious Athenians, however, gathered to partake of the divine
philosopher’s wisdom were treated on virtually incomprehensible mathematics. Humanists could easily deduce the moral from this fable: to talk in ciphers
is respectably philosophical. And talk in ciphers they did – mathematics being conveniently supplanted by the encoded formulae of Classical Latin. The
frequent use of the word ‘Academy’ for humanist gatherings thus causes no
surprise.
These parties seem to have covered a curious middle-ground: they were
related to the business of the participants, but at the same time functioned as
a collective performance of the humanistic monopoly of the ancient world, a
monopoly their patrons often viewed with a certain jealousy. For not only did
they talk Classics and speak Latin: they also re-enacted the settings in which
their classical forebears had done so, in high spirits if ever there were. Lorenzo
de’ Medici, and later Agostino Chigi, aspired to this type of identification in
their suburban pastoral surroundings. But the humanists could do very well

See for an overview of the Platonic Academic proceedings Guthrie , IV, ff and
Hankins .

And imitated at Oxford’s ‘high-table’.

The main cult was that of the heros Academos or Hecademos, the Muses, as patrons of
education and because philosophy was the highest form of music, being Plato’s addition. See for
Renaissance echoes also Bober .

Simplicius, Phys. ..
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

on their own, so it seems. Jacopo Sadoleto, friend of Agostino Chigi, Julius II
and Raphael, remembered la dolce vita in the dark days after the Sack of Rome
as follows:
[...] ac mihi recordanti spatium praeteriti temporis et vetera animo
repetenti, cum et plures convenire soliti eramus una et erat nostra aetas ad omnem alacritatem animique hilaritatem longe aptior, quoties
venire in mentem putas eorum cetuum conviviorumque, quae nos inter nos crebro habere solebamus, cum aut in hortis tuis suburbanis
aut in meis Quirinalibus aut in Circo Maximo aut in Tiberis ripa ad
Herculis, alias autem aliis in Urbis locis conventus agebantur doctissimorum hominum, quorum unumquemque et propria ipsius virtus
et communis cunctorum praedicatio commendabat! Ubi, post familiares epulas non tam cupedia multa conditas quam multis salibus, aut
poemata recitabantur aut orationes pronunciabantur cum maxima omnium nostrum, qui audiebamus, voluptate, quod et summorum ingeniorum in illis laus apparebat, et erant illa tamen quae proferebantur
plena festivitatis ac venustatis.
[. . . ] when I think of long ago and recall to my mind the old things, when
we used as a gang of friends to come together and our age was far more
suited to alacrity and fun than now: how often do you think I remember
those gatherings and dinners that we used to have so often, when either
in your gardens just outside the walls, or in mine at the Quirinal, or in
the Circus Maximus or on the banks of the Tiber at the altar of Hercules,
everywhere in the city meetings were held of very learned men, that were
so deemed by their own capacities as well as the common judgement of all!
There, after a friendly meal, seasoned with not so much dainties as with
an enormous amount of wit, poems were recited and orations held with
the utmost pleasure of all of us who listened, because the quality of the
highest talent was apparent in them, and the subject of the contributions
yet was full of festivity and charm. 
The recipient of this letter was Angelo Colocci, eventually successor to Pomponio Leto as head of the Roman Academy and himself organizer of humanist
parties in his garden by the Trevi fountain. The alias autem aliis in Urbis locis of
the letter must have included the parties by Johann Goritz from Luxembourg,
for his parties have subsequently become famous, not so much for their joie
de vivre and the Latin poetry they produced, as for Raphael’s famous fresco
of Isaiah from the Sant’Agostino and the corresponding sculpture below by


Jacopo Sadoleto, Epistula ad Colotium (= Epist. V ) quoted by IJsewijn , .
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Andrea Sansovino – thereby quietly but insistently proclaiming the historical
triumph of the visual arts over literature in the Renaissance.  Goritz himself
and his friends would have thought differently: for them the poetry was essential. They might even have inscribed their meetings with the tag ‘Let no
one without poem enter’, not to trouble the shades of Plato, for whom they
felt the greatest admiration, but because this was their actual practice. Those
who wished to join Goritz’s annual mass at the chapel of his patron Saint Anne
in the Sant’Agostino, and subsequent celebrations in his gardens between Trajan’s Forum and the Capitol, had to take a Neo-Latin poem with them as an
admission-ticket. These proceedings too are called Academiae in contemporary sources. But their nature was quite extraordinary, as compared to the
modern associations of this term. This we can see, because contrary to the
fragmentary evidence for the precise proceedings of the Roman Academy of
Leto and his successors Colocci and Cortesi, we have very direct evidence of
this rival gremium of Goritz.

.. Prophecies Come True
Johannes Goritz was a man to be reckoned with. First, after his arrival in
 in Rome, registrar of supplications under Alexander VI, he was from 
as protonotarius apostolicus an influential officer in the Cancellaria Apostolica
that issued papal bulls, and eventually called acolythus capellanus et familiaris
by Leo X. Having arrived in Rome presumably with good hopes of patronage,
he devoted the wealth acquired by this splendid career to humanist pursuits
and to the support of humanists, with whom he was acquainted through his
wide curial experience and intimacy with Julius II and Leo X. In  he was
sufficiently rich to buy himself a spot for a funerary chapel in the nave of the
Augustinian church of Sant’Agostino in the Campus Martius.  (ill. .) For
this chapel he secured the collaboration of the famous sculptor Andrea Sansovino, and, more extraordinary yet, of the painter Raphael, whose services were
fought over by the high and mighty – pope Julius and the banker Agostino


IJsewijn . To his comprehensive bibliography may now be added Nagel , Gill
, and Perini -.

According to a number of poems (i.e. ; a; a; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
; ; ) poems were affixed to the column, first to the three sides of the pier that were not
covered by the altar, inserted in tabellae, later, apparently, including the side of the altar, totalling
four tabellae; the introductory letter to the poetic collection by Blosio Palladio states that poems
were left in Goritz’s gardens as well (IJsewijn , ).

See for Goritz’s biography the introduction to IJsewijn , -, Bober  and D’Amico
.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

Chigi. The chapel was dedicated to Saint Anne, Goritz’s patron saint. For this
choice of the protonotary at least three apparent motives can be identified: the
extensive cult of Saint Anne in Goritz’s native country, which made the dedication a form of piety to his fatherland; the international nature of this cult, which
was connected with that of the genealogy of Christ and the Virgin Immaculate,
current topics in the Roman Curia; and the name of his mistress or a daughter
by this mistress, either of whom may have been called Anna.  There may, of
course, be one great reason, of which the aforementioned would then be spun
off: we do not know whether Goritz’s birthday coincided with the feast of Saint
Anne. If it did, it would cause no surprise.
The ensemble consisted of, from top to bottom, Raphael’s fresco of the
prophet Isaiah, auguring a purified Jerusalem, which will open its gates to the
righteous; a statue of Anne, the Virgin and the Christ-child, an altar, and the
space reserved for a tomb. (ill. .)
All but Raphael’s fresco were removed during  th century refurbishings.
Only in the early eighties of the last century has the ensemble tentatively been
restored. On the th of July, Anne’s feast day, Goritz invited all who could
write reasonable Latin poetry to come in the morning and celebrate mass, armed

See the contract for the chapel, quoted in note  below, with specific mention of ‘cuiusdam Lucretiae Romanae et solum eiusdem Lucretiae filiae, quarum cadavera depositata sunt in
dicta Ecclesia’, close to whom Goritz wished to be buried. Lucrezia could have been the courtesan, in which case Anna could have been their daughter. Alternatively, Lucrezia may have
been the mother of a courtesan called Anna. The erotic connection remains speculative and
rests solely on slanderous epigrams of relatively late date, quoted below. We will meet in the
next chapter the famous courtesan Imperia, whose real name was Lucrezia. She, however, was
buried in the San Gregorio Magno (the grave has now disappeared), and can thus be ruled out.

It is uncertain if the tomb was ever finished. The contract with the Augustinians of the
church mentions as a reason for the selection of the spot for burial his wish to be interred near
the remains of a Lucretia and her daughter (Anna?), remains which were to be translated to
Goritz’s tomb. The relevant passage from the contract (printed in Bonito , -) reads: ‘in
quo altare per ipsum dominum Johannem erigendo eidem domino Iohanni liceat apponere tres
figuras in uno lapide marmoreo videlicet Beatae Annae matris et Beatae Virginis filium tenentis
Jesum Christum in brachys, at ante dictum altare possit facere tumbam seu sepulcrum in volta
cum lapide quadrato super clausura dictae tumbae pro sepultura sua, si contingeret ipsum in
Urbe, vel locis circumvicinis ab hac luce decedere, et ad quod sepulchrum possit facere transferri et imponi ossa cuiusdam Lucretiae Romanae et solum eiusdem Lucretiae filiae, quarum
cadavera deposita sunt in dicta Ecclesia’. This wish implied the choice of Sant’Agostino (the national church of ‘Germans’ nearby, the Santa Maria dell’Anima, was still under construction, see
Gill , ), for female burial centred on this church because of the transfer of the remains
of Santa Monica (Augustine’s mother) to the Sant’Agostino (besides the Santa Maria sopra Minerva, attracking female burial because of the grave of Saint Catherine of Siena). See for the
‘female’ character of the Sant’Agostino below, ..

For the restoration, the contract, and iconographical analysis, see Bonito  and
Bonito , both articles summarising her doctoral thesis Bonito .
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with a poem, attach it to the ‘column’ (as the ensemble was called)  and afterwards feast well into the small hours in his gardens:
universae etiam academiae, et omnibus, qui litterarum nomine censerentur, geniales hortos suos ad Traianum consacraverat, conventumque
insuper, et quoddam rei litterariae certamen quotannis Divae Annae
festo instituerat, longaque serie annorum celebrarat, quod tantum illi
gratiae conciliavit, ut nemo umquam Principum aetate nostra magis
fuerit, quam unus Coritius litteratorum omnium carminibus celebratus, vereque leporum omnium pater appellatus.
To all Academies and everyone who had acquired a name in letters [Goritz]
had dedicated his hospitable gardens at Trajan’s Forum and in addition
he had instituted a reunion and a kind of literary contest which he celebrated on the feast of Saint Anne in a long succession of years, that won
him so much good will that no prince in our age was more celebrated in
the poetry of learned men than Goritz alone, and he was truly called the
father of all charms.
We will, in the following, trace the steps of the humanists on a festive summer’s
day, first gathering in the Sant’Agostino, then off to the party. In church they
headed for Goritz’s column and attended mass there. Let us now look more
closely at the ensemble and try and read its iconography.
The whole consists of multiple layers, in concordance with the universalising and international culture that produced it. There are three media: fresco,
sculpture, poetry; three languages: Greek, Latin and Hebrew; three revelations:
the Old Testament, the New, and Antiquity, present in the poetry as well as in
the iconography; and finally three realities: the reality of art in the sculpture,
the fresco and the poetry, the reality of religion, present in the ritual of the mass,
and the reality of life and death in Renaissance Rome, present in the tomb underneath the altar and the feast celebrated after mass. These layers interact in a
spectacular way. (ill. .)
The majestic prophet is one of Raphael’s masterpieces. With monumental rilievo, he stands out from the wall to compete actively with the sculpture: through his protruding right foot, which casts its shadow on the plaster; through his garment, overflowing the bounds of the fresco; through his
magnificently projecting right knee; and through the putti that top his flanks.


See note  above.
Pierio Valeriano, De litterarum infelicitate, Valerianus , ; the expression vere leporum omnium pater apellatus alludes to poem .- of the Coryciana by Vida: Castalidum
pater hortatorque sororum Corycius. See also the description of Blosio Palladio in the introductory letter to the Coryciana, translated above.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

This competition is felt in the subtle chromatics as well, which accentuates
the monochrome of the statue while merging harmoniously with the original
travertine tone of the church. Although this effect is now partly lost through
the subsequent addition of marble-incrustations, it can still be felt.  Vasari tells
the story that Bramante had shown Raphael the prophets of the Sistine ceiling
during Michelangelo’s choleric absence from Rome, adding that Raphael immediately went back to the fresco, already finished, in the Sant’Agostino, and
reworked the prophet in a more majestic style.  Whatever the truth of this assertion, majestic Raphael’s Isaiah certainly is. The comparison with Michelangelo’s prophets in the Sistina is instructive. (ill. .)
Iconographically, both Michelangelo’s and Raphael’s prophets symbolize
the consistency and harmony of history: on the one hand they stress the correspondence between the Old and New Testaments, and affirm that Revelation is
present in all phases of history. On the other, they emphasise the heroic quality of ancient history, be it Biblical or Antique, by using the metaphor of the
heroic, classical and monumental figure for Divine beauty and truth.  IconogBoth from the  th and  th centuries.
Vasari , . Bonito (, ) persuasively suggests that the story is a conflation of
the ‘Isaiah’ with the late inclusion of the ‘Heraclitus’ on the ‘School of Athens’. As for arguments
against authenticity of Vasari’s claims about the ‘Isaiah’, Goffen , n remarks that, to
begin with, the absence of Michelangelo after contretemps with Julius must be dated , and
therefore well before the Sant’Agostino Isaiah. Bonito , n also argues that the story is spurious, because the Sistine ceiling was already partly uncovered in , and the Isaiah-chapel was
dedicated on July  th , which entails an improbable time-lapse. Oberhuber , , however, points at the similarity between the Isaiah and Michelangelo’s Jonah and Daniel, belonging
to the part of the Sistine ceiling not unveiled before , and considers a date after , the Isaiah
being ‘a clear expression of the emotional third phase of Raphael’s rational soul development’ (sic),
in which case the story could be muddled, but the influence real. But most importantly, no traces
of repainting have been found during restoration. Contrary to Freedberg , I,ff and Jones
, , the story may be inserted rather to underscore Raphael’s virtue of adaptability rather
than to illustrate his dependence on Michelangelo (for which see above, chapter ). Oberhuber’s
suggestion of a late date does seem attractive on stylistic grounds (hardly on the ground of the
development of the rational soul). This could also partly explain the relative absence of reference
to the fresco in the Coryciana (contrary to the ubiquitous mention of the sculptural group): if
a considerable part of the poetry dated from the first gathering (which is possible though not
necessary; see for poems to be dated late, Perini -, - and below, they would have
to be silent on a fresco which was not yet begun till after , Oberhuber’s conjectural date. A
poem like Cor.  by Sylvanus Germanicus (‘Tres Superos homines tres ornavere: Corytius /
sculptorque et vates, aere, manu, fidibus’) clearly seems to indicate this.

The heroic status of ‘forerunners’ and prophets in the Christian tradition may in the
Classical tradition be compared to the figure of Aeneas in Virgil’s Aeneid, also heroic forerunner, prophet of Empire and typological model of Augustus and his Golden Age. The idea was
developed, in Antiquity, from the traditional cult of heroes who had founded cities and civilisation in (pre)archaic times, and were honoured as demi-gods. The antique sculpture which, in
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raphy made explicit the enormous effort of prophecy, and the athletic quality
of the lonely, misunderstood forerunners the prophets were supposed to have
been, as athletae Christi. This historical isolation of the prophets confronted
the pictorial artist with a formal problem: a prophet had to be set apart from
the historical sequel, but also connected with it.
In comparison with Michelangelo’s narcissistic Isaiah, and even with his
later prophets Jonah and Daniel, Raphael’s prophet is more human, and less
self-contained. His outward gaze is not directed towards the sculptured group,
which isolates him, quite aptly, for his vision is limited and his gaze is directed
to a distant future, and not concretely centred upon the incarnation below: it
can only be obtained with great effort and remains incomplete, like that of the
blind seers or priests of Antiquity (of the latter of whom also the caput velatum of Isaiah reminds us). On the other hand, the scroll he holds, with the
Word which subsequently would become incarnate, connects him graphically
with the scene below, illustrating the connection between poetry and prophecy
which we have studied in the preceding pages. Isaiah’s protruding foot and his
dynamic drapery, which we considered above in the light of the competition
between fresco and sculpture, add to this effect, although the protruding foot
functions iconographically as well, as a hint that Isaiah gives the good example
by levelling the path of the just. Visual echoes underscore the unity between
fresco and sculpture: the arm holding the scroll is the reverse of the Child’s
arm, and, where Anne’s left foot rests on a book (her traditional prop, most
probably the Gospel with the genealogy of Christ), Isaiah’s left foot rests on a
prop, characteristic for prophets.
Such subtle interaction of the fresco with its surroundings is an essential
aspect of the art of Raphael, and has led to the interpretation of his character
as sociable and harmonious by Vasari and others, as analysed in chapter . Traditional analysis of Raphael’s Isaiah, concentrating on the fresco itself, tends to
Renaissance eyes, epitomised the idea of heroic male physique as symbol for power, truth and
beauty, is the Belvedere Torso in the Vatican, which influenced both Michelangelo and Raphael (it
is first mentioned in , but becomes influential around ; see DNP, /, ). For another
Torso Belvedere in Raphael’s work, see the ceiling of the Sala di Psiche in the Farnesina, chapter ,
and one of the Tritons in the Galatea. For the reception of the idea in High-Renaissance Rome,
see the Inghirami commentary on Horace’s AP, f. r. (V.).

This observation also in Bonito , , and Oberhuber , .

Until the birth of Christ the true nature of Isaiah’s (and other prophets’) intimations
remained obfuscated.

Isaiah, ., following close upon the text which is quoted on the scroll of Raphael’s
Isaiah; cf. for a Biblical parallel also Psalm (), -. The dynamics of Raphael’s figure,
especially created by the protruding foot and the streaming garment, may very well be due to
the intention to illustrate this idea.
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obfuscate this interaction. This actually is precisely the ‘Raphael-effect’ that
this study tries to put into historical perspective: the fresco is such a success
as a painting that it tends to monopolise attention. This effect has, of course,
been enhanced by the canonical status of the painter. But Isaiah too, was part
of a multidisciplinary and multi-functional world. How did he partake of that
world?
The Isaiah is flanked by two putti holding a dedication of the chapel in
Greek, stating the dedication:
ANNHI ΠAPΘENOTOKΩI
ΠAPΘENIKHI ΘEOTOKΩI
K[AI] ΛΥTPΩTHI XPIΣTΩI
IΩ[ANNHΣ] . KOP[ΥTIOΣ]
That is: ‘Johannes Goritz [dedicates this altar] to Anne Mother of the Virgin, to the Virgin Mother of God and to the Redeemer Christ’. This dedication
alone, apart from graphically embedding the prophet in the surrounding architecture, connects him with the scene below, which represents Anne, the Virgin
and Christ, and thus establishes unity for the whole ensemble.  The inscription not only connects Isaiah with the sculpture group, but with the group of
celebrants, humanist poets, as well, for the pinax on which the inscription was
painted was not isolated, but accompanied by a host of pinakes on the free space
of the column, inscribed with dedicatory poetry by the celebrants present at the
shrine with Goritz.
But the main connection is formed by his gesture of presenting to the sculpture below a scroll with the Hebrew text of Isaiah .-: Open the gates, that
a just nation, guardians of the faith, may enter; Thou dost keep him [. . . ] whose
mind is stayed on Thee. Thus the prophet communicates with the Christ-child

Oberhuber  and Jones , for instance, illustrate only the fresco and not the pier,
thereby typically isolating it from its surroundings. This injustice has been partly redressed by
Bonito , whose analysis we develop further.

The choice of the word lytrootès may too be significant in this connection. It is not as
common in the Bible as may be thought, with only four instances, among which Psalm ().:
Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart Be acceptable in thy sight, O Jehovah,
my rock, and my redeemer. Since the words of Goritz’s (and his humanist friends’) mouths were
extremely important in the ritual of celebration at Anne’s feast day (as we shall see in detail
below), and might even be considered controversial in conservative circles, an allusion to the
text of the Psalm might be worth considering. Other instances, Lev. :-; Ps. : , and Act.
Ap.., referring to Moses and for the context of the Goritz-chapel. It is perhaps over-ingenious
to point out that in the passage from the psalm, the redeemer is called a rock, exactly the material
in which his image has been portrayed in the Goritz-chapel.

According to Bonito, the last word, Hebrew samuch (‘forceful’, ‘constant’), has been
emended to samur (apparently from the verb SMR, ‘bristle up, creep’ [Ps. : en Job :],
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even more clearly than is already implied by the pinax with the Greek inscription, reminding Him of His historical mission, and demonstrating by this action that the word of Scripture has become flesh, in this case the flesh of the
sculpture. The Child, of course, knows everything already. Isaiah’s gesture
thus acquires an overtone of supplication and intercession on behalf of his ‘colleagues’, Goritz and his poets, the justice of whom the Child is reminded to
reward with a place in Paradise.
The text of the scroll may take the place of the more famous quotation from
Isaiah which we would rather expect, ‘Behold, a virgin shall give birth’, because
this quotation is already implicitly present in the Greek pinax in the words to
the Virgin Mother of God. The fact that the image of the prophet is accompanied by two quotations from his work (one implicit and one explicit), warns
us not to limit our attention to the text of the scroll, although it is, of course,
important. The image together with the two texts, present Isaiah’s prophecy as
a whole. As when speaking of ‘Homer’, we mean the Iliad and the Odyssey, so
meaning in the Talmud, and in the little read Yerushalmi at that, ‘nail’), thereby making an
explicit allusion to the crucifixion. Rowland , , thinks this over-ingenious, and is confirmed by my friend and Hebrew scholar Edwin Rabbie, who (also) notices other inaccuracies
in Raphael’s Hebrew script which make a conscious emendation improbable, and points out
that the text of Isaiah must be considered to have been too sacrosanct as to allow for experiments as these, apart from the fact that the allusion would be too obscure. This emendation
is Bonito’s main argument for assuming the cooperation Egidio de Viterbo in the devise of the
iconographical programme. Although this assumption is not without plausibility, it cannot rest
on her arguments, further criticised by Rowland, -. Egidio frequented Goritz’s celebrations
until his later phase of austerity (see his answer to Pierio Valeriano quoted in Pierio Valeriano,
Hieroglyphica, quoted in IJsewijn , -) and lived in the convent of Sant’Agostino as an
Augustinian monk during the production of the chapel. Rowland , n, however, sees
merely coincidence here.

I have discussed the position of the scroll extensively with Bert Treffers of the Dutch Institute at Rome. Treffers doubts whether the scroll is held out to the Child, and thinks it is rather
held out towards the celebrants, which would be conforming to the normal iconography (for
which see, for instance, the Isaiah in the Santa Maria in Trastevere discussed in the next note).
The answer to this indeed depends on the accuracy of the present restoration of the ensemble:
if it is correct, however, it is I think difficult to deny that the scroll is held out to the Child. This
would also be consonant with the role the poets play in the Coryciana (discussed extensively
below), who represents themselves as prophets of a new Golden Age, novi Vergilii, on a par with
Jesaiah (as Virgil’s  th Eclogue was considered to conform to the Hebrew prophet). The prophet
thus would become the poets’ patron Saint.

Isaiah, .. The allusion to the quotation in the Greek pinax is usually overlooked, e.g.
by Rowland , . The more famous quotation is duly applied on the scroll of Isaiah in the
Santa Maria in Trastevere, where too the prophet presides over the Anne and the Virgin, this
time at the birth scene of the Virgin. (ill. .) Comparison between the  th century mosaics
and the Goritz chapel aptly illustrate both continuity and change in this iconographical subject,
stylistic of course, but also dramatically by the use of a different medium for prophet and the
Saint Anne group in the Renaissance chapel.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

too with Isaiah: as the poet is, in a sense, his work, every membrane of his text
becomes metonymically synonymous with his person. Thus, in the case of the
poet Isaiah as well, we may assume that the celebrants seeing him would naturally associate his presence with his whole text, including this last and more
famous oracle. In an important sense, then, the text of the scroll is a pars pro
toto for the whole book of Isaiah.
The chosen text is nonetheless very apt for the context: in its reference to
the nations of the just, to be identified in this context with the universal claims
of High Renaissance Rome, and the international character of the sodalitium
of Goritz, with its high degree of Northern European participants. The theme
of the nations is indeed a main theme of the book Isaiah as a whole, initiated at
.- and rounded off in .-. The hope for the future, when the nations
shall come to the mountain of the Lord and the Reign of Peace shall commence,
is formulated in terms of a coming Golden Age, evocated in a pastoral vein: 
And the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down
with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together
[...] and the suckling child shall play on the hole of the asp [...] they
shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain.
[...]
He shall feed his flock like a shepherd; and he shall gather his lambs
with his arm, and carry them in his bosom, and gently lead those that
are with young.
All this was, with hindsight, elegantly incorporated in the (thus intertextual)
New Testament, with its pastoral sphere surrounding the birth of Christ and
its pastoral metaphors (as is, by the way, well illustrated in Handel’s Messiah,
which, understandably, presents Isaiah as the most prominent of prophets).
This pastoral Paradise, however, shall only come to pass after the destruction
of the cities of Juda, upon the ruins of whose civilisation the new world will be
built:


See Barton , . The latter passage belongs to the second part of Isaiah starting at
, which was already in the Renaissance ascribed to another author (Abraham Ibn Ezra, who
died in , was the first to suggest this).

For the connection between pastoral and the New Testament, see Curtius, Petrarca’s
Eclogues (see e.g. Sowerby , -), and below. Inevitably the quoted passage from Isaiah
was interpreted in the light of both the  th Eclogue and the New Testament. See for instance
Badius Ascensius .

Isaiah, .-; ..
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Until the cities be waste without inhabitant, and houses without man,
and the land become utterly waste.
The idea of purgative destruction and subsequent reconstruction in the book
of Isaiah was, I think, present in the mind of the Christian humanists gathered
at Goritz’s chapel for mass, and later, feasting on the ruins of Trajan’s Forum
and the Capitol: the triumphant mountain of God, built on the debris of earlier civilisation, was Christian Rome Triumphant, mother of the nations. In it,
Goritz and his friends were celebrating the new Golden Age of Julius.  The
regrowth of nature from the cracks of the ruins, later so much savoured by the
Romantic poets as a memento mori, was a symbol of the new Christian Empire
of the papacy. And what place was more suitable for such associations than
Rome?
The association of the ruins of Rome with the prophets of the Old Testament was not new. Already in the fourteenth century Fazio degli Uberti, in his
Dittamondo, had personified Rome as a vecchia and triste per costume.  In a
Quattrocento manuscript illustration of this text, Rome is duly represented as
a widow lamenting the ruins (ill. .), thus explicitly associating the city with
the first Lamentation of Jeremiah on Jerusalem:
quomodo sedit sola
civitas plena populo
facta est quasi vidua
domina gentium
princeps provinciarum
facta est sub tributo.
How the city sits solitary, that was full of people! She has become as a
widow, who was great among the nations! She who was a princess among
the provinces is become tributary. 
Thus the prophets of the Old Testament had spoken truth concerning the ruins.
The miraculous renewal attested in Isaiah, too, was now taking shape.
Raphael’s Isaiah, prophesying the ultimate triumph of Christianity, has consequently been described as a triumphal arch, in a graphical as well as in a
metaphorical sense, over the Christ-child below, conforming to the text he





Isaiah, ..
See further below (The Golden Age). For the mountain, see Isaiah .-;  and .-.
Weiss ,  and Cavallaro , .
Lamentatio ..
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

holds: ‘open thy gates, that the righteous may enter’.  The triumphal motive in
funerary monuments was at this time coming into its own, as may be illustrated
by the two tombs by Jacopo Sansovino (Andrea’s non related pupil) in the Santa
Maria del Popolo (ill. .), although the triumphal motif in the Goritz-chapel,
at least as it appears in the present restoration, is rather metaphorical than visual.
Comparing these monuments with Goritz’s column, it is striking how revolutionary the Goritz chapel actually is (assuming the present restoration to
be more or less adequate). The modifying difference is, of course, that Goritz’s
grave consisted of an altar. Yet, the comparison with the contemporary and
related tombs of the Santa Maria del Popolo (or, for that matter, the Ammanati
tombs in the Sant’Agostino itself) shows a marked emphasis on the prophet,
if only in scale. Although the imposition of the prophet over the birth of the
Virgin is precedented by the Trecento mosaic in the Santa Maria in Trastevere,
the presence of a monumental prophet on a grave monument is less common.
The usual sequence is a gisant, superimposed by a mandorla with the Virgin
and Child, which is then rounded of by a triumphal arch on which, appositely
in triumph, rests the Saviour – as exemplified by illustration ..a. Interestingly, a partial parallel may be found in the grave of Iacopo Sannazaro in the
Madonna del Parto in Naples. (ill. .) Here too, a mystical scene (in the case
of Sannazaro a relief of Bacchic nature, ‘paralleled’ in the Goritz chapel by the
Saint Anne statue) is superimposed, not by a prophet, but by a bust of the poet
himself. This emphasis, I think, is related to the importance attached by Goritz
and his humanist friends to poetry as cognate to prophecy: the Augustan vates
concept, coupled to the famous passage from Plato’s Phaedrus, made both Isaiah and Goritz’s humanists prophetic poets. And in poetry they thus indulged,
under patronage of Isaiah painted by a visual poet, who by this work joined
their ranks. The observation of this emphasis cuts both ways: it points at the
importance of poetry for the celebrants, of which the Coryciana are testimony,
and thus points at the function these celebrants had in contemporary Rome.
On the other hand, it explains why the cooperation of Raphael was sought, not
for the cult statue (officially the focus of the ensemble), but for the prophet with
whom the celebrants identified. That the prophet was painted by Raphael, who
was considered both poet and prophet as we have seen, illustrated the affinity
with the humanist-poets who contributed to the proceedings, and emphasised


Bonito . Isaiah is in this sense also being presented as taking part in what he de-

scribes.


See Bonito, ,  and note ; the idea is, of course, old: see also Garms . Note,
too, the metonymical aspect: the poet Isaiah is his text (‘open thy gates’).
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that prophets were to be both seen and heard in Rome at the very moment the
celebrations were held.
The quality and emphasis of Raphael’s work make the fresco an integral part
of the whole, which thus presents an interaction between media which is highly
innovative, and almost results in proto-baroque.  Its effect is, consciously, at
its highest on a summer morning like July th, the day of Goritz’s celebrations,
when light from the opened church-doors highlights the pier and sets it apart
from the rest of the church. (ill. .) Considering the rhetorical nature of an
ensemble thus conceived, and the use of multiple artistic media and natural effects the works of Raphael c.s. once more appear as the archetype of the Roman
Baroque, or conversely, the Roman Baroque appears as an amplification of the
High Renaissance - at least, when these works are seen in their context and
not in the isolation that the Classicist and Romantic canonisation of Raphael,
initiated by Vasari, would confine them to.
A passage directly following the text on the scroll further emphasizes the
connection between the fresco and the sculptured group:
Like as a woman with child, that draweth near the time of her delivery,
is in pain and crieth out in her pangs: so we have been before thee, O
Jehovah. We have been with child, we have been in pain, we have as it
were brought forth wind; we have not wrought any deliverance in the
earth neither have the inhabitants of the world been born. Thy dead
shall live - my body too - they shall live. Awake and sing, ye that dwell
in the dust; for thy dew is as the dew of herbs, and the earth shall cast
forth the shades.
As a modern commentary explains, ‘the anguish of child-birth [...] symbolizes
human inadequacies [...] which will gloriously be transformed’, a process that
is dramatised in the sculptural group.  The image of Saint Anne, the Virgin
and the Christ-child becomes, when read in connection with this passage, the
embodiment of the ambiguity inherent in the Christian doctrine: immortal
and mortal, fragile and perfect. But the usual representation of this ambiguity,
the Pietà or the Dead Christ, has here been replaced with the human pedigree
of the Saviour, the old age and fragility of Saint Anne, contrasting gently with
the smiling beauty of the child and the Classical perfection of proud mother



So too Bonito , .
Isaiah, .-.
Barton , .
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

hood, the Virgin who did not suffer at child-birth.  The often aged and hardly
beautiful humanists gathered round the ensemble on July  th, may be seen as
a complement to the theme of Saint Anne. The emphasis thus established is on
(re)birth, hope and beauty, rewards to be harvested even in fragile old age.
The Saint Anne, probably the last statue made by Andrea Sansovino, exudes
a gentle, intimate and eclectic classicism, parallel to the nature of much of the
poetry devoted to it. The sculpture interacts in its own way, with the viewer
and the fresco. As the procession of humanists entered the church their first
view of the ensemble had, through the foreshortening due to the left angle,
a compactness reminiscent of Leonardo’s famous cartone (ill. .; .). The
comparison, however, shows that Sansovino has emphasised the figure of Saint
Anne by elevating her slightly, conforming to Northern iconography.  The
comparison shows, too, Sansovino’s stress on Anne’s advanced age, which is
also paralleled by Northern versions of the Annaselbstdritt, and was probably
stipulated by the patron.
Proceeding, the visitors would eventually gain a frontal view (ill. .). 
The aspect of the group now changed to a horizontal format, showing the resemblance of the Virgin to her ancient Venereal prototype. The horizontal disposition possibly alludes to the cult-image of the deae matres, three fertility
goddesses seated next to each other (parallel to the grouping of Sansovino’s
statue), one of them often holding a child.  (ill. .) If indeed such an allusion
was part of the programme, it would reflect the harmonising of an ancient local
cult practice from the North with a modern one.
From the right side (ill. .), yet another iconographical nuance is supplied,
by the compositional emphasis of the descending diagonal, starting from Isaiah’s scroll, descending to the head of Saint Anne, continuing in the Virgin,
and culminating in the Child, to whom all gazes are directed in glad expec
It has been suggested that the contrast between the smiling Child and Virgin and the
dead Christ held by his mother was reinforced by the presence of Pietà on the column facing
Goritz’s altar (Perini -).

For a creative analysis, see Bonito ,  f, the starting point for the following discussion.

The comparison with Francia’s altarpiece in the National Gallery, London, confirms this
point. Perini -,  observes, the natural elevation, chosen by Francia, would be that of the
Madonna, who is superior to Saint Anne because she is mother of God.

See illustrations , ,  in Wind .

Bonito  makes much of the gradual transformation of the group to a passing visitor.

The connection is made by Bonito , . See LIMC, s.v. ‘matres, matronae’, especially , , , ,   for interesting parallels, all off middle European provenance: the type
may very well have been familiar to Goritz. The fertility cult of the deae matres or matronae
in Antiquity apparently was an amalgam of Celtic and Classical cults, and very popular in the
region of Goritz’s birth (See DNP, s.v. ‘matres’).
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tation. From this viewpoint also, the symmetry of the group is most clear: in
gender (male, female, female, male), but more importantly in the sequence
of the prophesier Isaiah, the two intermediaries Anne and the Virgin and the
prophesied Christ. This symmetry encloses symbolically the cycle of history
established through time, place and visual media (fresco and sculpture) as a
translucent continuum.
These different shades of meaning arising from different viewpoints do not
so much imply that the attendants were supposed to rotate around the altar.
But they do illustrate visually a phenomenon ubiquitous in the poetry which
was so essential a part of the ensemble: ambiguity of meaning, with different
interpretations arising from different readings. 
Underneath the statue, the mensa was supported by a Latin inscription
echoing (aptly in reverse order) the Greek inscription on the fresco: 
IESU DEO DEIQUE; FILIO MATRI
VIRGINI ANNAE AVIAE MATERNAE
IO[ANNES]: CORYCIUS EX GERMANIS
LUCUMBURG[IENSIS]; PRO[TONO]T[ARIUS] APOST[OLICUS];
D[ONUM] D[EDIT]D[EDICAVITQUE];
PERPETUO SACRIFICIO DOTEM
VASA VESTES TRIBUIT MDXII
VESTRA LOCUM UT PIETAS POST REDDAT IN ASTRIS
HAS DEDIT IN TERRIS CORYCIUS STATUAS
‘To our Lord Jesus, Son of God, his mother the Virgin, and his maternal
grandmother Anne, Johannes Goritz from Luxembourg,  apostolic protonotary, dedicates [this gift]; [and] donated as dowry for perpetual sacrifice the
sacrificial apparatus end garments, ; so that your piety afterwards procures
him a place in heaven, Goritz has given these statues on earth.’  The inscription makes clear the primary objective of the donor: eternal life. Not only the
chapel, but the poetry, too, was apt to contribute to that.

.. Anna the Courtesan
It would be very much to the point indeed if the ancient iconography of
the Deae Matres is consciously evoked in the Goritz Chapel. For the focus on


Bonito suggests that moving around was part of the fun. For ambiguity in Latin poetry,
different combinations of phrases and words arising from the relatively free word order, see
below, Ch. ..

Bonito , ; .

Could also supply LUCUMBURG [IENSIBUS], a suggestion by C. Heesakkers.

The inscription directly followed by an epigram, as on Raphael’s grave.
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womanhood in the Sant’Agostino is conspicuous. Following the relocation of
the grave of Augustine’s mother from Ostia to the Sant’Agostino in the mid
fourteenth century, female piety came to the fore. Behind the Goritz Chapel
on the left, now the site of Caravaggio’s Madonna dei Pellegrini, was in Goritz’s
time a chapel dedicated to Mary Magdalene, and donated by the famous courtesan Fiammetta, lover of Cesare Borgia.  Fiammetta lived near the church
in a sumptuous Palazzo that gave her name to the adjacent Piazza. She apparently had converted to piety after listening to a sermon by Egidio da Viterbo,
and codified the virtuous retirement from her profession by the dedication to
and identification with the Magdalene.  The altarpiece was, not surprisingly, a
Pietà, and it has been argued that Michelangelo’s Entombment, now in the National Gallery in London, was initiated for the chapel.  In it, the dead Christ
is surrounded by women, the prominent Magdalene, a holy woman and the
Virgin.
At the left of the entrance door, the Madonna del Parto by Andrea’s pupil
Jacopo, who had assumed his master’s name, was in statu nascendi. The statue,
extremely venerated even today by expectant mothers, was erected in , still
in the period of Goritz’s celebrations of Saint Anne, which ended in . (ill.
.)
The present appearance of this shrine, flooded with ex voto’s, illustrates the
continuity between ancient fertility rites, Renaissance restoration and modern
practice, but also, ironically, the way the Goritz Chapel looked like in the Renaissance. The prototype of the Madonna del Parto once more seems to be an
ancient Venus, although the associations with marriage and child-birth, and
also the majestic monumentality of the statue, do call to mind a Juno. All this
emphasis on womanhood can be explained by the transfer of the remains of
Santa Monica to the Sant’Agostino around the middle of the  th century, attracting female cult and burial to this church. 
These three shrines, then, seem to be interrelated so as to form a triangle of
transcendent womanhood, with the reformed courtesan Fiammetta-Maddalena
on the one hand of the scale, thrice married Anne in the centre, and the vir

Am I mistaken to see a resemblance between Caravaggio’s Virgin and Sansovino’s (with
the marked difference of complexion and hair colour), and even between his female pilgrim and
Sansovino’s Anne? This would be a fine example of intertextuality.

See Treffers , , quoting Aretino, who said in the Zoppino (if it is his) that Fiammetta had made bello fine. Egidio was probably the advisor for the iconography of the Goritz
Chapel.

Though not finished and delivered, Nagel , -. Perini states that facing the
Goritz Chapel also stood a relief of the Pietà, Perini -, .

See note . For Augustinian female spirituality at Santo Spirito in Florence, see Gill
, -.
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tuous Virgin on the other. It may be significant that one of the most gripping
passages in the Book of Isaiah is a harangue on the wanton daughters of Zion,
who
Are haughty, and walk with outstretched necks and wanton eyes, walking and mincing as they go, and making a tinkling with their feet; therefore the Lord will smite with a scab the crown of the head of the daughters of Zion.
Goritz’s humanists did usually take Holy Orders, and were thus often forced
to formal celibacy. This, of course, only meant that the role of more or less
open concubinage and courtesans became more prominent.  One may wonder what the male company of humanists felt, entering the church on July  th
to confront these predominantly feminine chapels. Venerating Christian goddesses in Venereal guise, they would, giving prisca theologia an erotic twist,
have seen the connection between these goddesses and their earthly counterparts in the gay life of concubines and courtesans. Anne, having led a life not
uncognisant of men, would be a natural intermediary for them.
Subsequent events may illustrate this phenomenon in an unexpected way. 
In the last phase of Goritz’s feasts, humanist sodalicium turned awry and became, as Egidio da Viterbo called it, centaurea pugna. As centaurs will be centaurs, the fight appears to have been over wine and women. Then, suddenly,
we get epigrams that describe Anna as a meretrix or scortum of Goritz:
Coelitibus Iannes qui magnas nuncupat aras,
O Dii, vos ficto numine ludificat.
Annam adamat scortum, et praetexens nomine culpam
Vobis, non vobis haec sacra templa dedit.
Johannes who dedicates his great altars to the deities has, O Gods, mocked
you by using a false name: he loves a whore called Anna, and covering up
his guilt with your name, has given you shame, not this sacred shrine. 


Isaiah, .-.
D’Amico , -.

We will return to these events at the end of this chapter.

The denomination Iannes was, in contemporary Byzantine Greek, associated with the
pseudo-prophet Iannes, and was hence derogatory (a suggestion by Marc Lauxtermann).

IJsewijn ,  = Colloci, Coryciana, carmina extravagantia . See also Tebaldeo,
in IJsewijn ,  = Coryciana, carmina extravagantia viii,: Meretrix Anna dedit tumulum.
The first vobis in the last line may profitably be emended in vestro (a suggestion by Daan den
Hengst). The homonymity of Goritz’s mistress with Saint Anne is, to my mind, to be taken for
granted, especially considering the stipulation in Goritz’s contract with the Augustinians to be
buried near Lucrezia Romana e sua figlia, who, as suggested by Perini, must have been called
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It thus seems not improbable that Goritz had a mistress called Anna or resembling her in some or other way. If so, the ‘Christian Gods’ thus would
have had very human applications indeed. In a sense, those applications were
based upon the Augustinians’ reception of Neoplatonic Love, which identified
nymphs and Muses with the Virgin and recognised in classical voluptas enjoyed
in otium liberale the true pleasure of the Christian life.  But such playfulness could, of course, be misconstrued, and would even with the broadminded
guests of Goritz perhaps have raised eyebrows – although we have seen how
close the painter Raphael came to Christ. Indeed, the humanisation that Christ
underwent in the Renaissance was extremely important for the accessibility of
the worlds of art and poetry that was felt in the Renaissance.  This humanisation of the Medieval and Byzantine Christ, who was foremost Pantocrator
and Christus Triumphans had already begun after the Franciscan Revolution
of the early  th century, graphically illustrated by the contrast between the
Crucifix that inspired Saint Francis’ calling, and a similar one produced after
his preaching had taken its effect. But the final ‘invention of the human’,
was reserved for the Roman High Renaissance.  This might be illustrated, by
way of an excursus, by Raphael’s Sistine Madonna, contemporary with Goritz’s
chapel. (ill. .)
Traditional iconographical motifs like the curtains and the parapet, are revitalised in this extraordinary painting to transmit the theological message of
the central mystery of Christianity: the Incarnation of the Divine. These parapet and curtains divide the other world of heaven, represented as an ineffably
strange fond of clouds in the form of putti-heads, from the real and ephemeral
world of the worshippers before the altar. But it is, of course, the openness of
the border demarcated by these motifs that counts. This openness connects the
Anna (see also above, note ). That Sansovino’s Anne could be a portrait of her, as suggested
by Perini (p. , ‘[Anna] scandalosemente presentata [. . . ] nei panni di una Sant’Anna, sua
epomima’, is somewhat surprising: the physique of Saint Anne is probably derived from the
northern iconography of Annaselbstdritt (see note ); she seems, at any rate, to be far too old
for the active courtesan; on the other hand she could, of course, have made bello fine like the
Fiammetta of the chapel nearby as well, and, after virtuous retirement, through her portrayal in
the statue, finally have been dressed in decent garb). Alternatively, the portrait could be of the
mother Lucrezia. Another record of the Anna ‘meretrix’ is IJsewijn , Carm. Extr. VII, .

See above, note ; the idea also in Perini -, .

See Bober , . For the Augustinians’ importance in the Sant’Agostino, see below.

For different aspects of this matter, see the controversial but important Steinberg .
Christ’s humanity is repeatedly emphasised in the Coryciana, e.g. , -.

Neatly illustrated in Graham Dixon , -.

Harold Bloom’s term concerns Shakespeare. Comparison with a central figure of canonical status like Raphael operating before Shakespeare, shows the strenghts as well as the weaknesses of his point. See Bloom , passim (alas).
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celebrants with the world of the altar-piece, and tempting them to stay and look,
invites them to participate. Between our physical world and the incomprehensible Paradise hangs only a curtain, and a drawn one at that. Would it have been
closed, it would have permitted the onlooker to even hear the ruffling sounds
of the teatro behind, high-wind rustling in the robes of the Saints. This effect
is enhanced by the pointing finger of Pope Sixtus  (dressed up as Julius II,
whose insignia are visible on Sixtus’ cope, and thus materialised from abstract
history to tangible present) recommending the celebrants,  and his all too
human weight pressing the clouds. The tactile and all too easily crossed border
between worldly and divine is furthermore demarcated by the tiara, the Pope’s
worldly crown, only to be worn outside Church, and thus a further hint that the
altarpiece demarcates the border between the world of Christ and the Church
and the temporal one that the celebrants live in. The content of the Divine that
is revealed by the altar-piece, is shown to be similar to the human, and, most
importantly, accessible for the initiated. The celebrants, following the right
paths of the Christian ritual, may recognise the divine nature in themselves
in the man-god Christ, and His mediators, in hierarchical order His human
Mother the Virgin, Saint Barbara and Saint Sixtus=Julius. This humanisation
of the traditional Sacra Conversazione is further emphasised by the motive of
the putti, who seem but proficientes in Divine Harmony, as compared to the
serious Christ, and show how small is the difference between a good pupil and
unconcentrated ones.
Raphael’s gentle and elegant invention of the human was the product of a
theological and philosophical revolution wrought not least by the rediscovery
of ancient, anthropomorph symbolism in Plato. Platonic indeed is the idea
of intermediaries between Divine and human, such as the Socrates from the
Symposium, there compared to a satyr that demonstrates the divine nature of
human longings, and as an outwardly ugly but inwardly excessively beautiful
demon lifting up the soul of the initiated to the realms of truth. It is worth remembering in this context that the Augustinian order under the leadership of
Egidio da Viterbo has been called a ‘Platonic school’.  In the Christian tradition a parallel for this role could be seen in the horde of Christian ‘demons’, the
Saints, and as such in figures like Saint Anne, outwardly decrepit, but bearer of
Divinity. Anne’s outward nature, as well as her career as a mother and woman of


Or possibly Julius I (Kempers ).
Whoever they were, the inhabitants of Piacenza, as is commonly assumed (e.g. by
Oberhuber , , and Jones , ) or, perhaps, Romans in Saint Peter’s, if the painting
was meant for Julius’ chapel, a rather attractive idea. See Kempers .

Exemplified by his Sententiae ad mentem Platonis. See Gill ,  with note .
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the world, brings her close to the very human humanists that came to celebrate
Goritz’s feasts.
Such associations explain the expansion of her cult in the West in the late
th century. This expansion corresponds with the rise of Platonism and the
way of thinking that Platonism implied: the bonds between the human and the
Divine were confirmed by the parallel between the human form of the Divine
Socrates in the Platonic corpus as well as by the intermediary function of the
Sacred Family as divinity in human form.
Apparently, the nascent burghers in Goritz’s homeland would see in Saint
Anne a symbol of their homely and familial ideals. The cult of Anne was very
popular in the Rhine-land and Belgium, Goritz home-land, and the iconographical choices of Sansovino may be influenced by Northern prototypes. 
A Luxembourger, moreover, may have wished to see himself related to his new
home in Rome. For this the theme of the ‘generations’, or diaspora of the family
of Christ, could do service. Anne was the symbol for this. For exegetical aporia
arising from the problematic mentioning of ‘brothers and sisters’ of Christ in
Scripture ( Cor. .) had traditionally been solved by positing that Anne had,
after an early death of Joachim, remarried twice, rearing two more Mary’s and
with them a host of offspring. The veristically portrayed men who accompany this iconography as relatives of Christ - rough, unpolished and all too
human - may even be included in the Goritz iconography: not in fresco or
statue, but in the guise of the gathered humanists as living props. 
In the Legenda Aurea Anne’s role is still marginal.  Iconographically two
images dominate. The first is the meeting at the Golden Gate, usually taken
as the moment of the Immaculate Conception. Anne’s role in the Immaculate Conception, in third grade from Christ, emphasizes the transformation of
Human into Divine, and vice versa, by a slow but inevitable process, exactly
the process with which we are concerned in this book, up till now mainly in
mythological context. Anne’s divinity was disputed: she had married and bore
children rather too often for some tastes. But this same embeddedness in the
ways of the flesh makes her more close to us than the more unattainable Virgin.


See also Wind , .
See LDCI, V, coll. -, and note .

Goosen , ; .

See for a more detailed argumentation of this hypothesis below Ch. ..

In Byzantium her cult had flourished since the transportation thither of her relics in
. She figures in Legenda Aurea CXXXI, De nativitate beatae Mariae virginis and the short
CCXXII, De sancta Anna matre virginis Mariae (Graesse ); her rising star is illustrated by
the appearance in  of Trithemius’ De laudibus Sanctissimae Matris Annae Tractatus in Rome.
Further literature on the cult in Wind , - with notes.
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The second image is the one we are concerned with here, the Anna Selbstdritt, a translation of a Byzantine scheme imported in the West in the th
century. Here the emphasis is of course on the generations. It is therefore no
surprise that the theme of the generations leading from Jesse-David to Christ
is once more derived from Isaiah. In the passage just before the one quoted
above, prophesying that ‘the wolf shall dwell with the lamb’ the so-called ‘tree
of Jesse’ is envisaged:
And there shall come forth a shoot out of the stock of Jesse, and a branch
out of his roots shall bear fruit [...] with righteousness he shall judge
the poor, and decide with equity for the meek of the earth [...] And
righteousness shall be the girdle of his waist, and faithfulness the girdle
of his loins.
In this case - as in other examples combining Anne with the tree of Jesse  - the
prophesied generations bring forth Anne, the Virgin, and Christ who inaugurates the new Golden Age, that is only now beginning to be fulfilled by the true
Christian life in Renaissance Rome and the true understanding of the meaning
of history. It is precisely the combination of Isaiah and Ann in the Goritz-chapel
that brings out its themes of the lapse of time and the diaspora of the seed of
David through time, place and generations, themes that are appropriate to the
international Church of Rome and the international company of Goritz. Thus,
the column visualizes the slow process of Incarnation and humanisation. This
process is, in its turn, typologically related to the past that was being unearthed
in Renaissance Rome, Classical, but also Christian. The two were inseparable
in Renaissance minds.
Anne symbolizes, in this process, simplicitas sancta and sterilitas fecunda,
as the Legenda Aurea would have it. As an old woman, she symbolizes human inadequacies and suffering, as a mother the chilbirth that is of paramount
importance to the Christian doctrine - all the more so, because Anne married
thrice and reared a horde of children. When Angelo Colocci, in the above-quoted
epigram, calls Anne a whore, he is transforming the ‘human’ element which
was consciously present in the Anne-iconography to insult. It may very well
be that this twist is, in a manner, a turning of the table to Goritz. For, as we
shall see, the protonotarius eventually, when the game got rough, sided with
the anti-humanist Dutch pope Adrianus when the latter was elected to the pa

Isaiah, .-. The tradition in Matthew and Luke, that the descent of Christ was derived
from the male line, i.e. from Joseph, is already countered in the Legenda Aurea CXXXI.

Altarpiece by Berg, Graanbroedekirche in Odense, picturing Anne as the root of the
tree. See also Legenda Aurea CCXXII, [Anna] de qua egressa est virga de radice Jesse.

Legenda Aurea CCXXII.
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pal throne in , thus abandoning his Roman friends and seeking refuge with
a countryman. Colocci’s epigram could well signify that if one changes sides,
well, one has to bear the consequences: in Adrianus’ (and Erasmus’ or Luther’s,
for that matter) eyes, the typological play of the Coryciana was close to sacrilege. If the shoe fitted, Goritz ought to wear it.

.. The Golden Age
The Golden Age envisaged by Isaiah was made possible by the birth and suffering of Christ. This last aspect is present in the sculptural group in the gesture
of the Christ-child. Christ, in response to the towering and perhaps somewhat
intimidating figure above with its happy tiding, gently keeps at bay a goldfinch,
symbol of the soul and the Passion. The gesture, which is accentuated for the
viewer by Raphael’s reverse echo of it in the arm of Isaiah, signifies the fact that
there was for Christ a less agreeable aspect to the whole process of Salvation,
highlighted in Scripture by Christ’s doubts on Gethsemane, a threat the Child
wishes to withhold from the glance of the joyful mother and grandmother. At
the same time the child points to the altar, the symbolic place of re-enactment
of His sufferings that enabled the celebrants to partake of the reopened Paradise. That this has come to pass only now,  years after the birth of Christ,
was part of the prophecy: Rome had to be destructed to be built anew by the
nations. Christ in this way becomes a sort of Aeneas, levelling the path for the
Golden Age of Augustus to come, by his suffering: tantae molis erat Romanam
condere gentem. The seed would only blossom later. Thus the new Romans
under Julius envisaged the basis of present pleasures.
In the past two chapters, we have seen that the artist Raphael was, as a
creator, assimilated to a poet and a prophet. Indeed, that the importance of
prophecy in the period under discussion is closely related to the importance
of art. That two of Raphael’s major commissions in these years are concerned
with prophets and sibyls, the Chigi chapel in the Santa Maria della Pace and
the Isaiah in the Sant’Agostino is thus no coincidence. (ill. .) We have reason to suspect that the painter felt akin to these heroic forerunners, and in
a sense was considered to share their vision. The connections made later by
Raphael’s funerary poets, studied above, add to the interest of the Isaiah in the


The goldfinch attained the spot on its breast as it flew over the head of Christ when he
went to Calvary (Hall , s.v. ‘Christ’, xiii). Interestingly, references to the bird on the sculpture
in the Coryciana (, ) do not allude to this symbolism, only to the playfulness of the scene
(with reference even to Catullus’ passer, in Cor. ).

Aen. I. .
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Sant’Agostino, and indeed help to explain why patron and painter decided to
give the fresco such prominence. But not only the painter was prophesying
and interpreting Divine Truth: so did the poets of the Coryciana. In this sense,
the Isaiah is their patron saint: he was seen, with Virgil, as perhaps the most
prominent visionary of a Golden Age. And this Golden Age both artists and
poets of the Renaissance were trying to visualize and crystallize.
In fact, the Coryciana continually allude to the living presence of the Gods
in the Rome of their times. Antiquity and the Old Testament are joyfully concordant in the assumption that, when Gods walk the earth, this is a sure sign
of a Golden Age. As has been described above (and has often been noted),
the papacy of the High Renaissance indeed actively sponsored the idea that it
was in the process of producing such a Golden Age.  The idea develops from
beginnings in the second half of the Quattrocento with a crescendo to the reign
of Leo. However, the most explicit, though less lucid expression is found in the
sermon of Egidio da Viterbo, written and held before Julius in December 
to celebrate the victories King Emanuel of Portugal achieved for Christendom
in the Indian Ocean, and later reworked by the friar and sent to Portugal. 
Egidio da Viterbo was one of the intellectual leaders of Julian and Leonine
Rome. He was also an Augustinian friar, living in the cloister next to the church,
vicar general of the order since , prior general of the Hermits since ,
and Cardinal Protector since .  Reflecting the continuous dialogue with
pagan culture, literature and philosophy in the works of his model Augustine,
he relentlessly pursued all knowledge of the classical world, looking for hidden
meanings and correspondences in it. He was an avowed Platonist (influenced
by Ficino), introducing a strong (neo-) Platonic current in his order, apparently
to the dismay of his guest, the literal minded Martin Luther. Yet Egidio was an
ardent advocate of church reform.
The important point is, that Egidio’s envisaged reform not only allowed for
beauty, art and learning, but actually warmly applauded them. For Egidio was


Thus is to be interpreted the presence of God in Edenic Paradise, and even, not far
removed in time from that blissful period, the intimate relationship between Abraham and his
God, who, however, now safely stays up on high. Pagans felt the same way, from Hesiod (‘at
that time banquets were shared in common by immortal gods and mortal men’, fr. I.- MW) to
Plato, who implies a free mingling of Gods and men in his pre-histories of men in the Protagoras
and the Symposium (the speech of Aristophanes). For the Roman testimonia, see below.

For discussions, see for example Chastel , - (on precedents in Florence), Levin
, Rowland , especially p.  and , Stinger , -.

Whence the text that forms the basis of the modern edition by O’Malley . See also
O’Malley , -.

For his career, see Rowland in Hall , . For the Augustinians and the
Sant’Agostino, see Gill , especially chapter  and , and Nagel .
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not in the least intimidated by the apparent contradiction between the virtuous
and ascetic life the leaders of a reformed church were supposed to live, and the
magnificent and costly artistic projects to be pursued by this same elite to give
testimony to the flowering of the church, and Christian life. The Augustinian
Maffeo Vegio had, in the Quattrocento, compared the renovation of Saint Peter’s under Nicholas V to the renovation of the Sant’Agostino itself, illustrating
both the importance of the latter church and the order’s hunger for artistic excellence. Egidio, too, did not object to opulence and beauty. His was a vision
of a happy world, where the revival of eloquence, art and learning signified not
decadence, but true Christianity and the coming of a Golden Age. 
Thus Egidio, connecting the topical acorns of pastoral Golden Age with
the della Rovere insignia, argues in his oration that four Golden Ages have occurred: that of the angels prior to the fall of Lucifer, that of Adam and Eve in
Paradise prior to original sin, that of the disciples of Noah after the clean sweep
of the flood and prior to the inevitable corruption that is endemic to men, and
the fourth, most perfect, consisting of the coming of Christ. The enormous
promise this Coming entailed, is now to be fulfilled under Julius. This conviction was based upon the cabbala (and the interpretation of the mysticism of
Joachim de Flore), which induced Egidio to schematise history into ten distinct periods or ages, corresponding to the ten Sefiroth or dynamic energies of
God. After nine ages of decline, the Church had now entered the tenth phase
of fulfilment and perfection.
In the sermon two ideas, dependent on this belief, are of particular interest
to us. In the first place, Egidio’s definition of a Golden Age depends on an
understanding of the term as an age wherein the Christian life, the aurea vita,
can be lived most perfectly. This comprises the proliferation of the creed to distant places, which was at the time of foremost importance, to Julius, Emanuel
and los reyes Católicos, for instance. It also makes possible to see the first millennium of official Christianity as an interlude, which is just what the papacy


O’Malley .
The description of Paradise, by the way, is strongly reminiscent of descriptions of Chigi’s
Farnesina, e.g.: ‘Deo illos tandem convehente, devenere locos laetos etc. Ubi [. . . ] fontem limpidissimum adinvenere qui cum in fluvios quattor derivaret, potum lavacrumque exhibebat, ut
qui bibissent lavassissentque nec ardente affectu raperentur nec quattor pestium illarum sordibus inquinarentur. ‘posuit eos’, inquit Moses, ‘in paradiso voluptatis’. Aberat enim omnis metus, aberat et dolor. Quod enim malum non habet nec dolorem habet. Mala aberat cupido [...]
Mala gaudia vulgi aberant. Casta vero legitimaque laetitia sola, comite ratione, imperabat. Unde
et a regina locus obtinuit appellationem dictaque est paradisus voluptatis.’ (O’Malley , ).

The last age was for Giles ‘the age of ecclesiastical revolution [. . . ] by no means narrowly
conceived. The renovation would be a cosmic consummation, a sacralization of the universe’,
O’Malley , .
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wanted. As we have seen in the last chapter, to such a line of argument the
precedent of Virgil could offer valuable support. With an eye on the Aeneid,
it was not so strange for our humanists to suppose that although Christ had
come so long ago, only now his promises were to be fulfilled.
A second point from Egidio’s sermon is perhaps even more important for
the Coryciana. The preacher’s penchant for philology furnishes the basis of his
thesis. For the proof that the aurea aetas is the Christian life, is deduced from
the metonymical identity between lux and aurum. The metaphor of the Light
of Faith, of course, was ubiquitous in Scripture, and thus produced invaluable
textual evidence. It is tempting to see in the plan of the Goritz chapel a realisation of this metaphor. For, where Isaiah is brooding in the relative darkness of
the Old Testament, the statue of the Saint Anne trinity is miraculously bathed
in light, an effect, as said and illustrated above, especially striking on a summer
morning when the doors of the church are opened – as they would be on the
day of Goritz’s feast.
It is probable that Egidio was in one way or another connected with the
conception of the program. In fact the metaphor of light is a crucial element in
the theology of the titular Saint of the church in which the Goritz chapel stood,
Augustine, and in Augustine’s theory of light, art played an important role. 
(ill. .) Egidio, as an eminent Augustinian, knew that the bishop of Hippo held
that the soul participated actively in sense perception, and that through this
perception the soul could be brought nearer to God. At the time of writing de
magistro, devoted to the theory of inner illumination, Augustine was wondering how the arts could turn the mind from the corporeal to the incorporeal. 
The Augustinian friars-humanists, based at Sant’Agostino and Santa Maria del
Popolo, followed suit. Thus Girolamo Seripando, pupil of Egidio, wrote that
the way to Wisdom through God, is only possible by illuminatio, when we as
it were open our eyes to the rays of the sun.  Egidio himself is constantly



O’Malley , : ‘ut tamen purum tam aerem quam oculum illuminat sol, sic iustitiae
sol, qui non lucidum est corpus et sol vulgaris sed fulgor ipse ac lux vera et angelos illuminat
et omnem hominem venientem in hunc mundum, potestatem efficit ut, quamvis orti in terris,
Dei tamen filii fiant, in mundum convolent et obscuras nescientem umbras et aurea sursum
luce coruscantem. Princeps itaque is, qui ita intelligibili mundo fulget, ut sensibili in mundo sol
communis, id quod sexto de Republica Plato docuit, in coelo angelos, in terris humanos animos
genuit [...]’.

Gill , - (‘Augustine’s Light’).

Gill , n.

Other influential curial Augustinians include cardinal Ammanati (in the generation before the Coryciana, and buried with his mother in the Sant’Agostino), Battista Casali
(long-haired preacher on Rome as a new Athens, and contributor to the Coryciana), Maffeo
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referring to Light, seen as both the sun, the Son and the origin of the Platonic
Good. Pierio Valeriano follows suit in the Coryciana:
Cum tot ubique habeas spirantia saxa, colores,
Aeraque, vita quibus ni sit, inesse putes,
Cur tantum tria ducta uno de marmore signa,
Anna avia, et mater Virgo, Puerque Deus,
Ingenia incendunt hominum, stimulantque poetas,
Quot Roma atque ingens ambitus orbis habet?
Non hunc Corycius, non Sansovinus honorem
(Hic sumptu quamvis inclytus, ille manu)
affectent : vis haec a coelesti lumine fusa est ;
scilicet est tanti sacrum habuisse locum.
Namque: Augustini ingenium et facundia et ardens
Illa adeo pietas atque amor ille boni
Hanc mentem inspirant coeli de vertice, virtus
Unde hominum, Deum non moriatur honos.
Although there are so many lifelike statues, frescoes, bronzes, that had
they not life, you would think that they had, why do only three figures,
modelled out of one piece of marble – grandmother Anne, The Virgin
Mother, God the Child - set the literary hearts on fire, and inspire all
poets whom Rome and the wide world have? Nor Goritz, nor Sansovino
can aspire to that honour – famed though the first is for patronage, the
second for craftsmanship. This power has poured down from the heavenly
light: for that is the prize for occupying sacred ground. For the spirit of
Augustine, his eloquence and that fiery piety and love of the good of his,
inspire this spirit from the heights of heaven; hence virtue of men, nor
honour of God will perish.
This juxtaposition of Light and dark is thus very apt for an altar in the Sant’Agostino, and the handling of this metaphor in the ensemble of Raphael and Sansovino points to Augustinian influence, very possibly by Egidio, whose cognisance of these matters speaks plainly from the pages of the sermon on the aurea
aetas. If so, once more the metonymical nature of the Latin language has led to
a spectacular effect in the visual arts – and has inspired the painter Raphael to
Vegio (writer of the immensely popular  th book of the Aeneid). Florentines, Senese and the
(international) members of the Roman Academy were frequent visitors of Sant’Agostino.

In the Sententiae ad mentem Platonis, passages quoted by Rowland in Hall , -.

Cor. I, , headed: Pierius Valerianus Belluniensis (In statuas Coritianas Sansovini
Opus). See also I, : (candida membra), and I, , ore haud alio nitere divos.
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do his utmost, by contrasting his magnificent rilievo and colore with the light
of the statue below. It had, moreover, been prophesised by Isaiah himself:
The people walking in darkness have seen a great light; on those living
in the land of the shadow of death a light has dawned [. . . ] for to us a
child is born, to us a son is given, and the government will be on his
shoulders. And he shall be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God,
Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. 
This text, too, is brilliantly made visibe by the ensemble.
The idea of an impending aurea aetas is, as said, also amply illustrated by
the Coryciana themselves. This is done in three ways. The first one is direct,
when a conscious parallel between Janus Corycius and Janus, disciple of Noah,
strengthens the parallel and implies the idea that Goritz once more inaugurates
a Golden Age:
Tempore quo huc illuc errabant corpora primum.
Nullus erat toto notus in ore Deus.
Nullae aderant leges; leges erat una voluntas;
Unus dux sensus, Iuppiter unus erat.
Ast ubi digessit quisquis fuit ille Deorum
Haec, et quodque modum iussit habere suum,
Credere tunc homines aliquem regnare Tonantem,
Quem scelera offendant, quem benefacta iuvent.
Numina tunc passim terras peragrare videres,
Convivas homines atque habuisse Deos.
Nunc eadem rursus facientes tempora mores
Compulerunt Superos consuluisse fugam.
Esse ita sed mortale genus miserate vadaris,
Iane tuos tute restituisque Deos.
At the time when first the atoms swerved everywhere, there was no known
God in the whole wide world. There were no laws: only will was law, only
senses reigned, only sense was Jupiter. But when a God, whoever he was,
brought order into all this, and ordered everything to have its measure,
then men thought that a Thunderer rightfully reigned, who was offended
by crime, and pleased by good deeds. Then, one could see gods wander
over the earth everywhere, and that men had Gods as their guests. Now


To the awe and chagrin of Michelangelo, who once more tried to top his rival in the
Moses, emphasising the knees in much the same way as the Isaiah (Perini). An example of the
paragone described by Goffen , without, however, adducing this case.

Isaiah :,.
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once more the ways of men have forced the Gods to flight, bringing back
the chaotic times of old. But you, Janus, pitying that the human race was
in this condition, stood in for your people and brought back safely the
Gods.

Thus art inspired by piety saves mankind, consonant with the judgement of
Egidio - a major topos of the Coryciana, for the Gods are in the statue, and
they live because the statue seems to live and by its evidentia inspires piety.
The second way of alluding to a Golden Age is more indirect, as attested by
a poem by Beroaldo jr.:
Vobis Corycius, maxima numina,
Has ponit statuas, non sibi flagitans
Ampli arbitria regni
Maiorem aut titulum ambiens.
Nam quae vestra homini sancta dedit manus
Sat laetum faciunt. Vos rogat ut diu
His, quae possidet, uti
Et vita incolumi queat.
Audi, sacra cohors coelitum, et accipe
Quas fert Corycius suppliciter preces,
Si aevum puriter egit,
Et si vos coluit pie.
For you, greatest Gods, Corycius has erected these statues, not because
he aspires to power over ample empire, or out of ambition for more prestigious titles. For the gift of your sacred hand to men makes him glad
enough. He asks you to be able to long enjoy what he owns, and good
health. Hear him, you sacred cohort of celestials, and accept the supplication of Goritz, if indeed he has led a pure life, and served you piously. 
Here the idea is that the gift from the sacred hand of the Saint Anne Trinity, is
quite enough for Goritz. This gift must be the Christian life we have encountered in the discussion of Egidio’s sermon. The implication is that this Golden
Life is enjoyed here and now by the patron, and may be likened to a Golden
Age.

Cor. I, , by Delius Hieronymus Alexandrinus, a poem to which we will return. Also
quoted by Rowland ,  and note , in a different sequence however, and with a strange
translation. I have followed IJsewijn’s text. Janus, of Etrurian extraction, got special treatment
by his compatriot Egidio.

Cor. I, , headed Philippus Beroaldus Iunior. The irony in the last lines is triggered by
the quote from Catullus  (‘si vitam puriter egi’). There may be a reference to the courtesan
Anna here.
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This idea, I think, also underlies the magnificent contribution to the collection by Pietro Bembo:
Sancta, quibus propriam posuit Corycius aram,
Numina, perpetuosque arae sacravit honores,
Humani columen generis, divina puella,
Ipse sibi legit summi quam rector Olympi;
Et tu divinae genitrix augustae puellae,
Felix sorte tua, felix nata atque nepote,
Aethereique puer magnum Patris incrementum,
Arte boni quos egregia caeloque Savini
Spectari et Pario spirare in marmore fecit,
Hac vos pro pietate illi pro munere tali
Reddite quae posco, mea nec sint irita vota:
Ut, quos longa dies miseris mortalibus olim
Advectat varios senio veniente labores,
Aegrum animum, et segnes effoeto corpore sensus,
Inque solum pronos vultus nixisque bacillum
Poplitibus, tardosque gradus tremebundaque membra,
Tum crebras lachrimis causas et dura suorum
Funera, et eversos mutata sorte Penates,
Quaeque alia ex aliis passim mala consternatas
Implerunt terras cupidi post furta Promethei,
Horum ille immunis, totos centum expleat annos,
Auspicio vestro, Superi, vestroque favore,
Integer ut nunc est, nec longae damna senectae
Sentiat, et carus patriae, iucundus amicis,
Dives opum, Roma incolumi Latioque fruatur!
Sacred Gods, for whom Goritz placed the altar that is your due, and for
whom he has sanctified the altar’s honour for all time: pillar of the human
race, godlike girl, whom the master of highest Olympus has chosen for
himself; and you, august mother of the girl divine, happy in your fate,
happy too in daughter and in grandson; and you boy, great growth of your
ethereal father; whom by the excellent art and chisel of good Sansovino, 
Goritz made to be admired and breath in Parian marble, by this piety, by
this great gift, render unto him what I ask, and let not my vows be vain:


Bonito (, ) mistranslates caelo as derived from caelum, ‘sky’, instead of caelum,
‘chisel’, and then bases upon this translation conclusions about the Gods returned to earth as a
counterpart to cabbalistic interpretations of the age of the Messiah, thus reaching right conclusions on the basis of the wrong interpretation.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter
that all the labours to come, brought by the lengthening years to miserable
mortals when age comes, sickness of heart, weakness of sense in worn out
body, the face turned to the ground, a cane to prop the bended knees, the
tardy gait and trembling limbs, all too many cause for tears and dire death
of kin, the ruin of home by fortune changed, and all the terrors that are
heaped upon each other everywhere and fill the earth after the theft of
avid Prometheus, let him be immune from these, let him fill out hundred
years full, by your good will, Gods, by your favour, unscathed as he is
now; let him not feel the horrors of old age, and, dear to his homeland,
sweet to his friends, rich of means, enjoy Rome and Latium unharmed. 

Paulo maiora canamus would be an appropriate motto for Bembo’s lofty tone.
This tone succeeds in creating a dramatic illusion which is unique in the collection. To achieve it, Bembo takes his time to get things right. The rhetorical
strategy may profitably be compared to Shakespeare’s Tired with all these, from
these I would be gone, or that other most famous catalogue of the ‘whips and
scorns of time’: human misery is evoked to visualize more clearly what it
is to be without it, in the sonnet through love, in Hamlet’s soliloquy through
death, and in Bembo’s poem through the Christian life. Thus Bembo succeeds
as if in passing, a feat unique in the Coryciana, in creating human drama, and
gives words to deeper and more vivid emotion, the yearning for the liberation
from ills, the ardent and at the same time desperate hope that Christianity,
apparently, can kindle so well. The pathos of this catalogue of human ills is
considerably enhanced with hindsight to Goritz’s miserable end, to which we
will return. In the present context we perhaps can understand more properly
what the poem actually tries to convey. The theft of Prometheus in line 
must stand for Original Sin, in the sense in which Egidio interpreted it in his
sermon on the aurea aetas. What Bembo effectively says is that Goritz, like all
Christians, can by his piety cancel this sin and reach paradise. It might, also
in connection with the poem by Beroaldo quoted above, even be conjectured
that the Feast of Saint Anne coincided with Goritz’s birthday, for the emphasis
on ‘happy years’ is most naturally associated with such an occasion.  Such a
conjecture , however, would perhaps imply an over-literal interpretation. The


Cor. I, .
Sonnet ; Hamlet III. .

In that case, as Bram Kempers suggests (in conversation), the Isaiah could have been
a portrait of the protonotary, which is also possible without Saint Anne’s day being Goritz’s
birthday. On the other hand, the prophet seems somewhat young for that, and not Goritz, but
the poets and artists are presented as prophets, and are thus Isaiah’s natural alias (to see in Isaiah
a portrait of Egidio da Viterbo is tempting, but is ruled out by dissimilarity with his portrait in
Viterbo according to Kempers). Regarding the possibility of ‘birthday-poetry’: longevity is by
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significant tournure is that Bembo prays that happiness will be granted to the
patron during his life, which will in that case be free of human contingency,
thereby implicitly visualising Goritz life, if the Gods are just, as an Egidian
Golden Age. A confirmation for this interpretation is found in the fact that
next to Bembo’s poem Blosio put another one with the same idea,I,  by Fabius
Vigil
Iste ubi viva micant Pueri locus ora Tonantis
et gaudet foeta Virgine mater anus,
humanis Superos oculis dedit usurpandos
quales aetherii ferme habet aula poli.
Porro, aliud post fata nihil certe esse beatum est
quam Divum specie numinibusque frui.
Quae quoniam in terris praestat miracula marmor,
Nil est cur sapiens optet, ut ante, mori.
Vivite felices igitur per longa, poetae,
Saecula: laeti agitis vivi, ut in Elysiis.
Me (licet obtingat Pylii quoque nestoris aetas)
Praereptum immiti sorte perire querar.
This place, where the living face of Boy Thunderer flashes, and the aged
mother rejoices in the Virgin with Child, has enabled mortal eyes to gaze
at the Gods, almost as they are in the palace of the ethereal sky. Moreover,
it is certain that nothing is more joyful after death than to enjoy the countenance and living presence of Gods. Since [Sansovino’s] marble performs
these miracles on earth, there is no reason for a wise man to wish to die,
as there was before. Live then happily through long ages to come, poets,
and be as happy as in Elysium while alive: even if I grow older than Nestor
from Pylos, I will complain that death has come too soon for me!
Be it remarked in passing that this poem corroborates the thesis of Divine Light
being present in the sculpture (viva ora Tonantis micant), and the idea that the
True Life, or Golden Age, is the one spent in proximity to the Gods. In this
context, it is significant that where the sapiens Socrates, not knowing the true
nature of the Divine, wished to die so as to be able to contemplate it, the miracle
of art has made this unnecessary, and the True Life may be spent here on earth,
as long as possible indeed! Poems like this one, with their assimilation of Christ
to Jupiter, and the playful optimism about this life of ours, may have induced
the Corycians coupled to the eternalising faculty of poetry. This would be natural enough even
without the th of July being Goritz’s birthday.

The wish for longevity in a revived Golden Age is paralleled by Virgil’s Fourth Eclogue,
: ‘O mihi tum longae maneat pars ultima vitae’.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

Goritz’s misgivings about publication, and certainly were, with hindsight, offensive to catholic readers after the Sack of Rome.
To return to Bembo: his message is fraught with an irony that would have
been completely alien to someone like Egidio da Viterbo. For behind the concetto of the Golden Age lies, all too blatantly to be perceived, human frailty. In
fact the form of the poem, a prayer, implies the vulnerability of the hopes it
contains. Bembo, like Aretino in the Sei Giornate, or Machiavelli in the Mandragola, knew very well that the Golden Age was most of all propaganda, and
the good life for which it was a metaphor, a prerogative for but a very few great
ones – Goritz quite possibly not being among them.  Thus, the concetto of the
poem is deepened by the irony of its handling, and Bembo shows himself to be
rightly considered a poet of a higher status than many a Corycian colleague.
The third and last way to connect the Goritz Chapel with the Golden Age is
yet more indirect, exemplified by the following example (chosen from many): 
Fallor, an hoc sacro latitant in marmore Divi?
An Parius docta spirat ab arte lapis?
Vivit opus; neque enim fallunt pia numina! Coelo
Eduxit Superos Corycii pietas.
Am I mistaken, or do Gods hide in this sacred marble? Or does the Parian
stone breathe through learned art? The work lives! For pious Gods do not
deceive. Goritz’s piety has brought the Gods down from heaven. 
This connection is, in fact, the direct consequence of the topoi of the marmor
vivens and the lapis loquens, to be pursued below. When stone Gods speak and
marble lives, the gods live in our world as much as the people who can see them
- Goritz and his humanists - live in the world of the gods. Thus, a poetical
topos becomes the bearer of the political, cultural and theological statement
that Julian and Leonine Rome indeed inaugurates a new Golden Age. 


Cf. Rowland , -.
See for instance Cor. I, , headed Antonius Laelius, exemplifying once more the theory
of the Divine Artist: ’Dic, Coryti, effoetum quisnam revocavit in orbem / Numina? Num rursus
coeli adaperta via est? / Nam quae Di dudum supera ad convexa tulerunt, / Usurpanda tuis
reddita sunt oculis. / Aut habitat rursus terras, terras, hominemque fatetur, / Aut Deus ipse sibi
hanc statuam statuit, (‘Tell me, Goritz, who called the Gods back to this tired world? Or is the
road to heaven reopened once again? For that which the Gods had, long ago, taken away to
heaven, has been given back to your eyes. Or God lives on earth once more, and confesses he is
a man, or God himself has put down this statue for himself.’).

Perhaps better: ‘deduxit’.

Cor. I, , headed Marcus Caballus.

See for the claims of Julius and Leo, Stinger .
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A last word on the theme of the Golden Age in the Coryciana must be spent
on its connection with the Isaiah on the one hand, and Virgil’s  th Eclogue on
the other. As suggested above, the text held by Raphael’s Isaiah was a pars pro
toto for his whole prophecy, the presence of the prophet above the Saint Anne
statue thus, metonymically, stating the relevance of his poetical prophecy to
the ritual below. Now the Corycian poets repeatedly figure themselves as novi
Vergilii. When they do so, they do more than hint at Virgils’ famous description
of the mysterious gardener Corycius in the fourth Georgic.
In the perception of the humanists, another prophecy of equal importance
and magnitude ran parallel to, and was in concordance with that of Isaiah: the
prophecy contained in Virgil’s  th Eclogue. It is this last prophecy that is invoked, alluded to, and played upon by the poets rather than that of Isaiah. We
may cite for instance the poem by Delius, with the anaphora of respice Diva. 
Bembo thinks of Virgil as well, using the words magnum incrementum (quoting
Ecl. . ). The following poem emphasise the smile of the Child in recognition
of its mother:
Anna fuit genitrix Mariae, Maria inclyta virgo
Ediderat Christum, grande puerperium.
Hunc laetae aspiciunt; has laetis rursus ocellis
Atque renidenti provocat ore puer.
Tales Corytius duci de marmore iussit;
Sed mirae artificis quam valuere manus!
Humanos adeo didicit praestringere sensus
Ut, quae sunt statuae, corpora viva putes.
Anne was mother of Mary, Mary, illustrious Virgin, had given birth to
Christ, and what a birth was that! Glad they watch him. In his turn,
with laughing eyes and shining face the child calls for their love. Well,
this is what Goritz ordered to be sculpted. But what wondrous powers the
sculptors hands have displayed! He has learned to ensnare human senses
so, that what are statues, you may think living bodies. 
This is, of course, a marked allusion to Virgil’s incipe parve puer, risu cognoscere
matrem;/ matri longa decem tulerunt fastidia menses./ incipe, parve puer. Qui
non risere parenti / nec deus hunc mensa nec digna cubili est (‘Begin, small
boy, to acknowledge your mother with a smile, your mother whom the nine
months of your growth brought long qualms. Begin, small boy. For who has
not smiled upon his mother, him has the god not deigned worthy of his table,



Cor. I, , quoted below Ch. ..
Cor. I, , Caesar Saccus. See also I, , Andreas Fulvius, quoted below, p. .
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

nor the goddess worthy of her bed’). The gods at your table and even (perhaps more apt for Chigi’s villa than for the Sant’Agostino, although a possible
pun on courtesan Anna may not be excluded) a goddess in your bed – thus
legitimation was obtained for curial practice from Virgil, poet of imperial and
triumphant Rome. Very apt for the Sant’Agostino as well, is Virgil’s reference to
the pangs of child-birth, indeed the quiet pastoral and familial intimacy which
pervade the whole Eclogue. These themes were, as we have seen, present in
Isaiah as well. They return, by way of intertextual allusion, in the Coryciana,
and must thus be seen as a major theme of the Goritz Chapel. Indeed, the humanists would have argued, with their Virgil in hand, that the ultima aetas of
the Cumaean sibyl had come, (), the magnus ordo saeculorum had begun anew
(). Isaiah combined with Virgil was the proof of the pudding, Virgil adding
the Roman accent, so crucial for the Renaissance Roman scene. Indeed, iam
redit et virgo, redeunt Saturnia regna / iam nova progenies caelo demittitur alto
(‘finally the Virgin returns, the reign of Saturn / finally a new scion is sent from
heaven on high’). Saturn’s reign had been on the Palatine Hill. And, Virgil reassured the humanists, Apollo too, to whom the Vatican Hill was said to
have been sacred, would concur: the boy would bring paradise on earth, where
goats would never have to be milked, lions never have to be feared, and flowers strewn everywhere. Isaiah had said so, Virgil did too. Of course, vestigia
priscae fraudis would remain, fortifications built, seas sailed, wars fought (all
typically Julian-Leonine activities). But fear would subside in the orbis pacatus, and pastoral peace would reign. The correspondence between Isaiah and
Virgil was, of course, as old as the early fourth century and reasserted time and
again subsequently. But it was now finally utilised to the full. The poets, more
than anything else, conjure up the spirit of Virgil in the Coryciana, thereby contributing their own specific prophet to the ensemble of Old Testament and New,
and painting, as it were, a fresco in words: that of Virgil the archpoet, who was
thus present in the proceedings at Sant’Agostino under the veil of ubiquitous
quotations by novi Vergilii, Blosio’s tag which gains in this context yet another
meaning.

.. Talking Heads
The Villa Farnesina, roughly contemporary to Goritz’s column and visited
by the same humanists as the Sant’Agostino, contains a number of emphatic al



Egidio had quoted the passage in his sermon as well.
Ecl. , -
See also Vida’s Corycianum .  (‘maximi Marones’).
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lusions to transformations from stone to life or vice versa. On the ceiling of the
east loggia (depicting the patron’s horoscope), Medusa is shown with her victims turned to stone by the sight of her, represented here in the guise of ancient
sculptural fragments. In the north loggia, the wedding of Amor and Psyche is
added lustre to by the presence of famous statues like Hercules’ torso Belvedere
and others, but now as real guests painted alive and listening attentively to the
proceedings. Finally, in the upper banqueting hall, much space and considerable wit is devoted to the first parents of classical mythology, Deucalion
and Pyrrha, obeying the oracle’s command to throw the bones of their mother
(stones of mother Earth) behind their backs to create new humans – which
duly results in new people, crawling out of the boulders, once more depicted
as ancient statuary. These recurring themes illustrate not only the rivalry
Renaissance artists engaged in with ancient art.  To make a statue come alive,
to create virtual life, was the miracle which gained Raphael and other artists
the reputation of divinity: they release the life which has been hidden in the
remains of Antiquity – deep-frozen as it were in it by ancient artists, who like
Medusa had turned their subjects to stone. In this, their operation is similar to
that of the divine artifex at creation, who bestowed breath on inanimate matter. Both ‘living’ statues, Medusa, and Deucalion en Pyrrha recur time and
again in the Coryciana, underlining the cohesion of themes in contemporary
projects. In one of the many contributions of Janus Vitalis, , Deucalion
and Pyrrha are presented as typological ancestors of the sculptor Sansovino:
Si fieri potuere homines informia saxa
a tergo rudis est quae iaculata manus,
in tacitos conversa Deos cur ista negemus
tam docta quae sunt Marmora culta manu?
If shapeless rocks could become men, rocks thrown by primitive hand behind the back, why, then, should we deny that into silent Gods have been
turned these, which are formed by such a skilful hand?
Like the rocks of our mythological ancestors, the Saint Anne statue comes to
life. At first sight, the tacitos seems to allow for a reservation: unlike the first
men, this statue can not speak. But on further reflection, the addition is expressly made to suggest that the statue could speak if it wished so. The subjects
are not saying anything at just this moment. Hence, the artist has made the
live.





On the ceiling of the Sala di Psiche, designed by Raphael, with fine irony.
And by the same artist as the above mentioned Medusa, Peruzzi.
These instances remain strangely unmentioned by Goffen, Ren.Rivals.
Medusa: Cor. ; of Deucalion and Pyrrha IJsewijn  ad  (p.) lists the instances.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

As we have seen, a number of explanations were given for this faculty of
artists. In the first chapter we encountered a theory which suggested that artists,
forming their idea in the realm of the mind, could be supposed thus to have
‘visited’ the world of the Gods, identical with the world of Platonic ideas, and
brought back from this space-trip true knowledge of them. The idea recurs in
Corycianum , by Bernardinus Dardanus from Parma:
Suspicis attonita quod dudum mente, viator,
si non Sansovii, dic rogo cuius opus?
Sansovii nimirum opus est, divinitus uni
Marmora Sansovio posse animare datum est.
Scilicet aetherias virtute evectus ad arces
Rettulit hic quales viderat ille deos.
His etiam inspirat mentis pia gaudia, risum
Addit et ingenuae signa pudicitiae.
Haeret in obtutu nati Virgincula, volvens
Forte animo qua nam facta sit arte parens.
Hinc matri, hinc aviae arridet Puer. Aspice utramque,
Pertentent studio gaudia quanta pari!
Questa diu steriles Hymenaei tristior annos
Pignoribus tantis damna rependit anus.
Laetior hinc natam dextra complectitur ulna,
Deque facit nato mystica verba Deo.
Verba facit, quae non hominum est audire; negatum est
Sensibus humanis noscere sensa Deum.
Bewildered you keep on looking, traveller, to this work: tell me, whose
is it, if not Sansovino’s? Of course it’s by him: by divine providence it is
given only to him to be able to animate marble. He must have travelled
to the ethereal citadel, and brought back here the Gods just like he had
seen them. He infuses them, too, with pious joy of mind, adds a smile
and the visible signs of natural shyness: the little Virgin is absorbed in the
contemplation of her Son, pondering, perhaps, by what strange art she has
become mother. Both to his mother and his grandmother the boy smiles.
Look at them both, what joys fill their hearts with equal zeal! Though the
old woman has sullenly complained the long years barren of [the fruit of]
Hymen, now she repairs her loss with such excellent pledge! And thence
gladly she embraces her daughter with her right arm, and whispers words


Bernardino follows the tradition of the protoevangelium Jacobi, according to which
Anne was made mother in old age.
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about God being born: whispering words which humans may not hear –
to human senses it is denied to make out the thoughts of the Gods. 
The tenor of this poem, ekphrastic, conversational and interpretative, is typical
for the largest section of the Coryciana, that of the so-called Eicones. This title
alone leads us to the trail of Philostratus’ picture descriptions, which enact the
act of interpretation, and, in their scrutiny of the described paintings, accost
the scenes they describe as if they were alive and literally played out before the
eyes of the viewer. Interestingly, the concept of fantasia (important in Philostratus) is operative in this poem on two levels: the fantasia of the sculptor
has formed an image of the Gods (poetically formulated as a trip to the ethereal citadel) which enables him to sculpt them, parallel to faculties attributed
to Raphael we reviewed in the first chapter.  Moreover, the poem, addressed
as it is to a fictive bystander trying to make out the significance of it all, also
enacts the act of interpretation, for which the fantasia (or active participation)
of the viewer (and the speaker of the poem) is indispensable, thus providing a
second level. In the course of the handling of the topos of the ‘speaking’ work
of art, ubiquitous in both ancient and Renaissance texts devoted to art, the poet
shows off this fantasia in a very elegant way, suggesting that, although the statue
seems to speak, we cannot hear it, which is caused by the fact that the words
spoken are ‘mystica verba’ (here translated as ‘whispers’) which we cannot hear
and moreover may not hear.
This poem is quite charming, and may thus serve as an introduction to the
topic of the present section, the topos of the ‘living’ work of art, the marmor
vivens, extended to the lapis or pictura loquens: like the frescoes of the Farnesina, Sansovino’s marble, in the eyes of the humanists, seems to gain life, and
if we can not hear it speak, it is only because human ears are unsuited for such
perception.


Cf. St.Paul.,  Cor. . (IJsewijn, ad loc.).
For Philostratus, see the next chapter. Bonito , -, makes much of the connection
between Philostratus’ Eicones and the Coryciana. The similarity, however, seems to me to derive
from the common, ekphrastic genre of both collections.

See below, ..

Contrary to another strategy, exemplified by Cor.  by Petrasancta, where (conforming to the Bembo distich on Raphael) Divinity is represented as immanent in nature, and the
sculptor thus not ‘imitates’ but ‘reveals’ (‘quoniam formas rerumque Deumque / natura in rebus
sedula disposuit; / ergo dum vivos tentat tria numina vultus / detexit sculptor, non simulavit
opus’, mistranslated by Bonito as ‘when the sculptor renders the three divinities as living countenances, his work reveals, he does not copy’). The space-trip figures also in Cor. , , .

A parallel is Cor.  (Antonius Thylesius): ‘et movet et loquitur: sed verba audire deorum / non datur humanis auribus, at superis.’
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This convention may seem utterly naïve. We are all familiar with Pliny’s
anecdotes (speaking of naiveté) on lifelikeness of good art: Zeuxis’ berries described as foil for real birds, or Parrhasius’ painted curtain driving his master
(Zeuxis again) to try and remove it to look at the painting behind. The topos
is present in literature as well, for instance in ekphrasis, but also in Virgil’s description of the Trojan Palladium, Athena’s cult statue of which ‘arsere coruscae
/ luminibus flammae arrectis, salsus que per artus / sudor iit’.  It is ridiculed
by Petronius, who has his protagonist be mortally afraid of a painted dog with
the legendum ‘cave canem’. In short, in Antiquity, art lives. Statues, then, may
speak.
The original bearer of this topos was the epigram, accessible to Renaissance
readers either directly from the Greek epigrammatic tradition (the Anthologia
Planudea was circulating in manuscript), or through its transmission by Martial, Ausonius and the Anthologia Latina.  The origins of the epigrammatic
genre, as a text ‘explaining’ a funeral monument in situ, must be held in mind
when discussing the topos. The epigram, as an inscription on a funerary monument, originally established communication between the world of the living
and the ‘virtual’ world of the dead in Hades. When, from the fourth century BC
onwards, the epigram became separated from its (monumental) context, and
became a literary exercise, a game which could be played even without a concomitant monument, the genre increasingly appealed to the phantasia of the
reader or listener, creating possibilities of communication between the world
of the poet and the world of the dead, who were thought in Antiquity to ‘exist’
in the Nether World. This tradition, present in the Anthologia Latina, in the inscriptions from Rome and elsewhere, and in the newly circulating Anthologia
Planudea (in Greek), was ardently imitated in the Renaissance, and explains
the frequency of the tropes in the Coryciana:  epigrams can give words to
the transcendent world of the Christian believer just as well as they could to
the inhabitants of ancient Hades. As poets and patron strove to elucidate the
theological correctness of the veneration of their idols and their classicism, this
topos was simply the most efficient reductio ad absurdum proof that all that was
going on in High renaissance churches and gardens, was what Christian Saints
or Hebrew prophets had prophesised.
The epigrammatic topos corresponds, in rhetoric, with the trope of prosopopoiia, which presents famous dead as speaking, a trope so often used with


Aen. II, ff.
For further reference, and the history of the topos, see Hutton , s.v. ‘Poliziano’,
‘Machiavelli’; see also  and Shearman , ff

See the seminal work of Hutton .
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splendid effect (and humour) by Cicero.  The ‘talking’ work of art is, in a
sense, the reversal of the rhetorical trope of ‘apostrophe’, the trope that addresses persons who are absent or dead, or inanimate things. Both apostrophe and prosopoiia occur regularly in the Coryciana, but the most frequently
adopted conceit is the ‘living’ statue.
An antique epigram by Ausonius illustrates the antique phenomena, and
the function of art:
Cuius opus? Phidiae: qui signum Pallados, eius
Quique Iovem fecit ; tertia palma ego sum
Sum dea quae rara et paucis OCCASIO nota.
Quid rotulae insistis ? stare loco nequeo.
Quid talaria habes ? volucris sum. Mercurius quae
fortunare solet, trado ego, cum volui.
Crine tegis faciem. Cognosci nolo. Sed heus tu
Occipiti calvo es? Ne tenear fugiens.
Quae tibi iuncta comes ? dicat tibi. Dic rogo, quae sis.
Sum dea, cui nomen nec Cicero ipse dedit.
Sum dea, quae factique et non facti exigo poenas,
Nempe ut paeniteat. Sic METANOEA vocor.
Tu modo dic, quid agat tecum. Quandoque volavi,
Haec manet; hanc retinent, quos ego praeterii.
Tu quoque dum rogitas, dum percontando moraris,
Elapsam dices me tibi de manibus.
‘Whose work is this?’ ‘Of Phidias: the man who sculpted Pallas and made
Zeus. His third masterpiece am I; I am an unusual goddess, known to few,
CHANCE.’ ‘Why do you stand on a wheel?’ ‘I cannot stand my ground.’
‘Why do you wear winged sandals?’ ‘I am volatile; what Mercury is wont
to do by chance, I give when I want.’ ‘You cover your face with your hair!’
‘I don’t like to be recognised.’ ‘But my God, you are baldheaded!’ ‘Yes, not
to be grabbed when I fly.’ ‘Who is the companion by your side?’ ‘She’ll tell
you herself.’ ‘Please tell me, who are you?’ ‘I am a goddess to whom even
Cicero himself has not given a name.  I am a goddess who punishes
deeds, also those left undone, to be sure, so that one feels regret. That’s

The prosopoiia connection is pursued by Barkan , xxiv and  ff, without, however,
bringing clarity in the matter. The most famous example from Cicero is the indignant Appius
Claudius Caecus, turned from the grave to ‘see’ the perversions of his descendance Clodius and
Clodia in the pro Caelio.

Presumably because Cicero wrote De Natura Deorum, without mentioning Kairos. An
additional irony may be that Cicero was an incarnation of ‘regret’, always having second thoughts
about his political choices.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter
why I am called SECOND THOUGHT.’ ‘Now tell me, what does she have
to do with you?’ ‘When I’m gone, she stays. Those whom I passed by, keep
her. And you too, while you keep asking these questions and tarry, will
you not say that I’ve slipped through your hands?’ 

The poem is a loose rendering of an epigram by Posidippus from the Anthologia Palatina. Ausonius’ version, apart from being an extensive lapis loquens,
is important for the ‘poetics of viewing’ it implies. For the leisurely dialogue
represents the leisurely ‘reading’ of art that was practiced in Antiquity and revived in the Renaissance. This activity of ‘reading’ presupposes deeper levels
of meaning, which are to be unravelled in the communication between viewer
and work. The game of ‘questioning’ a work of art, presupposes that the default
expectation of art is that it aught not to reveal its secrets too easily. This is exactly what happens in the above quoted epigram of Bernardino.  The Renaissance inherited from the classical tradition a poetics of puzzle and ambiguity,
of searching for significance. This, of course, was encoded in the theological
works of the Church Fathers as well, was indeed the perhaps most characteristic quality of poetry from its beginnings with Orpheus and his peers. Ancient
poetry concurred, and was thus congenital to the synthesising minds of the
humanists. The immense popularity of this type of epigram may for a considerable part be explained by the wish to ‘solve’ the problems ancient remains lying around posed, and appropriate them for the humanists’ and patrons’ world
picture.
Ausonius’ epigram was very popular in the Renaissance, which is indicated
not only by Machiavelli’s translation, but by many other echoes in Renaissance
poetry. This may be caused by its elegant handling of yet another theme.
For the poem not only stresses the theme of the fickleness of chance and the
velocity wherewith ‘kairos’ can slip through our hands. As this theme is being
handled in an epigram about a work of art, another aspect of ‘communication
through and with art’ in general surfaces, especially in the last lines: namely


Ausonius, Epigr. .
A.P. XVI, ; the version by Ausonius was translated by Machiavelli as Capitolo
dell’Occasione (quoted by Hutton , ), typically, for the ‘occasion’ was what Machiavelli
always wanted to grab, but somehow never persuaded his superiors to actually let him do so.
For criticism of the term epideictic used for epigrams illustrating lifelikeness see Lauxtermann
.

That epigrams such as these need not necessarily be read before an actual picture or
statue, indeed most often replace the act of viewing and interpreting does not weaken our point.

We may perhaps deplore the fact that the virtue of mysteriousness can hardly be said to
obtain for the Saint Anne statue after reading too many Coryciana, due to the over-enthusiastic
employment of said topoi.

Hutton , .
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that this communication stands outside time, which stands still at the moment
of ‘perusal’ of the art. The subtlety of the poem lies in the contrast between
the ‘freeze’ of the work of art, and the impossibility to attain such as stand-still
of time in life. This contrast makes the reader-viewer pause and reflect, indeed attain knowledge and wisdom concerning fleeting life. As if it were an
afterthought, the poem encodes important reasons for the function of art and
the use to which it can be put, and was put by the Renaissance public. Hence
its popularity. However, the fact that the epigram, either in the Greek or in
the Latin version, inspired a sculptor in lonely Torcello already in the  th century to a charming relief for the ambo or iconostasis of the cathedral, must give
us pause: the charm of the conceit was certainly not restricted to the Renaissance.
Throughout the Coryciana, as suggested above, the themes of the lapis loquens (the ‘talking statue’) or pictura loquens (‘speaking painting’), and the
marmor vivens (the ‘living marble’) return.  The topos was already revived
by Dante and Petrarch and from then on is ubiquitous.  It finds a biographical pendant (surely predicated upon the poetical tradition) in the anecdotes
concerning Donatello and Michelangelo, reportedly having encouraged their
artefacts to utter sound as well (‘Damn you, speak!’).  There is, however, a
certain reticence in the poems to produce verbatim what the Gods have to say.
A poem by Casanova is unusual in that it reproduces what the statues actually
say, but it is the marble, not the Divinity inhabiting it, which does the talking:
Pierii vates, laudem si opera ista merentur,
Praxiteli nostro carmina pauca date.
Non placet hoc? Nostri pietas laudanda Coryti est,
Qui dicat haec. Nisi forsan uterque movet,
Debetis saltem Diis carmina. Ni quoque et istis
Illa datis, iam nos mollia saxa sumus.
Thou Pierian poets, if these works of art deserve any praise, spend some
lines on this Praxiteles of ours. Are you weary of that? Then the piety of
our Goritz is to be commended, who dedicated this. If both do displease


See Fortini Brown , -
See also Shearman , especially ff.

In Dante, Purgatorio  and , the described uncanningly lifelike reliefs must be considered creations of God himself, thereby echoing his creative activity in Genesis. Dante thus
starts, implicitly but unmistakably, the idea of the Divine artist studied in Ch. .

In Vasari’s Vita of Donatello: ‘Favella, favella, che ti venga il cacsangue.’ Vasari , III,
.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter
you, at least you must offer poems to the Gods. If you will not praise them
either, there’s still us: stone as soft as flesh. 

As for the literal act of speech by the protagonists: only in one poem the Virgin
herself speaks, and she proves to be a bit of a bore.  Another unique occurrence is when the Lord’s reaction to the statue is recorded, with interesting
irony:
Deus has statuas vidit, surrisit, et infit:
“Me elicuit de me quisnam hominum atque Deum?”
The Lord Christ saw this statue, smiled and said: who of men or Gods
elicited me from myself? 
The intertext is Marsyas’ highly comical cry in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, quid me
mihi detrahis (‘why do you tear me from myself ’), when flayed by Apollo. 
This scene was considered a Bacchic mystery in Renaissance, and evocated as
such on the ceiling of the Stanza della Segnatura as we have seen. Thus Christ’s
smile in Vitalis’ epigram evocates the comedy of Ovid, and at the same time
alludes to the miracle of art’s transformation. But, most importantly in the
context of this section, it is not the statue which speaks, but Christ from heaven.
Apart from the example of Mary referred to above, only one other instance
of direct speech can be adduced, when the three subjects speak unisono:
Sansovii sed non Phidiae sumus inclyta proles,
Anna, puer Mariae Christus, et alma parens.
Corycii pietas Divos in Marmora duxit.
Aeditui clamant: “Parcite luminibus!”
We are the famous offspring of Sansovino, not Phidias: Anne, Christ son
of Mary, and the life-giving Mother. Goritz’s piety has brought Gods into
marble. [Hark!] The sacristans cry: “Do not look!” 
The sacristans must ask the celebrants not to look, so it seems, because the
latter enter into the living company of the Gods, exactly because the latter, by


Cor. I, , Marcus Antonius Casanova.
Cor.  (Franciscus Anysius) is hardly exciting, and of doubtful craftmanship: ‘Nata,
soror, coniunx, eadem genetrixque Tonantis / sum Maria, insigne est sed mihi virginitas. /
Corycii studio possum si ita pulchra videri, / qualem me in gremio creditis esse Patris?’ (‘I,
daughter, spouse, and mother too of the Lord of Heaven, am Maria, but virginity is my notable
part. If Goritz’ ardour made it possible to make me seem so beautiful, what do you think I will
look like in the bosom of my Father?’).

Vitalis, Cor. .

Ovid. Met. VI. 

Cor.  (Balthassar Tacco).
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way of the poem, start to speak. Hence it is much more common, indeed rather
the default expectation, to have the statues stay silent, for which a number of
reasons other than those already mentioned are adduced by the poets in creative rivalry, none of them, however, altering the miraculous lifelikeness of the
statue. An elegant example of this play offers Fausto Capodiferro’s:
Annae Corycius Christo Mariaeque sacellum
dedicat, et sumptu stant statuae, ara suo.
His quoque Numinibus, Sansovi, verba dedisses!
Exaudire volunt, non tua signa loqui.
Goritz dedicates [this] chapel to Anne, Christ and Mary, and at his expense stand their statues above his altar. You could also, Sansovino, have
given words to these deities! [But] your images want to hear [i.e. grant
prayers], not speak.
The silence is here, as elsewhere, explained from ‘natural’ causes. ‘Speaking’ is
thus, if seldom explicitly, usually implied by the poems. The poets assist, look
on and comment. Their poetry voices these comments.
Naturally, the poets repeatedly refer to the Pygmalion-theme, as we have
seen above: Casanova’s mollia saxa, quoted above, allude to Ovid’s ‘temptatum
mollescit ebur’, and in other Coryciana, too, the story is invoked.  But not
only the artists, like Pygmalion, bring stone to life, the poets claim that they
are indispensable in the total effect, since they supply the mythological parallels
and theological significance, explain and give words to the process. What the
poets thus suggest is that their poetry ‘finishes’ or ‘complements’ the visual arts,
and thus create an ‘interactive’ mode, notwithstanding the restraint in actually


Cor.  (Gaspar Ursinus): Sansovino wanted posterity to know that his work was art,
not reality; Cor.  (idem), one ought not wonder why the statue is silent: it is enough that
it seems to want to speak; Cor.  (Michael Venturus Fulginas): only God gives life and thus
speech; Cor.  (‘adelon’, the latter epithet considered by Bonito , , as a name!): it is
enough to believe that they can speak.

Cor. ; cognate to the topos from Martial. . (and evocated by Ghirlandaio), ‘ars
utinam mores animumque effingere posset! Pulchrior in terris nulla tabella foret’.

Met. .. It is no surprise (considering Shakespeare’s abilities as a writer who brings
poetry to life on the stage) to find the two topoi enacted by the Bard in the moving finale of
The Winter’s Tale (V.) when Hermione’s statue comes to life. The scene should be quoted here
at length, which but space forbids: for it enacts exactly what the Corycian poets thought about
the Goritz chapel, a lifelike statue which, when phantasy (or religion) has done its work, does
live indeed. An interesting parallel, close in time to the Shakespeare-scene, is in the cloister
of Sant’Onofrio in Rome, where the saint asks the Christ-child in a chapel to eat bread with
him, and the child is seen to respond (south-side of the cloister,  th lunette, (ill. .). See also
Shearman ,  and Barkan .
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

supplying the words. This claim is stated through ekphrasis, the trope which
shows by means of words what is to be seen and what it means, in this way
completing the statue by interpretation of it: explaining, commenting on, and
exemplifying significances which were intended by patron and artists. In this
way, all together recreate and restore the glory of Ancient Rome, each strengthening the force of the other. This recreation is parallel to, one is tempted to say
typologically related to, the humanisation of God. For Christ too, becoming
Man, underwent transformation, a transformation which completed human
nature. This is the process illustrated, repeated and celebrated by the Corycians.
As suggested, the fruits of this boon to man were, in the eyes of the humanists,
only to be reaped now, at the dawning of the final Golden Age. The sure sign
of that age was the coupling of piety with elegance, whether it be in theology,
language, art or effect. This emphasis on beauty, for beauty is implied by the
term elegance, is highly characteristic for High Renaissance Rome, and was at
the core of Egidio da Viterbo’s and the Augustinians’ program. 
The fact that the statues ‘speak’, is therefore not a mere poetical commonplace, as for instance IJsewijn maintains, but a structural device in the function of art. Life is predicated upon the mute works of art, which can thus
assume their role in the traffic between this world and the other, and past and
present. Artist and patron, in the case of Goritz by his piety, animate (the



See Cor. , and .
Rowland in Hall , ff. See also Gill .

IJsewijn , . In this sense, ancient visual art functioned in much the same way as
Renaissance visual art, as is amply illustrated by the enormous corpus of epideictic and ekphrastic epigrams in the Anthologia Palatina, a frequency continued in the Byzantine tradition.

The encompassing aim of sculpture, fresco and poetry is the creation of dramatic illusion, in Romantic polemic to be formulated as the ‘willing suspension of disbelief ’. Coleridge’s
tag reminds us that such disbelief had, at the time of the coinage of the phrase, grown common
with viewers and readers. In the Renaissance it was on the whole otherwise. It would, however,
be a misrepresentation of Corycian poetics to leave out the numerous breaches of dramatic illusion in the poems: they are quite common. Cor.  and  are only two examples out of
many. Not quite as often as the claim that the statues live, we hear that the statues seem to live.
When Sadoleto in  will enter heaven, he says, he will be able to ascertain the resemblance
of Sansovino’s statue to the actual Gods. In  the indicative mode (sunt statuae) shows unequivocally that the poet knows these are not living creatures. This however does not so much
invalidate the belief of the Corycian poets in their virtual world, as emphasizes the literary and
the theological nature of this belief. As Christians and Platonists, the poets were used to work
with two realities, the one transcendent, the other ephemeral. The relation between the two, the
parallels between them, the power to transcend the borders between them, are the things that
interest them. Armed with Raphael’s Poetics they could see the one in the other and vice versa,
live both worlds at the same time. To admit that the Saint Anne group is also, of course, a statue
made of marble does not in any way thwart this ability.
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verb most frequently used) dead matter, as the Creator had once done with
man, thus taking part in a Neoplatonical circuit: God, by his Love created the
world and men; and men, by their love, in this case in the guise of piety, return
this grace by animating God.
These themes are very close to those studied in the first chapter, with reference to Raphael’s grave. Indeed, in a number of poems, the topoi there applied
to Raphael, are referred to Sansovino.  Absent in the Coryciana, however, is
the assimilation of Sansovino to a God: usually, Sansovino is represented as being miraculously inspired by Goritz’s piety. This, I think, reflects the difference
in standing of the two artists. Which leaves us with the tantalising question why
so few poems are devoted to the fresco, and the name of the painter is not even
mentioned in the Coryciana. For this relative absence, a number of reasons
can be adduced, of which the most important are the contingent circumstances
of the redaction of the Coryciana in , and the fact that, naturally, the focus
of poetic attention is directed to the cult statue. 
Of the thirteen poems which do mention the fresco in any significant way,
all by two poets, Blosio and Casanova, perhaps the most inventive is by the
latter:
Si vivis, nec nos delusit dextera Apellis,
Quid sentis, vates, de Superis? Loquere!
If you live indeed, and it isn’t the hand of Apelles that has fooled us, what
do you think, prophet, of the Gods? Speak! 
The prophet Isaiah is challenged to comment on the materialising of his prophecy,
which he can now see below him (he is in fact asked to do what most Coryciana
do, interpreting the miracle by poetical comment). There is hardly a better illustration of how the nature of the ensemble was conceived of as ‘interactive’.
Also, by using the word vates, often also applied to the Corycians, the affinity
between the Hebrew prophet and the Neo-Latin in poets comes to the fore.
The extensive use of the thematic field of ‘living’ art results, as suggested, in
the fiction that the poets supply the words to the ‘living’ art, much in the same
way as the introduction of sound in the cinema. This is no slight matter. When


The first examples to be encountered are  and , but they could be multiplied by

many.


Notably  (by Marcellus Polonius Romanus, elegantly stating that nature, out of jealousy, silenced the statues but that the poets now come to its rescue by giving it voice) and 
(Ianus Damianus Senensis), both exemplifying the natura / ars opposition.

In app.  I have translated and commented on the poems which do mention the fresco.

For other reasons, see app. .

Cor. 
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

Al Johnson, in the first talking movie The Entertainer, was suddenly heard actually singing, a riot broke out in the cinema. This spectacular effect is precisely
what the Corycian poets claim to achieve when using the lapis loquens topos: 
Saxea deductum Saccaeum in numina carmen
Scalptoris mirum debilitavit opus.
Ante enim ambiguum, spirarent marmora; sed nunc
Vivida sint scalpris, an mage carminibus.
Saccus’ subtle poem on marble Gods has weakened the wondrous work of
the sculptor. For before, it was unsure whether the marble breathed; but
now whether the gods are lifelike through the chisel, or rather more by the
poems.
Of course, the element of rivalry is important in the respective claims of the
arts. The poets, so they never cease to ascertain us, are the ones to bestow immortality to their subjects. This rivalry, however, should not be exaggerated:
it is playful, and rather than trying to oust others, poets who broach the subject
of topping either the sculptor or the painter point to the fact that all this is a
joint effort, expended for a total effect.
The frequent utterings of Goritz’s column hardly cause surprise, given the
importance of this theme for Renaissance Rome in general. Indeed, statues
spoke continually at Rome. We have already encountered the tomb of Raphael,
but Marforio on the Capitol and Babuino – who is still doing service – were
also playing their parts. And then there were Pasquino’s frequent (in)famous
utterings. Coming from a statue as broken as it was (admittedly less than today,
but still), they neatly illustrate how well the fantasia of the High Renaissance
public functioned so as to create a persuasive illusion. Goritz’s column may
thus be said to have entered into a competition also in another sense.  In
poem  explicit reference is made to the main rival of the talking Trinity of
the Sant’Agostino:
Nemo iam lacerum scribat in Herculem,
Informisque Dei nemo oneret caput


See too Cor. a (Ianus Vitalis Panormitanus, taking Apelles as a sculptor): ‘Quis neget
ad priscos rediise haec moenia honores / Martia? Namque iterum pectora prisca ferunt. / En
manus artificis similis venit inclyta Apellis: / Dextra agit haec sculptor, munere Coritius. / Quae
statuis desunt? Sunt gestus, promptaque vultus / Lumina; sunt vestes, bracchia culta, manus.
/ Desunt verba modo; pro queis veneranda loquuntur / Plectra poetarum, famaque membra
movet.’ Also Cor.  and .

Cor. a (anonymous).

See, for instance, Cor.  (Camillus Porcius).

For Babuino and Marforio see Barkan .
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Multo carmine; nemo
Detritam statuam ambiat!
Vobis Corycius, candida pectora
Vatum nunc statuas hic posuit novas [. . . ].
Let no one scribble on mutilated Hercules, let no one crown the head of
the disfigured god with many a song! Let no one test his ambition on a
ruin! To you, shining breasts of poets, Goritz has now made here a new
statue [. . . ].
The connection with the most famous speaking statue of Rome, the mutilated
torso that was sometimes identified as a Hercules is indeed evident: Pasquino
too spoke when annually celebrated on a particular day, April  th, Pasquino
too enjoyed curial patronage, Pasquino too stressed the typological parallels
between Antique and contemporary Rome.  Many of the topoi considered
below for the Coryciana are functional too in the Pasquinate: apart from the
obvious lapis loquens and marmor vivens, the ambiguity and the breach of dramatic illusion. Pasquino, however, was subversive, and the ritual wherein he
operated functioned as a sort of Saturnalia.  The poetic garland of Saint
Anne’s Trinity was therefore a religious pendant: and the contrast in the quoted
poem is obviously that the Saint Anne was triumphantly new and whole: Rome
was restored by the right religion. The open rivalry with Pasquino by Goritz’s
humanists may partly explain the fact that so little attention is paid in the poems
preserved for Raphael’s Isaiah: it was the statue that was supposed to speak, as
statues could, in Rome. The extraordinary thing, perhaps, was that Raphael’s
painting could do the same. (ill. .)

.. Unity in Trinity
‘Ignorance of numbers’, Augustine said in De doctrina Christiana, ‘prevents
us from understanding things that are set down in Scripture in a figurative
or mystical way’. Of these numbers, the number three enjoyed the special
preference of the titular saint of the Sant’Agostino, as the symbol of perfection
and the subject of his De Trinitate. The Trinity itself was reflected by the three

The statue most probably represents Menelaos saving the body of Patroclus; see, e.g.
Barkan , -. For the identification with Hercules, see IJsewijn’s note ad loc.

And indeed with the other speaking statues Marforio and Babuino. The date is close to
the birthday of Rome, the Parilia.

See Barkan , -.

But cf. Nossis, and Ghirlandaio (Shearman ).

.., translated by Gill , .
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

epochs of history, before the Law of Moses, under the Law of Moses to the birth
of Christ, and under Grace after His birth. Apart from that, a myriad of other
applications could be summoned.
It is thus unsurprising that the Trinity plays an important role in the Goritz
chapel, and this, too, points to Augustinian influence, probably of Egidio, whose
‘fascination with the Trinity was obsessive’.  To Egidio, in his quest for historical and cosmic correspondences, it was both welcome and essential to establish that not only Christians had seen the importance, and the unity, of three.
We have already mentioned the probable connection of the three Deae Matres
to the Goritz chapel. Yet there was more. One could point at the correlation
between the unity of the Trinity and the miraculous unity of multiple figures
carved from the same block, already known from Pliny in his description of the
Laocoon and from the Toro Farnese from Naples.  This theme is duly called
upon by the Coryciana. We have already quoted a poem by Pierio Valeriano
which refers to it. An interesting example also is the following:
Tres Charites, Charis una, uno tria numina saxo
Unum numen, amor trinus, et unus amor:
Ambiguum an sculpti; certum est audire; precatus
Si casto fueris pectore, vota feres.
Three Graces, one Grace, three Divinities in one block of marble, one God,
threefold Love, and one Love: one doubts if these are sculpted; but it is
certain that they will hear; if you have prayed to them with pious heart,
they will grant your vows.
Under the surface of the obvious allusion to Christian Grace, the poem plays
with the famous antique group of the Three Graces, emphatically not from
one block of marble and thus surpassed. The ancient group, attested as extant
from the mid fifteenth century, was subjected to philosophical exegesis by Pico
and Ficino who, elaborating on the allegorical interpretation of the group in
Seneca’s De Beneficiis, stressed the essential unity of the ‘chain of Grace’, fuelled
by Love. This is played upon by Cataneus’ epigram. Furthermore, it attests
to the interactivity of celebration and column, by the adhortation to join in the


See Gill ,  with references.
Rowland in Hall , .

Pliny Nat. Hist. XXXVI, and Wind’s appendix, ‘Pagan Vestiges of the Trinity’. Bonito
treats this theme in Bonito , -.

Perini -, , with characteristic circumlocution, speaks of uno dei Leitmotive
delle composozioni dei tanti elogiatori del gruppo di Sansovino.

Cor.  (Ioannes Maria Cataneus).

Pico, Conclusiones . . . de modo intellegendi hymnos Orphei,  (quoted by Wind , )
and Ficino (also quoted by Wind , , ).
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circuit of Grace and Love by prayer, a circuit which is miraculously symbolised
by the three-fold statue.
Obsessive preoccupations with the sculpting from one block are recorded
from Michelangelo (and his patrons), with whom Andrea Sansovino was in
active competition already in  and whom he tried to replace as favourite
sculptor in Rome. This element of the paragone is explicitly referred to in a
poem like the following:
Miratur Genitrix natum, arridetque nepoti
Os aviae; plaudens spectat utramque puer.
Quam bene tres uno spirantes marmore divos
Artificis mirae disposuere manus!
Author, marmor, opus certant; me iudice, marmor,
Author, opus, laudem promeruere parem.
The mother wonders at her child, the face of the grandmother smiles at
her grandson; joyfully the child looks at both. How wonderfully have the
miraculous hands of the sculptor designed three living Gods in one block
of marble. The author, the marble, the work compete; but, to my mind,
all three deserve equal praise.
The oneness of the Trinity and of the threefold statue is announced programmatically in the first poem:
[...] Hoc antro Omnipotens certo dedit ordine fati
Corycium prodire patrem, quem collibus altum
Axe sub extremo divum domus, hospita Roma,
Gentibus excoluit, iustus qui numina firmet
Terna tribus statuis, terris documenta daturus
Esse Deum, trina est rerum cui iuncta potestas
Atque eadem seiuncta tribus, velut aurea solis
Luminaque aeternumque iubar, cum provida cernit
Mens hominis, quantum Rectoris numina praestent
Metitur, mundique Deum Dominumque fatetur.
Nos igitur, populus voti reus, omine tanto
Fundamus penito de pectore vota precesque:
“Magne Sator, rerum felicia tempora dona.
“Corycium, artificem, vates coelo assere; faustis
“Sideribus Latium vigeat, Romana propago,

See for the beginning of the competition, Goffen , -, and for the rivalry in
Rome Perini -, ff.

Cor.  (Andreas Fulvius).
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Let No One Without Poem Enter
Qua pure coleris, casti referuntur honores,
“Mole sua victrix iterum rediviva laboret.”
[. . . ] From this [Corycian] cave the Almighty decreed by the fixed order
of fate that father Corycius should emerge, whom reared from folk under
northern stars, that dwelling of gods, hospitable home, made famous for
men, so that, righteous, he would confirm threefold Godhead by threefold
statuary, to prove to the world that there is a God, whose sway over matter is joined in three, and also separated into three, like the golden light of
the sun, and the eternal rays, when the provident mind of men acknowledges how mighty is the godhead of the Great Helmsman and professes
that this God is master of the universe. Thus we, men that honour our
vows, must pour our wishes and prayers from the bottom of our hearts,
strengthened by this omen: Mighty Creator, give us happy times. Assume
Goritz, the artist, and the poets in heaven. Let Latium thrive under happy
stars, let the children of Rome, by whom you are revered without blemish,
and by whom chaste honours are deferred to you, once more revive, and,
triumphant, feel the full weight of her power. 

We recognise once more the theme of Divine Light. Coupled emphatically to
it is that of the Trinity, described as Discordia Concors, which is, of course, a
main theme of the High Renaissance, and, as a theme, a result of the attempts
to harmonize a pluriform artistic, musical, philosophical and theological tradition. With Discordia Concors, too, the almost obsessive preoccupation with
ambiguity in literature and the visual arts is to be connected: the possibility of
more, possibly contradictory, meanings would be constructed as pointing to
an underlying mysterious unity. This unity is exactly the point of the epigrams
of Fulvius and Cataneus quoted above.
Confirming the ‘feminine’ profile of the Sant’Agostino suggested above, the
alternative ‘three-in-oneness’ of the Saint Anne Trinity is composed not of the
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, but of a domestic variant, so to speak: the
Son, the Mother and the Grandmother.  This domestic variant, and with it
the cult of Saint Anne and the ancestors of Christ, may be connected to the
cult of the Immaculate Conception in a way possibly significant for the ritual


Cor.  (Marcangeli Acursii Protrepticon ad Corycium), vss -.
See Wind , chapter , Virtue reconciled with Pleasure, especially ff. In his translation of Pico, Commento II, vi (ed. Garin II, viii, f.) the following passage illustrates the
connection of the epigram to the idea: ‘[. . . ] But Empedocles spoke more perfectly [. . . ] understanding by discord the variety of elements of which they are composed, and by concord
their unison’ (Wind , ). The variety of elements in the Saint Anne Trinity would consist
of different degrees of humanity, all sharing Divine Nature.

So also Perini -, 
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of our humanists. The latter cult was promoted by Sixtus IV, who issued three
bulls on the subject, and dedicated his private chapel at Saint Peter’s (not to
be confused with the Sistine Chapel) to it. But since the Immacolata was of
such exalted stature that she could be deemed inapproachable and inimitable,
further intermediaries to the Divine Mystery for believers of more earthly bent
became more expedient as the cult of the Immacolata proliferated. This lacuna
was filled by Saint Anne and the ancestors of Christ, more human and thus providing means of identification. This phenomenon is reflected by the fact that
representations of the genealogy of Christ become regular concomitants of the
cult of the Immacolata. Anne had, as we have seen, been remarried, and the
large family which was the result of this figured prominently in the iconography of the Holy Kinship from the  th century onwards. This iconography
has been seen as an elaboration of the Anna Selbstdritt which is represented in
Sansovino’s statue.
The choice of Saint Anne as patron saint by Goritz may thus be seen also in
this light (apart from his birthday and/or his mistress), on a number of levels.
Firstly, Goritz was an official of a stature admittedly elevated but yet subordinated to the curial superstratum, and consequently may have felt more at
ease, or may have identified more easily with the more human aspect of Divine
Mystery. Secondly, his foreign birth, and network, may also have fostered such
an affinity, as the genealogy associated with Anne comprised a host of relations branching off into diaspora. It has been persuasively suggested that Goritz
and his international friends consciously harped on the theme of the ‘nations’,
evoked by the quotation on Raphael’s fresco, and that the emphatic inclusion
of topographical epitheta in the nomenclature of the Coryciana reflects this
theme. Developing this line of thought in connection with the ‘interactive’
nature of the shrine and the ceremony, we may yet go further: Goritz and his
humanists could have conceived of themselves as an incarnation, or type, of
the genealogy of Christ – which was to be seen also elsewhere in Rome, so
humanely portrayed by Michelangelo in the lunettes of the Sistine ceiling. The
ugly and worn men of often foreign and sometimes doubtful extraction then
would have functioned in the ritual in Sant’Agostino as a literally living concomitant of the Gods on the altar who were so ardently (and endlessly) alleged
to be living in or under the marble. An objective observer could well have seen
a resemblance between the frugal academicians and the ‘hempen homespuns’
to be seen on altarpieces by Cranach, the Meister von Uttenheim, and possibly




For the connection of the cults, see Wind , -, quoting Mâle (n).
Goosen , .
See Gaiser  and Rowland .
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

Grünewald as well. (ill. .) The humanists, then, gathered around Goritz’s
column, by partaking of a painted and sculpted world that was experienced as
alive, could have considered themselves as a chorus around the crib, a chorus
similar to the one depicted in the illustrated altarpieces, playing, in this sacred
teatro, as it were the counterpart of the ancestors of Christ. Live props, we
must remember, were neither new nor sacrilegeous: Franciscus had already
introduced them in church-ritual in the  th century, from the ox and ass to
the mother and child – thereby providing an impulse for Renaissance realism.
There is, alas, no text to support the humanists identifying themselves with
the ancestors of Christ. But, as Leo Steinberg has shown, ideas need not necessarily be illustrated by text to be evidently present.  Whatever the feasibility of
our suggestion, the symmetry that arises by as it were including the poets into
the shrine as an integral part, a symmetry consisting of the prophecy of poet
Isaiah, its fulfilment in the Trinity of Anne, Virgin and Child, and the ‘new Virgils’, humanist poets, surrounding them to praise (and be saved), would have
been to the liking of the harmonising Augustinian who most probably thought
it all up, and confirmed the Golden Age where piety walked hand in hand with
elegance.

.. Goritz the Gardener and the Corycian Cave
Towards the end of the Coryciana, complaints are to be heard that, although
subject matter is infinitely rich, the stuff of poetry is becoming somewhat exhausted. Fatigue is understandable. The mass of poetry was daunting indeed, and so is the list of contributors. Apart from the famous, like Bembo,
Castiglione, Blosio, Sadoleto and Capodiferro, the ranks were stuffed with a
horde of lesser gods, making a sum total of more than hundred poets (and
this list must be considered incomplete).  Paolo Giovio, looking back, was
annoyed:
[Although a minor poet may not be able to write a whole book, he can
still be inspired on the spur of the moment to improvise a decent epigram] Hinc fiebat ut paulo ante Urbem funditus eversam, frequenti et
permolesta poetarum multitudine premeremur, quum Romae certis

Illustrations from Wind , figs. -.
In Steinberg .

See Cor.  (Von Hutten) en  (Fabius Vigil).

Nearly  poets are represented in the Coryciana, which are after all a selection. The
collection numbers  poems, not numbering the carmina extravagantia known from other
sources.
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simus literatis omnibus esset receptus, et inepti saepe atque ridiculi, ubi
quaternos versus Coritianis statuis affixissent, per iocum corona laurea
donarentur.
Thus it happened that shortly before the total destruction of the city [in
the Sack of Rome] we were pestered by an enormous and vexing multitude of poets, because at Rome every man of letters was absolutely sure
of reception, and half-wits and fools were given in jest the poetic laurel as
soon as they had affixed their quatrains to the statues of Goritz. 
One of the main reasons for this intense ardour to contribute, we may assume,
lay in the reward. Goritz’s party was a smasher. Apart from opportunities for
networking, these parties were also, if we are to believe the testimonia, bounteously supplied with the gifts of Demeter and Bacchus. To account for all too
many stale Coryciana, we may thus envisage the small fry humanist, hungrily
preparing an improvisation by candlelight the night before, to procure him
drinks tomorrow.
After the mass which secured entry to paradise, then, Goritz and his guests
took an advance on it on earth. The learned cohort marched through the Campus Martius to what is now Piazza Venezia, on to the largely covered area between Trajan’s Forum and the Capitol. Then, the party began. A lively description comes from Coryciana  by C. Sylvanus Germanicus, the rustic epithet
indicating that he too was a German: 
[...] sed iam rite deae sacris peractis
Traiani spatium Fori petamus
Postes hic ubi Corytus recludit
Ornatos hedera sequaciore
Et myrto Idalios olente odores
Intertexta humilis coma genistae,
Et lauru pariter virentiore,
Invitatque viros disertiores
Ut sumant patulis dapes sub umbris.
Felix turba coit peritiorum,
Et docta serit allocutione
Sermones lepidos et elegantes.
Longae stant cibis serie onustae
Mensae, dumque sitim aridam Lyaeo
Sed victo prius Albulae liquore

Paolo Giovio, Dialogus de viris et foeminis aetate nostra florentibus, lib. II quoted by
IJsewijn , -.

Probably to be identified with Georgius Sylvanus from Silesia (Reineke , ).
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Let No One Without Poem Enter
Compescunt, Cerere et famem coercent,
Se non inferiora quisque narrant.
[...] Hic ultra ingenio globos Olympi
Progressus retegit sacros libellos,
[...] alter sidereos refert recursus [...]
Naturae abdita funditus revellunt,
De rerum ordine disserunt vicissim
Docte, Iuppiter !, et diserte.
Hospes interea hinc et inde felix
Mensas Corycius frequentat omnes
Et large pateris manu Lyaeum
Propinat, lepidos ciens cahinnos.
Sol [...] dic si quando parem virum coronam
Vidisti, aut epulas celebriores.
Now that the mass for the saint has been duly celebrated, let us make our
way to Trajan’s Forum where Goritz opens his doors adorned with clinging ivy and myrtle with its Idalian smell as fragrant as the Idalian sort,
intertwined with foliage of the humble broom as well as with verdant bay.
He invites these eloquent men to feast beneath the wide shade. Happily
the learned company assembles and in polished exchange begins its delightful and cultured discussions. The tables covered with food, stand in
extended row. Burning thirst they quench with wine already mixed with
Tiber’s liquor, and hunger they appease with Ceres’ gifts. They keep up
conversation worthy of their distinction. [...] Here is one who, journeying
in thought beyond the heavenly spheres, explains sacred texts[...] Another
is discoursing on the orbits of the heavenly bodies [...] they lay completely
bare the secrets of nature and speak by turns on the history of the world,
by Jupiter, how learned and eloquent ! Meanwhile our host Goritz in high
spirits makes the rounds of every table, pouring wine in generous fashion,
putting all in a relaxed and laughing good mood. Oh Sun [...] tell us, did
you ever see such a company of men or a more splendid banquet. 

These are golden days indeed, under the auspicious eye of the Augustinian sun.
Here, then, is the pastoral world evoked by Blosio in the introductory letter
to the collection, quoted at the beginning of the chapter. The shepherds are
distinctly intellectual as they ought to be in Renaissance pastoral: we may even,
with some accuracy, identify some of the participants (Egidio da Viterbo has


Cor. . -,with IJsewijn’s (slightly adapted) translation from IJsewijn , -.
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been suggested for the commentator on the Holy Scriptures).  It would be
unwise, however, to take convivial alacrity only at face value. The party, as did
so many other things in Renaissance Rome, hid deeper meanings. Indeed, the
garden where it took place is, every other line, invoked by the Coryciana: in
the name Corycius, homonymous with a mysterious figure in antique poetry,
the famous gardener in the  th book of Virgil’s Georgics. Blosio’s introductory
letter, with which we opened our chapter, begins as follows:
Corycium senem tibi quadantenus cognominem, Iane Coryci, P. Vergilius
(ut scis) multis versibus collaudat, facitque eum ad Galaesum flumen
sub altis Tarenti turribus hortorum cultui haerentem vitamque felicem
atque otiosam ruri degentem. Itaque hac una hortensi industria meruit
vetulus Cilix divinis carminibus interseri, et vita longaevus fieri carmine,
quod illi pro aeterno monumento a poeta omnium maximo statutum
est. Atque ille quidem hoc summi poetae munere aeternus iam est
suasque arbores et plantas vivacitate vincit, parique perennitate huius
memoria cum poetae Gloria protenditur. Tantum illi felicitatem attulit P. Vergilium in eius hortos incidisse. Quid autem te, Iane Coryci,
dicam, huius seni cognominem, annis aeqaevum, ab hortorum cultu
non abhorrentem? Quem omnes nostri temporis poetae uno ore concelebrant! Quid hoc? An fatum aliquod est Corycios semper poetis
populares, Corycium crocum atque adeo aromata omnia ad aeternitatem olentes? Nisi te etiam illo longe praestantiorem et ex Parnasso
monte ac Corycio specu Musarum dono nobis datum crediderim ac, si
poetice magis eloqui licet, ab Coryciis genitum Nymphis atque educatum, quod omnia huius aevi ingenia in Urbe excitaveris et ad virtutem
laudisque amorem miro ardore succenderis.
Virgil praises the old Corycius who, Johannes Goritz, to a certain degree is
your namesake, in many verses, and represents him as bent on cultivating
his garden under the high walls of Taranto on the banks of the Galaesus,
and leading a happy and tranquil life in the countryside. By this unique
horticultural diligence the old Cilician has merited to be inserted in divine
poetry, and aged as he was to become more ageless yet by poetry, granted
him as imperishable monument by the greatest of all poets. He, then, is

With Rowland , . In a later phase, Egidio declined the hedonism of Goritz’s
parties, answering dedicatory remarks by the author in : Pierio Valeriano, Hieroglyphica, quoted
by IJsewijn , -: ‘ego non ad Corycianas coenas, ubi quandoque quasi digladiatum pugna
plusquam Centaurea, sed velut in arcanum Corytium specum’. As we shall see later, convivial
harmony could indeed turn to centauric belligerence. But Egidio may simply be alluding to the
wisdom also contained in Erasmus’ adagium ‘Septem convivium, novem convicium’, the parties
tending to become too crowded for him.
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Let No One Without Poem Enter
now eternal by the gift of the most elevated poet and surpasses his trees
and plants in vitality: the remembrance of him stretches out with durability equal to the fame of the poet. This degree of happiness was bequeathed
to him by the fact that P. Vergilius stumbled upon his garden. What, then,
shall I say of you, Johannes Goritz, namesake of this greybeard, as aged, as
devoted to the tending of your garden? A man whom all civilised poets of
our age celebrate as from one mouth? How can this be? Is there some twist
of fate to make Corycians always close to the heart of poets, and smelling
of Corycian saffron and thus in all fragrances smelling of eternity? That
would be the case, if I did not believe you even more excellent, and given
to us as a gift from Mount Parnassus and the Corycian cave of the Muses,
and, if I may speak yet more poetically, a scion and pupil of the Corycian
nymphs, because you have incited all literary talent of this age in the City
and have fired them with a desire for glory with wondrous ardour. 

The main drive of this passage is familiar: the poets procure immortality, a
conceit frequently encountered in the Coryciana themselves. Yet there is more
to this comparison. The splendid lines to which Blosio refers are well worth
quoting:
namque sub Oebaliae memini me turribis arcis,
qua niger umectat flaventia culta Galaesus,
Corycium vidisse senem, cui pauca relicti
iugera ruris erant, nec fertilis illa iuvencis
nec pecori opportuna seges nec commoda Baccho:
hic rarum tamen in dumis olus albaque circum
lilia verbenasque premens vesumque papaver
regum aequabat opes animis, seraque revertens
nocte domum dapibus mensas onerabat inemptis.
primus vere rosam atque autumno carpere poma
et cum tristis hiems etiamnum frigore saxa
rumperet et glacie cursus frenaret aquarum,
ille comam mollis iam tondebat hyacinthi
aestatem increpitans seram Zephyrosque morantis.
For I remember having seen, under the bulwarks of Oebalus’ fortress,
where dark Galaesus waters the golden fields, an old man from Corycus
[Corycius], who had only a small plot of land – and not fertile enough
for ploughing nor grass fit for the flocks or suited for vineyards. Here,
scattered among the thistles, he tended his lettuce bordered by the white

Introductory letter - (IJsewijn , -).
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ness of lilies, greens and poor poppies, but in his mind’s eye equalled the
riches of kings, and, returning home late in the night, piled on his table
unbought dishes. The first he was to gather roses in spring and fruit in
the autumn, and when sullen winter broke still the rocks with frost and
stayed the course of the rivers with ice, he already culled hyacinth’s soft
locks, grumbling at summer too late and tarrying Zephyrs. 
Similarity of names was but the beginning of Renaissance history games. Goritz
is represented as an incarnation of his antique type, and with this incarnation
come a host of associations, horticultural, poetical, and mystical.
To begin with the first: as Candide reminds us, il faut cultiver notre jardin. 
Voltaire’s motto had an ancient as well as a renaissance pedigree. We have already seen Pomponio Leto at work on onions and garlic. The garden was a
favourite Renaissance retreat, evoking echoes of leisure, paradise and pastoral.
In Rome, where gardens were studded with ancient remains, a garden reeked
also of renovatio and the Brave New World promised inter alios by Isaiah. 
Cultivate Goritz thus did, turning desert into paradise by skill and hard work,
proud and happy of the result in old age.  The ‘regum aequabat opes animis’ of
line  is crucial. Weeding, trimming and enjoying the crop, gardener Goritz
celebrates an age prophesied and symbolised in Virgil’s magnificent lines by the
miraculous growths still in sullen winter, paralleled by the broken remains of
Antiquity in his Roman garden under the Capitol. Thus the protonotary relives
Virgil’s Antiquity in a phantasy world, or rather, a world which gains its true
dimensions and contours if one uses one’s fantasia when raising one’s glass to
the new Golden Age of Julius amidst the ruins.
As Virgil well knew, the Corycian cave, haunt of Muses and nymphs, was
located on Mount Parnassus. The antique poet may well have wished to conjure up a poetical metaphor in his description of the gardener.  This, at least,
must be considered the interpretation of his Renaissance legatees. For poetry,
as we have seen, was considered divine, a nexus between the temporary and


Verg. G. .-
Aptly quoted in Mynor’s commentary, to which my paragraph is indebted.

See also, extensively, Ch. .

Mynors , . cf. Blosio’s term hortensi industria. Perhaps the protonotary left the
actual garden work to servants.

This is not commonly assumed by modern editors, e.g. Coleman, Mynors. Johnston
, , , , recognises that Virgil associates his gardener with elements otherwise common
to the Golden Age (telling is that the ivy and acanthus which grace the cradle of the child in
the th Eclogue, also grace the garden of the Corycian gardener), reconciling the element of toil
(characteristic of the metallic age, but also of civilised society) and paradise in agriculture. Poetry as a vessel for the vision of the Golden Age, however, may very well hide in Virgil’s Corycian
as well.
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the transcendent world. The locality, moreover, where poets and the divine
intermingled most freely, was pastoral, and pastoral could be conceived of as
taking place in a garden. The garden where nature sings, and poets respond in
primeval bliss, may thus be seen as the counterpart of the sacred proceedings
in the Sant’Agostino. In it, voluptas lost its medieval stigma and became a sure
sign of vicinity to the divine. That Goritz’s capacities of communication with
the divine were seen to extend from his piety in Sant’Agostino (and his job in
the curia) to the magic of pastoral in his garden is shown by his frequent association with Numa Pompilius in the Coryciana.  Law-giving Roman king
Numa, according to Livy, communed with the nymph Egeria for guidance. 
Goritz apparently had a statue of one or more nymphs in his garden also, supplied with the legendum
NYMPHIS LOCI
BIBE LAVA
TACE
CORYTIUS
Nymphs and caves belong together (the Muses could be seen as both nymphs
and goddesses). The Corycian cave, conforming to Blosio’s description, was inhabited by sacred beings, whether in the guise of a fountain nymph (as seems
implied by the inscription) or the Muses, guardians of the Castalian spring, in
the presence of whom it was wise to be clean and avoid unholy words – parallel to the behaviour expected from the celebrants in the Sant’Agostino. The
pastoral garden with grotto had been attested by ancient sources as the place to
which gods kidnapped mortals so as to make them immortal, the most explicit
of which was the abduction of Psyche, evoked in the Villa Farnesina. Plotinus’
pupil Porphyry, who enjoyed tremendous prestige in the Renaissance, had in


See also Bober , -.
In , , , ,  and .

And legitimation of his laws: I.. Bober muddles up the story, , .

‘[Dedicated] to the nymphs of this place: drink, wash and be silent. Goritz’s (text from
Bober , , who thinks there was no statue, just the inscription, for reasons unclear to me).
Colocci also had a fountain-nymph with epigram, possibly composed by Campano, of which
this one seems to have been spun off (see Bober , ). The signature may indicate that
this is the only poem by Goritz himself that we have. If so, we may credit the protonotary with
exemplary brevity. An adaptation of the inscription occurs on depictions of water-nymphs by
Cranach and Dürer, giving us in all likelihood an impression of what grove’s like Goritz’s (or
that of Julius’ ‘Ariadne’ in the Belvedere) looked like. The inscription on Cranach’s and Dürer’s
images has traditionally been explained by its presence near the banks of the Danube (recently
reiterated by Aikema , ). This, however, had already been falsified by MacDougall in
 (see Bober , n and , with note ). Is it thus not more probable to connect these
images with Goritz’s (or Colocci’s) garden by the ‘German connection’?
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De antro nympharum allegorised Phorcys’ cave from the Odyssey (xiii. -)
as a place were temporal and transcendent worlds met, analogous to his interpretation of Plato’s cave. In other words, Goritz’s nymph(s) with inscription
points to a symbolism of his garden in Neoplatonic vein, positing it as a locus
of transcendence, where the soul could be brought nearer to God. This garden, moreover, to which the humanists transferred after mass, thus gained a
function parallel to that of the chapel in Sant’Agostino. In both, the poets, as
purveyors of the divine and voice tubes of God, were thoroughly at home. In
the darkness of their cave, following Egidio’s directions, they could be illuminated by love and Christian grace to Bacchic frenzy. 
This neatly solves a problem which, perhaps, has already disturbed the
reader. When the nymphs suggest the reader of the inscription to drink, we
naturally think of water. But having read the description of Sylvanus Germanicus, we know that, although diluted with water, there was wine to it, too – as
a matter of course at a party. To resolve this knot, too, Egidio’s interpretation
of Augustine could do miracles. Augustine (as well as Ambrose and Jerome)
had likened the departure of the soul from the body in search of knowledge
to sobria ebrietas. Both Ficino and Pico had picked up on the Bacchic element of this oxymoron, and had described the ecstasy of the inspired Christian
in Bacchic terms, thereby Christianising a pagan mystery. Egidio followed in
their footsteps, and when comparing the soul’s illumination (a theme of considerable importance to Goritz’s chapel, as we hope to have shown) by Love
and Grace to drunkenness, called this furor Bacchi.  What, then, was more
natural than to celebrate this mystery in the appropriate way, drinking wine?
The tipsy Augustinians, confidently referring to their highest authority, needn’t
have heavy hearts with their heavy stomachs. Sobered up the next day, though,
they might realise that all this could be misconstrued. This is why Blosio (and
others), when congratulating Goritz on his Bacchic disposition, always add that
he was lean and frugal. A mystery it remained, as the polemic concerning
the Coryciana, to which we will shortly turn, reveals: there were those who
could not quite fathom all this transformations. For Egidio in the cloister of
Sant’Agostino, in the meanwhile, the party initially meant just another instance
of the coupling of piety to elegance, sure sign of the reformed church.



Bober , , quoting O’Malley on Egidio.
Enarrationes in Psalmos ad , in Nagel , n. See also Gill , .

O’Malley , . See also Bober  and Nagel , . Michelangelo’s Bacchus,
his Entombment for the Sant’Agostino and his Noah on the Sistine ceiling have been connected
with this.

Introductory letter par.  (quoted above).
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Goritz’s celebrations were thus assisted by drunk poets, in a metaphorical,
but perhaps also somewhat in a literal sense.  But then, what a boon it was
to be almost in Paradise! Thus the novi Vergilii – though in true Augustan vein
politely refusing the compliment - foresaw, with Virgil and Isaiah, a Golden
rule of Christianity: 
Si veteres proavi, quamquam caligine mersi
Adversus Superos semper pietate fuere
Insignes, culmen viguit si maxima semper
Religionis et est modo culmen Roma deorum,
Sique pii quicquam, qui te cecinere, poetae
Profecere suis numeris, iam respice, Virgo,
Romanas arces, vasta et Capitolia passim
Obsita nunc dumis silvestribus, aurea quondam,
Respice, Diva! Iterum rerum moderetur habenas,
Terrarumque orbis solitum sit Roma theatrum.
If the fathers of old, although immersed in darkness, were always conspicuous by their piety towards the Gods, if Rome, greatest of cities, was
always the stronghold of religion as it is now the mainstay of the gods, and
if the pious poets that have sung thy merits have ever attained to anything
by their song, then, Virgin, look propitiously down on the Roman citadel,
the vast Capitol, covered now by bushy brambles, but golden once, Goddess, look favourably down! May Rome once more hold the reins of history
and may it be once more the accustomed theatre of the world! 
Both the anaphora and the apostrophe of respice virgo and respice Diva are a
contaminated echo from Virgil’s Fourth Eclogue, which announces in vs  that
iam redit et virgo, and concludes with the anaphora of incipe, parve puer in
vss  and , once more reminiscent of this poem. The fourth Eclogue was
pastoral, and resonating in Goritz’s garden, as elsewhere it suggested that to the
prophecies of Isaiah may be added those of Virgil. Whether in Sant’Agostino
or in the shade of the vines at the foot of the Capitol, these prophecies instantly
came true, for Gods were seen to be on earth:


As we have seen, this is what poets should be, according to Plato.
According to Blosio’s statement that scio nos non esse Vergilios [. . . ] sed nec ullos alios
praeter Vergilium fuisse Vergilios (). Still, Blosio continues, Goritz may be Corycius. This is
connected with the apparent misgivings of the dedicatee to publish the poems. Goritz guarded
his poetic presents well, a bit too much in the eyes of the poets. They were edited and published
by Blosio only in . Blosio asks pardon for what he calls the theft of the poems at the end of
the introduction. For the problems concerned with this, see our app. .

Delius Alexandrinus, Cor. , vss -.
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Nunc eadem rursus facientes tempora mores
Compulerunt Superos consuluisse fugam.
Esse ita sed mortale genus miserate, vadaris,
Iane, tuos tute restituisque Deos.
Now once more the ways of men have forced the Gods to flight, bringing
back the chaotic times of old. But you, Janus, pitying that the human race
was in this condition, stood in for your people and brought back safely the
Gods.
Janus, the pristine Roman god, had been associated by Egidio’s rather peculiar compatriot Nanni da Viterbo with the Gianicolo and Noah.  Nanni, after recovering from an unsavoury brain abcess, took to confabulating. Noah,
safely recovered from the tribulations of the Flood, thus Nanni maintained, had
taken a world tour, stopping at future Rome, and later establishing Vetulonia,
ancient Viterbo. As yayin in Noah’s mother tongue, Hebrew, meant wine, and
Noah had invented wine, he was thereabouts known as Janus, whence Gianicolo. What Nanni couldn’t prove, he substantiated by forgeries of ancient testimonies. Whatever credence was given to his theories, some of them apparently
stuck, for they reappear in Delius’ bewildering contribution, where, of course,
Janus figures also as Janus Corycius, Johannes Goritz. The specific extraction
of the deities concerned did not matter as long as prisca theologia stood in for
the similarities between all. Once more, wine was of the essence.

.. Endgame
The Coryciana are a formidable collection, strongly to be advised against
for a reading at one sitting. But then, seeing all of Perugino’s altarpieces in
a row may prove taxing as well, fine though they be individually.  Indeed,
the Coryciana are poetic altarpieces, companion-pieces to the Goritz-chapel to
which they were attached, and abound in quotations from ancient literature
just as the visual arts quoted from ancient remains. This habit of quoting and
paralleling left their religious content unaffected – indeed, it was supposed to
confirm the religious truth revealed by them. Yet the Corycians’ religion seems
quite extraordinary for us now. After Goritz’s prayer to Saint Anne and the
Virgin:




From the poem quoted above, Delius Alexandrinus, Cor. , -.
For the highly entertaining adventures of Nanni, see Rowland , -.
As Gombrich remarked, , .
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Let No One Without Poem Enter
vix bene finierat, subito cum laevus ad auras
cum tonitru fulgor supera demissus ab arce
dat signum admissasque preces certo omine firmat.
He had hardly finished, when suddenly from the left a lightning flash came
down from heaven, accompanied by thunder, giving a sign, and confirming with sure omen that their prayers had been granted. 

Goritz’s Christian name Johannes was traditionally translated (according to
the standard ‘key’ to Hebrew names in Hieronymus’ Vulgate) as ‘son of the
thunder’: the association with Jupiter that is invoked here would suit such
a translation fine indeed. But, more importantly for us, here, as elsewhere in
the Coryciana, we find prisca theologia working through intertextual classical
allusions. Jupiter is God. This play calls for elitist ingenuity, poetic creativity
and serious lack of literalism. It shows exactly the mentality, in short, which the
Reformation questioned. No wonder Goritz had misgivings about publishing
his poems.
But not only Jupiter seems to come to life as the Christian God: also we find
Phidias, Apelles, Numa and Virgil, reincarnated in contemporary guise: 
Quis neget ad priscum Romam rediisse nitorem,
Quandoque prisci cuncta nitoris habet?
En Phidiam, atque Numam, et praeclaros ecce Marones,
Arte, animoque pio, carminibusque piis !
Hi tribus his statuis dant omnes vivere sensus,
Tresque uno includunt corpore tres animas.
Quin etiam si cuncta, hospes, mirere, loquuntur :
Nam quicquid vates tot cecinere, canunt.
Who can deny that Rome has returned to her former splendour, when it
once more has all the elements of that splendour? Look, here is Phidias,
there Numa, there Virgils, alike in art, religious feeling and religious poetry! They let all the senses of these three statues live, and put three souls


Cor. , -; with translation from IJsewijn .
For a Byzantine epigram on this name-play, see Theodore of Stoudios  in Lauxtermann , -. For a parallel-procedure, see the analysis of Wind of the ancestors of Christ
in the lunetttes of the Sistina, also based upon the translation of their names from Hebrew in
Latin.

The theme is admirably succinctly stated by Alessandro Alessandri, Cor. : ‘Dogmata
Pythagorae ni sint ludibria nobis, / artificem Phidiae credo habuisse animam’, referring to the
theory of metempsychosis.
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in to one block of matter. Well, traveller, if you inspect everything, you
will see that they speak: for they sing what all these poets have sung. 
Not only the statues live, they say what the poets sing, nay, what all poets and
artists have ever sung: the praise of God, who is only now properly identified.
Once more our theme of interaction between art, poetry and religion is illustrated. That the statues can thus say very different things indeed, as many things
in fact as there could be written poems about them, illustrates the essential demand for ambiguity in iconography, but also reflects the ambiguous nature of
the historical and religious tradition, pagan, Hebrew, hermetic and Christian,
the humanists confronted and sought to appropriate. For every occasion the
picture had to be able to render a (slightly) different meaning, to every party
and every poet, they had to lend a voice. Conversely, all they saw and admired,
wherever it came from, could be anything else, moreover, could be theirs.
The celebrants thus partook by the rites they performed, be it in church or
at parties, of another reality wherein both Gods and historical heroes spoke
to them, mingled with them. As the last quoted poem illustrates, this went
further: they were these historical persons. The artists from Antiquity, with
whom Raphael and his colleagues are identified, were their ‘type’ in the realm
of the world of poetry. That is why, in the School of Athens, Michelangelo can
pose as Heraclitus, or Bramante as Euclides. In fact, a striking illustration of
this phenomenon can be seen in Raphael’s Parnassus as well, where portraits of
contemporaries mingle with historical personages like Homer, Virgil, Sappho,
Dante and Petrarch. (ill. .) We may safely interpret this fresco as an illustration, not only of the actual appearance of parties such as Goritz’s, but also of the
way these were experienced by the guests and formulated by the poems – as we
may, perhaps, see in the School of Athens a reflection of the Roman Academies,
scholars discussing, copying, checking and simply fascinated by each others’
work (see particularly the group in the left foreground), the ouverture, so to say,
of the proceedings in the Sant’Agostino. These frescoes are the pictures which
the poems tell. The upshot of this all is that Goritz’s guests, when looking at art,
hearing their poetry recited, celebrating mass and partying among the ruins,
considered themselves transported to a virtual world where time had ceased to
exist, and the squalor of ephemeral life was sublimated in a Golden Age. The
Latin, and the art, were fundamental utensils in this miracle: the new Romans
alone could make contemporary life interactive with the historical past and the
world of myth. Topography too ceased to exist: by the arts, all the historical and
topographical persons and places, fictive and real, could be appropriated and
assembled in Rome, and placed in the autonomous world of the papal arts. That


Janus Vitalis Panormitanus, Cor. .
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Let No One Without Poem Enter

such were the considerations of Raphael and his patrons, may be deduced from
the topical phrases (and incidental aporia) of people like Du Bellay, writing of
ancient statuary:
Ne pouvant donner ces ouvrages antiques
pour vostre Saint Germain ou pour Fontainebleau
Je les vous donne (Sire) en ce petit tableau,
peint, le mieux que j’ay peu, de couleurs poetiques [. . . ] 
Comparable too is the attitude of the Dutch contemporary of Raphael, the
brilliant and short-lived Janus Secundus, who proudly maintains that he has
brought Rome to the Belgian river Schelde. Papal Rome, on the contrary, had
Rome in hand and could conjure up, in word and image, the rest of the world.
As in the depressing graffiti in the Sala della Prospettiva at the Farnesina, in
Goritz’s gatherings hard historical reality eventually destroyed the happy openness and optimism of the High Renaissance - where play and earnest could be
combined, as could Antiquity and Christianity, otium and negotium, symbol
and reality. The slur on Anna by the venerated and respectable Colocci, quoted
above, indicates how bitterly Goritz’s humanists started quarrelling when the
pressure was on.
This happened when a Belgian humanist, Longueil, came to join the troupe,
and was found out to have said very nasty things in his homeland about Rome,
comparing it unfavourably with France. The row that followed can be retraced
in the Coryciana. It eventually led to a ridiculous debate on the Capitol,
and very hard feelings. The international character of the Curial elite, celebrated by the Goritz Chapel and its iconography, was vulnerable under duress.
The natives began to close the system as ominous battle-cries from the North
endangered the stability of the whole system. For far more important than
the Longueil-affair was, of course, the Reformation. The threatening weather
from the North fomented Roman prejudice against Northern Europeans like
Goritz. Weren’t those krauts all alcoholics and bawds? The happy Wein, Weib
und Gesang which had been so elegantly integrated with Renaissance theology
and art, and had made life in the second decade in Rome such a feast, was
suddenly turned against foreigners, who were denounced as beer-drinkers, in
an attempt to answer reproaches of Roman libertinism from Reformist circles.
Poems started to appear that liken Goritz to the Dutch pope Hadrian, with
whom Goritz indeed had tried, successfully, to stay on good terms. Hadrian,


Les Antiquités de Rome, : Au roi (quoted by Barkan , xxvii)
Gaiser , Rowland,.

See IJsewijn , carmina extravagantia and also, with elucidating comment, Gaiser
, ff.
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the Scourge of the Curials, had eye for art nor ear for poetry, appointing an upstart like Jan van Scorel in the elevated office of director of the fabbrica - a post
that was held by the divine Raphael now in the hands of a daubing foreigner.
Moreover, he did not like the intellectuals. (ill. .)
And, ironically, they appeared suddenly not to like each other that much
any more. Party-lines were drawn up. Goritz tried to hold on to his job at the
Curia, other humanists were thrown out, and reacted with rancour. Goritz’s
Anna was a real whore after all, and nothing else. Literalism started its long
reign of terror, eventually to scatter the battlefields of Europe with dead. The
sorry sight of quarreling Ciceronian humanists eventually was but the harbinger
of disaster. When the real fighting began, in the Sack of Rome in , Goritz
gardens were seized, like the Villa Farnesina, for German soldiers quarters.
Goritz’s gold was stolen, and he had to run for his life, collapsing exhausted
and disenchanted in Verona on his way home, with a dying eye directed to
the Luxemburg which had been so joyously celebrated in many a Corycianum.
Pietro Bembo’s moving prayer, produced in the golden years, and one of the
few really superb poems of the collection, had not been heard.

q



See for the pathetic account of his last days in Rome, IJsewijn , .
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Chapter 

Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a
Name
Art, Poetry and the Owner in the Villa Farnesina
See, they return; ah, see the tentative
Movements, and the slow feet,
The trouble in the pace and the uncertain
Wavering!
Ezra Pound, The Return

.. Introduction: On a Clear Morning
 C’s villa in Trastevere, known as the Villa Farnesina, was already famous when its foundations were being laid, in the early years of
the Cinquecento. Pope Julius II himself came for inspection when building
was still in the initial phase. Even now, after  years, so it appears, time has
not been unkind to its charms. Watching scattered tourists and schoolchildren
on their maiden visit from the wing, one still senses the grip the place has on
the imagination. Enthralled by an oasis of calm in the uproar of Rome, they
take in the mirage opening up before them with many a blissful smile. It is,
perhaps, an atmosphere of happiness regained. More than any other remnant
of High Renaissance Rome, the Farnesina has become the icon of the carefree
years preceding the disaster of the Sack of Rome in . There is beauty too.
The villa harbours, among other treasures, one of the masterpieces of Western
art, Raphael’s Galatea. Stillness, melancholy and beauty: it is almost as good as
Wordsworth. One may turn to lunch with utter satisfaction, after a morning
visit in early spring, the garden freshly budding under the glamour of a pacified
Roman sky.
In contemporary accounts, however, stillness and quiet are less prominent
than roars of laughter over sumptuous banquets. And if beauty was appreciated there, it was not silently from afar but tangibly, to be used in boisterous
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

presence rather than as an object of musing. Life, it appears, was as important as art, in fact an inseparable companion to it. Since present-day silence,
then, seems to make all the difference, to let the villa live again we must give
it back its voice. Although deafened, it luckily is not beyond recovery. The
libretto accompanying the Farnesina’s visual opera consisted of poetry, and of
poetic uttering devoted to Chigi’s earthly paradise, a considerable amount has
survived. Contrary to modern opinion (art historians usually treat Neo-Latin
poetry as Quellenforschung), this poetry seemed to contemporaries of at least
equal, if not superior value to visual ornament. It will perhaps be useful if we
try and put it to better use.
Trying to make this poetry speak its part once more will, it is hoped, help
us determine the significance not only of the paintings in the Farnesina, but of
the project as a whole in a way rather different from existing approaches.  This
difference is not only caused by a more extensive use of the poetry itself. Although the touchstone of Truth, in the Renaissance, consisted of the Janus-head


The literature on the Villa Farnesina is extensive. The most recent comprehensive bibliography is in Frommel . Additional material may gleaned from, Luchterhandt , Gerlini
, Rowland , Frommel , Thoenes  , and Frommel . The poetry devoted to
it was edited by Quinlan-McGrath  and Quinlan-McGrath , both contributions being
a spin off from her doctoral dissertation, McGrath . See also Rowland  and now Rowland . A summary overview was given by IJsewijn  (a complete text of the poems is
available on-line, at http//poeti d’Italia in lingua Latina, s.v. Blosio, Gallo). Not mentioned by
Frommel  is Manzari  on the astrological vault. As yet, no scholar has treated all aspects of the villa comprehensively, although Frommel  states as his aim to view the villa as a
‘Gesamtkunstwerk’. Yet his article is rather short on the philological side, and in general recoils
from detailed interpretation. In the following, likewise, integration of disciplines and media is
attempted. On the whole, the emphasis will be on (pictorial) poetics and philology brought to
bear on decorations of the Loggia di Galatea, which has thus far been only treated in parts, either
concentrated on Peruzzi’s vault (for an overview see Manzari ), Sebastiano’s contributions
(see Hirst ) or in connection with Raphael (see Thoenes  and Thoenes ). In choosing
my focus, I follow in the footsteps of Foerster , Rowland , Quinlan-McGrath  and
Quinlan-McGrath . My position vis à vis these authors is rather straightforward: I use their
(admirable) findings and integrate them to come to a new, comprehensive interpretation of the
Loggia. Regarding the vault (section .), I follow Quinlan-McGrath without significant departures; as to the lunettes (section .), Hirst’s interpretation (the only one available) is summary,
and I will follow my own course; regarding the pinakes of Polyphemus and Galatea (section
.), I will develop a hint dropped in Jones , , and try to resolve the aporia which bothered Thoenes so much. Biographically (sections .-), I lean heavily on Rowland, although my
emphases differ. As to the function of the villa (sections .  and .), she, and Frommel are my
guides, whom I follow with some reservations, to be explained in the notes. The editions of the
poetry have been indispensable, but its interpretation may be said to be scarcely out of the egg.
I will try and contribute to it. All this, it is hoped, will lead to an assessment of Raphael’s contribution, which will be put in perspective in the light of his career and other works, distinguishing
the ‘poetics’ he shared with others, and his specific, individual contribution.
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of Christian Revelation and Roman Antiquity, the Christian element, though
not absent, was subdued in a place apparently designed for the celebration of
otium liberale. We will thus have to concentrate on ancient precedent in a more
comprehensive way than has been done before. In the process, a composite,
and complicated picture will emerge, the constitutive parts of which are poetry,
painting, Renaissance, Antiquity and, most importantly, their interrelations.
These constitutive parts will not be treated systematically and in this order,
but will surface as occasion demands. Our disposition will follow the rules of
rhetoric: starting out from the outside we will slowly proceed inwards, to leave
the sweetest for the last.
Neo-Latin poetry leaned as heavily on ancient precedent as Renaissance
visual art did, dexterously quoting antique samples in the same fashion as visual artists copied and integrated parts of ancient statuary. Thus the sister arts
of painting and poetry in the Renaissance not only shared subject-matter, but
method as well. Most importantly, their aim was consonant: both tried to conjure up the prestigious world of Antiquity, to make it both match and adorn
the profile of patrons. Therefore, the patron is crucial to our enterprise. To
understand the significance of the Farnesina, a measure of his character and
taste is indispensable. Not only because it was he who did the collecting. Art
and patron in the Renaissance are entwined more substantially, since the art
fashioned the patron in a much more rigorous way than by merely reflecting
his taste. The essence of the art lay in its meaning for the patron. This notion is
extremely important. It does not imply that the aesthetic value of art was quantité negligable. But it does imply that art was, at least in part, instrumental, and
not just yet considered as autonomous, setting its own rules and unapproachably sanctified. As a matter of fact, the Villa Farnesina plays an important role
in the development from functionalism towards aesthetics in art, as we shall
see.
Let us begin, then, with Agostino Chigi.

.. Tamisius and the Fish-trail
As Agostino Chigi, the richest man of his times, is a big fish, the famous
historian Paolo Giovio has preserved an anecdote well suited for the purpose
of introducing him. Giovio later tasted the difference between the golden days
of Julius and Leo and the anxieties of the counter-reformation, pondering the
fate of a discontented Italy in grand-scale historiography. In , however, he
was still interested in gourmandise.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

The notorious glutton Tamisius, so Giovio tells us in his learned catalogue
of fish to be enjoyed in Rome published in that year, De piscibus Romanis, was
wont to watch out for spectacular specimens. Tamisius, a man of considerable
wit but of such immoderate appetite, that he was considered infamous even in
the culinary paradise of Renaissance Rome, seems to have been especially fond
of the ombrina. When informed by a servant, posted on the fish-market for
spotting delicacies, that a magnificent ombrina had surfaced there and was to
be brought to the conservatores on the Capitol (who, like Polycrates of Samos,
received unusual catches as a tribute), he decided to follow it, feign urgent business, and hope for an invitation to lunch:
The conservatores, however, had decided to give the fish to cardinal Riario: thus Tamisius, when he saw this noble specimen emerging on an
enormous laurelled tray from the Palazzo dei Conservatori in uncertain
direction, was first at a loss. He then decided to follow the fish, and sent
his servant ahead to trail the officials with the tray. Having heard that
it had entered the Palazzo della Cancelleria of Riario, he said to himself
‘excellent! We’re high and dry – and in for lavish dining!’ For he was a
regular at Riario’s table, which was by far the most elegant of all. Riario,
however, being a man munificent by nature, decided that a colossal fish
sent by the conservatores was the proper present to the most colossal of
cardinals, and dispatched it immediately to Federico Sanseverino, being
a cardinal most unusually tall. Tamisius grabbed his toga, uttering curses
to Riario for inexpedient charity, jumped on his mule, and followed the
gift to the residence of Sanseverino. Federico, however, equalled Riario in
generosity, and ordered the fish to be brought to the fabulously rich banker
Agostino Chigi, adorned with dedicatory poetry on a golden tray; for he
was deeply in debt, and owed Chigi an enormous interest. Frustrated
for the third time, Tamisius flew off once more with fiery appetite, and
rushed, in the increasing heat, to the gardens that Chigi was constructing
in a most sumptuous way in Trastevere. Already exhausted and covered
with obesity’s perspiration, he was defrauded by Fortune once more. For
he found Chigi preparing orders to send the fish, crowned with fragrant
flowers, to his beloved courtesan, who had by her beauty and erudite
charms gained the sobriquet Imperia. Indignant, Tamisius drew in the
reins, without however remitting the appetite that had procured him his
Herculean labours, and spurred his mule back over the Ponte Sisto, by
now scourged by the ruthless midday heat. Eventually the power and lust


The ombrina is similar to the spigola or sea bass. As the fish has no spectacular head like
the rospo, the use of caput in Giovio’s Latin refers to ‘specimen’.
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of his panting appetite was such, that he, who had been tossed all over
town, old and respectably dressed as he was, lay himself down without
shame with a courtesan who wondered who this new customer could be. 
Pierre Bayle, who quotes the anecdote in his Dictionnaire, considered it superb
in terms of style, yet of relative irrelevance for the character of Agostino Chigi,
in whose lemma it figures but as a note. Giovio indeed appears to be in high
spirits in the telling. Still, more than style, substance may yield some insights
on one of the most spectacular figures of High Renaissance Rome, the banker
Agostino Chigi. For it shows us Chigi as the richest and most important man


Giovio, De piscibus Romanis, c. V: ‘[conservatores qui piscatores inveterata quadam consuetudine eorum capitum tributi nomine vectigales fecerunt ... capiti enim summa inest gratia,
autoritate etiam Archestrati, qui in parandis opsoniis, quod eorum ingeniosissimus esset artifex, Daedalus a Graecis appellabatur. Is Umbrini capitis nobilem quandam condituram, ut
apud Athenaeum videre est, multis carminibus expressit. Propterea hodie etiam, cum pretio
parari non possint, gulosi ea capita quam avidissime consectantur. Extat adhuc in ore quorundam facetorum ridenda fabula de T. Tamisio, qui Romanis aulicisque salibus erat insignis, sed
gulae adeo prostitutae, ut infamis haberetur. Is cum per servum, qui in foro pescatorio in
eam curam intentus esse solebat, ingentis umbrae caput triumviris delatum esse cognovisset,
in Capitolium protinus ascendit, ut simulatum apud magistratum negotio, sermoneque de industria protracto, prandium captaret.] Verum illud triumviri iam Riario cardinali donandum
decreverant: ita Tamisius quum limine curiae efferri ingenti coronataque patina caput illud nobile conspexisset, primo deceptus consilio, illud subsecutus est praemisso servo, qui vestigiis
deferentium ministrorum insisteret. Nec multo post quum Riarianis aedibus inferretur, bene
habet, salva res est, inquit Tamisius, opipare excipiemur: erat enim in primis mensae Riarianae, quae longe omnium semper lautissima fuit, familiaris. At Riarius, ut erat natura munificus, maximum inquit hoc triumvirale caput maximo debetur cardinali, statimque Federico
Sanseverino proceritatis admirandae cardinali transmittitur. Colligit extemplo togam Tamisius,
Riarium intempestivae munificantiae incusans, in mulamque resiliit, et munus ad Sanseverianam domum consequitur. Idem pari liberalitate facit Federicus, caputque ipsum splendidis
exornatum verbis aurataque illatum patina Ghisio publicano ditissimo deferri iubet, quod ei
multo aere alieno, gravibusque usuris obstrictus erat. Volitat tertia iam spe avidam frustratus
gulam aestuans Tamisius, festinabundusque incalescente iam die in Transtiberinos hortos quos
ipse Ghisius magnificentissimos extruebat, contendit: ibique fessus admodum et multo sudore
madidus, quod gravis sit abdominis, quarto a Fortuna decipitur: quippe qui Ghisium caput illud recentibus floribus redimitum adamato scorto, cui ab forma eruditisque illecebris Imperiae
cognomen fuit, ut extemplo deferretur, curantem reperit. Flectit itaque indignabundus habenas
retro, nec tamen subiratus gulae, quae Herculeos labores attulerat, et ad Imperiam iam multo
sole Sixtini pontis semitam exurente adequitat. Ad extremum anhelantis gulae ea vis atque libido fuit, ut qui per totam urbem fuerat raptatus, idem et togatus et senex cum scorto admirante
novi hominis adventum, nullo pudore discubuit.’ (quoted from the edition in the Vatican Library, Chigi.V..int.-). Giovio adds a little further on ‘ceterum eadem prope Umbrinae ac
Siluro cranium conditio, utraeque enim, ut diximus, non mediocre imbecillioribus stomachis
negotium facere consueverunt’, perhaps giving a reason for the altruism of Chigi, who had a
weak stomach.

Giovio knew Agostino well, as is shown by his being mentioned as one of his best friends
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

in Rome, able as a padrone to manipulate cardinals in his debt, and ceding in
importance only to a courtesan, who, being Imperia, is the true empress of
the city. It presents him as a connoisseur of food, women and poetry. Most
importantly, it visualizes him concretely operating in what was known as his
deliciae, in fact his earthly paradise, the gardens by the Tiber of the so-called
Villa Farnesina.
Tamisius plunges us in medias res. When we follow his approach to Chigi,
sweating his way over the Ponte Sisto, we may look up over our left shoulder,
and see San Pietro in Montorio, at the time still a Franciscan church, presiding over the slope of the Gianicolo perforated with holes, serving as grotto’s
for monks, whose soft groans of penitence in the exercise of meditatio mortis
might even reach Tamisius’ ears. Contrast with the view over his right shoulder could not be greater. (ill. .) There the villa suburbana of Chigi emerged,
its gardens not yet protected by the modern embankment from flooding, and
elegantly sloping down to the Tiber towards a riverside covered triclinium with
bathing facilities. The villa itself is shaded by foliage and topped by a roof-top
loggia. The exterior is covered with garlands, trompe l’oeil sculpture, and frescoed scenes, light, gay and brisk, the Tiber-façade adorned with grisailles,
by Fabio Chigi, later pope Alexander VII, in his biography of his famous forebear. The courtesan
Imperia committed suicide in  (see also note below), and this date places the story in the earlier phase of construction. Indeed the imperfect extruebat implies that building was underway.
But even if the tale of Tamisius were only ben trovato it would be significant for Chigi’s reputation by one of his peers in savoir vivre: Giovio too entertained lavishly, in his apartment in the
Vatican called the Paradiso (‘Vigil, Blosius et Maphaeus cras prandebunt mecum in Paradiso,
ut veteris Academiae laeta sodalitas renovetur. Te maxime omnium doctissimum expectamus.
Si per chiragram potes, ut venias te etiam atque etiam precamur. Vale et responde, quia si obsequi non potes, mavult Blosius ut cenemus.’ , Ferrero , , letter to Angelo Colocci). His
outdoor summer-triclinium in Como was adorned with the notable inscription: ‘In primis de
superis loqui et de exacta Christianae vitae ratione disserere potis et saturis nefas esto, cum id
ad ieiunos et sobrios religiose pertineat. Potestas autem libera sit declamandi, disputandique de
toto liberalium artium negotio [. . . ] de officio viri elegantis [. . . ] de amatoriis obsequiis certa
moderatione terminandis; postremo de praestantia civilis cultus et ratione domesticae disciplinae et de finibus urbanae voluptatis’, (quoted from Levin ,  n).

The present name Farnesina is derived from the purchase by Alessandro Farnese of the
villa (or what remained of it, since the mismanagement of the estate by Chigi’s heirs) in ,
in an attempt to connect the original Villa Chigiana to the Farnese estate on both banks of the
Tiber.

See Quinlan-McGrath  (=Blosio’s Suburbanum), vs.ff, and Quinlan-McGrath
 (=Gallo’s Vera libellus), Bk. .

Attributed to Peruzzi, Frommel , -. The gaiety of the exterior contrasts with
the present dignified state. On the drawing reproduced by Frommel () and Coffin, a scene
with the sacrifice of Iphigeneia and a cognate scene are discernable. It has been interpreted by
Frommel as exemplifying the mixture of eroticism and tragedy (thus similar to the frieze in the
Stanza del Fregio). It may be, however, that the scene was inspired by the extensive exemplum
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among which nymphs with cornucopia and caduceus.  Tamisius may already
catch glimpses of statues, and hear idyllic bird-song.  But he must still ride
his mule for a while before entering Paradise. (ill. .) Passing the bridge, he
turns right, exits the Porta Settimiana and thereby the city walls, continues a
few minutes along the Via della Lungara, and enters the enclosure.  There,
in the lush green, sharply contrasting with the exhausted glutton, stands a remarkable man: of elegant proportion, healthy complexion and worthy aspect,
with aquiline nose (according to the Persians indicative of regal wisdom), a
medium long beard and a healthy head of ruddy hair, clear, shining large eyes
so beloved by the ancient Greeks, and dignified but energetic gait.  Usually
good-humoured, he is not without severity.  The splendour around him exemplifies his love of entertainment, but he is known to dislike the otiose, and
gambling. Not particularly handsome, he is an amorous man, lustful and
lively. Without the patience for extensive reading, he is, if of rustic simplicity,
also endowed with horse sense. A businessman, sharp to the quick, he naturally loves gold. Besides, the dreams of art and Antiquity are congenial to

of Iphigeneia in the first book of Lucretius’ De rerum natura (I. -) illustrating the dismal
consequences of false religion (tantum religio potuit suadere malorum, ) in a didactic poem
devoted to the epicurism so dear to Chigi (for which see below). Other scenes depicted Pasiphae
and Venus and Mars.

Remains are still to be seen on the east-façade; the drawing reproduced by Coffin ,
 offers other evidence.

For the collection of statues, see Bartalini ; The birds, although implicitly evocated
by Gallo’s description of Venus’ train, are absent from the poetry, but dominate the decoration,
and were of course eloquently present in the gardens.

Alternatively, he may have taken the eastern entrance and the lane leading up to the villa
through the gardens, clearly visible in Antonio Tempesta’s Pianta di Roma from .

I follow the description of Cugnoni , : forma et statura corporis: ‘statura fuit quae
iustam non excederet, grati coloris ac dignitatis aspectu, sublongo ac incurvo naso, quam Persae
regiae prudentiae notam existimabant, barbitio modico capillo subrubro promissoque, oculis
claris nitidis ac magnis, quales laudebant Graeci, incessu gravis nec tardus.’ The description will
be idealized, and seems influenced by Suetonius, Aug. , but is grosso modo correct, teste the
medal (ill. .) and the tondo on Chigi’s grave (ill. .), produced by Bernini but based on
extant portraits (cf. Cugnoni , : ‘effigies multae visuntur Romae ac Senis’), for which see
below.

For his good humour, compare the anecdotal material. For severity, compare the correspondence (Agostino chasticising the lax Gismondo), and the imprese dar dos por un, discussed
below.

Cugnoni  , s.v. convivia and  (otiose and gambling)

Cugnoni  , voluptarius homo.

Cugnoni , ; see also Tizio, quoted by Rowland , p..

For the love of gold and coins, see Cugnoni , -, and  stating unequivocally
[Chisius] patriis adaugendis divitiis inhians.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

him, even precious books. As Tamisius blunders in, Chigi is, characteristically, giving orders: the fish is to be sent on, covered with flowers. Generosity,
too, is one of his habits, be it to courtesans or to popes.
We now leave the disenchanted Tamisius to pursue his fish, galloping after
the fresh bouquet strewn around the umbrina - luxury Chigi can afford. The
courtesan he is bound for will detain us later. We remain with the gran mercante
Cristiano, as he was called by one of his business partners, the Ottoman sultan
Bayazit II.

.. Agostino Chigi: Career and Anecdote
Agostino Chigi was born in Siena, on November  th , , as the first son
of a prestigious but non-noble banker.  The hour of birth was meticulously
recorded to test the omina, which, apparently, were highly advantageous.  Sent
to Rome as an apprentice to the rival banking firm of the Spanocchi, Chigi
not only confirmed but quickly superseded the expectations of his father. As
a mercator Senensis curiam sequens, he would, like other bankers in the city,
deal in all sorts of commodities, from live-stock, cloth, grain and wine, to


For his love of art and antiquities, see e.g. Cugnoni  ,. For the Greek printing press
‘para tois oikois Kisiou’ see Rowland , and below.

Ingrid Rowland has emerged triumphantly from the Senese archives with the exact date,
thus providing a splendid tribute to Fritz Saxl (see Rowland ). Apart from minor sources
, the main primary source for Agostino Chigi’s life used in the following is Cugnoni , the
edition of the autograph biography by Agostino’s grand-nephew Fabio Chigi mentioned above.
This source, written in Fabio’s youth but revised continually up to the time of his death, was
obviously considered an important work by its author. Its reliability has been disputed on the
grounds that Fabio employs topoi from the antique biographical tradition for compositional reasons (see Luchterhandt , -). On the other hand Fabio’s meticulous use of material still
partly extant in the Archivio Chigi at the Vatican, proves him accurate in factual matters. Other
sources are the letters, edited by Rowland , and archival material (for which see Cugnoni
, Frommel , Gilbert , Rowland , Rowland  and most extensively Rowland
). The first three authors prove themselves cautious in psychological interpretation of their
subject’s character, Rowland goes further, stressing the money-aspect (‘[he] did become quickly
and extraordinarily rich, which was presumably his basic intention’, , ), downplaying
intellectual baggage (ibid. -), and culture (the production of Greek texts ‘simply another
money-making venture’, ibid. ), concluding that Chigi’s patronage illustrates ‘the consistency
with which he strove to put forth an image of himself. This very consistency [. . . ] is characteristic of the man’ (ibid. ). Likewise, Frommel , , sees Agostino’s interest in the arts as
triggered by its potential for propaganda, which, one must conclude, he saw clearly, but which
is not the whole matter. In the following, an attempt is made to modify these theses, concluding
that inconsistency is a rather more accurate characteristic.

McGrath .
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money-changing. Especially this last activity was as profitable as it was necessary, since the Curia received all sorts of currency as pay for benefices. Chigi’s
banking ventures were thus an amplification and refinement of the activities
of houses like that of the Medici. He seems, however, to have gone one up in
comparison to his competitors. From the closing years of the Quattrocento onwards, Agostino’s status as a major financer rose rapidly, Chigi granting loans
to Charles VIII of France, Piero de’ Medici (signalling his having worsted a major rival-clan), Guidobaldo da Montefeltro and Cesare Borgia – though grant
is hardly the right word in the latter case, as Agostino feared for his life if he
did not comply with the wishes of the Duke of Valentino.  He ended up with
ordering the pope to war, and displaying the treasure of the San Marco in his
villa, received as a pledge for the financing of an army.
The sources of this stupendous wealth lay in tax-farming. Tax-farming for
the Vatican, that is, the exploitation on contract of taxed commodities, was a
traditional activity of Roman bankers.  Chigi first began to specialize in salt
- no mean business in the Renaissance, for without salt there could be no life,
and the exploitation of the mines was a large-scale operation.  But then, in
, against his father Mariano’s advice, Agostino acquired the expensive lease
of the alum-mines in Tolfa. These rich mines, discovered in , had already
attracted the attention of popes and bankers before.  Chigi saw an opportunity to do business on an unprecedented scale. After securing a monopoly on
Tolfa-exploitation of Alexander VI, he negotiated with other production cen

See Rowland , .
For the loans see Frommel , , and the correspondence in Rowland .

Julius, with Ferrara (see Rowland  and Frommel , ).

See Gilbert .

Cf. the salt-wars in Northern Europe in the th century.

Alum is a mineral which was indispensable for the production of dyed cloth up to the
time of its chemical replacement in the  th century, used to clean the wool and prepare it for
colouring and then again to serve as a mordant to make the pigment stick. It was therefore of
paramount importance to the textile industries of Florence, Venice and the Low Countries. It
was produced in various small centres in Italy, apart from the import from the rich resources of
the Ottoman sultan, mediated by Venice. Chigi bought the centres in Massa Marittima, Monetriotondo and Agnano (thereby entering into negotiations with the humanist and poet Sannazaro,
who also owned alum mines), after the discovery of a particularly rich alum mine near Rome at
Tolfa, thus consciously striving for a European monopoly.

Paul II already tried to create a Christian monopoly on Tolfan alum. Marketing was subsequently organized by Genovese and Florentine bankers. Especially the Medici have been active
in the alum trade. In fact, as Jeroen Stumpel showed in a recent lecture, the trail of the powder interestingly connects as disparate works as the Brera-altarpiece by Piero (commissioned
by Federigo de Montefeltro after his ruthless suppression of the insurrection of Volterra due to
alum-trouble), the Last Judgement of Memlinck in Danzig (captured as a parergon by pirates on
an alum-ship), and the Tornabuoni-chapel in the Santa Maria Novella.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

tres, bought them and closed them. He then supervised the operation in Tolfa
to the minutest detail. He had a village built near the mines, aptly called Allumiere. To cater for the piety of the miners, a special attraction had to be devised,
lest people fear that divine powers were unpropitious. Hence a miracle conveniently occurred: the image of the Madonna kept disappearing from its chapel
and ending up in a fork-like tree, the sughera. Chigi’s response was to build
a chapel for the Madonna della Sughera (now lost) on the site, ensuring piety
and stimulating esprit de corps among the miners, as well as spin-doctoring
his enormous profits towards religion.  The practical joker, also, emerges: the
introduction of the Paglio degli Asini, the ass-race, a travesty of his native Siena’s
famous Palio horse race, to entertain the miners - if not the mules that for once
had a different burden.
After the set-up in Tolfa, Chigi looked to transportation, and purchased the
lease of a port, Porto Ercole, for his merchant fleet that eventually counted some
 ships. He established agents and agencies throughout Europe to oversee
shipping and sale. Such management of international business, comparable to that of merchant states like Venice, was unprecedented in Quattrocento
Rome, which had fed itself on the Curia and the pilgrims. Chigi’s machinations
in the alum-trade made him, already at the close of the  th century, one of the
richest men in Europe. Interestingly, he did not immediately commission a
major chapel in Rome to compensate for usury, as could be expected considering the precedent of the Medici in Florence, with their prominent commissions
to blot out the stains of possibly un-Christian profits.  Yet, a patron he became.
Patronage not only makes for artistic commissions. In our period, it implies
a circle of advisors, humanists, poets and artists. Chigi had his entourage. 
Poets were of great importance in this respect. The most eloquent testimony


The architect of this church was probably Peruzzi (Frommel ).
The race apparently goes back to Agostino and is still held today (according to Rowland
, , with further literature). The inspiration may have been classical: Pausanias V, IX, -
tells of the introduction and subsequent dismissal of a race of mule-carts at the Olympic games
(between  and  BC), judging this item on the Olympic programme neither ancient nor
dignified. Both qualifications were of the type that could inspire a man like Chigi.

See Stinger , .

Subsequent loans to Venice, Julius and Leo ( ducats for coronation costs) bear this
out.

The Scrovegni, Bardi, Sassetti, Medici and Tornabuoni chapels are famous examples of
this procedure.

See Cugnoni , : ‘Sacerdotem praeterea secum detinuit eruditumque virum larga
donatum mercede, quocum consilia communicaret sua, quem assignandis digerendisque picturis ac statuis, nummisque comparandis dignoscendisque praeposuit. () Cornelium Benignum Viterbiense[m] habuit cancellarium, virum doctum, et de quo [..] apud Bembo extat
honorifica appellatio’.
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to this comes from two contemporary poems devoted to the Farnesina and its
patron, the long account of Venus’ journey to Rome culminating in her visit to
the Farnesina by Egidio Gallo, the so-called Vera Libellus, and the seemingly
improvised short ekphrastic imitation of Statius, the Suburbanum Augustini
Chisii by Blosio Palladio. The first was published in late , the second in
January , and their editions are accompanied by numerous epigrams which
show that Gallo and Blosio were not alone: Borgia, Capodiferro, Tebaldeo and
others circled round as well.
Agostino Chigi had enormous energy. Business and pleasure seem to have
been all one to him: hosting the conservatori in the upper banqueting hall of his
Villa Suburbana, he merged official business with the pleasures of otium. In the
midst of the proceedings, like the good padrone he is, he uses the unexpected
entry of a friend from Siena as a spin-doctor would, to impress his guests. 
Hospitality thus employed was a way of being honoured by conferring honours.
When we read his private letters we recognise the person from the anecdotal tradition, but here he shows himself without the varnish of civility. Especially his younger brother Sigismondo, one of the most frequent addressees,
is often curtly dismissed, indeed patronized. ‘Non è bono stile dispiacermi’, he
threatens his brother in a tone quite dissimilar from the affable host we meet
in the anecdotes. As a padrone, one needs, besides generosity, some nastiness
as well, if one is to be taken seriously. Agostino’s imprese, four arrows accompanied by the epigraph por un, shows the risk run when one displeases him
(besides his inclination towards the Spanish tongue): the arrows, called dardos
in Spanish, when split up yield dar dos: this combined with the epigraph yields



Berating Geronimo Vierio to always immediately come to him, Agostino, personally.
The story, from Cugnoni , , is too amusing to omit: Vierio, counsellor of Siena, thus
Fabio tells us, once held an evening lecture in Siena’s senate, robed in the habitual adornments
for the occasion. Travelling home late at night on a rented horse, and arriving at the junction
which led to his house, Geronimo could neither stop the animal nor induce it to take the proper
way to his villa (since it used to trot all the way home to Rome and be refreshed at his own
post). Meekly following fate, rather than being dragged by it he stays in the saddle. Arriving
in Rome he trots to the Farnesina, is finally able to dismount, still in his official dress from the
lecture, and greets his friend Agostino, who is engaged in a reception of Roman conservatori in
the upper hall of the Farnesina. As he sees Geronimo in his state-dress, he politely rebukes him
for not having come directly to him, since he presumes that Geronimo has first visited an inn (or,
perhaps, a brothel), changed his travelling clothes to official garb, and only then has come to the
Farnesina. On hearing the story Chigi bursts out in laughter, presumably followed by the uneasy
conservatori. For an instructive difference of style in patronage between the conservatores and
Chigi see Wohl , . For antique precedent for official receptions in private houses, see
Vitruvius VI..

In the letter dated --, Rowland .
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dar dos por un, give two for one. Chigi’s munificence as well as his vengeance
doubled the intake.
In the correspondence, we glimpse the flip-side of anecdote in another respect as well. The famous banquets of fried peacock-tongues and eels from
Constantinople give way to more frugal fare: amidst the transportation of unheard of riches, recited with sober succinctness, while the political fate of Italy
is being decided by his transactions, he will never fail to ask, towards the end
of his letter, for pears or wine, ricotta, ravagiuli or figs to be sent from Siena, in
the impatient tone of the addict (or the ulcer-sufferer). Texts like the following
abound:
di indi io avrai avuto caro queli marzapani e ravagiuli ordinai mi fusero
mandati: vi prego a l’avuta mi mandate un cesto di ravaguili e queli
marzipani diriti qui a questi vostri amici bianchini e questo sia che non
manchi. [...] e altro non dirò se non che mi mandate di ravagiuli.
Therefore I would be very pleased indeed if the marzipans and ravioli
which I ordered were sent to me. I ask you, upon receipt of this letter, to
sent me a box of ravioli and those marzipans addressed to your friends
the bankers without fail. [I stay here with Cesare] and will say nothing
more but only to send me ravioli.
The anecdotal image of the royal host is to be supplemented by the private
picture of the epicure with a weak stomach, addicted to dainties from under
the shadow of his own campanile. When we come to the Villa Farnesina, we
will recognize both.

.. Wealth, Vulgarity and More Anecdote
The immense wealth of Chigi was as real as his political influence.  In fact,
Tamisius’ Odyssey quoted above perfectly illustrates the problem with Chigi:
for it can be read both as a crescendo to power and prestige, and a decrescendo to
the seamy side of money-men and courtesans. This last reading, emphasising
wealth and the life of pleasure, has led interpreters to a somewhat pedestrian
appreciation of his character. Chigi, in this view, is the archetype of the modern


The imprese refers to Chigi’s birth in Sagittarius. It is discussed in Cugnoni , , and
Rowland , n.

Letter of --, to Sigismondo, Rowland .

As shown already by Cugnoni , -. Recent research has confirmed the accuracy
of Fabio’s estimates of Agostino’s wealth, e.g. Rowland , Stinger , Gilbert . For
political influence see Gilbert , Rowland .
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capitalist, projecting his social and political profile through art-patronage to establish a public image of almost imperial standing, which he needed because of
a non-noble and relatively low extraction. Rather than intellectual sophistication, pragmatism and profitable returns are to be expected in such a man. And
if Chigi indeed wanted to emulate the career of the Medici (who not only were
fellow-bankers, but had preceded him in the alum-trade), converting money
to social and cultural prestige, he will have done so not out of admiration for
the cultural genius of Lorenzo, but for his dexterity in business and politics. 
We may profitably enquire into the causes for such an assessment. His extraction from rustic Siena may not have been objectionable.  But terms used
for him in the sources, like ‘mercator’, ‘trapezites’ and especially ‘publicanus’
were hardly complimentary, as money was, by ancient standards as dirty as it is
by Freudian ones. Lack of nobility and the fact that Chigi’s riches were invested
in business assets rather than land, placed him out of reach of the top. 
And then, Chigi seems to have been something of a practical joker. The
Madonna della Sughera and the ass-race were only the beginning. When silver
plate mysteriously disappeared at a sumptuous banquet with which the banker
entertained Pope Leo and his cardinals, the master was advised by his staff to
investigate their capacious robes.  ‘Let them have it’, he replied, having had
fun enough for that day: he had organised the proceedings in the stables (built
by Raphael), which were dressed in rich tapestries and other paraphernalia to
hide their identity. When Leo remarked amidst these unheard of riches, that he
thought their friendship apparently had been more intimate before, Agostino
pulled a chord to lift the tapestries and reveal the stables, adding with a smile:
‘Your former opinion is corroborated by the humbleness of our present gathering. But next time we’ll have an intimate dinner, in the riverside loggia’. When



For rivalry with Lorenzo, see Frommel , .
His Senese birth was presented as honourable enough by Blosio, -, who was, however, pandering to his patron. See also Dewar , -.

When Chigi aspired to aristocratic marriage and was rejected by the natural daughter
of the Marquis of Mantova, Margherita Gonzaga, a noblewoman au fait with the most noble
patronage of the peninsula, this might imply that Chigi’s money and his profile was considered
upstart in these circles: at the outset of the eventually unsuccessful negotiations, the Marquis
immediately stipulated that if the project was to proceed, he convert his business assets into
land. On the other hand many important figures in Chigi’s Rome were as upstart as the banker
himself: cardinal Farnese, the future Paul III was of negligible nobility, humanists of note and
reputation lacked pedigree. Roman society in the early Cinquecento was ‘open’ to a considerable
degree. Moreover, Margherita Gonzaga was in love with someone else (Thoenes ), although
the importance of such a detail depended on the habits of fathers.

The banquet of --. See Cugnoni , , Frommel , .
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this dinner duly arrived, Chigi, remembering last time, nonchalantly kept
chucking the gold and silver plate into the Tiber after each course, to the astonishment (and regret) of the guests, who were later informed that nets had
been placed to catch them. The fare reportedly consisted of fried peacock
tongues. This sense of humour, bordering on the burlesque, has been found
difficult to reconcile with the decorum a decent patron of the arts is supposed
to have.
Lastly, there is documentary evidence. Chigi is called by Tizio ‘vir modice
litteris conspersus’. Moreover, his extant letters hardly show a literary bent,
and the Latin which he uses in his signature in the Confraternità di Santo Spirito
and elsewhere is rusty. On the other hand, Fabio Chigi’s description yields
more nuance:
ingenio fuit apprime solerti atque acuto, iudicio vero acerrimo, et
quamquam a litteris longe aberraverat, pollebat tamen naturali rerum
cognitione, atque sagacitate mirabili ad hominum gratiam sibi promerendam. Historiam unam, si quando lectioni vacabat, diligentissime coluit,
ut vitae magistram ac prudentiae normam. Poesi, musicis, picturis,
nummisque anticis oblectabatur, ideoque et in eorum auctores profusum se praebuit assidue.
He was primarily a resourceful and astute man, with an extremely sharp
intelligence, and although he had strayed considerably from the path of
learning, his particular strength lay in intuitive understanding of the world
and a surprising sagacity in winning the sympathy of men. If he had any
spare time for reading, he displayed a unique passion for history, as the
mistress of our lives and the touchstone of prudence. He delighted in po

On --’, celebrating the baptism of Chigi’s eldest son, with the Medicean names
Lorenzo Leone.

This, and other anecdotes in Cugnoni  -, s.v. ‘convivia’, supplemented by Hadrianus Junius, Animadversa, IV, c. ; see also Frommel , , who suggests that the nets are an
embellishment by Fabio Chigi to save the reputation of his ancestor.

A dish known from the notorious gourmantise of Elagabalus (Lampr. Hel. .); it is
hard to decide whether the report is coloured by the Elagabalan tradition, or that the making of
it by Chigi was inspired by the reading of the Historia Augusta (possibly, of course, Chigi or his
cooks thought of it themselves).

B.A. Chigi G. II. , .

ego augustinus de chigis merchatori senensis Entravi anche [instead of ‘in hanc’] santam
comfraternitatem s[ancti] s[piritu]s die vii mesis aprilis anni dominus M.o.CCCC.o LXXXXV,
in Bibliuoteca Lancisiana, MS., fol.r (quoted by Rowland , ). Unorthodox orthography, however, seems a doubtful basis for an indictment of doubtful literacy in our period (one
may compare, later in the century, orthographical variants in the spelling of the autograph of
Shakespeare, the arch-literate).
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etry, music, painting and antique coins, and because of that he would
often prove himself a generous patron to those who provided these arts. 
When we read that ‘he had strayed from the path of learning’, this does of course
not imply that he had no learning. His love for history, art and antiquity moreover, would be incompatible with deficient Latin. When we consider too the
fact that Latin poems and plays were dedicated to him, and recited and performed at his parties, we must simply conclude that Chigi’s command of Latin
was not absent but passive. This would be corroborated by Vasari’s judgement that Chigi was di tutti gl’uomini virtuosi amicissimo.  Well, he paid them
handsomely, of course. Patronage, however, does not imply that the patron is
an imbecile. And if the remark of one of Chigi’s poets, the less gifted Egidio
Gallo, that ‘the fact that you are well is the only salvation of all men of letters’
is perhaps somewhat exaggerated in the expectancy of recompense, a genuine
interest nonetheless underlies it. 
What we see, then, is highly talented man, socially mobile and intellectually
versatile, humorous, but no fool, rich, but not noble, inquisitive and understanding, but not learned. When we turn to the results of this man’s patronage
in the works of Peruzzi, Sebastiano del Piombo and especially Raphael, we see
that in their historical career they have entered the realms of ‘high art’. This
need not imply a paradox. After our character-sketch, it seems obviously reductive to think that Chigi only enlisted ‘high art’ to legitimatize his claims
to higher status (though in fact he did), and this is corroborated by the visual
and poetical evidence, as we shall see.  More likely, it expressed its master to
the degree that he himself found feasible – and he was both rich and generous
enough to be able to show himself, even in his weaknesses. The art was good,
and Chigi liked good art because he was a man of taste. But the point is that this
art was not exclusively either (rather) lofty or (a bit) vulgar: it was both. The
very mobility and versatility of Agostino Chigi must make us beware of reductive reasoning, which characterises some important Farnesina scholarship. 


Cugnoni , .
We do well to remember that quite advanced Latinity can be achieved without active
command of the language, as is illustrated in modern scholarship. Modern scholarship’s emphasis on Chigi’s relative illiteracy is somewhat exaggerated.

Vasari , IV. . The edition of  has ‘mercante danese richissimo e grande,il quale
oltra la mercatura teneva conto di tutte le persone virtuose e massime degli architetti, pittori e
scultori’.

‘te [i.e. Chigi] salvum esse ea est litteratorum omnium una salus’, Gallo, praefatio.

The elegant formulation of Michael Rohlmann, ‘Statusgewinn durch Genussmaximierung’ (Rohlmann , ) speaks volumes in this respect.

Rowland tending to the practical, vulgar, Thoenes to the lofty and sublime.
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If the application of the term ‘high art’ to the Farnesina seems incongruous
because, on the whole, the tendency of the Farnesina is toward the frivolous, we
must remember that all frivolity in the High Renaissance had deeper layers of
meaning: to that extent, the whole concept of high art in the Renaissance is misleading. Instead of ‘either-or’, we must revert to ‘and-and’. This, moreover, suits
a patron who is endowed by the tradition with extremes, ranging from humour
to culture, from wealth to sobriety. Well educated and courted by intellectually
refined humanists like Blosio and Giovio (and the perhaps less refined but very
brilliant Pietro Aretino ) Agostino Chigi was also an elegant man, ironical and
sensual, deeply rooted in the ephemeral world. It is the two-sidedness of his
character, practical and cultured, one would almost say, like the Roman, which
makes him so fascinating.
In this respect too, our opening anecdote may be of help. Giovio’s interpretation of Roman ‘sociology’ in pre-Sack times is, as we have seen, deliberately
ambiguous: the most powerful man is at the same time the least prestigious in
the official hierarchy. Chigi was never precisely what one would expect, neither in position nor in behaviour. The anecdote almost codifies the surprising
element of Chigi’s manner and career at all times. This characteristic belongs
to the comic, according to the classical typology of genre. Interestingly, other
stock characteristics of comedy too fit Chigi excellently: the sudden appearance
of riches (standard in the comical denouement), as well as the paradisiacal living and happiness that follow these riches and make for comic ‘closure’. This
comic closure depicts ‘paradise won’ since Antiquity.  We remember from
both Plautus’ comedies and Macchiavelli’s Mandragola, that comic characters
were usually vulgar – which was what made them comical. Yet another comic
genre-convention is noticeable in this context. One of the main themes of the
Renaissance Bible of comedy, Boccaccio’s Decameron, is that usually the substance, the actual standing of a man, his ability to cope with reality and save
himself, differs fundamentally from the honours bestowed by title or privilege. Both the resourcefulness and amorous reputation of Chigi conform to this
commonplace. In Boccaccio, too, comic tales of the bad world are happily told
in a paradisiacal garden. I am not suggesting, of course, that the Farnesina’s


Aretino, ‘discovered’ by Chigi, is considered a pioneer in ‘popular’ culture. He may have
been influenced in his relative insouciance for the borders of genre by his first patron. He first
sniffed at mercantile opulence, though, but the esprit of Chigi won him over: ‘Io odiai sempre
la richezza lora, ma la sorte mia, per ridersi di me, sendo quasi garzone, mi balzò appresso
Agostino Chigi, dove sarei morto, pensando che pur’era mercante, se io no havessi risuscitato
l’animo ne gli apparati, nelle cene, con la pompa de le quali più volte fece stupir’ Leone inventore
della grandezza dei Papi’ (quoted by Frommel , ). Eventually, he felt thoroughly at home,
as he later wrote to Sodoma: ‘quando a Roma, e a la casa d’Agostin Chigi ci piacque’ (ibidem).

For the typology of the comic and its development see Segal .
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garden was a conscious evocation of the Decameron, or its literary ancestor,
Ovid’s Metamorphoses. But the parallel does point to the key in which the whole
project may be read.
If these convergences with comedy in general and Boccaccio’s Decameron
can stand their ground, we may suspect that in a place like the Farnesina, decorum and moral utility, just like in Boccaccio, will not so much be absent or
merely paid lip-service to, as left unspecified – like Boccaccio’s reader, Chigi’s
guests could sort these things out for themselves. On the other hand, it seems
unlikely that the art patronised by Chigi functioned primarily as a symbol for
abstract concepts or Platonic ideas, or as a moralistic vehicle for classicist decorum. But the most important thing is to decide in evaluating Chigi’s comic
strain, is whether it must be explained by iconographical conventions of Erhohlungstypologie, or as characteristic of the patron in a more comprehensive
way. In other words: is the comic aspect of the biographical tradition grafted
upon an interpretation of a villa which was, originally, just a pleasure-ground,
typical for its age, subsequently acquiring extraordinary fame and almost mythological status? Or, was it conceived as an expression of its master in the first
place, and is the comical tradition derived from the same source as the villa,
namely the character of Chigi? The answer, of course, will depend on what
we can ascertain about the function of the villa, to which we will turn in the
next section. To do so, we must go back a little. For the Farnesina was not
Chigi’s first home in Rome. At first, as bankers do, he sat upon his money, in
the bankers’ quarters at Ponte San Angelo.

.. In Search of a Decent Abode
The housing of the secular and ecclesiastic aristocracy in the Renaissance
may conveniently be divided into three main types: the urban residence or
palazzo, the villa suburbana and the villa rustica.  A villa rustica was more or
less a farm. The city palazzo, on the other hand, was perhaps less urban than
we would expect today: it was often heavily fortified, as is attested by the huge
rustico blocks, small windows and closed façades of Quattrocento palazzi in


See Thompson , ; ; .
The Renaissance villa has been subjected to close scrutiny by Frommel and Ackerman,
positing four sub-categories: villa-castle; villa-palace; villa-farm and villa suburbana. Many rustic villa’s were still castellated in the  th century. The suburbana would retain as much urbanitas
as possible, following the precepts of Vitruvius VI, , who suggests adaptation of elegance to the
surroundings. See also Brown , -.
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Northern Italy, owing to of the risk of armed attacks of rival clans.  In Rome,
too, Cesare Borgia would roam the streets at night like the emperor Nero, dagger in hand, to be used even against his own kin. The fact that one lived in
the city was no guarantee against violence. This makes the skyline of early Renaissance cities like Bologna and Firenze somewhat depressing. The buildings
show their teeth to the outside world, in the form of the huge blocks of rustico. Inside, however, decoration abounded, often in fresco (though mainly restricted tot the upper registers of the room), often, too, in arazzi, tapestries This
decoration was adjusted to the ceremonial function of the rooms: the gravitas
of the Roman prototypes of the Renaissance aristocrats dominated in the sale
grandi, in the depiction of heroic scenes from early Roman history. Festivitas,
informal subject-matter, was but allowed in bathrooms and sleeping-rooms. 
Between the palazzo and the villa rustica stood the villa suburbana.
Agostino Chigi, of course, was not an aristocrat. His first successes in
Rome were achieved in the relative humbleness of an office annex apartment
on the Via dei Banchi, the bankers’ quarter facing the Ponte San Angelo on
the city-side of the Tiber. This first residence indeed seems not to have been
highly representative, but gives all the more an impression of the cosiness of
continuous coming and going: passing through the so-called Arco dei Chigi,
the visitor entered a courtyard more like a private piazza, with shops and all. 
The office of the bank was on the ground floor, above it the private apartment
on the piano nobile, with a second floor unaccessible from the first with uncertain function, topped by a third floor.  On this third floor, there is evidence


The cause of the commission of Raphael’s Baglioni-altarpiece in Perugia may serve as an
extreme example of this issue, Perugia ranking as one of Italy’s most murderous cities (already
San Bernardino in the  th century was obliged to preach on the main piazza to a crowd divided
by a wooden partition lest they start hacking at each other while listening to pious exhortations).
The Baglioni, not content with murdering members of rival clans, would also prey on their own
brood. Young Grifonnetto Baglioni having planned the murder of all the senior Baglioni at a
wedding feast, was pursued by the survivors and hastened to the villa of his mother. She, however, indignant at her son’s blood-thirst, barricaded the doors, and Grifonnetto was overtaken
and slain. She then commissioned Raphael’s Deposition to commemorate and expiate his death.
Its iconography probably reflects the incident, for which see Chapman .

See for useful summaries Jong , ff, Frommel  and Frommel  ff.

Frommel ,, describes this house as a ‘palazzo’. It certainly was an old fashioned
one at that, with its meandering plan an integration with a shopping-piazza.

For the plan see Frommel , .

See Frommel , -, and Frommel  -, with the hypothesis of three stories: the
parterre with the bank, the piano nobile with official private rooms (the large one reflecting the
later Sala delle Prospettive, and then a third floor with small rooms, containing the ‘soffitto in
legno’ with octagonal ceiling cassettes decorated with stemmata and the story of Mars, Venus
and Vulcan, and the proverbs on the wall. Frommel thinks this was the ‘ritiro appartato’ of
Agostino. One wonders, though, why he had inscribed in this private apartment ‘Mars, Venus
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of decorations: the sources indicate a decorated ceiling.  Considering the accompanying sententiae on the wall, these must have been in the official part of
the house, though this is not quite certain:
Marte e Venere presi nella rete et Vulcano, che lavora alla fucina e Cupido gli assiste con il motto suo: furto amoroso scoperto dal sole. E vi
sono alcune lettere maiuscule scritte in oro nel pariete di d. Stanzone
del tenore sequente: Mars, Venus et Natus Somnus comis paterque Liaeus sint procul / Is quoniam Mercurii est thalamus montibus auratis /
Affulsit stella secundi Mercurii a radiis est mihi nata.
Mars and Venus taken by surprise, and Vulcanus, who works in his forge,
and Cupid assisting him with his motto: furtive love discovered by the
sun. In large gilded lettering on the wall: ‘Hence, Mars, Venus and Amor,
sweet Sleep and father Bacchus!’ And : ‘Because this is the store-room of
Mercury, it shines with golden mountains; My star is born from the rays
of propitious Mercury’.
Such texts must have been inscribed in an official space, where festivity and its
concomitant gods would indeed have to be banned. The reference to the montes
aurati and the stella Mercurii naturally alludes to the stemma of Chigi (subsequently made famous by the attempt by his grand-nephew Alexander VII to
replace the SPQR with it by plastering it literally all over Rome). Because the
gods of leisure are to be excused, the decoration was conceived as praise of the
attentive Sun and the hard working Vulcanus. This is somewhat peculiar: the
banker stresses his hard-working nature, but at the same time apparently associates himself with lame Vulcan the cornuto. Moreover, by selecting especially
this episode in praise of hard work, he conjures up amorous allusions, although
these are presented as enjoyed by others rather than himself. Two characteristics thus emerge which conform to the image of Chigi we have culled from
the sources: irony and the mixing of categories. On the one hand there was
the irony of a typological connection between Vulcan and Chigi (and by extension between Venus and his wife), slightly risqué and self-debunking. On
the other hand an amorous scene was depicted in an office, as a joke no doubt,
but illustrative of the patron’s tastes, and quite possibly a bit opposed to that
of others. Maybe some admonition to his first wife, Margherita Saraceni, with
whom Agostino lived in the apartment on the first floor was also part of the
et Natus Somnus comis paterque Liaeus sint procul’. Rather, the phrase ‘thalamus Mercurii’
points to an official function, possibly the main treasury, safely hid upstairs.

Cugnoni , -: ‘In uno stantione dell’ultimo piano vi è un suffitto scorniciato fatto
a ottangoli, e quaddretti con pitture che rappresentano Marte, e Venere [. . . ]’.

Cugnoni , -.
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fun. Chigi worked like a madman all his life, and must have been away from
the conjugal bed-chamber often.
Other dicta in panels (riquadramenti) on the ceiling, less pronounced perhaps, further underlined the profile of the astute, hardworking merchant: 
prebet somnos humilis/ casa securos.
quid mali cogitas? Nescis / ad quem finem agam.
contraria sunt consilio / ira et festinatio.
pars regni est / populi invidiam pati.
nil aliud est fortuna / quam ignarus medicus.
alium silere si vis / primus sile.
A humble home makes for sound snoring.
Why think the worst? One never knows the outcome. 
Anger and hurry thwart deliberation.
To hold sway means to suffer envy.
Fortune is like an ignorant doctor.
If you want others to keep silence, keep it first yourself. 
Such texts sound a bit like the rhymes found in modern bars, announcing that
‘tick does not live here’. They remind one also of the sententiae Giovanni Pontano had affixed on his little church in Naples, hammering down his wisdom
and loyalty (in defence of a reputation which had received serious blows).  The
naiveté of cosy practical wisdom, however, would soon seem unfashionable to
Chigi. Subtler self-fashioning was at hand.
In , or thereabout, Margherita Saraceni died childless. Chaste scholarship dates the notorious liaison of Chigi with the courtesan Imperia to the
years following this event. Whatever the chronology, personal life became
more complicated for Chigi, as he went in search of a new wife. This, he sought

For a ground plan of the house, with possible locations for decorations, see Frommel
, -, based on Cugnoni , -.

‘Fortune’ is speaking.

Cugnoni , -. On one vault was depicted an octagon containing ‘un albero con
altro’; in other ‘quadretti diversi Detti’.

For Pontano, see Bentley .

Date of both marriage and demise of Margareta are uncertain, see Frommel , .

Frommel , , suggesting that a happy marriage precludes the employment of courtesans. Imperia appears to have committed suicide in . Her will, drawn up two days prior
to her death, reads: Testamento di Imperia  agosto ;Actum Rome in domo habitationis
eiusdem Imperie Testatricis infrascripte prope ecclesiam S. Lucie in Urbe in Rione Arenula Die
Xiij Augustti ; In Dei nomine Amen & Constituta d. Imperia de Paris Romana egra corpore
& suum presens testamentum seu ultimam voluntatem in hunc qui sequitur modum ordinavit,
videlicet. (Arch. di Stato, Atti Valbuena, T.  c, ,. scritto di mano di Castaleo Cesi, quoted
by Gnoli , -). See also Kurzel-Runtscheiner , , who dates the liaison from 
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first in high society. At the Roman carnival of  he had met, in the party
of Francesco Maria della Rovere and his wife Eleonora Gonzaga, the natural
daughter of the Marquis of Mantova, Margherita. The negotiations for a match
which followed eventually proved unsuccessful.
Domestic arrangements were also on the move. Although it is tempting
to connect these developments (concluding that after the death of his wife
Agostino made a clean sweep of things), the planning for what was to become
the Farnesina must have already started in . 
The motive for the building of the Farnesina must thus be sought elsewhere.
Chigi’s influence and capital had grown steadily for the past decades to stupendous heights. A new residence that reflected this situation was opportune. The
site chosen was on the Trastevere side, conveniently close to the offices at the
banchi quarter, but in those days well out of the city. While planning, levelling
and building, begun around , was still in progress, Chigi went on a prolonged trip to Venice, to settle affairs both international and private, leaving
Rome in early February  and arriving in Venice on the  st .
International business had been Chigi’s aim from the outset. The complete
realisation of such ambitions was perhaps too grand to blossom under the auspices of Alexander VI Borgia, a pope of a traditional, that is, parochial political
vision. But they combined seamlessly with the political aspirations of an energetic figure like Julius II. Julius, like Chigi, thought big. The papacy was to
be a theocracy, spiritual in origin, secular in emanation, absorbing Christian
and pagan imperial tradition under a unified flag, which might have borne the
motto discordia concors. The pact between the two men was therefore a natural one to materialize. Not only did Chigi, most probably, pay for Julius’ election
at the conclave of . He also put his enormous resources at the ambitious
pope’s disposal. A crucial example of this is to be found in Chigi’s prolonged
negotiations with the Serenissima in Venice, ostensibly about a debtor of his
onwards), suggesting that Imperia was possibly disenchanted of her hopes of continuation of
Chigi’s patronage.

Frommel , , quoting documents which testify to the purchase of successive plots,
starting --, and  (estimating the planning phase between  and ).

For Julius’ political vision, see Gilbert . Although the ideology of Christian theocracy was already developed by the medieval papacy and refined by Renaissance popes like Sixtus
IV, the potential was not yet used to the full, and remained restricted to asserting influence at
a distance. Julius took the ultimate conclusion of trying to establish centralized temporal and
financial rule within the borders of an enlarged papal state and even beyond them.

Thereby ensuring continuity for his influence and privileges after the always risky change
of popes. Chigi’s manoeuvring was successful then and later, for, contrary to custom, his power
remained unimpaired through the consecutive reigns of Alexander VI, Pius III, Julius II and Leo
X.
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in hiding there, but in actual fact for the contribution of Venice to the Holy
League of Julius against France, as well as for mare liberum, that would enable
Chigi’s fleet to distribute its merchandise all over Europe, thereby establishing
the papal flag under which it sailed as a major European commercial power. 
The upshot of this all was that Agostino Chigi, whose prestige in Venice was
symbolized by his being seated next to the Doge in the Gran Consiglio, could
compete with Republics and Kings. Without a suitable abode, the laming
consequences of status-incongruence might do him harm.
Chigi did more than business in Venice. He informed himself of the latest
artistic developments, hiring and taking back to Rome with him Sebastiano del
Piombo, colleague of Giorgione in Giovanni Bellini’s workshop.  And he fell
in love, abducting young Francesca Ordeaschi (she apparently was in her teens)
from the bosom of her family. Returning with Francesca and Sebastiano to
Rome in September , Chigi found the shell of his villa waiting for him.
To all appearance, hard business on one bank of the Tiber would from now
on correspond with respectable otium on the other.  There arose a sophisticated villa suburbana as dissimilar to the existing type of villa rustica, which
was devoted to farming as well as living, as to the fortified urban palazzo: close
to town, spacious (with room enough for quick business and official receptions), but in outward appearance exclusively devoted to the pursuit of leisure.
It thus seems to conform to the typology of a villa suburbana which had developed in the  th century. Such ville had become, instead of rustic buildings
with a partial function of farming, places to relax from hectic city-life and heat,
containing a casino with loggia and vigna, preferably opening on ancient ruins.
A number of Roman villa’s were indeed used in this way, for leisure and parties. The Via della Lungara, a reflection of the Via Giulia on the opposite side
of the Tiber, but in pastoral guise, was promoted by Julius as a spot for larger
villa’s. The Cardinals Riario and Farnese secured a place there.  Chigi was in
notable company.
The plot was comfortably close to business quarters but outside the city

See Gilbert  and Rowland ; Chigi’s fleet was stationed in his private harbour,
Porto Ercole. The banker had . employees. See Cugnoni , -.

Cugnoni , -.

Cugnoni , . The ‘Piombo’ is derived from the office of plumbator granted to Sebastiano by the pope through mediation of Chigi.

Cugnoni , -. For the passage, with translation and further discussion, see below
..

The former house continued to be used (its lease was renewed until  at considerable
cost (Frommel , ).

E.g. the Villa Madama, the Villa Giulia or the Casino Pio.

Rowland , .
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walls, with a view of the ancient ruins of a Roman villa of the Augustan period. We may safely assume that, in the beginning, it was conceived of this
way. But along the way, ideas develop, and so did Chigi’s on the Farnesina. This
becomes evident when we look at the eventual function of the villa. This has
been identified as that of official residence, Wohnsitz, and with good reason. 
In the first place, Chigi’s will as well as inventories made up after his death
show not only that the villa harboured all important assets of the Chigi treasure
and official documents, but that it was considered as the most important residence. Secondly, an anecdote like that concerning Geronimo Vierio, clearly
illustrates its official function. Finally, the combined function of leisure and
(limited) work was supported by ancient precedent. 
Thus once more, so it seems, the elusive figure of Agostino Chigi defies categorisation. For if the Farnesina was indeed used as main residence, this implies
that the iconographical profile communicates more than just the message that
‘here comes the weekend’, as could be concluded from the festive iconography.
In other words, festivity was profile, not function. 
In this respect, Chigi seems to have gone one up from the tone of his first
office, with the scene of Vulcan catching Venus and Mars. If our analysis is
correct, there too a subject unusual if not inappropriate for an office was used,
suggesting the breach of genre-conventions and pointing to the life of pleasure,
albeit cautionary. The Farnesina, so to say, continued this experiment more
conclusively, and more subtly.
It may perhaps be allowed to jump a little ahead at this point for illustration.
The first room to be decorated in the villa was the so-called Stanza del Fregio,
the antechamber for Chigi’s private (bed)room, aptly situated in the protrusion
of the western wing, with light, accessibility and view (to spot visitors).  This
antechamber was used as a waiting room, for interviews and private dinners,
and seems to have been of some importance to the patron, for he read his will


Although this has been excavated only in , remains were probably reused: see below
n.

Frommel  , , followed by Rowland  -. See for this matter also below,
section . .

Cugnoni , ff; also Bartalini  and Frommel , .

See above, note ..

The Roman patrician received clients at home, at the salutatio outside, or in the tablinum.
Chigi’s original set-up was quite the reverse, the banker living above his office. See also Rowland
, -.

Allowing for some overlap in function (that is, that functions of buildings were never
totally exclusive) is not enough to explain the contradiction between typology of otium and
function of the Farnesina. Neither is the fact that the office on the Banchi probably continued
to exist an effacement of this contradiction.

Frommel , .
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here in  at the celebration of his marriage with Francesca Ordeaschi.  It
has been noted that Peruzzi’s frieze running underneath the splendidly coffered
ceiling illustrates the move to a more sophisticated classicism.  The subjects
are (departing from the west wall, which was painted first):  mysteries of a
sleeping nymph and Marsyas, Meleager, Orpheus (south); labours of Hercules
(north); loves of Jupiter, Actaeon and Apollo, Pan and Midas (east); a marine
thiasos (south). (ill. .) Only a few remarks may here be permitted.  Since
the room functioned more or less as a tablinum for business, decoration may
be interpreted in this case in a broader sense than mere festivity. As in a private
room with public function of a few decades before, Mantegna’s Camera degli
Sposi in Mantova, the emphatic presence of Hercules and Orpheus may give us
a clue. There, the examples of Hercules, Arion, and Orpheus in the lunettes,
connected as they are with the portraits of Roman emperors in medallions on
the ceiling, and the golden rule of the Gonzaga depicted on the walls below, evidently point to the civilising force of the rulers. This civilising force is cognate
to that of gods, heroes and poets (who were of old also law-givers, philosophers
and teachers), and can thus be exemplified in their triumph over barbarism, or
their martyrdom in the same struggle, leading to mysterious wisdom. 
The mythological exempla, in other words, are precedents and/or types for
those who use the room and present themselves to their guests through decoration. The wall which connected the room with Chigi’s private room is devoted
to Hercules, and has been connected to Chigi’s harbour in Porto Ercole. Rather,
I think, we must see him as an emblem of a civiliser. The loves of Jupiter which
follow, resulted in the birth of Perseus (he also the adversary of barbarism and
demons) and Dionysus, the mystery god who connected this world with the
other in Renaissance eyes. Marsyas and Orpheus, finally, signify the martyrdom, and transforming power, of poetry and art (Marsyas’ martyrdom resulted
in the artistic triumph of his pupil Olympus), which bring order and civilisa

Ibidem.
Frommel , .

Frommel , , suggesting that the Orpheus episodes were inserted later, referring to
the death of Margherita Saraceni (an argument based on the rough transition, a painted marble
pole).

This iconography deserves a separate treatment, which space forbids here. I am still
unsure about many details, especially about the marine thiasos. Frommel tends to biographical
interpretation (Hermes=trade, Midas=gold, Orpheus=Chigi grieving for his first wife), -.

See for this the overview in Roettgen , and Rijser .

Rijser .

The inclusion of Actaeon, apart from the Theban connection with Semele, may be accounted for in the cautionary mode (‘look to your own business’). Midas, too, is cautionary
(apart from his proverbial richness, of course).
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tion. Inserted between it is another episode pointing to the triumph over the
bestial (the Erymantian boar) followed by martyrdom, in the case of Meleager.
This crossing of borders between human and divine, life and death, the
‘pathei mathos’ or triumph through suffering, results in the marine thiasos on
the southern (sunny) wall, alone of all the walls graced with flowering vegetation (the wintry landscape on the others may signify the ‘bareness’ and brutality
of life before these heroes conquered chaos).  If this provisional interpretation can stand its ground, Agostino, in this room devoted to official business,
sketched his profile as a ruler, but he did this with reference to the gay fables of
Ovid and the timeless world of myth (which was to reign supremely in the rest
of his villa), in a style both markedly classicist, and more allusive and subtle
than the blunt sententiae in his former abode.
As for festivity, it is the key word also in the Farnesina’s poetical praise by
Blosio and Gallo. Gallo explicitly states that Agostino ‘ipse sibi [. . . ] quae depositis interdum gaudia curis / Praebeat in liquido Tiberini flumine villam / Et
Vaticani vicino in litore Collis/ Collocat’ (erects for himself a villa to procure
pleasure (when cares are stored away for a while) in liquid Tiber, that is on the
shore adjacent to the Vatican hill’).  The poet hastily adds that it concerns an
otium honestum, picturing Agostino as umpire in learned philosophical discussions, but nonetheless, otium it is. Gallo’s poem thus conforms to typology:
the villa has the appearance of one made for recreation, and this is therefore
what he pictures happening there – philosophy, of course, figuring here also as
the activity of the wise ruler.
But Blosio Palladio, as usual, is more subtle, and more understanding. His
remark in vss. f, that Hoc erat, ut semper bonus Augustine, vel ipsa / Urbanus
per Rura fores: placidusque per urbes (‘this [i.e. the fact that the villa is situated
between country and city] was so that you, Agostino, would always be a gentleman: sophisticated in the country, and relaxed in the city’) already shows
that he understands the problem: namely that to praise a patron in otium is
to praise but one aspect of him. Blosio’s whole idea of praising his patron by
an ekphrastic description of his villa suburbana triggers this problem. Its resolution is found in the conclusion of the poem, which makes the Farnesina
expressive, not only of the way its patron relaxes, but expressive of the patron
tout court. After praising Chigi for his contributions to the riverbank, the city
and the suburbs (-) he states that he has made insignificant countryside


Be it repeated, these remarks are provisional, and the room deserves further study.
Gallo V, -; the coniunctivus definitivus ‘praebeat’ is not satisfactorily rendered by
McGrath’s translation (Quinlan-McGrath , ad loc.: ‘which may sometimes offer joys’), reflecting scholarly consensus about the function of the villa. She also seems to miss the explicative
‘et’.
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golden, contrasts him with mythical kings who sit upon their gold, and says
Chigi makes gold serve him instead of vice versa: he does not hoard it, but
makes it work, by putting it at the disposal of Rome. A Chigi does not need a
reign, for he is rex animo, ‘king in the mind’ (): 
Nil ergo est reliquum optem quod tibi. nil nisi ut ista
Perpetuo maneant tibi: Quo tu solus haberi
Ante obitum foelix possis. ut denique nullis
Praedia fulminibus: sint nulli obnoxia motu.
Utque per Autumnos pluvios hiememque nivosam,
Immodicosque aestus, aestu sint tuta geluque.
Perpetuum vireant violae. neque Syrius herbis
Obsit: et auricomis Borealia frigora pomis.
At ver aethernum maneat. nec partibus annus
Ferveat, aut rigeat: sed Iugi tempore vernet.
Vivat opus. Vivasque operi longum ipse Superstes.
Nothing therefore remains to be wished for, but that these things remain
for ever with you, that you alone may be deemed happy before your death;
that, in short, your suburban villa (praedium) will not be subject to rack
and ruin, that throughout autumn’s rains, winter’s snow and summer’s
immoderate heat it will be safe from burning and frost; that violets be
ever blooming, that the dog-star will not scourge the greens and Boreas’
chill not hurt the golden fruit; that eternal spring will remain, and the
year will not boil or bristle in parts, but will blossom under the sign of
scales. Long live this work, long outlive you, its master, your work. 
The idea that an abode expresses its master is taken,as we shall see, from Statius.
The final flourish of the poem, deliberately vague in its transition from the wish
for long life to the nature of this life, makes clear that Chigi, untouched by the
vicissitudes of fortune, is almost divine. It makes this point by stating that his
abode is paradise. A connection is thus established between the otium the
villa advertises, and the life of its owner in general: an eternal spring. There is
indeed more to the Farnesina than just the weekend.
The festive character of the Farnesina, as interpreted by Blosio, thus betrays
a conscious choice of profile: its patron is wise and regal, but is also endowed


Blosio here adapts the topos of Epicurean ataraxia found in Statius Silvae II, , ff to
Chigi. See further below, and Dewar , -.

Suburbanum -.

The parallel between the wish for long life with many of the Coryciana, where the same
is wished for Goritz, strongly suggest that both the poems of Blosio and Gallo and the Coryciana
were conceived of as birthday presents.
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with a natural ease typical of pastoral rusticity, which trails both comic aspects
and timeless happiness. For Blosio, whom we may suppose to pander to his
master in this respect, it is irrelevant what exactly went on in the villa. He
apparently recognised and exploited the convergence of Chigi’s public aspirations with the characteristics of a suburban villa, as a ‘spin-doctor’ would with a
modern politician. If there was room enough for other activities than pleasure
(and there was), business was not to be paraded.  Indeed, the offices on the
other side of the Tiber continued to exist. 
But the point of the Farnesina for Chigi was, that it enabled him to wilfully discard the profile of the astute merchant, and present himself as a king
of a micro-cosmic kingdom, where he pretended to live like a god of incessant
otium. That is why so much is made of the notorious parties: with them, he
could legitimise and illustrate his aspirations to aristocracy. This is why Giovio
in the Tamisius story, when wanting to characterise Chigi, presents him wandering in his garden, culling flowers and sending presents. The metamorphosis
from the money man (compare the dicta quoted above from the original office)
to the gran mercatore Christiano, codified in Giovio’s anecdote, is symbolized
by the transition from the crowded Banchi Vecchi to the regal Tiber-bank, to
building a unique palace in unique surroundings. Crossing the river was a rite
of passage for Agostino. Thus, the typology of the villa suburbana is an inept
vehicle to catch the aspirations of Chigi. The nature of Gallo’s and Blosio’s poems and the first decorations from around , show that the emperor now
had new clothes. In  Agostino had still paid for the obsequies of Serafino
Aquilano, a Petrarcistic troubadour of unusual pith and nasty wit, but definitely
old-fashioned by the poetic, classicist standards emerging in the initial years of
the Cinquecento from the works of poets like Sannazaro and Navagero. Likewise, at the turn of the century, he had still praised Perugino and Pinturicchio



See for the capaciousness the plan of the respective floors in Frommel , -.
Rowland , . Frommel ,  and note , notes the lease of a minor office on
--, ‘retro banchos’ nearby the original Chigi bank. Business must have gone on there
and in the main building: on -- Sigismondo and his partner Andrea Bellanti extend the
lease for a further  years. As for the Farnesina, provisions for business, that is small offices and
side-chambers, would be natural anyway, since Renaissance (and Antique) living-quarters were
often multifunctional, and a banker obsessed with kairos had to be able to act on the spot. The
same probably goes for Chigi’s other important houses, mentioned by Fabio: one in Naples called
‘La Munitione’, later used by the Vicerè, and one smaller one in Porto Ercole, lost and described
by Fabio Chigi ( ‘In Porto Ercole minorem consimilem tamen domum’, the destruction of which
is described by Giovio). And there were the houses in Siena, the Villa delle Volte, dating from the
same period as the Farnesina but slightly prior (see Frommel , ) and the urban palazzo,
used by his brother and other relatives.
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as the greatest artists alive. Now, with Roman classicism gaining impetus in
the arts as well, Chigi caught kairos by the hair as he was wont to. 

.. The Roman Trail
As has often been remarked, suburban villas in the Renaissance aspired to
the status of a fantasy as impervious to reality as possible. This had also been the
aim of the ancients. Chigi’s secretary, Cornelio Benigno, his poets, and others
from the Roman curial clique, would as a matter of course start looking for
respectable precedent and ancient inspiration, when their patron announced a
prestigious project. This search would lead them to Roman life and leisure
in Antiquity. To make sense of their efforts, we must follow suit.
When the Greek Kineas reported to Pyrrhus of Epirus on the habits of the
Romans, he described the Roman senate as a συνέδριον βασιλέων πολλ ω̃ν, an
assembly of many kings. All these kings must have palaces. Indeed, these are
to be recognised in the remains of Roman villa’s scattered around Campania. 
Patrons and humanists in the Renaissance, of course, knew the tales of ancient
luxury all too well. But the physical remains thereof were quite another matter.
While modern scholarship is in the habit of supplementing the archaeological
evidence with passages from ancient literature, we must remember that, in the
Renaissance, it was, on the whole, the other way round.  Oplontis, nowadays,
is there for all to see, as are reliefs like that from Avezzano (ill. .), illustrating
the situation of villa gardens just outside the city gates, and many more. But
apart from the Villa Adriana, admittedly in a considerably better state than it
is today, the dark passages in the Domus Aurea, and some pastoral or marine
fresco’s from ancient burial chambers, for them there was visually little to go
on.
But since the aspirations of great men like Agostino Chigi were grafted on
ancient precedent, and they looked back in admiration to the time that things
were of the unimpaired greatness it was their aim to emulate, the thing to do
was to read ancient texts. On the subject, a considerable number was at hand:


‘altri maestri non ci sono, che vaglino’, Cugnoni , .
See Bartalini  for this change.

For collaboration between curial circles and Chigi’s advisors, see Quinlan-McGrath
, .

Plut. Pyrr. ..

See for an overview, with literature D’Arms , and Lafon .

Baiae was known in the  th century, but flooded as it was (as it is for a considerable part
still today) could only be seen glimmering through a veil (cf. Macaulay ,  and D’Arms
).
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principally, two letters of Pliny, epigrams by Martial, so-called ekphrastic poems by Statius, and minor testimonia. As to the relation between nature and
art, Ovid could profitably be consulted. Further, supplementary, information
might be gleaned from Sidonius Apollinaris, Apuleius, and Cicero’s correspondence, too.
It is an arduous task to review this evidence in the short space at our disposal. It even seems a somewhat daunting one, when at the start of the rounds
the two long letters of Pliny on the subject appear as an impregnable fort not for difficulty but for tedium. For Pliny’s is a pedestrian mind in the most
literal sense: he walks us through his villa’s endlessly, with pedantic commentary to match. Villa owners (as owners of modern big-city apartments) have
seemed prolix to their guests at all times, especially when dinner and drinks
are seen waiting. But Pliny tops the bill. He knows this himself: vitassem
iam dudum ne viderer argutior, nisi proposuissem omnes angulos tecum epistula circumire. Neque enim verebar ne laboriosum esset legenti tibi, quod visenti
non fuisset, praesertim cum interquiescere, si liberet, depositaque epistula quasi
residere saepius posses (‘I would have avoided from the outset seeming prolix,
had I not set myself the task to take you in this letter to every nook and cranny.
Nor would I fear boring you when reading, when you wouldn’t be bored when
you visited the place, especially when you could rest a while when you wanted,
and lay the letter aside as if [a visitor who is] seated from time to time’).  The
passage is revealing for the procedure followed when our senator got visitors:
they would be treated to endless tours without being allowed to sit down, Pliny
all the time knowing that actually, yes, he is an enormous bore, but, no, can’t
stop himself from being so. More to our purpose, the passage and its sequel
(in which Pliny compares himself to Homer, Virgil and Aratus, these being authors comprehensive to their subjects as well), shows that the text of the letter
is intended as a replacement for an actual visit. This neatly illustrates our thesis
that ancient literature could function as ‘experience by proxy’. It shows as well


Texts accessible in the Renaissance were Martial XII. ; IV. ; X. ; Statius Silvae I. ;
II. ; IV. , ff; Plinius Ep. II ; V. ; Apuleius Met. V. ; Sidonius Apollinaris Carmina XI. ff;
Epist. II. . The literature is extensive: see Mielsch , Foertsch  (Pliny), Neudecker 
(Cicero), Grimal  (gardens) see also Van Dam . I will discuss these testimonia neither
chronologically nor systematically, but thematically: after a glance at Pliny, first, the view from
the outside looking in (Martial); then, the nature surrounding the villa and its relation to art
(Ovid); then the villa itself and the function of ekphrasis (Statius). As occasion demands, asides
will be devoted to Renaissance parallels.

Though prolix, Pliny is, as Van Dam ,  remarks, not exhaustive, leaving out descriptions of his wife’s rooms or the working quarters.

See Tebaldeo’s epigram below.

Plin. Ep. ..-.
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how convenient this circumstance was for Renaissance readers, who could by
reading recreate Antiquity without actually having seen it.
As for substance, Pliny’s two villa letters are not followed in detail by Chigi’s
advisors, because the villa type Pliny describes didn’t fit the Farnesina: a seaside
villa (in .) and a rustic villa (in .).  Nevertheless, general characteristics
offered by Pliny may serve as introduction to our subject.  These are:
- a taste for conveniences in temperature and lighting (sunny rooms in day
time, quiet ones at night);
- a partiality for distant and varied views, which are as attractive as painted
landscapes;
- interplay between nature and culture, in opere urbanissimo subita velut inlati ruris imitatio: running water entering rooms, and rooms situated almost
in the sea or in the woodland, while gardens looked like rooms, garden walks
which merge seamlessly into natural meadows. 
A more promising category of antique evidence is, so to say, negative. It
consists of complaints by poor poets of what they lack: a sumptuous garden
and, most of all, peace and quiet. Thus Martial.  A poor man can’t sleep in
Rome, he explains in XII. . The trouble begins before sunrise with the bakers
pounding, continues in the morning with hollering schoolmasters and their
salutatory whippings, and explodes at daytime in a pandemonium of noise. A


Pliny’s marine villa (.) is situated near Ostia, that is relatively far from Rome; it has
cattle (..) and fortifications (..). Possibly the description of the sea-side triclinium in
.. was an inspiration for Chigi’s Tiber pavillion (’triclinium satis pulchrum, quod in litus
excurrit ac, si quando Africo mare impulsum est, fractis iam et novissimis fluctibus leviter adluitur’). A library for serious study is stressed (..), conspicuously absent in descriptions of
the Farnesina. The same goes for the baths. See also Frommel , - for the absence of direct
‘quotation’ of Pliny in the Farnesina and Ackerman , : ‘I believe that the major reason for
this rejection [i.e. the lack of concord between ancient description and Renaissance practice]
is that the irregularity, asymmetry, and dispersion of the Plinian villa [. . . ] did not conform to
the Renaissance image of ancient architecture. [T]he revival of antiquity became obligatory, but
only so long as the ancient models did not break Renaissance rules.’

Summarised by Guillemin , - n.

Plin. Ep. ..

Plin. Ep. .., with the implication that painted decoration forms a continuum with
surrounding nature; for a chamber with a painted forest and an artificial fountain, see ..-.
For the reverse effect see . (‘[looking at this villa] you could scarcely believe you were looking upon a real country, but a landscape painting’, quoted by Ackerman  , , with his
translation).

Quoted by Van Dam, .

A hedge clipped to resemble fruit-trees, ... For the last features mentioned see especially .., .. and .., respectively, and compare Statius Silv. II. . .

Martial’s epigrams are a general, and not a particular, influence on Blosio Palladio’s Suburbanum.
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siesta is quite emphatically out of the question. The whole of Rome sits on one’s
pillow. If Martial must travel to his poor spot of garden in the outskirts of
town for relative quiet (better than nothing, it is true), his addressee Sparsus,
is more felicitous. Happy he, to have rus in urbe, a suburban villa:
Tu, Sparse, nescis ista, nec potes scire,
Petilianis delicatus in regnis,
Cui plana summos despicit domus montis,
Et rus in urbe est vinitorque Romanus
Nec in Falerno colle maior autumnus,
Intraque limen latus essedo cursus,
Et in profundo somnus, et quies nullis
Offensa linguis, nec dies nisi admissus.
You, Sparsus, don’t know of our sufferings, neither could you, pampered
in Petilius’ kingdom as you are, whose house looks down on the highest
mountains, who has the country in the city, and even a Roman vine-dresser
– why, even the Falernian hills do not yield richer harvest! You, who have
in your house a spacious hippodrome for the chart, and slumber down
in the depths, and quiet unoffended by any tongue, and daylight only if
admitted!
Living regally and delicately, with independent supplies, a good view, and, most
of all, quiet: that is paradise. Juvenal concurs.  Rome is horrible, but for a
draught of vintage: one’s own, that is.  Other epigrams corroborate the picture:
[. . . ] hoc rus, seu domus vocanda est,
commendat dominus: tuam putabis,
tam non invida tamque liberalis,
tam comi patet hospitalitate.
Credas Alcinoi pios penates
Aut facti modo divitis Molorchi.[...]
[The villa’s] master praises its merits, whether it is to be called countryside
or home: you’d think it was yours, generous and hospitable as it is, opening
its doors in friendly reception; one might even think it the pious home of
Alcinous, or Molorchus who became rich overnight. 






Mart. XII. . .
Mart. XII. . -.
III. ; So does Plin. Ep. . . -.
The wine came from the premises.
Mart. IV. .  ff.
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Nature and culture must merge, and liberality and opulence are of major importance. When we compare Blosio’s suburbanum, we see that these elements
return: Alcinous is explicitly mentioned in vs. , kingly state and opulence return time and again (hardly surprising, with Chigi), as does the fusion of nature
and culture. Martial’s villa looked back at Alcinous (Odysseus’ host as king
of the Phaeacians) and Molorchus (a proverbial nouveau riche). Blosio repeats
this conceit, by describing Chigi’s villa as a miraculous recreation of antique
prototypes, where Martial’s exempla are supplemented by the descriptions of
Martial and Statius.
As to the life to be led there, this is famously summarised by Martial X. :
Vitam quae faciant beatiorem,
Iucundissime Martialis, haec sunt:
Res non parta labore, sed relicta;
Non ingratus ager, focus perennis;
Lis numquam, toga rara, mens quieta;
Vires ingenuae, salubre corpus;
Prudens simplicitas, pares amici;
Convictus facilis, sine arte mensa;
Nox non ebria, sed soluta curis;
Non tristis torus, et tamen pudicus;
Somnus, qui faciat breves tenebras:
Quod sis, esse velis nihilque malis;
Summum nec metuas diem nec optes.
Things to make life rather blissful, my sweet friend Martialis , are these:
inherited wealth, acquired without labour; land that yields freely, the
hearth always lit; no law-suits, as little need for the toga as possible, a
mind relaxed; enough bodily strength, a healthy body, frankness tempered
with discretion, well matched friends, easy relations, plain but good fare;
the night without torpor, but loosened from care; a bed virtuous but not

See in particular Suburbanum ff: ‘Quisquis et Alcinoi viridantes floribus hortos’ (reference to Alcinous; see also ); (ff) ‘O, quales epulas condi, quae caecuba condent: / Quas
epulas proment, et qualia caecuba promi? / Non tamen ad luxus tibi tanta parata voluptas / Sed
laudem factura nitet. quam prodiga virtus / Excitet, et magnos trahat in convivia reges’ (liberality
and hospitality) ; (ff) ‘Singula. nunc faciemque loci, tractusque beatos / Hortorum, et positas
operosis cultibus herbas:/ Nunc varias miror Topiaria texta per artes’ (nature and culture); (f)
‘Tot, pluresque tuo congessit villicus horto. / Sed tamen haec Natura dedit’ (nature and culture);
(ff) ‘At quod in urbanis, et pene intersitus urbi, / Inde domos, hinc Rura vides, qua plurima
Iani / Funditur, et toto passim stat vinea colle; / Hoc erat, ut semper bonus Augustine, vel ipsa /
Urbanus per Rura fores: placidusque per urbes’ (vineyards and view).

Not the author himself, but a homonymous friend.
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prudish; sleep to make night seem short; to wish to be what you are, neither more nor less, wish nor fear for the end. 
This Epicurean life is duly evoked by Blosio and Gallo.  Moreover, Martial’s
antique version of Renaissance sprezzatura is closely echoed by the biographical tradition concerning Agostino and epitomised by Fabio. Indeed, the fact
that Martial concedes first rank to res non parta labore, sed relicta, throws revealing light on what Agostino tried to suggest with the Farnesina: that his
wealth had come falling down like manna from heaven. The sequel, the free
yields of the land (associated with perpetual fire, like the Farnesina’s perpetual
spring), the idea that business is to be restricted, the healthy complexion, the
friends and social ease, the tranquil nights expressive of control over life, and
most of all the tag prudens simplicitas fit descriptions of Chigi wonderfully. 
This is not to say that Martial’s epigram was consciously imitated and projected
on Chigi (although it might have been), for there is an entire tradition of Roman leisure which stresses points like those of Martial. But it is very likely that
this tradition strongly informed the way Chigi liked to see himself, and was
consequently depicted by his clients and descendants. It is this same tradition
which we see condensed into art, architecture and anecdote in the Farnesina.
As we have seen in Martial XII, , the poor poet is presented as a foil for
the picture of Rome’s assembly of ‘kings’ in their palaces. The Roman aristocrat
not only differentiated himself publicly from the vulgus by virtuous conduct,
domi militiaeque: privately he lived like a Hellenistic king, with more than one
residence, in city and country. Complaints about the triumphant advance of
oriental luxury, idleness and effeminacy at Rome abound in the sources from
the days of the Macedonian wars. These complaints reflect an antique version of
‘Orientalism’, and lay bare a problem in the structure of the Roman competitive
aristocracy itself: to maintain the delicate social balance, no noble was allowed
to attain predominance. Therefore public display of power tended not to be
bon ton, and as a result luxury was especially paraded privately. 
Oriental kings had had their ‘paradeisoi’, enclosures inhabited by wild beasts
and overgrown with often rare flora. The Romans evoked these in their villa
culture, as decently as they could under the circumstances, which implied that


Mart. X. .
Suburbanum -; -; -; Gallo v. -. These passages are not directly based
on Martial’s epigram, but reflect ancient typology in general, for which also see below.

See for instance the description quoted above Cugnoni , , and Cugnoni , :
forma et statura corporis, quoted above.

These tensions between public and private have been well described by Zanker .
The consequences for the interpretation of Augustus’ palace on the Palatine is analysed by Paul
Meyboom, Meyboom .
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the wild beasts were only shown, on frescoes or mosaics.  This regal self-fashioning,
‘every man a king’, was diffused in lower social strata as well, as can be ascertained in Pompeii. There is an historical irony here when we turn to Agostino
Chigi: his aspirations are not so very dissimilar to those of so many of his ancient forebears in the money-trade, the equites, publicani or even freed slaves,
the last category of which is so vividly portrayed and ruthlessly unmasked in
Petronius’ Satyricon. Like them Chigi seems to have made his social claims by
flaunting a micro-cosmic kingdom which supplied his every need. 
Renaissance nobles, be it repeated, were largely unaware of the exact form
the Roman imitation and appropriation of oriental luxury had taken. But many
aspects they could glean from the sources are evidently recreated in the Farnesina: the enclosure, with garden overgrown with exotic flora, the luxury and
the exclusiveness of it all. A passage from Apuleius’ Golden Ass epitomised
these regal features. When Psyche, in the novella treating of her relations with
Amor which serves as an inset in the novel, enters the palace Amor has created
for her, it is described in the following terms:
Videt lucum proceris et vastis arboribus consitum, videt fontem vitreo
latice perlucidum; medio luci meditullio prope fontis adlapsum domus
regia est aedificata non humanis manibus sed divinis artibus. Iam scies
ab introitu primo dei cuiuspiam luculentum et amoenum videre te diversorium. Nam summa laquearia citro et ebore curiose cavata subeunt aureae columnae, parietes omnes argenteo caelamine conteguntur
bestiis et id genus pecudibus occurrentibus ob os introeuntium. Mirus
prorsum [magnae artis] homo immo semideus vel certe deus, qui magnae artis suptilitate tantum efferavit argentum. [. . . ] ut equidem illud recte videatur ad conversationem humanam magno Iovi fabricatum
caeleste palatium. [. . . ] hoc erat praecipue mirificum, quod nullo vinculo nullo claustro nullo custode totius orbis thesaurus ille muniebatur.
What she saw was a park planted with great tall trees and a spring of
crystal-clear water. In the very centre of the garden, by the outflow of the
spring, a palace had been built, not by human hands but by arts divine.
You could be sure at your first entry that you were looking at the splendid
and delightful country-house of some god. For the coffering of the ceiling
was of citron-wood and ivory artfully carved, and the columns supporting


A fine example in the peristyle of the house of M. Lucretius Fronto, Pompeii.
Ingrid Rowland (Rowland , ) sees ironic allusion to Trimalchio in Beroaldo’s introductory poem to Blosio’s Suburbanum. No direct reference to Petronius in Chigi court-poetry
has survived (which is not to say that it didn’t exist: the Satyricon had been recently discovered,
and must have been hot news).
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it were of gold; all the walls were covered in embossed silver, with wild
beasts and other animals confronting the visitor on entering. Truly it was
a wonderful man or demigod or indeed god, who with such art had given
wild life to all that silver! [. . . ] so that it would seem fair to say that great
Jove had built himself a heavenly palace to dwell among mortals. [. . . ]
what was most astonishing was that this vast treasure of the entire world
was not secured by a single lock, bolt or guard. 
The aptness of the parallel with the Farnesina, and the many echoes of the
passage in Blosio and Gallo, has led one scholar to interpret Chigi’s villa as
a recreation of Apuleius’ description, with telling consequences for Francesca
Ordeaschi’s role in it. This is certainly one of the games played with texts by
Chigi and his entourage in connection with the Loggia di Psiche. But, as we
will see illustrated in more detail below, the adoption of one passage or of one
conceit as the core of the program will not do. In fact, the situation of the palace
in a grove near a source, the nature of building materials, the presence of wild
animals (in decoration), the godlike manufacture of it all (cp. Vasari’s non murato ma nato) are more clearly imitated in the poetry of Blosio, than that they
were actually to be seen, although variations on these themes were. Still, the
emphasis in the description on nullo claustro nullo vinculo nullo custode, and
on the regal dining under the spell of music may have inspired Chigi’s villa,
but with a twist. For it seems Agostino Chigi was more interested in showing
this exclusiveness to others in his frequent receptions instead of enjoying it
privately (although he seems presented in this way by the anecdote of Giovio).
Not the embarrassment of riches which characterised many Roman models,
but the employment of riches as ‘product-image’ seems to have been the point
of the Farnesina.
Returning to Antiquity, space was of the essence, if not real, then illusory.
For space was even for the rich, in Rome as well as in Campania, a commodity extremely scarce. Hence the development of illusionistic wall painting, attempting to do away with walls and ceilings, and allowing pastoral vista’s of
domesticated nature. This nature, naturally, was to be inhabited: by flocks
and herdsmen, gathering round rural sanctuaries; but also rural deities, the
ithyphallic Priapus, hot Pan, the nymphs and living fountains. We know that
the emperor Nero took his bit of gardening seriously in hand, levelling the
spurs of the Celio, to play the king the Hellenistic way – which, in its turn,





Ap. Met. V, -, translation Kenney .
In Shearman .
For the music, see Apul. Met. ..
Especially in the  nd and rd Style.
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was a reinvention of the Oriental way, with an injection of Greek culture. His
animals were not painted, but real. So was the pastoral vista opening up before
his garden loggia, which we now call the Domus Aurea, inhabited by flocks
and nymphs, that is, live staff impersonating them.  Thus the emperor distinguished himself from his aristocratic peers, who had to be content with surrogates. His famous remark, while inaugurating the newly built Domus Aurea,
‘Good, now I can at last begin to live like a human being’, is as much a comment
on the relation between art and life, as it is on the aims of Nero’s whole project
of the Domus Aurea as a whole. The true life, for a Roman emperor, was an
artificial one, mimicing nature by art. Borders between myth and life indeed
disappeared completely in an incident in the Arena. Nero, watching a young
criminal being executed in the guise of Icarus, was bespattered by gore when
the victim’s impact came a bit to close. 
Ovid did not live to see Nero’s experiments with art and life. But he had a
premonition. In the Metamorphoses, Diana’s cave is:
arte laboratum nulla: simulaverat artem
ingenio natura suo; nam pumice vivo
et levibus tofis nativum duxerat arcum;
fons sonat a dextra tenui perlucidus unda
made without human intervention; but nature had imitated art with her
wonted creativity; for she had formed a natural arch from living lime and
light tuff; a source murmured on the right, translucent with sparkling water [. . . ]
The passage displays the unnaturalness of Roman domesticated nature and the
naturalness of Roman art, tongue in cheek as usual (for jokes with gods and
poetic dainties were not always to the taste of his superiors): if art is like nature,
why, then nature is like art! Inversions were Ovid’s favourite trick. He quoted
his description of the Minotaurus, ‘semibovemque virum semivirumque bovem’,


The palace itself stretched out to the Palatine, and could be considered a miniature city,
a thought quite agreeable to Renaissance taste teste Castiglione in his Cortegiano speaking of
Federigo da Montefeltro’s Palazzo Ducale: e d’ogni oportuna cosa sì ben lo fornì, che non un
palazzo, ma una città in forma de palazzo esser pareva (I, ). For this typology of the Domus
Aurea, see Moormann .

Suetonius Nero, . See Moormann , analysing the function of the Domus Aurea
as a project enabling the emperor to perform all duties a Roman aristocrat was supposed to
(salutation, conference, business, lunch, bathing, dining) on his own grounds.

For executions staged as mythological stories, see Coleman . Pasiphae and the bull
are mentioned, the apotheosis of Hercules, and an Orpheus unheeded by the hungry animals.

Met. III. -.

For grottoes and the like in art and life, see Lavagne .
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when asked for his own favourites among his verses, to the amusement of his
friends, who thought it the worst. This was not only baroque naughtiness.
Ovid’s inversions enabled the reader to see the one thing in the other. In this
case, nature and art merge in a way comparable to the famous drawing of
the ‘duck-rabbit’ used by Gombrich to illustrate the psychology of illusion. 
Ovid’s conceit is informed by the Hellenistic vision of domesticated nature,
made suitable to the leisured class in otium, and poeticised in pastoral.
In this virtual reality, gods could appear in many guises. The passage quoted
above is the introduction to the sudden exposure of Diana bathing in the nude
to the unsuspecting Actaeon, fatal for the transgressor, and is in this sense an
enactment of the intrusion of reality into divine presence. The episode has,
perhaps as a consequence of this aspect of its content, often been interpreted
biographically: Ovid would have seen something he was not supposed to have
seen, and was consequently banished.  Whatever the truth of this, the critical association of a passage like this with historical reality is as illustrative
of Ovid’s ‘realism’, as it is of the interplay between unreal art and all too real
human presence in the Metamorphoses. The boundaries between human and
divine could be crossed, not only in Ovid’s landscape, but also closer to real
life, in dinner-parties thrown by the emperor Augustus himself, who eventually attained apotheosis, but, according to Suetonius, took an advance on the
life to come when he dressed up as Apollo at an infamous party dedicated to
the ‘twelve gods’. Contemporary lampoons censured the erotic adventures
allegedly perpetrated on this occasion (cum primum [. . . ] sexque deos vidit
Mallia sexque deas, / impia dum Phoebi Caesar mendacia ludit, / dum nova
divorum cenat adulteria, / omnia se a terris tunc numina declinarunt,/ fugit et
auratos Iuppiter ipse thronos): the wording does not permit a precise interpretation (the ‘nova adulteria’ could be presented in art, or in poetry, or performed
by the guests). But the interplay between human and divine, even if in travesty,
is clear enough. This, it has been remarked, was the time that men, like the
emperor, became gods, while gods, like Christ, became men. 
In his gardens, too, the aristocratic Roman need not close his eye to see the
nymphs, gods and monsters of mythology. Cicero writes to his brother Quintus
about a joint architectural project of them both, chastising the insane luxury


A.A. II. ; For the anecdote, see Seneca maior Contr. II. .
Gombrich .

Ovid himself suggests this, by alluding to Actaeon in connection with his banishment
in Trist. II, -. The inference is drawn as early as Thomas Watson, The Hekatompathia or
Passionate Centurie of Love, London , ad sonnet viii, p. .

Suetonius Aug. 

Hopkins .
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of other villa’s, but, characteristically, nonetheless very satisfied with his own,
especially the garden architecture:
Topiarium laudavi. Ita omnia convestivit hedera, qua basim villae, qua
intercolumnia ambulationis, ut denique illi palliati topiariam facere videantur et hederam vendere.
I praised [i.e. to the vilicus] the garden architect. He had clothed everything in ivy, both the foundation walls, and the space between the columns
of the porticus, so that the Greek statues themselves looked like they were
gardening and parading ivy.
To a sympathetic eye, the statues live and act. How could they not, when the
game of art was all about illusion?
That in the Roman conception rus and domus seamlessly fade into each
other can be seen in the spectacular ‘Garden of Livia’ (ill. .), now in the
Palazzo Massimo alle Terme, a complete illusion of domesticated nature surrounding of the triclinium. To heighten the illusion, even the upper frame of
the virtual grotto is painted as a tiny dark border.  Armed with their fantasia,
the diners could do the rest themselves, and hear the painted birds sing, the
leaves rustle under Zephyr’s soft touch.
Besides natural phenomena, vast sculptural groups were allowed to interplay with patrons or visitors. Already in the Classical period, a sculptured
group of the Niobids was placed in a landscape. In the Hellenistic period,
Rhodes became famous for landscape architecture, in consonance with the
‘mimetic’ mode of much of Hellenistic poetry: like some of Callimachus’ Hymns
or Theocritus’ Idylls, sculpture too was supposed to ‘happen for real’.  Rhodian sculptural ensembles, together with their poetics of interaction, were appropriated by the Romans, moved to Italy and integrated in Roman poetry. 
Mythological precedents gave meaning to political reality. In Rhodes, mythical Scylla was rationalized as an historical pirate-ship, vanquished by the Rhodians like Odysseus had vanquished Scylla, and was seen doing so in the sculpture. The Nike of Samothrace appeared as an epiphany from the water, protecting her people, ever present. The Romans understood this language perfectly.


Ad Quint. Fr. III. ( Shackleton Bailey), , in marked contrast with the a philosophical
condemnation of villa luxury in Leg. .: magnificas villas et pavimenta marmorea et laqueata
tecta contemno.

It is a typical irony that the ceiling of the triclinium was a common cassette-with-stucco,
which would interfere with a complete illusion of a grotto when consistency would be aimed at.
But, as can be seen in the employment of perspective also, consistency was not a Roman virtue
in art.

Famous instances are Call. Hymn. ; ; Theocr. ; .

Andreae , -.
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Marc Antony, entering Ephesus in , paraded as Dionysus, accompanied by
satyrs and Pans, and hailed with cult-titles, while his paramour posed as Venus
at Tarsos, surrounded by Cupids, Nereids and Graces.  The emperor Tiberius
sullenly dined in sight of his reputed forefather’s Odysseus’ heroic exploits in
Sperlonga, impersonated by Rhodian sculpture.
Art and myth, in short, interacted freely with life. This interaction, as much
as aesthetic quality, had in Hellenistic times become its raison d’être. Small
wonder indeed, when in Greek religion from the beginning, every stream or
tree harboured a nymph, or rather was that nymph. Feelings of proximity to
the divine had been stock and barrel in the Greek conception of nature from
the earliest times. When Achilles in Iliad A discovers to his surprise that he
hesitates to kill insolent Agamemnon, it must, he thinks, be wise Athena pulling
his locks and checking impulse. Psychic intervention, as E.R. Dodds termed the
phenomenon, makes for a quiet conscience.  When Sappho hears a rustling
flight of strouthoi, she knows Aphrodite has come to her aid, and is present with
comfort, albeit cynical. The stories of Daphne and Echo, famous by Ovid’s
treatment, reflect and explain this presence of the divine in visible and audible
reality. Thus not only politics, but personal life as well could be structured by
myth.
In a sense therefore, the pastoral landscape of Ovid’s Metamorphoses is but
the back-drop of mythology turned to art. Ovidian nature is filled with rocks
and trees that had lived: in the Metamorphoses, this nature is almost treated as
an ‘explanation’ of culture, that is, an explanation of the stories of myth. This
is, on a deeper level, the conceit that informs his description of Diana’s cave.
Likewise, the sculptures in Hellenistic or Roman gardens could be seen as a living enactment of myth. Such an interpretation, for one thing, is corroborated
by the ubiquitous criterion of lifelikeness applied to art, and the immense popularity of ekphrastic epigrams which explain the conceit. In fact, Ovid’s epic
artfully ‘realises’ this attitude towards art, and thus becomes, in a sense, a portrait of the pastoral villa-life of the early Empire, surrounded by domesticated
nature, sculpture and poetry. On the other hand, of course, it is also a subversive critique of this life, because it stresses eros and intemperance as the driving
powers of civilisation, a neat and characteristic paradox.  But the underlying

Plutarch, Ant.  and , with the notes of Pelling . Antony’s Dionysian profile was
deliberately opposed to Augustus’ Apollonian one.

Dodds , ff.

Sappho, frg.  (Page).

Ovid ironically showed what the thing these rich Romans were enjoying really was.
Ovid’s perverse logic (the term is Daan den Hengst’s) thus ridiculed silly Romans who did not
‘think through’ their mythology, by radicalising this process of ‘thinking through’.
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attitude which Ovid ironised, and this is our point, was that engaging with
natural art and artful nature, meant partaking of the mythological world. And
this implied, something even more important, that sculpture and poetry (like
nature) being conceived of as being alive, made this world not only a historical
one, set in a distant past, but a living present also. This is, once more, a fundamental ambiguity ever-present in the classical mind when preoccupied with
art.
There is one more such ambiguity, important for our purposes. To be sure,
both the development of art theory and aesthetics, begun with the sophists and
continued by Plato and Aristotle, and the diffusion of mimetic poetics and its
exportation from its Hellenistic birth-ground to Rome, entailed a change in
attitude. Looking for famous works, and competing in the robbing of them,
helped to develop a taste for the old masters.  This was a matter especially
pressing for the practical Romans. Who had whom in his garden or porticus?
How wonderful indeed for a conscript father to have a vintage Praxiteles, but
also how wondrously strange! The philosophic minds of Seneca and Cicero
objected to effeminate collecting: nothing to do with Roman virtue.  But
here philosophy and being a Roman were, for once, compatible: excudent alii
spirantia mollius aera. The Romans had jobs to do. In otium however, matters
stood differently, and there, criticism on grounds of lack of Romanità proved
to no avail. Apart from taste, the veneer of Greek culture and the pleasure of
disguised eroticism, there was money in it too, of course. The senators were not
to be restrained. In their palaces, a dual art world came into being, presenting a
double image, like an anamorphosis: both the natural illusion of the works and
their subject matter and typology triggered Roman fantasy picturing itself as
rex and Graec(ul)us , normally two abominable words. But on the other hand,
it was only art, only a collection of superb, but old and gone masters. No one
need worry when it came to virtuous deeds.
This ambiguity, the illusion of ‘reality’ existing side by side with the realisation that this was only art, made by men, consisting of marble, is essential for
the Romans. They wanted to have their cake and eat it. So they did.


The most vivid literary illustration for the Roman vogue for ‘art’ is found in Cicero’s
Verrine orations.

Sen. Ep. ad Luc. .  (see also  and .), and Cic. in Verr. ..; . - (apologising
for his knowledge of the names of Greek artists by saying it was necessary for his brief); c.f.
also the letter quoted above. See Balsdon , , defining Roman attitudes toward art as ‘the
Roman bull in the Greek China shop’.

Verg. Aen. ..
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.. Statius’ Poetics of Ekphrasis
After the evidence for villa life and aspirations from Ovid, Cicero and others, we come to the poetic descriptions, subsumed under the name of ekphrasis. Descriptive, however, is a deceptive epithet in this case both in Antiquity
and the Renaissance, as has convincingly been shown.  In ekphrastic poems
much more is achieved than mere description. In the first place both things
that are there and things that are not there are described, and there is thus no
clear caesura between reality, art and fantasy. Moreover, apart from description, other factors are of equal or even greater importance to ekphrastic poetry,
such as the act of the interpretation of what is seen, typological reference to a
larger whole, and interaction with the viewer.
The ekphrastic poetics of illusion which we have encountered in chapter
one, is taken an important step further by Statius, living in the second half of
the first century CE. Two of his Silvae (mixed pieces, with the variety of matter, Greek hyle, but with a unity equalling that of a forest), are ekphraseis of
splendid villas. In these poems Statius elaborates and improves upon Ovid’s
dallying with nature and culture. As in Ovid, the predominating tension
in Statius’ poetry is between art and life. To gain a specific understanding of
the (ekphrastic) tour of the Farnesina we will undertake in the next sections,
we must first consider some specific aspects of the Silvae, poems that were of
pre-eminent importance for both the description of Chigi’s villa, and its contemporary perception. In conclusion we will attempt to extract from them a
poetics of ekphrasis that is seminal to our subject.
A modern reader may be somewhat surprised by the importance of Statius’
Silvae in the ‘reading’ of the Farnesina. As it is, Statius was considered a canonic
author all through the Middle Ages, well known and admired in a way quite
contrary to modern oblivion. Already in Dante the reading of Statius is rendered through the focus of allegory, as a very personal engagement. Dante,
who had only the Thebaid and Achilleid to go on, confers on Statius from the
st canto of the Purgatorio onwards the unprecedented honour for a pagan


The literature is enormous, especially recently. See e.g. Goldhill , Fowler ,
Fowler , Putnam .

Stat. Silv. I,  and II, ; for the genre and the name, see Van Dam, . As recently as
, the great Ackerman, reviewing ‘The Influence of Antiquity on Italian Renaissance Villas’
(in Ackerman , -) does not so much as mention this evidence.

The major influence of Ovid on Statius has been noted by Van Dam, ‘Stellingen’, .

For the major influence of Statius on Blosio, see the introduction of Quinlan-McGrath,
Quinlan-McGrath , and Dewar .

Albrecht  II, . Statius’ critical fortune’s tide, however, is changing: Hardie ,
Van Dam, Nauta , and others.
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poet to make his way through Purgatory: after  years of painful purgation for extravagance, he is to proceed to further adjustments, before being
deemed worthy of Paradise. But the fact that this last is indeed the case is
significant. Following an obscure tradition, Dante presents Statius as having
become a Christian by reading Virgil’s Fourth Eclogue. 
It is, I think, especially the combination of allegorical allusiveness tending to universal symbolism with his tactile mode of description, that caused
the celebrity of Statius from Dante onwards – precisely the qualities, by the
way, which have caused the negative reception of the poet by modernity. The
moving episode from the Purgatorio illustrates this. Statius is telling Dante
of his veneration for Virgil without knowing that the shade of the Mantuan
poet is standing close by, and Dante answers with a (quite uncharacteristic)
smile, which eventually discloses the truth to Statius (something Virgil would
rather have avoided). This extremely vivid scene (even by the standards of
Dante) enacts the personal impact the reading of Statius had on Dante,  as
a fellow-admirer of Virgil, but also as a poet who can - like Dante himself in
his evocation of the metaphysical world of Hell, Purgatory and Paradise - conjure up strange, unheard-of images, a poet who can show to the eye the unseen.
Statius does not provide mere outlines, as most writers do, but can provide the
colouring as well, giving the picture in words: telling the story of his conversion, in Purgatorio xxii, - to Virgil, Statius says:
Per te poeta fui, per te cristiano:
ma perché veggi mei ció ch’io disegno,
a colorare stenderó la mano.
Through you I became poet, and a Christian. But that you may better see my
outline, I will set my hand to colour it.
The choice of metaphor is telling: reading or hearing Statius, makes one see
a coloured picture. This was, for Dante, already the case reading the Thebaid
and Achilleid. The extensive use of the Silvae by Chigi and his entourage, however, was a relatively new development: it had ceased to be mainstream reading already in Carolingian times, and the MS was only rediscovered by Poggio
Bracciolini during his rovings around Constance, where he attended the Council in -. This rediscovery contained an offer the humanists couldn’t refuse,


This tradition is based on a prosopographical confusion with another Statius; it was
strengthened by the poet Statius’ explicit reverence for Virgil (e.g. in Silv. IV..-): since
Virgil from late Antiquity onwards was deemed Christianus ante Christum, the admiring Statius
could not be excluded. For Virgil’s Christian reputation see Comparetti  I, cap. (esp.n)
and Kallendorf .

An experience apparently shared by Joseph Brodsky, see Brouwer  I, -.
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in the ekphrastic allegories of royal senatorial life. It is thus hardly surprising
that Poliziano in his inaugural lecture of  proposed to dust off Statius, and
indeed welcome him to the canon in highly complimentary terms. 
A number of features of the collection of poems as a whole made them
especially interesting in our period for court-poets like Blosio, apart from the
obvious commodity and splendid opportunity offered by the description of the
way a villa looked in Antiquity.
In the first place, the sort of patronage that is exemplified by them: Statius
does not, as Augustan poets like Horace, draw on one, exclusive, source of patronage, but turns to a wider audience of flowering literary coteries (a flowering
which marked the withdrawal of the aristocracy from actual politics, the exclusive domain of the emperor and his staff), where he gave acte de présence as
amicus rather than cliens. Statius’ example thus suited Renaissance poets like
Blosio, who would be guest at more than one table. Furthermore, the fiction
consistently employed in the Silvae, that the pieces were written at short notice and almost improvised as prolusiones, or mere trifles (a fiction because the
poems were, after more or less ex tempore conception and recitation, in fact
diligently polished before eventual publication), was well adapted to the Renaissance situation, where poets likewise were supposed to produce occasional
poetry, no doubt at short notice, and recite it as part of festive proceedings. 
Also, the overtly encomiastic nature of the Silvae, as we shall see, suited the
position of both poets and patrons in the Renaissance better than the Augustan fiction (for that it was) of autonomy.  Lastly, on another level and perhaps
most importantly, there is Statius’ predilection for Schwebesituationen: things


[Poliziano doubts if] ‘posse aliquid in tanta Latinorum supelectile inveniri, quod his
libellis vel argumenti pondere, vel mole ipsa rerum, vel orationis perpetuitate facile antecellat.
Ita illud meo quasi iure posse videor obtinere, eiusmodi esse hos libellos, quibus vel granditate heroica, vel argumentorum multiplicitate, vel dicendi vario artificio, vel locorum, fabularum, historiarum, consuetudinumque notitia, vel doctrina adeo quadam remota, litterisque
abstrusioribus, nihil ex omni Latinorum poetarum copia antetuleris.[. . . ] elocutionis autem
ornamenta atque lumina tot tantaque exposuit: ita sententiis popularis, verbis nitidus, figuris
iucundus, translationibus magnificus, ut omnia illi facta compositaque ad pompam, omnia ad
celebritatem comparata videantur: tantumque abfuit, quominus tam multiplici materiae omnibus locis suffecerit, ut eam quoque quasi Phidias aliquis, aut Apelles insigni operas artificio
superaverit’ ( Politianus , Oratio super Fabio Quintiliano et Statii Sylvis, -), with notable
reference to painting. See for this lecture also Godman , -.

See Nauta  -, Van Dam, .

Van Dam, . The Suburbanum follows suit, declaring ‘Effudi igitur subito calore
hanc sylvam’ in his introductory letter.

It must be conceded that inferences of this kind run the risk of petitio principii: are these
similarities the cause of the imitation of Statius by a poet like Blosio, or is the imitation the cause
of these, thus apparent, similarities?
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are often described by Statius as identical or similar and at the same time not
identical or dissimilar, or as being two things at the same time.  Statius’ poetry’s capacity of description in these terms was exactly what Renaissance humanists needed when trying to fuse two things so substantially different from
each other as Antiquity and Christian present, for as Erasmus had remarked
‘tempora rebus non congruunt’. Statius’ technique could make them.
In this respect, Statius’ title is indeed instructive. The woodland grove this
collection of shortish poems purports to be is studded with epiphanies, like
the groves of his patrons. The poems permit the reader to experience these
epiphanies, and at the same time are identical with them, as the epiphanies do
not exist outside the poetry. Fusion of nature, architecture and art operates
here on a literary level: it is poetry that can best produce images of mythology
integrated in a physical dwelling. The judgement of the ancients in the paragone
seems to have been decidedly in favour of the merits of poetry: not only was
it more durable, less susceptible to the ravages of time.  It could also perform its function of allusion more complexly: direct the mind’s eye to stranger,
never-seen sights. The continuous stream of learned allusion in Statius’ poetry takes the reader on a trip all over the world, through all of history. In the
process, this world and this (pre)history is appropriated for the patron, as befits
one of the ruling class of empire. Thus a universal pretension takes shape in the
poems, a process that returns not only in Chigi’s villa, but also, for example, in
Raphael’s Stanze for Julius.
The formal frame of both villa ekphraseis, I,  and II,, is a profession of
thanks for hospitality enjoyed. This aspect explains the exuberant praise of
the patrons, de rigueur to ancient ears, though somewhat stale to modern ones.
But it also explains the character of the description as expressive of the virtue,
liberality and power of the patron. The villas and their world are, in short, a
microcosmos in which their patron is like a god.
Statius’ literary strategy is rhetorical, in that he follows topoi of ekphrastic
description: starting with exterior and moving inwards, to round off with
praise and the wish for Nestorial age for their respective patrons. Our guide


The apt term from Van Dam, , where the example is adduced of the reflection of a
thing in water (an unstable substance in itself) being there and at the same time not being there.

Hardie , , notes the difficulty of the plural (silvae), which makes the connection
with the technical use of hyle unlikely. The reference must be to ‘variety in unity’.

Horace’s exegi monumentum aere perennius. Inghirami, in his commentary on the AP,
concurred, as we have seen.

The fact that the poems were written for ‘real’ occasions (cf. ‘longum memoranda dies’
of ..) should not seduce us to close our eyes for their imaginary character, as seems to be the
case with Hardie , .

As a matter of course, for Statius had, as Van Dam, , remarks, been at school.
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Statius shows us what is to be seen, but in showing, interprets the character of
the owner and the world he has created. The poet thus performs two functions
elemental to ancient poetry of this nature: firstly to show by means of words,
and secondly to praise and eternalize by words.
Of paramount importance for his enterprise is to let the miracle happen,
to show in words something that is not there. Therefore the first word of the
first ekphrastic poem is cernere (I, , ). But what we see first, is more a psychological than a physical state. For Horatian overtones immediately establish the
atmosphere of the vita beata of the epicure, secluded from the worries of active
life:
Cernere facundi Tibur glaciale Vopisci
Si quis et inserto geminos Aniene penates
Aut potuit sociae commercia noscere ripae
certantesque sibi dominum defendere villas
Illum nec calido latravit Sirius astro
Nec gravis aspexit Nemeae frondentis alumnus;
To see the cool Tiburtine villa of eloquent Vopiscus, the two abodes separated by the Anio, if one only could, to get to know the friendly intercourse
of the river banks, the villas which rival to protect their master! At such
a one the burning dog-star did not bark, nor nurseling of shady Nemea
frown.
Sirius the dog-star, metonymy for the mid-summer heat, may be seen to stand
for all calamities that flesh is heir to, as does the Nemean lion, constellated
when defeated by Hercules. We have entered learned, or at least allusive poetry, which yields but the message that Temperance reigns here.  A literal
reading would limit this to the climate. But Statius is never literal. Eloquent
Vopiscus is echoed in the friendly intercourse of the riverbanks. Conversely,
the climate of the villa may be seen as an echo of the spiritual climate of its
master. We encounter here the classical variant of the ‘pathetic fallacy’, that
The precepts known to us from Late Antiquity, e.g. Aphtonius and Hermogenes, formalise
time-honoured poetic and rhetorical practice.

For this aspect in ., see Nisbet . See also, for instance, Hor. Sat. . . -: Horace
amidst the troubles of city life, wishing himself epicurean calm in the country), and Hor. Ep. .
.

Stat. Silv. .. -

According to Van Dam, , Statius’ learning was considerable, but not abnormal.

Echoed in Silv. . . f.: ‘hic praeceps minus audet hiems, nulloque tumultu/ stagna
modesta iacent dominique imitantia mores’.
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is ‘the practice of attributing feeling (pathos) to inanimate nature’.  In this
variant, nature is presented as expressive of its viewer, or occupant. Thus the
showing of Vopiscus’ villa which the poem performs, is also an interpretation
of the villa and its owner. The leisurely life and temperate climate it hosts,
are implicitly presented as moral qualities of the patron.
Noticeable in this context is the emphatic mentioning of two abodes, separated by the cool river. Once more nature and culture embrace, for the river
is in the house, as it were. And it is as peaceful as its master: no need for Leander
to swim to his Hero across the Hellespont and drown.  This idea may have
been present when Chigi chose the plot for the Farnesina: it would, a willing
suspension of disbelief granted, ‘connect’ his offices on the Banchi Nuovi with
his villa on the other side of the Tiber.  Such ambitions were, however, only
dreams not yet to be realised by Agostino, if only because he would have had to
expropriate the banker’s quarters and appropriate a part of Rome too large even
for his ambitions – but, Chigi may have thought, there is always one’s progeny,
who might come further.
To return to Statius, the river flowing between Vopiscus’ villas is thus, as a


Ruskin’s tag in the definition of Jenkyns , , who discusses the phenomenon at
length (-). Ruskin erroneously (consider for example commercia sociae ripae and the following certantes, said of the villas), considered this fallacy peculiar to Romanticism, because he
did not understand the classical habit of ‘double vision’ (that is, to see a ‘duck-rabbit’, i.e. water
and nymph at the same time), and saw either water or nymph. In fact scenes like Iliad .-
and .- do ascribe ‘emotions’ to nature, although caused by divine presence, and thus, like
in Statius, make nature expressive of its occupant.

As any film-maker would immediately agree: to show is always to interpret.

Further elaborated in -.

Stat. Silv. . . -.

That idea certainly was present when, later, the Farnese decided to do the same and
connect their urban palazzo by a bridge to their domain across the Tiber and the newly purchased Farnesina. If indeed Chigi already harboured such ambitions, the notion that the Farnesina was conceived as ‘Wohnsitz’ from the outset (implied by Frommel , , and Rowland
, -), and the offices on the Banchi were consequently abandoned, is not quite accurate.
Most probably, to my mind, as the project took shape, it became more and more central to its
owner, which eventually led to oblivion of the original offices. For two villas divided by water,
see also Sidonius Apollinaris Ep. . . The situation of the Tiber, which is quite calm passing
the Farnesina, but shortly afterwards quickens its pace by the Isola Tiberina, also is remarkably
compatible with the situation described by Statius in vss.-. Furthermore, other evidence,
admittedly collected later, points to the aim of connecting both banks in one ‘project’ already
in Antiquity: Beyen , , thinks Agrippa (like Agrippina) wanted to connect city-gardens
or belongings with the Trastevere bank-gardens (see also Beyen , : [‘la proprieté dans la
me région était] une continuation et fond naturelle de ses terrains au Champ de Mars’): he
even built a bridge to that purpose.

For a parallel for such dreams of a ‘city within the city’ (the idea itself is as old as Nero’s
Domus Aurea) in the Renaissance, compare the ambitions of the Mattei, which were also realised
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natural phenomenon, fully integrated in the architecture, and its natural water
is paralleled by the cultural waters of the baths. This situation is echoed and reflected by a tree that grows in the middle of the architecture.  Both symbolize
the fusion of nature with culture, while this fusion in its turn symbolizes the
natural life of the owner, the epicure who knows how to enjoy nature, ruminating on a philosophical picnic like the one evocated by Lucretius, instead of
having to fear or hate it, like those poorer of means and simpler of soul would
be forced to do.
The philosophical pleasure of (staying in) Vopiscus’ villa is immediately
elaborated by Statius’ allegorisation of hedone, the epicurean supreme good:
Ipsa manu tenera tecum scripsisse Voluptas [. . . ]
Tunc Venus Idaliis unxit fastigia sucis
Permulsitque comis blandumque reliquit honorem
Sedibus et volucres vetuit discedere natos.
Pleasure herself [must have] devised the plan with you with tender hand;
[...] then Venus anointed the rooftops with balm from Ida, stroked them
with her locks and so left the honour of her charm in the place, even forbade her winged sons ever to depart. 
Well-tempered as it is, Voluptas designed the plan, Venus gave it her Grace,
and made Loves stay there for ever. We may presume that not only the charms
of the place itself are meant, but also the erotic poetry and practice of the wise
man, Vopiscus’ Pierios dies et habentes carmina somnos, his days devoted to the
Muses, and his sound sleep which provides inspiration for song.  The patron
can afford to dally with pleasure because he is invulnerable for the excess of
passion. More importantly, the Venus evocated by Statius, especially in view
of the overt allusions to Epicurean philosophy in the whole poem, must be the
Venus of Lucretius’ proem, the Venus of Nature.
Statius’ conceit of the allegorical consecration of a charming abode by Voluptas, Venus and Amor has determined especially the poem of Egidio Gallo: the
Vera libellus is in fact the narrative of the advent of the goddess of love, culminating in a similar consecration, of which the perpetual spring that will reign in
(be it on smaller scale) in the course of two centuries, enlarging their stronghold close to (what
is now) the Largo Argentina to a whole block.

Stat. Silv. .. -: ‘quid te, quae mediis servata penatibus arbor /tecta per et postes
liquidas emergis in auras,/ quo non sub domino saevas passura bipennes? / et nunc ignoro
forsan vel lubrica Nais / vel non abruptos tibi demet Hamadryas annos’.

Lucretius, when contemplating the dangers of active life in DRN . -.

Stat. Silv. . . -. There must be a (small) lacuna, see Vollmer , ad loc.

Stat. Silv. . . . Compare the erotic poetry by the Epicurean Philodemus.
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the villa is the collateral. However, the Epicurean context of the above quoted
source of the conceit shows that Venus’ blessing was no short-hand for unrestrained eroticism. Following Statius, Gallo refers to Venus genetrix, the Roman
goddess who stood for the generative force of nature.
One thing, at the outset, is certain: Statius’ poetry is neither descriptive nor
realistic. It is, once more, typological, ekphrastic and inter-active. In this connection it is interesting to see how Statius describes the poetic process itself. In
Silvae II, , - he presents the Muse Calliope as prophesying to his colleague
Lucanus that he will create a great Latin poem. As propaedeusis, however, Lucan will first versify Trojan subject matter, then the story of Orpheus:
Ac primum teneris adhuc in annis
Ludes Hectora Thessalosque currus
Et supplex Priami potentis aurum
Et sedes reserabis inferorum
But first, still green in years, you will play with Hector and the Thessalian
chariot and the imploring riches of mighty Priam, and you will unlatch
the regions of the Underworld.
To play with the subject of Hector is presented as to play with Hector, to versify the katabasis of Orpheus is presented as to unlatch the regions of the Underworld. Thus the act of versifying is equated with, first, the power of the
gods directing the fate of humans (Hector),  and then, even more abstractly,
with the experience undergone by the subject of the poem itself (Orpheus). 
The concetto is similar to that of Virgil who, in the sixth Eclogue, describes the
singing Silenus as:
Tum Phaethontiadas musco circumdat amarae
corticis
Then [Silenus] encompasses the daughters of Phaethon with moss of bitter
bark.


See for parallel usage Van Dam, , with the earliest Greek example in Mosch.
epit. Bion. .

At the same time, ludere refers to any production of (informal) poetry. But there is here,
I think, also an allusion to the  nd book of the Iliad, where the gods do indeed play with Hector
(the conceit of a spectacle is reinforced by the crucial simile of -).

The same procedure in Achilleis -, where the poet ‘brings forth’ Achilles by Ulysses’
trumpet from his hiding-place in Scyros, and so forth.

Ecl. , -
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The context shows that Virgil’s formulation is partly due to the avoidance of
the monotony of canit. . . canit (i.e. Silenus).  All the same, passages like these
suggest that poetry, or art in general, makes things ‘happen’: the poet may put
things, and characters, in motion in his art. The reverse process, so to say,
is when you look at nature and deduce from its form or character the divine
presence immanent in it. In this connection it is worth while to look at one
more Vergilian passage, the description of the first landfall in the Aeneid, at I.
ff:
Hinc atque hinc vastae rupes geminique minantur
in caelum scopuli, quorum sub vertice late
aequora tuta silent; tum silvis scaena coruscis
desuper horrentique atrum nemus imminet umbra.
Fronte sub adversa scopulis pendentibus antrum,
intus aquae dulces vivoque sedilia saxo,
nympharum domus:
On both sides vast crags and twin cliffs loom upward towards the sky,
under the heights of which broadly the hushed waters lie safe; then, way
up, a backdrop out of quivering woods, and a dark forest threatening with
rippled shade. Under the brow of the cliff facing them was a cave with
pendentives; within sweet waters and seats from living rock, the home of
nymphs.
The animation of nature, stressed by words like minantur, silent, horrenti, 
is brought to a climax, through vivo, which combines ‘not a human artefact
but originated by the mysterious powers of nature’ with the adumbration of a
divine, living presence which makes the rock seem alive, to the concluding
nympharum domus. The wonder felt by Aeneas and his companions at the
arrival in a strange land, fraught with mystery, is certainly the cause of this
colouring. The idea that divinity may lurk behind every bush may be said,


For the figure see Lieberg , and Guépin . It may have been influenced by the
Greek, e.g. Plato Symp. b-c. In the same Eclogue parallels can be found, not only -,
‘quibus ille solebat / cantando rigidas deducere montibus ornos’, where Linus’ magical powers
are interwoven with the magic of poetry making things really happen, but also -, ‘Tum vero
in numerum Faunosque ferasque videres / ludere, tum rigidas motare cacumina quercus’, where
the incipit of the song of Silenus immediately creates miracles. These miracles are topical since
Theocritus . Cf. also in Ecl. . -, ‘tum durare solum et discludere Nerea ponto / coeperit’
(i.e.mundi orbis), relevant in this connection, the natural process of creation being presented as
‘active’.

Horrenti primarily points to the fact that the shadowed wood consists of leaves the multitude of which looks like the multitude of ears in a corn-field. But the idea of shuddering is
present also.
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psychologically, to enact the apprehensions of the Trojans, which as yet are
not concretely filled in. But on a more literal level, it announces the type of
word-play which will be adopted by Ovid and Statius: the nymphs are implicit
in the locus amoenus, and one needs but a receptive mind (let us call it fantasia)
to actually feel their presence.
In Statius these metonymical devices gain extra point, because, contrary to
the mythical world depicted by Virgil (the pastoral scene of Silenus surprised
by the two satyrs and the nymph or the set-up at the coast of Carthage), the
world of Statius’ ekphraseis is ‘real’, and the literary complement to this reality
mythologises this reality. This development runs parallel to, is indeed a reflection of the shift in the cultural life of the Roman aristocracy that took place
from the establishment of the principate onwards, towards a life of culture as
opposed to the vita activa and politica of the Republic: mythology became a
safer pursuit than traditional occupations like history, and reality had to be
dressed up to make it sufficiently prestigious for a class which had to all practical purpose become leisured to the full.  This had its consequences for the
nature of art. ‘Nobody knows his own home better than I the grove of Mars
and the grotto of Vulcan’, Juvenal complains in his programmatic first satire,
chiding the ubiquitous artificiality of mythological art. 
We duly encounter this fusion of mythology and reality, culture and nature
in Silvae I.. This theme is announced almost immediately in ., when as a
preface to the triumphant interventions in the architecture of the villa by the
patron, the virtues of the raw material are extolled:
[. . . ] quae forma beatis
ante manus artemque locis! Non largius usquam
indulsit natura sibi.
What blissful beauty has the place, before hands and art elaborated it!
Nowhere nature had a better time creating! 


One might say that Virgil, in the Bucolics, lets reality intrude in myth, where Statius, in
the Silvae, lets myth intrude in reality. See also Lieberg , concluding that this usage contains
an implicit poetics of divine creation by the poet. For another view, that poeta creator is an
invention of the (Christian) Renaissance see Tigerstedt .

Zanker , -.

Iuv. , -.

..-; the theme is taken up in Statius’ second villa-ekphrasis in Silvae, .. -: ‘his
favit natura locis, hic victa colenti/ cessit et ignotos docilis mansuevit in usus./ mons erat hic,
ubi plana vides etc.’, where the emphasis is on the villa’s owner, Pollius, as civiliser, evinced by
the comparison of Pollius to Amphion, Orpheus and Arion (-). Both Vopiscus and Pollius
apparently were poets, and Statius thus presents their activities as owners on a par with the
capacity of the poet to mysteriously animate nature: likewise the owner gives shape to the natural
surroundings of the villa.
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Now, as noted above, this nature could be presented as ‘animated’: the river
was a god, the stream or tree a nymph. The sceptic will be tempted to dismiss
as mere figure of speech the addressing of natural phenomena by their mythological names and attributes. Thus Statius is considered baroque and artificial
by as perceptive a commentator as Gordon Williams, when he uses Nympha
for lympha, water:
Quaque vaporiferis iunctus fornacibus amnis
Ridet anhelantes vicino flumine Nymphas.
And where the stream beside the steaming ovens smiles at the nymphs,
who pant even on the bed of a river so near. 
The nymphs, that is, the water used for the caldarium, are hot: why don’t they
jump in me?, said the cool river, smiling at their plight. Is this mere mannerism? Williams’ criticism is instructive: the fact that the conceit is ‘unrealistic’
(or rather: that he cannot see the nymph in the water) makes him denounce
the usage as ‘abstract’, where in fact it is the contrary: a very concrete ‘realisation’ of metonymy. To see the nymphs in nature as actually present demands
a mind susceptible to fantasy - we hesitate to call it delirium, as was said of
John Ruskin in the later  th century. Ruskin maintained that he had meant
literally what he had said on the landscape in Monsal Dale, Derbyshire (to his
revulsion polluted by a railway-line): ‘There was a rocky valley between Buxton
and Bakewell, once upon a time [i.e. before the railway], divine as the vale of
Tempe; you might have seen the gods there morning and evening – Apollo and
all the sweet Muses of Light, walking in fair procession on the lawns of it.’ 
Ruskin’s emphatic claims that he meant what he said show that such beliefs
were controversial, if not considered the ravings of a lunatic (Ruskin did indeed
behave rather peculiarly in his later years). But the case of Ruskin illustrates the
problem with the interpretation and evaluation of Statius: is it all play, this talk
of nymphs, or are they (presented as being) really there?

Williams , : ‘Abstraction reaches a climax’, on the same feature in Prop. , ,
. The use of terms like ‘mannerism’ for Statius is discussed, and damned, by Van Dam, .

..-. So too , ‘emissas per cuncta cubilia Nymphas’.

Fors Clavigera , quoted by Jenkyns , - (his whole analysis of Ruskin’s positions
towards the Greek gods, pp - is of interest for our discussion). The statement of the reality of
the vision is in the last chapter of Praeterita iii, ; See also Modern Painters, III..: ‘permitting
[imagination] to possess living companionship [. . . ] and to create for itself fairies in the grass
and naiads in the wave’. Ruskin aspired to reinvest nature with its pristine glories and divine
presences, because in his view the Victorian age had repressed all naturalness. The irony is that
the most cultured of Latin poets, Statius, who by the way celebrates culture’s triumph on nature
in Pollius’ villa, does exactly the same thing.
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Ruskin thought the High Renaissance (like many of his contemporaries)
a period of revolting artificiality, and no doubt he judged Statius in the same
terms. And yet, what Renaissance readers saw in passages like the above quoted
from the Silvae is exactly what the wild surmise of the Victorian critic discerned
in Monsal, Derbyshire. When Blosio and Gallo describe the riverside loggia,
with its mysterious lighting effects, they turn to conceits quite similar to those
of their model, and let nymphs and goddesses appear freely.  Like the Roman
poet, they could see the nymph in the water, could, in fact, see both at the
same time. The crucial difference, on the other hand, between our Renaissance
poets and Ruskin was that this capacity was rather an achievement of culture
to the highest degree than a Romantic return to nature, which was what Ruskin
aspired to - an interesting irony of cultural history. What is important here is
that these conceits were realised by art in the villa, and that this art functioned,
similar to the art in Statius’ villas, on two levels: both as collector’s items, and
as illusion which showed the epiphanies evinced in poetry.
When not as mannerist abstraction, Statius’ conceits have often been seen
as simply allegorical – which to modern critics is often a derogatory term. C.S.
Lewis took Statius as his base for the development of Medieval allegory, and
rightly pointed at the development in Statius of (once more abstract) personifications, as opposed to Gods who have epic life and biography.  It is the surreal, abstract and recherché nature of the use of these personifications that has
led many modern critics to disdain, perhaps also under the towering influence
of the naturalistic novel, which in literary circles is still seen as the paradigm of
high art. A literal allegory usually is extraordinary dull. But this is not what
Statius does, and neither did Renaissance readers considered him doing so. A
few more passages from the Silvae may serve to illustrate this. In the second
villa ekphrasis from the Silvae the same conceit appears as in the above quoted
passage from . . Describing the baths, Statius personifies their waters:
[. . . ] gemina testudine fumant
balnea et e terris occurrit dulcis amaro
Nympha mari. levis hic Phorci chorus udaque crines
Cymodoce viridisque cupit Galatea lavari.
From their twin domes the baths emit fumes, and from land a sweet


Cf. for instance Suburbanum, -, and Gallo V. -, both on the river-side Log-



Lewis , ff, analysing passages from the Thebaid.
Fowler , ; .

gia.
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Nymph runs to the bitter sea; here the light-footed choir of Phorcus, Cymodoce, the nymph of dripping hair and sea-green Galatea desire to bathe. 
One bath is supplied with sweet water, the other with seawater, and the conceit
is that these baths are such an improvement on ‘natural’ baths, that sea-nymphs
now desire to leave their habitat and bathe here.  Roman culture triumphs
over nature, but art triumphs as well. For the addition of the chorus of the old
sea god Phorcus, and the nymphs Cymodoce and Galatea may very well be due
to the decoration of the baths, which would naturally portray such iconography, and fulfil the desires of the nymphs by representing them there.  Thus a
literary concetto is subtly interwoven with the visual representation of art.
Not all epiphanies are easily to be seen. Sometimes one can but assume
the presence of deities from inference or traces that betray their adventures. In
Silvae II. , Statius praises the undulating vine-hills, and:
Saepe per autumnum iam pubescente Lyaeo
Conscendit scopulos noctisque occulta sub umbra
Palmite maturo rorantia lumina tersit
Nereis et dulces rapuit de collibus uvas.
Saepe et vicino sparsa est vindemia fluctu
Et Satyri cecidere vadis nudamque per undas
Dorida montani cupierunt prendere Panes.
Often, when Bacchus reaches the prime of youth in autumn, a Nereid
climbs the rocks and, hidden under the shades of night, brushes her dewy
eyes with a ripe bough and steals the sweet grapes from the hills; often,
too, the vintage lies sprayed by the sea, as satyrs [in pursuit] fell in it, and
Pans from the mountains lusted to catch nude Doris in the waves. 
Why, Statius’ reader perhaps has wondered, is dew spread so profusely on the
vine leaves? And why do the grapes fall abundantly of their own accord? The
poet furnishes the answer and produces an aetion. But the importance of such
passages is that mythological and literary life merges with nature, and poetry
thus conjures up a fantasy world. The patron may use his fantasia, which is
triggered by the reading of Statius’ poetry, suggesting as it does associations and


II, , -.
See Van Dam ad loc, , quoting Pavlovskis statement that the comforts of civilisation are unavailable to the nymphs: but as they can be represented in the baths in art, this is
not quite accurate (it depends on the interpretation of hic and the weight given to cupit).

For the topical depiction of Nereids in baths, see Schwarzenberg  and Zanker ,
.

II. . -. The interpretation of the passage is disputed. See for different nuances
Van Dam ad loc.
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conceits as he walks his grounds and encounters, for example, mythological
sculpture in his gardens, or fresco’s of nymphs in his baths, or ripe grapes fallen
from the hills on the shore.
A good collection of sculpture, to be sure, is a non-optional asset:
Quid referam veteres ceraeque aerisque figuras?
Si quid Apellei gaudent animasse colores,
Si quid adhuc vacua tamen admirabile Pisa
Phidiacae rasere manus, quod ab arte Myronis
Aut Polycliteo iussum est quod vivere caelo
Aeraque ab Isthmiacis auro potiora favillis,
Ora ducum ac vatum sapientumque ora priorum,
Quos tibi cura sequi, quos toto pectore sentis,
Expers curarum atque animum virtute quieta
Compositus semperque tuus?
What should I say of the old masters, sculpture in wax and bronze? When
Apelles’ colours delighted in bestowing life on a thing, when Phidias’ hands
chiselled something wondrous, although the Olympian Zeus was yet to
come, that which was bidden by Myron’s art or Polycleitus’ chisel to live,
and the bronzes dearer than gold made from the ash of Corinth, the portraits of generals, poets and philosophers of old, whom it is your care to
follow, with whom you are thoroughly imbued, free from care, your mind
at rest through quiet virtue, always in command of yourself? 
Fresco and sculpture, we are not surprised to learn, live, in the autonomous
world of the literary villa. At the same time, they form a respectable museum
of splendid quality and authorship. Also, they provide the historical or mythological types which mirror the profile of the patron, and the exempla to follow,
after virtuous contemplation (we will by now have arrived in the library). The
last category of Statius’ evocation of sculptures, those in the library, has not
survived in the Farnesina. But prestigious sculpture abounded: attested is
the presence of the famous Arrotino, various statuettes, two sarcophagi  , an
‘Antinous’, a group with a river-god and a water-throwing nymph, the falsely
restored ‘Psyche’ now in the Capitoline Museum, a rape of Europa, and the


II. . -
The Sala del Fregio can hardly have functioned as library, although it is assumed it was
a study or office (Rowland , ). However, considering the printing adventures para tois
oikois Kisiou, I would be surprised if it would not at least have been planned. Many things (see
Blosio) remained in the planning stage in the villa.

The Bartalini’s inventory (for which see the next note) may be added a sarcophagus now
in the Allard Pierson Museum in Amsterdam, see Moormann .
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satyr and nymph from the Museo delle Terme, and there must have been much
more. Moreover, the idea of a gallery was very much on the mind of Chigi
and his advisors, as we shall see.
Yet more could be culled from the store of the Silvae by Chigi’s advisors (or
the banker himself, if indeed he had it read or explained to him). In IV. the
poet describes a dinner party thrown by the emperor Domitian in his palace
on the Palatine. It is, unsurprisingly, all amazement with Statius. To sustain
that mode, mythological and literary precedents are evoked: Virgil’s version of
Dido’s feast and Alcinous’ feast in the Odyssey. But Domitian’s hospitality, says
Statius, surpasses all:
Mediis videor discumbere in astris
Cum Iove et Iliaca porrectum sumere dextra
Immortale merum! Steriles transmisimus annos:
Haec aevi mihi prima dies, hic limina vitae.
[. . . ] Stupet hoc vicina Tonantis
regia teque pari laetantur sede locatum
numina. Nec magnum properes escendere caelum:
tanta patet moles [. . . ]
hic cum Romuleos proceres trabeataque Caesar
agmina mille simul iussit discumbere mensis,
ipsa sinus accincta Ceres Bacchusque laborat
sufficere.
I see myself dining among the stars with Jupiter and accept immortal wine,
handed by Trojan hand! The years I passed were chicken feed! This is the
first day of my life, this is its beginning! [. . . ] The Thunderer’s neighbouring palace looks to, astonished, and the gods of Rome rejoice that you have
attained an equal abode. Take it easy, ascending to heaven: your palace
is just as vast [. . . ] Here, when Caesar has ordered the first men of Rome
and the Knights in their formal dress to join thousand tables, Ceres herself,
her bosom girt, and Bacchus labour to perform their duties at table. 
We have already encountered some of Chigi’s famous banquets. They find one
of their poetic precedents here. Once more, we note, the metonymical use of
Bacchus as wine and Ceres as bread leads to personification: the gods Ceres
and Bacchus themselves serve at table. The passage is reflected in poetic flattery
addressed to Chigi in an epigram attached to Blosio’s Suburbanum:

See for a catalogue raisonné Bartalini , ff. See too CIL VI. (Gaius Julius
Eucomus) and CIL VI.-.

IV. . -; -; -.
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Dum Leo formosis Ghisi discumberet hortis
Iupiter ad superos talia versus ait.
Quaenam aequanda illis convivia, vera fateri
Si volumus, vile est nectar, et ambrosia.
Quos hominum e terris pepulerunt crimina, Ghisi
Coelestes revocet mensa beata deos.
When Leo dined in the beautiful gardens of Chigi, Jupiter turned to the
gods and said: what feasts are to be compared to these! If we want to confess the truth, nectar and ambrosia have become cheap. The gods whom
the crimes of men drove from earth, are recalled by the blissful table of
Chigi.

In other words: Jupiter is presented as considering joining the winning team,
consisting of the pope and his banker. Comparing the passage from Silvae IV.,
we see that Tebaldeo has elaborated Statius’ stupet hoc Tonantis regia, but with
a twist, for the joy of Statius’ gods is turned to jealousy. Tebaldeo’s conceit is
furthermore informed by the habit of typological thinking: Leo is seen as an
incarnation or figura of Jupiter, who thus sees himself in another, more successful form sitting at Chigi’s table. The joke is perhaps even more subtle than
is evident at first glance. The divine fare nectar and ambrosia, Jupiter says, has
become cheap by comparison. The reader who has ready knowledge of the
Statius passage realises that, if it is applied, Chigi’s table will be waited upon
by Bacchus and Ceres who serve bread and wine instead of nectar and ambrosia (which was apparently the subtle joke of Statius: bread and wine are
‘apotheosised’ in Domitian’s palace). Now, bread and wine are the essentials of
trans-substantiation, the rite which it was the sole privilege of Leo’s Church to
administer. So Jupiter must grudgingly conclude that he has become second
rate because bread and wine have been proven to be of superior divinity than
nectar and ambrosia – while at the same time true conviviality is to be found
outside the Capitol, with pope Leo thoroughly enjoying his god-given papacy at
Chigi’s. In this sense, the ‘crimes of men’ work on two levels. On the one hand,
they refer to the deluge of pagan mythology, which drove Jupiter and his peers
from earth to Olympus. But on the other hand, they point, typologically,
to the crimes of our first Ancestors in Paradise, and those that resulted from
these after the Fall. Tebaldeo’s epigram thus, in unison with so many other
contemporary testimonia, elegantly forms the thesis that a Christian Golden
Age has begun under the aegis of the High Renaissance papacy of Julius and

An epigram by Tebaldeo from the dedication headed ‘Antonius Tebaldeus de Leone et
Ghisio’ (Quinlan-McGrath , -).

Ovid. Met. I.
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Leo, hosted by Agostino Chigi, who is explicitly made part of the program, with
the Olympian gods as a type of the Christian ones, the same Olympian gods,
in fact, who are depicted in the decorations in the villa. 
Such vertiginous concetti thrive on the Statius-passage just quoted, but not
exclusively: we are to remember as well Suetonius’ description (Vita Augusti
) of Augustus’ notorious ‘Feast of the Divine Twelve’, a dinner party where
guests impersonated gods, the host himself playing Apollo. 
As for Blosio’s Suburbanum itself, the poet advertises his debt to Statius
openly in the dedicatory letter, the conceit of which is remarkable: 
Effudi igitur subito calore hanc sylvam, dii facerent yam opacam virentemque, quam tuae arbores, quarum haec tota est, merentur. [...] seque
securibus quam terminis maluit esse obnoxiam. Dedo igitur et cum
sylva securim, ut quae velis reseces [...] illud vero ne admirari te quidem
velim: quod in hortis pleraque, ut fontem et pomaria, iam inchoata et
affecta, ceu effecta cecinerim. parvi enim referre arbitratus sum pro
iam factis habere: quae tu tantum mente concaepisses.
I have strewn this grove out of a sudden fit of inspiration,  and may
the gods make it shady and green yet, a grove these your trees that make
my poem deserve [the poem may be inferior to Statius’, but then this
enables you to cut at random] it would be rather subject to axes than
limitations. I thus donate an axe together with the ‘Grove’, so that you
can cut what you like. [...] And this especially I would not want you to
marvel at: that in the gardens I have sung of things as if finished which
are as yet in statu nascendi and only planned. I would have thought it
made little difference to you to have as already made what you had but
conceived in your mind.

Suburbanum - also uses the conceit, Julius as guest at Chigi’s table being represented as tonans, and the host favourably compared to Tantalus.

Thus bringing to tavern and to brothel the respectable connection between Augustus
and Apollo which was part of Augustus’ profile and political propaganda (see also Virgil’s Ecl.,
where the divine iuvenis allowing Tityrus to continue pastoral life is a disguised Augustus figured
as Apollo, in its turn derived from Theocritus , where Lycidas is in some senses a figure of
Apollo, if we may believe Hunter , ).

In the poem itself also, in -: ‘Unde canam? Qua parte vager? Quo fine residam?
/ Phoebe mone. seu tu potius, qui carminis huius / Silvarumque Papini autor. nam nec tibi
Phoebus / Par sonet, et centum prestas hac laude Marones’.

The use of calore in the direct vicinity of silvam shows that Blosio has Quint. X. .  in
mind: ‘eorum vitium qui [. . . ] sequentes calorem atque impetum scribunt. Hanc silvam vocant.’
Contrary to modern opinion (Van Dam, n) Blosio thought of Statius’ poems as well as
his own apparently as Quintilian’s ‘rough material’.

Blosio, Quinlan-McGrath , -.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

The poem, Blosio pretends, is the villa (and, in the poem vss -, Statius is
presented as its author by proxy), but has this advantage over the building,
that one can adjust it to convenience, because it is only text, the potential of
which, Blosio contends, being realised by fantasy, is infinite. We wonder what
the axe Blosio presented at the recitation looked like (a poem in the form of
an axe? A piece of candy?). More importantly, we see confirmation of two
connected ideas: the text fuels the imagination to provide what can not yet
be seen, and the patron is actually presented as ‘interactive’ with it, as he can
de facto interfere; and I think it may safely be assumed that, conversely, in a
project like the Farnesina, completeness is not the consummate goal: as in the
poetry, in the ‘reality’ of the villa too imagination may fill in the blank spots.
When we come to the Sala di Galatea and the Sala di Psiche, this will prove
an extremely important realisation. As to Statius, he does not go as far as this.
But his predilection for Schwebesituationen, his blurring of factual villas and
myth’s virtual reality made Blosio’s conceit the logical step to take under the
circumstances.
Le us now return to Statius, and summarize the way his poetry deals with
reality. What we have done, interpreting passages from the Silvae and comparing them to Renaissance poetry, is to decode the ekphrasis from word to image,
by trying to see what is described, or rather, let our fantasia be spurred by description to see also what was, by positivistic standards, most probably not to be
seen. In the process, it has become apparent that the term ‘realism’ cannot with
propriety be applied. A strict dichotomy between the Christian tradition based
on the old Testament, consisting of typology, symbolism and ‘backgroundedness’ on the one hand, and ‘classical realism’, tactility and ‘fore-groundedness’
based on Homer, as assumed by Auerbach, will not hold, for realism and symbolism are already intricately mingled in Virgil and Statius.  It will, in the
next sections, come as no surprise that Renaissance art, imitating Antiquity,
followed suit.
Caught in a Schwebesituation between realism and symbolism, ekphrastic
art is profoundly ambiguous. It not only does not separate reality from fantasy,
enabling us to see the duck (say, the Nymph as a mythological creature) and
the rabbit (say, water) at the same time. It also allows for a variety of response,
as does the simile, to which ekphrasis is so closely connected.  As in similes,
ekphrasis enables us to foreground one meaning in one reading, another in the
next. Thus Statius’ ekphraseis create an ambiguity between form (the described
object, a peaceful villa) and substance (the epicurean wisdom of its owner, who



Auerbach , especially Ch..
Putnam , .
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built the object as his abode). Such ambiguities are not only relevant for the
abode as whole. They also animate its fixed decorations, which thrive on multiple meanings. For if they are to avoid causing boredom instead of pleasure, they
need to yield different nuances at different occasions. Moreover, most rooms
of Antique houses were multi-functional, and even in those intended for specific use, like baths and libraries, one could do many different things. Where
decoration remained when application changed (say, a dining-room becomes
a study), specific meanings were unwanted. Consequently, closed or fixed interpretations of art like this, be it poetry or painting (and be it in Antiquity or
in the Renaissance) must cause suspicion rather than anything else: for it is the
blurring of reality and fantasy, art and life, philosophy and living, that such art
is after.
Finally, since description tends to be a-temporal, because it does not describe events but sets the stage for them, time is stopped in ekphrasis. This
characteristic enables the viewer or reader to communicate with the object. 
To see the things described, slowly, leisurely, pensively, is to interpret them, to
connect to them, to be immersed in their world. To look in a readerlike way,
interpreting, hesitating, pausing, creates connections between different worlds
and times, and enables an escape from reality, instead of a good look at it. Or,
in the case of Agostino Chigi, who had the good fortune to have paradise designed for him, the fantastical nature of art is allowed to become part of the
living reality of the viewer, who thus may partake of an autonomous world,
where streams are nymphs and are seen to be so.
This last observation reminds us that, in Statius as well as in his Renaissance
reception, a privileged space is shown by ekphrasis: the experience of seeing it
is described as unique, and the text that encodes this experience is addressed
specifically to the patron.
When one asks what has become of these privileged spaces in modern
times, we must answer that, through the vicissitudes of social emancipation
and the edification of the masses, they have from the Renaissance onwards developed into what we call a museum: the blessed place where time stands still
(the masses are mostly absent), where we take our time to decode and extract
meaning – if we are lucky even from beautiful things. That too was a function of the villas described by Statius, and of their incarnation at Chigi’s. In


See also our analysis of Posidippus/Ausonius, above Ch. 
E.g. Stat. Silv. I.. -: cernere. . . si quis. . . potuit. Suburbanum - expresses the same
feelings (the passage is treated extensively below). Exclusiveness is also the key to Philostratus’
Eicones. As to privileged space, the sting in such a presentation is that it enables other readers to
glance at this privileged space over the shoulders of Statius, Blosio and their patrons, and thus
advertises the virtues of both poets and patrons.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

their privileged spaces (as in their modern counterparts), one needed wisdom,
sagacity and wit, to decode hidden meanings, or would be lost in a wilderness
of aporia. The ekphrastic mode is for connoisseurs, by connoisseurs.
Statius went from image to words, partly because travel, which would enable those interested to have a look for themselves, was not as easy as it is today,
but mainly because he wanted to describe much more than there was to see, in
a way that could not be shown by image alone. But a coded, because worded,
image it became. When the Renaissance thought fit to revive Antique splendour in Antique form, the code could be broken, the text performed as if it
were a musical score.

.. Paradise Regained
The Christian tradition incorporated pastoral lore in its vision of Paradise,
the pastoral surroundings of Christ’s birth and the images of the Good Shepherd, because the Golden Age implicit in especially Latin pastoral reflected
the salvation promised to the believer by the Christian life. Although Genesis nowhere directly mentions a wall around Paradise, the idea of an Expulsion


Our assumption that the Farnesina is foremost the visual reconstruction of literary
sources, raises the difficult but important question of the substratum. We have already remarked
that below the foundations of Chigi’s new villa lay the remains of a Roman villa of the Augustan
age. These remains have been excavated and published when the river bank of the Tiber was
restructured in , to put an end to the recurring problem of inundations and concomitant
insalubrious and marsh-like conditions, and produce something worthy of the embankments
of the Seine and Thames that is still to be seen today. The situation of abandon of the old Tiber
bank is clearly to be recognized on  th century photographs. The administration of a newly
unified Italy deigned the capital unworthy of slum-like conditions in its very centre, thus sacrificing Chigi’s (already dilapidated) Tiber-loggia. During the operations, to the delight of the
archaeologists, one of the most spectacular finds ever in Rome emerged below the gardens of
the Farnesina. The fresco’s and stucco’s of unusual quality were removed to the Museo delle
Terme (and are now on display in the Palazzo Massimo; for their publication see Bragantini
), the site was drawn and analysed, and finally closed down and sealed to produce the Lungotevere. The difficult question is whether these remains had been visible to Peruzzi and his
crew during the foundations for Chigi’s villa, and, if so, what influence they may have had on
planning and decoration. We may safely assume that antique remains at least partially emerged
during the preparation of the grounds, and, presumably, ceded fragments of sculpture and architecture for the sculpture garden (thus also Bober , ). It is, however, labour lost to try
and fathom the extent and influence of these remains. The assumptions of Salis , -, that
the Phaeton-theme of one of the stucco-ceilings from the Augustan villa inspired ceiling and
lunettes of the Sala di Galatea (representing air-scenes), seem untenable: Phaethon himself is
conspicuously absent in the lunettes, and it is fairly improbable that if stuccoes like these were
found in the first place, they were not imitated more closely.
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stimulated the assumption of a barrier.  When subsequently the words of the
beloved in the Song of Songs, ego murus, et ubera mea sicut turris (‘I am a wall,
and my breasts are like towers’) were typologically related to Eden, Paradise
became a hortus conclusus. This was, throughout the Middle Ages, foremost
a literary topos, as is shown by the reference to palms figs and olives in garden
evocations from northern regions.  But although after the Fall man could
only regain Paradise in literature or after-life, the laborious construction of a
garden became a preparation to that state of bliss – of course with considerable more success in southern regions. Walled off from the world, like a monk
in his cloister, one could contemplate paradise lost, and the one to come. 
One would be sitting in the lap of the Virgin, as it were, since, also as a result
of the alleged connection with the passage from the Song of Songs, the hortus
conclusus had become the topical abode and the type of the Virgin.
Of course, garden culture in Italy was not restricted to monks and clergy.
Both ancient garden cults and the blessings (from a Northern standpoint) of the
sunny climate would look to it that every decent house had a garden. But hortus
conclusus in the sense of a large, luxurious and mysterious precinct predominantly was the prerogative of monks, prelates and aristocracy. Especially the
Norman kings of Sicily flaunted a representative garden culture for secular purposes, inspired by the Saracen garden culture around them, which developed
in the tradition of the pleasure pavilions and hunting lodges of the Omayads.
La Zisa and La Zara in Palermo, hunting lodges with luxurious pavilions and
waterworks built by William I and William II in the  th century, made gardening an art, and Sicily a paradise, as is attested by the festive inscription in Arabic
proudly assessing the Norman achievement of oriental luxury on the sill of the
main hall of the Zisa: [. . . ] you will see the great King of this age in agreeable
pastime: that magnificence and happiness suit him. This is his earthly paradise
that opens up before your eyes [. . . ].  Although their successor Frederick II
seems to have been, architecturally at least, of sterner (and classicist) tastes,
considering the intimidating Castel del Monte in Puglia, he too cultivated an
image of oriental luxury where the lush green and bubbling waters were not
absent. Doubtlessly this precedent also, apart from theological considerations,
induced Nicholas III in  to build an extensive walled garden adjacent to
the Vatican, ‘[with] a small meadow next to the [palace] and [. . . ] a fountain


The Persian word paradeisos means (enclosed) garden or hunting ground.
Fowler , , with references.

See Curtius , . The tradition continued up to Shakespeare, whose Forest of Arden (Ardennen) in As You Like It also has southern features.

Coffin ,  and Schlüter , introduction.

Quoted in Meyer , .
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

to flow there, the great garden adorned with various trees being surrounded by
walls and towers’. From the late  th century onwards, with the development
of sophisticated court-life in the International Style, gardening on the grand
scale took shape. Something as outrageous as oriental luxury, however, had
to be legitimized, both in Antiquity and the Renaissance. Many passages from
Cicero, Pliny and Seneca attest to this need: otium is to be filled with work,
preferably intellectual. Cosimo de’ Medici’s ‘yesterday I came to Careggi not to
cultivate my fields but my soul’ shows his dependence on both these ancient
precedents and the Christian, monastic tradition. Cosimo and later his son
Lorenzo indeed made much of gardens and villas, cultivating lettuce, the arts
and civilised friends. We have seen that humanists like Pomponio Leto, Angelo
Colocci and Johannes Goritz followed suit.
But in the hands of humanists, a change was taking place. The medieval
hortus conclusus had concentrated on vegetal growth.  The great cycle of nature, growing and decaying, would point both to the ephemeral state of things
human, and to their rebirth. Of course, evergreens, like the cypress and the
umbrella pine, with their vertical accents agreeable to good taste, would be
preferred, as would slow-growing shrubs, the ilex, box and yew, which would
show permanence. Adornment to season would consist of flowers, to attest to
the cruelty of April, and mortality.  Rare plants and trees, often imported at
great pains, would symbolize the garden as micro-cosmos. The mineral skeleton, stone, would structure the whole. This was all perfectly compatible to theological correctness.
But now, with humanists active in the reconstruction of Antiquity in text
and image, this stone skeleton would begin to show strange growths, the growths
which now seem so natural in any Roman garden, indeed on every corner of
Rome: the ruins of Antiquity, ubiquitous in the palimpsest of Rome, now began
to be consciously evoked, collected, and invested with meaning. Thus statues,
ruins and nymphaea start to appear in Roman gardens from the time of Pomponio Leto. (ill. .) They carry antiquarian interest, of course. But often,
these antique statues refer to the loves of the gods, horrors like beastly Pan and
obscene Priapus. There, the moralizing tradition of Ovid will do good service


Quoted by Coffin , , from a contemporary chronicle. Nicholas’ enclosure is to
be seen in Gozzoli’s Augustine leaving Rome in the Sant’Agostino in San Gimignano. Strangely,
Coffin does not consider the Norman connection in his historical overview of developments
leading to Renaissance gardening.

For a fine illustration, see the Très Riches heures du Duc de Berry, the month of April.

Godwin , ff

ibidem.

See Bober .
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to legitimise the images, enabling every picture to hide a story, and pagan mysteries to become, in the end, Christian ones. Thus the hortus conclusus, type of
Paradise, becomes mythologized, and peopled by gods and heroes. It becomes
a micro-cosmos of the mythical, animated world of pastoral and Ovid. This illusion, of a peopled garden, where ancient gods crawl out of their ruined shells
and gain life once more, in Edenic surroundings, runs parallel to the project of
Deucalion and Pyrrha, throwing stones behind their backs which become new
men - a scene which is duly depicted by Peruzzi in the Sala delle Prospettive
with explicit reference to antique sculptural remains becoming animate.  On
another level, it runs parallel to the idea of a new Golden Age, where men once
more walk hand in hand with gods – a conceit evoked in epigrams by Borgia
and Tebaldeo, attached to Blosio’s Suburbanum. 
We have already seen that possibly remains of the Augustan villa which lay
dormant under the Farnesina were used in some way or another in the project.
Blosio indeed alludes to them:
O, ego vos ne loquar lapides? disiectaque passim
Marmora, marmoreique gradus, de marmore crustae?
Vos ne hipocausta canam tenues voluentia fumos
Ipsa vel e pario constantia marmore? Quod si
Nunc quoque Barbaricae starent commercia gentis:
Huc Paros, huc Nomades, et queis data marmore phama est
Convulsas traherent rupes. hinc multa Columna
Staret porticibus: densumque per omnia marmor
Atria: Tum citriaeque trabes, caedroque recisae
Afflarent cameris: neque mallet barbarus usquam
Arboribus saxisque suos decrescere montes.
Sic quoque quum nullae vectent externa carinae,
Marmora conspicimus late. quae tu undique cogis
Eruta seu terra, veterum seu fracta ruinis.


Cp. above, . Marble fragments figure also on the left panel of the vault in the Sala
di Galatea, also by Peruzzi, as the sorry results of the operations of Medusa, emphasising, by
showing the reverse process, that it is in the power of the painter to show the Werdegang from
stone to life and vice versa.

’Barbaricis postquam furiis ruit inclyta Roma, / Excessere omnes Urbe cadente Dei./ Ast
ubi regales Augustus Chisius aedes / Condidit, antiquum restituitque decus: / Diique Deaeque
simul coelo rediere: beatam / Unam hanc certantes quisque fovere domum: / Denique Liber,
Amor, Charites, Venus aurea, Pallas / Mutue iurarunt hunc habitare locum. / Felix cuius amant
Dii tecta, Auguste, volentes: / Certatimque homines ore favente colunt’. See also the epigram by
Tebaldeo, quoted above.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name
Should I not speak of you, stones? And the marble fragments that lie
scattered everywhere, the marble terrace, the marble mosaic? Should I
not speak of the hypocaust rolling forth slender fumes, made out of Parian
marble? In that respect, if now trade would exist with barbarian nations,
Paros, the Nomads and anyone who is famed for marble would drag the
rocks they cut hither! Hence many a column would stand in the halls,
thick with marble would be all rooms; then beams of cedar, cut from the
trees would give warmth to the rooms, and no barbarian would prefer that
his mountains would decrease by trees and rocks for anyone but you! But
even now, when ships do not carry imported materials, we see marbles
everywhere, which gather from all sides, either delved from the earth or
broken from ancient ruins.

Trade of others with barbarian nations was indeed something Chigi would
rather prevent: his own fleet would carry Italian alum throughout Europe. But
as it is, Blosio concedes, there is marble enough. In the sequel he stresses that
these marbles are above ground. We must think of fragments from the villa,
but also sarcophagi, and possibly fragments of sculpture.  These marbles,
excavated (eruta) or taken from visible remains (fracta), were used as spolia
(gradus, crustae), but were also lying about (disiecta). Chigi’s garden was as
filled with antique spoils as the gardens of Goritz or Colocci.
Thus Chigi’s project fused Antiquity with present. The fact that Blosio
thinks on the ban of trade with the infidel, nicely brings in the Christian connection, which was ever present, also in the Farnesina. The adumbration of
Christian Paradise in the medieval monastic garden is transformed in the Farnesina by the connection with Antiquity reborn. Miraculously close to the real
thing by the sheer luxury as well as the technical virtuosity of the artists (and
poets) creating the illusion, the villa propels an experience of a new Golden
Age, combining Antiquity with Christianity in an act of rebirth. This development, which was set in by Cosimo and Lorenzo de’ Medici in their villas around
Florence, is brought near to perfection in the Farnesina. In this paradise, eternal spring reigns, and this is the key message of Gallo, and Blosio:
Quid mille enumerem Bacchi pomaria? Quid ve
Umbrarum spaciis delapsas leniter uvas?
Quid violas? et utranque Rosam? Quid lilia? et omnes


Suburbanum -.
supera (), in contrast to infera (ibidem) which leads to description of the foundations,
strong as Hercules or Atlas (possibly implying that the foundations carry the heavens, that is, a
microcosmos, a conceit important for the Farnesina).

Thus the hypotheses of Salis  and Bober  are confirmed.
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Enumerem florum cumulos? heic vincitur Ethna.
Hyblaque. non alibi Zephiri foelicius errant.
Heic venus et charites, placidique morantur amores.
Haec Veris sit vera domus [. . . ]
Why should I enumerate the thousand orchards of Bacchus? Why the
grapes sweetly dropping in plentiful shade? Why the violets? Or roses,
white and red? The lilies? Why should I mention all the heaps of flowers?
Here Etna is vanquished, and Hybla! Nowhere Zephyrs roam more happily. Here Venus and the Graces dwell, and calmed Cupids. This could
well be the true home of Spring.
Something magical indeed is going on here. Roses do not bloom together
with Bacchus’ vine. Such adynata are, in fact, stock and barrel in pastoral. 
Well might Julius and Agostino Chigi echo Virgil’s procul este profani. These
exquisite experiences are not for the rabble. Humanists, on the other hand,
have a unique right to join the party. For they are the spin-doctors of the imagination: the really profane were those who could not savour the illusion, because
they did not know how to interpret the precedents and their poetics.

.. Glancing at the Building
Architecture, to begin with, stresses an ‘open’ character which befits an
undisputed sovereign, not a petty noble contending with rival clans and pouring pitch from the windows on the heads of enemies. The Tiber palace, although monumental, was built lightly, with elegant, refined Doric pilasters
structuring the walls and giving them an air of colonnaded lightness and openness. This effect was emphasized by the painted decoration that most probably covered every part of the wall surface.  Against this painted tapestry the
stone membering would have stood out elegantly, interspersed by an unusual
amount of windows and the logge, and integrated into its natural surroundings
by the subtle device of the antae to accommodate a stage of the main façade,
that was to become canonic through its imitations in the Villa Borghese and


Suburbanum -. Compare Gallo V. -: [. . . ] ‘Sic etiam hos florentibus agros /
deliciis, violis pallentibus ac Iacyntho / inde rosis et Hyla (i.e. as a flower) longoque papavere
odori / munere Narcissi, et quoscumque habet optima tellus / floribus ornabis.’

See, e.g. Clausen  xxx (‘cytisus [. . . ] has never grown in the Cisalpine province’)
and other examples.

See Ackerman , .
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

after. Refinement in size, stands in marked contrast with the urban palace
of cardinal Riario, the Cancelleria, once more illustrated by anecdote: Julius,
eager to pester the great banker and rival, inspecting the grounds where the
villa was to arise, apparently casually asked if the building would equal the
palaces of other magnates. Upon Chigi’s affirmation, the pope showed diffidence, being au courant with the plans of his nephew Riario. Chigi’s response
is telling: ‘he would build stables more elegant than the whole palazzo of Riario’. And, as Fabio Chigi adds, he kept his word, engaging Peruzzi, Raphael
and others for the design of the stables.  Elegantius is the term employed by
Fabio to match Julius’ magnificentius. This reflects the poetical sources for the
Farnesina, which, instead of the loftiness of epic, take their inspiration from
the refinedness of Hellenistic poetry.
The passage quoted above on the rivalry with Riario continues as follows:
‘It is incredible how many marbles, and precious ones at that, he had assembled
on the grounds, with how many statues and paintings he had furnished it, with
what amount of silver and gold he had covered the ceilings and the interior;
the outer walls are conspicuous by the palette of Peruzzi, just as the walls of
its upper hall, where there is a trompe l’oeil of receding columns, porticoes and
other architectural motifs’.
In fact, the Villa Farnesina has become famous for its decorations by Peruzzi, Sodoma and, especially, Raphael and his workshop. But reading the poetry of Egidio Gallo, Blosio Palladio, and the epigrams attached to their editions, one is struck by the ancillary role pictorial decoration actually played.
The decoration is absent from the poem of Gallo.  For Blosio too, it is no

The device is first adopted in the Chigi villa near Siena, the Villa delle Volte, see Frommel
, -.

Cugnoni , : ‘Inchoato vix opere Julius pontifex, ut aemulationem adderet, ad
locum accedens percontatus est: an aedificium par futurum esset eis, quae tunc temporis alii
dynastae molirentur; affirmavitque ipsi; rursus ait: vix credere se, qui sciret magnificentius per
aemulationem a Riariis parari; tum Augustinus illius dicta excipiens pollicitus est elegantius
aedificare se stabulum quam futura erat domus illa; neque fidem fefellit, adiuncto ad Baldassarem Peruzzium altero operis inventore ac dispositore Raphaele Urbinate, consultisque aliis.’
The stables only housed horses on the ground floor, and probably functioned as a guest house
or foresteria above. Their only relic is a passage in the wall along the Via della Lungara.

Ibidem: ‘In aedibus mirabile dictu est quot marmora, eaque preciosa congesserat, quot
statuis picturis ornaverat, quanto argento auroque laquearia, lactos intexerat. Externi quidem
parietes Balthassaris pennicillo nobiles sunt, una cum parietibus aulae superioris, in quibus
columnarum, porticuum, aliorum architectonorum operum abscedentia simulacra.’ Fabio
nonetheless dedicates a special chapter to Raphael, thus showing that in his days the canonisation of the artist was already accomplished, and the Farnesina had by then become more
famous for its art than anything else. The laquearia of gold are topical (they weren’t there). See
OLD, s.v. ‘laquearium’.

The accompanying epigrams contain one allusion (the  th epigram, by Casanova, pre-
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central preoccupation. This is evident from his introduction to the villa: lines
- perform their role of attentum facere by evocating mythical gardens and
comparing those of Chigi favourably.  Thus the tone is set. After a courtesy
to Statius as prooemium, the introduction proceeds as follows:
Est ultra, supraque Tybrim, sub vertice Iani,
Septimiana loci regio: Quo et nomine Porta
In vaticanum per littora Tybridis effert:
Heic nitidum consurgit opus: huc adfluit omnis
Spectatum Roma: huc Iuvenes, puerique, senesque:
Ut Quondam Iliacos subiit dum machina muros,
Ad Troiam fecere, ruunt. stupet ille decorem
Ruris: hic a cultu murorum divite pendet.
Hic artem stupet: ille loci geniumque, situmque:
Hinc Tybri, hinc Iano septum, septum undique roma.
Detinet hunc Tybris: illum via. nunc iuvat hortos
Visere: nunc hortis subiectum molliter antrum.
Antrum Piscinae, gelidisque natatibus aptum.
Hic celeres fabrorum operas coeuntibus effert:
Hi fieri potuisse negant. Ille itque, reditque:
Nec saciata refert post longos lumina visus.
Nunc diversi abeunt, repetuntque palatia et hortos.
Mox laudaturi coeunt. stupet ipse tumultus
Tybris: et alternas quatiunt nova murmura ripas.
On the other side of the Tiber, above it but under the crest of Janus, lies
the region of Settimiana; that, too, is the name of the gate that leads to
the Vatican alongside the banks of the Tiber. Here a splendid work arises.
Toute Rome flocks thither to look and admire: the flower of youth, pages,
old men. Like they did of yore, when the fatal contraption rolled into the
bulwarks of Troy, they pour in. One is dumb-struck by the beauty of the
ceding the Suburbanum, which characteristically compares Blosio’s poem favourably with the
picture of ‘Zeuxis’) ‘Quis praestat, Zeuxis ne? an Blosius? Est mihi uterque / Pictor: uterque
meo Iudicio eximius. / At sunt muta opera alterius: Blosi ista loquuntur. / Pictura haec mentes
pascit: at illa oculos: / Haec iterum generat: simulatrix altera rerum est: / Haec aetherna parit:
Quod parit illa, perit. / Illa haeret muris externo incognita: Musa it / Per totum orbem, perque
omnia Gimnasia. / Tam bene Romana depingit harundine vates: / Ut queat hic, quicquid non
queat ulla manus.’

Suburbanum -: ‘Hellespontiaci Quisquis pomaria regis: / Quisquis et Alcinoi viridantes floribus hortos: / Tutaque pervigili laudavit poma Dracone: / Iam sileat, priscosque novis
addicat honores. / Ecce altum Italiae decus Augustinus amoenos / Quales nulla etas hominum
tulit, extruit hortos.’
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name
garden; the other gapes at the opulent subtlety of the building; one wonders at the art; the other the divinity of the place and the site, fenced in by
Tiber and Janus, fenced in on all sides by Rome. One can not detach himself from the Tiber; another stays by the roadside; now it pleases to inspect
the gardens; now the grotto, luxuriously built in the river-bed; furnished
with a pool fit for a refreshing dive; one brings out to the gathering crowd
the quick works of the goldsmiths; and they deny that such things can be
made. Yet another keeps returning to the spot, and however long he keeps
looking in wonder, his eyes are never satiated. Now they split up, go back
to the Villa and gardens; soon they come together again to trumpet their
praise. Even Tiber himself is silenced by the tumult, as a unique clatter of
talk beats its banks.

We have seen Blosio at work as editor and contributor to the Coryciana. In
contrast with his bantering tone towards his patron Goritz there, we here are
presented with a certain sense of awe. For as such is to be interpreted the allusion to the beginning of the second book of the Aeneid, describing the reactions of the Trojans when they think the Greeks have left them for good. Blosio
consciously recalls the stupefied Trojans’ reconnaissance to the deserted enemy
camp in Virgil, vss -:
Panduntur portae; iuvat ire Dorica castra
Desertosque videre locos litusque relictum.
Hic Dolopum manus, hic saevus tendebat Achilles:
Classibus hic locus; hic acie certare solebant.
Pars stupet innuptae donum exitiale Minevae,
Et molem mirantur equi [. . . ]
The gates are opened wide: how delightful it is to go and seek the Doric
camp, inspect the deserted posts and the abandoned shore; here camped
the band of the Dolopes, here fierce Achilles had his tent; here the fleet was
drawn ashore, here they used to draw up the phalanx and fight; some gape
at the fatal gift of virgin Minerva, and wonder at the gigantic horse [. . . ]
The structure of the Vergilian passage is clearly imitated by Blosio, in its sequence of transit to another world and its (ekphrastic) division of groups of
admirers accentuated by the anaphora of hic . . . hic, and of course the explicit
reference ut quondam . . . fecere. The allusion is interesting for a number of
reasons. It is quite to the point, as the Romans go out of the city gates to a
villa suburbana, as the Trojans went out of their city to the Greek camp. It is
also ironical, because Agostino could hardly be conceived of as an enemy to


Suburbanum -.
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the Romans (a conclusion that is emphatically denied in the rest of the poem)
who come to enjoy what was most probably a special occasion, an ‘open house’
or house-warming party. On the other hand, the Greeks are liars, always in
for profit, even, or even preferably, by fraud: and this matches the reputation of
our Agostino, the wily businessman, quite nicely. Furthermore, the casting of
the Romans as Trojans, apart from being historically unexceptionable, stresses
their ingenuity in face of the subtle riches of Agostino, the like of which have
never been seen.
The wonder of the Romans is made somewhat uncanny by the intertext,
almost hiding the fear of mischief. Thus Agostino’s public is (however ironical) presented as fundamentally estranged from what they see. There is a further point in this: the passage dramatises the same atmosphere that is breathed
by Julius’ inscription over his Belvedere, another pleasure-ground iconographically punctuated by antique sculpture: procul este profani, once more taken
from Virgil. We may consider ourselves to be erudite, such was the feeling a
humble humanist had entering the mythical world of the Farnesina, but walking here like intimidated Trojans does make us a feel a bit awkward. For patronage, poetry and bantering with people like Johannes Goritz was one thing.
But Agostino Chigi was, although not a noble, yet of quite another class and
prestige, the host of popes and kings, cardinals and ambassadors.
This is what Blosio subtly shows – thereby, by the way, indicating the refinement of his poetry, and the refinement of allusion in Neo-Latin poetry of
this kind in general.
But most importantly the passage makes clear that the frescoes which have
made the Farnesina so famous are not the first objects of praise (although some
of them, by Sebastiano, will be mentioned later).  Blosio mentions ars: but we
must subsume under that denomination the antique sculpture that was present
in the gardens and the villa, the silverware and coins, indeed the art of the
whole set-up, besides the fresco’s. In fact, the whole sentence hic artem stupet
is an elaboration of the cultus murorum mentioned before, as the exterior of
the villa was decorated by frescoes now mostly lost.  Like his model Statius,



If a real occasion is referred to at all.
It is uncertain if Agostino understood these subtleties. But we have argued above that
the picture of the patron as expers litterarum is exaggerated. And I rather doubt that Blosio
would waste his wit on deaf ears.

Frommel , , thinks the unfinished state of the decorations informs the poetic
description. This is explicitly denied by Blosio’s own words, stating he described more than
actually could be seen.

See Coffin , , with illustrations.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

Blosio will move inwards, and consider the frescoes at their proper place, and
at their proper value, which is auxiliary. 
To judge, then, by the number of lines devoted to specific praise in the poetry on Chigi’s villa, the gardens, their flowers, their trees, plants, loci amoeni
and nymphaea, shaded groves and vines, the joys of the river, the antique statuary artfully entwined with ruins, the seemingly natural grotto with swimming-pool and dining facilities, the roof-top loggia, the stables, even the feasts themselves with music, recitation and drama, costumed courtesans and delicacies,
are just as impressive as what we now call art, or even more.  Thus, this catalogue must give us pause. Blosio’s poem shows us that art was instrumental,
in creating illusion: part of a larger project, although admittedly not an unimportant part.

.. Poetry and Illusion
Architects, painters, sculptors, restorers, poets, humanists, engineers, gardeners and botanists, thus collaborated in creating a mythical micro-cosmos
of nature, grafted on both antique and Christian examples, wherein nature and
culture, myth and reality, seamlessly merged. To this aim architecture, sculpture and decoration were subordinated, as they had been in classical times:
architecture was ‘open’, sculpture formally and iconographically integrated in
its surroundings, decoration illusionistic. Art, in such a project, is a means,
and not an end.


Evidently, Blosio does not consider the Farnesina a literal epiphany of the villas described by Statius, but a typological fulfilment, superior to the antique prototype, for he judges:
‘Dii superi rus quale fuit, que praedia vidi:/ Gaudia que exhausi! nunquam foelicius ullum/ 
Indulsit mihi parca diem. Iam villa Vopisci/ Excidit, et placidi scopulosa palatia Polli./ Haec
quoque si vates nactus foret ille: fuissent/ Illius haec et opus: fors praeposuisset et illis./ Eloquar
audacter: nec me mea secula fallent.’

Gallo’s poem only cursorily mentions painting and other decoration (V. ; -),
against long passages on the gardens and the grotto (V. - and - respectively); he also
takes his time for theatrical apparatus (V.-; -) and convivial splendour of the decent
kind (v.-). Blosio treats art and architecture in - and - (a considerable part of the
last passage, quoted above, is dedicated to antique remains), against considerably larger portions
on gardens (-; -; -), Tiber-grotto (-), father Tiber itself, as personification
of Rome’s history (-). As for the parties, the evidence has been presented above.

It could , however, be argued that the poet presents this case in the framework of the
paragone, trying to get the better of his pictorial rivals. The paragone certainly explains the
privileged place accorded to the Tiber grotto by both Blosio and Gallo.

For the contrast with modern theory (originating from the  th century) see Abrams
,  (art as an end in itself).
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As for the evocation of Antiquity, we must not let ourselves be carried away
by the ‘pleasure of ruins’ when considering the classicism of the Farnesina: both
ancient remains and classicising art are to be supplemented by fantasy, to make
the fallen world whole again. In High Renaissance Rome, all revolves around
restauratio and renovatio. In the Vatican this restoration is political. In the
Farnesina it is a restoration of antique otium cum dignitate.
In this act of restoring, poetry, as we have seen, plays an important part.
The Farnesina is no exception. Lest the dream world of villa life be devoid of
human sound, the poets lend it their tongue. Indeed, they judge their labours,
unsurprisingly, essential:
Primus Agenorides Thebas posuisse, secundus
Dicitur Amphion: ille satu, iste lyra.
Moenia conciderant Cadmaea, secunda supersunt
Facta lyra: rebus dat monumenta chelys.
obruta si emergunt, nascentia carmine crescunt:
Maior erit Blosii Chisia villa modis.
Agenor’s son first founded Thebes, Amphion, so they say, as second: the
one by sowing, the other with the lyre. Cadmus’ walls had tumbled down,
but the second ones, made by the lyre, still exist. Poetry bestows durability
on things (but also: makes monuments of things). When what was buried
comes to light, the new birth grows by song: the greater will be Chigi’s villa
by Blosius’ measures.
Thus Battista Casali in an epigram attached to the edition of Blosio’s Suburbanum. The whole reconstruction of Antiquity in the Farnesina, he implies, is
all very fine: but without us, the poets, the centre will not hold. The parallel of
Thebes, first founded by Cadmus, and then by Amphion, hides an additional
point besides the obvious one of the affirmation of the durability of poetry and
its power to praise and immortalise.
Vasari has said, in praise of the architecture of the Farnesina, that it seemed
non murato ma nato, not built but born, an idea that was commonplace and
will return in the next poem to be reconsidered. But Casali’s point here seems
to be that the villa is not so much born as reborn, a rather more subtle conceit.
For not only was the Farnesina built on ancient foundations.  Not only did it
reconstruct ancient prototypes, redolent of ancient and oriental luxury. It could
not possibly have been reconstructed without texts, which were not obruta.
And texts, Casali notes with satisfaction, are written by authors. ‘When what



Blosio, Suburbanum, Carmina.
See also Salis . Variorum .
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was buried comes to light, the new birth grows by song’, paints the scene of the
Farnesina before our eyes very vividly indeed. From the ruins of Rome emerged
a new life – now better than before, because of the fulfilment of Christianity
(this obvious thought is left out by Casali). We see it coming out of the ground,
crawling into form.
Thus, by close reading Casali, we realize that text is indispensable in this
process. For ancient monuments were maimed, almost scathed like human life
after the Fall: they wanted healing (it is this capacity of healing that was emphasised in the career of Raphael by his interpreters, especially Castiglione, as
we have seen in chapter ). And although, thanks to the efforts of Brunelleschi,
Alberti and others in the Quattrocento, the idea of antique form could once
more be entertained, realisation was still far away. The poetry of Antiquity, on
the other hand, had been, for the most part, successfully restored. Readable
texts had been produced. The Latinity, moreover, of the humanists had improved in such a fashion, that it was now possible to write Latin poetry almost
with the same technical means as the ancients did. Thus the humanist ability of
interpreting and recasting the ancient texts that described villas and villa-life
made possible the reconstruction of that life. At the same time, Blosio and his
colleagues could bestow immortality to the work for the realisation of which
they were themselves indispensable.
Vasari’s remark that the Farnesina was not built but born connects with the
affirmation in the sources, time and again, of the ‘reality’ of artefacts. Not only
pictures and statues seem to ‘live’, but even the building and most of all the
poems:
Haec tua Sylva Blosi non scripta, at consita visa est:
Dum fixus miror singula, et obstupeo.
Fronde viret, flore arridet, tota aurea fructu est.
Tybridis eloquio, Tybridis uber aquis.
Nusquam ruris honos maior, nec gratia maior:
Ut merito his hortis Ver habitare putem.
Marmora nec surgunt melius, nec clarius usquam:
Picturam heic video vivere, muta loqui.
Chisius et Blossi villam erexistis, uterque
Egregiam: sed non utraque sorte pari est.
Aurea sit quamvis tua Chisi, obnoxia seclis:
Quae sata per Blosium sylva, peremnis erit.

Blosio’s Suburbanum also plays with Amphion (and Orpheus) in imitation of Statius II.
. - in vss -, comparing Chigi favourably to them because his civilising role in bringing
into culture the ‘wild’ region of Trastevere, Suburbanum ff.
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This ‘woodland grove’ of yours, Blosius, seems not written but sown. As
I wonder, stupefied, at the details, it is green with leafage, smiles with
flowers, is all golden with fruit, bathed in the sounds and the waters of
the Tiber. Nowhere is the country-side so glorious, nowhere has it more
charm: I am truly justified to think that Spring inhabits this gardens.
Neither do marbles arise anywhere better or more famously: here do I see
pictures live, dumb things speak. Chigi and Blosio, you have both erected
a splendid villa. But they will not endure the same fate: for golden as
yours is, Chigi, it must answer the tooth of time: but the woodland sown
by Blosio, will be eternal.
The conceit here is that the act of reading or listening to Blosio’s poem runs
parallel to the act of walking and gazing.
The reader by perusing the poem, ‘sees’ what it describes and experiences
the same as an occupant of the Villa. Like the building itself, in Vasari’s words,
the poem of Blosio seems to have grown like a silva – although planted by human hands (consita). The metonymical play with the meaning ‘grove’ and the
meanings ‘material’ (for writing) and ‘collection of poetry’ make the poem describe and at the same time be a grove, like a silva of Statius, but, as a poem,
more endurable than the artefacts it describes, in Statius’ case the villa of Manilius Vopiscus that has disappeared while Statius poems still stands. The same,
such is the conceit, will be the case with Chigi’s perishable villa and Blosio’s
immortal poem. That this prophecy has not come true is a capital point in
cultural history: Renaissance poetry has lost the paragone to which it invited
the visual arts by way of its ekphrastic mode. 
Confident that the abstract nature of literature, the fact that it implied mental activity superior to manual labour, procured it the winning card, poets like
Carpinetanus proclaim the primacy of their medium. But as image-makers
become more and more important in the process of creating illusion, the visual arts gain ascendancy. The notion of originality has, in the sequel, topped
the balance. The Neo-Latin poets were thought, from the Cinquecento onwards, derivative, as they were demonstrably using Antique material, while visual artists had more creative room for invention, because the examples they
followed were more damaged than the literary ones.


Petrus Cursius Carpinetanus, Carmina variorum  (appended to the Suburbanum).
See also Abrams , : [the transformation from ‘construction-model’ to
‘contemplation-model’ is] ‘an institutional fact. The most prominent institution [. . . ] has become the public museum; the exemplary art-of-arts, which over the centuries had been poetry,
has become painting, in which the product is hung on a wall and isolated from its surroundings
by a material frame.’
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In Carpinetanus’ poem the activity of walking through the villa and enjoying its luxury is to a considerable extent interchangeable with the activity of
reading or listening to the poem. This enables the modern reader to experience the villa, ironically, because that was not what Carpinetanus intended to
be perceived as the point of his poem (being that the poet’s art is of a superior nature). The main features are the foliage (fronde viret), the flowers (flore
arridet), the fruit (tota aurea fructu est), the sound of water (uber eloquio Tybridis), the water itself (uber aquis), the royal luxury (honos ruris), the (erotic)
charm (gratia), the Edenic perpetual Spring (ver habitare putem); then follows
the pictorial decoration (picturam vivere), the sculpture (muta loqui). We see
confirmed that the ‘arts’ of sculpture and painting do indeed play but one part
in a polyphony: the main thing is the experience of a locus amoenus which feels
like Paradise, Golden Age, and eternal spring.
A pedestrian mind may object that it is perhaps a bit ridiculous to be thus
deluded by the madness of poetry, and see things which are evidently not there,
insisting that a painting is a painting, and can only gain ‘life’ by the suspension
of disbelief characteristic of children, romantics and the hopelessly naïve. 
That the illusion can indeed come to life is due to the active participation of
the viewer, who, by no means naïve, must use the sophisticated tool of his fantasia. We have encountered this important phenomenon a number of times
already. Let us now consider two examples of its use, contemporary to the Farnesina, concerning painting and poetry: passages from the correspondence of
Giovanni Bellini, and a passage from the Eridanus by Giovanni Pontano.
In a letter by the Marchese Francesco II Gonzaga from  october , the
painter Giovanni Bellini was asked to ‘paint the city of Paris’.  The famous
painter, not famed for compliancy, politely refused because ‘I have never seen
it’. At first sight, this looks like a rather straightforward view of painting, implying that the painter can only reproduce from reality. But Bellini knew very
well, as the Marchese did, that many, indeed most things in painting can never
be ‘seen’ by the painter except with his inner eye, for instance the Madonna
so conspicuous in Bellini’s work. Bellini’s argument must consequently be interpreted as a (rather lame) excuse to avoid doing something he did not want
to do, namely to paint Paris. Replying to the Marchese’s written permission
to abstain from the vista of Paris and do as he please, Bellini uses the term
fantasia in an interesting way: ‘I shall fortify myself with my little talent to do
that which would be most pleasing to Your Excellency [. . . ] that with a more


See Puttfarken  for the development of the idea of painting as paint on canvas,
instead of illusion.

Gilbert , -, quoted by Goffen , .

Goffen , ; the following quotations come from the same source.
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secure soul I shall have served you, having understood something of your fantasy (fantaxia)’. Evidently Bellini here refers with the word fantaxia to what the
patron wishes the painter to paint, and it is apparently this mental construct
Bellini is to assimilate.
But in a subsequent letter to Mantova, this time to the Marchese’s wife Isabella d’Este, equally eager to obtain a vintage Bellini, the word is used differently: Giovanni proposes to do for her ‘a Madonna and Child, with the Baptist
and some luntani (distant vistas) and other fantasies’. This time the word refers
to the image itself, and, considering the nature of Bellini’s luntani, more specifically to their realism, that is, the effect such a landscape has on a viewer who
considers it as real (although it is only painting and, moreover, not a specific
landscape realistically portrayed).  In the correspondence and contemporary
usage, moreover, the word is also used as a synonym with poesia, which in its
turn can refer either to a poem or a poetical painting. The conclusion seems
justified that fantasia, for Giovanni Bellini and his patrons, is a so-called Wortfeld, covering all activities concerning it, that is, the painting, the genre and the
mind of its viewer.
The concept of fantasia as active participation had been prominent in peripatetic and stoic thought in Antiquity, and had been revived by Ficino. It is
enormously important for an understanding of Renaissance art. The effect of
an artistic genre producing an ‘almost-real’ effect in the mind of its recipient
by way of the fantasia entails spectacular possibilities, graphically illustrated
for poetry by contemporary Neo-Latin poetry.  As an example among many,
the following passage from Pontano’s Eridanus will serve. In the first elegy,
Pontano invites Carbo to a rustica cena, and:
Nec tibi post epulas deerit praeceptor amorum,
Ingenio periit qui miser ipse suo,
Nec formosa suis quem Cynthia cepit ocellis
Contactum nullis ante cupidinibus,
Delia nec lasciva neget tibi carmen et ille,
Qui cupit in gelidis montibus esse lapis ;


For the discussion of (Platonic) mind-reconstruction by fantasia see also the correspondence on imitation between Bembo and Pico della Mirandola (nephew to the famous philosopher), treated in Ch.

It depends on whether we take Bellini’s last ‘and’ as explicative (as I do), in which case
the fantasies are identical with the luntani, or correlative, in which case the fantasies could refer
to (allegorical) scenes portrayed in the landscape.

Cp. Guépin , -, Rowland , -, Lee , n

I take my example (and the idea) from Guépin , .
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Basia vel tibi mille dabit, dabit altera mille
Lesbia, quique senes nullius assis habet.
And the Teacher of Love will not be absent after dinner, who miserably
perished by his own talents, neither he who was captured by Cynthia’s
charming eyes, though before never touched by desire; neither will Delia
deny you a song, nor her poet who preferred to be a rock in the chilly
mountains; or Lesbia will give you thousand kisses, and then again another thousand, and he who couldn’t care less about prattling old men. 

The reading of, subsequently, Ovid, Propertius, Tibullus and Catullus, here
produces striking effects on the table companions, for the mistresses of these
poets (Cynthia to Propertius, Delia to Tibullus and Lesbia to Catullus) are
imagined as present together with the poets, indeed, reading an elegy of Tibullus is like hearing Delia sing, and reading one of the kiss-poems of Catullus is
as if one is actually kissed by Lesbia. This is interaction indeed. 
There is indeed a wonderful illustration of a scene like that described by
Pontano: the so-called Concert Champêtre in the Louvre, by Giorgione, Titian
or both. (ill. .) What do these naked women have to do with the two musicians, one fashionable lute-player, and his rustic companion, who has given his
zampogna to one of the nymphs? Manet later capitalized on the anomaly. But
the answer is quite simple. Like in Sannazaro’s Arcadia, the sophisticated gentleman seems to have been transported to the world of shepherds and nymphs.
Such a transportation, we may gather from Pontano (as from Sannazaro himself) occurs when classical reading, that is performing a poem on the instrument of the mind, is accompanied by the requisite fantasia. This is the significance of the instruments in the picture. And as our gentleman plays his instrument, which is, metonymically, the same as play-perform-read pastoral poetry,
epiphanies take place, like in Pontano’s poem: the nymphs, or mistresses, described come to life, and this is visualised by the painting. Thus the contemporary term for an image as the Concert Champêtre, a poesia, is to be understood
not only iconographically (as referring to the poetic, pastoral subject matter),
but also functionally (as the paintings performs the same miraculous function
as poetry may). 


Pontano, Eridanus, El. I.  ff.
The phenomenon is not restricted to the Renaissance, in view of Joshua Reynolds’ experiences before Raphael’s Transfiguration, quoted in Chapter 

For the endless discussion of the attribution, see the lemma in the Louvre catalogue of
the ’ exhibition, Fage , -. The suggestions of Charles Hope in Hope  (with the
ingenious attribution to Mancini) have not found general acclaim.

Closest to an interpretation as suggested comes David Rosand in Cafritz , -
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Reading this poetry with an eye on the frescoes in the Farnesina, one gets
the impression that both poetry and visual art play a similar role: the one by
creating pictures, the other by supplying the words generate an illusion of a
pastoral timeless world, a micro-cosmos peopled by gods, nymphs and ancient
mistresses, together with their modern counter-parts, the princes of Rome and
their courtesans. Instead of a Midsummer Night’s Dream, the Farnesina serves
out a ‘Perpetual Spring Dream’, to serve, together with Nature and Antiquity,
their patron in unison and create an illusion for him wherein he partakes, can
see himself reflected and can present himself to his peers. The three notions
crucial to this are typology, ekphrasis and interaction: ekphrasis conjures up
antique images, which are typologically connected to the present, and thus
form a continuum in which the world of art is interactive with reality.
Let us pause and take stock. The praise of setting, gardens, waterworks,
birds, horses, antique remains and the life-style that the whole atmosphere
breathes, even the poetry that is dedicated to it, seem in contemporary testimonia to be deemed of at least equal value to the frescoes.  Still, the main claim
to fame of the Farnesina are its fresco’s, and especially, of course, the Galatea.
Although it is certainly true that, in the past decades, scholarship of a historical
and philological nature has been dedicated to the Farnesina, it has, for the most
part bypassed the interpretation and function of the decorations, this being the
province of the art-historical experts.  Art-historical research, on the other
hand, has concentrated, naturally, on style and iconography, using poetry and
biography but as corroborative evidence.  As the various disciplines tackle
their respective subject in isolation, a division has come into being, that obstructs the view to the total picture: the way a project like the Villa Farnesina
was experienced by its owner, his guests and his clients.

Dewar ,  strangely misses this point, even stating that Blosio was inspired to give
precedence to the decorations (which he doesn’t) because of Raphael’s fame, thereby exemplifying the tendency of modern scholarship described earlier in this chapter, of being blinded by
the triumph of painting and the reputation of Raphael, subsequent to our period.

McGrath  on the astrological vault comes closest to an integrated analysis of image
and context. But she has restricted herself to this specific vault. In her editions of the poetry
dedicated to the villa, she has, for the most, refrained from analytic commentary, providing us
only with the bare tools of interpretation. Rowland,  (taken up by Rowland  and )
is very useful on Chigi, and historical context. But the villa and its decoration are only cursorily
analysed.

Iconographical are the two recent German contributions Sala della Prospettiva and the
Sala del Fregio; Rohlman’s important work on the Farnesina is predominantly stylistic; the recent
study celebrating the last restoration of the Sala di Psiche, is predominantly technical. Surveying
recent literature one thus senses a reserve to pursue wholeheartedly an interdisciplinary method:
the art historians practice their trade, and so do the historians and philologists.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

This primacy that has been attributed to Renaissance painting as compared
to other artistic disciplines has various reasons.  It is because Raphael’s fresco
of Galatea plays such an important role in this process, that we will concentrate
in the following on the room the fresco gave its name, the Sala di Galatea. The
special point is that it is especially this room which has defied a consistent interpretation until now. ‘Dopo tutto, Galatea rimane un quadro non intelligibile’:
these modest words of Christof Thoenes, who has diligently studied Raphael’s
contribution to the loggia, may be considered paradigmatical for the problem.
In the remaining part of this chapter we will analyse the Sala di Galatea,
trying to recreate, as it were, the experience of it. Doing so we will enter a
virtual or dream world – a mundus imaginalis, or pastoral transformed.  In
this dream world myth and reality, nature and culture, inside and outside, past
and present, even gods and men, harmoniously merge. Like a mirage, indeed,
the villa non sembra murato ma nato; all the artifice of it was so well adapted
to its natural surroundings that it seemed the micro-cosmos of a preternatural
world, quite as natural as the real one.

.. Decoration: the Stars, Nature and Life
The poet Egidio Gallo may, as a client of Agostino Chigi, have been somewhat prejudiced, but he certainly seemed very heart-felt about his patron. A
genuine fondness vividly speaks from the short dedicatory letter to his de viridario Augustini Chisii, his baroque and somewhat prolix epyllion on the Farnesina. Gallo had in common with his patron a penchant for dramatic effects. Gallo’s poem, with its processions, dialogues and tableaux vivants,
is both ekphrastic and dramatic, creating an persuasive illusion by the use of
quite concrete and recognisable topography, which suspends time and fuses
ancient and modern Rome, myth and reality.  The format of Petrarch’s trionfi combined with the mythological journey of Venus and her train to Rome,


See recently Puttfarken , -.
Thoenes , .

Teste for instance the way the fresco is treated by the main reference-books on Raphael,
e.g. Penny-Jones and Oberhuber.

The term from Godwin ,  and -.

Touching is his honest, and not merely topical gladness when he runs into him
at Santa Maria del Popolo after Chigi’s long stay in Venice, depicted with unusual vivacity
(Quinlan-McGrath , ).

For the topographical details, see e.g. Gallo V. -. The whole beginning of the fifth
book reads like a dramatisation where Chigi and his peers impersonate their ancient counterparts.
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taken from Statius’ Silvae I, , creates a boisterous pageant, which gives words
to an ideal experience of the villa.  This narrative of Venus’ journey is only a
thin disguise for a host of mythological, antiquarian and contingent allusions:
the gist of it is that the place is much to the taste of the goddess of love, who
would even stay there if only she could. This being impossible, she leaves Spring
there.
When the goddess finally arrives at the villa in the fifth book, Gallo describes the logge (filled with decorated chairs) and immediately adds:
Hic etiam prompta est positis modo , Scaena Theatris,
Fabula seu soccos, seu sit sumptura Cothurnos.


Here too a stage sits, the theatre having just been completed, ready for use,
whether the play will wear the comic buskin or the tragic boot. 
The poet’s enthusiasm to highlight theatrical productions was no doubt influenced by eagerness to advertise his own endeavours in dramatic composition,
two Plautine plays dedicated to Agostino Chigi in , as well as his known
ability as an actor.
Chigi was very fond, not only of the microcosmic drama of the practical
joke, but also of the thing itself. We may suspect that the tragedies mentioned by Gallo were inserted (like the immediately preceding passage with a
philosophical disputation between Epicureans, Stoics and Socratics, umpired
by a thoughtful Agostino) more to emphasize the respectability of Farnesina
gatherings than by an honest bias for the genre: none, at any rate, have survived. Judging by the extant plays, Plautine double entendre was the note to be
struck. The ending of the Bophilaria is exemplary of the tone. When the lovers
have been united, the puer rounds off the play with the words:
spectatores, quid amantes nunc intus agunt
vestrum est arbitrarier. quid fiat in posterum


See for other influences on the poem the introduction of Quinlan-McGrath , notes

-.

There is a misunderstanding in the literature diffused by Frommel , , that Venus
plans to stay in the Farnesina (‘dass sie sich dort niederlassen will’), and caused by Gallo V, :
hic ego tecum adero, apparently interpreted literally by Frommel, where it should be ‘here will
I be at your service’ (i.e. when you call on me). She emphatically states in the following verses
that she must leave for Cyprus: she does, however, promise that prayers directed to her by Chigi
will not be in vain, and leaves Spring in the villa (‘ipsa autem placidi restat praesentia ueris’),
the whole poem thus being an aetion of the temperate climate of the Farnesina.

Gallo V. -.

‘Galle tuae passim resonant per compita laudes;/scaena graves numeros te recitante probat’; Francesco Arsili, de poetis urbanis, Cor. .

Quinlan-MacGrath , , note .
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name
ne expectetis, nam non est scaenabile; extra scaenam siet; vos interim
[...] plaudite.
Spectators, what the lovers are doing inside, I leave to your imagination;
do not wait for what happens thereafter, for it defies mise en scène, and
we had better leave it outside of the play. In the meantime ... applaud! 

As the stage would have been placed before the Loggia di Psiche in the open,
with the spectators watching from the garden, such texts, when performed,
would refer to the building as the place where all the fun was going on behind
the stage and decently invisible for the viewers.  They would then make the
building an accomplice in the illusion of the play and part of the props, and
illustrate the possibilities for interactivity between set and abode.
The title of the poem, Vera Libellus, if of doubtful Latinity, hides an important ambiguity: it points at the perpetual spring which is supposed to reign
in the villa (vera as neuter plural of ver: ‘Springs; a book of poems’) and at
the same time asserts that its contents are the truth (vera from verus: ‘True
Stories; a book of poems’). Both, indeed, perhaps needed confirmation. For
as the weather in Rome pursued its usual course, the contents of Gallo’s contribution could hardly be more fictional – in the Statian sense of the word.
In Gallo’s poem moderns interact freely with mythology, participating in the
virtual world of the Farnesina in the way we have by now come to expect. Theatrical would anyhow be a suitable epithet for what went on in the Farnesina.
The drama exceeds the limits of the stage, however. After a relatively short
overview of the features of the villa (V. -) he takes us to the never-never
land of the famous grotto by the Tiber. It is here that the gods appear most
willingly. Gallo puts it thus:
Sub Ioue nam occurrit facilis descensus in antrum,
Arte laboratum, Caelo faelicius antrum:
Aut antrum, aut intra Telluris uiscera quem Dii
Esse locum uoluere, graues ubi ponere curas
interdum ex liquido uenientes aethere possent.
Intus aquae dulces: duplici quas ipse fenestra


Quoted from Stäuble  -. The edition of Gallo’s plays dates from , and
it remains uncertain whether they were ever performed in the Farnesina. Gallo’s remark in
de viridario that ‘no obscenities are here revealed by the stage’ (V.) has an apologising tone:
perhaps the comedies of  were not completely to the taste of the dedicatee. On the other
hand, Gallo’s remarks in de viridario about the stage sound like an overture to Agostino for the
commission of performances.

For the adaptation of the Farnesina’s architecture to theatrical productions, see Frommel , -.
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Ex Tyberi paries recipit, seruatque receptas.
Intus longa patent uarii certamina piscis:
Qui dubitans tremulo saltu concurrere Nymphas
Protinus in primo se gurgitis occulit ore.
intus grata Deis: mage grata sedilia Nymphis
In quibus assiduo gaudent consistere cantu.
Ponitur hic etiam in summo testudinis amplum
Spiramen: per quod tranquilla Fauonius addat
Flamina: cum puro simul aere misceat auras.
Perpetuo hic intus resonant suauissima Phoebi
Musarumque nouem inter se discrimina uocis.
Concilium hic intus uatum: quo sancta Poetae
Conueniunt uario tractare Poemata uersu.
For, from under the open sky, an easy descent runs to a cave, constructed
by art, a cave made more luxurious by the chisel:  [for] either [it is]
a cave, or the spot among the bowels of the earth where the gods prefer
to depose their weighty cares, when at times they come from the liquid
sky; within is sweet water, received by double arcades in the wall from the
Tiber, and kept there when it has entered; there you can see the continuous
contests of all sorts of fish, which when afraid that the nymphs come on,
hide themselves in the first basin with shivering jumps. Inside comfortable
seats for the gods, even more comfortable for the Nymphs in which they
rejoice to take place fervently singing. Fresh air amply enters too, from
the height of the vault, through which Favonius may add his tranquillising breaths, when he mixes his breezes with pure air. Here the sweetest
differences of voice are ever heard of Phoebus and the nine Muses, here
is the assembly of poets; the place where poets gather to practice sacred
poems in sundry measures.
The cave as the haunt of the inspired poet is topical at least since Horace III,
. In seclusion the poet can shape his fancies, and therefore Gallo chooses the
grotto as the mysterious place where epiphanies occur and nature merges with
myth. (ill. .) The passage develops Ovid’s description of Diana’s cave, leaving
out the latter’s nulla rather ineptly. Blosio does better. Speaking of the cave he
says ‘hic Diana suos tuto deponat amictus’ (here Diana may safely disrobe). The
whole parade of antique gods duly appears in Blosio, culminating in the remark
‘quove tonantem / eliciat Iuno, et torvum Venus aurea Martem’ (where Juno
may seduce the Thunderer, and golden Venus angry Mars), exemplifying, per


Less probably ‘more felicitous than the sky’.
Gallo V.-.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

haps, recitations or adaptations from Iliad and Odyssey (for that is where these
stories are taken from). But in particular the first allusion, to the scene where
Hera seduces Zeus and flowers spontaneously spring up under their nuptial
couch to celebrate the hieros gamos as a feast of blossoming nature, is one, in
Homer, where the animation of nature is most poignantly present. Although
Blosio does not explicitly mention the grotto as a hide-out for poets, he implicitly suggests it is, by stressing epiphanies of all sorts of wonders just at this point.
He thus shows, more subtly than his colleague, what poetry is supposed to do in
the Farnesina: create illusion. The idea is of a continuous interplay between the
natural and the supra-natural, where time has come to stand still, even place
has become irrelevant, for from all quarters the epiphanies may emerge. We
see confirmed that dining facilities were served by poets with their recitations:
the grotto, with its Bacchic overtones is merely the most mysterious of all. The
same can happen, of course, in the logge.
There too, all seems designed to blur the transition between inside and outside, between real and imaginary, between mythical and historical. The openings of the logge to the gardens, but also the form and content of their decorations stress this continuity between interior and exterior. Birds are ubiquitous,
in the gardens and on the walls. The spirit of nature, present in reality in the
garden, transforms, indeed undergoes metamorphosis, in myth. Ovid, in his
Metamorphoses, had explained natural phenomena of the visible world by relating their aetion in the stories of love and death in a world where gods and
men mingled, a pastoral world full of dangers and horror, but also often sweetly
still and dreamlike. This is the world of the Farnesina. Or rather, the idea that
nature is metonymically peopled with divinity, that behind every rock hides
a story, every tree and every spring a nymph, every bird an adventurous life,
is enacted by the way myths are reproduced in painting and poetry. Even the
stars and the sky overhead, are mythical, subjected to the same trope. (ill. .;
.: .)
Inside the loggia, like Dante’s shipwrecked traveller with lena affanata, we
are tempted to look back to where we came from. What we see, now, are closed
windows and, beyond, the depressing bulk of the  th century river bank. All
this has to be deleted by our fantasy (as well as the horrid custodi). The room
is wide open. Neither roar nor fume of Roman traffic is to be sensed, but the
bubbling of fountains, the sweet song of birds, the fragrance of flowers. We
wonder, in this openness, whether we are under the open sky. We are.
The vault of the Sala di Galatea, the first major decoration to be executed, 
tentatively opens up the sky to show Chigi’s horoscope, dominated by Virgo


Excepting the (minor) frieze in the Sala del Fregio.
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and Mercury. After the lofty aspirations of similar cassette ceilings in the
Stanza della Segnatura and the choir of the Santa Maria del Popolo, this is opulence indeed. Chigi, grabber of hermaia, could very well see himself as a child
of Mercury without the expert help his astrologers must have given him on
the program. Virgo, however, was another matter. The ancient astronomer
Manilius’ analysis of the child of Virgo is suggestive:
ille colet nitidis gemmantem floribus hortum
caeruleumque oleis viridemve in gramine collem.
pallentis violas et purpureos hyacinthos
liliaque et Tyrias imitata papavera luces
vernantisque rosae rubicundo sanguine florem
conseret et veris depinget prata figuris.
aut varios nectet flores sertisque locabit [. . . ]
munditiae cordi cultusque artesque decorae
et lenocinium vitae praesensque voluptas.
[The child of the Northern Crown as Virgo is rising] will cultivate a garden budding with bright flowers and slopes grey with olives or green with
grass. He will plant pale violets, purple hyacinths, lilies, poppies which
vie with bright Tyrian dyes, and the rose which blooms with the redness
of blood, and will stipple meadows with designs of natural colour or bind
flowers and place them in garlands [. . . ] His heart is set upon elegance,
fashion, and the art of adornment, upon gracious living and the pleasure
of the hour.




See Quinlan-McGrath , ff. The scenes on blue ground represent the hour of
birth, those on mosaic ground the hour of conception, just as essential to Renaissance astrologers. Much as has been bickered about the details of interpretation, the main points stand
since Saxl. It is indeed one of the triumphs of scholarship that his sudden insight, that the
ceiling, thus far considered as innocent mythology without serious purpose, contained Chigi’s
horoscope, has been verified almost to the minute by research in the Siena archives by Ingrid
Rowland. McGrath has further specified the content of the ceiling, and the importance of the
two central panels, Perseus (attended by Fame, blowing Chigi’s stars to the stars, so to say) and
Ursa Minor as the hour line of the horoscope. The hexagons indicate the zodiacal signs in which
the planets stood at the given time, as for instance the moon in Virgo, the sun (Apollo) in Sagittarius, Jupiter in Aries etcc. The doubling of constellations is simply the result of fitting twelve
constellations into ten available spandrels. The centre of the ceiling contained, originally, the
arms of Chigi, starry as they were. For details of the interpretation see the articles of McGrath
and the recent overview of Manzari . The relevance of Virgo and Mercury is confirmed by
the remains of the facade decoration of the loggia, with caduceius and cornucopia.

Manilius V. - and -, and the treatment of the passage by McGrath  (we
use her translation).
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Comparing the descriptions of Blosio and Gallo of the floral wealth of the Farnesina, quoted above, we are struck by the coincidence. Apart from Christian
Paradise and pagan pastoral, Chigi’s garden is also determined by the stars.
Chigi’s retinue, indeed, included mathematicians, who were as a matter of course
also astrologers. Of course, not only the gardens were written in the stars. The
child of Virgo when Spica is rising, as it did with Chigi, is destined for riches
and luxury:
At, cum per decimam consurgens horrida partem
Spica feret prae se vallantis corpus aristas,
arvorum ingenerat studium rurisque colendi
seminaque in faenus sulcatis credere terris
usuramque sequi maiorem sorte receptis
frugibus innumeris atque horrea quaerere messi [. . . ]
sculpentem faciet sanctis laquearia templis
condentemque novum caelum per tecta Tonantis.
haec fuerat quondam divis concessa figura,
nunc iam luxuriae pars est: triclinia templis
concertant, tectique auro iam vescimur auro.
But, when rising in a tenth part, rough Spica will bear her body covered
by corn-ears, it engenders [in the child of the Crown] enthusiasm for the
fields and the cultivation of the land, to trust to the furrowed soil seed
for interest, to follow usury greater than usual by reaping immense harvests, to have to look for barns to hold the crop [. . . ] Spica will produce a
man who carves panelled ceilings in the sacred temples, creating a second
heaven in the Thunderer’s abode. Such ornamentation was once reserved
for the gods; today it is one of our extravagances; dining-rooms rival temples in splendour, and under a roof of gold we now take our meals off
gold.
Formally, we may perhaps see in this text the source of the combination of
trompe l’oeil mosaic-cassettes and illusionistic openings to the blue sky (‘panelled ceelings . . . second heaven’). Iconographically, Manilius conveniently
links business, usury and wealth with art which will produce a second heaven:
advice not wasted on Agostino, commissioning first the vault of the Sala di
Galatea, then, with an even more marked emphasis on the Thunderer, the
mosaic panels in Chigi’s funerary chapel in the Santa Maria del Popolo by


Manilius . -; -, quoted by McGrath , her translation, with ingenerat
adapted to present tense.
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Raphael. The passage from Manilius unsurprisingly also contains a hint of a
Golden Age: the famous lines from Virgil’s Fourth Eclogue (iam redit et Virgo
etc., -) already had made the connection between Virgo, the constellation
which was the result of the metamorphosis of Astraea, and the Golden Age she
presided as the deity of Justice living amongst men. Thus the many references
of Agostino’s artists, advisors, humanists and astrologers to a Golden Age have
multiple precedent.
These stars, we must remember, were considered fractions of the light that
is God. The pagan gods associated with the respective spheres determined
the life of those who were born under their signs. Things had to fit. Omina were
therefore taken to ascertain the most propitious date for the foundation of the
villa. Chigi waited with the foundation of the first stone for favourable stellar
conjunctions. These arrived at April  nd , the date he thought was that
of the foundation of Rome. Four days after the solemn inauguration of the
building of new Saint Peter’s, the Farnesina’s building was thus inaugurated in
prestigious company. This date, with its cosmopolitan and historical resonance,
is in itself highly significant for the pretensions of Chigi’s enterprise.
The illusion of this golden ceiling opening up to the propitious sky is subtly
accentuated by the use of trompe l’oeil stucco, a commodity much more prestigious than we are inclined to think today: for the recipe to produce ancient
stucco (marble-dust with gesso) had not yet been found. That is why Peruzzi
took so much trouble to paint it, famously fooling Titian, who was brought
along by Vasari to the villa during his stay in Rome in - and ‘could not
believe that this was painting; for he marvelled at the illusion’.  And well he
should: Peruzzi has even included the lighting from the outside of the loggia. 
Chronology in these days is of the essence: only a few years later, around
, Giovanni da Udine did find this recipe, and made Peruzzi’s endeavours
obsolete, though not without admirers, as Vasari’s anecdote shows. Peruzzi


See above, Ch. , and Weil-Garris Brandt .
The MSS of both Manilius and Statius’ Silvae were combined in a codex by Poggio after
their rediscovery in a monastery near Constance. They are constantly referred to together. It is
possible that the humanist who advised Chigi on the program of the Farnesina had both texts
in a volume and accordingly used them both extensively. See Vollmer , I, -f.

As such they figured in the original ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.

Frommel , -. The date had been re-calculated (from the usual  st ). Frommel
points to the importance of Venus and Diana in Taurus, alluded to by Gallo’s poem, which belongs to this date.

For pedestrian Vasari playing Cicerone to the great master, see Vasari IV , .

Spoiled by an inattentive assistant, see Frommel , . The direction of the light is
somewhat unnatural (north-westerly), creating an effect similar to the lighting of Van Eyck’s
Berlin Madonna: we are in the realm of the supernatural.
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decidedly breaks classical ground here. The contrast with his contemporary
decoration of the nearby Sant’Onofrio, which could easily be dated a couple of
decades earlier, is marked. The artist changed his style in consonance with his
master: Chigi too had patronized ‘old-fashioned’ art such as the poetry of Serafino d’Aquilano, whose obsequies he paid in . Serafino was a Petrarchist.
Suddenly, that wouldn’t do any more. Classicism was the thing.
The ceiling’s ‘illusionism’ is still conservative, timid perhaps: as much directed to the imitation of stucco as to the creation of space. The possibilities of
illusionism would be explored increasingly as the decorations of the villa made
progress, culminating in the Sala di Psiche and the Sala della Prospettiva. But
the idea is already there: the sky of Chigi’s birth is opened through the vault,
showing the guests at the banquets held there, perhaps celebrating his birthday
on November  th , as Chigi turned : sic itur ad astra.  (ill. .)
Fame trumpets his res gestae to the astonishment of learned and powerful
guests. The gods, present in the guise of planets and constellations approve,
and so do the guests, who, in the Golden Age of Julian Rome, may think of
themselves as Gods too, and hardly lesser ones at that. Poets sing, and say just
that:
Barbaricis postquam furiis ruit inclyta Roma
excessere omnes Urbe cadente dei.
ast ubi regales Augustus Chisius aedes
condidit, antiquum restituitque decus:
Diique deaeque simul coelo rediere: beatam
Unam hanc certantes quisque fovere domum
denique Liber, Amor, Charites, Venus aurea, Pallas,
Mutue iurarunt hunc habitare locum.
Felix cuius amant Dii tecta, Auguste, volentes:
Certatimque homines ore favente colunt.
When famous Rome had fallen by barbarian fury, all the gods left the tottering city; but when Augustus Chigi built his royal palace, and restored
the antique splendour, all the gods and goddesses returned at once from
heaven; and vying with each other to favour this home as the only happy
one, Liber, Amor, the Graces, golden Venus, Pallas all swore alternately to
live there. Happy he, whose abode the Gods love, Augustus, of their own
free will, and whom men vie to honour with propitious tongue. 


If the weather, which can be quite nasty fine novembris, permitted an aperitivo in the
loggia. Major celebrations in this season were obviously held in the sala superiore, provisionally
decorated with arazzi.

Borgia in the appendix to the Suburbanum (Quinlan-McGrath , .c., ).
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This epigram, composed to accompany the Silva of Blosio Palladio, celebrating
Chigi’s villa, and, of course, his patronage, shows how the gods are thought as
present, just as the vault shows them to be, the concetto of Statius thus being
translated not only into new poetry, but image as well. They once more find
their place in the antique splendour that is restored by Chigi in creating his
villa, on the ruins of an imperial villa, indeed, using as props statuary found
on the spot. The villa’s architecture and decoration are all’antica. But they are
replenished by real antiques, found in situ or bought.  As in the Silvae of
Statius, sculpted or painted gods are brought to life by poetry, to interact with
the patron c.s., indeed to help them and sustain their position.  It is likely
that epigrams like the foregoing were delivered at dinner-parties, purportedly
ex tempore, as such is also the suggestion in Martial and Statius’ Silvae.  An
epigram as this, recited underneath Peruzzi’s ceiling, contributed considerably
to the ‘reading’ of the frescoes: when we reduce their meaning to the astrological interpretation, we miss an entire point. For Peruzzi’s ceiling is more
than mere astrology: it combines biographical and illusionist elements to the
story written in the stars, strands of meaning which can be triggered by poetry recited in accompaniment. That gods pictured on the ceiling could be
seen apart from the astrological content, and in interaction with the lunettes
below, is illustrated by Blosio’s Suburbanum, - (‘Heic Iuno ut veris vehitur
Pavonibus: Extat / Heic Venus orta mari, et concha sub sydera fertur’), where
the point is that Juno is subjected to Venus, that is sexual love is elevated over
the goddess of marriage. Blosio apparently could, to create meaning, switch at
random from the level of the ceiling to that of the lunettes, two levels usually
strictly separated by iconographical analysis. Such a switch is, to be sure, an ad
hoc expedient of the poet, jokingly alluding to his patron’s unmarried status.
But the point is that such allusions could be made, and were made. To make an
assumption of one coherent iconographical explanation of the program thus
seems beside the point.
Conversely, to reduce the classicism of the ceiling to a recreation of Antiquity, complete with gods and nymphs, would also be a simplification. The
recreation is a means, and not an end: a means to exalt the status of the patron
by the invocation of divine, diachronic assistance.
This procedure of poetry supplementing and commenting on figural decoration and antique remains is well illustrated by previously quoted lines of
Battista Casali, triumphantly stating that:




See Bartalini  for Chigi’s negotiations.
See also Statius Silv.., where Hercules comes to the aid of Pollius Felix.
Thereby continuing a Hellenistic custom. See Hardie , ff.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name
obruta si emergunt, nascentia carmine crescunt:
maior erit Blosii Chisia villa modis.
When unearthed things come to light, that what is being born will grow
by poetry: Chigi’s villa will be all the greater by the verse of Blosio! 

In this context, the marked sculptural quality of Peruzzi’s ceiling (and that of
Raphael’s Galatea) takes on special significance. The painters vie with the remains, reconstruct them, make them live, just as the poets do with narrative
myth.
In contrast with the vault, the gods in the epigram by Borgia quoted above
do not form an astrological pantheon: the selection is specifically centred on
the pleasures of wine, love and culture (Bacchus, the triad of Venus, Amor and
the Graces, and Minerva, respectively), to correspond with the function of the
Loggia and its banquets. Another epigram composed later, which we quoted
already in the section on Statius, possibly on the occasion of a subsequent
birthday, this time under the auspices of Leo X by Tebaldeo, specifies this connection even further:
Dum Leo formosis Ghisii discumberet hortis
Iuppiter ad superos talia versus ait:
Quaenam aequanda illis convivia? vera fateri
si volumus, vile est nectar et ambrosia;
Quos hominum e terris pepulerunt crimina, Ghisii
Coelestes revocet mensa beata deos.
When Leo dined in the beautiful gardens of Chigi, Jupiter turned to the
gods and said: what banquets can be compared to these? If we would
speak truly, nectar and ambrosia has become cheap. The Gods that men’s
crimes have driven from earth to heaven, are recalled by the blessed table
of Chigi.


Battista Casali in the epigrams preceding the Suburbanum (Quinlan-McGrath ,

).


See p.  above.
Tebaldeo (in Quinlan-McGrath , -); the same conceit in Hieronymus Donatus:
‘Felix villula, Chisius Deortum / Quam sedem statuit, nec invidere / Ipsis nos sinit, atque perbeata / Cui totos Heliconis hausit amnes / Laudandae Blosius, novosque honores / Omnis, quos
dedit, obstupescet aetas. / Aurum Chisius addit erigitque / Moles, sedibus aemulas olympi, / Et
pictura animum loquente figit: / At Cyprim Blosius Cupidinemque / Et nymphas, charitasque,
Deliumque / Cum Musis, genitoque Maia, et ipsum / E celo quoque provocat Tonantem,/ Convivasque facit perenne Chisi. / Quisquis viderit audietve sumptum / Emirabitur ille purpuramque
/ Auratos quoque regiosque postes. / Sed quae machina cunque certat astris / Scabro denique
conteretur aevo. / At qui legerit ista iure seclis / Commendata fatebitur futuris, / Atque isthaec
iterabit usque et usque.’
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Not only the gods in the decorations seem to be meant: Gods do sit at Chigi’s
table, not Olympian ones, but new Christian ones, pope Leo foremost among
them, and Jupiter may look on despondently, or, as is probably the concetto,
join the party. Once more we see the typological paradigm – Leo as a type of
Jupiter – but this time applied to otium. The often invoked term of Erholungstypologie thus appears more significant perhaps than intended by its practitioners: decorations do not so much form a variation on standard types used in
villas (although such is certainly also the case), as use typological relations to
establish meaning for royal otium.

.. The Lunettes
As Chigi was negotiating in  with the Venetian senators about arms and
money, and Peruzzi was supervising the construction of the building, the decoration of the so-called Sala del Fregio, and the vault of the Sala di Galatea, an
ominous meeting took place: Agostino met a charming young woman, or more
accurately, a girl, for she was about  years of age. The attraction proved fatal,
and she was eventually persuaded to follow the gran mercatore. Sailing back
to Rome in , Chigi therefore was accompanied by a motley throng: apart
from his habitual retinue, the painter, lute-player and conversationalist Sebastiano del Piombo, who had impressed him in Venice being from the school
of Bellini and the highly fashionable Giorgione;  and finally, the young and
exceedingly beautiful, though hardly well bred Francesca Ordeaschi, who had
impressed him even more, and was eventually destined to be his wife. The
description, in a separate chapter, of Chigi’s offspring and his relations with
women are introduced by Fabio Chigi in the following way:
However cheerful and confident he was, Agostino was deprived by fate
of offspring, because his first wife, Margherita Saracena from Siena and
of noble extraction, died without children. But being of a vivacious,
though mature, age, and a lustful man as well, he entertained relations
with Francesca Ordeaschi, not born from a noble family, but all the
same a Venetian citizen. [. . . ] They say that Agostino saw this girl in
, and fell in love instantaneously because of her outstanding beauty,


Possibly also the printer Zacharias Callierges, later to be employed at the Greek press
‘para tois oikois Chisiou’ formed part of Chigi’s Venetian acquisitions (see Hirst , n). The
mosaic-specialists for the funerary chapel in the Santa Maria del Popolo too may have belonged
to the party. Chigi’s nose for the fashionable was not always as accurate as it was large: see the
famous passage from the letter dated -- (in Rowland , ), about Pinturicchio and
Perugino, where he misses out on Botticelli, Bellini etc..
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name
abducted her from the virtuous household of her father, took her to
Rome, set her up in a cloister, and thereafter held her as a concubine. 

Francesca obviously would have to be content with the role of a concubine, for
she was not of noble birth and Agostino still had hopes for an aristocratic wedding. Their relations may have needed, moreover, discretion. Parents could be
troublesome. As for Chigi’s negotiations for the hand of Margherita Gonzaga,
the reportedly very charming lady in waiting of Elisabetta Gonzaga, they were
held at the same period, but proved eventually unsuccessful. Dating is essential
at this point. Chigi had left for Venice in February , and returned at the end
of August, bringing with him Sebastiano and Francesca. Sebastiano started
painting the lunettes of the Sala di Galatea immediately after his arrival, presumably in September. Also in Sepember, the official request for Margherita’s
hand arrived in Mantova. We do not know when exactly Agostino got his refusal, but a letter from November  tells us he had resigned himself to the
outcome. As the merry company disembarked in , the richest man in
Christianity could check up on progress with his villa. The main loggia remained to be decorated from the ceiling downward. The program would be dis

Cugnoni , : ‘Laetum eum atque fidentem subolis fortuna destituit Margerita Saracena nobili Senense uxore absque filiis amissa. Maturae, vividae tamen aetatis, et voluptarius
homo, cum Francisca Andreazia rem habuit; hanc ferunt puellam visam ab Augustino anno
MDXI, ob eximiam pulchritudinem adamatam, raptam a patris honesta domo, Romam advectam, inter moniales institutam, sibi postea habitam in concubinam’. The text does not completely
fit, I think, the interpretation of Frommel , : ‘Dopo il suo ritorno da Venezia [. . . ] Chigi
aveva affidato ad alcune suore l’educazione della Veneziana e dopo il fallimento degli sforzi per
Margherita, la prese con sé alla Farnesina’. ‘institutam inter moniales’, however, is something
more than ‘entrust the education to nuns’: it means she was kept in a cloister. Frommel wants
Francesca as quickly as possible in the Farnesina as mistress (albeit an unmarried one), perhaps
feeling somewhat uncomfortable with the idea of Agostino breaking into a cloister at night to
visit his paramour (this is in fact what is suggested by the parallel with Amor and Psyche, for
which see below) and making love to her under the noses of the nuns. Compare Sanuto (Fulin
, vol. , ): ‘[ Francesca] era fia di uno, qual stava al castelo: era bella donzella, et molto
honesta: La menò a Roma, la tene un tempo lì, fece do puti et una puta e la spose’, where the last
words ‘la tene’ suggest maintenance (in combination with Fabio’s ‘inter moniales’), at a nearby
cloister. First, for a considerable time (‘un tempo’, which would hardly had been said if it were
only a few weeks or even months) this was the situation, then children were born (the first was
baptised in , thus once more a considerable lapse in time), then, eventually, marriage ensued.
The idea that Agostino and Francesca were living happily together is first found in Foerster ,
, and may perhaps be attributed to the projection of bourgeois values on the historical situation.
Chigi states in his will, however, apparently that he had lived together with Francesca for seven
years (Frommel , ). I have not been able to retrieve the Latin phrasing of this. It may have
been added for propriety’s sake. There is no mention whatsoever of Francesca as the mistress of
the house until the marriage in .

Frommel , . This letter, of which Frommel provides no further details, seems somewhat of a chimaera: it is not included in Rowland’s edition of Chigi’s correspondence.
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cussed with his secretary, Cornelio, and an anonymous iconographer.  What
was it to be? (ill. .)
The answer modern scholarship has given to this question is, after the heightening of our expectations of Chigi’s dream-world, somewhat disappointing.
The lunettes depict a number of stories or scenes from Ovid, loosely connected
with air, or birds, or flying, or breathing: beginning in the south east corner
(where indeed Sebastiano began), Tereus, Procne and Philomela (), followed by Aglauros and Herse (), Daedalus and Icarus (, above Sebastiano’s
Polyphemus), Juno in her peacock wagon (, above Raphael’s Galatea) , Nisus
and Scylla (), Perdix (), Boreas and Orithyia, () Zephyr (or Cephalus; ,
around the corner). The last lunette with the monumental head now identified as Peruzzi’s in all probability falls outside the cycle. The grisaille was probably added at a later stage, for behind it stood internal stairs, and the bay may
have been left open to facilitate its use.  The cycle thus seems to have ended


Cugnoni , 
Hirst , .

Not Phaethon, as is evident from the accompanying partridge (contra Foerster  and
Frommel , ).

The Ovidian source is attested in the Sururbanum - (’quas Ovidi versus pinxere, repinxit/ Pictor, et aequavit Pelignos arte colores’), where the relative, however, refers to Aglauros
and Herse on the second lunette. This may be extended to the other lunettes mentioned by
Blosio, Juno ( th , a very short passage, however) and Boreas and Erithyia ( th . The first lunette
(Tereus) also is most probably based on the extended treatment of Ovid (there are other sources,
i.e. Virgil, Ecl. , - with a cursory reference), Apollodorus (..ff), Pausanias (..ff) and
Hyginus ()); it is followed in the Ovidian text by the story of Boreas, identified by Blosio as
Ovidian. The third lunette (Daedalus and Icarus) also most probably derives from Ovid. As the
passage is directly followed by (and closely connected to) the story of Perdix (), and is in the
Ovidian text preceded by that of Nisus and Scylla, which in its turn is preceded by the story
of Cephalus and Procris, the possible subject of (), this makes a sequence. For the (connection between the) first, third and fourth lunette, however, the pseudo-Vergilian Ciris is a major
source, for which see below. As Jong  shows, it is unnecessary to exclude a priori that different texts were used (auxiliary details from other texts stressing the independence of the painter
with regard to his source and illustrating his creativity).

Hirst , n. Hirst argues (following a discussion with Aldo Angelini on the scaffolding during restoration) that the priority of the head is unlikely. Peruzzi as the author can be
identified by the monogram of his initials BP on the left. Scale and style would seem to point
at a date posterior to the ceiling, and are reminiscent of Michelangelo, whence the spurious
anecdote of the latter’s visit to the villa and this grisaille as its trace, implying condescension of
the work of Raphael in the loggia. For the sources see Foerster , note , quoting Francesco
Bracciolini, Lo scherno degli dei, Venezia  (printed earlier in Florence, ), canto xvii, str.
, p. , who apparently praises charcoal in preference of the painter’s brush: ‘gran cosa è l’arte;
e quei ch’han visto il sanno / disegnata una testa col carbone/ nel loggia di Ghisi, anco il penelo
/ dietro a lei rimaner di Raffaello’; and ibidem, note : Titi descrizione (), p.  & : ‘una
testa colossea, che da alcuni si crede di M. Bonarotti, di che nesun scrittore ha lasciato memoria;
& la testa colossale è chiaramente del Bonarotti., nè altri era capace di disegnare a mente una
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with the first lunette on the north-side, and when in a later stage the last bay was
closed, Peruzzi, being at hand, added a riddle the reference of which remains
obscure.
What do these scenes signify? It has usually been suggested that beneath
the deep sky of the ceiling the lunettes open up to the lower sky, symbolizing
the element of air through a number of aviary scenes from Ovid’s Metamorphoses. This element is admittedly a unifying element in the decoration of
the lunettes. This interpretation would indeed cover the idea of interaction: the
air outside the villa is in this way connected with the loggia, continuity between
inside and outside established. The ekphrastic mode we have come to expect
in this study would also be accounted for by the use of Ovidian vignettes turned
to painting. But what of the figures and scenes themselves? The emphasis, for
one thing, seems on the whole to be more on the flyers than on the air. More
importantly, it seems doubtful whether an unequivocal content as this would
be sufficiently meaningful. In the first place it is something we would hardly
expect from a man like Chigi, capable of devising a riddling imprese like (dar
dos) por un, setting aside his preference for practical jokes, which thrive on ambiguity. We lack the layers of meaning characteristic for the period, the man
and his entourage. And then, why have these specific myths been selected?
Admittedly, Juno was, in the Medieval tradition, interpreted as a symbol for
air. But other scenes are less unequivocal. We would expect, for instance,
Phaethon, where we get Perdix, if not Perseus on Pegasus or Ganymede.  In
short, what we want is some typological connection between the scenes and
testa si tremenda con tanta bravura. Dicesi che stando Daniello (i.e. da Volterra) in proscinto di
dipingere questa lunetta, andò il Bonarotti per parlarli.’ This reminiscence may jokingly allude
to the paragone implicit in the loggia (see below), so as to include at least the style of the great
Florentine, whose absence in the project, according to Fabio Chigi, was due to incompatibilité
d’humeur between the patron and the artist (Cugnoni, ). The head shows resemblance to
others on the ceiling (the ‘Auriga’ on the east side, the ‘Apollo’ and most notably the left head of
the right group of petrified victims of Medusa), and may very well have served as a preliminary
study for lighting from underneath (see also Frommel , ). Lighting was important for the
ceiling (cp. above  n) and must have taken considerable attention.

If the lunette to its left indeed referred to Gaia, the monumentality may allude to a Titan
of some sort.

The idea being that fire was symbolised by the stars on the ceiling, the element of water
by the Galatea, and earth by the villa itself. So first Foerster , ff, followed by many.

So also Tantillo , .

See for instance Boccaccio, Life of Dante. On the other hand she was represented by
Sannazaro (following Sulpicia, Corpus Tibullianum IV. ) as a patroness of the mistress of an
ardent young lover.

The appearance of these last themes on the ceiling is significant enough: the air is on the
ceiling. See also Salis , , with doubts about a ‘cosmic’ interpretation of the loggia, without,
however, resolving these.
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the patron to account for the choice of scenes and to create the desideratum of
ambiguity.
Now, it has indeed been suggested that the decoration of the Loggia di
Galatea is connected with biographical data.  This suggestion, however, was
made with great reserve, and restricted to the fresco of Galatea, to which we
will come later on. But to connect, for instance, the fresco of Polyphemus
with Chigi, was considered way out of line.  To consider the lunettes in this
light has not yet been suggested.
To be sure, contingent reference could hardly be unequivocal. The banker’s
personal life was unsettled, to say the least. He was in the middle of negotiations
for Margherita Gonzaga’s hand, while at the same time having brought with
him from Venice a charming young abductee. And then there was Imperia.
When Chigi returned from Venice in September, she awaited him, open-armed
if getting on in years. Eleven months later she had committed suicide by taking poison. Doctors sent by Agostino were to no avail, and her last comfort was
a generous papal absolution, and the knowledge her death would be trumpeted
to fame by the eloquence of Rome’s intellectual aristocracy in poetry. Chigi’s
court poet Blosio Palladio produced an elegant epigram for the occasion: 
Dii duo magna duo tribuerant munera Romae,
Imperium Mavors, et Venus Imperiam.
ac pariter totis nixi sunt viribus ambo
condendo Imperium Mars, Venus Imperiam.
hos contra steterunt mors et fortuna, rapitque
fortuna Imperium, mors rapit Imperiam.
Imperium luxere patres, nos luximus ipsi hanc:
ille orbem, nos nos, cordaque perdidimus.
Two gods had given Rome two great gifts: Mars Empire, and Venus Imperia. Both gave their utmost in their creation, Mars of Empire, Venus of Im

Frommel ,  sternly agrees: ‘[the lunettes were a] rompicapo per contemporanei:
due sono rappresentate con imprecisione e impossibili di identificare; le scene non presentano
neppure un riferimento diretto al cielo [...] si svolgono in terra’.

Thoenes ,  ff, and .

It has been considered an allusion to either Margherita Gonzaga, or the courtesan Imperia (Thoenes supporting the former, Lynne Lawner the latter).

So Thoenes . Frommel moves closer to biography in his  study, without, however, becoming specific as to the lunettes.

According to Kurzel Runtscheiner . Frommel  has her die before Chigi returned (, without references). See also Gnoli .

Pace Kurzel-Runtscheiner , , who ascribes it to Vida and produces (in note )
a muddled text. The following text is taken from Cugnoni , -, where it is ascribed to
Blosio.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name
peria; but Death and Fortune stood against them, and Fortune snatched
Empire away, Death Imperia. The conscript fathers have mourned the
loss of Empire, we ourselves the loss of her: they lost the world, we’ve lost
ourselves, and our hearts.

Blosio’s festive and unselfish nos may guard us from unwarranted inferences.
The circle of Imperia’s customers had been very wide, and Chigi hardly could
have had (let alone wished for) a monopoly of her favours.  His relations to
her more probably were of the ‘protective’ kind, of which he made somewhat of
a show, to the amusement of his poets.  Yet he may have been losing interest
in her, after his return from Venice. Subsidised by the banker, Imperia may
have had little reason for as drastic measures as she took if her favour with
Agostino had stood unimpaired. The Ordeaschi-affair, it is not unreasonable
to suspect, was taken very seriously by the courtesan. 
The idea to search for typological connections in the lunettes is, of course,
not as anomalous as might be deduced from scholarly reticence on the sub

See for the list Beroaldo , r.v. (.).
As attested by Giovio’s anecdote of Tamisius. Compare also the epigram of Capodiferro,
he too one of Chigi’s satellites (in BAV, Vat.Lat. , v): Illa tua Imperium Auguste est non
illa, sed illa / nomine mutato dicitur Emporium (‘As for that Imperia of yours, Augustus, she is
no Empire at all! When you change but one letter, she’s called Emporium, that is market-place’).
It may be summarised as follows: If you pretend to be Augustus, Chigi, Imperia is your Empire.
But you aren’t and she isn’t, for change but a nuance and she seems cheap, as you yourself are
but a banker (for a different interpretation, see Rowland , ). The unusual amount of
elisions in the first verse, reflect the way Chigi and Imperia were entwined, the name-play reflects
the attempt to make the liaison look respectable by ancient precedent, and both are undone
by the chute of the epigram (illustrated by the harsh consonants and absence of elision; the
pentameter states the plain truth). Other epigrams on Imperia, by Capodiferro, are to be found
in his collection of epigrams, BAV Vat.Lat. , r, r-v.

See Kurzel-Runtscheiner , -. Bandello (Novelle III/) states that Imperia’s love
for Angelo del Bufalo was the cause of her suicide. As Angelo was a married man, it is unlikely
that Imperia would have entertained hopes of official recognition from his side. An intriguing
notice in Cugnoni , , reads: ‘ac brevi, demortuo Julio ipsum [i.e. Sebastiano] succesori
conciliavit [i.e. Chigi], efficitque ut pulcherrima Lucretiae Romanae tabula depicta, ac donata,
uberrime ob illud opus a pontifice laudatus fuerit, et equestri dignitate insignitus’. Could this
be Imperia herself (whose name was Lucrezia)? The portrait could have been made in the last
months of her life, and then used as gift to Leo half a year later. It could also have been older,
and, because of the death of the courtesan, have become obsolete to the patron. All in all, I
would guess that Imperia felt threatened by both Agostino’s negotiations with Margherita and
the arrival of Francesca, but that she continued to figure in Agostino’s circles. This may explain
(partly) the extreme tact of the references (in the lunettes) to the Ordeaschi-affair: Imperia will
have been present at festive occasions in the loggia. The alternative, that the lunettes contain
allusions to Imperia herself, seems unattractive: the major themes of secrecy and abduction (for
which, see below) fit Francesca much better (the possibility of reference to Margherita Gonzaga
is a fortiori unlikely).
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ject. Mythological art performed for the Renaissance aristocracy, to begin
with, always has this tendency. Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso, that epic word-painting and Renaissance Ovid with its myriads of mythical recreations, is soundly
embedded by its author in the genealogical line of the Este running from Aeneas. Ariosto’s patron, Alfonso, could recognize himself in many of its heroes,
like Augustus in Virgil’s Aeneas. The text of Ovid itself had a long and intricate
tradition of moralizing, which would lead the contemporary viewer to expect
something more than just thin air on entering the Loggia di Galatea. 
Closer to Chigi, and more directly concerned with visual representation, we
might cite the case of Jacopo Ripanda’s images of Roman history as described by
Sylvanus’ Germanicus in homage to his patron Leo X.  The imaginary spectators in Sylvanus’ poem gaze on the historical scenes like Aeneas did at the frieze
of the temple in Dido’s Carthage, and then, confronted with the statue of Leo
that has subsequently been placed before Ripanda’s frescoes, realize that ancient Roman virtue was just the promise and prefiguration of the virtue of Leo,
to whom they must thus play soldier. Sylvanus articulates the way such frescoes
were interpreted, respectably following Virgil who did exactly the same. 
Thus possibly in the lunettes too, other elements, typologically concealed,
play a role. This would be natural considering the astrological content of the
ceiling: significant elements of Chigi’s private life (private because the loggia
functioned in the sphere of otium) would illustrate the inexorable course of fate
stated on the vault. It would also be natural considering the habit of patrons to
order decorations for their palazzo that showed heroic exploits related to what
these patrons considered as their own great deeds. (ill. .)
There is a further indication to give us some direction. We have already
been introduced to Agostino Chigi’s salient physiognomy: the red hair protruding over his forehead, the long, curved nose, the healthy complexion, medium long beard, naturally also ruddy, and his clear, shining large eyes. Now
Fabio Chigi, the author of this sketch, tells us also that many images of his famous forebear still existed in his time, of which, alas, none has survived. But we
may assume that Fabio let Gian Lorenzo Bernini have access to at least one of
these images as a model for the bust the latter was to produce for the finishing


It would of course be possible that painters were normally (thought of as) ingenuous
and naïve, while the humanists describing the paintings and rivalling with them were devious
and ingenious, trying to do one better than these stupid dabblers and finding meanings for their
patrons that were not meant by the painters. This is belied by the praise of artists like Raphael,
studied in Ch. .

Moralizing Ovid was still fervently practiced in the days of the Farnesina, exemplified
for instance by the popularity of the late Quattrocento commentary of Raphael Regius.

Analysed by Jong , ff.

The text in Jong , . For Virgil, see Aeneas’ Example above.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

touch of Raphael’s funerary chapel for Agostino in the Santa Maria del Popolo.
Although this bust squares with the only contemporary image of Agostino that
survives, the famous medal, it can hardly be based on it. If we now compare this
marble relief-bust on the one hand, and the medal on the other, with the head
that recurs at least three times, and in my opinion four, in the Sala di Galatea,
and remember Bernini’s masterful capacity to monumentalize and glorify his
sitters, we begin to get a picture of Agostino in full colour, red and all, this time
in the genre of comedy and pastoral, instead of in epic grandeur as in the bust
in the Chigi-chapel. (ill. .; .; .)
All the male heads of an age comparable to Chigi’s at the time (which was
) share the same physiognomy, and this physiognomy in its turn is remarkably close to the one transmitted by the medal, Fabio Chigi’s description and
Bernini’s bust. The importance of the recurring head is illustrated by the fact
that Sebastiano apparently took considerable pains to get it right: the restorations done in the seventies of the last century have revealed careful preliminary
studies on the wall underneath the Galatea fresco. 
To be sure, the unsuspecting erudite who intimated identifications such
as these took considerable risks. The hazards of candour in a fundamentally
ambiguous situation are well illustrated by an episode from Mantova, where Isabella d’Este had commissioned Mantegna’s Parnassus (ill. .), with its anomalous iconography combining Venus and Mars as the symbol of harmony with
the impotent anger of Vulcan. The precise meaning of the subject-matter has
hitherto eluded scholarship, indication that Isabella too took no exception to
unresolved ambiguity. Concerning this picture court poet Battista Fieri, however, made a nasty faux pas in a poem (now lost) which identified Isabella as
Venus, for he elaborately excuses himself in a poem we do have for his silly inadvertence in missing the implications of such an identification for the angry



The most difficult red-head to identify is that of Boreas, who has worn with time, but
seems to be beardless. Boreas’ northern extraction, like that of Tereus, accounts for the association with red hair, and thus perhaps made the identification with the red Chigi seem to ‘fit’. The
connection between the North and red hair was known to Chigi c.s. by the ruddy complexion
of certain ‘Svevi’ in southern Italy, where they are, as a wondrously illustration of a turbulent
history, still to be seen. Still, Boreas seems to me to be the same head as Tereus, Daedalus and
Polyphemus. The idea may have been fostered by Ovid’s ‘barbaque dum rutilis aberat subnixa
capillis/implumes [. . . ] fuerunt’ (, -) of Boreas’ sons by his union with Orithyia, Zetes and
Calais, implying, however, that their red hair (cetera qui matris, pennas genitoris haberent) was
due to their mother.

Tantillo , p.  with ill. -. Tantillo’s suggestion that these studies were left uncovered during Chigi’s lifetime is difficult to give credence: I would think that at least a coverage
of arazzi would have been procured during official use of the loggia.
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gesticulating Vulcan. Fieri’s original poem had caused amusement and scandal
in town (‘nec quicquam in tota blandius Urbe sonat’) and the poet repents:
Ille dolet dictam Venerem te candida Elisa,
Sed fuerat vati lusus[,] imago tua.
Num Venus es, casto Marti si iuncta cubili es?
Num Venus es, de te si facit hic Venerem?
[The poet] repents having called you Venus, bright Isabella, but your likeness caused the poet to play : are you really Venus, when you share a
chaste bed with Mars [i.e. her husband Francesco Gonzaga]? Are you
really Venus, if he uses you as one? 
The ‘he’ of the last line hits the ambiguity which was held up to the poet right
back into Isabella’s face, for it can refer to either the painter, or the poet, or
Francesco Gonzaga. Now those who read the scandalous episode of Tereus
and Procne in Ovid and recognize the features of Agostino Chigi in Sebastiano’s first lunette, may realize that a play with identities must not be taken
too literally. The incident in Mantova, however, illustrates that such identifications were not a priori the work of a madman.  The examples of Ripanda
and Fieri above show, furthermore, that poems interpreted frescoes. Reading
them carefully may corroborate our hunches. A unique opportunity for this is
offered by a passage from Blosio Palladio’s poem on the Farnesina.
We have already described Blosio’s initial reaction to the villa. Returning
from the gardens and the façade, he has something to say on these lunettes as
well:
Nam que porticibus, et cuncta per atria fulgent:
Vivas pinxisse, aut pictas animasse figuras 
Creditur eximius pictor: Qui pene loquentes
Spirantesque dedit natura obstante colores.
Quod nova si subeat formandi cura Prometheum,
Mollius has possit flammis animare figuras:
Nec mereat penas tam pulchro ex munere: nec si


Text in Jong , n.
See also Seznec , . The connection between iconographical content of decorations of dining-rooms and proceedings at dinner is also borne out by the M.Antonius Sabelicus’
contemporary commentary () on a an obscure passage in Suetonius’ Vita Augusti (c.:
‘nova divorum cenat adulteria’), glossed as ‘coenendo repraesentat’, which could mean ‘he has
depicted [on the walls] at dinner’ (as suggested by Luchterhand , ).

Quinlan-McGrath : aut vivas pinxisse, which yields a hypermetric verse. Foerster
remarks that the façade-loggia apparently was decorated as well in . See also Gallo . :
‘verum ambas variis ornat pictura figuris’.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name
Mille ferat, renuat tam pulchro ex munere penas.
Has et Pygmalion nuptae praeferret eburnae.
His Narcisse etiam (neque enim tu pulchrior istis)
Errature minus, malles tabere figuris.
Tantus honos succis: talis data gratia picto est.
Cedat opus merito veterum: Cnydiaeque tabellae,
Et Rhodus, et multa que ducta est linea cura.
At miratus opus, volo iam mirere, sub illo
Quod latet, et tecto premitur que fabula sensu.
Heic Iuno ut veris vehitur Pavonibus: Extat
Heic Venus orta mari, et concha sub sydera fertur.
Heic Boreas raptam ferus avehit Orithyiam.
Heic Pandioniae reserant arcana sorores.
Denique quas Ovidi versus pinxere, repinxit
Pictor, et aequavit Pelignos arte colores.
Tam foelix pictor vate, ut pictore Poeta.
His tu exornasses tumidum si stamen Arachne:
Forsan et his cultam vicisses Pallada, certe
Aequasses: nec nunc turpares omnia taelis.
As to what glitters in the logge, and all over the rooms: the excellent
painter may be said to have painted live figures, or to have given life
to painted ones; he who has given [us] almost speaking and breathing
colours against the rules of nature. And if once more Prometheus would
feel the urge to create, and could animate these figures with the flame [of
life] even softer [then they are already]: he would not deserve punishment
for such a gift, and even if he got a thousand punishments, he would not
refuse them. Pygmalion too would prefer these to his ivory bride; Even
you, Narcissus, would rather languish for these figures (and thus would
be less culpable), for you are less beautiful then them. Such glory is in the
paint, such [erotic] charm is given to the images. Let the art of the ancients
rightly yield! The paintings of Cnidian Venus, and Protogenes of Rhodes,
and the line of Apelles drawn with such care! After you have wondered
at the work, I want you to wonder at what is hidden under it, what story
is concealed by the veiling of its meaning. Here we have Juno, driven by
peacocks as if they were real; there Venus stands above her, born from
the sea and drawn to the stars in her shell. Here wild Boreas abducts his
prey Orithyia, there the sisters of Pandion reveal the secrets. In short, the
women painted by Ovid’s verse, the painter repainted, equalling Ovidian
colours with art: as the painter is fortunate with his poet, so is the poet
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with his painter. If you, Arachne, would have adorned your thick loom
with these pictures, you might have vanquished skilful Pallas, or at least
equalled her: then you would not defile all things with your webs! 
This passage contains a surprising number of elements significant for the interpretation of Sebastiano’s frescoes.  We will start from its beginning. In
the first place, the choice of words in loquentes spirantesque colores seems commonplace, but is in fact a very apt description of the technique and reputation
of Venetian painting such as Sebastiano’s. Blosio states that the fact that the
painter is a brilliant colourist adds to the lifelikeness of the work. This work, he
stresses is almost as real. We must try and imagine what it was like to be there,
in the middle of lush gardens teeming with birds. Thus mythological reality
merges with their sounds and sights, to which the lunettes are an illusionistic
vista. Blosio now continues with mythological exempla to illustrate this lifelikeness. The first, that of Prometheus, stresses the activity of creating life from
bare matter. This gains in immediacy if we remember that not only poets were
creating the villa out of precedents like that of Statius (to which we may now
add Ovid), but artists and sculptors were at the same time ‘giving life’, that is
definite form in colour and rilievo, to the sculptural fragments from Antiquity
in Chigi’s garden.
The next examples specify Blosio’s drift. Pygmalion and Narcissus are, in
Ovid, primarily erotic myths. Both textual images are concerned with the images of lovers, coming to life (Pygmalion’s statue of Galatea) or tantalizingly
refraining to do so (Narcissus mirror-image in the pond). If we grant our poet
somewhat more subtlety than is usually admitted, the allusion will be not only
to the commonplace of lifelikeness, but also to the erotic, of images of lovers
coming to life: by the choice of comparison an erotic, personal atmosphere
is created, which will be developed later on. This is confirmed by the use of
gratia, which refers to erotic charm, and the mention of the Cnidian Venus,
famed for an erotic appeal that reportedly led to all sorts of excesses.  We ask
ourselves where all this is heading. Blosio now compliments Sebastiano on his


Suburbanum -
Surprising because not noted before. Foerster , - has some observations on the
passage. But the classicist cannot yet fully appreciate ‘associative grammar’, and consequently
finds it odd that Blosio mentions Peruzzi’s Venus on the vault and not the major pinakes on
the vault, concluding that the vault was not yet finished. As will appear below, we hold that
Blosio, by selecting, gives one of many possible interpretations of the iconography of the loggia.
Foerster interprets the whole passage literally, as if it had been written to satisfy the curiosity of
positivistic art-historians of later date.

For the lore, see Lucian, Amores, -. Blosio’s tabellae, however, refer to painting, not
to the (in)famous statue of Praxiteles. If indeed painting is meant, the reference is to Apelles’
Aphrodite Anadyomene.
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artistic triumph over Apelles, whose main claim to mythological fame was his
portrait of his patron Alexander’s concubine Campaspe (with whose favours
he was thereby rewarded by the magnanimous prince).
Once more an erotic overtone, connected with a patron and his concubine.
We are now well entering the sphere of the private, and perhaps the illicit –
although concubines and exchanges of lovers were hardly so illicit in high Renaissance Rome that they were not talked about. Being talked about, however,
is one thing (the only thing worse being silence). Explicit reference in print (or,
for that matter, in painting) is quite another. Blosio starts to bait the reader and,
most of all, his patron. ‘What’, he asks scratching his head thoughtfully, ‘could
in heaven’s name be the secret meaning here?  For these frescoes contain hidden meanings, don’t they?’ He thinks, perhaps, of dreadful incidents like that
with Isabella d’Este and Battista Fieri, related above. ‘Well, let me see. Here is
Juno’, he now pauses, considering reference to marriage plans, ‘but, towering
above her is Venus’, he concludes triumphantly:  it is sex, not marriage we are
here concerned with. ‘Indeed, indeed, there’s Boreas, old red-head, abducting
the nymph Orithyia. Why, dreadful secrets are revealed. And yes! There we
have the daughters of Cecrops, looking at the monstrous Erichthonius, born
from Hephaestus premature ejaculation on the earth.  They’d better not look!
This is tricky business! Well, the painter certainly did a good job. If Arachne
had performed thus, who knows what would have happened: we wouldn’t have
cobwebs!’
Now, the erudite for whom frescoes and poetry were meant, would know
that Arachne wove the story of the illicit loves of Jupiter, Poseidon, Apollo and
Bacchus, extorted from their victims in disguise, a theme considered less than
appropriate by Pallas Athena, whose punishment of the poor girl was caused
by her impertinence no less than to this taunting questioning of the justice of
Athena’s fellow gods. Blosio thus prefers to leave the question of interpretation
unsettled for safety. But, in the process, he has dropped considerable hints.
These point to an erotic mania (of a godlike figure) which requires secrecy, a
secrecy that is broken. When we look back at the passage from Fabio Chigi’s
biography of Agostino, we can easily recognize the abducted Francesca Ordeaschi by the red-haired Agostino, her subsequent seclusion in a monastery,
guarded by daughters of Cecrops dressed up as nuns. And we must assume
that gossip was ubiquitous, and even led to compromising revelations.


For Blosio’s head, see his portrait-bust in the Santa Maria in Aquirio.
Maybe the meaning is: Juno means marriage to Margherita Gonzaga, but no! Venus!
Love, that is, love for Francesca Ordeaschi triumphs!

Foerster’s suggestion (n) that Pandioniae sorores refers to Philomela and Procne is
also possible, but less convincing, I think.
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If Blosio knew his mythology and if he was no fool, he knew he had said
enough. Note that Blosio not only touches upon the theme of literary ekphrasis
(by way of Arachne), but also exemplifies an ‘ekphrastic’ reading of painting,
turning the Roman colours (Ovid’s evocative narrative) which had been transformed to Sebastiano’s colourful painting, back to poetry. Form and content
constantly merge, as do painting and poetry. In fact, Blosio’s poetry is a necessary complement to the reading of the pictorial cycle, because without due
attention to it, an interpretation apparently could not be reached. Note too
how Blosio performs his ‘reading’ of the cycle: up and down (from lunette to
ceiling and back) and erratically selecting episodes to fit. Such criss-cross selections are hardly reminiscent of the rigour of Classicism. But they are typical
of allegorical Renaissance readings. 
Even if suggestions offered above accurately represent Blosio’s interpretations, Blosio’s was not the only possible reading, to be sure. But, I think, he
gives the gist of it. Note, lastly, that Blosio hints, as allusiveness was the key to
the game of these conversation-pieces, and that these hints point to typological connections between the myths portrayed and the patron. Typology, we
remember, was the key to normal palazzo-decoration, where a patron ‘poses’
as a mythological hero. In that sense, the Farnesina is quite traditional. For,
like all pagan mysteries of the Renaissance, many ways could lead to as many
conclusions.
In this connection, it is perhaps helpful to compare an often quoted passage
from a letter by the urbane Giulio de’ Medici, still a cardinal and writing to his
friend and agent in Rome, Mario Maffei. Concerning the decoration of the
Villa Madama, including, by the way, a sequence devoted to Polyphemus and
Galatea, Giulio specifies the instructions to be given quei duo pazzi, that is,
Giulio Romano and Giovanni da Udine, who had apparently quarrelled about
the assignment – neatly illustrating the discord directly following the death of
their harmonious master. In a bantering tone, leggendo e ridendo, the letter
discusses the nature of the subjects for the villa:
Quanto alle storie o fabule: piacemi siano cose varie, né mi curo siano
distese e continuate, e sopratutto desidero siano cose note, acciò non
bisogni che ‘l pintore vi aggiunga, come fece quello che scrisse: Questo

Positivistic logic is therefore a bad guide in solving Renaissance riddles. For the habit
of thwarting expectations of place and time in Renaissance art (and consequences for interpretation), see now Fowler .

See, for instance, Palazzo Massimo alle Colonne with Jong .

This I take to be the reference of Vostra Paternità veda di accordarli in a previous letter
(Shearman , ), and the phrase ci piace che quelli due cervelli fantastichi dipintori siano
d’accordo in the present (Shearman , ).
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è un cavallo. Le cose di Ovidio, di che vostra Paternità mi scrive, mi
vanno a gusto; però veda di eleggerne le belle, il che a lei rimetto. Cose
oscure come ho detto non voglio, ma varie e scelte. Le cose del Testamento Vecchio bastino alla loggia di N.S.re.
Concerning the episodes and myths: I would like them to be varied, neither do I care for long and continuous narrative, and above all I want
them to be well known, so that there will be no need for the painter to
add explanation, as he did who wrote: ‘This is a horse’. The stories from
Ovid, about which your Fatherliness writes me, are quite to my taste; but
beware and choose the beautiful ones, which task I leave to you. Obscure
stories, as I have said, I don’t want, but varied and exquisite ones. Let the
loggia of our Holiness suffice for the stories from the Old Testament. 

Granting that Giulio de’ Medici is not Agostino Chigi, some general conclusions may be drawn about procedures from this passage. It would appear,
firstly, that a powerful patron interfered with the choice of subject only in broad
strokes. This is important. As at Chigi’s, the revelation of decoration would
leave surprises in store, surprises which could be capitalised upon when making use of the villa. Secondly, that there was a choice between extended and
continuous narrative and more randomly selected subjects. This matter is not
to be pressed: the opposition, so it seems to me, is between the sequential
story-telling of Leo’s loggia, mentioned at the end of the paragraph, and the
more usual, associative groupings, more apt for a villa. The artists concerned
were known to the correspondents in the context of the Loggia, and Giulio is
simply saying that he doesn’t want that, thus preferring the way the Farnesina
decorations were conceived as well. Then there is another choice, between well
known and obscure myths. The joke about the horse is from Aelian, de varia
historia, X,, and must be connected with the bantering tone of the correspondents: Giulio does not want to have to explain things as Chigi had done
(teste the epigram dum nos circumagis), a procedure he mocks through the
joke. Here, then, we sense a contrast with Agostino’s patronage, which, as we
have seen, delights in mystification and consequently witty elucidation, be it
by guided tours or practical jokes. Lastly, there is the caveat on the choice of
belle fabule: here too, an implicit contrast surfaces with some scenes from the
Farnesina, which could be construed as not altogether beautiful. One of these
is the story of Tereus, to which we will now turn. (ill. .; .)
The story, told at length in Ovid Met.VI, -, seems eminently unsuited
for convivial alacrity: the Thracian (and thus barbarian) condottiere Tereus has


--, text in Shearman , .
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helped the Athenians in a military emergency, and for a reward is given by
the Athenian king Pandion, son of Erichthonius his daughter Procne as a wife
to be taken back to Thrace. Unfavourable presages are ignored (the ominous
night-owl presiding over the bridal-chamber seduces Ovid to the aside usque
adeo latet utilitas, ), but nevertheless in five years of marital bliss a son Itys is
born. Procne, however, is homesick and requests visit of her sister Philomela,
from whom she was inseparable in Athens. Tereus consequently sails back to
fetch her, but fatally falls for the extraordinary beauty of Philomela, catching
the flame of love as easy as brushwood. For chaste as the girl is, the innate lust
of the Thracian (pronumque genus regionibus illis/ in Venerem est -)
makes him first consider direct violence, then transforms him, a barbarian,
into an eloquent pleader for a prolonged stay in Thrace, and lustily watches the
girl embracing her father, knowing that soon he may taste the same pleasure.
Barely landed in Thrace, the barbarian drags the girl off and rapes her (being
compared by Ovid to an eagle) in a sequestered spot. The girl remains very
eloquent in her accusations after the deed and threatens publication. Tereus,
suddenly grown timorous, cuts off her tongue (which quivers in the bloody
dust and tries to reach its mistress). He then has his pleasure again a number
of times. Home he pretends Philomela is dead. In the meanwhile Philomela
weaves her terrible story in a tapestry and has it brought to Procne. She guesses
the truth, but remains silent. After freeing her sister she devises with Pilomela
a terrible punishment: her son Itys is cut up and served to Tereus in a dish.
Tereus when learning the facts rushes with drawn sword to kill them, but all
three are transformed, Procne in a nightingale, Philomela in a swallow, and
Tereus in a hoopoe.
Ovid’s narrative is long and extremely gruesome.  Certainly, it would take
the naiveté of a Fieri to identify Chigi all too literally with Tereus. Still, thematic
similarities to the Ordeaschi-affair are undeniable: a rude foreigner with power
but without noblesse (made eloquent by love),  the sea voyage, the amorous
nature of Tereus, Ovid’s comparison with an eagle (an emphatic attribute of
Chigi in his funerary chapel), the loneliness of Procne, the sequestration of
Philomela (Francesca was put in a convent, but frequently visited and impreg

Foerster , .
The horror is exploited to the full by Shakespeare in Titus Andronicus. The tone of the
Ovidian original is extremely hard to grasp: it verges at times on the comic, similar to, say, a
Quentin Tarantino movie, for instance when the Philomela’s tongue tries to jump back in her
mouth.

Elisabetta Gonzaga wrote to Chigi about his marriage-plans with Margherita Gonzaga:
‘Piaceme interamente, salvo che l’essere mercante et banchere, il che purtroppo mi pare sconvenevole alla casa nostra’ (Luzio , , quoted by Thoenes ).

See Rowland .
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nated by Chigi). The idea of the tapestry telling the story indeed runs parallel
to the way the lunettes contain all sorts of stray hints, now for lack of evidence
of course mostly unidentifiable, as it runs parallel with the turning through
ekphrasis of ancient texts to modern image. The idea of a lonely bride in foreign country and therefore requesting the company of her sisters will return
in the story of Psyche, theme of decoration of the other ground-floor loggia
and almost certainly connected to the Ordeaschi-affair, this time with a happy
ending (which was at the time of the Sala di Galatea not yet to be foreseen).
This may have a contingent relevance, which, from the available sources, is
irretrievable.
The whole typological resemblance is erratic and playful, and not – which
is an incredibly important point – intended to be taken literally in all respects,
as a complete allegory. The respects in which it is applicable are within limits of
propriety available for patron and guests to pursue in conversation or poetry,
to be compared to the aspects of the story of Aeneas in Virgil to be applicable
to Augustus’ present (and some aspects were highly offensive to the princeps).
Interpreting in a playful, or in a melancholy, or even in a cautionary mood thus
becomes a sort of game to be played with the paintings as conversation pieces.
That a story like that of Ovid’s Tereus could be used for this sort of ‘fun and
games’ (to use Albee’s act-heading), is highly indicative of the tropological and
free way these myths were accosted, and the absolute absence of consistency.
But, we must remember, it was myth, and myth was not yet literalized by the
council of Trent or made sinful by the Reformation. If anything, the odd reminiscences of Chigi’s career in the Tereus-episode, marks our man as an ironist,
even as a practical joker, very much like the figure we know from the sources.
The typological layer of meaning is of course not the only one, or even the
main one at that. The episode selected for illustration by Sebastiano and his advisors, is the moment Tereus attacks the sisters with drawn sword (the aetion for
the hoopoe’s long beak, and possibly connected with Chigi’s nasus sublongus et
curvus), and all three actors in the drama are transformed into birds.  These
birds, we have already noted often, were singing melodiously in Chigi’s gardens.
These sounds are transformed to myth on the lunettes, and become interactive
with the loggia, in which nature and myth are simultaneously present, present
and past, antiquity and Renaissance. The birds become mythologized – and,
ironically, some are served as dishes as well, like Juno’s peacocks, exemplifying
one more delicious transformation of myth. Peacocks, the learned Platina tells
us in his food-book de honesta voluptate (from the sixties of the Quattrocento),


Sebastiano’s sword, however, is a sorry sight. We may perhaps forgive the painter, who
had never worked al fresco before, for this, his first, lunette. See Hirst .
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were regal fare, their vanity reflecting, as by contrapasso, the vanity of their devourers. The peacock was not for the rabble, but for those who had emerged,
by the grace of fortune and temerity, from brothels and stables to the highest
ranks of dignity. Peacocks are explicitly mentioned as a dish served by Chigi. 
The partridge too could find its way from fresco to table. Interestingly, Platina
tells us in his chapter on partridges that the poor Itys, son of kingly Tereus and
Procne, was turned to pheasant, and is thus fittingly served at the table of kings,
‘ut eo tandem redeat unde regressus est’.  To couple mythology and fowl at
dinner, apparently was not an outlandish idea.
Meanwhile, the song of the nightingale may be heard, as swallows nest under the roof. These last are, moreover, harbingers of spring, and it is eternal
spring that reigns in the villa. In this connection, the myth of Procne is treated
in Egidio Gallo’s poem (III, -), striking a melancholy note.  And hearing
the nightingale in the small hours, surrounded by tipsy guests, did Chigi think
of his absent Francesca, who was being tutored by nuns in a nearby cloister,
and did he hear her plangent plea for release? We will never know. But the
idea might trigger a humanist poem – although such a poem would walk a
tight-rope.
The way myth infuses Renaissance life with meaning can be inferred by a
beautiful poem by a master of the genre, Andrea Navagero. In his Veris descriptio, ad Turrium (Lusus pastorales, xxv) he describes the coming of spring experienced while singing together with his friend Turrius, similar to Giorgione’s
‘shepherds’ in the Concert Champêtre:
Nos Turri, dum florifero uere omnia rident,
Spirat et e summis gratior aura iugis,
Nos hic, qua nitida pellucens riuulus unda
Labitur, et leni murmure dulce sonat,
Cantemus molles formosae Amathusidos ignes,
Quidque ferox arcu, quid face possit amor.


Milham , -. Platina ironically contrasts this regal fare with the homely onions
and garlic of himself and fellow humanists like Pomponio Leto.

’Atque ista parvo constitisse aestimandum erat, nisi et alieno ex orbe petitarum immani
pretio avium (quos psittacos nominamus) solae linguae variis in patinis conditae, ultimo ferculo
omnem luxus ostentationem longe superassent’ (Hadrianus Junius, Animadvers., lib.IV, cap.
VIII).

Milham , -.

Confusing, as often in Medieval and Renaissance reception, the swallow with the
nightingale. Another extant contemporary association with Procne is with garrulitas, to be
found in Alciati, no. .
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name
Let us, Turrius, while all smiles in the flowering spring, and the breeze
blows more gently from the summit of hills, let us here, where the shimmering brook glides in bright waters and sweetly sings her soft murmurs,
let us sing of the tender fires of lovely Venus, and of what Love savage with
his bow and torch is capable of.

After the poem’s splendid proem of burgeoning nature, Procne too makes her
appearance, alone plaintive amidst the kindling fire of spring’s eros.  The
sound of the bird’s song fluently materialises in myth, and the story is told at
length, exonerating Tereus, and explaining, beautifully, the sadness of spring,
the cruellest month, followed by the above quoted exhortation to song.  The
spring wakens the presence of myth quite comparable to the strouthoi of Sappho which signified for the poetess the presence of Venus. This type of poetic
epiphany is likewise performed by the frescoes in the Farnesina. 
The parallel with Navagero is defective on the point of typology, which is
at least not recognisably present in his elegy. Nonetheless it underscores some
useful points. In the first place, it instructs us to beware of seeing the decorations of the Sala di Galatea completely in comic vein, as might be deduced from
the treatment of Ovid and the antics with the portrait. Secondly, it illustrates
that the myth stressed, instead of the horror or the punishment, the element
of transformation and conversion of tragedy into the most gentle of sounds.
Already in Dante the evocative power of natural sound may lead, by way of
fantasia, into the world of myth. Lastly, it shows that rather than the crime


Vss -.
With reminiscences of both Lucretius and Horace, Od. IV.  (also figuring Itys).

The exoneration of Tereus derives from Horace, Od. IV.. Navagero’s poem’s exceeding
beauty, quite another category than that of Blosio, would deserve full quotation, which space
forbids. The relevant passage on Procne runs: ‘Percussaeque nova dulcedine corda volucres
/Dant laetos passim per nemora alta sonos. /Sola gemit, ramoque sedens miserabilis alto /Absumptum mater Thracia plorat Itym. /Dii bene, quod nostrae tam longe a finibus orae /Exactum
hoc dira sit in regione scelus. /Heu puer infelix, matri dum bracchia tendit /Assueto cupiens se
implicuisse sinu: / Illa ferox animi, caecoque agitata furore /Avulsum duro diripit ense caput.
/Quid facis ah, demens? ferro quem perdis iniquo, /Is lac dulce tuis hausit ab uberibus. /Huic
tu longinquam votis optare senectam, /Huic solita es teneras dicere blanditias. /Heu miserum,
genitor, nati, infelixque sepulcrum, /Ut tibi nunc toto pectore sensus abit: /Infandae nosti quum
coniugis impia facta, /Atque epulas mensis tristibus appositas! /Nempe furis: stricto ruis violentior ense /Sed sublata alis effugit illa novis. /Perpetuum fleat, ut merita est: longique querelis
/Antiqui poenas persolvat sceleris.’ (-, directly preceding the passage quoted above).

The ‘pictorialism’ of the Lusus is recognised by Wilson , -, who, typically, thinks
of Botticelli, and takes this quality at face-value, not drawing our conclusion that poetry and
painting worked together to create illusion.

Dante also alludes twice to the Tereus-episode in the Purgatorio, IX, - (Philomela)
and an interesting passage, which describes the working of his fantasia, guided by the Divine
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of Tereus, the origin of Procne’s complaint is signified. Bird song incites Navagero and Della Torre to the meditation of love in pastoral setting. Sebastiano’s
picture may well have intended to do the same.
Time and space forbid to analyse the textual evidence of the other lunettes
as minutely as we have done with the Tereus episode. As many nuances will in
any case remain obscure through lack of evidence, we will have to rest content
with an adumbration of the way material such as this was encountered by Chigi
c.s. Yet a few observations should be made on the other scenes.
To begin with, the passage from Blosio’s Suburbanum has already warned
us not to suppose that the myths in the lunettes need be read in a linear narrative sequence from left to right: his eye wandered freely, seeking association
and meaning. Thus, on the thematic field, there emerge as dominant themes
the erotomania exemplified by Tereus, Scylla (like Tereus, suasit amor facinus,
VIII, ) and Boreas (apta mihi vis est, VI, ), all concerned with illicit love
for ‘foreign’ objects, that is lovers from another culture, violence and passion.
Boreas, himself being as unsophisticated as Tereus, takes the object of his affection, the Athenean princess Orithyia, by force. Scylla, on the other hand,
falls secretly in love with the enemy captain Minos, cannot constrain herself to
muster the necessary patriotism, and traduces her father(land). (ill. .)
Another theme, connected with the preceding, is travel, a constant occupation of Agostino with his frequent trips to Naples, Siena and Porto Ercole, and
his important long journey to Venice immediately preceding the decoration of
the lunettes. This brings in Daedalus and Icarus as well as Juno.  Yet another
theme is (un)heeded advice, which contrasts the inadvertent Icarus with the
clever Perdix (their faces have the same features), fatherly advice and professional jealousy being combined in the same person Daedalus, who bears the
features of Agostino. One is tempted to see in Icarus an allusion to Agostino’s
younger brother Sigismondo, who, in the extant correspondence of Agostino,
is constantly instructed without apparently giving much heed to Agostino’s
detailed advices, and who later proved hopelessly inefficient, squandering the
family fortune after Agostino’s death. Reading Agostino’s letters to Sigismondo
one does indeed get the impression that the older brother, treating the younger
like a son, harboured deep anxieties for the aptitude of Sigismondo for family
business. Ovid’s moving description of the father’s patient spiegazione of the
light. Emerging from the mist into the light, he apostrophises the vis imaginativa which can
create illusions independently from the surrounding reality: ‘o imaginativa che ne rube/ talvolta
sí di fuor, ch’om non s’accorge/ perché dintorno suonin mille tube [. . . ] De l’empiezza di lei che
mutó forma/ ne l’uccel ch’a cantar piú si diletta,/ ne l’imagine mia apparve l’orma’ (XVII, -).

Icarus is presented by Alciati as an emblem of astrology, or rather, the risks of wrong
interpretations.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

artificial wings to the inattentive pupil Icarus, more interested in catching fluttering feathers and playing with wax (Met. VIII, -), does make sense
in this connection. Daedalus’ passionate jealousy and anger (we remember the
dar dos por un, implying ruthless revenge), exemplified by its victim Perdix, the
all too clever assistant thrown from the rock by his master after having invented
the saw (by analogy with the back-fin of a spigola) and for compassion turned
into a partridge by Athena in his flight, may thematically be connected to Juno,
who makes a habit of being jealous, and is indeed so in the Ovidian passage
describing her passage by peacock-car in Metamorphoses II, . This anger,
of course, is also a topic in the story of Procne. Lastly, in the thematic field,
we find the theme of (uncovered) secrecy: in the Tereus and Scylla episodes,
but, more explicitly, also in the second lunette with Aglauros and Herse or Pandrosos, uncovering Erichthonios, born from the prematurely ejaculated semen
of Vulcan in pursuit of unwilling Athena, and now guarded by the daughters
of Cecrops in a basket. The main characters, however, in the Ovidian source
are the crow and the raven, whose fortuitous meeting causes the raven to tell
the story of the Cecropides. Thus, the conversation between the birds is ‘shown’
beneath them by Sebastiano. This strongly suggests that the topic more than
anything else, is the garrulity of (the) birds. Once more the interactivity of garden and loggia serves as the main spring for the decoration, other associations
furnishing secondary meanings.
In this respect the fact that Pandrosos was associated with dew and the
child Erichthonius as gegenes (in an alternative tradition to that of the serpent)
like his father Cecrops, with the cicada (Gk. kekroopè is a kind of cicada), may
be significant. Actually, the ancient tradition of the cicada yields two nuances
which seem quite appropriate to our royal host.  The tettinx is associated
with kings by Anacreon ( P., possibly unknown to our humanists), because it
sits in the top of trees, but indirectly also by Hesiod (Theog.  ff), who makes
kings besprinkled with dew (the food of the cicada), that is sweet of tongue,


Here too Sebastiano’s handling is rather awkward: the body of the girl on the right is
alarmingly elongated. On the other hand, the girls’ expression of contrite but also just a little
bit malicious curiosity on the point of gratification is rather good. It is unclear, but possibly
significant, why only two of the three daughters of Cecrops are represented. In Ovid, Aglauros
and Herse are obedient, but intimidated by Aglauros who persuades them to open the basket.
Their punishment is not metamorphosis, but madness. The two birds present are the crow (at
that time still white, but on her way to confront Apollo with the unpleasant news of his mistress’
infidelity, and therefore punished with blackness) and the raven, who tells the crow the story
of Aglauros as a deterrent for garrulity (the prattling and gossiping birds are extremely well
portrayed by Ovid), and, by the way, also her own history as a royal maiden coveted by Neptune
and saved by Pallas through metamorphosis.

This tradition is admirably studied in Borthwick . See also Hyginus II, .
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through the intervention of the Muses. As cicada’s were in Antiquity thought
never to eat, but only sing and sing, this leads to humorous allusions about
them feeding on air, master of their stomachs, needing only dew for victuals.
This would correspond with the fact that Chigi, although most royal of hosts,
himself dieted on frugal fare (because of stomach problems). Jokes in this field
were already stock and trade of the ancients: Philostratus (ep. ) compares the
poet-musician Celsus with the cicada, but emphatically reminds the patron
that he is to be fed ‘mé drosooi alla sitiois alethinois’. The epigram accompanying Blosio’s Suburbanum by Philippus Beroaldus iunior could be an ironic
comment on this tradition:
Dum tu circumagis Nos bone Chissie
Per coenacula Villae, et viridaria
Perlustras, abit hora: et
Intestina quatit fames:
Ne te crede meum pascere nobili
Pictura stomachum: Quod reliqui est, age
Miremur bene poti,
Nil non me saturum iuvat:
Tunc sane et Blosius carmina, queis tuae
Villae crescit honos, concinat: ac tuum
Nomen posteritati
Villa clarius indicet.
While you give us a tour, noble Chigi, of the dining-rooms of the villa and
roam through the gardens, the hour passes, and hunger strikes the belly.
Don’t believe that my stomach thrives on noble paintings alone. Come
on, let’s admire the rest when we’ve had our fill of drink: nothing pleases
me when I’m sober. Then, too, Blosio may sing the poems by which your
villa’s fame grows; and let the villa all the more give clear indication of
your name to posterity.
Complaints about hosts who subject their guest to lengthy discourse on art
before dinner are topical. The poem gains sophistication if the allusion to
Sebastiano’s birds is admitted, as the poet stresses the element of painting in
the guided tour (which also consists of recited poetry, in that case, by the way,
confirming our interpretation on the ‘natural’ level of the decoration). An ex

Beroaldo, papal librarian, was one of the admirers of Imperia.
Carmina varia, , in Quinlan-McGrath .

See, e.g., Martial, . and .. Beroaldo’s poem, by the way, provides the evidence
for recitations (tunc Blosius carmina concinat). For a different interpretation of the poem, see
Rowland , .
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tended allusion could pertain to the frugal but regal Chigi who can do without
provender, thus resembling the cicada – or the good Epicurean, for that matter. To suggest in a poem that poets need real food, or on a lunette (the second)
that Chigi the King fed on air and dew like the culture-loving Athenians, would
have been witty, because the real reason for the temperance everyone observed
him complying with, namely an ulcer, would have been presented symbolically,
and made ironically heroic (because of Athenian pedigree), a tournure quite
characteristic.
Nightingale, swallow, peacock and partridge, painted or real, also do well
on this level (and can be eaten, too), although sea-eagle and Ciris (Nisus and
Scylla) would have to be kept in a volarium. The Northern wind shifts the natural phenomena to another category, which is not altogether convenient, for the
chilliness of the Northern wind does not quite fit the Farnesina (it echoes the
Thracian king Tereus at the other end). On the other hand, the Roman summer
might make one beg for some Boreas and, more importantly, the episode is thematically (erotomania, violence and rape) as deeply embedded in the cycle as
to warrant inclusion. Which leaves us with the last lunette decorated by Sebastiano and hitherto left untouched by our analysis. Before we proceed, however,
we may conveniently take stock of the links that connect these images.
We observed that the main spring for the decoration are natural phenomena, not only, even not specifically air, but birds, cicadas and winds. What
we are confronted with here is the typology of meaning exemplified by traditional interpretation of poetry, especially Ovidian, exemplified already by
Pierre Bersuire in the Ovide Moralisé, who tells us ‘officium poetae est quae
gesta sunt in alias species [...] convertere’.  The unpleasant aspects of the


Virgil, however, seems less enthusiastic about the cicada (Georg. , , ‘raucae..cicadae’). Clausen (ad Ecl. , -) quotes C. T. Ramage, The Nooks and By-ways of Italy
(Liverpool, ) , for a typical Northerner’s view of the phenomenon: ‘the cicada, whose
sound resembles nothing so much as the scream of the corn-craik in Scotland; and if you can
imagine thousands of such birds assembled in a small plain, and all screaming at the same
moment, and continually from ten in the morning till sunset, you will have some idea of the
disturbance caused by this small insect’.

ed. , [], fol., quoted by Moss , . Notwithstanding the modern commentary
on the Moralisé by Raffaello Regio (), which was anyway heavily indebted to the tradition of
Bersuire dating from the early  th century, the ‘Moralizatus’ remained influential and was still
printed as late as . There is, however, no need to couple analysis of Ovidian subject-matter
strictly to Ovid-commentaries, as a procedure comparable to Bersuire’s was well-established
in the Italian discussions of poetry starting with Dante (Convivio II) and refined by Petrarch
(’Invective against a Physician’) and Boccaccio (’Life of Dante’, and Genelogiae Deorum XIV,
- and XIV, proem and ). These poets (also poets, one should say), responding to clerical and
especially Dominican opposition to poetry, are very keen on legitimizing true meanings hidden
by the veil of poetry. The discussion is echoed in the educational treatises of Bruni (Bruni 
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myths in the lunettes, which perhaps have made the reader doubt their applicability, could be ignored by Medieval and Renaissance reading, because poetry is
a figurative language, where truth is disguised by metaphor and allegory, to be
read rather as a riddle. In this tradition it is not only possible to discover more
than one interpretation in a passage, these alternatives may even be contradictory. Antique poetry (and thus by extension its modern re-appearances
in image) must be read as the Bible, allegorically and typologically. In such
readings, four levels of interpretation were distinguished:
a) the natural-physiological (e.g. Vulcan as fire);
b) the historical (e.g. the history of Troy);
c) the tropological (i.e. the moral instruction);
d) the sacral-allegorical (what I have called typological, e.g. Actaeon is a
type of Christ).
This layering of meaning, in itself derived from Antique tradition and Scriptural analysis from the doctors of the Church, was by no means exhausted in
the early Cinquecento. Filippo Beroaldo’s influential commentary on Apuleius
Metamorphoses, and Inghirami-Parrhasio’s commentary on Horace AP both
give evidence of this kind of thinking. 
When we apply these distinctions to the lunettes, the first level must of
course correspond to the evident connection between the natural phenomena
), Piccolomini (Piccolomini , ) and Guarini (Guarini , ). In the early  th
century, Vat.Lat. refers to the dispute over the layers of meaning and their truth (v to 
r), while Vida’s Poetica (II -, quoted by Weinberg , ) directly mentions it. Of course,
sophistication of exegesis increased with time, rendering interpretations more accurate in the
archaeological and antiquarian sense. This development culminated in the (Platonic) mysteries
of the Quattrocento, which were fraught with learning (although ever liable to synchronisation
and hardly ‘historical’). But the basic scheme of layers of allegorical content remained the same
from the early Trecento down to Chigi’s days (and even thereafter).

See also Hardison , -, and Boccaccio’s defence of poetry in his ‘Life of Dante’.

Quoted and analysed in Moss , -, see also Seznec , -.

Beroaldus , f: ‘& sane ecclesiastici conditores in canonicae scripturae interpretamento arcana mysteria allegorico involucro involuta repandunt [...]: qui tradunt, multiplicem
esse intellectum scripturarum: historicum sive literalem, tropologicum sive allegoricum, & spiritualem sive anagogicum. In historia, eorum quae scripta sunt ordo servatur; In tropologia, de
litera ad maiora consurgimus, & quicquid carnaliter factum est iuxta moralem interpretamur
locum; in spirituali theoreia, qui & anagogicus dicitur sensus, & ad sublimiora transimus, terrena dimittimus, de futurorum beatitudine & coelestibus disputamus, & ut res exemplo magis
colliquescat, Hierusalem historice significant civitatem Iudaeae metropolin, allegorice ecclesiam,
moraliter animam, spiritualiter caelestem civitatem, ad quam cuncta vota suspirant, & illius
coloni concupiscunt. Sed nos non tam allegoricum in explicatione huiusce fabulae sectabimur,
quam historicum sensum: et rerum reconditarum verborumque interpretatione explicabimus,
ne philosophaster magis videar quam commentator.’ For Inghirami/Parrhasio, see ch.  and
appendix.
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in Chigi’s garden, which was indeed his magical micro-cosmos of nature, and
the myths depicted in the lunettes (and elsewhere in the villa): the birds and
the winds which ‘decorate’ the natural scenery.
As for the second: there exists an important link between the lunettes we
have not yet mentioned: they are in some way or another connected with the
(pre-) history of Athens. This is apparent from their connection in Ovid’s narrative, which loosely and erratically creates an Athenian sequence in which
most of the depicted myths fit. At first sight only five lunettes conform to
this pattern: Erichthonius begets Pandion, whose daughters are Procne and
Philomela (lun.), but who also has a son Erechtheus, who begets by Praxithea
inter alios Orithyia (lun. ), Cecrops father of Pandrosos, Herse and Aglauros
(lun.), and Metion father of Daedalus (lun.). Daedalus’ crimen to his nephew
Perdix (lun. ), or Talos in the Greek tradition, causes his flight to Crete. These
genealogical connections are not spelled out by Ovid, but they are nevertheless
there, and the poet assumes his readers to know of them. However, although
Daedalus might lead to Minos, the undepicted major player in the drama of
Scylla and Nisus, and thus to lunette , there are no family ties between them,
and therefore the genealogical connection as well as its Athenian base would
cease with Perdix, and leave Scylla, Juno and Zephyr (in the last lunette) unaccounted for.
There is, however, another text which can account for the presence of Scylla
in an Athenian cycle, and that of Juno as well: the pseudo-Vergilian Ciris. In
it, uniquely in classical sources, a blood relationship is implied between Nisus’
family and that of Procne and Philomela, making the former thus congruent
with the Athenian cycle of the Farnesina.  The Dauliades are emphatically
apostrophised (vs. , and presumably vs. , cognato sanguine), utilizing
the conceit of kinship in aviary sense as well. The Ciris was at the time of the
Farnesina subject to extensive humanistic scrutiny: the MS tradition for the
first three-hundred verses in fact is solely based on collation in the circles of
the Roman Academy. In the Ciris, moreover, an interesting episode occurs,

See Lyne  note ad f,  and . The Ciris poet must have known a version
of the Scylla-Nisus story which made Nisus and Philomela-Procne brothers and sisters, fusing
Pandion son of Erichthonius and Pandion son of Cecrops: repeated reference is made to Athens
(vss -, , , ).

The editio princeps of the Ciris, Rome , is contained in a complete Virgil. The text
was badly damaged, however, as attested by the editor’s, Giovanni Andrea de’ Bussi, preface
addressed to Pomponio Leto: ‘Tu . . . mihi etiam Etnam Maronis et Cirin, integras quidem sed
inemendatas, Catalecton vero etiam corruptius et imperfectum tradidisti . . . quae ego omnia . . .
ascribi huic nove impressioni curavi’ (quoted by Lyne , ). We may thus conclude that the
texts was considered Vergilian, and that it was subject to scholarly scrutiny at the time. One of
the main MS is in fact preserved in the fondo Chigi in the BAV.
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explaining the curse of Love Scylla is forced to undergo. I quote Housman’s
resumé: ‘[As a young girl] Scylla, playing about while a sacrifice to Juno was
preparing, dropped a ball and away it rolled. Woman, when seized by the wish
to move rapidly from one place to another, usually enjoys the advantage of a
pause for reflection while she picks up he skirts. But Scylla, as ill luck will
have it, had picked up her skirts already () and unfastened her palla (),
so there was nothing to check her youthful impulse’.  Scylla, having polluted
the sacred rites by intrusion, then commits perjury, swearing she has not, and
is consequently punished, not by the proper authority pertaining to perjury,
Jupiter, whom Juno is afraid to inform (pointing to any girl was considered a
grave risk by her), but by Cupid, who playfully ‘thrusts himself into the vacant
judgement seat’. The passage is corrupt, which may explain the attraction of
it to the humanists. But this unique scene may contain a far better explanation
of the presence of Juno in the fourth lunette than the otherwise unconnected
one-liner of Ovid. In the lunette, Juno’s visual field is directed towards Scylla,
who performs the deed which epitomises her punishment: cutting the locks of
her father which made him invincible.
The relevance of the Ciris to the Farnesina-lunettes enables us to draw a
number of conclusions. It explains the presence of Juno in the fourth lunette.
If indeed the aetion from the Ciris caused her inclusion, we have two lunettes
intimately connected with the Scylla-story, which is placed in the middle of
the central series, and is thus especially emphasized by the presence of a pendant. It may be that the Scylla episode had some special contingent relevance to
Agostino’s biography, which would explain its centrality, but, alas, this cannot
be ascertained.
The second point which emerges is that the sequence of lunettes is not
exclusively Ovidian, thereby conforming to the eclectic provenance of the sequence in the Sala di Psiche. In fact, as the way of depicting shows, the literary element is not to be stressed too much: in Ovid’s narrative, other elements
than the ones depicted seem more expressive and resonant. It is, apparently,
once more pars pro toto we are dealing with in the lunettes, the images triggering a host of associations which could be brought to bear upon the life in the
loggia.






Housman , .
Housman, ibidem.
See below, and Jong .
For pars pro toto, see our analysis of the Isaiah in the San Agostino.
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In the last place, it embeds the episode firmly in Athenian context.  Indeed, this Athenian connection may be considered of prime importance to
Agostino. We have seen his profile as a civiliser in the Stanza del Fregio above.
Reference here to the cultured empire of Athens may be seen to complement
this presentation. Capitalising on the importance attached to Athens in contemporary humanism, evidenced by the famous speech of Casali but also by the
Coryciana, this connection presents Agostino’s mythological pedigree, similar
in place and content to contemporary iconographical projects.  Like Goritz
in the last chapter, Chigi appropriates famed and far-away historical spots for
his cosmopolitan pretensions of rule. Chigi’s imperial ambitions have been
mentioned as part of his cultural profile.  The Sala di Galatea, then, is not
solely concerned with otium, it is royal otium, of which the political content
in the allusion to the famed politico-cultural power wielded by the ancient
city-state is integral part. Senators, we remember, came and went in the Farnesina, and the poems of Gallo and Palladio both stress the importance of
Chigi’s political power. The empire of Athens, moreover, was based on wisdom,
the tutelary activity of the city’s patron goddess. There too, Agostino would find
room for identification. That the Turk now resided in what had once been the
paragon of cities, only made it more fitting that Agostino Chigi, who made Antiquity live again, would appropriate by oblique allusion the virtues of what was
now a sad relic, and relocate them at Rome. The heroes of Athenian pre-history
had had a hard time laying the foundations of this splendid empire. Chigi could
say the same for his revival of its powers. 
Having thus established another, and important level of unity in the program, we are left with the mysterious last lunette, the only one as yet genealog

In this connection, too, may be read vss - of the Ciris on Nisus’ hair, which read
‘ergo omnis caro residebat cura capillo/ aurea sollemni comptum quem fibula ritu/ corpsele+
tereti nectebant dente cicadae’. The corrupt corpselae has been emended to Cecropiae et
(Scaliger) or Cecropis et (Borthwick). The Athenians as cicadas are topical (see Borthwick ),
and that much may have been gleaned even from the corrupted text (stressing the connection
between the second and fifth lunettes).

As we shall see below, Alfonso d’Este had his poesie in the Camerino d’alabastro surmounted by scenes from the Aeneid that visualised his typological and genealogical affinity with
Aeneas, just like the poesia of Galatea and Polyphemus is surmounted here by mythological
pedigree. The camerino was devoted to otium as well, yet, in typological fashion, the hardships
and prowess of the Trojan prince and his companions pointed at the persona of the patron as
conqueror and ruler.

By Rowland .

The connection with Athens moreover left untouched the typological connections with
the Roman Empire, which were the prerogative of the pope and were exploited in the frescoes
of the Vatican.
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ically unconnected to the other ones.  This has usually been interpreted as
Zephyr caressing with his soft breath the personified Earth’s flowers.  There
are two problems with this. In the first place there are no flowers to be seen. In
the second, the Earth breathes back. Also, the image does not fit the ‘Athenian’
pattern discovered above, for it is taken from a passage in Ovid without any
connection to the other lunettes.
These objections may be countered by the proposal of another identification of the scene. In the first place, it is noticeable that each wall to this point
featured a major erotic novella of Ovid: Tereus on the south wall, Scylla on the
west. There are not so many of these extended, tragic tales in the Metamorphoses, but one seems to answer to the demands of the context: the story of
Cephalus and Procris.
Visual evidence, alas, makes the suggestion strained to say the least. The
main problem is in the dress: the puff sleeve of the figure is (too) similar to that
of Aglauros or Herse to identify the figure as masculine, and grave doubts thus
remain as to the pertinence of my suggestion. The alternative is that, somehow,
this last lunette was added as an afterthought, as unconnected with the other
lunettes as the monumental head next to it. The ‘Cephalus’ lunette is evidently
unfinished: even if it represented Zephyr, the flowers on the right-hand lower
side are absent. Perhaps the fresco was adjusted or ‘restored’ erroneously. 
Returning to the four levels of interpretation mentioned above, we have
now applied to the cycle the first (natural), the second (historical) and the
fourth (typlological) level, to the latter of which the relations between the depicted stories and Chigi’s biography belong, and to which Blosio’s words tecto
premiturque fabula sensu refer. If we turn, in conclusion, to the third level,
usually called tropological, we see that this too is easily accounted for. For on
this level the lunettes point to an evident moral content: to restrain one’s appetite (Tereus, Scylla, Boreas), mind one’s own business (Herse and Aglauros),


Apart from Peruzzi’s monumental bust, for which, see below.
E.g. Ovid, Met. I, -: ‘Ver erat aeternum, placidique tepentibus auris / mulcebant
Zephyri natos sine semine flores.’ So Foerster followed by all critics hitherto.

The following is suggested with reserve. The ‘Zephyr’ lunette shows traces of unfinishedness (especially the lower part) or reworking (the balloon with ‘Zephyr’). This added to
the fact that the last lunette is in all appearance unconnected to the cycle, the most probable
conclusion is that the west-wall was either reconstructed when the service-stairs were closed, or
under construction and left unfinished, if the hypothesis of the flood as cause for the interruption
of the project is accepted (thus Hirst , Frommel , Rowland ).

See for summary and argumentation app. .

Neither Tantillo  nor Hirst  allude to such a possibility, and it must therefore,
alas, be dismissed. As to the fact that Cephalus and Procris are represented in the upper hall
(Sala delle Prospettive, east side), there are more doublures there.
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listen carefully (Icarus), don’t be a wise guy (Perdix). On this count too the
Cephalus-episode fits in seamlessly, with its message of ‘Don’t seek to know
what you don’t want to know’, a moral that was already attached to the myth
by Boccaccio in his version in de claris mulieribus.  On the moral level the
lunettes thus, interestingly, correspond with the tavern-truths which formed
the decoration of Chigi’s first abode, quoted above. Particularly apt seem, for
instance, quid mali cogitas? Nescis / ad quem finem agam (why think the worst?
One never knows the outcome), contraria sunt consilio / ira et festinatio (anger
and hurry thwart deliberation), and nil aliud est fortuna / quam ignarus medicus (fortune is but an ignorant doctor). Notwithstanding a spectacular change
of style in the Farnesina, the banker remained true to his roots, so it seems.
Nevertheless, he now had new clothes for them: Peruzzi’s classicism on the
ceiling of his loggia, and the tonal warmth, the light and colour of Sebastiano
in the lunettes.

.. Silenus’ Song: Associative Grammar
Throughout this book, we encounter intricate webs of allusion, where myth
yields significance on multiple levels. As we have seen, these levels reflect, in
various forms, the four levels of interpretation current in the Renaissance poetical exegesis of Ovid: natural, historical, moral and typological. In the cold
light of analytic rationality, however, the very uncertainty of such an interpretation, its insistent appeal to associative thought poses a number of important but
difficult theoretical questions. These questions form the subject of the present
excursus. They range from the relevance of public-response and its implicit
contrast with authorship and authorial intention, to poetical criteria implicit
in (any) Latin poetry, and eventually lead to an experiment in reading.
The pleasures of myth
Familiarity, plasticity, relevance, significance: thus Jasper Griffin epitomised
the timeless appeal of myth. Hence, Renaissance viewers and patrons gladly
abandoned themselves to its pleasures. But not only did Renaissance viewers
have this natural inclination to myth, common to people of all periods. They
also consciously looked for and emulated antique precedent. In imperial Rome,
both daily life and religious ceremony had, through myth’s formula of success,
been interspersed with images from a parallel world. Roman houses were stud


Boccaccio De claris mulieribus, s.v. ‘Procris’.
See Griffin , -, and Zanker  for some of the vast literature on the subject.
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ded with mythological images on walls, floors, ceilings and furniture, which
would evidently be seen and meditated upon in ever changing circumstances.
This last point is essential. Of course, in the daily use of domestic surroundings, decoration would often lose its edge by becoming over-familiar. But, in
times of rest and reflection, images and their content would trigger thought,
and interpretation. This would, a fortiori, be the case in special surroundings,
such as sepulchral spaces, which were often visited by the Romans, no doubt
to ponder together with matters of death, matters of life also. When a Roman
entered such a burial chamber, he would find it richly decorated with innumerable mythical tableaux, on the stuccoed ceiling, the floor mosaics, and of
course the sarcophagi. Scenes would be drawn from the bucolic world, the
marine thiasoi, hunting, or the arena, isolated figures would portray allegories.
All were mythical, but, and this is essential, a unified program was absent. Images were linked by superficial, or even mere formal connections. In the darkness of these chambers, the viewer could compose his own ‘narrative’, following the random directions of his lamplight, and freely associate.  Although
early-Christian iconography sought to impose order on this arbitrariness, even
this order was loosely structured, often showing no more than random typological connections. Thus, in the imperial and even early Christian period, a
unified, chronologically, spatially and logically consistent iconography was at
most only partial, and often lacking.
The approach we have taken to the frescoes in the Farnesina takes its cue
from these premises. It takes its departure from the response of the contemporary viewer, and proposes that the frescoes functioned as complement or
incentive to conversational or poetic contributions which took place at gatherings in the loggia. As independent ‘visual poetry’, the decorations invited interpretative response, exemplified for instance by Blosio Palladio’s impromptu
in the Suburbanum, but could, also, remain unspoken: either way it would develop along the lines of the ‘poetics of ekphrasis’ sketched in the prologue of
our study. To be able to reconstruct this ‘viewer-response’, we have examined
testimonia which encoded contemporary reactions, and made them corroborate our hypotheses and explain anomalies. These testimonia were, in the main,
biographical data of the patron, classical precedents that may be safely assumed
to have been constitutive of the project, and ancient and contemporary poetry
that could provide clues to interpretational strategies – all this while leaving the
contribution of the painters themselves to the process relatively unspecified.



Zanker , -.
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Text and Context
Before we proceed, however, it may be useful to specify the relation of context and text a little further. We want to know, in the first place, what chance
of verisimilitude the suggested interpretations have. As Raphael, the artist to
whom we will now turn, is one of the most important artists in the Western
tradition, this question becomes entangled with others. In the case of Peruzzi
and Sebastiano, artists considered in the tradition as of lesser importance than
Raphael, it is at first sight perhaps not so striking to suppose them to have tried
foremost to serve their masters in the creation of their art. They were servants
who provided material on request, so to say – although this attitude to them
may imply some injustice on our part. But Raphael, if we are to believe the
tradition, was a pictor creator. Is the artist in this case not more important
than the patron, and is thus the value of a reconstruction of the response of the
intended public not subordinate to the intention of the artist? The relevance of
artistic intention itself has recently developed into a hotly debated question. 
But it is clear that it matters very much on what we concentrate: the text or the
context. Up till now in this book, this has been the last. In the case of Raphael,
we may doubt if it is the one we want.
When entertaining this doubt, it is useful to remember that the key text on
the art of poetry extant in Raphael’s days, Horace’s Ars Poetica, is dominated
throughout by matters of audience-response.  The rhetorical nature there
attributed to poetry, of which painting was in Renaissance eyes the pictorial
variant, was in fact the bone of contention of Romantic criticism.  That is not
to say that Horace has no room for a lofty conception of the poet’s role: it is
just that rhetorical finesse and training, and thorough understanding of one’s
public does not impede the poet’s lofty aims – on the contrary these faculties
are indispensable for a poet who is, as Horace would have it, the pivot of culture, standing at the centre of communicative society and mending its course.
Horace’s Renaissance readers would thus have had no problems with a central
position of the public. In the last analysis Raphael, like Horace, was a demiurg,
a ‘worker for the people’ – however restricted the definition of ‘people’ may
have been at the time.
Yet, like Horace and Virgil, the supremely successful rhetorical poets of
Augustan culture, Raphael stands à cheval: in between two attitudes towards
art. He has grown out of the system sketched above, as a courtier who provides


Compare the opposite views of Wollheim and Bryson , - and -, quoted by
Schwartz , n. See also Gallagher .

As is Aristotle’s Poetics, the text that was to gain predominance in the later Cinquecento.

See for a useful summary Schrijvers , especially -.
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pictorial and illusionary services. But the development of his unique expertise in the creation of illusion, and his success in the persuasion of his public
caused him to be considered as more than that – even as indispensable and
irreplaceable. Small wonder, when the painter was on the payroll of divinity.
We have seen, in the first chapter, that Vasari interpreted Raphael holistically: his supreme artistic achievement, the creation of grace, was represented
as an emanation of his character and social qualities or vice versa, the performance of grace as a graceful courtier reflecting his graceful painting. The work,
in short, became the artist, as it had done in the epigrammatic tradition on
ancient poets.
Vasari, of course, here is having his cake and eating it: the artist is unique,
almost divine and thus to be venerated, but he is also excellent company, gracing the court of his patrons, and can be used by them to enhance their glory. 
Although Vasari tries to put art, representing his own metiér and expertise, on
a higher level by associating it with the divine, it would have been completely
unnatural to him to sever it wholly from its context. Vasari’s thus highlights
a tight-rope set up by the examples of Leonardo, Michelangelo and Raphael,
functioning, as they were, both as master and servant, and thus standing between the conception of the artist as hired craftsman and the artist as autonomous
creator.
As with the others, so with Raphael it is rewarding to study the effect of
this tension on his work - in fact some problems concerning his Galatea can
be brought nearer to solution by looking at the fresco in this light. We will
presently see that the intended function of the Galatea most probably was to
be a showpiece in a recreated antique art gallery. This implies a shift of artistic
paradigm from a means, that is, an illusion functioning as part of the polyphony
of its context, to an end, that is an autonomous work of art.
Yet, before we come to this, another problem remains. Whether or not
visual works of art were considered central and autonomous, whether they
served as incentive to poetry, or were poetry themselves, we still want to know
how we can be sure that, given the fact interpretations differ not only from
time to time, but from person to person as well, our interpretations represent
the thoughts of the patron and his guests, that is, the intended public. We have
suggested that interpretation of Sebastiano’s lunettes could very well lead to
indecorous suggestions on the part of the naïve, which was part of the fun. We
have also seen that many yarns could be spun around the decorations, literary,
historical, moral, psychological, biographical and artistic (when viewers would


Compare the similar dual attitude to art by Roman patrons analysed in the section on

Statius.
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compare the style of Peruzzi to that of Sebastiano). Humanist or aristocrat,
poet or politician would all, we may presume, react differently to the decoration. If, then, the significance of these decorations was thus wholly in the eye
of the beholder, to reconstruct intended significance may be labour lost. All
these different meanings suggest but one thing: the works have no meaning of
themselves. We, the reader/viewer, do the signifying, not the text/image.
I do not wholeheartedly subscribe to this conclusion. To counter it the
modern critical term ‘interpretive community’ may be helpful. When we state
that the text (or in our case the painting) has the final interpretative authority,
we must explain how it is possible that so many interpretations of a given text
have been developed: if the text contains the solution, why do so many experts
disagree about its interpretation? The simple solution, as suggested, was to say:
not the text, but the interpreter holds the final interpretative authority. But
then, how is it possible that so many interpreters did agree about interpretation,
which must have been the case if an evening at Chigi’s were not to degenerate
in an interpretive pandemonium? To a certain degree, allowance must be made
for just such a pandemonium. The most elegant game, in the Renaissance, may
be said to have been the collective attempt to resolve seemingly conflicting evidence – in fact, this was the way humanists confronted the puzzle of history
and culture. On the other hand, the players of this game differed in experience
and interpretative desires. To account for unity in this divergence, scholars
have taken recourse to the idea ‘of an interpretive community, not so much a
group of individuals who shared a point of view, but a point of view or way
of organizing experience [shared by] individuals in the sense that its assumed
distinctions, categories of understanding, and stipulations of relevance and irrelevance were the content of the consciousness of community members who
were therefore no longer individuals but [. . . ] community property’.  An interpretive community constitutes, more or less, the same text by the communal
nature of the interpretive act.
The guests of the Farnesina, we propose, formed even such a community
(although they would have been revolted by the prose style in which it is explained by modern theory). As this group consisted of so widely divergent
members, in class, expertise, wealth, talent and intelligence - the rich banker
prided himself on hosting popes and cardinals, but also fellow bankers, aristocrats, ambassadors, humanists, artists and courtesans - one needed a wide-mesh
net to subsume these under a shared point of view. The many levels of significance we have seen in the preceding section cater to these differences, while at
the same time their reciprocal overflow enabled the communal interpretation.


Fish , .
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We are not, with post-modern relativism, to conclude that the many contradictory significances that could be assigned to ‘texts’, imply that these ‘texts’ have
no inherent significance of their own.  For it is, of course, a non sequitur to
conclude that ‘to have many meanings’ implies ‘to have no inherent meaning of
its own’. Neither with Latin poetry, nor with Renaissance art in general, a critical adage of ‘anything goes’ can with propriety be applied. The implication of
the fact that so many meanings can be ascribed to Renaissance art surely must
be another, namely that such works of art consciously have many meanings. 
The structural ambiguity of the art of the Farnesina is explained by the need
to create significance on multiple levels. That modern scholarship has difficulty
in accepting this, is shown by the insistent search for a unified program, visible
in interpretations of Shearman, Thoenes and, most recently, Luchterhandt (of
the Sala di Psiche, the Galatea and the Sala delle Prospettive respectively). 
This preference for unified interpretation is natural, given the way scholarship
has developed. It is also natural considering the splendid example of such a
unified program executed by Raphael himself in the Stanza della Segnatura,
only a few miles from the Farnesina. But unified programs are less ubiquitous
than expected: they are, indeed, a matter of genre, like they were in ancient
poetics. Where epic and drama demand stern unity, other genres, like pastoral
or Statian Silvae, do not, or not in the same way.
And it is with pastoral and Statian diversity that we are concerned in the
Farnesina. To see what Raphael achieved in the Galatea, we must give the default expectation of the intended public, mythological polyphony, full force.
Only then the enormous power of Raphael’s contribution will have been put
into perspective. The hypothesis, in plain terms, to be explored is, that there
was no unified iconography that covered the substance of all the parts of the


Thus for instance Hawkes , ; , quoted by Bate , ; Hawkes, however, analyses historical differences in interpretation, as opposed to synchronical differences as we do.
But this leaves the non sequitur unaffected.

Cp. also the remarks in Gombrich ,  (‘the fact that there are many different
shades of red does not prove that there is no part of the spectrum which is rightly described as
red’). For the position I advocate see Bate , Jenkyns  and Conte ,  (quoted by
Jenkyns , n: ‘We need a method that is internally coherent and also devises a critical
discourse that is consistent with the text, not an undisciplined surrender to arbitrary inferences
sanctioned by supposed ambiguity’). For ambiguity as a criterion for canonicity: see Bate .

The Sala di Psiche, of course, has a unified program.It is more or less typical for modern criticism that this, limited, unity is considered insufficient, and the theme is made to cover
the whole villa, conceived of as a reconstruction of Apuleius’ Palace of Psyche in Shearman
. Thoenes on the other hand reverts to aporia because he cannot find a unified programme
(Thoenes ), and Luchterhandt finds a chronologically and spatially ordered sequence in the
Sala delle Prospettive, partly following, it should be conceded, the erratic rules of epithalamic
poetry (Luchterhandt ).
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hall intended for the Sala di Galatea.  There was the ceiling, with Agostino’s
birthday and fate. There were the lunettes, connecting the gardens with the loggia, myth with Agostino’s life and love, and Athens with his empire. Then there
were the projected myths on the lower walls, to which we will shortly turn.
All formed, as we will argue in detail below, a galleria all’antica, commodity
of the superbly powerful, superbly Roman, and superbly happy patron. As to
iconographical unity, however, the game ended here. The unifying factor was
Agostino Chigi: that is what we have suggested in the preceding pages. Why,
then, have so many critics searched for the chimaera of a single program?
Unity and Ambiguity
The first answer to this question is connected with a modern critical neglect of genre-conventions. Thematic and narrative unity in ancient poetry is
considerably more common or ‘normal’ in epic or drama than it is in lyric or
pastoral. As we shall see in more detail below, the art of the Farnesina is essentially pastoral. To see this, is to see vanish before one’s eyes the greater part of
the problem concerning the supposed unity of program in the decoration.
The second answer is connected with cultural history. The inclination to
submit the myth of (depicted) poetry to central rational control is a typical result of the development of classicism, which increasingly brought logic to bear
on poetry – with the disastrous results of classicist rules. Most modern critics
may by now have discarded this normative paradigm. Yet they still sometimes
seem unconsciously to have retained its temporal, spatial bias of consistency:
we want a ‘program’, the reconstruction of which explains all details. But in the
first place, the period under discussion here is prior to the development of classicist theory and thus relatively free of its restrictions: Classicism was, so to say,
under construction – as we have seen in our discussion of the Vatican Stanza.
Even later, up to well into the seventeenth century, the creation of poetic unity
by the use of thematic links which defy chronology, space and causality is more
or less normal. The importance of ambiguity in our period, of the absence
of Aristotelian unity and strict spatial, chronological and dramatic consistency
– that is substantially, not formally – cannot be stressed too much. 

Formally (as opposed to substance), the whole hall could of course be characterised as
a ‘galleria’, for which see below.

See the short but lucid study of Fowler , on the interactive spectator, typology and
the suspension of classical unity. It was received with predictable reserve (e.g. by Hutson ).

Ironically, the pioneering study of Empson on ambiguity, exemplifying late  th and
th
 century poetry to show the essential nature of multiple and often contradictory significance
in the Renaissance, was patterned on Empson’s experience as a physicist studying quantum mechanics and relativity, theories which posited an unstable and ambiguous physical universe, pro-
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Rather than the Neo-Stoic, rational and ordered universe, which dominates
European culture from the late  th century onwards, a typological model,
which sees one thing in another, which constantly shifts registers and parameters without being bothered by apparent inconsistencies, prevails in the High
Renaissance. To explain sources for, and the nature of these different levels
of meaning, we may turn to poetry in Latin, the stratum of Antiquity which
was best preserved (and very well understood) in the High Renaissance. Both
the language and its poetry lie at the heart of the hermeneutical paradigm. 
Latin is an inflected language. This in itself already facilitates certain ambiguities, since flection causes a relatively free word-order. This looseness is
further enhanced in poetry, which may more freely use inversions and dislocations, use plural for singular, and dispense with prepositions and prefixes. This
produces the effect of a code with several solutions, adjectives functioning apo
koinou (that is, in combination with more than one word or word-group), or
shading their meaning on to a contingent word which is grammatically unconnected with it. This results (in competent hands) not in vagueness, but
rather in new and constantly shifting light on the things described, we would
say shades of meaning. These characteristics are, in classical Latin poetry, furthermore enhanced by the tendency of the language to use abstract nouns for
concrete things, and a constant play of metonymy which creates diverse levels of meaning too. Hence classical poetry could be described as the art of
using the wrong word. When Mars becomes war and Venus love, a new
foundly unsettling his literary analytic certainties, Empson . For a discussion of Empson’s
debt to science, see Bate , -.

Various developments influenced the shift from typology towards literalism and
Neo-Stoicism: the tightening of hierarchies, especially at court, led to increasing rigidity in the
application of rules and etiquette; Reformation and Counter-Reformation led to more literal,
we would almost say politically correct, interpretations of both Scripture and myth; the scientific revolution, the conquering of terrestrial space and the description of nature, led to the
idea of micro-cosmos as an exact, almost digitally reduced model of Creation, instead of the
metaphorical correspondence between God and nature we encounter in the High Renaissance.
Artistically, rational consistency culminated in the  th century novel, which, notwithstanding
prospective and retrospective aspects, develops in a single forward thrust, and is securely placed
in time and space. This, as has been argued by Fowler , is still the ‘default expectation’ of
the modern critic.

The typological model has usually (and not without justification) been analysed in connection with philosophy and theology, not linguistics and poetics.

An exemplary analysis of a number of classical passages in this light is to be found in
Maurach , -.

The ‘wrongness’ consists of the literal sense: people do not ‘go dark in the lonely night’,
but go lonely in the dark night. In his famous last major lecture, ‘The Name and Nature of Poetry’
of , the poet-classicist A.E. Housman (in Housman , -) formulates the problem this
characteristic of (Latin) poetry increasingly created when subjected to (Classicist) rules and the
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horizon of possibilities opens up: Olympus may be the sky, which is present
everywhere and not just in northern Greece, or the gods which inhabit the
mountain; Athens may be wisdom, which is situated there where men are wise.
The figure could even, as we have seen, take the extreme form of the description
of literary activity (the writing of love-poetry), as participation to the world in
which love-poetry usually is set (nos, Macer, ignava Veneris cessamus in umbra,
‘We, Macer, are diverting ourselves in the lazy shade of Venus’).  These characteristics have important repercussions for the ‘logic’ of the world that poetry
depicts: human activities may gain divine traits, and the boundaries between
divine and human will consequently be blurred. In the Renaissance, this would
be a most attractive phenomenon for philosophers and theologians, since they
were constantly preoccupied with the duck-rabbit of Christ, who was both God
and Man. It was also expedient for humanists who strove for integration of
antique and Christian culture.
Another tendency of Latin poetry is that boundaries in topography as well,
lose their edge and even their site. Many topographical references in Virgil
or Statius are, rather than the literal evocation of a site, a means to infuse the
depicted situation with historically or topographically divergent, but parallel
places, and as it were claim these for the depicted situation, so that the depiction will gain cosmic resonance. The same goes for time, which, for instance in
pastoral poetry, sometimes ceases to exist. Features like these help to create in
poetry an ‘autonomous world’, where the impossible becomes possible through
the workings of manipulated language. This is the world of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, unimpeded by pedestrian limits of time, space, and gravitation, and
transcendent through the presence of divinity behind every bark or stream.
This ‘autonomous’ world was increasingly explored in Latin from the  st century A.D. onwards. Let us briefly look at an example, the first  strophes of
vernacular, culminating in the (according to Housman) non-poetry of Dryden and Pope, as
follows: ‘The way to write real poetry, [the poets of the eighteenth century] thought, must be
to write something as little like prose as possible; they devised for the purpose what was called
a ‘correct and splendid diction’, which consisted in always using the wrong word instead of the
right, and plastered it as ornament, with no thought of propriety, on whatever they desired to
dignify.’ Many Renaissance poets who are met with in this book are evidently still too immersed
in metrical, lexical and textual problems to get round to the writing of ‘real’ poetry, and consequently often do use the wrong word mechanically, plastering it as ornament. But it must be
conceded that Navagero, Sannazaro, Flaminio and occasionally Bembo and Castiglione often
succeed where for instance Blosio and Gallo usually fail, ‘to transfuse emotion – not to transmit
thought but to set up in the reader’s sense a vibration corresponding to what was felt by the
writer’, which Housman considered ‘the peculiar function of poetry’ in general (Housman ,
).

The example from Ovid, Amores, ii, , .

This autonomy is not to be confused with romantic autonomy, which separates the
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Sannazaro’s famous ode on his villa at Mergellina, celebrating the gift of a villa
by the Neapolitan ruler Frederick of Aragon to the poet. It was spectacularly
situated ‘dove il verde della collina si sposava all’ azzurro del golfo’.  It begins
as follows:
Rupis o sacrae, pelagique custos,
Villa Nympharum domus, et propinquae
Doridos, regum decus una quondam,
Deliciaeque,
Nunc meis tantum requies Camoenis;
Urbis invisas quoties querelas,
Et parum fidos popularis aurae
Linquimus aestus:
Tu mihi solos nemorum recessus
Das, et haerentes per opaca laurus
Saxa: tu fontes, Aganippidumque
Antra recludis.
Nam simul te te repeto, tuasque
Sedulus mecum veneror Napaeas,
Colle, Mergillina, tuo repente
Pegasis unda
Effluit, de qua chorus ipse Phoebi,
et chori Phoebus pater, atque princeps,
Nititur plures mihi jam canenti
Ducere rivos.
Ergo tu nobis Helicon, et udae
Phocidos saltus, hederisque opacum
Thespiae rupis nemus, et canoro
Vertice Pindus.
O guardian of the sacred rock and sea, villa, home of Nymphs and neighbouring Doris, once unique glory of kings and their delight, now but repose for my Muses, when from the city’s hated strife and dubious billows
of popular favour I withdraw; you give me sole retreat of woods and laurels clinging [darkly] to the cliffs to shade, you unlock the springs and
caves of the daughters of Aganippe; for as soon as I join you and ardently
work, and the world of art as rigidly as possible from the ‘real’ world, whereas in the Renaissance the world of poetry, although its miraculous happenings suggest that it is ‘autonomous’
as well, is connected with it by typological and symbolical links: see above, chapter , and
Heusden , especially -, ‘Aesthetic Autonomy and Literary Commitment: A Pattern in
Nineteenth-Century Literature’, an excellent essay by Arnold Heumakers.

Croce , .
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adore, alone, your valley-nymphs, straight from your slope, Mergellina,
the wave of Pegasus - see, it flows and from it Phoebus’ chorus itself, and
father and leader of his chorus Phoebus, who helps me to lead even more
streams from my song. Thus you are my Helicon, you the woods of humid
Phocis, you the ivy-dark forest of the Thespian rock and Pindus’ melodious
peak.

Of the phenomena described above, the ode provides ample testimony. The
postponed vocative villa () to go with o (), causes the villa and the rock to
merge; the landscape is vibrating with divine presence most concretely felt
(propinquae Doridos), and connects past and present, foreign lands and the
here and now, in a mellow melancholy. The (cultivated) nature which surrounds the poet is fraught with classical background (regum decus quondam)
and divinely inhabited by Apollo, and thus becomes identical with his poetry
(canenti ducere rivos, -), as it had been with Theocritus and Virgil: the
poem is the site, the trinkling waters of its fountain are Apollo and his Muses.
Who reads Sannazaro’s words is miraculously transported to it, exactly parallel
to the way we have analysed Giorgione’s Fête Champêtre. At the same time the
site merges with famous other poetical sites (allegorically claiming that Sannazaro brings classical poetry to Naples). This magical world studded with divine epiphanies (and who, visiting Mergellina in spring, wouldn’t concur?)  is
nonetheless intimately connected with present, not only because the villa was
the ruler’s (and patron’s) gift to the grateful poet, but also because it enables
him to sing of this ruler’s deeds, thus bestowing on them immortal fame, as the
ending of the poem (which we have refrained from quoting for brevity’s sake)
shows. Thus, poetic autonomy is typologically connected to present, and, vice
versa, the present is made divine and transcendent.
Considering, then, the successful imitation of Latin poetry in the later years
of the Quattrocento and the early years of the Cinquecento exemplified by this
example, one might, contrary to subsequent negative judgements, call the High
Renaissance an extremely poetical age. In expert hands, in the forty odd years
from the late  th to the early  th century, both linguistic and visual poetry had
developed into a vital, rich medium, attesting to the fact that poets and painters


Sannazaro, Ep. I., Ad villam mergillinam, - (Arnaldi , -).
Note, too, the ambiguity of solos () grammatically with secessus but in substance leaking its meaning to both tu and meis; and opaca () grammatically with saxa but in substance
with its neighbour laurus, suggesting both the shade and cool, and the colour of the cliff.’

For the irrigation process as parallel to literary pursuits in convivial otium see Macrobius
Sat. I..- (‘si per sacra sollemnia rivos deducere religio nulla prohibebit’).

Notwithstanding the roaring traffic, which has apparently inspired a modern song deploring the impossibility to arrange a romantic date at Mergellina today.
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had finally surmounted the technical difficulties which had beset them since
the earlier  th century.
In the early Renaissance, poets had had to cope with metrical, antiquarian,
and, foremost, unitary problems - that is, how to create fluent unity from bits
and pieces culled from the ancient stores. Painters on the other hand had to
try and master problems concerning the condensation of narrative, once again
antiquarian detail, rilievo, and finally, and most importantly disegno, the pictorial pendant to poetical unity. Both poets and painters emerged, in the first
decades of the  th century, triumphantly from the brawl. But this triumph
concerned technical mastery of their medium in the first place. The paradigm
of their arts, the intended function, had remained the same.
In this paradigm, the metaphorical significance of unity and harmony was
crucial. For artistic unity and harmony were, as we have seen in previous chapters, associated with the theology of Christ as the ideal Man, and the philosophy
of man as creator and free agent. In a discourse as metaphorical as that of the
Renaissance, dealing with the dawning of a new Golden Age, the artist as a
reflection of Christ, and earthly beauty as reflection of the Divine, ambiguity
not only came in handy: it was of the essence.
Classical Latin poetry provided this ambiguity, in its shading of meaning,
metonymical devices, allegorical tendencies, and the creation of virtual worlds.
Its ability to constantly handle a shifting paradigm, engenders a hermeneutics
which I would tentatively call ‘associative grammar’. An associative grammarian, such as one of Agostino Chigi’s more refined guests, or even the patron
himself, would be constantly improvising in dealing with art or poetry, constantly moving, constantly seeing different, and sometimes contradictory significance, this being the poetical game par excellence.
Interestingly, the importance attached to poetry and ‘poetics’, exemplified
by the increasing number and length of diverse artes poeticae, which characterises the period after  up to well into the  th century, made poetry, so to
say, undo itself, because poetic theory tended gradually to reduce freedom of
interpretation (and composition) by its analysis and literalism. The reflection of
this tendency is eventually to be found in the classicist ‘rules’ which stifled the
Romantics and caused Byron’s notorious cri de coeur (and de guerre) ‘farewell
Horace whom I hated so’. The Horace he had hated was the one familiar
from Boileau and other classicist theorists: hence Byron’s sequel ‘not for thy
faults, but mine’. Classicist interpretation of Horace insisted upon always using
the right word. The Renaissance Horace perhaps would have been more to his
liking.


Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage IV..
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Style and Content
Ut pictura poesis, this self same Horace famously declared. Although the
remark aimed at showing that, like pictures, some poems too are more suitable for close inspection, while others are better enjoyed from afar, the pictorial metaphor is written all over the Ars Poetica. Horace suggests that, though
tastes and genres may differ, probability remains the foundation of persuasion.
Unlike modern critics who persistently look for spatially, chronologically and
logically consistent interpretations for Renaissance art, he would have had no
trouble explaining what we perhaps may call the illusionistic fallacy: the seeming paradox between the attempt at life-likeness and shifting, erratic interpretation. By this fallacy, realistic depiction tempts us to postulate probable,
that is logically, spatially and chronologically ‘correct’ content. If, as someone
deluded by the illusionistic fallacy might ask, the content of the frescoes defies
a rational, consecutive scheme, why then is their form so emphatically predicated on spatial illusion, with its foreshortening and striving for physical accuracy? Is not the style of these frescoes, being decidedly concrete and directed
towards enargeia, an indication of a ‘simple’ and straightforward content? And
if it is not, as we maintain, why then did Renaissance artists choose ‘realism’
as their medium and not, like many of their early medieval forebears, let go of
illusion altogether?
The answers to this lie in the rhetorical nature of style in the Renaissance.
Naturalism, or, if you will, mimesis in the Renaissance served principally to
persuade, by making the wonders it depicted probable.  Obsessed with mimesis, style and representation under the influence of science, modern criticism
has perhaps too often projected reality onto illusion, seen the bush in the bear
as it were, and suffered itself to be taken in by the glorious powers of persuasion
of artists and humanists.
In the final analysis the lunettes of the Sala di Galatea, notwithstanding
their ‘realism’, function much like a medieval tapestry. More specifically, the
erratic rules of the game of imagining played by Chigi and his guests, consisting of again and again reconstructing stories and meanings in a polyphonic
structure, are equivalent to the audience response implied by the technique of
medieval entrelacement or interlace - a term aptly cognate with ‘text’ and weaving. In medieval epic, threads of story disappear and reappear so as to create


Thus also Heath , -.
Following Horace who followed (inter alios) Aristotle. This is, of course, the whole point
of Horace’s Ars Poetica. See also above, chapter .

The ‘bush’ and the ‘bear’ are Shakespeare’s examples in the discussion of poetic illusion,
MND V.i.
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an impression of discontinuity. Likewise, Chigi’s decorations offered their
erratic suggestions to their audience discontinuously, providing clues without
final resolution.
Also corresponding with medieval technique is the reappearance of one
figure in different guises, a feat which we have spectacularly seen performed
on Agostino Chigi. Even as late as the late  th century this technique was
still used by Spenser in The Fairie Queene, although the poet thought it wise
to provide some explanation, which points to a shifting paradigm on the part
of his public in this matter. In his letter to Raleigh, in which he ‘discover[ed]
the general intention and meaning’ of his work, Spenser stated: ‘In that Fairy
Queene I meane glory in my generalle intention, but in my particular I conceive
the most excellent and glorious person of our soveraine the Queene, and her
kingdome in Fairly land. And yet in some places els, I doe otherwise shadow
her. For considering she beareth two persons, the one a most royall Queene or
Empresse, the other of a most virtuous and beautifull Lady, this latter part in
some places I doe expresse in Belphoebe’.  This procedure is, mutatis mutandis, exactly the one Sebastiano has used for the reflections of Agostino Chigi. 
Function, we must remember, may leave style unaffected. The continuity of
tapestry-like juxtaposition to be ‘read’ with the help of associative grammar is
seen even as late as the  th century, for example in illustrations from Ariosto or
Ovid. (ill. .) With regard to topographical and temporal unity, such images
are emphatically unrealistic, for the diverse episodes (in our illustration from
Ovid’s th book of the Metamorphoses) depicted do not correspond to Aristotelian unity and can never be thought of as happening in the same ‘landscape’
– they only happened in the same text. On the other hand, their depiction is
realistic, as if taking place in a temporal and spatial unity.  As is shown by


See Auerbach ,  (on the Chanson de Roland): ‘in all cases rationally organised
condensations are avoided in favour of halting, spasmodic, juxtapositive, and pro- and retrogressive method in which causal, modal and even temporal relations are obscured.’

Edmund Spenser to Walter Raleigh, , the latter passage quoted by Fowler , -.
The same procedure is adopted for Prince Arthure, represented in no less than twelve ‘shadows’.

This system is affiliated to the feature of so-called narratio continua in visual art, in
which subsequent phases of a story are depicted in the same picture plane. The habituation of
audiences to this way of image-making, made a method as Spenser’s perhaps more obvious,
although, of course, it is quite something else. In the case of the Farnesina, the recurrence of
Chigi’s image cannot be connected to narratio continua, as there is no proper narration, and
must be ascribed to the shading of a character in different guises explained by Spenser instead.

Images like these illustrate the danger of the illusionist fallacy, which tempts us to miss
seeing the bear in the bush (that is, to be unconvinced by the illusion) because it is a ‘real’ landscape, and conclude that the artist had no clue whatsoever about Ovid and got it all wrong
because he has not rendered the subordinations in the story and taken their belonging to the
same book at face value, while in fact he painted poetry.
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the remarks of the Elizabethan translator of Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso on a illustration of his text resembling our illustration . in scheme and lay-out,
contemporaries were relatively untroubled by such seeming paradoxes: ‘the
personages [. . . ] are made larger at the bottome and lesser upward, as if you
were to behold all the same in a plaine, that which is nearest seemes greatest
and the fardest shewes smallest, which is the chief art in picture’.  The ‘chief
art in picture’, in short, according to Harington, is persuasive representation:
to be able to read the content one needs associative grammar.
Likewise, fables from the Farnesina, culled from different sources, presented on differing scales, and referring to different levels of meaning, could
be experienced as coherent by their patron. For Agostino Chigi wished to
see himself and the natural world surrounding him transformed, integrated
and glorified by myth. The fantasia which enabled him to this ‘self-fashioning’,
safely encased behind the walls of the Farnesina’s hortus conclusus, was in this
respect of equal importance to the art of the artists he employed. In this sense,
Renaissance virtual reality was a game, to be played well or badly. 
Antique Interlace
Considering the applicability of medieval poetics, the Farnesina decorations would thus seem to connect with the immediate, medieval artistic past
(an observation not without relevance, because the superior and hitherto unheard of realism and classicism of Chigi’s images would naturally lead the interpreter to view them as essentially modern).  The matter is however complicated by the fact that multiple narrative, interlace, and typological relations
of characters are not only medieval, but ancient as well.  That is to say, that
the breach of continuity lies not in the period prior to, but that subsequent to
the High Renaissance. For it is classicism which first began to show increasing
reserve vis-à-vis associative grammar. Once more we see that the stylistic triumph of the High Renaissance set it up on a pedestal which obscures its roots.
The first ancient precedent to come to mind is, of course, Ovid’s Metamorphoses themselves, the main source of the lunettes, with its vertiginous display
of inserts, rings and asymmetrical correspondences in a perpetuum carmen of
constant change. Ovid’s technique was in contemporary poetry emulated by

Sir John Harington (-, apart from his partial translation of Ariosto famed for
the invention of the water-closet), quoted by Fowler , .

Cp. Wittgenstein’s art theory, for a interpretation of which in this connection see Bate
, -.

For such connections see Fowler , -. An example of a modern critic stressing
the modernity of the Farnesina is Saxl .

An aspect more or less ignored by Fowler .
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Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso, where the many inserted novelle are formally subordinated to a main plot, but de facto independent insets which reflect, vary and
contrast each other. In the Metamorphoses, narration proper is confined to
episodes, selected often without directly evident relevance – in fact, scholars
are still bickering about the question of what reflects what in this epic.
But another example of oblique and associative narrative is extant from
the heart of classical classicism as well, uniquely influential in the Renaissance:
Virgil’s Eclogues. We have already seen that ancient pastoral was important in
the profile of the Farnesina, supplementing the Edenic overtones of the garden,
and surfacing in the garden-descriptions of Blosio and Gallo. There was more
than the famous tag latet anguis in herba to suggest to humanists a connection
between Eden and the pastoral world. 
Virgil’s ten bucolic poems were at the basis of humanist education.  Knowledge of them was not restricted to the humanists: everyone who had an inkling
of Latin would know at least a couple of verses, even some verses of the most
famous Renaissance imitator of the Eclogues, Mantuan, by rote.  To allude
to them ‘literally’ in a context as à la mode as the Farnesina might even have
seemed somewhat pedestrian. Yet a look at the way these poems could be read
forms an instructive illustration from ancient perspective of the associative
grammar of the High Renaissance in general, and the Farnesina in particular.
The following exercise should be seen as an attempt to ‘program’ the modern
reader in pastoral topics, connections and associations which were, for the Renaissance viewer, so common as to go without mentioning.
As for pastoral’s applicability to the world of the Farnesina: we have seen
that, in the eyes of contemporaries, the garden complex and all it entailed, was
considered of the same importance as the palace itself.  Gardening and pas

In this sense Ariosto reflects a (still extremely cautious) onset of Horatian classicism,
which strives for unity. In the handling of this characteristic of Renaissance epic, Tasso’s use of
insert stories, by his effort to embed them more securely in the main plot, reflects the increased
influence of classical poetics.

Ecl. .

This pervasive influence is summarised by Curtius , : ‘Die Nachwirkung der
Eklogen is kaum weniger bedeutsam als die des Epos. Vom ersten Jahrhunderts der Kaiserzeit
bis zur Goethezeit hat alle Lateinische Bildung mit der Lektüre der ersten Ekloge begonnen.
Man sagt nicht zuviel, wenn man behauptet, dass demjenigen ein Schlüssel zur literarischen
Tradition Europas fehlt, der dieses kleine Gedicht nicht im Kopf hat.’

As is shown by Holophernes in Love’s Labours Lost, iv, ii, : ‘Fauste precor gelida
quando pecus omne sub umbra ruminat – And so forth. Ah, good Mantuan! I may speak
of thee as the traveller doth of Venice [..]’.

For the importance of pastoral to the Farnesina, Blosio, -; ; and the long description of the gardens, - (with locus amoenus, satyrs and nymhs, the exotic greenery
and fruit, the pleasures of water and nakedness, the temperate climate); and Gallo’s  th book,
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toral were, in the eyes of contemporaries, self-evident companions. When one
of the great champions of pastoral Renaissance poetry, Andrea Navagero, on
business in Spain, came round to otium, he collected cuttings and seeds, sending them home with directions as to planting. In a letter he comments: ‘You
will wonder that I have time to think of such things in the midst of my work:
but I am a true Epicurean, and should like to spend my whole life in a garden.
Therefore, as you love me, dear Ramusio, take care of my garden, and tend my
flowers, while I am absent from home.’  Navagero’s Lusus, of which we have
considered a superb specimen above (addressed to this same Turrius), translate
these affections into pastoral poetry.
Moreover, the ilex immortalised in the Eclogues was an important tree in
the Farnesina’s garden. Also the type of antique villa which the Farnesina
project emulates was thoroughly imbued with pastoral touches, which abound
especially in the fresco decorations of the Augustan period, samples of which
(consonant with the magnificent late  th century finds now in the Palazzo
Massimo) were perhaps even seen by artists and staff, including the patron,
during the laying of foundations.
There is one more hint at the importance of this genre for Agostino Chigi
and his advisors: Virgil’s model Theocritus, the protos heuretes of the Bucolic
genre and ubiquitously present in his Roman rival, was first printed in Rome,
para tois oikois Kisiou. We would not, perhaps, be surprised if this venture
was more than clean business. Pastoral was evidently relevant for a banker
fleeing the bustle of city life to reach peace of mind in communion with nature,
and leaving the forum to cultivate his garden, a man of peace moreover, who
emphatically banned from his social and political profile the martial aspect,
and rather adopted associations with the pax augusta.  Theocritus himself,
however, honoured as he was by Chigi’s Roman edition, would be read in our
period through the eyes of Virgil, the poet of supreme importance to Renaissance Rome. It is to him we must now turn. For, as poetry is like painting, it
could be asserted, as for instance by Giraldo Cinthio, that ‘Virgil imitated the
dominated by and concluding with the concetto of ver perpetuum. The free comings and goings
of gods, the presence of nymphs, also point to a golden-age like, timeless pastoral world. The
introductory epigrams  and , and the appended  also allude to these topoi.

Quoted by Wilson , .

As Rowland , , has remarked.

Rome, . A quite unusual enterprise for the supposedly half-illiterate banker. The
edition followed the Venetian editio princeps of Giunti only by weeks, and used the same prompt
(see Gow , xlv-xlvi). The same press, under the supervision of the Byzantine Greek Callierges, who was presumably spotted by Chigi in Venice, produced the first Roman Pindar.

As does Rowland .

See Rowland .
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most excellent painters’. In his Bucolics, moreover, he gave a notable example
of associative grammar, conforming to the rules of the pastoral genre.
The Eclogues
In Virgil’s Eclogues, the pastoral world inherited from Theocritus, is breathtakingly blended with prophecy, paradise and politics. Subsequent Medieval
and Renaissance tradition added the Christian element to this unique fusion.
The Cumaean sibyl of the Fourth Eclogue was at home between the prophets
of the Old Testament on the floor-mosaic of Siena cathedral.  Virgil himself,
indeed, was counted among the prophets, and represented among them.  The
Eclogues, in short, were a crucial hinge between Antiquity and the Renaissance
present.
Let us first look at the use of myth in the  th Eclogue. This utterly mysterious (and wonderful) piece shifts from level to level, deeper and deeper inside
illusion. From the outer ring, a succinct program of Callimachean poetics,
with the poet propria voce or rather propria aure communing with Apollo, it
moves to the poetical practice of an ekphrastic description of Silenus, sleeping
off his mighty thirst with swollen veins, surprised by two satyrs and the Naiad
Aegle. The strange creature, mixture of rustic grace and alarming extravagance, had often withheld the youths a song. Now, like Homer’s Polyphemus
made helpless by drunken stupor, he is bound with his own fallen wreathes and
tainted with mulberry juice to extract this song under duress.  The reader
who has been instructed by Plato’s Symposium to expect wonderful pictures
inside Silenus rude façade is not disappointed: Silenus, once opened, yields
gold. His song comprises the third level of the poem. It commences with an
epicurean creation-myth, strangely reminiscent of the creative powers of poetry (highly relevant to the Renaissance reader), the great void coalescing to the
elements, and primeval man. Hence it moves on to mythological pre-history,
small vignettes (Deucalion and Pyrrha, Prometheus, Hylas) alternating with


Quoted by Wilson , .
Kallendorf , .

Comparetti .

The satyrs have often been considered shepherds. For arguments, mostly (and rightfully) contra, see Segal . For allegorical exegesis, see also Porphyrius, de antro nympharum
discussed by Bober , : a cave is locus for transmigration of souls).

This fantastic graphic detail may point to a visual source (so Levi , ). It may
also be parallel to the way Alcibiades tries to ‘bind’ Socrates in the Symposium with his beauty.
Silenus, however, finds no cause for chastity towards females (‘huic aliud mercedis erit’). The
boys will get art, as respectable pederasty demands.
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detailed description (the frantic love of Pasiphae for the bull, whose animal
majesty is vividly pictured as it rests on a convivial couch of hyacinth):
A! uirgo infelix, tu nunc in montibus erras:
ille, latus niueum molli fultus hyacintho,
ilice sub nigra pallentis ruminat herbas,
aut aliquam in magno sequitur grege.
Ah, unhappy maiden! You now roam the mountains; but he, his snow-white
flanks resting on smooth hyacinth, chews pale grass under the dark oak,
or traces the steps of a cow from the large herd. 
This micro-song is itself interspersed with both mythological simile and embedded speech: to the simultaneous amusement and frisson of the reader, Pasiphae (with her both hilarious and sublime ‘Claudite Nymphae, / Dictaeae Nymphae,
nemorum iam claudite silvas) quite oblivious of the nature of her beloved, frantically fears, like all true lovers do, that he might be untrue - with a cow. In this
vignette (and in the ones to follow of Tereus and Scylla) it is difficult, and I
think intentionally so, to separate the horrible, the pathetic, the amusing, the
beautiful and the didactic elements: aided by the technique of embedding, they
merge into one. In a similar way, it is my contention, the Farnesina’s decorations
were supposed to be read.
Virgil’s reader, by now immersed in the picture of Pasiphae, is then abruptly
and very briefly, taken to other examples, which relate to the story of Pasiphae
as minor scenes on the panelling of a Pompeian fresco to the major pinax,
worked out in detail in the centre of the wall. On goes Silenus, now to a fleeing
lover successfully deceived into submission (Atalanta), then to excessive love,
punished by metamorphosis for its misdirection to a brother (Phaethon’s sisters). Then on to another level of reality: the living poet Gallus, receiving his
poetic calling by the Muses. From the picture of Gallus, once more detailed like
that of Pasiphae, Silenus again switches to parerga, the tragic myths of Scylla
and Nisus, and of Tereus and Philomela. Virgil could go on, but he doesn’t, for
evening calls to rest:
Omnia, quae Phoebo quondam meditante beatus
audiit Eurotas iussitque ediscere laurus,
ille canit (pulsae referunt ad sidera ualles),
cogere donec ouis stabulis numerumque referre
iussit et inuito processit Vesper Olympo.
All which made the Eurotas, listening that time to Apollo’s poetic exercise,
feel so blessed that he bade the laurels [on its banks] learn it by heart,


Ecl. . -.
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he [Silenus] sang – and the echoing vales repeat it to the stars; until the
evening star bade flock to fold and count and rose to an unwilling sky. 
We are back with the stars, and thus have come full circle in a poem which
evocates the plurality of the cosmos and the complexity of the natural order,
as only a poem can. The final comment, that Silenus sang all Apollo sang in
plaintive notes on the banks of the Eurotas after the loss of his beloved Hyacinthus, and the river, being a god, listened carefully and secured repetition
of the pleasure by the instruction that the laurels repeat it,once more shows that
the beauty of divine poetry is there to be heard in the rustling of bay-leaves, just
like myth is present in bird-song in the Farnesina. The lines suggest also that
a poetically inspired listener may hear much more in Virgil’s poem than the
actual verses: genre convention enables him to supply many other exempla of
love gone wrong as even so many other harmonic solutions of a figured bass.
Associative grammar indeed, for there are clues to the associations, and one
may not fantasise at random, which makes it a system after all.
Virgil’s technique, grafted upon Theocritus’  st and th Idyll, creates and
at the same time breaches dramatic illusion. The illusion is on the one hand
created by detailed description (Pasiphae, Gallus), embedded in complex narrative rings. These detailed descriptions, on the other hand, alternate with short
sketches, which remind the reader that what he is reading is, after all, reported
song. The ultimate effect of the layering is that one loses count, and sees, as
if by miraculous illumination, ekphrastic vignettes (indeed in this sense a reception of the vignettes, Idylls, of Virgil’s model Theocritus) mysteriously and
equivocally interrelated, their ambiguous connections reflected by the endless
dissension of the modern commentators. This technique is similar to (and in
fact a reflection of) that of the paratactic placing of poems widely different in
tone and content to form the series of ten Eclogues as a whole.  Theocritus
exemplifies this technique in his st Idyll in the description of the cup, a visual
work of art. The  th Eclogue as well is to be visualised, indeed is ‘pictorial’ to
the highest degree.
The myths of the Farnesina, too, form such a tapestry – the poem and the
fresco indeed share a surprising number of mythical exempla.  Like the song
of Silenus, they evoke sometimes extended narrative in the sources (Tereus,


Ecl. . -.
Of the technique of layering a conspicuous contemporary parallel is found in the Hypnerotomachia, with concentric rings respectively describing the real world, then the dream, then,
in the dream, Polia’s narrative, wherein once more embedded Polifilo’s speech to the priestess.
For a scheme, see the translation by Godwin , xviii.

The creation of the stars reflected in the ceiling, the Minoan scene represented by
Daedalus, Tereus and Philomela, Nisus and Scylla. Could this resemblance indicate that Virgil,
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Scylla) sometimes only passing allusions (Juno, Perdix). Likewise similar to it,
they invite an active response on the part of the viewer, who must interpret and
may do so in different ways. Decipherment thus corresponded to the reading of
art in the ekphrastic mode: the viewer was stimulated by the ambiguous series
of vignettes to form connections between past with present, myth with reality,
art with life.
In a Renaissance reading, furthermore, the tragic elements in Silenus’ song
would be inherent to the comic, the beautifully serious and true would be hidden under the frivolous fur of Silenus’ outer appearance.  In such a reading
of Virgil Silenus would be a ‘shade’ of Socrates, exemplifying like the philosopher in Plato’s Symposium the fusion of Apollo and Dionysus: as both poet and
beastly creature, expert in levelling the barriers between man and godly nature
which are symbolised by wine and love. 
Such an interpretation would, in the Renaissance, point to the symbolism of
Christian sacrament and the double nature of the Christian God. In this way,
reading ancient poetry could yield, through mysterious revelation, Christian
Truth, happily pointing the way to a reconciliation between tragic and comic,
human and divine. Likewise, the Farnesina lunettes would be considered
more than just convivial fun and games, or naughty allusions to amorous adventures of the patron: even the characters mischievously graced by the traits
of Agostino Chigi might hide, and would hide, beauty, truth and grandeur.
The th Eclogue’s technique of simultaneous parallelism and subordination by embeddedness, to create a mythical world fraught with mysterious
background and cosmic correspondences, and yet firmly connected to Virgil’s present thus is significantly similar to the ways decoration functions in
the Villa Farnesina. Other characteristics of the Eclogues too are instructive.
Let us first look at the so-called amoebaeic form, represented for instance by
too, was somehow thinking of Athens? And, more importantly, is the resemblance fortuitous? I
find this very hard to decide.

I think such a Renaissance reading is in fact not far from the effect intended by Virgil,
who embeds tragic narrative in the comical banter of the outer ring with Silenus, thus creating a correspondence with the description of Socrates as Silenus in Alcibiades’ speech in the
Symposium, for which see Rijser  and . The literature on the  th Eclogue (of which
I especially admire Williams , ff and Levi , ff) often concentrates on the tragic
elements (particularly Segal ).

The coupling of Apollo and Dionysus is of course not restricted to the  th Eclogue, or for
that matter to Virgil: the coupling of the names Daphnis (derived from the Apollonian laurel)
and Thyrsis (the Dionysiac attribute), derived from Theocritus, in the  th Eclogue triggers this
association as well.

Conforming to (Christianised) Platonism which was bon ton in our period. The Symposium had become, by way of Ficino’s commentating dialogue de amore, a central text in humanism.
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the rd and th Eclogue. Like birds, cicada’s, trees and rivers, shepherds vie
with each other’s song and exchange, admire, ridicule, vary or top each other’s
poetry by paratactic juxtaposition (in this way also creating a tapestry of images as described above concerning the  th Eclogue). That herdsmen rival in
song is topical for pastoral since the programmatic first Idyll of Theocritus.
Hence, Virgil’s handling of the theme of rivalling shepherds reflects, by way of
his numerous quotations and allusions, the poet’s own respectful rivalry with
his major model. The presence of rivalry in the pastoral world, however,
extends to more than mere literary aemulatio. Pastoral rivalry is, as suggested,
directed not only to other shepherds, but to nature herself, whose song is reflected and onomatopoeically imitated by pastoral poetry. Whether the singer
echoes the woods (as in Theocritus I, -), or the echo of the poetry in nature
is, through the pathetic fallacy, metonymically described as ‘to teach the woods
to resound Amaryllis’ (formosam resonare doces Amaryllida silvas, Virgil, Ecl.
. ), pastoral emphasises, time and again, the interaction between nature and
art, between natura naturata and natura naturans.  Such interplay of nature
and art indicates once more the possibility in pastoral of a life in harmony with
nature and God. Also, again following the tracks Theocritus laid out in his
st Idyll, rivalry is extended to the comparison of diverse art forms, especially
(we remember the ekphrasis of the goatherd’s cup in Theocritus ) poetry and
visual art. Repeatedly in the Eclogues as well, works of visual art are staked
as the prize for poetical contest, and thus deemed interchangeable with poetry. Thus rivalry of poetry with poetry is extended to that of poetry with
art, or even art with art. This agonistic model would, in a Renaissance reading,
immediately conjure up the model of the paragone. Renaissance readers would
not only recognise the ut pictura poesis in reverse which is implicit in pastoral,
they would see, as it were, themselves depicted as rivalling shepherds, or, vice
versa, initiate a friendly competition on Vergilian bucolic precedent, and taking the alternis dicetis; amant alterna Camenae of Eclogue .  as their cue.
When we remember the va et vient of artists and poets in the Farnesina, continually emulating, stealing, capping and commenting upon each other, and
couple this observation with the pastoral profile the Farnesina advertised so
emphatically, we may see the reflection of ancient shepherds in the contending
artists and poets, and this was possibly even part of the overall illusion of the


A conceit strengthened by the idea that poets are shepherds and vice versa.
As a programmatic announcement of this function, both Theocritus and Virgil have
the first verses of their first poems melodiously imitate natural sound.

e.g. Ecl. . -; in Ecl. . -, the exchange of epideictic epigrams on ex voto
sculpture likewise stress the compatibility of poetry and art.
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experience visitors were supposed to have.  This is especially tempting as
the sources indicate more than once that Neo-Latin Eclogues were performed
before Agostino.
When the bickering between Menalcas and Damoetas in the  rd Eclogue
escalates into song (the only formal difference is the shift from quatrains to
couplets), we soon get the feeling that we are missing shades of meaning because of contingent references the point of which is irretrievable (for instance
in vss -). Contingent reference, however, is soon made explicit, when
with a dramatic change in the contest suddenly Pollio bursts in, whom we may
suppose to have been Virgil’s patron. After the use of names familiar from the
poetical tradition, the name of the astute historian comes as a bit of a shock:
Pollio amat nostrum, quamvis est rustica, Musam.
Pierides, vitulam lectori pascite vestro.
Pollio loves our Muse, rustic as it is; Pierian ones, feed a calf for your
reader!
This brutal intrusion of contemporary reality has troubled commentators. It is
in fact rather hilarious, as is shown by the follow-up in the next couplet, with
ridicule of Bavius and Maevius, contemporary poets the reading of whom is
considered by the speaker the worst fate imaginable (aptly compared by the
commentator Page to the criminal who, confronted with alternative punishment, preferred the galleys to the reading of Guicciardini’s Histories).  This
presence of Roman life in Latin Bucolics is of course paralleled in many other
Eclogues, and is indeed one of the most striking characteristics of the poems. 
It has led to continuous debate about the alleged allegorical content of the collection, a discussion already traceable to the Eclogues of Calpurnius Siculus in


No example of this tournure has survived. But we must remember that performance
was all in the Farnesina, and the extant texts are just the tip of an iceberg. It is illustrative of the
relative lack of attention to ancient poetics as explanative of Renaissance artistic practice that
the latest extensive study of rivalry by Goffen  does not even mention the agonistic model
of pastoral as one of the precedents of Renaissance rivalry.

Cugnoni , ; , for which see note  below.

In this connection the final couplets of Ecl. , consisting of two (rather silly, conforming to the ingenuous singers) riddles, may be mentioned as parallel to the many riddles and
ambiguities which characterise our decorations in the Farnesina.

Ecl. . -.

Comm. ad , p. . Comedy is never far with bickering shepherds (see also Theocritus , , ). It may however be unintentional, considering contemporary obtrectatores who
apparently missed the fun and thought the  rd Eclogue silly, teste the parody ‘dic mihi Damoeta:
‘cuium pecus’ anne Latinum?’ (Vita Donati ).

E.g. , , , , The most striking example is , with Gallus communing with gods and
nymphs. See also Snell , -.
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the second half of the st century A.D., which later developed into a complete
allegorical reading. It is in the light of these later developments, neatly summed
up by the commentary of Servius (which was never far from the Renaissance
writing desk), that Renaissance readers approached the Eclogues. But there
is hardly any need to invoke an allegorical (mis)reading to see the relevance
such intrusions into the world of poetry have for the public of the Farnesina.
They exemplified and legitimised the way their own art asked their patrons for
recompense, and, by asking, delivered eulogy.  The interaction between life
and poetry in the Eclogues, set in an agonistic frame, which enabled Vergilian
shepherds to look for or rival in patronage, to hide, and by selective showing
emphasise praise, is closely parallel to the way patronage interfered with the
pastoral world of the Farnesina, and was no doubt seen as a precedent for it.
In a similar way, the shifting identifications we have proposed for the lunettes
(i.e. a figure may jokingly refer to the patron, but to many other levels of meaning, and possibly persons as well) are also paralleled by the Eclogues, where
evidently the Corydon of Ecl.  and  do not refer to the same person, and the
Tityrus of  differs both from the one in  and in . On the other hand, elements
in some way characteristic of the poet Virgil may be seen sometimes in Tityrus
() sometimes in Menalcas ( and ). Consonant with this, it is clear that singing
shepherds in Virgil do not vent their own feelings as much as play parts: that of
Galatea or Polyphemus, cross-gender if necessary, and many others. Damon, in
the th Eclogue, considers suicide throwing himself from the rocks into the sea,
while comfortably leaning on his staff, evidently not speaking propria persona
and engaged in friendly competition with Alphesiboeus, who, in answer to Damon’s song, answers in the guise of a woman.  In this playing of parts, too,
we see resemblance with Agostino Chigi’s features gracing the likes of Tereus,
Daedalus or Boreas. To ‘pose as’ a figure is normal pastoral behaviour.
Thus, in the Eclogues logical, synchronised and topographically correct interpretation can be shown to be inapplicable. And the Eclogues were to the
Renaissance a text as sacred as the Old Testament, because, like their more famous pendant, they contained prophecies, not only that of the  th Eclogue, as
we shall see. To understand the Farnesina, it seems, we must do more than the
traditional searching for the text to be applied. Virgil’s Eclogues, although they
are not literally relevant to iconography, admirably show the set of standards,
assumptions and illusionist techniques which enable us to make sense of Chigi’s
project. The active reception and imitation of Virgil’s model in contemporary




See for this Nauta .
Ecl. .; cf. . See also Jenkyns , -.
Paralleled by the remarks of Spenser quoted above. See Fowler , -.
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culture brought Chigi and his peers into the timeless world of blissful pastoral,
as close to Antiquity as to Christian revelation, and seemingly present to be
grasped and enjoyed.
In Virgil’s Bucolics, time and place are not so much irrelevant, as constantly
shifting. This characteristic too has made many critics knit their brow. The
most notorious instance of the tendency to securely place the Eclogues in a
well defined landscape is the idea the Eclogues are situated in Arcadia, defined
as a spiritual landscape. Although Arcadia is indeed alluded to by Virgil,
a setting for the Eclogues as a whole is clearly absent. The way topography is
manipulated can well be illustrated by the beginning of the  th poem: Corydon and Thyrsis are tending their flocks, and called Arcades ambo (), thus
suggesting an Arcadian location. When the speaker of the poem is invited by
the on-looking Daphnis to join him in watching the contest between Corydon
and Thyrsis, he advocates the dulcet luxury of the judgement-seat as follows:
huc ipsi potum venient per prata iuvenci
hic viridis tenera praetexit harundine ripas
Mincius, eque sacra resonant examina quercu.
Here heifers will come through the meadows by themselves to drink, here
Mincius weaves a border of tender reed along the banks, and from the
sacred oak the swarms of bees resound. 
The Mincius was well-known to Virgil from his native Mantova: thus we have
Arcadian shepherds, Daphnis (at least an international figure, if not a god, if
we hold on to the  th Eclogue), and the sweet waters of a North-Italian river:
topography is fused here and elsewhere in Virgil’s collection. We are neither to
suppose the poem is set in Arcadia, nor by the Mincius: the poet here has his


It may even be suggested that the excessive praise of the Farnesina in contemporary
sources is partly due to the fact that, in this pastoral demi-paradise all ends met in a way which
was not possible for the Vatican, for instance (which was primarily a politico-religious locus,
while the Farnesina was primarily a pastoral locus). To the same grand effect men like Goritz, of
course, aspired, but lack of means made it impossible for them to realise a project on the scale
of the Farnesina.

‘Arkadien; Die Entdeckung einer geistigen Landschaft’, in Snell , -, countered
by Jenkyns , ff., who extensively quotes the difficulties of commentators in maintaining
the thesis (note ). Jenkyns is misguided in thinking he is the first to have seen that Sannazaro
invented Arcadia, for it was offered already by Symonds , II, . The thesis is not to be taken
too literally: Sannazaro’s location too being only short-hand for the autonomous world of poetry
– albeit that the sobriquet Arcady is more consistently employed in his Arcadia than Virgil’s
references in the Eclogues are. The development of science, cartography and the discovery and
exploration of new worlds are the true reasons that readers have increasingly come to think of
Arcadia as a topographical notion.

.- (taken up by G .).
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after-dinner sleep, dreaming of both places, figuratively present in and typologically related to each other.
Time’s fell hand too, is defied in the Eclogues. It has been remarked that
a fundamental difference exists between antique pastoral tradition in general
and Virgil’s handling of it in the Eclogues with respect to the placement of man’s
happiest state, which is situated by the latter not, as was customary, at the beginning of time, but in time to come, or rather, coming.  We have already
considered the  th Eclogue, the main bearer of this message, elsewhere.  The
result of Virgil’s revision is a projection in the same image of time past, present
and to come, a conjuring with time (a capacity he would display with renewed
virtuosity in the Aeneid) which was very congenial to Christian interpreters.
Dante saw what Virgil and Ovid had done, and let Matelda draw the consequences when explaining to the wayfarer the Earthly Paradise:
Quelli ch’anticamente poetaro
l’etá de l’oro e suo stato felice
forse in Parnaso esto loco sognaro
Those who in Antiquity sang of the Golden Age and its blissful state, perhaps dreamt on Parnassus of this place. 
The Golden Age, Dante suggests, was the adumbration of Earthly Paradise,
which, situated at the far end of Purgatory outside time, and provided with
the topical characteristics of the Virgilian pastoral landscape, functions in the
Commedia as an allegory of the joy of Christian life.  In Dante, pastoral,


The pastoral dream, initiated by Hesiod, has a long afterlife, and often returns in the
Renaissance (and before that in Petrarch), e.g. Castiglione’s Alcon. Examples of topographical
fusion could of course be multiplied and are reflected by the ‘topographical’ structure of the
collection as a whole: while Eclogues  and  are firmly embedded in Italian context,  to  are
set, in differing degree, in a timeless world, and  dramatically enacts this dichotomy. Jenkyns
hits the mark: ‘It is thus a mistake to suppose that Virgil created in these poems a personal,
self-consistent imaginary world like Tolkien’s Middle Earth [. . . ] There is no pastoral world of
the Eclogues, but a number of worlds, which may or may not overlap one another.’ ().

E.g. by Poggioli ,  (following Renan, Vie de Jésus, i). Theocritus seems to place
bucolic ‘happiness’, in the  th Idyll, in the present, and thus represents an intermediary stage
between the myth of the Golden Age in the Hesiodic tradition and the Christian version.

Ecl.  in Chapter ; also important in this respect is the connection between gardens
and paradise discussed above.

Purg. xxviii, -.

The dense forest it consists of has rightly been seen as a pendant of the selva oscura of the
beginning, but they are of course also reminiscent of the ubiquitous silvae from the Bucolics (a
fact strangely ignored by the commentators). This impression is confirmed by subsequent characteristics, the stream of pure water, the grassy meadows, flowers springing up spontaneously,
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represented by the Paradiso Terrestre, was the purifying sublimation needed to
proceed from the earthly to the heavenly city, as Beatrice explains:
Qui sarai tu poco tempo selvano
e sarai meco sanza fine cive
di quella Roma onde Cristo é Romano.
Here you will dwell in the woods for a while, and then you will be a citizen
forever of that Rome whereof Christ is a Roman. 
Similarities between the pastoral landscape and Christian paradise, made possible by Virgil’s tournure of positing the Golden Age in time to come, are enormously important in the conception of the otium of Chigi, and of men like
Goritz as well. In otium, then as now, time flies, or, alternatively, stands still,
because nothing happens, which is what it is all about. Renaissance, or, for
that matter, antique, interest in pastoral is not just linked with cultural developments (although these are quite important and interesting). It is also firmly
grounded in the functions of life. Suspension of time and place, so characteristic to pastime in natural surroundings, thus has a multiple function in the
Renaissance. In the first it represented the flight from the distracting tumult
of life, chaotic, dirty, cluttered, fast and exciting, and increasingly centred, in
the days under discussion here, on the present here and now, in contrast with
the days of Dante who still envisaged with uncanny precision the horrors of
hell, the pangs of purgatorial pain, and the bliss of Heaven, all outside normal
human experience. Dante’s specific locations and times are blurred in a place
like the Farnesina, and in other Roman gardens, to a present which is both past
and future (the blissful state of which helped to close the eyes of those involved
to imminent dangers so dramatically materialised in the sack of Rome). In the
second place, pastoral otium was imitative of ancient otium, which was to be
appropriated for the enhancing of self-respect. In the third place it was corrective, in the sense that it ‘helped that transfusion of Christian fancy into classic
shape, for which the age was always striving’, blending Eden and Earthly Parsweet odours wafted by a gentle breeze, the birds singing to the accompaniment of rustling
foliage (Purg. xxvii and xxviii).

Purg. xxxii, -.

This tournure is already capitalised on in the earliest reception of Virgil, i.e. by
Calpurnius Siculus I, ff. It may have been of significance for the conception of Nero’s Domus Aurea, with its extended pastoral pavilions in pastoral style, exactly the part of the complex
which we now call Domus Aurea (contemporary with Calpurnius) and which was known in
the Renaissance. It is doubtful that Renaissance interpreters saw this connection, as the lay-out
(as analysed and explained by Moormann ) and function of the over-all complex was not
sufficiently known (although the Eclogues of Calpurnius were).
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adise with Virgil and Theocritus. Lastly it was congenial to ‘that sympathy
with rustic life, that love of nature humanised by industry, that delight in the
villa, the garden, the vineyard, the grove, which modern Italians inherited from
their Roman ancestors’.
In the th, central, Eclogue Renaissance readers could find further illustrations of how antique pastoral matched the good Christian life. In it Mopsus
and Menalcas decide to exchange songs. The usual themes, however, are repudiated by Mopsus, who embarks on a dirge for Daphnis ending with his epitaph. Daphnis’ death, mourned by all of nature is presented as a figure both
Dionysian and Orphic, having made Armenian tigers meekly draw his chart
(‘Daphnis et Armenias curru subiungere tigres / instituit’, -). As the auctor
of pastoral poetry, Daphnis could be understood both as having sung so gloriously that listeners thought tigers were subdued by him, and, alternatively,
sung gloriously how tigers drew his chart. But the same lines would, in a Renaissance ear, evoke the prophesies of Isaiah, announcing that in the reign of
the Messiah tigers would lay with the lambs. The bringer of peace in Virgil
(his Daphnis of the  th Eclogue is closely analogous with the child of the  th
would be identified with Christ, whose reign was undergoing an alleged new
bloom now, by the practice of the good Christian life, as advocated for instance
by Egidio da Viterbo. The typological parallel between Daphnis and the Good
Shepherd, Christ, would furthermore be strengthened by the song of Menalcas
celebrating the deification of Daphnis. His death, according to Menalcas in
ff, will cause voluptas to reign and Golden Age to come. Daphnis’ = Christ’s
redemption of the world creates the possibility of true otium honestum (amat
bonus otia Daphnis, ). The reading of this poem throws much light on the
Christian legitimacy of the parties of Goritz and Chigi, and shows their paganism was not paganism tout court, but paganism transformed. For, in Virgil’s
poem, now, with a deified Daphnis, every thistle, every bush cries out: deus,
deus ille, Menalca! Altars are construed to both Daphnis and Apollo (). 
The libation of milk, olive-oil and wine in the following verses fits the picture
perfectly:
pocula bina novo spumantia lacte quotannis
craterasque duo statuam tibi pinguis olivi
et multo in primis hilarans convivia Baccho


The formulation from Symonds , II, , a passage to which my paragraph is much
indebted.

Ibidem.

Apollo was to the Renaissance a type of Christ, and his emphatic presence here and in
pastoral in general could be thought of as exemplifying the importance of the arts in a pastoral
world like that of the Farnesina.
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(ante focum si frigus erit: si messis in umbra)
vina novum fundam calathis Ariusia nectar.
Cantabunt mihi Damoetas et Lyctius Aegon;
Saltantis Satyros imitabitur Alphesiboeus.
Two cups of frothy fresh milk, two craters of malleable olive-oil I will set
you each year, and brightening up the feasts with Bacchus’ plenty (by the
hearth in wintertime, in the shade in autumn) I will pour Chian wines
as nectar regained from the cups; and Damoetas and Lyctian Aegon will
sing for me, while Alphesiboeus mimics the frolicking satyrs. 

Likewise in Renaissance Rome, after the offerings brought in Christian rite, a
rite so lavishly sponsored by Chigi in Urbe (e.g. in the Santa Maria della Pace),
convivial bounty would follow from natural sources, conforming to the rustic
taste of the patron, as a joyful pendant to the mystery of transubstantiation (itself a convivial metaphor), wine now, after mass, playing the part of Christ-like
Bacchus, present in effigie and in substantia.  Virgil, emulating in this passage the magnificent ending of Theocritus VII, presents the feast, the gift of
the gods, as the natural follow-up of sacrifice, the gift of men, and the consecutive feeling of bliss as expressive of a universe in harmony with the gods,
a microcosmos of the Golden Age, and of Paradise: therefore wine is transformed to nectar, the prerogative of the Olympians. On a feast like this, poets
will sing, and the cattle-fattening Alphesiboeus may play a satyr, as Chigi might
play a Cyclops. Even Virgil’s directions as to locality match the Renaissance
situation, for the diverse locations for feasts are reflected by the halls of the
Farnesina, upstairs for winter, below for summer. As long as nature proclaims
the harmony of the universe and the glory of the gods, Virgil concludes (-),
we will honour Daphnis in this way (and a Renaissance reader would think of
Christ): he will be honoured on a par with Bacchus and Ceres, bread and wine
(). Indeed, thought this same reader, Christ is our bread and wine, and Virgil
prophetically announced it.
As we have seen, it is very likely that like Goritz c.s. Chigi and his retinue
thought of their parties as an offering feast for their God in pastoral guise. Already Lorenzo de’ Medici and Politian metaphorically identified the Medici
villa at Fiesole with Arcady and their circle with shepherds.  Pastoral as

, -.
See for a parallel above, Goritz the Gardener. See also similar fusions in the Hypnerotomachia, summarised by Godwin , .

Something similar may have been in the ‘gratulantium carmina rusticorum quae personate concinuerant, Baccanalibus diebus Senis usque ad Romam advenientes’ (Cugnoni ,
) congratulating Francesca with her unusual good fortune.

See Wilson , , and Panofsky , -, with note .
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sociations shed light on these gay Renaissance proceedings, and their alleged
paganism: they reveal the spirit, as it were, of the proceedings.
In Naples too, this spirit had borne fruit. Agostino’s Neapolitan connections were perhaps more important for the Farnesina than was realised until
recently. He did business with Sannazaro, whose villa of Mergellina we have
already encountered, and whose mentor Pontano had a pastoral ‘Porticus’, alluded to in Blosio’s Suburbanum. Neapolitan pastoral is resonating throughout the Farnesina project. Sannazaro’s Arcadia, in manipulating the pastoral
tradition, exemplifies a demand on its readers quite compatible with the cultural baggage needed for a successful game at Chigi’s. Much depends, there
as well, on the decipherment of allusions, although the tone is more melancholy as compared to the festive mood of the Farnesina.  In Arcadia too,
several strands or levels of meaning are superimposed or entwined. Similar
to our ‘Renaissance’ reading of the Eclogues, names function as pseudonyms,
hints, or types, but never consistently so. Even the mingling of genres we see in
the Farnesina (ekphrastic encomion and encomiastic pastoral) is paralleled by
Arcadia, which fuses pastoral poetry with the ancient novel’s prose and content. Sannazaro encodes in his novel his experience of and education by
poetry, following the recipe of Dante (and thus once more harking back to the
recent cultural past), and the interaction of this Bildung with life. In doing so,
he levels the boundaries between the world of poetry, his Arcadia, and life, his
Naples, and mixes their populations.  Like in the Farnesina, the wildness of
a pastoral poem like Virgil’s  th Eclogue, is tempered to the luxury of a orto
botanico. Sannazaro’s poetic landscape is topographically imprecise, and its
implications remain profoundly ambiguous. Other parallels may be sought and
found in the countless other contemporary texts of pastoral affiliation, such as
the Hypnerotomachia, Poliziano’s Silvae, or Navagero’s superb Lusus Pastorales.
One of Sannazaro’s famous Eclogae Piscatoriae may provide us with an apt
dissolve to our last sections. His elegy entitled Galatea elegantly plays with the
conceit of the rude shepherd Polyphemus ineffectively courting the sophisticated nymph Galatea, devised by Theocritus in his  th (and to a lesser degree
in his th ) Idyll. Part of the fun there was to show the proverbial caveman


Ingrid Rowland has now pursued these connections, Rowland , -.
Suburbanum .

‘La vera Musa del Sannazaro è la malinconia’, according to Sainati, quoted by Panofsky
, n.

In Antiquity pastoral elements were of course already present in the novel, notably
Daphnis and Chloe.

For a sensible account of these aspects, see the introduction of Erspamer in Erspamer
, especially -.

Erspamer , .
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

fruitlessly considering leaving his element to go to sea – a move even the giant
eventually realises is labour lost. Sannazaro, true to humanism we might say,
while holding on to the topos, transforms the Cyclops in a modest fisherman
yearning for his love, who may or may not be a nymph: she is defined only as
the unattainable object of his love, called, metonymically, Galatea. He places
the pastoral genre thus securely in the world of his beloved city, and irrigates
pastoral with Neapolitan brine. Such fusions, instead of creating barrenness,
bore imaginative fruit in his readers, who never complained about the status
of either the fisherman or Galatea, and admired his poems, as indeed they deserve, greatly. If we need not be precise about specific identifications, or worry
about mythical correctness or mistakes of category, let us beware of doing so
in the interpretation of art. Pastoral is indeed a game of hide and seek, but the
rules may be changed while the game is running. Virgil’s Galatea herself, who
fugit ad salices, et se cupit ante videri, may be its icon. 

.. Entering the Canon
Resuming our analysis of the Sala di Galatea, we now move downward from
the lunettes, to the pinakes on the walls. The decision to decorate the walls was
in itself not a matter of course. They might be, and often were, occupied by
arazzi, which could be transferred to different locations, or varied on the spot
as occasion demanded. It is important, at the outset, to realise that there are
relatively few parallels in Roman villa decoration for a series of panel paintings


Ecl. . .
It is probable, but not certain, that at the publication date of Blosio’s Suburbanum (January ) the pinakes were not yet begun, for he does not mention them. Hirst, on stylistic
grounds, dates the Polyphemus ‘not before the first months of ’, which would corroborate
the thesis that the walls are posterior to the lunettes. There are also technical reasons: the danger
of dripping and the inconvenience of scaffolding.

The fact that decoration of the walls was in a sense ad libitum may explain the unfinished
state of the loggia, see below. The walls of the Sala del Fregio were left undecorated, and those of
the Sala di Psiche were probably intended to be filled with arazzi as well. The Sala delle Prospettive
has only ornamental decoration on the walls (spectacular though it be). Contemporary palazzi
in Rome conform to this pattern (e.g. Palazzo Massimo alle Colonne). The wall decoration of
the Palazzo Altemps was once more ornamental (consisting of Melozzo’s plate-work etcc.), to
be compared to portions of the Palazzo Baldassini and the so-called Casa di Bessarion. The
Palazzo episcopale in Ostia, with its huge grisailles of antique historical episodes on eye-level by
Peruzzi, and the decoration of the Palazzo dei Conservatori on the Capitol are the most notable
exceptions to the rule of a decoration limited to the upper registers (even the Sistine Chapel had
arazzi in the lower register). Together with the other notable exception, the Stanze, these may
be viewed as monumental and historical exempla, aimed at the teaching of a historical lesson as
effective as possible.
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on the wall. Chigi and his advisors apparently wanted something special. (ill.
.; .; .)
Although the program for the wall has remained unfinished, what they hit
on has acquired considerable fame: Sebastiano’s giant Polyphemus caught in
pastoral courtship on the left, and Raphael’s nymph Galatea on his right. A
pastoral song of love does not surprise us in this room, after the foregoing. The
semi-naked nymph, too, seems at the right place. Nymphs appeared, as we
have seen, at the summons of poets or guests in the river-side loggia. In fact,
water and nakedness were the whole point of otium, then as today. 
Yet these frescoes have posed a number of intriguing and difficult problems of interpretation. These problems are interconnected. To begin with, the
two frescoes do not square graphically, and there seems some sort of fissure
between them. Why is this so? Secondly, is the fact that these frescoes are the
largest in the room significant? Does this make them more important than the
others? Indeed, were these large murals planned from the start, in connection
with the decoration of the whole loggia? And if so, what is this connection?
Why then was the project left unfinished and what would have been the idea
for the other fields? Let us try and unravel the knot as best we can.
If Raphael’s Galatea indeed seems caught in the act of fleeing and the source
of her disdain is plainly present, this crucial fact has slipped out of many an
interpretation of the fresco. Historically, critics have tended to focus on the
nymph herself, not on her plight and even less on its cause.  This is quite
natural, given the superb quality of the work. Yet the ‘Galatea’ was surely part
of a plan, and, like all the other decorations conceived of as only one voice in
the polyphony of its loggia. As it is, this context was never fully realised.  This
state of affairs resulted, especially after Raphael’s death and canonisation, in an
emphasis on the most prominent, evidently latest and certainly most prestigious element, the Galatea.
Raphael’s fresco has indeed become an icon of the Renaissance. It adorns
book-covers almost ad nauseam, while its putti serve as napkins or adorn the
bosoms of the jeunesse dorée. Higher up the luxury ladder too, its reputation stands unchallenged, judging by the prominence given it by textbooks


Zanker aptly compares modern advertisement for holidays, featuring undressed pairs
at the beach (Zanker , ). He also quotes Livy’s formula of holiday (coined for Hannibal’s
soldiers enjoying themselves in Capua): ‘somnus et vinum et epulae et scorta balneaque et otium’
(Liv. ..).

See Thoenes .

The landscapes which fill them now are by Gaspard Dughet, or, alternatively, so-called
Roman School, and were added when restorations and refurbishings were carried out under
Farnese supervision in the  th century.
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in art-history. Interpretations, to be sure, differ widely: Galatea has been
hailed, looking upwards like the heathen sister of the Sistine Madonna, as the
emblem of the sublime, or has alternatively stood at the cradle of Romantic
eroticism, or again has been seen as Platonism materialised. And if there have
been severe criticisms, in particular of unwarranted muscularity, such dissension points only at canonical status, to which Galatea’s sole rivals, perhaps, are
the searching hands of Adam and God on the Sistine ceiling and Leonardo’s
Cenacolo.
When we inquire into reasons for this status, the emphatic presence of the
fresco due to the unfinished state of the decoration of the loggia’s wall, already
mentioned, has arguably played a significant role. But, more importantly, the
fresco’s graphic balance and symmetry, justly praised by many critics, helped to
make it an exemplary ‘easel-piece’, the canonic genre for modern painting. 
Finally, there is Raphael’s reputation as a genius. As the Galatea was universally
acknowledged as an autograph Raphael, the fresco swiftly became a Raphael,
a masterpiece that dwarfed its surroundings. This monopolizing of attention
was enhanced by the famous letter to Castiglione, which became a key text in
the development of classicist theory, formulating ideal beauty in the tag una
certa idea by the example of the Galatea.
Especially Romantic critics got rather excited about Galatea. The Schöngeisterei devoted by them to the fresco was grounded in several historical factors,
and is therefore perhaps somewhat less ridiculous than admittedly swollen formulations like ‘die höchste Süssigkeit, die glühendste Innigkeit des Verlangens’
(Kugler, ) or ‘das Erwachen der Liebe in seiner vollen Majestät’ (Burckhardt, Cicerone, ) give reason to fear.  Post-Romantic criticism has increasingly tried to reintegrate the Galatea in its context.  But this effort was,
in a sense, countered by the fresco itself, which seems to defy subordination to
a plan. Evidently, the relation of the Galatea to the context is the major crux.
We must try and take stock.
Sebastiano’s Polyphemus gaping on the left is in itself a most effective image, one would think. Moreover, he occupies just as large a space. Even granted
Sebastiano’s inferior status as a painter, Polyphemus’ treatment by critical tradition as an auxiliary figure is striking. We have suggested why, historically,



Cover of Janson’s and Gombrich’s handbooks and unusually detailed description in
Gombrich .

The reception-history in Thoenes , - and passim.

E.g. by Gombrich . For the easel piece, see Puttfarken .

Quoted by Thoenes , .

See Thoenes , , for a sketch of the development.
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prominence was given to the ‘Galatea’: it may be helpful to rephrase the question and ask why Polyphemus, conversely, was deemed less important.
In the first place, this was caused by the dismal condition into which Sebastiano’s fresco soon developed (we remember that Sebastiano was immediately after arrival in Rome set to work in a medium he had never touched before). Literary tradition also was unfavourable to Polyphemus. In classicism,
the comical giant came to be seen more and more as a foil for Galatea’s ideal
beauty, as he had been for Odysseus’ shrewdness in the Odyssey, and the profound irony of his position was deemed somewhat unworthy of the aspirations
of the high art of which his neighbour in the brine became the icon.
But most importantly for our purposes, there is indeed a graphic logic in
Polyphemus’ relegation to the periphery.  For Sebastiano’s fresco, in contrast
to Raphael’s, seems dependent, unable to stand its ground. Indeed, its protagonist rather helplessly looks out. This effect is all the more striking when one
opens up a virtual ear to the poetry which, as we have suggested, accompanied
the decorations: ἀλλ’ ἀϕίϰευσο ποϑ’ ἁµέ, Theocritus’ Cyclops begged - even
while his complaint was being printed by Callierges on Chigi’s press.  Theocritus’ Idyll on Polyphemus had been echoed by a host of hopeless lovers in
pastoral and elegy, and the theme was highly popular in Chigi’s days.  Thus
we may supply the fresco with a voice, which could be heard, quoted or adapted,
when the patron was serenaded by his poets at dinnertime, or inferred by the
erudite fantasy of his public. And this song reached out as much as the fresco
does, asking for recompense.
That Raphael, on the other hand, did conceive of the Galatea as autonomous,
is thus not so much of a surprise: the inaccessibility of the fugitive nymph is
the whole point of the myth, as we shall see, and her graphic autonomy thus
enacts the fact that she is impervious to the giant’s pleas. This autonomy is all
the more evident when we compare the Galatea with Sebastiano’s Iuno, who
is like Galatea ‘travelling’, and in the same direction too, and who like Galatea
is iconographically connected to an adjacent episode. Raphael has ingeniously
placed Galatea centrally in a network of diagonals: formed by the two ma

See Tantillo , with illustrations. Bellori states that ‘i colori hanno perduta la loro
vivacità, le mezze tinte sono in gran parte sparite, e tutti i campi erano divenuti così neri, che
appena si conosceva esser stati formati con quel buono azurro che in qualche parte [...] si vedeva.
La volta aveva crepature e peli’, quoted by Foerster , .

See for this observation already Tantillo , and Thoenes , .

Theocr. . .

Apart from the passage from Poliziano’s Giostra, considered below, Neo-Latin poems
by Fracastoro (Carm. ), Sannazaro (Ecl. Pisc. ), Pontano (Lyra ; ), Bembo (Carm. ) are
devoted to Galatea and/or Polyphemus. In addition, there is Lorenzo de’ Medici’s Corinto in
Italian. See for this tradition Acquaro Graziosi .
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rine pairs, the two trumpeting tritons, the aim the two outer shooting putti
take, and the lines suggested by the reins of the dolphins. He has furthermore
framed her by the four putti, who, echoing each other’s posture, demonstrate
the painter’s skill to portray in the round as ably as a sculptor, but also stress
that Galatea even when completely encircled can never be caught. The outward
glance which connects her with the ‘world’ outside the fresco, is thus strongly
counterbalanced by graphical elements which contain her in her own space.
This, together with the fact that the Galatea does not share its horizon with
its pendant, Sebastiano’s Polyphemus, creates the sense of autonomy the fresco
inspires in the beholder. Sebastiano’s Iuno, on the other hand, is firmly directed
to the outside, shares its horizon with its companion piece, the Scylla, and, most
revealingly, the rainbow, which might have ‘closed’ the fresco, is emphatically
interrupted halfway, making the connection with its pendant open and explicit,
the reason for which, by the way, we have already seen.
In particular the change of horizon suggests that Raphael has consciously
added to the effect of autonomy. The fresco almost defies those of others in
the loggia, and not only the nymph, but her painter also flaunts his autonomy
almost triumphantly.
Once again, we must not be too surprised. Raphael’s delicate graphical balance was a marked feature of his style. It corresponded stylistically, we remember, to Horace’s simplex et unum. Raphael, so it appears, understood more profoundly than Sebastiano or Peruzzi what the aspiration to a real classical style
(the aspiration already realised in poetry by Sannazaro, Navagero, Flaminio)
actually meant: unity, which, in painting, means the painting as a picture in
itself, on its own. Neither Sebastiano nor Peruzzi, in this loggia, seem to handle the same conception of unified art as Raphael does. Peruzzi shares with
the latter a marked (and highly fashionable) classicism, but his figures remain
bare of a background, and do not ask for more attention than mere decorative
patterns would warrant. Sebastiano on the other hand, concentrating on illu-


This could, of course, be explained by the assumption that the Galatea is prior to the
Polyphemus, as is twice suggested by Vasari, and is endorsed by Foerster  (, where it is
suggested that Raphael was too busy with the Stanze, so that Sebastiano was re-employed) and
Gombrich (, , without explanation). Precedence of the Polyphemus, however, is more
likely (so Tantillo  and Thoenes , ): it would be strange to commence decoration in
the second bay, and a change from the Galatea format to the Polyphemus format would be hard
to explain (Tantillo , ), whereas the other way round makes more sense. Vasari’s mistake,
if such it is, may be explained by an unwillingness to make his hero Raphael ‘react’ on the work of
a master Vasari considered inferior (see also Tantillo , ). In the context of the passage from
the life of Sebastiano containing the remark (Shearman , -) the paragone between
the two artists is topical.
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sionism and colour, seeks to interact with the natural surroundings of the villa,
thus consciously subordinating his work to the total design.
The question which confronts us therefore is to the nature of the break
the Galatea seems to imply. On the one hand, the visual and literary context of the fresco reveals that Raphael acted in some sort of consonance with
his peers, for a Galatea corresponds to a Polyphemus. Galatea is, as a ‘poem’
or poetical episode, in straight harmony with the other painted poems in the
Sala di Galatea. But on the other hand, as suggested, the fresco stands apart.
One might go so far as to say that the conception of pictorial space in the
Galatea demarcates, when seen in comparison with the neighbouring frescoes,
the water-shed between ‘medieval’ interlace and classicist unity. This is the contradiction which has to be resolved.
To do so, we will explore three different avenues of explanation: the iconography and sources, the paragone, and the development of style.

.. Apples of the Patron’s Eye
If literary sources play an important role in the attempt to understand the
Galatea, this is due not to the primacy of literature over image, but because the
sources are the iconography. No unequivocal image of Galatea was at hand


The material is collected in LIMC V.  (-);  (-) (addenda, ‘Galatea’),
consisting of two types. The first, Galatea alone, is exemplified by e.g. a mosaic from Madrid
(no. ) showing Galatea on a hippocamp, followed by fish, with a shawl falling over her legs,
with inscription. It may of course reflect a common prototype which was seen by Raphael and
has subsequently disappeared, but this seems unlikely. The second, Galatea with Polyphemus,
includes the famous fresco from the so-called House of Livia (): Galatea on hippocamp, in the
foreground Polyphemus’ shepherd’s hide and fistula on shore, Polyphemus himself in the sea
‘guided’ by Amorino with reins, possibly alluding to the remarks of the giant from Theocritus
 that he will take swimming lessons. Surrounding Nereids in the sea include one with velificatio, another without. It is impossible that Raphael could have seen this fresco, and if he would
have, there is nothing to show for it. Other interesting examples are  (Museo Nazionale Napoli
: Polyphemus left with flock, standing, Galatea rides a dolphin, attended by triton blowing
seashell, shaded by Amorino holding a sun-shade),  (Pompeii VII , : Galatea riding a dolphin with mantle floating out in an arc behind her),  (Pompeii VII ,: in chiton and mantle,
riding dolphin her veil flying back in a wide curve; though she moves to the left, her face is
turned to the right, where presumably a now invisible Polyphemus was seated),  (Pompeii I
,: velificatio, dolphin),  ( Helbig  (from Pompeii): two dolphins, Galatea looking back,
holding her garment by the shoulder),  (Museo Nazionale Napoli : Polyphemus holding
a pedum (=staff with curve), two women, possibly mediating),  (Boscotrecase, now New York,
for which see below). The only examples possibly available to Raphael are two sarcophagi now
in Villa Albani en Palazzo Mattei. Schreiber, HR, pl. ; Bieber, SculptHell, , fig.  (Villa
Albani); Robert, SarkRelII, no , pl.; Guerrini, L., Pal. Mattei di Giove, Le antichità, ,
no.  pl. . As to marine sarcophagi in general, see Zanker , - and -.
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in the Renaissance. And yet precisely the fact that for ancient iconography
Raphael had to rely on scratches would be all the more challenging for him: the
assemblage of pictorial elements from different sources would reflect his ‘divine
creation’ of the ideal picture, conforming to the procedure of Zeuxis, but now
applied to fragmentary remains of sculpture rather than living maidens. 
This is indeed what Raphael appears to have done. The absence of an imitable prototype was amply compensated by the enormous host of Nereids and
their companions in marine thiasoi, especially on sarcophagi.  In this corpus,
the method of selection, copy and paste could be enthusiastically applied. It is
difficult to pin down exact quotations in the Galatea, because we can not be
sure of what exactly the corpus consisted of.  Yet the overall picture is clear.
Numerous correspondences with antique sarcophagi illustrate that his method
was indeed one of selection and transformation. An interesting parallel would
be the marine frieze of the so-called Ahenobarbus altar (fragments of which
are now in Munich and Paris) for the part on the right (Nereid and Triton and
blowing Triton, but also, perhaps, the horse on the left).  (ill. .) Yet it
is doubtful whether this frieze was extant in Raphael’s time. The sarcophagus
subsequently immured in the Palazzo Giustiniani also could render excellent
service for putti and postures (although numerous other examples could be
adduced): the revolving female nude returns, from another angle, twice in the
Galatea. Conch and dolphins have numerous precedents in sculpture, and
even the octopus relished by the right dolphin, which has been thought to hide




See Raphael’s letter to Castiglione and app. .
Zanker , , illutrates the popularity of the theme: ‘man findet sie praktisch über-

all.’


Thoenes , - comes a long way.
On the Ahenobarbus altar, similary to the Galatea, the sea is shallow and inconspicuous.

In the Vatican museums, interesting other possible sources are Inv. No.  (for a putto
leading a dolphin and a nymph with velificatio), Inv. No. , for a dolphin with octopus, Inv. No.
 ps, for a triton with horn. I have not yet been able to ascertain whether these were available
in the Renaissance, though. The Giustiniani sarcophagus returns in the ‘Council of the gods’
in the Sala di Psiche in the ‘sdraiata’ figure, as does the archaeological method, with quotations
from the Torso Belvedere, the Nile, the Antinous, a Minerva from the Volta Dorata of the Domus
Aurea. The ubiquitous presence of putti on the iconography of marine thiasoi, putti who are
inconspicuous in the literary ekphraseis (for which see below), shows that Raphael took from
text and picture alike.
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a Neoplatonic riddle, is paralleled on sarcophagi.  The animals represented,
moreover, have nothing to do with live creatures, but are living sculpture.
More resonant echoes, too, may be recorded: the famous Torso Belvedere is
present in the engaging Triton bottom left, and perhaps the type of the ‘crouching Venus’ in his partner. Not only antiquity was subjected to scrutiny, and
rivalry: the central flying putto comes straight from Botticelli’s Primavera, its
medieval bandage deleted, and triumphantly echoed by his companions from
different viewpoints – illustrating the painter’s ability to sculpt in the round. 
His bottom central brother seems to be a self quotation, from the ‘Bridgewater Madonna’, but then, the pose of the Child there is in its turn rivalling
with Michelangelo’s ‘Taddei Tondo’.  Both the nude Nereids, finally, and the
semi-nude Galatea are challenging Sebastiano’s ‘Juno’ above and Peruzzi’s nudes
on the ceiling. Into this competition also entered Sebastiano’s painting of ‘Venus
and Adonis’, now in the Uffizi, painted for Chigi in the same period, and either
provoking or answering Raphael’s nudes.  (ill. .)
These quotations can be interpreted on a number of levels. A sculpture like
the ‘Torso Belvedere’ was not in the possession of Agostino Chigi, and its quotation in a way states a playful claim to the pride of possession of other patrons,
and implies the appropriation of a famous piece.  (ill. .) On the other


For a splendid example in mosaic, from Antioch (unknown to Raphael), and one with
octopus from the Vatican Museum, see ill. .. The catching of the octopus was interpreted by
Kinkhead  in the light of Oppianus, Halieutica, to signify the triumph of Beauty over Lust, a
possible but not necessary connection. Unparalleled is the mechanised sea-shell, for which see
Meiss .

So Thoenes , .

Raphael must have realised (as was done later, famously, by Panofsky ) that blinded
Amor was medieval, and supplied the archaeologically correct image. To infer from the Botticelli quotation a strict Neoplatonic content for the Galatea seems unnecessary. The similarity
between Venus’ sons and Christ is, like that between Galatea and Catarina of Alexandria (London) or Cecilia (Bologna), primarily formal, and on the leve of content unproblematic because
of ‘prisca theologia’ consonance between pagan and Christian traditions.

See Chapman , .

See Rohlmann , . The Venetian setting (the Palazzo Ducale is prominent in the
background and the fictive location is thus the Giudecca or San Giorgio) once more like the
Venetian landscape of the Polyphemus refers not only to Sebastiano himself, but also, perhaps,
to Chigi’s journey to Venice and Francesca Ordeaschi. This would help to explain the reproduction of the composition in Peruzzi’s fresco upstairs, in the Sala delle Prospettive (see Hirst,
). Venus’women in waiting strongly resemble the women on the lunettes (especially Herse
and Aglauros), and Venus herself may have referred to Francesca. In this connection a portrait
by Sebastiano in the Uffizi has often been mentioned (e.g. by Rohlmann ) also perhaps
depicting Francesca. (ill. .) If so, the female face which comes closest in the lunettes is that
of Scylla. A wild guess could be that Francesca may then have cheated on her father in some
way so as to be able to follow Agostino to Rome.

This is more clearly to be seen in the ‘appropriations’ consisting of sculptural quota-
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hand, other sculptures were at Chigi’s (we may rest assured that some sarcophagus with marine thiasos was among these). These, the painter ‘finishes’ in the
round, in full colour, and, notably, in depth.  This is especially evident from
the disposition of the pairs of Triton and Nereid in perspective: these topical
pairs are represented paratactically on, say, the Giustiniani sarcophagus, but are
now severed by Raphael from the ‘flat’ plane of the sculptural frieze to answer
a highly effective diagonal. Ancient sculpture is thus both brought to ‘life’ and
into the possession of Agostino Chigi. Finally, quotations serve as markers for
rivalry, both with antiquity and modern artists. We will presently analyse the
full significance of this phenomenon in the loggia. For now, two observations
may be of use. The first is that to register visual quotations and echoes is more
than only instructive of insights in artistic procedure and rivalry.  It enables
tions on the ceiling of the Sala di Psiche (for which see note  above), figuring as they do in
a frame highly reminiscent of the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, and referring in this way to the
possessions of Chigi’s rival patron, Leo.

Once more, this phenomenon can also be observed in the Sala di Psiche, where in the
eastern lunette Venus indicates Psyche to Amor and thus establishes continuity with (most probably) as sculpture of Psyche outside the loggia (not the mis-restored Niobid from the Capitoline
Museum that was in Chigi’s possession, which represents Psyche in torment, but another). The
‘turning’ nude so elegantly analysed by Rohlmann in the following lunettes also form a complement and ‘finish’ to existing sculpture (Rohlmann ).

In her study Renaissance Rivals (Goffen ), Rona Goffen generally obscures some
important facets of this issue. Her emphasis on the competitive nature of the Renaissance is
uninformed by ancient topoi and thus often misguided. She furthermore subdues tendencies
towards harmony, like the joint effort of realising artistic progress by contributing to the ongoing
technical debate (studied by Gombrich , uncited in her bibliography). More importantly,
she is apparently unaware of the current fierce debate about the nature of influence, allusion and
intertext in literature (for which see Hinds  and Martindale , with literature). Every allusion must be tested on its ‘interpretability’, that is, is it intended as allusion, or to be explained
from shared cultural baggage, beliefs, common knowledge (intertext). Classicists in the old
days used to go and look for parallels, and that was it. Modern scholarship asks, now that these
parallels have been assembled, what they mean. In other words, Quellenforschung alone will
not do anymore: we want to know how and why an artist designs a network of references, and
where he stands in this network. (I leave aside here Hinds’ views on ‘zero-interpretability’ and
the mine-field of authorial intention, for which see the reviews by O’Hara  and Conte ).
Goffen is still too much engaged with identification of parallels, thus simplifying the subtleties of
‘influence’, ‘rivalry’ and ‘quotations’, aptly evocated by Michael Baxandall’s enumeration of ‘types’
of influence: [When we consider the artist agent and not patient with respect to the ‘source’] ‘the
vocabulary is richer and more diversified: draw on, resort to, avail oneself of, appropriate from,
have recourse to, adapt, misunderstand, refer to, pick up, take on, engage with, react to, quote,
differentiate oneself from, assimilate oneself to, assimilate, align oneself with, , copy, address,
paraphrase, absorb, make a variation on, revive, continue, distort, remodel, ape, emulate, travesty, parody, extract from, attend to, resist, simplify, reconstitute, elaborate on, develop, face
up to, master, subvert, perpetuate, reduce, promote, respond to, transform, tackle’. (Baxandall
, -).
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us to see how Raphael creates a network of references very similar to those
created and employed by contemporary poets by way of quotation, allusion,
and intertext. As we shall shortly see, this network consists of both visual
and literary elements.
The second observation is that Raphael’s ‘network’ of allusions, although
seemingly eclectic, is in fact tending towards purism. Comparing Raphael’s
poesia, for as such, of course, it much be judged, with one by Titian made for
Alfonso d’Este, the ‘Bacchus and Ariadne’ now in London, we see that typological connections with the patron are established by the latter in a completely
different way: by realistically portraying a pet-dog and a cheetah from the
collection of the patron, and an amphora possibly made by Alfonso himself (he
was an amateur potter), all studied from ‘life’, not art. (ill. .) The linear narrative (from left to right, starting with the train, culminating in the meeting and
ending with the corona borealis on the top left) sharply contrasts with Raphael’s
synchronised and integrated image. On the other hand, in Titian’s piece, too,
antiques are quoted (the Laocoon) and texts evocated (Catullus , Ovid, Ariosto). Yet the total effect is much more fanciful and capricious, almost cosy, the
eclecticism reflecting the colourful courtly culture of Alfonso’s Ferrara. Contrary to the loving portrayal of detail by Titian (cognate with Flemish painting and famously repudiated by Michelangelo), Raphael’s sculptural classicism
seems stern: Galatea seems at large in an archaeological museum, animated
though it is by mysterious forces. Moreover, disegno reigns supreme in a style
we have already encountered as influenced by Horace’s Ars Poetica, reflecting
its unity and balance, and drawing on what Raphael identified as the ‘golden’ art
from the imperial period. Ironically, the antique fresco from Boscotrecase
now in the Metropolitan Museum in New York, instead of Raphael’s simplex et
unum, shows Medieval narratio continua (episodes separate in time combined
in one space) and thus pictorial disintegration into unspecified space. (ill. .)
Raphael’s purism on the other hand, did find a pendant in contemporary poetry. Although beyond the reach of Gallo and, to a lesser degree, Blosio, it may
be found in Sannazaro, Navagero, Flaminio and Bembo too. They imitated the
language and style, but also the unifying cosmo-historical tendencies of golden,
Augustan poetry. That is why, in the letter to Leo by Raphael-Castiglione, so

In the famous fourfold typology of imitation from Greene  (sacramental, slavish imitation, eclectic, promiscuous imitation, heuristic, constructive imitation and dialectical,
two-way imitation) Raphael, like the major Neo-Latin poets Sannazaro, Navagero, Flaminio,
covers the latter two types.

For the comparison, see Jones , . See also Rosand .

Contrary to, for instance, the Constantinian reliefs on the Arch of Constantine, see
above, Ch. .
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much attention is spent on the typology of ancient style. Raphael is concerned
with the same problems as the major contemporary poets, and indeed comes
to the same conclusions.
What we see in the Galatea, in other words, are the themes broached by the
epigrams of Bembo and others studied in our first chapter ‘in action’. Raphael,
using bits and pieces judiciously selected, nature and second sight, ‘created’ the
image of Galatea, and with it, something as yet unseen and splendidly beautiful.
And yet, for all Raphael’s quotation, within her archaeological museum Galatea
lives, just as in successful Neo-Latin poetry mistresses described with the help
of antique fragments and pieces gain, surrounded and indeed constructed by
antique Latin tags, a poignant life of their own. We have already suggested
that Raphael’s letter to Castiglione refers to two types of ‘idealism’: the selective type, exemplified by the archaeological and other quotations, and direct
recourse to the species quaedam or idea, exemplified by Galatea herself.  The
suggestion of the letter should warn us not to conjure up all too readily direct
identifications of the nymph. The game to be played, we must remember,
was hide and seek. But certainly the fresco, like the lunettes, arouses suspicions,
and Francesca Ordeaschi must have occurred to some observers as a mermaid
from Venice. These associations were reinforced by the fact that, contrary to
the nymphs on the sarcophagi, Galatea is not naked, but sparsely dressed: she
emerges from her mythological train as not quite of their sort, and, perhaps,
rather more compatible with mortal women active in Chigi’s life.  We must,
however, not get carried away by allusions such as these. Women were, for men
like Agostino, perhaps less important than power, fun and men. They certainly


Cp. Ch. 
This has repeatedly been attempted, e.g. by Thoenes , (-, Margherita Gonzaga),
Rohlmann  (, Francesca Ordeaschi) and Frommel  (-, Margherita again). The
problem with the Gonzaga connection is that negotiations did not imply success: to have a
direct allusion to the match on the wall of a loggia even before it was concluded, seems untypical of the sagacity of Chigi. To suggest that the program was abandoned because of the
failure of the match (so Thoenes , ) presupposes that identification with Margherita was
self-evident (for it must have seemed painful, why otherwise abandon the project?), which, in
view of scholarly dispute, it evidently is not. Thoenes’ argument, although not wholly implausible, is too ‘literal’ to my mind, tending to one solution only for the fresco. Rohlmann’s reference
to Galatea as Francesca, ‘Meerestochter’ from Venice is more convincing to my mind: it would
be corroborated by the ‘Venetian’ landscape next to Polyphemus (not mentioned by him). The
reference is also more mysterious and allusive, and thus more fitting in a Loggia which abounded
in allusiveness and elusiveness. Francesca, then, is present, but others (like Margherita and even
Imperia) as well. Galatea must remain elusive, for which see also the next section.

So Rohlmann .

This may be pictorial rhetoric, of course, as it is she whom it is all about in the story, but
I think it is more than that.
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belonged to another world. If Galatea can reasonably be seen as an icon for
the elusive mistress, this need not imply profound personal attachments as it
would, perhaps, today.
What Sebastiano’s Polyphemus actually saw in Raphael’s pendant, were marine thiasoi on Roman sarcophagi, on which the pairs of Tritons and Nereids
have been aptly described as ‘ungleiche Paare’, they happy together, while lonely
Cyclops sang alone, only waiting to be coupled to the elusive nymph.  When
he would turn his head to the right, on the other hand, quite another picture
would emerge: the natural beauty of pre-lapsarian paradise of Chigi’s garden
looming through the open arches of the loggia. Those who entered the room
from the south west, through the door under Sebastiano’s fresco, as the patron
himself surely did at times, would moreover share his view.  Such sprightly
changes of perspective alone seem to trigger the poetry which was heard in the
loggia, was an integral part of the proceedings, but has grown silent with time.
Both images and contemporary poetry were based upon a lively tradition.

.. Polyphemus’ Song
Apart from iconographical scraps, of course, there were texts. To translate
text into image, as we have seen time and again, was a major preoccupation
and brought high renown. These texts, too, explain much.
We have called the Galatea an icon with reference to the critical tradition,
as indeed it has become, but surely the first to whom this occurred was the
monster Polypheme. Without Polyphemus’ complaints of his fruitless love
in Theocritus, Virgil and Ovid, she would have remained a name without a face,
as so many other nymphs and personifications. Galatea is indeed mentioned,
in passing, by Homer and Hesiod. But it is through the eye of the Cyclops
that she finally gained life of her own.
Polyphemus is important on another account too. While we have seen that
the pastoral tradition provides many hermeneutic clues to a ‘reading’ of the
Farnesina, we have as yet seen little concrete evidence. But Polyphemus, at last,
is a stock character of pastoral, ancient and Renaissance.  As suggested by our


Zanker , . The theme, aptly also, of these sarcophagi is described as ‘Liebe’, although they served funerary purposes (ibidem).

Thus Rohlmann , .

The nick-name is Dryden’s, in Acis and Galatea.

Homer, Il. , , and Hesiod, Theog. .

In conformity with his status as the archetypal herdsman. Douris of Samos (Frg.Gr.Hist.
; ) provides testimonia of a Sicilian rural cult Polyphemus is said to have instituted for
Galatea as the bounteous dispenster of milk (gala), in which case the tournure of Philoxenus
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illustrations in the preceding section, moreover, the depiction of the monster
in the Sala di Galatea, is similar to that of Tereus, Daedalus, and Boreas. It is
thus tempting to see in him a portrait of the patron as well.  (ill. .) Such a
suggestion, to be sure, has caused perplexity to those who considered Polyphemus a cannibalistic barbarian, impossible to match with Agostino Chigi as a
refined aristocrat.
To be sure, Polyphemus is a prototype of barbarism: a monstrous giant
who ate Odysseus’ companions, and almost the hero himself. But in the poetical tradition he is also, in concordance with a major thematic field of the
lunettes, an amatory figure. How this has come to pass can be already glimpsed
in Homer. In the Odyssey the one-eyed giant is indeed presented as a figure of
pre-historical primitivism: his island has all the charms of undomesticated nature. This may not have been an unqualified compliment to the Greek public,
but it was an attractive one to the Renaissance, with its predilection for the
luxuries of a recreated Eden.
Polyphemus stands in stark contrast to the refined Odysseus, who, unable
to suppress his invincible curiosity, seeks him out, with the result of some companions being munched for dinner, but more importantly, one of the most famous episodes from the Homeric epic. Odysseus himself at least judged it a
fine tale, for he takes his time in the telling. Resourcefully as ever, ‘No One’
found his way out of the devil’s den. Talking through the mouth of Odysseus,
however, Homer seems to have a tender spot for Polyphemus. The poor barbarian is represented talking with lonely intimacy to his ram, the shepherd’s
best friend: ‘Would that you could feel as I do and could speak’.  Poor lonely
shepherd, one muses. While he despondently adds that if the ram could tell
where ‘No One’ is, he would splatter his brain all over the place, the beast, au
comble du malaise, bears his foe outside. So much for pastoral friendship. Of
course, Polyphemus understands nothing a civilised human being is supposed
to understand, beginning with hospitality and wine, and this, in Greek eyes, is
(followed by Theocritus) would have been to fuse the Homeric and Hesiodic Nereid with a
homonymous Sicilian land-nymph. See Doerrie , -.

That the resemblance is not accidental is corroborated by the fact that Sebastiano, in
the sinopie, evidently practices hard on the Cyclops’ head (for illustrations of these sinopie, see
Tantillo ).

Thoenes , n, Thoenes , . Frommel , , acknowledges resemblance,
stating that the absence of the Ovidian Acis is ‘anche conciliabile con la situazione personale
di Chigi, che stava corteggiando Margherita e che difficilmente avrebbe fatto dipingere la sua
disfatta.’ The identification of Chigi and Polyphemus ‘deve essere probabilmente provocata da
queste coincidenze’. This helps us no further. Acis is irrelevant for the Farnesina (see below).

Od. . ff. See Jong , -.

Od. . .
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a fatal flaw. One eye, and its concomitant myopic world view, makes no eye,
and so he gets what he deserves. But he is pathetic, perhaps not wholly unsympathetic (although one must beware of Christian compassion for distortion).
Seeing triumphant Odysseus sailing away, hurling insult as Polyphemus hurls
rocks in answer, the reader may have some mixed feelings. When Odysseus
will be painfully reminded of some excessive self-congratulation, when later
the hero’s arrogance is tempered by fortune, here is some justification for that.
Conversely, the important point here, a monster is made (almost) human by
Homeric description, as it so often does. 
This element did not go unnoticed. Euripides’ Cyclops already exploited
the human strain. The full twist from the monster to the silly shepherd, however, is performed by Theocritus. He was inspired, apart from Homer, by an
incident on his native Sicily in the early fourth century.  The poet Philoxenus from Kythera, pursuing the hazardous pastime of playing drinking companion, and no doubt court-poet, to Dionysius I of Sicily, seduced the tyrant’s
favourite actress in the process, and was consequently dispatched to the notorious stone quarries, there finding time to adapt the poem he was engaged on
to a little allegory. The tableau presented himself as wily Odysseus, the actress
as Galatea, and the tyrant, amateur poet that he was, as the Cyclops rehearsing
his ridiculous song and dance. We may imagine Philoxenus reciting it and,
without waiting for answer, march off to the quarries once more. Anyhow, here
Theocritus first found the love of the monster for dainty Galatea, to whom no
starker contrast could be conceived than with the brutal block-head. The contrast is essential. To Odysseus Polyphemus could boast of his physical prowess.
Wooing nymphs on the other hand, being a giant is rather too much of a good
thing.
Theocritus exploits the possibilities of a love-sick Cyclops in two Idylls, XI
and VI, where both pathos and bathos swell to operatic dimensions – of the
refined kind. Theocritus’ treatment has been so successful that it created a subgenre, and has affected pastoral poetry in general to the highest degree. The
contrast between the uncouth shepherd and the sophisticated nymph would
have been attractive at court, be it antique or Renaissance: for it dramatised


Cp. the ‘intellectual’ rather than cannibalistic Sirens.
Known to Renaissance humanists from Athenaeus. For Theocritus’ antecedents, see
Hunter , pp -.

The amateur-performer Dionysius was probably presented as singing his inadequate
love-song (so Doerrie , -), a tradition echoed in Aristophanes’ Plutus, -. Philoxenus’ original is lost, apart from the fragment in PMG ). Note that the ‘biographical’ element
is thus present in the Polyphemus theme from early on.

So Doerrie , .
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the confrontation between those in the know, expert in taste and manners, and
the rustics who would either try their luck at court, or would be seen there
(and ridiculed), doing their pedestrian business. On the other hand, it could
illustrate the omnipotence of love, which strikes king and peasant alike. The
potential of the subject was high, as indeed the follow-up of Theocritus’ success
shows.
The th Idyll is composed in ring-form, as a fictive letter to Theocritus’
friend the doctor Nicias, in which the Cyclops’ complaint is embedded. The
application of this format enables the poet to focus the reader on the subjects
of love and rusticity. The address jumps in medias res with the maxim that no
medicine can bring relief to love but poetry.
Οὐδὲν ποττὸν ἔρωτα πεϕύϰει ϕάρµαϰον ἄλλο,
Νιϰία, οὔτ’ ἔγχριστον, ἐµὶν δοϰει̃, οὔτ’ ἐπίπαστον,
ἢ ταὶ Πιερίδες·
No other remedy is there for love, Nicias, neither unguent, methinks, nor
salve, save only the Muses.
Poetry and song are presented as a ϕάρµαϰον ποττὸν ἔρωτα, later Latinised as
remedium amoris. These first lines already contain one explanation for the
popularity of Polyphemus’ complaint in pastoral, and following pastoral in an
otium honestum of men like Chigi: while no one, neither shepherd nor king,
will deny that love conquers all, it is the joy of pastoral pastime to be able to
put things into perspective. The rustic may sing as the lark, and put his heart
at rest.
The outer ring, which continues to vs.  and swiftly introduces as proof
of this maxim the figure of Polyphemus to whose song the rest of the Idyll is
devoted, creates an effect of great importance for the tradition, and eventually the Farnesina: ironic distance. Irony, to be sure, is already implicit in the
subject itself. But this irony is enhanced by the knowledge of the reader that
this tale is told by one internationalising intellectual to the other, Theocritus in
Sicily (or elsewhere) and Nicias in Cos, both poets, and the latter a doctor as
well. This distance (already implicitly present in Homer) to Polyphemus, disarms both the giant and his passion, and makes it rather sweet, literally putting
it into perspective. From now on in the tradition, Polyphemus will lose his
danger, and Homer’s implicit comedy will be brought into the limelight. Not


Theocr. , -, transl. Gow.
The seed of the thought is already contained in Homer’s resumé on the workings of
poetry (Od. , with the analysis of MacLeod , -), and Hesiod Theog. -.

The letter-like structure of the poem strongly suggests that Theocritus and Nicias were
not in the same place.
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(primarily) a fearsome giant, but a rich peasant without knowledge of the ways
of the sophisticated world, is represented by subsequent tradition. The relative harmlessness of the figure thus construed, may already allay our fears for
inappropriateness of identification with someone like Chigi.
A second effect of the ring is, naturally, that it creates subordination. Polyphemus is hidden in Theocritus’ and Nicias’ discourse, just like, as will emerge later
in the poem, Galatea is hidden in her turn in Polyphemus’ narrative. This effect
emphasises the intangibility of Galatea, who scorns the Cyclops’ love: not only
in substance, but in literary form as well she is presented as a fantasised projection of Polyphemus, his Muse, to which he boisterously but in vain, flaunts
his self-sufficiency. The idea that Galatea is, in a way, a mirage, a fata morgana, is even more prominently present in the  th Idyll (one of Theocritus’ most
brilliant and moving poems). Two shepherds, Damoetas and Daphnis, play at
Polyphemus and Galateia. Daphnis starts: Don’t you see, Galateia throws apples at your flock, and you keep on piping, heedlessly. Even your dog is more
attentive, for he barks at the waves! When she emerges, watch out he doesn’t
spring at her gorgeous legs. Well, when you beckon her she flies, and when
you don’t listen she comes. Ah, the ugly seems beautiful when one is in love. 
Damoetas now ‘does’ Polyphemus, answering that, yes, he knows, but, no, he’ll
not give in, for she will become jealous, and he has lately looked into the sea,
and has seen how beautiful he is, with his magnificent eye. Daphnis words,
‘you don’t see her’, may be caused, as Hunter remarks, by the fact that no one
can see her: when the dog looks for her, it only finds its own blurred reflection
(which will be the reason it barks). 
The eye may too be of significance. Although in Idyll XI he realises it is
somewhat of a handicap in the courtship of a nymph, here he is very proud of
it (a means for Theocritus to stress the pathos of his impending doom under
the hands of Odysseus). We remember that Chigi was praised for his large,
shining eyes (oculis claris, nitidis ac magnis, according to Fabio Chigi). His
handicap turned to triumph, a tournure repeated by Ovid, exploited the eye as
a trade-mark, and made him, one might say, more ‘eyish’ than if he had had
two. This trade-mark suited Chigi eminently.
But it is especially Galatea’s image as a mirage, fully exploited in Idyll VI,
and hinted at in Idyll XI, that is relevant for the Farnesina. For, as we have
observed, the two images by Sebastiano and Raphael seem incongruous. We





Thus Hunter , .
Paraphrase from , -.
See Hunter , .
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may answer that indeed so they must be, because they represent totally different
worlds, inherent in the literary tradition almost from the start.
The introduction of Polyphemus in the outer ring of the  th Idyll runs as
follows:
οὕτω γου̃ν ῥάιστα δια̃γ’ ὁ Κύϰλωψ ὁ παρ’ ἁµι̃ν,
ὡρχαι̃ος Πολύϕαµος, ὅϰ’ ἤρατο τα̃ς Γαλατείας,
ἄρτι γενειάσδων περὶ τὸ στόµα τὼς ϰροτάϕως τε.
ἤρατο δ’ οὐ µάλοις οὐδὲ ῥόδῳ οὐδὲ ϰιϰίννοις,
ἀλλ’ ὀρϑαι̃ς µανίαις, ἁγει̃το δὲ πάντα πάρεργα.
So at least [i.e. by song] my countryman the Cyclops fared most easily –
even Polyphemus of old, when, with the down new on his lips and temples,
he was in love with Galatea. And he loved not with apples, or roses or
ringlets, but with downright frenzy (orthais maniais), counting all else
but trifles.
The use of παρ’ ἁµι̃ν serves to locate the Cyclops in Theocritus’ native Sicily. 
But the phrase also suggests that the Cyclops, one of us, is paradigmatical, not
only for Sicilians, but for all lovers and poets.  Here, too, an element is introduced that will dominate the tradition. For Polyphemus is a lover, as we have
seen in Virgil’s Eclogues, as we all are, and Galatea his Venus fugitiva. Shepherds
may play their roles, when attempting a cure for love, and we may all see in the
objects of our loves a Galatea (and, alas, vice versa). And shepherds are poets,
we have seen, or even patrons. The playing of parts in pastoral, exemplified in
our case by the ‘portraits’ of Chigi, is deeply grounded in the poetical tradition.
In fact, more than usually in myth, the Polyphemus-Galatea story proved capable of adaptation, by its relative openness: Galatea could heed Polyphemus,
mock him, be a coquette, or try to make him jealous.  Such variety was possible because of her very intangibility, seen as she was particularly through his
eyes.
This lover, however, loves with utter frenzy, and all else are trifles. Once
more we recognise a familiar theme. For the treatment of love in the lunettes
(in the cases of Tereus, Scylla, Boreas), too, seemed aimed at illustrating ero


Theocr. . -.
Not necessarily that the writing took place in Sicily. For discussion see Hunter ,

-.


Thus Hunter , 
Heeding Polyphemus’ plea: Bion, Propertius, Lucianus, Nonnus; mock him Theocr. ,
Sannazaro; a coquette Theocr. ; jealousy: ibidem (but in Damoetas’ answer to Daphnis); all
followed by pictorial variants, for which see Doerrie , .

The major exception is Ovid’s treatment, for which see below.
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tomania, whether as a cautionary tale, or a biographical sous entendu, or both.
Examining only a few verses of Theocritus, we now see many connections between the large pinakes and the rest of the decoration of the Sala di Galatea,
ranging from irony, identification, juxtaposition and the vicissitudes of court
life. As every single element of Theocritus’ treatment has found its way in
the rich tradition of Polyphemus-Galatea literature and art, varied and twisted
sometimes, but always recognisably present, we can as yet make no decision
whether Theocritus was a possible source for the Farnesina frescoes.  But we
do see the importance of this tradition for interpretation. And if we should
find it strange that the kingly patron Chigi could cast himself in the role of the
clumsy Cyclops, thus associating himself with the losers instead of the winners,
we must remember his propensity to practical jokes, and the comic and rustic
profile he displays both in the biographical tradition and his choice of otium.
Yet there is more.
Still in Theocritus XI, Polyphemus commences his complaint to white Galateia,
as white in fact as the curd he knows and loves, with the melancholy observation that she will none of his love:
τὶν δ’ οὐ µέλει, οὐ µὰ ∆ί’ οὐδέν.
γινώσϰω, χαρίεσσα ϰόρα, τίνος οὕνεϰα ϕεύγεις·
οὕνεϰά µοι λασία µὲν ὀϕρὺς ἐπὶ παντὶ µετώπῳ
ἐξ ὠτὸς τέταται ποτὶ ϑώτερον ὦς µία µαϰρά,
εἷς δ’ ὀϕϑαλµὸς ὕπεστι, πλατει̃α δὲ ῥὶς ἐπὶ χείλει.
ἀλλ’ οὗτος τοιου̃τος ἐὼν βοτὰ χίλια βόσϰω,
ϰἠϰ τούτων τὸ ϰράτιστον ἀµελγόµενος γάλα πίνω·
τυρὸς δ’ οὐ λείπει µ’ οὔτ’ ἐν ϑέρει οὔτ’ ἐν ὀπώρᾳ,
οὐ χειµω̃νος ἄϰρω· ταρσοὶ δ’ ὑπεραχϑέες αἰεί.
but naught thou carest, nay, naught at all. [pauses] I know, fair maid,
why thou fliest. It is because a shaggy brow stretches over all my forehead
– one long and single brow from ear to ear; and single is the eye beneath,
and broad the nose above my lip. Yet, though such I be, I tend a thousand
head of cattle, and draw and drink from them the finest milk. Cheese I
lack not, neither in summer, nor autumn, nor in the depth of winter, and
my racks are ever heavy.
All these elements too, of course, have become topical. But their relevance
for Chigi is evident: the aficionado for ravagiuli from Siena, at the same time
the world’s richest man, may boast of abundance, and certainly abundance of



This tradition is elegantly summarised in Doerrie .
Theocr. . -, transl. Gow.
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natural products in the context of his villa suburbana, the garden of which was
described by Blosio and Gallo as superseding the limitations of season, and
thus resembling a paradise as ‘primitive’ as that of the Cyclops. This is exactly
the problem Polyphemus, suddenly grown pensive, ponders later on:
ὤµοι, ὅτ’ οὐϰ ἔτεϰέν µ’ ἁ µάτηρ βράγχι’ ἔχοντα,
ὡς ϰατέδυν ποτὶ τὶν ϰαὶ τὰν χέρα τευ̃ς ἐϕίλησα,
αἰ µὴ τὸ στόµα λῇς, ἔϕερον δέ τοι ἢ ϰρίνα λευϰά
ἢ µάϰων’ ἁπαλὰν ἐρυϑρὰ πλαταγώνι’ ἔχοισαν·
ἀλλὰ τὰ µὲν ϑέρεος, τὰ δὲ γίνεται ἐν χειµ ω̃νι,
ὥστ’ οὔ ϰά τοι ταυ̃τα ϕέρειν ἅµα πάντ’ ἐδυνάϑην.
νυ̃ν µάν, ὦ ϰόριον, νυ̃ν αὐτίϰα νει̃ν γε µαϑευ̃µαι,
αἴ ϰά τις σὺν ναῒ πλέων ξένος ὧδ’ ἀϕίϰηται,
ὡς εἰδω̃ τί ποχ’ ἁδὺ ϰατοιϰει̃ν τὸν βυϑὸν ὔµµιν.
Alack that my mother bore me not with gills, that so I might have dived
down to thee and kissed thy hand, if thou wilt not let me kiss thy mouth;
and might have brought thee snowdrops white, or the soft poppy with its
scarlet petals.[pauses] But one in summer grows, one in winter, so that
both together I could not bring. Now maiden, even now, will I learn at
least to swim, if but some stranger sail hither in his ship, that I may know
what pleasure it is to you to dwell in the depths. 
The serious limitation of seasonal blessings incapable of being combined at the
same time, so touchingly made problematic by the Cyclops, was later effaced
by Virgil’s introduction of the Golden Age, as we have seen, and exploited to
the full by Chigi’s poets.
Returning to the former passage, to invite a nymph to a night in your cave,
as Polyphemus does in vs. , is quite in character with Chigi, whose grotto was
famous, and adding as a lure the praise of ‘bays and slender cypresses, dark ivy,
the sweet-fruited vine and cool clear water’ would also be to the point. The fact
that not all selected paramours were as willing as could be wished (Francesca
was abducted, the potential wife in the Gonzaga family politely declined the
offer) would add to the wit, without giving offence, for everybody knew Chigi
was popular with women. Instead of having deep anxieties on the subject, he
could allow himself the luxury of self-irony.
The point where comedy reaches climax in Theocritus, as Polyphemus considers taking swimming lessons when haply a stranger will come and teach him,
while in the poem pointing to the fateful incompatibility of Cyclops and his love
(as well as the drama to come, when a stranger, Odysseus, will arrive), would


Ibidem -.
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perhaps be tempting for a Renaissance poet looking for a good joke when dining at Chigi’s, who was taking to sea himself as a land-mouse from Siena, fitting
out his fleet in Porto Ercole – while in the Tiber grotto the interaction between
water-nymphs and guests was emphatically praised by Gallo. So much for contingency between the poetic tradition and the set-up at Chigi’s, which contained diverse elements only waiting to be used in conversation, song, drama
or recitation. Decoration, seen in this way, could serve as incentive to all sorts
of other entertainments, could trigger wit, could be used again and again.
Be it repeated, these elements recur time and again in the tradition, in Virgil, Ovid, Lucian and others. But for humanists, to be able to see with their
own eyes that the fountainhead of it all was Theocritus, would be quite exciting. That it was printed at Chigi’s can hardly be accidental.  On the other
hand, to conclude that the depictions by Raphael and Sebastiano derive from
Theocritus is indeed a truism, because the whole tradition derives from Theocritus. When we look at the Theocritean basis, a number of aspects are indeed
already accounted for: we readily see the appropriateness of the archetypical
shepherd, rich in pastoral means and natural luxury, and his comical resemblance to Chigi as a lover; the ironic distancing helps to smooth out elements
less apt; the image of the nymph as a mirage, moreover, fits the situation of
the patron biographically, and the specific situation of otium, where his passion may be softened by song. Iconographically, however, we do not have very
much to go on: in Theocritus, the picture of Galatea is as yet almost entirely
blank; as for Polyphemus, his attributes, the staff, the zampogna and the dog
fit the Theocritean picture in general (the dog even has a specific role in Idyll
, but this need not be relevant), while the fact that he is most probably a ‘free’
portrait of Chigi is warranted by pastoral tradition too. But nothing specifically
forces us to couple Theocritus’ texts with the frescoes. What we do see after this
review, however, is what this figure must be supposed to be saying or singing, a
fact of importance, for it is this active suppletion on the part of the viewer which
‘creates’ significance and fun. And we do understand why he is turned to the
right, looking out to sea: ‘sitting on an elevated rock he thus sang looking at
the sea’. Finally, we understand that a Galatea must not be literally identified
with anyone: she is, after all fugitiva in nature as in identity. In a sense, the
fresco is Polyphemus’ song.
In Theocritus and Virgil, shepherds ‘play’ the mime of Polyphemus and
Galatea. In Theocritus, however, Galatea never speaks, and is represented via


Callierges’ edition dates from , at least a few years after the completion of the pinakes
in the loggia, and can therefore only attest to the topicality of pastoral.

Theocr. , -.

As suggested by Jones , .
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the speaker represented by Daphnis (in VI) and Polyphemus himself (in XI).
This silence indeed helps to make her the fugitiva imago she is in the Idylls.
In Virgil, as we have seen, the Polyphemus-Galatea routine recurs in different
guises, including some lines which would fit the Galatea character, although
this is not explicitly stated. In answer to Corydon’s:
Nerine Galatea, thymo mihi dulcior Hyblae,
candidior cycnis, hedera formosior alba,
cum primum pasti repetent praesepia tauri,
si qua tui Corydonis habet te cura, uenito.
Seed of the sea, my Galatea, more sweet than honey, whiter than the swan,
more charming than pale ivy, when bulls have fed and turn to shed, if your
Corydon is sweet to you, then come! 
Thyrsis answers in the guise of Galatea:
Immo ego Sardoniis uidear tibi amarior herbis
horridior rusco, proiecta uilior alga,
si mihi non haec lux toto iam longior anno est.
Ite domum pasti, si quis pudor, ite, iuuenci
Ah, that I’d be to thee more bitter than Sardonic crowfoot, more sharp
than butcher’s broom, more cheap than sea-weed cast upon the shore, if
this day will not seem longer than a year! Go home you shameful beasts,
you’re fed and done!.
This is all, we remember, joyous play in Virgil: not the dramatic structure,
let alone dramatic consistency, is the point, but improvised wit that needs but
slight hints. The fact, therefore, that Virgil’s (fictive) Corydon retains his identity even when impersonating Polyphemus is of no consequence: dramatic illusion in this game is of the slightest. And then, in Thyrsis’ equally fictive answer,
when we expect after the protasis something like ‘never in a million years’, we
get an echo of Theocritus XII,  (‘those who long for their lovers age in a day’),
in short, an enthusiasm rather surprising in Galatea (which may, however, like
the throwing of apples in Theocritus VI, be only teasing).
A similar treatment of the topos is found in Eclogue : here too, the name
of the nymph occurs without proper delineation. As in the passage discussed
above, the Polyphemus-Galatea topic is evoked in - only temporarily, as a
sketch, here subtly varying Theocritus :



Ecl. . -.
ibidem -.
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Damoetas : Malo me Galatea petit, lasciva puella,
et fugit ad salices et se cupit ante videri.
Menalcas : At mihi sese offert ultro meus ignis, Amyntas,
notior ut iam sit canibus non Delia nostris.
D.: Parta meae Veneri sunt munera; namque notavi
ipse locum aeriae quo congessere palumbes.
M. : Quod potui, puero silvestri ex arbore lecta
aurea mala decem misi; cras altera mittam.
D. : O quotiens et quae nobis Galatea locuta est!
partem aliquam, venti, divom referatis ad auris.
D.: Galatea pelts me with an apple, naughty girl, and flees to the willows
hoping to be caught. M.: My flame Amyntas comes to me unasked, and
even Delia is not more known to my dogs.  D. My Venus’ gifts are as good
as caught: I’ve seen with my own eyes the place where the doves built a
nest. M.: I could do no more than send to my boy ten choice golden apples
from the woodland tree; tomorrow more will follow. D.: Ah, how often
and in what manner Galatea has spoken to me! Some part of them, ye
winds, waft duly to the gods!
We note that Galatea has come ashore. But then, the nymph need not be (and is
probably not) a water nymph or even a nymph, but simply Damoetas’ ‘Galatea’.
Furthermore, her name is varied with that of the goddess of love, for she is
called in  Venus mea, metonymically no doubt, but still indicating that a(ny)
girl could be Galatea, and such a Galatea was for her lover a Venus. The topos
of Galatea, then, like other pastoral topoi, can be varied on the spot.
Thus, in Virgil, dramatic illusion is suspended, because under the veil of
mythology the fiction of the poem is ever visible.  The nature of a pastoral
‘role’, the stance of the character is ambiguous, and this ambiguity is firmly
embedded in the tradition. When this tradition is evocated in the Renaissance,
it is to be expected that such ambiguities are given free rein: no doubt, in the
case of the Farnesina, to be exploited on sundry occasions. 


Delia, slave girl or goddess (i.e. Diana)? Commentators (e.g. Page ad loc.) think it
improbable that Diana the goddess is meant. But the mentioning of Venus in the next line
would make it probable that, just as Galatea can be seen (or addressed) as Venus, so Amyntas is
like Diana (that is androgynous). See also Clausen ad loc., noting that the ancients were of two
minds in the matter.

We note that, apparently, like Statius, Virgil too creates ‘Schwebesituationen’.

The other three instances of Polyphemus-Galatea reception in the Eclogues are  (where
the topos is transferred to Corydon and Alexis), , - (which echoes Theocritus XI closely:
‘Come hither, O Galatea, what need you play in the waves? Here is purple spring, here the earth
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The playing of roles tends to obscure precise identification in Virgil, who
floats in glissando from shepherdess to nymph to the goddess of love herself.
This is important for the frescoes, for, as has often been seen, Raphael’s depiction of the nymph is charged with Veneric overtones, so much so, in fact,
that it has repeatedly identified as depicting the goddess of love herself.  That
certain iconographical details ‘proper’ to Venus could filter through to Galatea
seems unexceptionable, considering the foregoing. This they did indeed. 
That, too, would conform to the practice of the selecting poet. 
strews every flower round the riverbed, here the shining poplar shades my grotto and supple
vines weave shade; come hither! Let the mad waves beat the shore!’).

See for the history of the suggestion Thoenes , -. It was already effectively countered by Foerster , -. It is now revived by Bram Kempers (who is preparing a publication
on the matter), who thinks Galatea is the left nymph, while the main figure is Venus. The goddess would then be an ‘illustration’ of the poem of Gallo. The fresco would thus perform a neat
dissolve from Galatea to Venus, who is a major character in the iconography of the villa and
whose depiction would be quite fitting. The arguments against this, however, are overwhelming: a) literary tradition unanimously considers the fresco a Galatea: Raphael’s letter; Francisco
d’Holanda, having Vittoria Colonna say ‘Dans le palais d’Augustin Chigi Raphael a peint d’une
manière admirablement poétique la fable de Psyché e Galatée, gracieusement entourée de tritons au milieu des ondes et d’Amors dans les airs’ (quoted by Foerster , ), Dolce, (for
whom see below); and of course repeatedly Vasari; b) Polyphemus requires a central Galatea,
not a prop; c) a fresco of Venus would have been as important as to cover the central bay; d)
Venus would more properly have been naked, considering Raphael’s archaeological expertise;
e) the grumbling shooting instructor would be senseless, as indeed the attempt of the putti, who
would hardly attempt to hit their mistress; f) Gallo is much too insignificant a poet to receive
this honour from Raphael, who rather quotes major poets, and quotes them selectively at that;
g) Galatea is a girl, not a woman as Venus should be (and is in the Sala di Psiche, although, if
necessary, she can pretend to be a girl, as when complaining to her father there). In the face of
these arguments, even the possible spureousness of Raphael’s letter to Castiglione (for which see
app. ) would not make the identification of Raphael’s fresco as ‘Venus’ sufficiently probable.

Especially the ekphrasis from Apuleius’ Metamorphoses (.) seems relevant: ‘Sic effata
et osculis hiantibus filium diu ac pressule sauiata proximas oras reflui litoris petit plantis que roseis uibrantium fluctuum summo rore calcato ecce iam profundum maris sudo resedit uertice,
et ipsum quod incipit uelle; et statim, quasi pridem praeceperit, non moratur marinum obsequium: adsunt Nerei filiae chorum canentes et Portunus caerulis barbis hispidus et grauis piscoso sinu Salacia et auriga paruulus delfini Palaemon; iam passim maria persultantes Tritonum
cateruae hic concha sonaci leniter bucinat, ille serico tegmine flagrantiae solis obsistit inimici,
alius sub oculis dominae speculum progerit, curru biiuges alii subnatant. Talis ad Oceanum pergentem Venerem comitatur exercitus.’ Notwithstanding numerous differences (sericum tegmen,
speculum), we note the ‘galènè’ (I do not think the yellow parts on the forground of the fresco
indicate that the location is at the beach; the fading or changing of colour may have chemical
reasons, as in the discolouring of Galatea’s thigh). Also the foot touching the waves (for which,
however, see below) is similar, and charioteer Palaemon, who, however, is in Raphael’s fresco
(contrary to Apuleius) trying to make the chariot change course.

I omit the famous passage from Ovid’s Metamorphoses devoted to Polyphemus, Galatea
and, for the first time in the extant sources, the shepherd Acis, successful rival of the giant and
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.. Paragone at the Gallery
Let us take stock: both the pastoral nature of the Polyphemus theme and
the typological connections with its patron and his paramours fit the Farnesina
well. Moreover, we are now in possession of an iconographical clue to the much
discussed autonomy of Raphael’s fresco: the embeddedness of Galatea in the
song of Polyphemus and her consecutive status as fugitiva imago. But, as suggested, Raphael did more than create a well balanced, centred image as a reflection of Galatea’s elusiveness: he changed the horizon, and, as the restoration of
the last century proved, even added a frame to the fresco, to suggest a pinax or
easel-painting. This frame hides an important clue. To assess its significance
we must turn to yet another text: Philostratus’ Imagines, the work that, properly
decoded, yields the description of an ancient picture gallery.
We have seen in our discussion of Statius’ Silvae that ancient villas contained art collections, notably of sculpture, but also of other artefacts. We know
from Fabio Chigi’s biography that Chigi was an avid collector, and may safely
assume that not only the Farnesina’s gardens, but the interior of the villa as
well was stuffed with antiquities. But what about the frescoes? Can they, too,
be associated with a collector’s project? They can indeed. Statian villas were
often equipped with a picture gallery, and even of such a gallery the Imagines
form a description, containing an ekphrasis of Polyphemus and Galatea, as
noted long ago. The Statian villa with art collection and the descriptions of
therefore crushed by him with a rock, after which he is transformed into a source. As Acis
is absent in the loggia, there seems no reason to analyse this version. It would, as has been noticed by Frommel, have been inappropriate considering the identification Polyphemus-Agostino
Chigi. Frommel’s suggestion (, -) that Galatea is reconsidering Polyphemus’ proposals
to possibly comply with them, would have a literary parallel (not mentioned by him: in Propertius III..: ‘quin etiam, Polypheme, fera Galatea sub Etna / ad tua rorantes carmina flexit
equos’, however, from a highly ironical poem and not implying concession but merely noticing).
Frommel connects this with Agostino’s courtship of Margherita, and ascribes to the fresco the
suggestion that she is lingering and might change her mind. Looking at the fresco, especially
with the literary tradition we have studied in mind, I find this hard to recognise in the image:
Galatea is listening with the type of interest every lover would experience as fatal (that is: just
interest, nothing more), and some ironical disdain. Notwithstanding the efforts of the putti, she
has somewhere to go to and sails calmly on. For the Margherita connection of the fresco, see
also above. It presupposes an early date for the Galatea, once more something we can not be
sure of.

The importance of the frame was already noticed by Jones , . It is still visible at the
upper left side (see Tantillo , ill. ). As the borders of the Polyphemus have been destroyed,
it is impossible to ascertain whether Sebastiano’s fresco had a frame as well, which is, as will
appear below, very probable.

Thoenes , .
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Philostratus are fundamental. In plain words, it is probable that the concept
underlying the decoration of both walls and lunettes of the Sala di Galatea was
a gallery all’antica, reborn through the art of metamorphosis by the hand of expert painters. A magnate who identified with his ancient Roman predecessors
simply could not do without one.
A gallery as a prestigious commodity for a Renaissance re-creation of an
ancient villa could already be deduced from Statius’ villa descriptions. Although the Neapolitan poet does not explicitly mention painting, its presence
is implied, and indeed confirmed by modern archaeological research.  Philostratus’ Imagines were, contrary to Statian ekphrasis, explicit: they described a
guided tour through an ancient, terraced loggia or stoa in the author’s lodgings at Naples, where he attends the Sebasta, the Neapolitan Games which had
been instituted by Augustus and enjoyed a remarkable popularity throughout the Imperial period. This stoa, looking out to sea (presumably either
at Posilipo or on the other side of the bay, near Vico Equense), contained a
veritable museum of inset paintings, either murals or pinakes.  Although
Philostratus never mentions specific painters (the question whether the paintings described by him are figments of his imagination or not has been hotly
debated, to no avail), he specifically mentions the authorship of diverse painters
(pleiones zoographoi), and implies the use of different formats in different registers. Impressed by these paintings and searching for subject matter for a
display of rhetorical bravoura to his fans, rhetor Philostratus devises a game:
he pretends to explain these paintings to the young but talented son of his host,
while in fact surrounded by a circle of admirers. 


A link with a Philostratean picture-gallery was already suggested by Jones , .
It is an extreme irony that the frescoes lying dormant under the feet of Chigi c.s. in the
ancient Farnesina and most probably unseen by them (we can now do better on the top floor of
the Palazzo Massimo), contained exactly the same picture galleries: see Leach , -.

These games were revived by Nero, and contained poetical and rhetorical contests (as a
matter of fact Statius’ talent was whetted by these competitions).

Prooem. : ϰατέλυον δὲ ἔξω του̃ τείχους ἐν προαστείῳ τετραµµένῳ ἐς ϑάλασσαν, ἐν ᾧ
στοά τις ἐξῳϰοδόµητο ϰατὰ ζέϕυρον ἄνεµον ἐπὶ τεττάρων οἶµαι ἢ ϰαὶ πέντε ὀροϕω̃ν ἀϕορω̃σα ἐς
τὸ Τυρρηνιϰὸν πέλαγος. ἤστραπτε µὲν οὖν ϰαὶ λίϑοις, ὁπόσους ἐπαινει̃ τρυϕή, µάλιστα δὲ ἤνϑει
γραϕαι̃ς ἐνηροσµένων αὐτῇ πινάϰων, οὓς ἐµοὶ δοϰει̃ν οὐϰ ἀµαϑω̃ς τις συνελέξατο· σοϕία γὰρ ἐν
αὐτοι̃ς ἐδηλου̃το πλειόνων ζωγράϕων.

See Bryson .

Prooem. : ἐγὼ µὲν ἀπ’ ἐµαυτου̃ ᾤµην δει̃ν ἐπαινει̃ν τὰς γραϕάς, ἦν δὲ ἄρα υἱὸς τῷ
ξένῳ ϰοµιδῇ νέος, εἰς ἔτος δέϰατον, ἤδη ϕιλήϰοος ϰαὶ χαίρων τῷ µανϑάνειν, ὃς ἐπεϕύλαττέ µε
ἐπιόντα αὐτὰς ϰαὶ ἐδει̃τό µου ἑρµηνεύειν τὰς γραϕάς. ἵν’ οὖν µὴ σϰαιόν µε ἡγοι̃το, ἔσται ταυ̃τα“
”
ἔϕην ϰαὶ ἐπίδειξιν αὐτὰ ποιησόµεϑα, ἐπειδὰν ἥϰῃ τὰ µειράϰια.“ ἀϕιϰοµένων οὖν ὁ µὲν παι̃ς“
”
”
ἔϕην προβεβλήσϑω ϰαὶ ἀναϰείσϑω τούτῳ ἡ σπουδὴ του̃ λόγου, ὑµει̃ς δὲ ἕπεσϑε µὴ ξυντιϑέµενοι
”
µόνον, ἀλλὰ ϰαὶ ἐρωτω̃ντες, εἴ τι µὴ σαϕω̃ς ϕράζοιµι.“
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This series of descriptions forms the Imagines. The concetto is similar to
Statius’. Image is coded in words, to be decoded by the reader and projected,
through his fantasia, back into living image. 
As we have seen in the case of Statius, this process is not as straightforward
as has been thought. Philostratus’ descriptions are not only literary to a high
degree, in the sense that they tell us far more than we would be able to see when
virtually present in front of the paintings. Like Statius, Philostratus introduces
interpretative elements into the act of viewing, conforming to the ekphrastic
poetics we have encountered in earlier sections. 
Moreover, emphasis is on the whole not on formal elements of composition, but on audience response. Philostratus invites us to step into the
painting, and move around. The text thus encodes the gallery-feeling which
patrons would have experienced when looking at paintings, the associations
and day-dreams they would have had, rather than the physical form of the
paintings described. Hence the relative freedom Renaissance humanists and

If the paintings were imaginary, the game would be even more sophisticated. I do not
know if the Renaissance clearly distinguished, as modern scholarship does, between Flavius
Philostratus (author of the Vita Apollonii and the Lives of the Sophists) and Philostratus the Elder
of the Imagines (it was impossible not to notice for them that the third collection of eicones was
by the latter’s grandson, as he states this himself, prooem. ). The lemma of the Suda must have
been as confusing to them as it is to us. Anyhow, the Vita Apollonii was considered an important
text in our period, as the edition of Aldus shows, with the early translation of Rinucci () and
its update by Beroaldo (). In the Vita Apollonii the theme of fantasia as active participation
of the viewer of art is broached. It influenced the discussion between Bembo and Pico discussed
above (ch. ). The issue is that enjoying art implies active employment of the mind, in fact
the act of ‘interpretation’ we have been studying throughout this book: ὅϑεν εἴποιµ’ ἂν ϰαὶ τοὺς
ὁρω̃ντας τὰ τη̃ς γραϕιϰη̃ς ἔργα µιµητιϰη̃ς δει̃σϑαι· οὐ γὰρ ἂν ἐπαινέσειέ τις τὸν γεγραµµένον ἵππον
ἢ ταυ̃ρον µὴ τὸ ζῷον ἐνϑυµηϑείς, ᾧ εἴϰασται, οὐδ’ ἂν τὸν Αἴαντά τις τὸν Τιµοµάχου ἀγασϑείη,
ὃς δὴ ἀναγέγραπται αὐτῷ µεµηνώς, εἰ µὴ ἀναλάβοι τι ἐς τὸν νου̃ν Αἴαντος εἴδωλον ϰαὶ ὡς εἰϰὸς
αὐτὸν ἀπεϰτονότα τὰ ἐν τῇ Τροίᾳ βουϰόλια ϰαϑη̃σϑαι ἀπειρηϰότα, βουλὴν ποιούµενον ϰαὶ ἑαυτὸν
ϰτει̃ναι. (II.. for discussion see Guépin , -.

By e.g. Karl Lehmann, in a  essay, rightfully, if over-ingeniously critisised by Bryson
.

Interesting is the suggestion at I.. (‘Marsh’): εἰ διεξίοιµεν [. . . ], ὡς ὑπεσταλµένῳ τῷ
στόµατι αὐλου̃σι, σµιϰρὸν ἐπαινεσόµεϑα τη̃ς γραϕη̃ς ϰαὶ ὅσον εἰς µίµησιν ἥϰει, σοϕίαν δὲ οὐϰ
ἐπαινεσόµεϑα οὐδὲ ϰαιρόν, ἃ δὴ ϰράτιστα δοϰει̃ τη̃ς τέχνης. τίς οὖν ἡ σοϕία; ζευ̃γµα ϕοινίϰων
ἐπιβέβληϰε τῷ ποταµῷ ϰαὶ µάλα ἡδὺν ἐπ’ αὐτῷ λόγον· εἰδὼς γὰρ τὸ περὶ τω̃ν ϕοινίϰων λεγόµενον, ὅτι αὐτω̃ν ὁ µὲν ἄρσην τις, ἡ δὲ ϑήλεια, ϰαὶ περὶ του̃ γάµου σϕω̃ν διαϰηϰοώς, ὅτι ἄγονται
τὰς ϑηλείας περιβάλλοντες αὐτὰς τοι̃ς ϰλάδοις ϰαὶ ἐπιτείνοντες αὑτοὺς ἐπ’ αὐτάς, ἀϕ’ ἑϰατέρου
του̃ γένους ἕνα ϰατὰ µίαν ὄχϑην γέγραϕεν. The painting encodes narratives which may be unearthed in interpretation, similarly to the way we have suggested the paintings in the Farnesina
functioned (the passage, by the way, may have relevance for Raphael’s Madonna of the Palm Trees
in Edinburgh; for a discussion of the topos and it influence, see Franssen ).

Only the die-hard positivist would reconstruct a gallery from the Imagines as Lehmann
has done: see Bryson  and Leach , .
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artists enjoyed when using this text. For the Imagines contained a challenge
difficult to resist. Not only did they contain subject matter to be appropriated.
The genre itself was made to make the past live again: ‘ekphrasis is a detailed
account; it visualises [. . . ] and brings before the eyes [. . . ] the style needs to
contribute to sight through hearing’. 
Let us now look at the passage and see whether it can be verified as the
‘source’ for the pinakes on the wall of the Sala di Galatea.
These harvesters and grape-gatherers, my boy, neither ploughed nor
planted, but rather the earth of its own accord sent forth these things
for them. Yes, they are Cyclopes, for whom according to the poets for
some reason the land produces its fruit spontaneously. By feeding the
flocks, the earth has made Cyclopes shepherds also, and milk they regard as both food and drink. They know no assembly, no council, not
even a house, as they make the clefts of the mountains their living. Don’t
bother the others: here lives Polyphemus son of Poseidon, the fiercest
of them: his single eyebrow extends above his one eye, his broad nose
hangs over his lip, and he feeds on men like a savage lion. But now he
abstains from such fare, lest he appears gluttonous or unattractive: for
he is in love with Galatea who plays here, on the sea - while he scrutinises her from the mountains. And his pipe is still under his arm and is
silent, yet he has a shepherd’s song to sing, how white she is and skittish
and sweeter than unripe grapes and how he raises fawns for her and
bear-cubs. This he sings under an ilex, and he doesn’t know anymore
where his flocks graze, nor their number, nor yet where he is.  Mountainous is he portrayed, and terrible, tossing his hair straight up, dense
like a pine, and you can see the jagged teeth of his voracious jaw, and
his hirsute breast and belly, up to the nails. He looks sweet though, he
thinks – because he is in love – but in fact his eyes are wild and stealthy
like an animal subdued by force. But she plays on the calm sea, driving a
yoke of four unanimous dolphins, and the daughters of Triton, Galatea’s
servants, lead them, curbing them when they attempt mischief or disobey orders. She lifts over her head a sea-purple scarf in the wind, to
give shade, and be a sail for her chariot. The colour reflects on her face
and head, but sweeter still is the bloom of her cheek, and her hair is not
lifted by the western wind, for it is moist and resists the breeze. And
look, her right arm stands out as the bright fore-arm bends, and she
rests her fingers against her delicate shoulder; and her arms are gently



Thus the late antique rhetor Hermogenes (Hermogenes, Opera, ed. Rabe, -).
I am tempted to emend to hopou gès estin.
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curved, her breast swells up, and beauty too sits on her thigh. Her foot,
and the utter grace of its tip, is painted as resting on the sea, my boy,
and lightly touches it as if to steer the chariot. Her eyes are a miracle:
for they have a far gaze which seems to travel to the boundaries of the
sea.
When we confront this text with the frescoes, a number of points will strike
us. The beginning of the description, with the miraculous island and its inhabitants (which we recognise from Homer), may be absent in the fresco. But it
does make a lot of sense in this context: we have seen how the Farnesina was
depicted as primeval paradise, yielding miraculous riches, the locus of a Golden
Age, where these things happen. In fact, this context could be supplemented by
contemporary visitors of the loggia: it was outside the fresco, but nonetheless
there. As for the features of Polyphemus (which we recognise also, from Theocritus), they have been adjusted, and we know why. Galatea, the features of
whom were sadly absent in the literary tradition, has numerous references in
the fresco. To be sure, elements have been altered or transposed. Yet as a whole,
the Philostratean picture stands: the sea-purple scarf, though not a velificatio

Im..: Οἱ ϑερίζοντές τε τὰ λήια ϰαὶ τρυγω̃ντες τὰς ἀµπέλους οὔτε ἤροσαν, ὦ παι̃,
ταυ̃τα οὔτε ἐϕύτευσαν, ἀλλ’ αὐτόµατα ἡ γη̃ σϕίσιν ἀναπέµπει ταυ̃τα· εἰσὶ γὰρ δὴ Κύϰλωπες, οἷς
οὐϰ οἶδα ἐξ ὅτου τὴν γη̃ν οἱ ποιηταὶ βούλονται αὐτοϕυα̃ εἶναι ὧν ϕέρει. πεποίηται δὲ αὐτοὺς
ϰαὶ ποιµένας τὰ πρόβατα βόσϰουσα, ποτόν τε τὸ γάλα τούτων ἡγου̃νται ϰαὶ ὄψον. οἱ δ’ οὔτ’
ἀγορὰν γινώσϰουσιν οὔτε βουλευτήριον, οὐδὲ οἶϰον, ἀλλὰ τὰ ῥήγµατα ἐσοιϰισάµενοι του̃ ὄρους.
τοὺς µὲν ἄλλους ἔα, Πολύϕηµος δὲ ὁ του̃ Ποσειδω̃νος ἀγριώτατος αὐτω̃ν οἰϰει̃ ἐν ταυ̃ϑα, µίαν
µὲν ὑπερτείνων ὀϕρὺν του̃ ὀϕϑαλµου̃ ἑνὸς ὄντος, πλατείᾳ δὲ τῇ ῥινὶ ἐπιβαίνων του̃ χείλους ϰαὶ
σιτούµενος τοὺς ἀνϑρώπους ὥσπερ τω̃ν λεόντων οἱ ὠµοί. νυνὶ δὲ ἀπέχεται του̃ τοιούτου σιτίου, ὡς
µὴ βορὸς µηδὲ ἀηδὴς ϕαίνοιτο· ἐρᾷ γὰρ τη̃ς Γαλατείας παιζούσης ἐς τουτὶ τὸ πέλαγος ἀϕιστορω̃ν
αὐτὴν ἀπὸ του̃ ὄρους.
ϰαὶ ἡ µὲν σύριγξ ἔτι ὑπὸ µάλης ϰαὶ ἀτρεµει̃, ἔστι δ’ αὐτῷ ποιµενιϰὸν
ᾆσµα, ὡς λευϰή τε εἴη ϰαὶ γαυ̃ρος ϰαὶ ἡδίων ὄµϕαϰος ϰαὶ ὡς νεβροὺς τῇ Γαλατείᾳ σϰυµνεύει ϰαὶ
ἄρϰτους. ᾄδει δὲ ὑπὸ πρίνῳ ταυ̃τα, οὐδ’ ὅπου αὐτῷ τὰ πρόβατα νέµεται εἰδὼς οὐδ’ ὁπόσα ἐστὶν
οὐδ’ ὅπου ἡ γη̃ ἔτι. ὄρειός τε ϰαὶ δεινὸς γέγραπται χαίτην µὲν ἀνασείων ὀρϑὴν ϰαὶ ἀµϕιλαϕη̃
πίτυος δίϰην, ϰαρχάρους δὲ ὑποϕαίνων ὀδόντας ἐϰ βορου̃ του̃ γενείου, στέρνον τε ϰαὶ γαστέρα
ϰαὶ τὸ εἰς ὄνυχα ἧϰον λάσιος πάντα. ϰαὶ βλέπειν µὲν ἥµερόν ϕησιν, ἐπειδὴ ἐρᾷ, ἄγριον δὲ ὁρᾷ ϰαὶ
ὑποϰαϑήµενον ἔτι ϰαϑάπερ τὰ ϑηρία τὰ ἀνάγϰης ἡττώµενα. ἡ δὲ ἐν ἁπαλῇ τῇ ϑαλάσσῃ παίζει
τέτρωρον δελϕίνων ξυνάγουσα ὁµοζυγούντων ϰαὶ ταὐτὸν πνεόντων, παρϑένοι δ’ αὐτοὺς ἄγουσι
Τρίτωνος, αἱ δµωαὶ τη̃ς Γαλατείας, ἐπιστοµίζουσαι σϕα̃ς, εἴ τι ἀγέρωχόν τε ϰαὶ παρὰ τὴν ἡνίαν
πράττοιεν. ἡ δ’ ὑπὲρ ϰεϕαλη̃ς ἁλιπόρϕυρον µὲν λῄδιον ἐς τὸν ζέϕυρον αἴρει σϰιὰν ἑαυτῇ εἶναι ϰαὶ
ἱστίον τῷ ἅρµατι, ἀϕ’ οὗ ϰαὶ αὐγή τις ἐπὶ τὸ µέτωπον ϰαὶ τὴν ϰεϕαλὴν ἥϰει οὔπω ἡδίων του̃ τη̃ς
παρεια̃ς ἄνϑους, αἱ ϰόµαι δ’ αὐτη̃ς οὐϰ ἀνει̃νται τῷ ζεϕύρῳ· διάβροχοι γὰρ δή εἰσι ϰαὶ ϰρείττους
του̃ ἀνέµου. ϰαὶ µὴν ϰαὶ ἀγϰὼν δεξιὸς ἔϰϰειται λευϰὸν διαϰλίνων πη̃χυν ϰαὶ ἀναπαύων τοὺς
δαϰτύλους πρὸς ἁπαλῷ τῷ ὤµῳ ϰαὶ ὠλέναι ὑποϰυµαίνουσι ϰαὶ µαζὸς ὑπανίσταται ϰαὶ οὐδὲ τὴν
ἐπιµαίνουσι ϰαὶ µαζὸς ὑπανίσταται ϰαὶ οὐδὲ τὴν ἐπιγουνίδα ἐϰλείπει ἡ ὥρα. ὁ ταρσὸς δὲ ϰαὶ ἡ
συναπολήγουσα αὐτῷ χάρις ἔϕαλος, ὦ παι̃, γέγραπται ϰαὶ ἐπιψαύει τη̃ς ϑαλάττης οἷον ϰυβερνω̃ν
τὸ ἅρµα. ϑαυ̃µα οἱ ὀϕϑαλµοί· βλέπουσι γὰρ ὑπερόριόν τι ϰαὶ συναπιὸν τῷ µήϰει του̃ πελάγους.
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(which has been transposed to the Nereid on her right), subtly reflects on the
nymph’s skin. Her brilliant blush has rightly become famous, and her hair is
indeed too heavy for Zephyr – though some if it has dried. Even the direction
of the wind agrees with Philostratus. Galatea’s protruding dominant arm is covered by the text, her swelling breast, her notable thigh.  Especially striking
are the foot used to steer (very elegantly indeed), and, finally, the incomparable
expression of Galatea’s eyes. They travel far indeed, although following them I
do not come to the sky, but to the eagle so dear to Chigi (in the Ganymede),
or even his likeness in the Tereus lunette. Chigi’s imprese of the dardos is also
present within the fresco: in the grumbling shooting instructor on the top left,
dissatisfied with the efforts of his team, who miss their moving target.  The
upward gaze finds parallels in Raphael’s sacred works, especially the London
Saint Catherine. (ill. .) Such parallels are common in the Renaissance. They
need not imply a Neoplatonical, mystical interpretation of the fresco.  That,
perhaps, would have been too much of a good thing for Agostino Chigi.
The expression of Galatea is important in another respect as well: it teaches
us to put into perspective a remark by Lodovico Dolce in his dialogue L’Aretino
on painting, highly complementary to Raphael though the tenor of the text is.
Aretino remarks that ‘il simile potrei dire della sua Galathea, che contende con
la bella poesia del Polciano e di molte altre leggiadrissime fantasie’.  This has
been thought to confirm the status of major source for Raphael of a passage
from Poliziano’s Giostra, which we may quote in full:
Gli omer setosi a Polifemo ingombrano
l’orribil chiome e nel gran petto cascono,
e fresche ghiande l’aspre tempie adombrano:
d’intorno a lui le sue pecore pascono,
né a costui dal cor già mai disgombrano
le dolce acerbe cur che d’amor nascono,
anzi, tutto di pianto e dolor macero,
siede in un freddo sasso a pié d’un acero.

The motif of the finger touching the shoulder has, like the velificatio, been transposed
to the Nereid to the left. This, to my mind, is ‘poetic license’ of the poet Raphael.

This thigh in fact led to criticism by Winckelmann. Its prominence is explained by
Philostratus’ text (though the beauty of it might rather be admired by Rubens).

Thus Thoenes , trying to read Neoplatonically, .

He could also be dissatisfied because he may not enter the fray and have fun but has to
hold the arrows.

As Thoenes and Oberhuber have attempted. The upward gaze was one of Raphael’s
hang-up’s. Gombrich  has studied the ‘schema and correction’ nature of the motif in his
work.

Roskill , - and Shearman , -
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Dall’uno all’altro orecchio un arco face
il ciglio irsuto lungo ben sei spanne;
largo sotto la fronte il naso giace,
paion di schiuma biancheggiar le zanne;
tra’ piedi ha ’l cane, e sotto il braccio tace
una zampogna ben di cento canne:
lui guata il mar che ondeggia, e alpestre note
par canti, e muova le lanose gote,
e dica ch’ella è bianca piú che il latte,
ma piú superba assai ch’una vitella,
e che molte ghirlande gli ha già fatte,
e serbali una cervia molto bella,
un orsacchin che già col can combatte;
e che per lei si macera e sfragella,
e che ha gran voglia di saper notare
per andare a trovarla insin nel mare.
Duo formosi delfini un carro tirono:
sovresso è Galatea che ’l fren corregge,
e quei notando parimente spirono;
ruotasi attorno piú lasciva gregge:
qual le salse onde sputa, e quai s’aggirono,
qual par che per amor giuochi e vanegge;
la bella ninfa colle suore fide
di sí rozo cantor vezzosa ride.
The bristling locks of Polyphemus cover his hairy shoulders and fall onto
his huge chest, fresh acorns wreathe his harsh temples: his sheep feed
about him, nor can the bittersweet cares that are born of love be ever
removed from his heart, but rather, weakened by weeping and grief, he
sits on a cold stone at the foot of a maple. His hairy brow makes an arch
six spans long from ear to ear; beneath his brow lies a broad nose, his
fanglike teeth seem white with foam; his dog rests between his feet, and
under his arm a shepherd’s pipe of over a hundred reeds lies silent: he
regards the waving sea, he seems to sing a mountain tune, as he moves
his woolly cheeks, saying that she is whiter than milk, but even prouder
than a heifer, that he has made her many garlands, that he keeps for her
a very beautiful doe and a bear-cub that already can fight with dogs; that
he mortifies and torments himself for her, and that he has a great desire to
know how to swim in order to go forth and find her even in the sea. Two
shapely dolphins pull a chariot: on it sits Galatea and wields the reins;
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as they swim, they breath in unison; a more wanton flock circles around
them: one spews forth salt waves, others swim in circles, one seems to cavort and play for love; with her faithful sisters, the fair nymph charmingly
laughs at such a crude singer.

This splendid poetry is thoroughly topical. Notable similarities with Raphael,
are the wielding of the reins and the two dolphins instead of four. This has
led scholars to identify Poliziano as the major source,  thus overlooking the
differences, the most important of which, perhaps, is Galatea’s smile. As will
be evident by now, apparent discrepancies such as these need not bother us.
Poliziano’s text was used, but used among many others, like the passage from
Apuleius, the sarcophagi and indeed Philostratus, by the sampling poet Raphael.
Differences thus arise naturally, even inevitably.  Many other contemporary
poems could be quoted, but they do not add much.  The popularity of the
Polyphemus-Galatea theme in these years is enormous.  To this tradition,
Raphael contributes. This is indeed what Dolce says: Raphael ‘contends’ with
Poliziano, and many others at that.  In this competition, then, Raphael is an
independent agent. And yet, a number of significant details, significant because
they touch the centre of the composition, Galatea herself, point to Philostratus. There is an explanation for the evident priority of this source.
The proponents of the primacy of Poliziano as a source never asked the
question why precisely Raphael and his advisors chose Poliziano as a source.
Their answer would have had to be, that that poem contained modern ekphraseis rivalling with Philostratus:  in the description of Giuliano’s tournament
(of around ) the palace of Venus surfaces, provided with enamelled doors,


Giostra I, -, transl. D. Quint.
First Foerster, followed by Thoenes, Oberhuber () and most others.

Even apart from graphical reasons: two Tritons fit better than four. That, contrary to
Philostratus, not the Nereids but ‘Palaemon’ leads the train is not completely true: the latter tries
to influence Galatea’s course so as to make her love, as well as he should, being a putto.

Cf. note  above. The popularity of the theme, by the way, is another argument against
the ‘Venus’ hypothesis: whether or not the Galatea was painted first, to couple the two images
together would because of the diffusion of the theme inevitably lead to the conclusion that the
female protagonist would be Galatea.

It may be attributed, at least in part, to the opportunities it afforded to satirize country
bumpkins at sophisticated Renaissance courts.

Thus also Shearman , .

There is one more intriguing connection with the Imagines which I intend to develop
further elsewhere: the ekphrasis of Polyphemus and Galatea is preceded in Philostratus by a long
description called Nèsoi (‘Islands’), in which the reader is taken on a complicated trip through
an island. It may be that the landscapes later added to the loggia by Dughet are connected with
these landscapes. In that case, Dughet also interpreted the theme of the walls as Philostratean.

Although, of course, also with other ekphraseis, like the ones from Homer and Virgil.
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containing the depiction of love scenes. These are described in ekphrastic manner, and that is what made them attractive to Raphael and his advisors. Why,
then, was Philostratus so attractive?
Agostino Chigi, like the host of Philostratus in Antiquity, he too host of
many a Roman orator, philosopher and intellectual, when looking out from
his villa to the Roman variant of the Bay of Naples, the Tiber, might very well
have wished to emulate both the principle (a loggia looking out on water with
mythological paintings mysteriously related to each other), and the form (pictures in different sizes, different registers, by different painters)  of the gallery
which is described (or invented) in the Imagines. What splendid opportunities
such an idea offered! Here was a description of antique monumental painting, which was so painfully lost. A description moreover especially devised to
have as much enargeia as possible, and thus capable of being reproduced. And
was it not time that the advices of Leon Battista Alberti in his De pictura were
truly honoured? Take ancient description, he had suggested, and turn it into
painting. Thus, a subtle plan could be devised. Let’s have, for instance, some
important authors (Hyginus, Manilius, Ovid, Virgil, Theocritus, Philostratus).
Let’s select from these authors passages which have typological relevance for
the patron. And let’s hire some talented painters from different artistic traditions, and have them fight it out against each other. The idea might even have
occurred to one of the humanists who played the orator at Chigi’s court to create the possibility of guided tours similar to the one described by Philostratus.
That these tours existed is shown by the second epigram accompanying the
edition of Blosio’s Suburbanum. If the underlying idea would have been a
rhetorical tour de force à la Philostrate, it would only add to the wit that in this
poem the guide is the banker himself.
To be sure, the banker and his advisors were not completely original here.
Like artists, patrons too were in avid competition. An example of this may
perhaps even be seen in the case of the Sala di Galatea.
The fun of the Imagines, apart from rhetorical brilliance, was the spectacu
Mixed authorship for these antique collections would be evident for Renaissance reader
also on the analogy of the galleries from Statius.

De pictura [III] - (- in Grayson ). The first to take the hint apparently was
Botticelli with his Calumny of Apelles (materialising Lucian), the Primavera (where the Three
Graces materialise Seneca De Beneficiis iii ) and the Birth of Venus, which has often been seen
in this connection. The phenomenon was extremely productive in the Farnesina, with a pictorial
versions of Apuleius in the Sala di Psiche (notably the ‘Feast of the Gods’), and Lucian’s ‘Wedding
of Alexander’ in the bedroom upstairs by Sodoma.

Cornelio Benigno, secretary of Chigi and patron of the Theocritus-edition (a Greek
epigram by Lascaris dedicated to him heads the edition, quoted by Foerster , ) springs to
mind. Blosio as well as his friend Inghirami could have been involved, and perhaps Castiglione.
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lar effect of walking through a magnificent collection through the effect of the
fantasia of the reader, triggered by Philostratus’ ekphraseis. As the Renaissance
was short on ancient painting, this hint was not lost on patrons. The Imagines had surfaced at the court of the Medici sometime before ,  and indeed Lorenzo devised a decorative programme for his villa near Volterra which
had murals by Botticelli, Filippino Lippi, Perugino and Domenico Ghirlandaio,
possibly connected with the idea of a Philostratean galleria.  If so, his example was followed by Isabella d’Este, who had the Imagines translated by Demetrius
Moschus, and was working on a studiolo with works from different painters,
well attested in her correspondence with Perugino.  Agostino, who exchanged
letters and antiques with Isabella, would know of this project.  And courting
Margherita Gonzaga, he might well wish to emulate the tastes of her eminent
mistress. Lastly, there was Alfonso d’Este, who borrowed his sister’s humanist
together with the translation of Philostratus, apparently none to eager to return
both, embarking on a similar project himself, the famous camerino d’alabastro
in the Castello of Ferrara. In this last case, the inspiration from Philostratus is incontestable, as the iconography of two of Titian’s contributions to it is
explicitly derived from the Imagines. 
The genesis and nature of the camerino permit us to draw some interesting parallels with the Sala di Galatea. The first of these is the dating of the
commencement of the project. Alfonso, seeking papal absolution for political
sins, was in Rome in the summer of  where, combining work with leisure,
he inspected the state of the arts. Now, according to the Gonzaga agent

See Bolgar , , -, citing two MSS from the Laurentiana. The MS of the Eicones
probably entered Italy by way of cardinal Bessarion, who bequeathed his library to the Venetian
Marciana, whence the Aldine edition.

Hirst , , with note .

See above, Goffen  , and Rosand , , n.

For these exchanges, see Bartalini .

Goffen , .

‘The Andrians’ and ‘The worship of Venus’. For ‘Bacchus and Ariadne’, see above.

We need to say something more about possible dating here. The terminus post is the
publication of Blosio’s suburbanum which does not mention Raphael (this is, however, not a
watertight argument) in January . As suggested, those who wish to connect the fresco with
the courtship of Margherita Gonzaga are forced to assume an early date. According to the mysterious letter which Frommel adduces from --, Chigi resigns himself with the failure to
win Margherita’s hand. If the fresco alludes to Margherita, it would then have to precede the late
autumn of , although again, not necessarily. If on the other hand Margherita is not relevant,
we have as terminus ante Raphael’s letter to Castiglione from the autumn of , for which,
see app. ), implying Castiglione saw the Galatea after September  and before August 
(see Foerster -). Stylistic comparison places the Galatea close to the Stanza d’Eliodoro (see
Oberhuber , ), and thus in the first half of  (this is confrmed by Vasari).
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Grossino, he spent a long time on the scaffolding of the Sistine chapel, courting
the favours of Michelangelo. Declining to be needlessly offensive to this terrible master, Alfonso at this stage politely refused to visit Raphael’s Stanza della
Segnatura, but we may conjecture that he did so at a more propitious occasion,
out of hearing of the jealous Michelangelo. It is also very probable that, during this visit or the next in the spring of , Alfonso went to dine at Chigi’s.
Agostino negotiated with Alfonso’s sister, and was possibly more influential in
politics, and certainly in financing, than the pope himself. A meeting between
the two magnates would have been a matter of course. In the course of this
visit, Alfonso will have inspected the collections and decorative programs of
the Farnesina. Alfonso, like his sister, was an ardent collector, a fact conspicuous even in the eyes of as noted a humanist as Isabella’s secretary Equicola, on
loan to Alfonso’s court, who wrote to his former mistress that ‘[Alfonso] cares
only for commissioning pictures and seeing antiques’.  But the specific form
of collecting seems to have gained focus exactly in the period the decoration of
the Sala di Galatea was in progress.
To grasp the significance of the parallel between the Sala di Galatea and the
Camerino fully, we will have to look a little further into the paintings commissioned by Alfonso, and the poetry which was produced at his court. For similarly to Chigi’s in Rome, in Ferrara too poets and painters were fiercely competing around the theme of ekphrasis. If there is a work superbly illustrative of the
effort to show, to the utmost detail, through words images grafted on Antiquity,
it must be the marvellous Orlando Furioso of Ariosto. It has even been plausibly
conjectured that Ariosto succeeded Mario Equicola as iconographer.  Let us
compare Chigi’s project with Alfonso’s, periodically side-stepping to Ariosto’s
poem as a guide to topicality.
Parallels between the two rooms are obvious. Although the Camerino was
significantly smaller than Chigi’s loggia, its proportions were almost identical. (ill. .) As in Chigi’s logge, in Alfonso’s Camerino too sculptures were
displayed. Two reliefs by Antonio Lombardo, now in the Hermitage, were
probably connected with the Camerino and adjacent rooms. Inscriptions on
these reliefs are illustrative of the function of the rooms, and provide further



Goffen , - and Shearman , -.
In , quoted in Jaffé , .

By Shearman .

Jaffé , .

Possible contributions by Antonio Lombardo survive. Antiques too are thought to have
been present, perhaps the amphora emphatically displayed on Titian’s ‘Bacchus and Ariadne’. See
Jaffé , , Bartalini .
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parallels: one states that the duke had created the rooms for the purpose of
otium and rest, another that he who rests should take action and vice versa. 
We do not know what the ceiling of the Camerino looked like.  As for the
upper register of the Camerino, it was filled by panels by Dosso Dossi, depicting scenes from the Aeneid. (ill. .) The lower was filled with ekphrastic
paintings by different and highly prestigious masters. Now this situation corresponds exactly to the Farnesina, where Sebastiano filled the lunettes with tales
from Ovid, which we have seen to be connected to the life of the patron. From
Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso it is evident that the Aeneid was presented at court in
Ferrara as having typological connection with Alfonso’s rule and pedigree. 
As we have seen, the lunettes of the Sala di Galatea very probably contained reference to the rich political and cultural history of Athens, the episodes from her
pre-history encoding the message that tantae molis erat condere novas Athenas,
though this was far from the only significance the lunettes contained for their
patron and his guests.
For Alfonso’s project, the collaboration of Raphael himself was eagerly sought,
but the master, preoccupied with Roman commissions, managed to procrastinate without giving offence until his sudden death in .  Fra Bartolommeo
too was contacted, but died as well after having produced only a sketch for his
contribution. Still, what remains of the camerino is impressive enough and,
more importantly relevant for the Sala di Galatea. (ill. .; .) Giovanni
Bellini’s Feast of the Gods, retouched by Dossi and Titian successively, has been
argued to contain allusions to the wedding of Alfonso and Lucrezia Borgia,
and even the portraits of Alfonso, Lucrezia, Ippolito d’Este, Bembo and Bellini
himself, in the guise of the homely Olympians, thus producing a parallel to the
personal allusions contained in Chigi’s gallery.  The eclectic use of sources
(we have already referred to the sources of Titian’s Bacchus & Ariadne above
and ill. ., and Bellini’s Feast, ill. ., also is a conflation of sources)  is


Jaffé , . with reference to Androssov , .
I think we may safely assume that it was decorated, and it is very likely that the stars,
here too, played a significant part.

Three paintings survive (illustrated in Jaffé , ), the ‘Sicilian Games’, the ‘Plague
at Pergamea’ and the ‘Trojans on the Libyan coast’.

Ariosto connected the Este family genealogically with the Carolingian dynasty, and
thence to the Trojan Hector, by whom the ‘Roman’ connection is established. Ariosto’s Ruggiero and Bradamante are typological reflections of Alfonso and Isabella d’Este, and the motley
collection of stories in the Furioso is held together by this type of connection.

Alfonso then endlessly tried to get his money back from the heirs, eventually with success (for the numerous letters see Shearman ).

See Rosand , and Goffen .

In Wind .

See Jaffé , .
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parallel, with an emphasis on Philostratus, exemplified by Titian’s brilliant, and
faithfully Philostratean masterpieces, the Andrians and the Worship of Venus.
(ill. .) Different artists, different sources, the long process of acquisition, the
form of the room, and the emphatic paragone, both between painting and poetry and between the painters themselves, all point to a project in common, in
which the patrons too became rivals. At the bottom of this all, lies Philostratus
Imagines.
There is also a strong ex post facto indication to the relevance of Philostratus. We know the Farnese coveted Chigi’s paradise, and eventually had
their way and acquired it. Thus a link could be forged between the Palazzo
Farnese and Farnese holdings at the other side of the Tiber, of which Chigi’s
villa now was part, somewhat dilapidated, but still (the famous bridge to be
built by Michelangelo across the Tiber never materialised, but its rudiments
are still to be seen at the south east corner of the Palazzo). The unfinished
loggia facing the Farnese quarters across the river now acquired a notable pendant. For in the Palazzo Farnese, facing the river and thus the Chigi side in
perfect symmetry, now a new galleria was produced, this time resplendently
finished, and unequivocally dependent on Philostratus’ Imagines, by Annibale
Caracci on the commission of Odoardo Farnese.  (ill. .; .) Caracci
was a great admirer of Raphael, as attested by the words on his grave in the
Pantheon, next to his admired predecessor in place and in spirit. Raphael is
duly quoted in Caracci’s masterpiece. To point to Philostratus, the scenes have
been fitted with weighty frames in trompe l’oeil, and Polyphemus and Galatea
obtain pride of place at the far ends - even the mysterious monumental head by
Peruzzi is provided with a playful pendant. (ill. .) The upshot, so it seems, is
clear: Caracci and his patron interpreted the sala di Galatea as a Philostratean
Gallery, and decided to respectfully rival and finish what had remained a torso
at the villa on the other side of the Tiber.
Agostino Chigi’s galleria thus was cut out for the paragone. Constructing
it, the patron competed with other patrons. In the gallery itself, more importantly, the competitions we have encountered were both natural and inevitable:
the whole point of the project was comparison in mutual aspiration. The participants, Peruzzi, Sebastiano and Raphael consequently did have their altercations. But who wouldn’t, when working together at this standard of excellence? Seen from another angle, they would be working towards a common
aim. Rivalry in this context indeed may be compared to that of members of
an orchestra: while striving to outdo their neighbour, they ardently combine


The connections between Caracci’s Galeria and the Farnesina have been explored by
Dempsey .
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

to produce harmony consisting of different voices, concordia discors - but then,
Raphael’s poetics interfered.
Indeed, seen in this light, the uniqueness of Raphael’s contribution surfaces.
For in this orchestra, Rome’s beau garçon played the first violin, and played
it with verve. Using his ability and expertise in central composition and his
archaeological and poetical knowledge of the classical style, he set his work
apart and dwarfed its surroundings. This, he triumphantly stated, was what an
antique masterpiece looked like. With this statement, he created an easel-piece
at odds with the common aim, at odds with its context. This, to be sure, would
be his ticket to fame. For that way art would tend.
Yet it would be prosaic to attribute Galatea’s success solely to ars, to agility,
intelligence, ambition. For, after all, the nymph caught in her museum is, to
this observer at least, full of miraculous, ambiguous, strangely beautiful life.
This has nothing to do with context. It is the supreme realisation of a visual
poem. Many observers have tried to catch the poignancy mature reflection of
her image gave them. This exercise is, thank god, not so much useless as
endless. Galatea makes the skin bristle - the sure sign of poetry which needs
nor ought to be explained.
It is impossible to say with accuracy why the loggia has remained unfinished. The frequent inundations of the Tiber, suggested by Hirst, are a possibility – though subsequently, the Sala di Psiche was decorated without this
causing any trouble. The suggestion of Thoenes, who points to the failure of
the Gonzaga marriage, is even less convincing: with the allusiveness we have
traced, references all too direct would be unnatural. Continuing our Galleria
hypothesis, we may perhaps offer an alternative suggestion. In the first place, as
the parallel with Alfonso d’Este illustrates, a project like the galleria took considerable time; Chigi may have been angling for other artists, or, if he wanted
another Raphael, the artist may have been too busy to comply, as indeed was
the case with Alfonso. Secondly, it has been suggested that the figure studies
on the intonaco in the spaces underneath both the Polyphemus and the Galatea
were left uncovered during Chigi’s lifetime. In that case, the loggia would have
appeared as something of a cantiere, an aspect accentuated as well by the presence of Peruzzi’s mysterious head in the last lunette.  Lastly, the word ‘unfin

Even the sober Frommel waxes poetical at this point, , .
See Housman .

With decoration, it must be admitted, restricted to the upper parts.

The anecdote from Fabio’s bioagraphy, also mentioned by Vasari, that Raphael couldn’t
finish work for Agostino, and the patron therefore had his mistress installed in the premises,
may relate to this.

Tantillo , .
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ished’ had a definitely different ring in the period under discussion. Everything
was so to say unfinished. Rome was, as it were, crawling into existence, projects
everywhere were in progress, and the magnificent city we now know was literally under construction. Chigi’s unfinished loggia, in other words, was ten a
penny, in Rome as in Chigi’s villa - exemplified by the stones thrown behind the
backs of Deucalion and Pyrrha in the upper Sala delle Prospettive, the antique
fragments coming to life through the works of the artists and the life of old
reconstructed by humanists and poets. The Renaissance obsession with transformation would have its way: what was lacking, fantasia always could supply
– as apparently it had to in the Sala di Psiche later on.  As for the remaining
wall sections of the Sala di Galatea, Agostino’s fantasia, perhaps, tended towards other ironic and erotic myths taken from Philostratus, or other sources,
as fancy would have it.

.. Other Voices, Other Rooms
The beginning of the  th act of the Midsummer Night’s Dream contains a famous and aptly nervous pre-conjugal conversation, between Theseus and Hippolyta:
Hippolyta:’Tis strange that these lovers speak of.
Theseus: More strange than true. I never may believe
These antique fables, nor these fairy toys.
Lovers and madmen have such seething brains,
Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
More than cool reason ever comprehends.
The lunatic, the lover and the poet
Are of imagination all compact.
One sees more devils than vast hell can hold:
That is the madman. The lover, all as frantic,
Sees Helen’s beauty in a brow of Egypt.
The poet’s eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven,
And as imagination bodies forth
The form of thing unknown, the poet’s pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name.


If this is true, all the diligent attempts to reconstruct the ‘lost’ scenes on earth in the Sala
di Psiche were labour lost: they simply were not there, but could be supplied in recitation.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name
Such tricks has strong imagination
That if it would but apprehend some joy
It comprehends some bringer of that joy;
Or in the night, imagining some fear,
How easy is a bush supposed to be a bear!
Hipp.: But all the story of the night told over
And all their minds transfigured so together,
More witnesseth than fancy’s images,
And grows to something of great constancy;
But howsoever, strange and admirable.

Shakespeare’s play is probably the Renaissance’s most famous handling of the
theme of dream figured as myth versus reality. Shakespeare, writing towards
the end of the  th century, envisages the dream of myth here and elsewhere
in his earlier work with a certain horror. The pedestrian remarks of Theseus
mark the comfort of a return to plain reality in the play. After the voyeuristic
exposure to the rude and dangerous side of myth the play, and the audience
returns to the comfort of practical un-poetical daily life. This volta is hardly
surprising after the vicissitudes of Reformation and Counter Reformation, stigmatising the unleashed eroticism of the pagan gods and pleading for clear (and
decent) interpretations. But still Theseus’ definition of poetry, the turning of
the unknown, by imagination, to fixed shape, giving it ‘a local habitation and
a name’, is a very accurate description, albeit from a sceptic, for the function
poetry performed in the Renaissance. The exotic Hippolyta, a figure we may
associate with eastern, and thus for Shakespeare Italian, Renaissance tendencies, aptly understands the charm of fantasy (the public may by this time begin
to have doubts about the success of the impending marriage between the two).
More poetical (or: Platonic) than her husband to be, she sees the ‘constancy’ of
poetry, love and madness as something ‘admirable’.
Notwithstanding cultural differences, the Midsummer Night’s Dream encodes in a strangely accurate way the function of myth and poetry in the High
Renaissance. The dream-world of the play not only reflects reality, but is inter-active with it as well. The play was in all likelihood performed in situ for a noble
wedding, thus creating an intricate interplay of spectators (the noble couple
and the entourage), actors (Theseus and Hippolyta and their entourage), acted
actors (the troupe of Quince), and the mythical world (Oberon, Puck and Titania and their entourage). The parallel reality of myth is, with Shakespeare,
the world of Ovid, Apuleius and local lore. This world is strangely significant


See for a discussion of the probable occasion for the play Brooks , or more recently
Greenblatt , ff.
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for the spectators, for it tells them things they dare not speak: it is, in a certain sense, the fulfilment of their affective horizon, which is, as in all cultured
society, blunted by custom and inhibition. Hence derives the mysterious satisfaction of looking at its theatrical enactment in Shakespeare’s play. To be sure,
the mind’s eye is essential for true relish of these delicacies.
It is my contention that the Midsummer Night’s Dream forms, mutatis mutandis, a parallel to the world the Farnesina attempted to conjure up for Agostino
Chigi and his guests. Not only is the mythical world that of Ovid and Apuleius.
Not only were comedies performed on the podium in front of the Loggia di
Psiche (the perfect play to perform there would indeed be the Midsummer
Night’s Dream). The whole project is an attempt to give to airy nothing a local habitation and a name, quietly screened off from everyday reality by the
enclosure of the plot.
When Agostino Chigi finally decided to marry his Francesca, who had already bore him three children, in , the story of Cupid and Psyche was selected to add to the lustre of the celebrations. The Sala di Psiche, that was to
first greet the guests, pope, cardinals, ambassadors and all, was designed by
Raphael, though not executed. The chosen story, although full of decent Neoplatonic resonance, aptly aimed at voluptas, entertainment and humour.  (ill.
.; .) In Apuleius’ novel, it is told by a female servant as a distraction and
consolation for a lonely and lachrymose bride-to-be, kidnapped by bandits.
Psyche, like the addressee, was severely tested – and so Francesca had been.
But now, things took a favourable turn. The story, moreover, anticipates the
trials of the novel’s hero Lucius, transformed into an ass, but finally redeemed.
From the giant in the first loggia to the ass in the second took no great leap of
the imagination for those familiar with the patron’s sense of humour. Hence,
we need not look far for relevance. Both Francesca and Agostino could see
their vicissitudes enacted.
Its depiction again was a triumph of elegance, irony and joy. Many other
themes from the Sala di Galatea return here, the secrecy, the ordeals, the humour, even the disaster which ensues when you invite your sister(s) to your
new husband’s palace. The paragone, too returns, with the ‘turning’ nude, and
so does the fusion of outside and inside, and the Edenic richness of vegetation. The many aspects of the hall have been extensively analysed, and may not
occupy us here. Let it suffice to note that, like Venus’ mischievous son and


To see this is to see that the High Renaissance is indeed, as elsewhere stated in this study,
a proto-baroque, differing from its progeny only in quantitatively.

Zimmerman , .

See now especially the fine article by Michael Rohlmann , Rohlmann .
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

beautiful Psyche, both the staggering beauty from Venice and the wily customer
from Siena now headed for apotheosis. Jupiter himself said so:
‘Dei conscripti Musarum albo, adolescentem istum quod manibus meis
alumnatus sim profecto scitis omnes. Cuius primae iuventutis caloratos
impetus freno quodam coercendos existimavi; sat est cotidianis eum
fabulis ob adulteria cunctasque corruptelas infamatum. Tollenda est
omnis occasio et luxuria puerilis nuptialibus pedicis alliganda. Puellam
elegit et virginitate privavit: teneat, possideat, amplexus Psychen semper suis amoribus perfruatur." Et ad Venerem conlata facie: "Nec tu,"
inquit "filia, quicquam contristere nec prosapiae tantae tuae statuque
de matrimonio mortali metuas. Iam faxo nuptias non impares sed legitimas et iure civili congruas", et ilico per Mercurium arripi Psychen
et in caelum perduci iubet. Porrecto ambrosiae poculo: "Sume," inquit "Psyche, et immortalis esto, nec umquam digredietur a tuo nexu
Cupido sed istae vobis erunt perpetuae nuptiae." Nec mora, cum cena
nuptialis affluens exhibetur. Accumbebat summum torum maritus Psychen gremio suo complexus. Sic et cum sua Iunone Iuppiter ac deinde
per ordinem toti dei. Tunc poculum nectaris, quod vinum deorum est,
Iovi quidem suus pocillator ille rusticus puer, ceteris vero Liber ministrabat, Vulcanus cenam coquebat; Horae rosis et ceteris floribus purpurabant omnia, Gratiae spargebant balsama, Musae quoque canora
personabant. Tunc Apollo cantavit ad citharam, Venus suavi musicae
superingressa formonsa saltavit, scaena sibi sic concinnata, ut Musae
quidem chorum canerent, tibias inflaret Saturus, et Paniscus ad fistulam diceret. Sic rite Psyche convenit in manum Cupidinis et nascitur
illis maturo partu filia, quam Voluptatem nominamus’.
‘Conscript deities enrolled in the register of the Muses, you undoubtedly
know this young man well, how I have reared him with my own hands. 
I have decided that the hot-blooded impulses of his first youth must be
somehow bridled: his name has been besmirched for long enough in common report for adultery and all kind of wantonness. We must take away
all opportunity for this and fetter his youthful excess in the bonds of marriage. He has chosen a girl and had her virginity: let him hold her, have
her, and embracing Psyche for ever enjoy his beloved.’  Then turning
to Venus, ‘Daughter’, he said, ‘do not be downcast or fear for your great


The ‘roll’ of the Senate on earth is looked after by the daughters of Mnemosyne on
Olympus. Chigi the art-lover could well project the phrase on his patronage. Jupiter’s care for
Chigi was reflected in the eagle as imprese by Chigi (and prominent both in his funerary chapel
and in the Sala di Galatea).

All this perfectly appropriate for the Chigi context. Admittedly we rely for the connec-
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lineage or social standing because of this marriage with a mortal. I shall
arrange for it to be not unequal but legitimate and in accordance with
the civil law.’ Then he ordered Psyche to be brought by Mercury and introduced into heaven. Handing her a cup of ambrosia, ‘Take this, Psyche,’
he said, ‘and be immortal. Never shall Cupid leave the tie that binds you,
but this marriage shall be perpetual for you both.’ No sooner said than
done: a lavish wedding-feast appeared. In the place of honour reclined
Psyche’s husband, with his wife in his arms, and likewise Jupiter with his
Juno, and then all the gods in order of precedence. Cups of nectar were
served to Jove by his own cupbearer, the shepherd-lad, and to others by
Liber; Vulcan cooked the dinner; the Seasons made everything colourful with roses and other flowers; the Graces sprinkled perfumes; the Muses
discoursed tuneful music. Then Apollo sang to the lyre, and Venus, fitting
her steps to the sweet music, danced in all her beauty, having arranged a
production in which the Muses were chorus and played the tibia, while
a Satyr and a little Pan sang to the shepherd’s pipe.  Thus was Psyche
married to Cupid with all due observance, and when her time came there
was born to them a daughter, whom we call Pleasure. 
The perfect blend of Greek and Roman (‘albo Musarum’, ‘nuptias legitimas’),
the birth of Pleasure, all this is a world to which we are by now thoroughly
accustomed. Hearing the text recited and looking up, the spectators saw the
miracle happening – a miracle to which both image and text are essential. Text,
image and reality merged in an incomparable way: sociable pope Leo, consecrating the marriage between the richest man in the world and a simple girl
from Venice, became Jupiter, conniving at the union of roguish Amor and poor,
beautiful Psyche. All the gods were there, the torso Belvedere, Athena from
the Domus Aurea, Antinous, Tiber, the Graces and Hours – and, beneath the
canope, their living pendants. After official business in Chigi’s anteroom, festivities ensued and all departed to the upper hall to feast amidst the unheard of
splendour of Peruzzi’s painted colonnade, each dignitary supplied with a dish
prepared in his home land – and brought by courier.  Then, perhaps, a play
was heard – say, something like the Midsummernight’s Dream, with Bottom
transformed into an ass.
tions on Fabio’s biography, which may have been influenced by this text. It could thus be the
other way round: Fabio took Apuleius as a source for Chigi’s life. This I doubt.

As may be seen in the Sala Superiore.

Cf. the anecdotes about eclogues performed for Chigi by dressed up shepherds.

Ap. Met. VI. -, transl. Kenney .

Perhaps the feast was downstairs (the marriage ceremony was performed in sala superiore, upstairs), it does not really matter.
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Airy Nothing Gets a Local Habitation and a Name

A year later, Chigi and Raphael were dead, mourned by a Rome suddenly
grown timorous about upheavals in the northern country. Shortly afterwards,
Francesca too had died suddenly. Chigi’s fortune was dissipated by the inadvertent Sigismondo. The soldiers of Charles the Fifth, after sacking Rome in ,
were billeted in the Sala delle Prospettive. On the splendid painted columns, the
barbarians, mercilessly scratching the polish, scrawled: ‘di Landsknecht haben
den Babst lauffen machen’. All had been a dream indeed.
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Appendices

Appendix : The date and authenticity of Raphael’s letter to
Castiglione

I

N OUR MAIN text repeated reference is made to Raphael’s letter to Castiglione. This letter has been extremely influential.  Already in  Lomazzo referred to it in a most prominent way, entitling his art-theoretical treatise Idea del Tempio della pittura. And one has but to look at the frontispiece of
Bellori’s Vite how important the certa Idea had become in . There, on the
right, Raphael’s Idea is personified, reclining languidly with uplifted gaze, while
the loosely handled stylus is functioning like a printer, reproducing the ideas
which stream forth from above. (ill. .) Perhaps stimulated by this appropriation by Classicism, and in an attempt to vindicate a more authentic Raphael, the
letter’s authenticity has been doubted since the mid  th century. The balance
in this controversy has recently been pushed in the direction of spuriousness
by the weight of John Shearman’s authority.
I here print the full text, edited from the versions of Shearman , ,
and Camesasca , , both allegedly transcripts from the editio princeps by
Dolce in , but in fact containing minor variants,  with my translation:
Signor conte. Ho fatto dissegni in più maniere sopra l’invenzione di
V[ostra] S[ignoria]. E sadisfaccio a tutti, se tutti non mi sono adulatori; ma non satisfaccio al mio giudicio, perché temo di non satisfare
al vostro. Ve gli mando. V[ostra] S[ignoria] faccia eletta d’alcuno, se
alcuno sarà da lei stimato degno. Nostro Signore, con l’onorarmi, 
m’ha messo un gran peso sopra le spalle. Questo è la cura della fabrica di S[an] Pietro. Spero bene di non cadervici sotto,  e tanto più
quanto il modello ch’io n’ho fatto piace a S[ua] S[antità], et è lodato da
molti belli ingegni. Ma io mi levo col pensiero più alto. Vorrei trovar
le belle forme degli edifici antichi; né so se il volo sarà d’Icaro. Me ne
porge una gran luce Vitruvio: ma non tanto che basti. Della Galatea
mi terrei un gran maestro, se vi fossero la metà delle tante cose che


For the reception, cp. Camesasca , -.
Since Gasparoni in  (Shearman , ).

Possibly caused by Shearman having used the pre-colophon copy (see Shearman ,
). In the following text-critical notes Sh.=Shearman  and C.=Camesasca .

C.; Sh.: Conte

Comma’s supplied by Sh.

C.: semicolon

C.: et

Sh.: trovarle

Sh. prints a comma.
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V[ostra] S[ignoria] mi scrive; ma nelle sue parole riconosco l’amore
che mi porta; et e le dico che per dipingere una bella, mi bisogneria veder più belle, con questa conditione, che V[ostra] S[ignoria] si
trovasse meco a far scelta del meglio. Ma, essendo carestia e de’ buoni
giudicii e di belle donne, io mi servo di certa Iddea che mi viene nella
mente. Se questa ha in sé alcuna eccellenza d’arte  io non so; ben
m’affatico di averla. V[ostra] S[ignoria] mi comandi. Di Roma.
My Lord,
I have prepared drawings in a number of ways on the ideas  of your
Lordship. And I please all, if all are not flatterers to me. But I do not
satisfy my own judgement, because I fear not to satisfy yours.  I send
them to you. Your Lordship may make a choice of any of them, if any will
be deemed worthy by you.
Our Lord the Pope may have honoured me, but he has put a great weight
on my shoulders. I mean the responsibility for the construction of Saint
Peter’s. I do hope not to fall short of expectations, all the more since
the model which I have produced pleases his Reverence, and is praised
by many people of taste and wit. But I raise myself upwards with an
even higher ambition. I would like to retrieve the beautiful forms of


Sh. prints a comma.
Sh.: e

Sh. prints a comma.

No doubt alluding to the rhetorical stage of inventio, transposed to the ‘finding’ of
subject-matter for painting, which would be the domain of the humanist advising the artist.

A subtle compliment, especially after the dismissal of flatterers in the previous sentence.
The tournure is worthy of a courtier, with sprezzatura and all.

The letter is thus accompanied by drafts. These are usually taken to be connected to one
of the Stanze. I would rather suggest a connection with a ‘presentation’ drawing, now lost. Letters
accompanying these, even in preliminary stages, are known from the practice of Michelangelo,
cp. Chapman , -.

I have somewhat stressed the phrase con l’onorarmi in translation, for the reasons for
which, see below.

Raphael was de facto appointed as Bramante’s successor as manager of the construction
of Saint Peter’s on April st , which was confirmed by the official papal breve of August st
in the same year. This dates the letter late , since Castiglione was resident in Rome at least
until  August, and probably later. See for more comments below.

The reference is almost certainly to the model mentioned in Leo’s brief of  August
 (Shearman , -): ‘idque’ [i.e. that you, Raphael, are a proficient architect and were
considered so by your predecessor Bramante] ‘tu nobis forma eius templi confecta, quae desiderabatur, totiusque operis ratione tradita docte atque abunde probaveris’ (loc.cit. ).

The phrase, according to Shearman, is reminiscent of Petrarca, Canzoniere m -:
‘Levòmmi il mio pensier in parte ov’era / quella ch’io cerco,et non ritrovo in terra’ (that is, Laura).
Shearman, however, elides the passato remoto (he prints levommi). Petrarca has il pensier as
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Appendices
the buildings of Antiquity. I do not know whether my flight will be
like Icarus’. Vitruvius provides a great light, but not as great as to
suffice.
As for the Galatea, I would hold myself a great master indeed, if only
half of the great compliments your Lordship writes to me were really true.
But I recognise in your words the love you bear me; and I tell you that to
paint one beautiful woman, I would have to see several beauties, on this
condition: that your Lordship would stand by my side to make choice
of the best. But, since both good judgements and beautiful women are
scarce, I make use of a certain Idea that comes to my mind. If this
has in it any excellence of art, I do not know.  But I take great pains to
have it. I am at your Lordship’s service, in Rome.

The literature on the letter is daunting, and I have far from surveyed it comsubject, Raphael the first person singular. The parallel is therefore less strong than suggested by
him.

We must think of the ‘archaeological project’, for which see above, Ch. , (so also
Thoenes ). With the formulation of Leo’s breve (quoted above, n) in mind, Raphael may
here be talking about models. Forma, however, may also have Platonic overtones, in the sense
of ‘essence’. Realising the archaeological project, will imply capturing the essence of ancient
architecture. The beginning of the project, on this evidence, may be dated in the middle of .

Cp. Horace, C IV., -: ‘Pindarum quisquis studet aemulari,/ Iule, ceratis ope Daedalea
/ nititur pinnis vitreo daturus/ nomina ponto’ (so also Shearman , ). One may also think
of Sannazaro’s famous sonnet Icaro cadde qui, contemporary to the letter. If these intertexts were
indeed present, the statement is not only modest, for if the flight will be followed by a crash,
immortal fame remains.

A possible intertext is Cicero, pro Archia : [exempla] ‘quae iacerent in tenebris omnia,
nisi litterarum lumen accederet ’

Shearman adduces Dante, Purg. XXVIII, - as parallel, which is hardly plausible (the
only connection is the use of lume rende for ‘elucidation’, and che basti five verses subsequently).

For the Zeuxis anecdote, see above, ch. . The standard version is in Cic. De inv. II..
The reception was widespread (see Barkan ). Important phases in it are Boccaccio Comm.
alla Div. Com.,ii,, and Alberti de pictura as quoted and discussed by Baxandall , -.

Once more a subtle compliment, illustrating the friendship between the painter and the
humanist, and recalling and/or anticipating pleasant cooperation, which is also evident from the
letter to Leo.

This does not imply that the ‘Zeuxis-course’ is to be discarded, but that, during Castiglione’s absence, it is inexpedient.

The strange spelling is due, as Shearman suggests, to the fact that the word occurs at a
line-break (Id-dea).

For the parallels, and discussion, cp above, Ch. .

After the ‘Idea’, which is born from natural inclination, or ingenium, comes the ars,
which, Raphael states, is quite another matter.
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pletely. It is only because of its relevance to my arguments in my book that
I add to it here, limiting myself to the attempt to deny the validity of the arguments of Shearman  and , who considers the letter a ‘forgery’ by
Castiglione himself, intended as a posthumous and benevolent literary portrait
of the painter by his humanist friend.
The letter has come down to us from Dolce’s edition of three artists’ letters in a volume of letters of famous men from . No autograph is thus
extant. The letter’s authenticity was only seriously doubted since the mid th
century. The ground for these doubts were the evident and considerable differences of the letter’s style and intellectual content with the contemporary letter
to Raphael’s uncle Simone Ciarla, which was considered authentic more unanimously, although here, too, an autograph is lacking.  The letter to Ciarla is
written in a dialect considerably close to the earlier letter of  to the same uncle, of which we do possess an autograph.  Content of the two Ciarla-letters is
also compatible. It was therefore reasonably concluded that the  letter must
be authentic, if slightly edited. In the Ciarla-letters we are confronted by a
Raphael wholly unconcerned with the higher aspects of his art. This childlike
naiveté must have been to the taste of the th century. The full blown humanist
rhetoric of the Castiglione letter, on the other hand, was not.
The Ciarla-letter of  has been charged with small-mindedness and verbosity, to a minority of critics reason to dispute this letter’s authenticity as
well. Whatever its defects, differences in style, content and language with
he Castiglione-letter are indeed considerable. The pedestrian style and content
of the Ciarla letter, which includes squabbling over wives and money, stand
in stark contrast to the elevated subject matter, subtle, courtly style, classical
literacy and ‘international’ Italian of the Castiglione letter. Classical references
include the topos of Icarus, an intertextual reference to Cicero’s Pro Archia,
nuanced appreciation of Vitruvius, the famous anecdote about Zeuxis’ painting of Helen, deftly and elegantly handled in the letter, reference to the ‘Platonic’ forma or Iddea, and an allusion to the burning humanist issue of ars and
natura in the penultimate sentence.  To boot, careful structure. From the
cause of the letter, Castiglione’s invenzioni, Raphael’s mind is drawn to other


See the formidable bibliography in Shearman , -. For the Stand der Forschung
in , see Camesasca , -.

Shearman , - (/).

Shearman , - (/).

Thus Shearman , .

Camesasca and Piazza, see Shearman , . These critics unsurprisingly hold the
Castiglione letter authentic. Thus we run in circles.

For details, see the notes to the translation above. The references detected by Shearman
to Dante’s Purgatorio and Petrarca’s Canzoniere are less convincing.
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invenzioni, his own for saint Peter’s, implying a reconstruction of Antique architectural order. The theme of the reconstruction of Antiquity thus attained,
leads to the Galatea, which, as we have suggested in chapter , is such a reconstruction. Then, the theoretical implications of such a reconstruction, with
erudition, brevity and humour. With that, return to Raphael’s art, and thus to
the beginning: the drawings which exemplify both art and idea.
All in all, this is heavy humanist artillery.
Are we then to conclude Raphael could never have written this? It is certainly true that he may have needed help. But we must remember Raphael was
an affable man with many humanist friends. To pay his esteemed friend the
compliment as which the letter is evidently intended,  it would indeed have
been good manners to consult a (probably common) friend, so as to produce
something neat. The quest for the identity of the collaborator, which has long
been pursued in the literature, does not concern me here.  Suffice it to argue
that collaboration was common practice, and was available and desirable.
What then of the Ciarla letter, completely different in tone and subject matter? Well, of course, both the addressee and the suggested collaborator imply
a fundamental difference. The Castiglione letter, moreover, was a completely
different product. The Ciarla-letter was a personal document, to a close relative from Raphael’s native town. The Castiglione letter was addressed to a
highly influential noble and intellectual, and was written to accompany drawings. To mark these differences, rhetoric, all-pervasive in our period, sharply
distinguishes levels of style for different purposes, the genus grande, medium
and humile, to the latter of which the Ciarla letter belongs.  The Castiglione
letter, on the other hand, touched higher matters. To attain the concomitant
level of style, Raphael must have consulted specialists (he was very good in
delegating, we remember), even if we would do the painter dishonour when
we suppose him utterly lacking the talent to come a long way by himself. The
final product, to all probability, was polished by a professional. Where, when
and to what extent this was done, remains conjectural.
As to the expediency of a humanist collaborator: it has even been suggested


This careful associative structure was not perceived by Foerster , : ‘[The Galatea]
nach der ganz heterogenen Bemerkung über seine Tätigkeit als Baumeister nur anhangsweise
erwähnt.’

This alone pleads against Shearman’s identification of the author as Castiglione, who
was a modest man.

For suggestions, cp. Shearman , . Aretino, Bembo, Navagero and Beazzano
have been mentioned with plausibility.

It is instructive that Shearman maintains that ‘matter is so closely tied to mode of expression that separation is misrepresentation’ () as an argument against authenticity. He does
not sufficiently realise the force of a thoroughly rhetorical age.
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the letter was intended as ‘open’, stating Raphael’s position on artistic matters,
and possibly rivalling with Michelangelo’s more austere Neoplatonism in its
more adjustable and urbane bent. At any rate, it is quite clear that Raphael
is here vindicating his status as an artist. That is why Dolce included it in his
collection.
The letter can therefore not safely be liberated from its author, as Shearman
claims. But this is only subsidiary. The main force of Shearman’s argument, as
he states himself, is another: that of the addressee and date.  To dismiss both
as a possibility, Shearman presents his trump: the letter, part of an epistolary
exchange, gives as ‘news’ Raphael’s appointment as architect of Saint Peter’s.
This, according to Shearman, makes it impossible for Castiglione to be the addressee, who was continually resident in Rome from January until at least 
August , and probably later. The appointment could not have been ‘news’
to him.
The crucial sentence here is ‘Nostro Signore, con l’onorarmi, m’ha messo un
gran peso sopra le spalle. Questo è la cura della fabrica di S[an] Pietro’. Now
the context of the letter, to my mind, does make it quite clear that this is not
news. When Raphael had wished to inform his correspondent of as weighty
a development as this, he would have taken considerably more time for the
statement. The way it is made, suggests that the information given is not the
appointment, but the fact that it presses as a weight on the artist’s shoulders,
a sensation indeed to surface most probably after the initial euphoria of the
appointment. The functional opposition is between ‘con l’honorami’ and ‘un
gran peso’. The sentence which, according to Shearman, contains the ‘news’, is
only appended as an elucidation.
What has happened can be conjectured without recourse to divination:
Castiglione having returned from Rome, has spoken with some noble, connoisseur, or, for all I care, stable-boy, about the Galatea and Raphael. He has
written about this in a letter to the artist, complimenting him. He cherished
his memories of the artist, and Rome. Such compliments would be a reflection
of these memories.
The letter can thus be dated in late . This does not say anything about
the date of the Galatea: it may have been produced years before (it must have
been painted between  and ). It only says something about Castiglione’s
admiration for the fresco.





Thus Camesasca , .
See his introductory remarks, Shearman , .
Shearman , .
As I have tried to bring forward in my translation.
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Shearman’s conjecture as to the real writer of the letter can not stand either. Fictive letters are indeed an ancient literary genre, often practiced in the
Renaissance, as for instance by Castiglione himself, in his famous elegy which
presents his wife speaking in the first person, lamenting the absence of her
husband, and praising Raphael’s portrait of him, claiming it makes him seem
to be there, which only adds to the misery because it is not true. This brilliant
poem is indeed a great compliment to his wife’s love and loyalty. It is also a celebration of the painter and the friendship between him and Castiglione. But
it is no evidence in the case of the letter. Fictive letters, following e.g. Ovid’s
Heroides were poetical. This one is in prose. Fictive prose letters, too, have a
precedent: for instance, Petrarca’s fictive letters to ancient authors. But these
are written propria persona.
The speed and density of Raphael’s prose has, moreover, a ring of authenticity, notwithstanding its polish. Rightly the essence of the letter has been
described as a minuta, or short notice.  Shearman’s literary portrait would,
and this is corroborated by the above mentioned elegy, have been much more
extensive. Castiglione’s own practice of the genre in his elegy makes it highly
unlikely that he would in this ‘forgery’ so rudely breach its rules. Lastly, Shearman’s argument that the substance and style of the letter are eerily close to Castiglione’s manner, is circular. Raphael was one of Castiglione’s intimates.
The letter, therefore, can neither be liberated from its date and addressee.
There is thus no reason to suppose it inauthentic, even if it was most probably
heavily edited, both in the writing, and after, for Dolce’s edition.
If we can re-attribute the letter to Raphael, a number of conclusions may
be drawn. Firstly, it refers to the Galatea. It is therefore improbable that the
fresco in the Farnesina represents Venus, as some have maintained. Secondly,
Raphael, even if he has not written all of this himself, was quite literate, as indeed we have been assuming throughout this book. In the third place: the letter
confirms Raphael’s agility and social grace, known from tradition. The man
who devises such subtle compliments as these, was a fine courtier. Lastly, and
most importantly, Raphael playfully hints at controversies in artistic theory.
But instead of top-heavy pronouncements of theorists, or pretentious claims
like those of Michelangelo, we get deft little jokes. His position is, unsurprisingly, a middle one. His Platonism is pragmatist, and his whole effort is towards
reconciliation, in this case of the opposites between eclecticism à la Zeuxis,
or idealism à la Plotinus. He can have it both ways, as indeed the Galatea
confirms. While the nymph is sailing in an eclectic archaeological museum of



Camesasca ,.
See above ch. .
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assembled fragments, her sublime figure, especially the head, is taken from the
direct recourse Raphael has to divine beauty - all because his dear friend the
Count was not there to watch women together.
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Appendix : MS BAV Vat.Lat. : Who is the author?

S

CHOLARLY consensus attributes the MS BAV Vat.Lat.  to Tommaso
Inghirami, first Canon of the Lateran and then papal librarian under Julius

II. There is, however, a problem with the attribution of the manuscript which
has hitherto escaped the notice of scholars. Strangely, no one has yet seen that
the text of the manuscript is faithfully reproduced by the treatise of Aulo Giano
Parrhasio, In Q. Horatii Flacci Artem poeticam commentaria, published posthumously by Bernardino Martirano in Naples in .  Parrhasio’s treatise was
discussed in Weinberg’s study of Renaissance literary criticism, however, apparently without knowledge of the existence of Vat.Lat. .  Students of
the Vatican manuscript, on the other hand, apparently never consulted the admirable study of Weinberg, or they would have seen the conformity, attested
even by extended quotations. Consultation of the printed version reveals that
the treatises are in fact identical, only differing in minor variants. Who, then,
is the author of the treatise?
The printed edition of Parrhasio’s commentary is preceded by a dedicatory
epistle of the editor Bernardino Martirano, who was a pupil and countryman
of Parrhasio. Parrhasio, thus Bernardino states, studied the classics eight days
a week to exhaustion, to serve posterity by the fruits of his labours, and procure himself immortal fame as a scholar.  We have a slightly malignant corroboration of this statement in the paragraph devoted by Pierio Valeriano to
Parrhasio in his De litterarum infelicitate, stating that Parrhasio had systematically undermined his physical strength by cramped study and the prolonged
burning of midnight oil to such a degree that in the end his legs became as iron,
his arms unfit for use because of cramp. The only limb he still could move was
his tongue. Alas, Bernardino continues, the result of all this labour has as

Inghirami , Kristeller , ad loc. Vat.Lat., Kuenzle , Rowland in Hall ,
Gaugier , Kempers  and . The attribution, first noted in the inventory by Domenico
Rainaldi, was apparently based on evidence contained in the original binding, lost when the MS
was rebound between  and , as was attested by the stemmata of Paul V and cardinal
bibliothecary Scipione Borghese (see Inghirami , n).

Martyranus . That Parrhasio was dead at the time the edition was prepared appears
from the dedicatory epistle by Martyranus.

Weinberg , -.

‘ne (ut ante nostra tempora plerisque accidit) simul cum vita nomen interiret, omni
opera, cura, studio, diligentia, noctes diesque usqueadeo laboravit, ut non absque posteriorum
utilitate immortalitatem sibi, vel ipsis invidis approbantibus, comparavit.’

Valerianus [], : ‘Verum is, dum assiduis vigiliis, & longa lectionis laboribus maceratur, in eam incidit articularis morbi truculentiam, ut per annos aliquot nil praeter linguam
in universo corpore haberet incolumem, siderato propemodum utroque crure, ut nullis pedum
officiis uti posset, lacertis prae dolore, & contractione redditis inutilibus, magna insuper inopia,
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yet not been honoured by print, surely by the interference of Fortune, always
keen on thwarting the virtuous and obscuring the light of fame. Moreover,
Fortune was lent a helping hand by the dregs of scholarship, those loathsome
types who will rob one of honour due, as they did with Parrhasio when his
body was hardly under the ground. Had not cardinal Seripando, the literary heir to Parrhasio, undertaken to edit and publish Parrhasio’s works, the
world would know nothing of them. Fine though this is, Martyrano continues,
the process of procuring this edition is protracted endlessly, and Bernardino
himself, eager to honour his master and show the world how much he owes
to him, announces that he will now anticipate, and contribute this edition of
Parrhasio’s commentary on Horace’s Ars Poetica, the only work he could, with
considerable difficulty, lay hands on.  Although this work was perhaps not
completely researched, and neither handed down in an autograph copy nor
fully polished, he considers this edition expedient, if only to force those who
have illegally appropriated Parrhasio’s works to acknowledge their debt. 
The printed version of the treatise contains a number of variants inferior
to the MS in the Vatican Library. On the other hand, the manuscript is evidently less polished in orthography and punctuation. But the latter also contains inferior variants, mostly scribal errors.  These errors sometimes are
such as to cast doubt on the scholarship of the scribe, the most flagrant examples being the dash to connect pro with eloqui, and the transcription of Greek
tò prépon by praepositionem. These examples show indisputably that Vat.Lat.
 cannot be autograph, for an author as accomplished as the writer of the
& egestate oppressus, rerum demum omnium desperatione ductus, relicta Roma in Calabriam
cum secessisset, in febrim subito incidit, qua diu vexatus, miserabilique eo cruciatu superatus
expiravit.’ There is some irony in an earlier remark by Inghirami from his Panegyricus from 
that Inertissimi homines quorum omnis vis virtusque in lingua sita est.

‘Nam de tot laboribus, de tot luculentissimis lucubrationibus, de tot innumeris, ac pene
divinis eius operibus, vix unum alterumve extat, ac lectitatur. Quod non hercule eius negligentia
vel improbitate peractum est, sed quadam potius (ut ita dicam) hominum tabe, qui alienae laudis
ob invidiam impatientes, non qui sibi prodessent, sed alios ut laederent, omne pene Parrhasii
vigilias vix eo defuncto rapacissimis unguibus occuparant.’

‘Verum adhuc praeter haec in Flacci poeticam commentaria mille sane laboribus acquisita, nihil reliqui consequi potui.’

‘Quae et si non satis elucubrata nec autoris manu [.] perscripta, ac elimata prodierint,
tamen ut alii scriptorum Parrhasii occupatores, exemplo meo ducti, illa quae occulunt, propalare
velint nolint cogantur, typis cudenda tradere visum est.’

In the following, P.=Martyranus , V.=BAV Vat.Lat. . As to inferior variants:
inventi (P., r.) for inventis (V, r), and the elision of aetas (P., r; cf. V, r) are good examples.

See the apparatus criticus to the text of Ch. , e.g. a instead of ab, and the elision of
dixerunt and & on r.

praepositionem: V. r, pro-eloqui V.
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treatise would without a shadow of a doubt be above this type of error. And it
is, a fortiori, evident that the hand of Vat.Lat.  cannot be that of Tommaso
Inghirami, famed scholar in Latin and Greek. The distribution of errors over
the manuscript and the printed version, on the other hand, suggests that both
versions were transcriptions, or based on transcriptions. 
Now the fact that the Vatican MS was not in Inghirami’s hand had indeed been noticed before, by Isabella Inghirami, apparently a distant relative
of the Vatican librarian. In her catalogue of the works of Inghirami, however, she notes that the epigraph, poetica & oratoria sunt sorores germanae. &
praecepta sunt communia, is indeed in his hand, while the rest of the MS is
not. Whether or not this statement is correct, it is evident that her main
assertion, that the running text of BAV Vat.Lat.  is in another hand than
that of Ott.Lat. , is correct. As the hand of the latter MS apparently is
Inghirami’s without doubt, if the epigraph and the corrections in  were
indeed his, this would seem to have the following implications for : Inghirami knew Parrhasio, and was obviously interested in his commentary on
Horace’s Ars Poetica. He therefore had Parrhasio’s commentary copied by a
scribe, then read the proof and made corrections in his own hand. This hand
was recognized by subsequent archivists, and combining this supposition with
other data, among which information contained in the original binding, the
MS was ascribed to the Vatican librarian, while in fact it was a transcription of
a treatise by Parrhasio.
The connection between the two scholars may corroborate this hypothesis. The career of Parrhasio may be reconstructed on the basis of an autobiographical oration, the oratio ante praelectionem, the introductory lecture to an
academic course, edited and supplemented with a biographical preface de vita,
et scriptis A. Jani Parrhasii commentarius, by Xaverius Matthaeus in , in an
edition which contained as pièce de résistance Parrhasio’s quaesita per epistolam,
‘epistolary scholarship’ consisting of learned answers to learned questions on
matters of classical philology put to the scholar by colleagues and humanists all



The possibility that V. was transcribed from the printed edition, a practice which was
not uncommon in the early age of print, may be ruled out since at fol. r and v. it presents
lemmata absent in P. On the other hand P. has a sentence absent in V. at v.

Inghirami . The family relationship is noted by Gaugier .

Comparing V. to a MS considered autograph, the BAV. Cod.Ott.Lat. , which contains a treatise which may be said the companion volume to the AP commentary, the in rhetoricam enarrationes on the history and nature of rhetoric suggests that the assertion of Isabella
Inghirami is open to doubt: the forms of the abbreviated ‘n-m’ and the ‘p’ suggest that the epigraph of V. and the hand of Ott.Lat.  are not identical. See further below.
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over Italy. Parrhasio, apparently, was a big shot in scholarship, for not only
are his correspondents men of fame and learning, also his answers are of an
unusual erudition.
Parrhasio was, according to Matthaeus, born nobili genere in  at Cosenza. Instructed in both serious and lighter matters, he had a predilection
for amoeniores litterae, to the disappointment of his father.  Threats, however,
were to no avail, and the young man held on to the Muses. He became a member of Pontano’s Academy, as attested by his nick-name Aulus Janus Parrhasius.
After Naples, he travelled north, where he married the daughter of the Greek
humanist Demetrius Chalcondylas. He becomes a rising star: magnum hinc
Parrhasii nomen apud Gallos increbuit, adeo ut in Graecis Latinisque litteris anteferretur huic nemo, pauci pares putarentur.  In Milan he becomes paid professor of rhetoric, teaching Andrea Alciati (the later author of the emblemata)
and Johannes Jacobus Trivulzi, who joins the young students’ ranks to listen to
Parrhasio. Alciati does not particularly fancy Parrhasio, though, writing to a
friend suspicor quid Parrhasianum, quem scis eos auctores plerunque adducere
solitum quos numquam viderat. Mattei dryly comments that rather Parrhasium laudare solitum eos auctores, quos numquam alii viderant. The children
born from the union with the Greek humanist’s daughter die prematurely. 
Nor is this the only calamity: he is beset by scholarly envy and decides to flee
the impending storm, to Vicenza, uberiora stipendia secutus as Parrhasio later
termed it himself. Just then, alas, the League of Cambrai attacks the terraferma
of Venice, and Parrhasio realises that his opportunities for study will be limited
in a country in turmoil, and decides to return to Cosenza, where he founds an
Academy of considerable importance, according to Mattei.
Not long afterwards, however, a letter by Leo X written at the behest of
Inghirami and Lascaris calls Parrhasio back to Rome, the autograph of which
still existed in Mattei’s time: ‘dilecto filio Jano Parrhasio; dilecte fili, salutem,
& apostolicam benedictionem. Cum id magnopere exoptem, ut Romanus litter

Matthaeus . Mattei based his edition of the quaesita per epistolam on a prior edition
of Stephanus, based in its turn, I would guess, on BAV Vat.Lat., for which see below.

The collection opens with a letter to Ianus Lascaris, on a lis cum Politiano.

Matthaeus , xi-xxxiii.

‘Sumptus ideo recisit sperans filium, subtractis vel ad vitam necessariis subsidiis, porro
in illis studiis minime futurum, ut intabesceret, e quibus nihil praeter vanum plausum elicere
posset. Sed contra accidit [] nec minae valuerunt quin paullulum a Musarum illecebris divelleretur ’ (Matthaeus , xii).

Matthaeus , xiii.

Spiriti  does not know of any children, but he does know of the channel into which
the invidia was poured: ‘gli fu addossata la vergognosa impostura, ch’egli prendesse abbominevole piacere di alcuni nobili giovinetti suoi discepoli’. Another shared interest with Tommaso?
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arum ludus a praestantissimis doctoribus exerceatur, ut ii, qui se bonis artibus
dederunt, ex ea re fructus uberrimos percipiant, de tua in studiis mitioribus doctrina certior factus, ad ea publice edocenda Romae te sublegi, stipemque dari
iussi annis singulis ducentorum aureorum nummum. Quare volo, ut ad Urbem
quamprimum venias, libenter enim, paternoque animo te videbo. Datum Romae, kalend. Octobr. Anno II. The anno II refers to the second year of Leo’s
pontificate, . Thus we may conjecture that Inghirami and Parrhasio have
enjoyed each other’s company for a considerable time, for Tommaso died in
.
We have already quoted the development of Parrhasio’s health above, and
the old horse, although unable to move, yet manages to pronounce his wish to
die in patria. He thus leaves Rome for Cosenza and dies, ‘cum annos vixerit
lxiv. quicquid Morerius contra asserat, illum scilicet obitum anno mdliii. Cum
enim Nicolaus Salernius epicedium in Parrhasii obitum suis poeticis opusculis
inseruerit, typis vulgaverit Neapoli anno mdxxxiv Parrhasium non ultra annum
mdxxxiv aut xxxv vixisse clarissime evincitur’.  This proves that Matthaeus
did not know the editio princeps (Naples, ) of the commentary on Horace,
because it is evident from its preface that Parrhasio was dead by then.
Matthaeus continues with an enumeration of Parrhasio’s printed works,
among which the AP-commentary in another edition (Naples , apud Joan.
Sulebac, in ), and sheds light on the riddling rapaces ungues mentioned by
Martyranus: scripsit opera in XX libros, alii vero in quinque & viginti, relictumque cardinali Antonio Seripando auctoris amico, quod Paullus Manutius
primus acceperit excudendum; quattuor libris editis, ceteros Aldo filio tradidit,
qui, suppresso Parrhasii nomine, sibi eos [xxii.] adoptavit. Huius plagii fides sit
penes Barrium, cui l..c.. de situ, & antiquit.Calab. haec agenti, Scriptori licet
accurato, neque subscribere, neque intercedere velim. The piracy is thus unconnected with the AP-commentary, which was never printed by Manutius. After
printed editions Matthaeus lists inedita, mostly commentaries. There the commentary again is mentioned, s.v. : ‘in Horatii poeticam adnotationes: eaedem,
quae typis editae, ut supra’. Matthaeus, who evidently recognised Parrhasio’s
handwriting (this emerges from lemma : accedunt aliqui tractatus MSS. alterius tamen manu de meteoris etcc., qui tamen Parrhasii esse non videntur),
evidently considered the commentary authentic.


Matthaeus , xix. The letter was in the archives of San Giovanni a Carbonara, which
has dissolved into the national archives in Naples.

‘Sed vix iam rude donatus senex Romae sese veteri ludo incluserat, cum podagrae, chiraegrae vis hominem assiduis curis, vigiliisque confectum eo redegerunt, ut Pierio Valeriano
teste nihil praeter linguam in universo corpore haberet incolumem’, Matthaeus , xx.

ibidem
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Parrhasio’s correspondence evinces the author’s high regard of Inghirami,
quem ex omnibus maxime scio censoris, & amici animo nostra lecturum (from
the letter T. Phaedro, Lateranensi Canonico, written after --, when Tommaso accepted the office, and before January , when he ceded it).  Like
other letters by Parrhasio, this one (about the etymology of cluere, clipeum)
is very learned, and a bit dull. Lemmata from his commentaries, quoted by
Mattei pp. -, are primarily directed to realia and philology, and aim to
elucidate loci vexati. This contrasts with the AP-commentary, which provides
a more comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach. Thus, considering the
tone and content of Parrhasio’s work, the commentary seems more or less an
anomaly.
This high regard also surfaces in Parrhasio’s oratio ante praelectionem, an
introductory lecture for a course on Cicero’s letters to Atticus, which is printed
by Matthaeus, and, I think, provides the solution to our problem.  In the
vein of the letters of Cicero, crammed as they are with complaints, Parrhasio
here elaborates on the whips and scorns of time. I paraphrase the opening
sentences: ‘Those who expect a well tempered oration at this occasion will be
disappointed, for I have suffered grave losses, which preclude careful preparation. After the loss of all my kin, now my dearest friend has passed away:
Fedra Inghirami’,
quo sospite nec iniuria fatorum, nec ulla fortunae procella me quatiebat.
Me miserum! Quum recordor, ut erat obvius, facilis, expeditus, plenus
humanitatis, quam praecipiebat: ut erat in omnes bonos, & qui significationem virtutis aliquam dedissent, officiosus: ut me, quo primum
die Romae vidit, arctissime complexus est: ut auctoritate, gratia, testimonio suo prolixe juvit; ut in omni Fortuna semper idem fuit: quam
sollicite curavit Alex. VI. Pontificatu, ne me Barnardini Cajetani, neu


Kuenzle , .
It is also in the MS Vat.Lat. , sqq, which is apparently the protopype of
Matthaeus’ edition.

[.] ‘Si quis in hoc ornatissimo consessu solemnia praelectionis expectat, elaboratamque domi praefationem, is aut acceptas a me clades ignorat, aut quantum movear amissione eorum, quos amo, certe nescit; vel habet ille quidem maiorem professionis, quam meorum
temporum rationem. Quis enim tam patiens, quis adeo lentus, quis ita durus, immo crudelis
esset, ut intra paucissimos dies elatis duobus usu vitae, similitudine voluntatum, mutuis officiis, affinitate coniunctissimis, ab exsequiis, ab acerrimo statim luctu cogitationem transferat
ad exornationes, & pigmenta verborum, protinusque prosiliat ad flosculos, & orationis artificia?
Certe nemo.’

[] ‘Arbitrabar invidiae satis superque litatum, nec ulterius ad novam plagam fore
locum, quum ecce tibi qua minus improba mors expectabatur (utinam me prius), occupat T.
Phaedrum.’
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Silii Sabeli (quorum utrumque familiariter, & studiose colebam) tempestas involveret: quam non libenter ex urbe dimisit, quum metu periculi retinendum non censeret: ut ex animo gavisus  est, ubi certior
a me factus audivit, in Gallia citeriore portum iam me tenere, Mediolanique publice conductum profiteri. Quid? Quum secutus uberiora
stipendia Vicetiam commigrassem: Germanis, Gallis, Hispanis, ceterisque barbaris nationibus, infestis signis irrumpentibus in Venetam,
dii boni! Quam de nobis erat anxius, quam non aliter saluti nostrae
timebat, quam si ipse vocaretur in artum discriminis. Exstant ab eo ad
me tum datae epistolae, testes inquietis animi, quousque rescivit elapsum me per medios hostes in patriam secessisse. Nec ita quidem de
nobis cogitandi finem fecit, auctorque Julio Secundo fuit, ut nos huc
evocaret. Sed eo mature defuncto, Leoni decimo per Janum Lascarim,
virum ad promerendum homines natum, mihi iam conciliato, calcaria
sponte currenti (quod aiunt) admovit. In urbem reverso, quam praesto
mihi fuit? Quam nullo deesse loco voluit? Ut, quacumque potuit, ope
sublevavit? Dies me deficiet, si Phaedri in me beneficia numerare perrexero. O vanas hominum cogitationes! Cur mihi non contigit ea sibi
praesentibus officiis reddere iucundiora? O fallaces spes meas! Ideone
ego, quum solito gravius articulari morbo torquerer anno superiori,
tuo hortatu, T. Phaedre, incredibiles omnium membrorum cruciatus
animi vigore superavi: quumque mea magis interesset ex hoc ergastulo, tetroque carcere primo quoque tempore emitti, in tuam gratiam
paene revixi, ut fructu iucundissimae consuetudinis tuae privatus in
squalore luctuque ex tui desiderio contabescerem publicique moeroris
quasi designator exsisterem? Nam quis est in hoc orbis terrarum domicilio (cuius antiquum scenae decus instauravit) quis in hac excultissima
academia (quae Phaedro rhetore caelum vertice contingebat) quis adeo
barbarus a Musis abest, & Gratiis, qui ad extincti Phaedri nomen ubertim non fleat? O detestandam fati importunitatem! Silet, heu, T. Phaedre, vox illa argutae linguae suadela, quae mentes hominum in omnes
affectus impellebat, quae Romanam facundiam a Goticis usque temporibus amissam restituit. Ubi nunc est ille gestus cum sententiis congruens? Ubi illa incorrupti Latini sermonis integritas? Quis ultimam
manum tot inchoatis operibus imponet? Quae (non secus ac Apellis illa
decantatissima Venus) interrupta pendent: luculentissimae orationes,
apologia Ciceronis in obtrectatores, quam mihi paucis ante diebus, quam



V.; gravisus: M.
V.; Veicetiam: M.
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coepisset aestuare, domi suae per summam voluptatem legit: Annalium breviarium, quo res omnes a populo Romano gestas complexus
est: in Horatii poeticam vigilantissima commentaria; in Plauti comoedias scrupulosissimae quaestiones. O male vivacem senectutem meam!
Quo me nunc vertam miser? Ad quem confugiam? Cuius iudicio posthac
utar? Cui pectoris intima committam? Quando non iam  T. Phaedri,
cuius humanitate prudentia, amore, fide recreabar. 
The tongue was indeed still moving. But apart from Ciceronian exuberance, the
praise of Inghirami’s friendship, and the mentioning of the orphans he leaves,
that is, the librarian’s unfinished works, among which vigilantissima commentaria in Horati poeticam, orphans to which the piety of an intimate friend is
more than opportune, induce us to adjust our hypothesis above, and replace it
by the following: Inghirami was engaged in a commentary on the AP, the unfinished manuscript of which was adopted and revised by Parrhasio. To what
extent Inghirami’s work was revised remains conjectural. Editor Martyranus,
in all probability unaware of the (co) authorship of Inghirami, states that [commentaria] ‘quae et si non satis elucubrata nec autoris manu perscripta, ac elimata
prodierint, tamen ut alii scriptorum Parrhasii occupatores, exemplo meo ducti,
illa quae occulunt, propalare velint nolint cogantur, typis cudenda tradere visum
est.’ Martyranus is aware that the text is not fully accurate, and has not had
recourse to an autograph. On these grounds it would be possible that the whole
of the manuscript he published was Inghirami’s, and the ascription to Parrhasio erroneous, or even a deliberate falsification. Martyranus, as compatriot
and pupil of Parrhasio, would profit by his tutor’s fame, one might presume.
His righteous indignation at the fate of his mentor, however, seems rather too
heartfelt to be a lie – although cynics can be ruthless. If, on the other hand,
he was indeed unaware of Inghirami’s (co) authorship, he must have had some
reason to suppose Parrhasio’s authorship. Moreover, Matthaeus most probably
had seen an autograph of Parrhasio, for he knew the handwriting of the latter,
and lists a commentary on the AP among the autographs. It is therefore safest to
assume a Parrhasian redaction. This would explain both the ascription of Martyranus, and the difference in style and content of, say, the preliminary essay (in
the vein of Inghirami’s treatise on rhetoric), and the excursus on nomenclature
and the background of the Pisones (rather more reminiscent of the epistulae
of Parrhasio). The unfinished nature of the MS published by Martyranus may
be due to the fact that Parrhasio, too, did not come round to fully finish the




M.V.: modo
Matthaeus , ff.
P., -.
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work. We already know that he was severely incapacitated in his later years. As
to the ascription of Vat.Lat.  to Inghirami, it is most probably based on the
mentioning of an Inghirami-commentary in the oratio ante praelectionem. If
all this holds ground, the statement of Isabella Inghirami, that the heading of
Vat.Lat.  is in Tommaso’s hand, must be wrong, for Vat.Lat.  would
then be a transcript of the Parrhasian redaction. I am not a graphologist, and
dare not pronounce judgement. Ascription to Inghirami of the introductory
essay and the passages we have quoted and discussed in our second chapter is
likely also on the ground that Inghirami produced a companion volume to his
‘poetics’ in a ‘rhetoric’, in a similar style and scope, which apparently is autograph, Ott.Lat. .


I do seem to detect a similarity between the hand of Vat.Lat. and portions of Vat.Lat.
, containing the works of Parrhasio (this is a bound MS consisting of caterns by different
hands).
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Appendix : Goritz’s Misgivings

T

HE OPENING section of the collection as published, is devoted to the laborious process of procuring an edition of the poems, which have cost
their creators so much sweat to compose, and can not in all decency be left
lying around (the continuing exhortation to publish, as found in poems  to ,
is somewhat reminiscent in tone and subject matter of the first  Shakespeare
Sonnets, stimulating the addressee to procreate). Blosio’s introductory letter
states quo magis miratus aliquando sum te tam inglorium atque immortalitatis
contemptorem fuisse ut tuae gloriae tam meruisses, meritam tam contemneres,
aut certe negligeres. Ecce nata sunt nec dum in lucem a te proferentur. Invidisti
tibi, immo etiam Divis, immo et nobis omnibus, qui non sumus tam philosophi
quam tu, qui gloriam amamus, qui famam non contemnimus. . Ergo (dicam
enim iam libere) tecum furem esse oportuit [. . . ](‘the more I have been wondering at times that you are so alien to glorious enterprise and contemptuous of
immortality, that you had deserved your glory, but then looked down on it or
were at least negligent. Your poems have been born but will not be brought to
the light by you. You have been a niggard to yourself, even to the Gods, yes even
to all of us, who have not the philosophical mind you have, who yearn for glory,
who do not despise fame. Therefore - for I will finally speak freely - I had to be
a thief to you’), i.e. by stealing the poems Goritz guarded under his cushion
like the boys from Virgil’s  th Eclogue stealing songs from the sleeping satyr,
or Prometheus, stealing fire to save mankind – and hoping the punishment
will not be to be bound to the Tarpeian Rock. This banter seems to conceal
real problems concerning the printed edition. The reasons why Goritz was at
first reluctant to publish, can be inferred from two letters, one from Ioannes
Maria Cataneus, one of the contributors, to his brother, only transmitted in the
manuscripts C and V, and printed by IJsewijn on page -, the other, also
only in the manuscripts, by Goritz himself, thanking Sylvanus for the sending
of Arsilius’ de poetis urbanis, page  in the IJsewijn edition. The first letter answers a request for a (more) complete collection of the Coryciana than
the addressee has hitherto received, and, if possible, an edition in print, et ut
Deo optimo suus honos reddatur, et omnes intellegant non esse adeo effoetum
saeculum nostrum, quin aliquando audeat cum antiquitate certare (‘so that the
Mighty God may receive the honour due to him, and all may see that this time
of ours is not so exhausted, that it dare not rival Antiquity once in a while’).
This remark, most probably, is to be connected with criticism of poetical practice and actual proceedings of the Academia of Goritz, and the spirit of discord
that seems to have emerged following the death of Leo and the accession of
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Hadrian, as analysed by Gaiser  and Perini -, for which see also the
letter by Egidio quoted above. The rivalry with Antiquity of the Coryciana being described as an act of daring may point to criticism (though not necessarily,
for audeo can mean ‘wish’). Cataneus claims he has done as asked, but with
considerable difficulty: for Goritz, who had sole access to all the poetry, qui
licet mihi sit amicissimus, videatque huiusmodi publicationem ad laudem Dei,
et poetarum qui sua excoluerunt, pertinere, tamen non mediocriter verebatur ne
dum aram et statuas erigit, vasa vestimenta, dotem ad perpetuum sacrificium
donat et dedicat, et ea omnia summa cum pietate, malignus interpres, si illa aedi
passus est, potius ambitioni data imputaret (‘though he is a very good friend
of mine, and realizes that a publication of this sort contributes to the glory
of both God and the poets who have so strenuously laboured on their compositions, nevertheless has considerable apprehension lest, while he builds a
chapel, adorns it with statuary, donates the materials and money for perpetual
sacrifice there, some malignant critic would attribute this generosity rather to
ambition, if he [Goritz] would permit the poetry to be published’).  This risk
is run, presumably, because Goritz is excessively praised by his poets. The fear
for the imputation of ambition may be a ‘front’ for a deeper anxiety, namely
association with a theology and a poetics that had become controversial in the
early thirties. The procedure followed in Chigi’s Villa Farnesina, bringing
back Antiquity live, so to say, was unexceptionable when nymphs, Olympians
and Ovidian pastoral was concerned. But the Trinity, of course, was quite another matter. The locus classicus to illustrate this development, representing

The second letter, by Goritz himself, confirms the first: Goritz, almost harassed by his
poets for an edition, was afraid of criticism (‘cum [. . . ]obtrectatores timuerim, quos satius est
contemnere quam non satisfacere bonis viris’, though I fear critics, whom it is more satisfactory
to disdain than not to comply with the requests of decent men), but will comply to the requests
after all, not because he is asked, but return the grace of Arsilius’poem by returning the favour
with a book.

This is the thesis of Perini -, assuming a redaction updated to ‘Clementian’ standards, thereby mostly excluding reference to Raphael. If I am correct, her argument runs as follows: after  the theological and psychological situation had changed so fundamentally, that
reference to the Isaiah, and thus to Raphael, was inappropriate, because the Old Testament Isaiah
stood for was ‘contaminated’ by the Reformation and reference to it an implicit self-accusation;
comparably, the iconodoulous and all too pagan Coryciana were an embarrassment to Clementian Rome; on the other hand, Sansovino was to be assisted against Michelangelo because of his
rivalry with him (the intervention of the praise from the Coryciana having indeed produced the
intended effect of a lucrative post for the sculptor); ergo, the praise for Sansovino was maintained
in the printed edition, and the praise for Raphael suppressed. There are, however, reasons ( in
casu the testimonium from an edition from Pietro Ligorio that the Coryciana were to a considerable degree devoted to Raphael) to postulate a lost sylloge containing material on Raphael. See
further app. .
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its earlier stage, is Erasmus’ Ciceronianus, chastising Roman humanism for the
identification of Christ with Apollo (the appellation Deus Optimus Maximus,
and other mythological metonymia in the Coryciana may be considered as testifying to the same mentality), because signa rebus non congruunt[. . . ] videtur
praesens seculi status cum eorum temporum ratione congruere quibus vixit ac
dixit Cicero cum sint in diversum mutate religio, imperium [. . . ] leges, mores,
studia (‘the words do not cover the things [. . . ] the condition of the present
century seems to resemble the way of life in the times wherein Cicero lived and
spoke, while on the contrary religion, empire, laws, culture, scholarship have
moved in totally different directions’).  The poets seem to have been aware
of the controversial nature of their poetic theology: otherwise they would not
have hammered down the point of Goritz’s piety, which would haven been obvious had the critical attitude not existed. 
It is certainly true that Roman mythological Christianity became more or
less embarrassing in the course of the development of the Reformation.  But
at the same time Goritz’s misgivings about publication must be seen in the light
of the fact that Goritz, a man of quite another standing than the cardinals, men
like Agostino Chigi, let alone the pope, nevertheless competed with those men
by a comparable patronage (the same Blosio Palladio who edited the Coryciana
apparently on terms of equality with the patron, described in his Suburbanum
Augustini Chisii the Farnesina in terms of the Dorica castra of the Aeneid II, that
is as enemy terrain, presenting the Farnesina as a world separated from that of
the poets by borders as insurpassable as those between Greeks and Trojans).
The praise of Goritz in the Coryciana is, of course, topical. The poems
consciously evoke the ancient Roman scene, where particularly the Augustan
poets, continually emphasize the exalted status of the patron and there own
humility, to excuse themselves from the tricky task of writing political poetry.

ASD I. . ff. Erasmus ideas were conceived during his visit to Rome somewhere
between  and  (as may be concluded from his remark ‘to report what I have heard with my
own ears, seen with my own eyes’), although the Ciceronianus was only published in . Like
Luther, Erasmus had difficulty getting into the closed curial system, and being taken seriously
by the Roman jet-set. As in the case of Luther, the resistance such difficulties engendered in an
extremely intelligent and creative mind, trouble with feeling at home in Rome psychologically
led to the shaping of an intellectual reaction that was to determine the future of European culture.
In the quoted passage of the Ciceronianus Erasmus thus invents historicism before Vico. The
whole passage (which, according to O’Malley, ,  cannot have been triggered by sermons in
the Sistine Chapel) is highly reminiscent of the atmosphere of the Coryciana (e.g. Iesus Optimus
Maximus, objected to by Erasmus) which may have come to the notice of Erasmus immediately
before publication. See also Kempers .

Piety hammered down passim; for a neat formulation, see I, , Corycius, quo non
pietate insignior alter.

See also Gaiser  for the developments.
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This play, epitomised in the trope of the recusatio, is indulged in by Goritz and
his poets just for the fun (and the Antiquity) of it. But the result may have been,
at least for the uninitiated, an altogether inappropriate stress on the exalted
status of Goritz, who would understandably be embarrassed if he appeared as
represented above his station – and that in not always extremely successful poetry.
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Appendix : The Coryciana Concerning Raphael
ERE FOLLOW the texts, from IJsewijn , assembled by Perini, with
my translation, and general comments. To conclude some remarks on
the nagging question why, in  Coryciana, so little attention is payed to the
Isaiah, and the name of the painter, who was certainly more famous than the
sculptor, is not even mentioned.
The  poems that can be said significantly to refer to the Isaiah, are by only
two poets, Blosio Palladio and Casanova: 

H

:  Blossius Ad Corycii Columnam Ode Monocolos Vss -
[-: Goritz’s column must have fallen from heaven, not from Latian
quarries:]
Nam cur sint Superi expertia numinis
Saxa haec, quae Superum dant tria numina,
Quae numen Superum vatibus ingerunt
Et castas hominum tam eliciunt preces?
Non sunt, crede, Deum expertia numinis,
Quae vates adigunt tam bene dicere,
Scalptorem faciunt tam bene scalpere,
Pictoremque docent tam bene pingere.
Salve augusta Columna, hospitium Deum,
Vatum materies, artificum labor,
Spes certissima mortalibus ac salus!
Why would these stones lack divine inspiration, that give us three gods,
that inspire the will of these gods in the poets, and that elicit such devout
prayers of men. Believe me, they do not lack divine inspiration, stones
that force poets to speak so well, make the sculptor sculpt so well, teach the
painter paint so well. Hail, august column, haven of Gods, subject-matter
for poets, labour for artists, most certain hope of bliss for mortals! [You,
column, by the Christian ritual, by the poetry, by the right gods, are to be
preferred to the best works of the ancients; for they celebrated false gods,
but you just ones: there material shone, here piety. These, o Ancients, are
the right monuments: peaceful and learned, not gory with barbarian ritual! You, Goritz, to whom we owe all this, will live forever by this poetry,
and thus have the better of Nestor, than whom you are wiser also!] 

In  by Casanova, the reference to Raphael is too slight to warrant inclusion in the list
(only the plural artificum). The same goes mutatis mutandis for ,  and .

Paraphrase of vss. -.
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General comment: Like a number of other Coryciana (for instance the first)
this poem stresses the opposition between false ancient gods and real Christian ones. We may conjecture that these poems were inserted for the printed
publication, to soften the edge of implied paganism by partisans for reform.
The conceit is that ancient art lacks divine inspiration, and only Christian art
truly lives. This right way of worship shall thus win Goritz eternal life. Blosio
employs variatio for the description of the working of divine inspiration on the
various arts: adigere for the poets, facere for the sculptor, docere for the painter,
apparently no more than rhetorical flourish.

: Blossius Palladius
Dat statuas, aram et picturae munus eodem
Munere Corycius, Diis tria dona tribus.
Verum inter statuas aramque et nobile pictum
Longe plus placet his Corycii pietas.
Quare hi permoti hac pietate et muneribus Dii
Impulerunt vatem in carmina; quae et dederunt
Continuo vates; dignas Diis, munere dignas
Corycio et Superis treis dederunt tabulas.
Sic factum, et merito, pietas ne et dona perirent.
Tam bene ut hic dederat, tam bene et ista cani.
Goritz gives statues, altar and the gift of painting by the same munificence, three gifts for three Gods. But amidst sculpture, painting and altar,
his piety is far more attractive. Therefore, moved by this piety and munificence, these gods have driven the poet(s) to song. And this the poets
have given immediately: they gave [three] tablets (adorned with poems)
to three gods, tablets worthy of these gods and worthy of Corycian munificence. Thus is done, rightly, lest piety and gifts decay. As right as it is
that he had given, it is right that these poems are sung.
General comment: Once more, attentive reading reveals a special status for
Raphael’s fresco: it is described, in contrast with the bare mention of statues
and altar, periphrastically by munus picturae, and in vs. again crowned with
the epithet nobile, perhaps also metonymically alluding to the exalted status of
Raphael through the patronage of Julius and Chigi. The conceit that follows is
a Dantesque intervention of Divinity on behalf of the perishable gifts of Goritz,
to ensure their future existence, poetry being aere perennius. Interactivity between the various arts is thus established and connected with the tabulae that
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were an integral part of the monument. The idea of the unity of the whole is
stressed by the use of the topos of the Trinity as Discordia concors. 
: Idem
Dum sculptor decus ad se, pictor item rapit ad se,
Pacavit victos Corycii pietas.
While the sculptor tried to grab fame for himself, and the painter did so
too, Goritz piety won the day and conciliated them.
General comment: The idea that the fresco was made after the sculpture, possibly even as an afterthought, to be gleaned from the introductory letter by
Blosio, may be reflected by the sequence of this epigram.  Discordia concors
is also exemplified by the poem, that states that the rivalry between the artists
was subdued by the religiosity of the project and the patron. The poem makes
it improbable (pace Perini) that Raphael was the iconographer of the whole
project, as the two artists were in open rivalry and thus on a par.
 : Idem
Quid primum? Statuas, pictumne? An mirer utrumque?
Aeque opus, aeque ambo miror, et obstupeo.
At rursus, quemne? An Corytum loquar? Anne poetas?
Muneris auctorem hunc, hos celebres numeris?
Haereo, quid primum, hocne, anne hoc, verum omnibus ex his
Debemus Coryto, qui dedit ambigere.
What first, statue or fresco? Or shall I admire both? The works are on
a par, both I admire equally and am stunned. And then, whom shall I
praise? Shall I speak of Goritz? Or of the poets? He the author of the gift,
they famous by their numbers {metre]. I hesitate, this first, or this: but of
all these we owe most to Goritz who gave the opportunity to doubt.
General comment: The poem is not only a compliment to Goritz, but suggests
between the lines that the fun of it all is ‘ambigere’ (confirming our hypothesis
in ‘Associative Grammar’).
: Idem
Ut sculptum et pictum hoc supra artem, ut supra hominem haec mens,
Sic opus hoc, mentem hanc dona suprema manent.


For the question of the number of tablets, see IJsewijn ,  and Perini -,
note .

See Perini -, . The passage from the letter occurs on IJsewijn ,  and is
quoted in Perini’s note .
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Appendices
As this is sculpted and painted above human artistic standards, as this
piety, exceeds man, so both, art and piety await the greatest gifts.

General comment: Difficult. The mens refers to the piety of Goritz, not to numen of the Gods. It seems incongruous to expect the greatest gifts for the
Gods, i.e. that they will be revered extraordinarily, especially considering the
use of manere, which is typical for human standards, and untypical for gods.
The conceit is that both Goritz and the works of art will attain the highest possible, i.e. paradise for the former and eternal fame (through the poem) for the
latter.
:  Marcus Antonius Casanova
Haerent parietibus picta aut caelata, Coryti, haec
Numina, sincero at pectore vera foves.
Subtrahere illa potest non una inuria; at ista
Non animo poterit mors rapere ipsa tuo.
Attached to the wall are these painted and sculpted gods: but you worship
true ones in your honest heart. It would be outrageous and take several
attempts, but the former could be deleted. The latter, however, not even
death itself can drag from your soul.
General comment: Employing the breach of dramatic illusion, the poem modestly praises Goritz, without claiming the gift of eternity poetry can bestow.
Painting and sculpture are treated evenly.
:  Idem
Vos, Superi, caelo hic simulavit, at ille colore;
At Coryti pietas vera nihil simulat.
Ye gods, one has counterfeited you with the chisel, the other with colours.
But the true piety of Goritz feigns nothing.
General comment: The same breach of dramatic illusion. Interestingly, as in the
former epigram, the Isaiah is treated as a numen on equal terms with Anne, the
Virgin and Christ. This may be for convenience, in a poem that contrasts fictive
with real. But the degree of sanctity of a figure like Saint Anne is compatible
with someone like Isaiah.
 :  Idem
Si vivis, nec nos delusit dextera Apellis,
Quid sentis, vates, de Superis? Loquere!


Pace Perini -, .
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If you live indeed, and it isn’t the hand of Apelles that has fooled us, what
do you mean, prophet, concerning the Gods? Speak!
General comment: This cannot be about a poet struck with dumbness,  for nec
nos delusit dextera Apellis would then be pointless. It must concern the Isaiah,
and is thus one of the more elegant versions of lapis loquens / pictura vivens.
Isaiah is asked for elucidation (in fact the sort of elucidation the Coryciana
continually supply), as he is now able to see what his prophecy amounted to.
He is thus canvassed by the poet as ‘one of us’.
 :  Marcus Antonius Casanova
Laus picturae carpendo malos poetas
Picturam hanc statuasque loqui iam credimus; illae
Numquam vixerunt, et potuere loqui!
Praise of painting by picking at bad poets
We now believe that this fresco and statue speak. They never lived, and
yet could speak!
General comment: The title implies a contrast between bad, presumably dumbstruck, poets and ‘speaking’ fresco. The problem lies in the awkward iam, which
I suppose to mean ‘after all your boring poems’. At any rate, this is once more
breach of dramatic illusion, somewhat of a hang-up with Casanova. ‘The stuff
of art is dead matter, yet it can speak. You poets, on the contrary, living men,
are dumbstruck?!’, is most probably the intended meaning, but the epigram
remains baffling.
 :  Idem
Qui pote ut stupido a vate haec plus possit imago
Quam Coryti a Musis omnibus accipere?
Nam spectanti ambos ille esse videtur imago,
At non picta ista a Zeuxide, sed genita.
How is it possible that this image can earn more praise from a confounded
poet than from all of Goritz’s Muses together? For, to someone who watches
them both [Isaiah and the poet], he seems a picture [that is dumb], not
painted by Zeuxis this one, but a mother’s child.
General comment: Grammatically awkward (IJsewijn: satis obscurum), but witty
poem. Zeuxis as alter ego for Raphael is common practice in the Coryciana.


Thus Perini -.
MSS: qui putet. This has to be emended, either to ‘quis putet’, or ‘qui pote’ (suggested by
Daan den Hengst).
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The connection with the epigram on Raphael’s fiancée by Tebaldeo, published
by Perini and adduced by her, that Raphael did not paint but gave birth, seems
a bit confusing.
 :  Idem
Solus, Alexander, non te pinxisset Apelles,
Hanc si vidissent saecula prisca manum;
Aut si forte ambos vos tempora prisca tulissent,
Ille suum furem, pingeret iste Deos.
Alexander, Apelles would not have had the monopoly on your portraits,
had those pristine times seen this hand; or, if Antiquity had born both
painters, Apelles would be busy sketching the portrait of his thief, and he
would have painted the gods.
General comment: Two anecdotes concerning Apelles, combined and twisted
to praise Raphael: not only would Alexander the Great have permitted Raphael
too to paint him, Raphael would thus have stolen Apelles’ exalted status, forcing the painter to portray Raphael, his thief, instead, to get the investigation
going. Moreover, Raphael proves, by the conceit, to be Apelles’ superior and
comparable in this respect to Alexander, who was, like Raphael, painted by
Apelles. Raphael himself would, of course, be painting ‘gods’, on which indeed
his fame rested. Once more, Raphael’s ability to paint ‘gods’, that is, the virtual
world of Christianity and Antiquity, is emphasised, in concordance with the
tradition studied in Ch. .
 : Idem
Non nunc Moecenas, non rex Macedum, nec Athenae,
Corycii at pietas excitat ingenia haec.
Phidiae rediere manus, redit alter Apelles,
Divinum rediit Vergilii ingenium.
Corycius nequeat donis cum aequare merentes,
Dent rogat his Superi praemia digna sui.
Neither Maecenas, nor the Macedonian king, nor Athens, but Goritz’s
piety incited all this cultural talent. Phidias’ hands have returned, a new
Apelles has returned, the divine mind of Virgil has returned. Since Goritz
cannot give them the remuneration that is their due, he asks the gods to
reward them according to merit.



Perini -, -. In the alleged parallel the painting seems ‘a mother’s child’.
For the tradition see, e.g. Plin. N.H. ..
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General comment: Patronage of truly imperial stature is equalled by Goritz.
The problem is the relative poverty of the patron (also exemplified by Blosio’s
introduction), which cannot compete with the ancient patrons, although the
new creations equal the old. That, then, must be left to the gods – for aren’t they
all devout Christians? The irony of the poem all but hides disappointment.
:  Idem
Zeuxim, templa, Deum, accendit, compsit, revocavit
Musa, manus, pietas, ore, colore, prece.
Muse, hand, piety, inspired, adorned, called back, Zeuxis, the temple,
God, with her face (or: ‘with her words’?), with colour, with prayer.
General comment: Three successive sentences can be made out of this riddle,
stating a Neoplatonic circle of love: the Muse inspired the painter by her beauty,
so that he adorned her temple with painting, that in its turn inspired prayers
that brought the God back to earth. Who are meant by the terms used in the
poem? The Muse must be Divinity in general. As Zeuxis was topical as a ‘typological’ forefather of Raphael, creating by selection of ‘beauties’ a more beautiful world than can be seen on earth, we might conclude that his name here is
a pseudonym for the modern painter, but it may also very well refer to artists
(and in Ficinean terms, men) in general. The statement is then that Divinity
inspires, so that men produce art which brings back the divine on earth. This
is in fact parallel to the art theory we have deduced from the funeral poetry on
Raphael. I think we must not be too literal-minded and conclude that the artist
has predominance over the patron, or initiated the project: this is a metaphorical poem about the Neoplatonic circle of Love. Neither does this poem imply
that Raphael supervised the Sant’Agostino project (which would once more be
too literal-minded). The temple, that of Croton where Zeuxis painted the famous Helen we encountered in the first chapter, is typologically related to the
Sant’Agostino. The piety is that which is inspired by the magnificent altar, seen,
I think, as a joint effort. It is, however, significant that the chosen antique
parallel is Zeuxis, and not, for instance, Phidias or another famous artist, and
this effect is strengthened by the mentioning of colore, which can only refer to
the fresco. This must reflect the prestige bestowed on the altar by the presence
of a work of Raphael. The epigram indeed presents a rather accurate resumé
of the way communication between the real and the virtual world, in which
Raphael was deemed such an expert.


Perini -, , thinks of Goritz’s piety, but the parallelism of the poem does not
warrant this.
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We may conclude that reference to Raphael is far from absent, that it is indeed
of a highly complimentary nature, but that it is restricted to only two, admittedly important, poets. We know, from the first chapter, that poets were hardly
reluctant to devote their ingenuity to Raphael. To explain this quandary, it is
thus tempting to assume that other syllogae of Coryciana existed, containing
more poetry on Raphael, as suggested by Perini.  Furthermore, as suggested
above, it may be that Blosio drew extensively on the ‘first round’ of poems,
composed before the fresco was finished (though the reason for this remains
obscure). The reasons for the relative absence of Raphael in the Coryciana may
be summed up as follows:
- firstly, there is the question of transmission: Pirro Ligorio’s statement that
the Coryciana were ‘opera scritta in versi [. . . ] laudando l’opere fatte di pittura
di mano di Raphaele d’Urbino, et di scultura di mano del Sansovino [. . . ], although it contains serious distortions  may indicate that poems on Raphael
have been lost.
- secondly, Blosio’s redaction, which dates from , may have been influenced by the situation in which it was produced. Inclusion of praise of Sansovino could be useful for the sculptor in procuring patronage, as he was alive and
kicking (contrary to Raphael), and had to contend with the formidable competition of Michelangelo. It may also be that reference to the Isaiah had become
more problematical because the prophets were becoming controversial because
the Reformation had ‘claimed’ the Old Testament.  Alternatively, some form
of tension between Raphael and Goritz has been suggested. 
- thirdly, the tradition of ‘speaking statues’ and the literary precedent of
antique epigrams performing this function, gave precedence to the statue over
the fresco as a topic, an argument related to the following;
- lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the subject matter of the statue was
of a higher order than that of the fresco.




Perini -.
The author of the Coryciana is named as ‘Andrea Marone’, who is indeed a minor con-

tributor.

Vasari too seems to imply lost poetry, by speaking of Italian and Greek poetry apart
from the Latin.

Suggested by Perini -.

Pettinelli, , quoted by Shearman , .
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Appendix : Cephalus and Procris

I

MMEDIATELY antecedent to the story of Scylla and Nisus, at the close of
the seventh book, Ovid tells at unusual length the story of Cephalus and
Procris, the sister of Orithyia. Their marriage started splendidly, with mutual
happiness (hanc mihi iunxit amor, VII, ). But then, shortly after the marriage, the goddess of Dawn, Aurora, abducts the beautiful young man, who,
however, remains unimpressed by her advances and desires to return to his
wife – although he is possibly forced to surrender his fidelity. The irritated
goddess can not but yield, but, as a parting gift, instils suspicion and jealousy in
Cephalus by suggesting that Procris, too, may not have been faithful. Cephalus
returns in disguise to test his wife, who has been loyal but is manipulated into
an unwished for rendez-vous with her disguised husband, who with sound, fury
and self-righteousness reveals himself.
Now faith has been broken, Procris is deeply offended and refuses for a
long time to speak with Cephalus, who settles on solitary habits, with a special
preference for hunting. But eventually relations are restored, and happiness
once more reigns. Cephalus, however, holds on to his habit of hunting in the
early hours. On these excursions, completely alone (he can do without servants, horses or dogs because of his magic spear which returns to the thrower),
he is wont to rest in a cool spot, looking for a breath of air: (ill. .)
[. . . ] sed cum satiata ferinae
dextera caedis erat, repetebam frigus et umbras
et quae de gelidis exibat vallibus aura:
aura petebatur medio mihi lenis in aestu,
auram exspectabam, requies erat illa labori.
"aura" (recordor enim), "venias" cantare solebam,
"meque iuves intresque sinus, gratissima, nostros,
utque facis, relevare velis, quibus urimur, aestus!"
forsitan addiderim (sic me mea fata trahebant),
blanditias plures et "tu mihi magna voluptas"
dicere sim solitus, "tu me reficisque fovesque,
tu facis, ut silvas, ut amem loca sola: meoque
spiritus iste tuus semper captatur ab ore."
vocibus ambiguis deceptam praebuit aurem
nescio quis nomenque aurae tam saepe vocatum
esse putat nymphae:
When my right hand had had its fill of the slaughter of beasts, I looked
for coolness and shadow, and the breeze that came from the chilly valleys:
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the soft breeze was courted by me in my heat, and I waited for her, for she
was the repose of my labour. ‘Please come, Aura,’ I remember to have sung
habitually, ‘please me and enter my breast, you sweet thing, and kindly
relieve the heat that burns me, as you usually do!’ Perhaps I added, for
such was my fatal course, more than one sweet word and was wont to
say ‘you are my passion, you restore me and comfort me, you make that I
love the woods, the lonely places; by my mouth this spirit of yours is always
caught’. Fortuitously hearing this, by these ambiguous words somebody
or other was deceived and thought the name of Aura, so often invoked by
me, was that of a nymph.

The tale is duly brought to Procris, whose jealousy is inflamed, and who secretly
seeks him out. On the next occasion she hears him call ‘come Aura and heal
our labours’, groans with grief, which sound is interpreted by Cephalus as that
of a beast at which he hurls his spear with fatal consequence.
The passage is, by the way, a marvellous illustration of the metonymical
use of abstract nouns as mythological personages we have studied in Statius,
and the story a superb example of Ovid’s deep psychological insight in human
relations. But the important point here is: is it admissible to identify the eighth
lunette with it? The reclining figure is very apt for Cephalus, and looks male
indeed (in the Zephyr option that is accounted for by the fact that Gaia is a
Titan). Furthermore, this figure exhales heat and courts the cool of the wind.
Lastly, Cephalus fits in the Athenian connection, and the tragic eros of Ovid’s
tale matches that of Tereus, Scylla and Boreas. On the other hand, the dress of
the figure seems feminine, while the gender of the head of the wind is difficult
to decide. The pointing finger of the reclining figure would seem to be directed
at un-depicted flowers, it is true. On the other hand, with Zephyr and Gaia
we have the first, natural, level of Bersuire accounted for, but the other three
not. With Cephalus, all four levels are covered: in the first place, aura is a
natural phenomenon perfectly apt to the Farnesina, which was designed to be
a retreat from the bustle of city-life: in fact, the way Cephalus requires to be
soothed by the breeze runs exactly parallel to the requirements of Agostino
Chigi. In the second place the Athenian connection: it seems impossible to
dismiss as coincidental the Athenian links between the lunettes we have traced
out. It thus becomes almost compulsory to include in this pattern the eighth
lunette as well, and this function is duly performed by the Cephalus hypothesis.
Also the connection between the erotic typology of the Cephalus story with the


When an interpretation as Zephyr is accepted, it is also strange that the wind directions
of Zephyr and Boreas have been switched in respect to the orientation of the villa.
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erotomania, misunderstanding and lack of restraint that characterise the other
stories on the typological or sacral-allegorical level is relevant.
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Summary

R

’ P aims at reconstructing the visual grammar needed to decode the meaning of some of Raphael’s most famous images produced in
Rome, and, in defining the context in which this art functioned, to interpret its
significance for the intended public. It does so by emphatically tackling a pictorial subject from a literary perspective, thus employing an interdisciplinary
approach. That the aims of poetry and visual art were compatible in the Renaissance and should be studied in close relation to each other, is a scholarly
commonplace (especially since Lee ). Yet scholarly discussion has up to
now been dominated by the application of Renaissance literary theory to the
visual arts. This emphasis tends to obscure the fact that humanists who contributed to literary theory in the Renaissance were almost without exception in
the first place practitioners of poetry. To counter the tendency towards theory,
the text-immanent poetics, and thus poetry itself, are brought to the fore by
our study as the most important evidence for interpretation. Raphael’s Poetics, then, are particularly practical poetics, extracted from poetical texts, and
brought to bear on visual art.
As to visual art itself: traditional exegesis of the ‘world behind the picture’
generally centers on pictorial and/or iconographical analysis. In the recent
past, however, the relation and interaction between the image and the viewer
has increasingly been emphasized (Shearman ). These connections are
pursued further in Raphael’s Poetics, and systematically related to the ‘mimetic’
characteristics of the art and poetry of ancient Rome and their Hellenistic predecessors. Detailed interpretations of Renaissance works of visual art and poetry reveal that, similar to antique art and poetry, the world behind the picture
attempted to cross the border of its frame well into the world of the viewer
both historically and spatially. This results in a cosmic and historical continuum that functions as legitimization of the pretensions of the patron. The way
such a continuum was created is illustrated by the example of the ekphrasis
from the first book of Virgil’s Aeneid (-). It is submitted that this and
other influential and prestigious passages from antique poetry were exemplary
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for the realization of the recreation of antique art. They enabled the return
from word to image which was one of the main preoccupations of the Renaissance. Ancient poetical descriptions of art not only illustrated in practice
how art had functioned. They also served as the appropriate starting point
of visual representation since there were so little tangible remains from Antiquity. Thus ekphrasis is of crucial importance for Renaissance art: it brought
to life the lost world of Antiquity, and enabled patrons to participate in antique
splendour reborn, rejuvenated and perfected by Christianity. Detailed analysis
of Renaissance poetry and its reception of Antiquity shows that, contrary to
the way poetry is still predominantly used in Raphael scholarship, namely as
Quellen-Forschung, much more can, and ought to be done with poetry.
These principles are elucidated in the Introduction. The four chapters that
follow are devoted to case studies exemplifying them, Raphael’s grave in the
Pantheon and the poetry concerning it, the Stanza della Segnatura in the Vatican, the Goritz-chapel in the Sant’Agostino and the Villa Farnesina, in particular the Sala di Galatea. Concluding the book, five appendices treat in detail
of the authenticity of Raphael’s letter to Castiglione, the authorship of BAV
Vat.Lat. , the circumstances surrounding the edition of the Coryciana,
the role played by Raphael in these poems, and the relevance of the myth of
Cephalus and Procris for the Sala di Galatea in the Villa Farnesina.
It is argued, in Chapter , that the development of ‘aesthetic autonomy’ in
art theory from the later th century onwards created a hermeneutic gap which
hampers our understanding of Renaissance art and poetry. Raphael’s art, to
use Shearman’s tag from E.M. Forster, was devised to make its public ‘connect’
with it. By studying poetical sources produced during Raphael’s lifetime and
especially from funerary epigrams devoted to him shortly after his death, the
chapter illustrates this principle of connection. It consisted of recognizing and
following the divine nature of man revealed in Raphael’s art. In this context, a
comprehensive interpretation is given of the famous distich by Pietro Bembo
(or AntonioTebaldeo) inscribed on Raphael’s grave. It is furthermore argued
that because Raphael’s art performed its function so well, he was conceived of
as the artistic creator par excellence, and thus as an exemplary godlike man.
Raphael’s ability to create and visualize transcendence exemplified the artist’s
similarity to God, the great creator mundi. Raphael’s art, according to contemporary belief, could in a sense undo the Fall, because it made the world
‘whole’ again. This is the background for the often encountered epithet ‘divine’
of Raphael in contemporary criticism.
Such extraordinary claims for art and artists are usually dated by historians
in the later Cinquecento and onwards (Bouwsma , ). In fact, they origi-
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nate with the evaluation of Raphael. The alleged affinity between God and the
artist derived from Florentine Neoplatonism (in its turn dependent on Hermetic sources). Applied to Raphael, it was essential for the development of the
Classicist and Romantic cult of the Artist. In this process we should acknowledge the important role of a sylloge of poems on Raphael, which influenced
Vasari in the creation of his Raphael Vita.
In Chapter  new interpretations are offered on Raphael’s Stanza della Segnatura, based on the relevance of both antique and contemporary poetry for
its content. A relation is established between the Stanza and a commentary on
Horace’s Ars Poetica produced in his circles by the papal librarian Tommaso Inghirami. Julius II’s Stanza was visually linked to the Cortile Belvedere originally
visible from one of its windows, and intertextually linked to the prophecies
contained in Virgils Aeneid, evoked by quotations both in the Stanza and the
Cortile. The chapter argues that the connections between prophetic poetry and
painting in the Stanza are essential for the understanding both of the iconography of the room and the status of art in Julian propaganda, in which a typological connection is established between Augustan and Julian rule. Originating
in the theory of the divine nature of poetry applied to painting as sketched in
Chapter , the painter Raphael is presented in this program as a prophet on a par
with Virgil, and thus as a visual poet. Inghirami, who devised the program for
the room, instructed the painter to incorporate the stylistic ideals of Augustan
classicism familiar from Horace’s Ars Poetica to suggest a divine harmony in
history, resulting in the golden rule of Pope Julius II. Thus the harmonious and
balanced style in the Stanza on which Raphael’s fame rests was not an aim per
se, but part of Julius’ harmonising and universalising political programme. A
typological model of interpretation, based on the exegesis of Scripture, but also
recognised in Augustan poetry, was intended in the Stanza and is studied in
this chapter. Both the typological connections between the figures represented
on the walls of the Stanza and those who frequented the room, and the interactivity between art and life which Raphael’s frescoes articulated, provided access
to other worlds, and entailed major possibilities for manipulating history.
Raphael’s extraordinarily ‘accessible’ art functioned as a medium, which
offered the viewer access to an ideal world. To gain that access, active participation was necessary on the part of the viewer, who needed to ‘finish’ the
work with his or her fantasia completely to become immersed in the world the
work of art showed. Especially in devotional context, art was a means to attain
union with divinity. The possibilities and functions of Raphael’s art are further
studied in Chapter , on the so-called ‘Goritz-chapel’ in the Sant’Agostino. In
this chapter, the intellectual background of Raphael’s patrons and friends is
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scrutinised by focusing on the ‘academy’ of the curial officer Johannes Goritz,
the chapel he commissioned, and the party he threw yearly in his garden at
the Forum of Trajan. This took place after the celebration of the feast day of
the chapel’s patron, Saint Anne, the entrance fee for which was a Latin poem.
Of the surviving poetry, an unusual amount of ekphrastic and epideictic poems
devoted to the ensemble of altar, statue by Sansovino and fresco by Raphael enables us to reconstruct the way contemporary viewers decoded the significance
of art and constructed their links with its subject-matter. The world of art, it
appears, was seen as a fore-taste of paradise and a reflection of Eden. Because
art showed the ideal world almost tangibly, it offered the opportunity to enter
and share it. Extensive attention is devoted to the concept of the Golden Age
in Julian and Leonine Rome and Augustinian theology. The connections between the iconography of the chapel and its patron and his guests are pursued
on different levels, resulting in a comprehensive interpretation of the chapel,
the Coryciana and the party to which these poems contributed.
Chapter  discusses the villa of Agostino Chigi now called the Farnesina,
and the Sala di Galatea in particular. The attempt to connect the Farnesina’s
art with its owner is preceded by an extensive sketch of the colorful figure of
Agostino Chigi, his status and his public profile. A case is made for the interpretation of the Villa as a Gesamtkunstwerk, and the role of the diverse arts
concerned is assessed. Chigi’s appropriations of antiquity for the purpose of
legitimacy are studied in detail, leading to an extensive excursus on Statius’
poetics of ekphrasis, and a discussion of ancient and Renaissance pastoral, especially Virgil’s Bucolica. In the latter excursus, major theoretical problems
are dealt with, leading to the hypothesis of an ‘associative grammar’ in which
ambiguity is of the essence. In this aspect it is similar to the hermeneutic code
employed in the villa’s decorations, and the poetry devoted to it by especially
Blosio Palladio and Egidio Gallo. In the Sala di Galatea, the interpretation of
which has not yet reached consensus, these findings lead to an interpretation
of the lunettes in relation to the portraits contained in them of Agostino Chigi.
Then the vexed question of the major frescoes of Polyphemus and Galatea is
broached: these are interpreted as an evocation of an ancient gallery, heavily
dependent on the descriptions of Philostratus, and devised in marked rivalry
with another major Italian patron, Alfonso d’Este. The Galatea is shown to
be a turning point in Raphael’s work, from an ‘interactive’ mode towards an
‘autonomous’ mode. The origin of this turning point, however, is shown to
be iconographical. This entails that subsequent conclusions drawn from the
Galatea’s autonomy are partly based on a misunderstanding. In the Sala di
Galatea in the Villa Farnesina, the method of looking at art through the lens of
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ancient literature yields the tangible result of a comprehensive interpretation
hitherto unavailable: the hall is seen as a Renaissance evocation of an ancient
art collection, expressing the character, profile and taste of its owner.
Building on Shearman’s ‘Only Connect’, Raphael’s Poetics applies the principles of ekphrasis, interaction and typology operative in ancient Greek and
Roman poetry to the visual art and poetry of the Renaissance. It offers innovative interpretations of Raphael’s Roman works and new insights in the cultural
history of the early modern period.
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Samenvatting

R

’ P beoogt een reconstructie van de visuele grammatica die
nodig is om de betekenis van een aantal van Rafaël’s belangrijkste voorstellingen geproduceerd in Rome te decoderen, en door de context waarin die voorstellingen functioneerden te preciseren, tot een interpretatie te komen van de betekenis die zij voor het beoogde publiek hadden. De studie streeft deze doelen
na door haar beeldende objecten nadrukkelijk te beschouwen vanuit een literair standpunt en door een interdisciplinaire methodiek te hanteren. Dat de
kunstdoelen van poëzie en beeldende kunst als compatibel werden beschouwd
in de Renaissance en dientengevolge in nauwe samenhang bestudeerd dienen
te worden, is een wetenschappelijke gemeenplaats (in het bijzonder sinds Lee
). Toch is de wetenschappelijke discussie tot nu toe gedomineerd door het
toepassen van literaire theorie uit de Renaissance op de beeldende kunst. Deze
nadruk verhult het feit dat de humanisten die in de Renaissance aan literaire
theorievorming bijdroegen, haast zonder uitzondering in de eerste plaats beoefenaars van de poëzie waren. Deze studie beoogt de nadruk op theorie te neutraliseren en maakt daarom de hermeneutische regels die hun poëzie impliciet
bevat, en daarmee hun poëzie zelf, als het belangrijkste bewijsmateriaal ten
behoeve van interpretatie nadrukkelijk tot hoofdonderwerp. Rafaël’s Poëtica is
daarmee voor alles een praktische poëtica, ontleend aan poëzie, en toegepast
op beeldende kunst.
Wat die beeldende kunst zelf betreft: traditionele interpretatie van de ‘wereld
achter het beeld’ richtte zich in het algemeen op beeld- of iconografische analyse. In de afgelopen decennia is echter steeds nadrukkelijker gewezen op de
diverse connecties tussen het beeld en de beschouwer, in het bijzonder sinds
Shearman . Deze connecties worden in Rafaël’s Poëtica uitgewerkt en systematisch verbonden met de ‘mimetische’ eigenschappen van beeldende kunst
en poëzie van het oude Rome en hun Hellenistische voorgangers. Door middel van détailinterpretaties van beeldende kunstwerken en daarmee vergelijkbare of daaraan ten grondslag liggende gedichten wordt de stelling ontwikkeld
dat, net als in de poëzie van de Renaissance en haar antieke voorbeelden, de
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‘wereld achter het beeld’ bij de beeldende kunst doorliep in de wereld van de
beschouwer in ruimtelijk en temporeel opzicht, met als resultaat een kosmisch
en historisch continuüm dat de aspiraties van opdrachtgevers legitimeerde. De
manier waarop deze continuïteit tot stand kon komen wordt verduidelijkt aan
de hand van het voorbeeld van de ekphrasis uit het eerste boek van Vergilius’
Aeneis (-). De stelling wordt ontwikkeld dat deze en andere invloedrijke en prestigieuze passages uit de antieke poëzie tot voorbeeld dienden bij de
realisatie van de ‘wedergeboorte’ en het weer van woord tot beeld komen die
de Renaissance beoogde. Poëtische beschrijving uit de Oudheid vormde het
uitgangspunt voor visuele representatie in het bijzonder omdat zo veel visueel
materiaal uit de Oudheid verloren was gegaan. Daarom ook is ekphrasis zo cruciaal voor de kunst van de Renaissance: de verloren wereld van de Oudheid kon
er door tot leven worden gewekt, en opdrachtgevers konden dankzij hun kunstenaars weer gaan deelnemen aan een wereld die verloren leek, maar nu, aan
een tweede jeugd begonnen en geperfectioneerd door het Christendom, weer
ging leven. Om dit spel tussen woord en beeld goed te doorzien, is een gedetailleerde analyse van contemporaine poëzie en antiekenreceptie onontbeerlijk.
Geconstateerd wordt dat in de wetenschappelijke discussie rond Rafaël poëzie
nog altijd vooral gebruikt wordt als Quellen-Forschung. Gedemonstreerd wordt
dat met poëtische bronnen veel meer gedaan kan en moet worden.
Deze stellingen worden ontwikkeld in de inleiding. De daaropvolgende
vier hoofdstukken zijn gewijd aan de analyse van individuele monumenten,
Rafaël’s graf in het Pantheon en de poëzie die er mee in verband staat, de Stanza
della Segnatura in het Vaticaan, de Goritz-kapel in de Sant’Agostino en de Villa
Farnesina, waarbij de aandacht vooral uitgaat naar de Sala di Galatea. Het boek
wordt afgesloten door vijf filologische appendices, gewijd aan de authenticiteit
van Rafaël’s brief aan Castiglione, het auteurschap van BAV Vat. Lat. , de
omstandigheden rondom de publicatie van de Coryciana, de rol die Rafaël in
deze gedichten speelt, en de relevantie van de mythe van Cephalus en Procris
voor de Sala di Galatea in de Villa Farnesina.
In Hoofdstuk  wordt beargumenteerd dat de ontwikkeling van ‘esthetische’ autonomie in de kunsttheorie vanaf de e eeuw een hermeneutische kloof
heeft doen ontstaan die ons begrip van de kunst van de Renaissance bemoeilijkt. De kunst van Rafaël beoogde juist dat de toeschouwer deel ging nemen aan
de wereld die er in werd afgebeeld. Door middel van analyses van poëzie die al
tijdens het leven van de kunstenaar aan zijn werk gewijd werden, maar vooral
door studie van de grafepigrammen die in groten getale kort na zijn dood werden geproduceerd, illustreert dit hoofdstuk hoe deze deelname tot stand kon
komen: door herkenning en navolging van de goddelijke natuur van de mens
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die in Rafaël’s werk werd geopenbaard. In dit kader wordt een uitgebreide,
nieuwe interpretatie geboden van het beroemde distichon van Pietro Bembo
(of Antonio Tebaldeo) dat al vroeg op Rafaël’s graf werd aangebracht. Omdat
de kunst van Rafaël haar functie zo voortreffelijk vervulde, zo vervolgt de argumentatie, werd deze kunstenaar gezien als de artistieke schepper bij uitstek, en
dientengevolge als een uitzonderlijk, want godgelijk mens. Zijn vermogen immers tot creatie en visualisatie van de transcendente wereld werd gezien als een
indicatie van zijn gelijkenis aan God, wiens meest karakteristieke eigenschap
nu juist het scheppen was. Rafaël’s kunst, zo werd geredeneerd, kon in zekere
zin de Zondeval ongedaan maken, omdat zij de wereld weer ‘heel’ maakte. Dit
is de achtergrond van de in contemporaine reacties vaak ten aanzien van Rafaël
gebezigde term ‘goddelijk’.
Zulke uitzonderlijke aanspraken ten aanzien van kunst en kunstenaars worden door historici meestal in het latere Cinquecento geplaatst (Bouwsma ,
), maar kunnen dus op Rafaël worden teruggevoerd. De affiniteit tussen God
en de kunstenaar, die via het Florentijns Neoplatonisme uit de Hermetische
traditie stamt en op Rafaël werd toegepast, is voor de ontwikkeling van de
Classicistische en Romantische cultus van de Kunstenaar van wezenlijk belang
geweest. In dit proces speelde een sylloge van poëzie gewijd aan Rafaël die door
Vasari is benut ten behoeve van zijn levensbeschrijving van Rafaël een belangrijke rol.
In hoofdstuk  worden nieuwe interpretaties van Rafaël’s Stanza della Segnatura voorgesteld, gebaseerd op de relevantie van zowel antieke als Renaissance poëzie voor deze fresco’s. De Stanza wordt tevens gerelateerd aan een
commentaar op Horatius’ Ars Poetica vervaardigd in Rafaël’s omgeving door
de pauselijke bibliothecaris Tommaso Inghirami. De Stanza van Julius II was
visueel verbonden met de Cortile Belvedere, die oorspronkelijk zichtbaar was
uit één van de twee ramen, en intertextueel gekoppeld aan de voorspellingen
gedaan in Vergilius Aeneis, die door citaten in de Stanza en de Cortile werden geëvoceerd. Het hoofdstuk toont aan dat de verbanden tussen profetische
poëzie en Rafaël’s fresco’s van wezenlijk belang zijn voor een begrip van zowel
de iconografie van de kamer als de status van kunst in Julius politieke programma, waarin een typologisch verband werd gelegd tussen diens macht en
die van Augustus. Op grond van de toepassing van de theorie van de goddelijke natuur van de poëzie op de beeldende kunst wordt de schilder Rafaël in het
programma voorgesteld als een profeet op gelijke voet met Vergilius, en dus
als een visueel episch dichter. Inghirami, die het programma voor de kamer
heeft ontworpen, heeft Rafaël de stilistische idealen van het Augusteïsch classicisme, onder andere terug te vinden in Horatius’ Ars Poetica, laten toepassen
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en daarmee een goddelijke harmonie in de geschiedenis willen suggereren die
uitmondde in de gouden heerschappij van Julius II. De harmonieuze en gebalanceerde stijl die door Rafaël in de Stanza werd gecreëerd was derhalve geen
doel op zich, maar onderdeel van Julius harmoniserende en universele politieke
programma. Een typologisch model, gebaseerd op de Bijbel-exegese, maar ook
herkend in de Aeneis ligt aan de Stanza ten grondslag en komt uitgebreid in
dit hoofdstuk aan de orde. Zowel de typologische connecties tussen de figuren afgebeeld op Rafaël’s fresco’s en degenen die de kamer frequenteerden
als de interactiviteit tussen de afbeeldingen en de werkelijkheid die zich in de
kamer afspeelde, gaven de gebruikers van de afbeeldingen toegang tot andere
werelden en tradities en boden gelegenheid tot manipulatie van die tradities.
Rafaël’s uitzonderlijk toegankelijke kunst fungeerde zo als een medium dat
de toeschouwer toegang bood tot een ideale wereld. Om die toegang te verkrijgen, was actieve participatie van de toeschouwer nodig, die het kunstwerk met
zijn fantasia moest afmaken om volledig op te gaan in de wereld waarop het
kunstwerk hem of haar zicht bood: vooral in devotionele context was kunst
een middel om vereniging met het goddelijke te bereiken. In hoofdstuk  worden de mogelijkheden en functies van het artistieke medium verder uitgediept,
naar aanleiding van de zogenaamde ‘Goritz-kapel’ in de Sant’Agostino. In dit
hoofdstuk wordt de intellectuele achtergrond van Rafaël’s opdrachtgevers en
vrienden behandeld aan de hand van de ‘academie’ van de protonotarius apostolicus Johannes Goritz, de ‘kapel’ die hij liet vervaardigen, en het feest dat
hij in zijn tuin bij het Forum van Trajanus jaarlijks organiseerde na de viering van de naamdag van Anna, de heilige aan wie de kapel was gewijd. Het
toegangsbewijs voor die vieringen bestond uit een Latijns gedicht. Een groot
aantal ekphrastische en epideictische gedichten uit de overgeleverde collectie
stelt ons in staat te reconstrueren hoe contemporaine toeschouwers de betekenis van de kunstwerken decodeerden en zich met het afgebeelde in verbinding
stelden. De wereld van de kunst, zo blijkt, werd gezien als een voorproefje
op het paradijs en een reflectie van Eden. Omdat de kunst deze ideale wereld
haast tastbaar voor ogen bracht, bood ze aan de gebruikers de mogelijkheid
haar binnen te treden en te delen. In dit kader wordt uitgebreid ingegaan op
het concept van de Gouden Tijd in het Rome van Julius en Leo, en ook op
de theologische grondslag daarvoor in het werk van Augustinus. De connecties tussen de iconografie van de kapel en haar opdrachtgever en diens gasten
worden op verschillende niveaus bestudeerd, resulterend in een afgeronde interpretatie van de kapel, de Coryciana en het feest waaraan de gedichten een
bijdrage leverden.
Hoofdstuk  behandelt the villa van Agostino Chigi die nu de Farnesina
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genoemd wordt, en in het bijzonder de Sala di Galatea. Om de fresco’s uit
deze villa met hun opdrachtgever te kunnen verbinden opent het hoofdstuk
met een uitgebreide schets van de kleurrijke Chigi, zijn status en zijn publieke
profiel. De villa wordt benaderd als een Gesamtkunstwerk, en de rol van de
verschillende kunsten erin wordt gewogen. De strategieën waarmee Chigi zich
de Oudheid toeeigende met het oog op representatie en legitimiteit worden
nauw bestudeerd, en in het kader daarvan worden secties ingelast over Statius’
ekphrastische poëtica in de Silvae en over de relevantie van de antieke pastorale poëzie en haar verwerking in de Renaissance, in het bijzonder de Bucolica van Vergilius. Deze laatste sectie bevat een belangrijke theoretische discussie die uitmondt in de hypothese van een ‘associatieve grammatica’. In deze
hermeneutische code, toegepast op de decoraties van de villa en de poëzie die
eraan is gewijd door Blosio Palladio en Egidio Gallo en anderen, speelt ambiguïteit een essentiële rol. In dit theoretische kader wordt een interpretatie van
de Sala di Galatea geboden, een zaal waarover tot op heden geen wetenschappelijke consensus bestaat. Uitgaande van de thema’s van ekphrasis, typologie en
interactie worden de lunetten iconografisch geïnterpreteerd in verband met de
portretten van Chigi die ze bevatten. Daarop volgt de behandeling van de grote
fresco’s van Polyphemus en Galatea. Deze worden gezien als onderdeel van de
herschepping van een antieke kunstcollectie, die in nauw verband staat met de
Eicones van Philostratus en die is ontstaan in rivaliteit met een andere belangrijke contemporaine opdrachtgever, Alfonso d’Este. Rafaël’s Galatea wordt
gezien als een keerpunt in zijn werk, waarin Rafaël zich van een interactieve
naar een autonome ‘modus’ wendt. De oorsprong van deze verandering blijkt
echter iconografisch, zodat aangetoond kan worden dat latere conclusies met
betrekking tot de autonomie van de Galatea gedeeltelijk op een misverstand
berusten. In de interpretatie van de Sala di Galatea leidt de literaire methode
van beschouwen tot het tastbare resultaat van een totaalinterpretatie van de zaal
als evocatie van een antieke collectie die het karakter, de smaak en het profiel
van de eigenaar reflecteert.
Voortbouwend op het werk van Shearman , laat Rafaël’s Poëtica zien
dat toepassing van de tekstimmanente principes van ekphrasis, interactie en
typologie uit de antieke poëzie en haar verwerking in de Renaissance leidt tot
een consistente en vernieuwende interpretatie van Rafaël’s Romeinse werk, en
belangrijke inzichten biedt in de cultuurgeschiedenis van de vroeg moderne
periode.
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